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 1           (In open court, case called)
 2           THE COURT: All right.  Good morning to all of you.
 3  We have had a fair amount of letter writing going on over the
 4  weekend.  I think I want to start with the verdict form, just
 5  because -- we don't need to have a finalized verdict form
 6  before we go and pick a jury, but I do think it's best to
 7  understand what exactly is in dispute and what is not in
 8  dispute.  So I sent out a slightly revised version last night.
 9  I tinkered with the language to the extent that the defendant
10  has concerns about the phraseology, but I think most of that is
11  really semantics more than anything else.
12           But my real question is what factors, what things,
13  other than the facts of an arrest and the nature or the charge
14  that's included in the complaint, are considered or may be
15  considered by ALJ and ultimately by the chair.  So whether the
16  driver has prior criminal convictions, is that something that
17  the city is arguing can be considered?
18           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, the thing is the
19  decisions that are on the record by the chair indicate that
20  that was not considered, that the consideration was whether the
21  charges are true, but I can't say as to what a future chair
22  will would do.  Right now there's no official chair.
23           But yes, as far as the decisions that are in the
24  record that were issued by the chair or the chair's designee,
25  the consideration were whether the pending charges, if true,
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 1  implicate -- and now I am saying it in my way is what I
 2  understand it -- implicate the driver's ability to safely
 3  interact with the taxi riding public or to safely operate a
 4  motor vehicle.
 5           If a driver is suspended due to drinking while
 6  intoxicated --
 7           THE COURT: Driving while intoxicated.
 8           MS. O'SULLIVAN: That is -- if he's convicted for
 9  that, his license will be revoked, and it implicates --
10           THE COURT: The question is if a person is charged
11  with that offense, what facts, if any, would be considered by
12  the ALJ or by the chairman as a factor that would support the
13  lifting the suspension.
14           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, if I may --
15           THE COURT: Just answer that question.
16           MS. O'SULLIVAN: They also could bring in the criminal

17  complaint.
18           THE COURT: The criminal complaint.  So what facts in

19  the criminal complaint would or even could be considered to
20  lift the suspension?
21           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Now I'm quoting from the Second

22  Circuit, that standard, if it actually is the standard, may
23  well be within the range of adequate due process.
24           THE COURT: That's not the question, the question is
25  what facts are you alluding to in the criminal complaint that
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 1  would or even could justify listing the suspension?
 2           MS. O'SULLIVAN: In Mr. Nnebe's case, if the criminal

 3  complaint says that he dragged a taxi passenger across the
 4  payment by the wrists, what if that criminal complaint said
 5  that he shouted at the passenger and pushed her and that was
 6  it.  Like the Second Circuit says, it arguably might be within
 7  the statute with which the person has been charged, but maybe
 8  it doesn't mean the person is a danger to the public, and
 9  that's what the Second Circuit says.
10           Indeed, even a hearing at which the --
11           THE COURT: I know what the Second Circuit said, I'm

12  trying to figure out what evidence you intend to introduce to
13  show that the ALJ or the chairman considered anything other
14  than the fact of the arrest and the charge.  And so what is the
15  answer to that?  What evidence do you intend to introduce on
16  that point?
17           MS. WEINBLATT: We will be introducing evidence that

18  the driver could put in any documents he wants, that he could
19  say anything he wants, that he could be represented by an
20  attorney, that he could bring in the criminal complaint and say
21  look, the charges against me don't show that I'm dangerous.
22           THE COURT: So he can quibble with the charges that

23  are on the list?  Is that what you're saying?
24           MS. O'SULLIVAN: The charge that is actually against

25  him.  In the case of --
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 1           THE COURT: But the charges that are on the list carry

 2  a presumption that licensure will be suspended, right?
 3           MS. O'SULLIVAN: That's what causes the initial
 4  summary suspension.  But Mr. Amin, another plaintiff, could
 5  have brought in his criminal complaint which said that he held
 6  a knife to his landlord's neck, and he could say even if it's
 7  true that I held the knife to my landlord's neck, that doesn't
 8  mean I'm dangerous.
 9           THE COURT: Yes, he can say that, but what facts, in a

10  complaint or anyplace else, would be considered by the ALJ or
11  the chairman to determine that yes, licensure can be lifted --
12  license suspension can be lifted?
13           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I'm saying they would

14  meaningfully consider the facts alleged in the complaint.  And
15  if the DA did not -- if arguably it meets the penal law but it
16  doesn't really say that the person -- it was a violent injury,
17  then that would be a reason for lifting the suspension.
18           THE COURT: Has there ever been a situation in which

19  that happened?
20           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, frankly most drivers

21  don't bring in the criminal complaint.
22           THE COURT: Just answer my question.
23           MS. O'SULLIVAN: I'm not aware of one.
24           THE COURT: All right.  Are you aware of any instance

25  in which the facts in the complaint were in fact considered by
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 1  the ALJ or the chairman as a basis for lifting the suspension?
 2           MS. O'SULLIVAN: I'm sorry, I didn't catch the first
 3  part.
 4           THE COURT: Any instances in which you are aware that

 5  the ALJ or the chairman cited to facts alleged in the complaint
 6  as a basis for lifting the suspension?
 7           MS. O'SULLIVAN: They cite -- I am not aware of that,

 8  but they cite to the penal law elements that if the person is
 9  alleged to have committed violence, if the person is alleged to
10  have operated a motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol.
11           THE COURT: Right.  I mean that's -- but you don't
12  need the complaint for that, all you need is the penal code for
13  that.  You know what the elements are.  So I guess I'm trying
14  to understand what it is -- you told the circuit in fact that
15  there is an opportunity to do this in a hearing.
16           MS. O'SULLIVAN: By bringing in the complaint.
17           THE COURT: And doing what?
18           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, the complaints are -- all

19  three plaintiffs give a lot of detail, and one of them had a
20  supporting deposition.  They provide factual allegations of
21  what happened.
22           THE COURT: So what is an example of a fact that just

23  hypothetically could appear in a complaint that would justify
24  lifting the suspension?  Hypothetically.
25           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Like I said, if the complaint says
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 1  that Mr. Nnebe merely pushed the taxied passenger and doesn't
 2  say he grabbed her by the wrist, if the complaint doesn't
 3  indicate that he physically injured her, then the ALJ would say
 4  I read these factual allegations in the complaint, I am
 5  wondering why the DA charged this crime but the facts as
 6  alleged do not indicate that this person would be a danger to
 7  public safety.
 8           THE COURT: So that's an example.  So a situation in
 9  which the facts alleged in the complaint contradict the
10  elements of the violation or the offense, that would be an
11  example.
12           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Or as the Second Circuit said, they

13  arguably meet the statute but don't indicate the person would
14  be a danger to the taxi driver.
15           THE COURT: What is the example of that?
16           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I haven't studied the

17  elements of every single --
18           THE COURT: Just give me an example of using one
19  listed violation or offense that would support a lifting of the
20  suspension because of a fact in the complaint.
21           MS. O'SULLIVAN: What I just said about Mr. Nnebe, if

22  it said only pushed the passenger.
23           THE COURT: You said that would undermine the
24  elements.  That would suggest that one of the elements has not
25  been met.
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 1           MS. O'SULLIVAN: In my opinion, yes, but all I could

 2  say is the factual allegations do contain detail.  I disagree,
 3  respectfully, with the last order that says criminal complaints
 4  contain no detail and that they don't have a supporting
 5  deposition.  The plaintiffs in the record, one of them --
 6           THE COURT: You think that most criminal complaints

 7  have a supporting deposition?  Is that your position?
 8           MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, I'm talking about the plaintiffs

 9  in this case, one of them --
10           THE COURT: We're talking about the policy of the city

11  with respect to taxi cab drivers, and the issue is whether the
12  complaint and the facts alleged in the complaint provide a
13  basis for the commissioner or the ALJ to lift the suspension.
14  And you're quibbling with my characterization that the criminal
15  complaints in the city, at the DA's office across the street,
16  don't contain a lot of facts?
17           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I'm not, I'm pointing to

18  the named plaintiffs and I'm saying --
19           THE COURT: We're not limited to the named plaintiffs,

20  because what I'm talking about the policies of the city.  We
21  have now got the organizational plaintiff back in this.
22           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Then the organizational plaintiff

23  should have put in more criminal complaints to make that claim.

24  You're asking me to consider a claim that I don't have the
25  criminal complaints --
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 1           THE COURT: Don't get all uppy with me, okay?  I read

 2  a lot of criminal complaints in my day.  I know what they look
 3  like.  And so if you're going to tell me on a soap box that
 4  there's a ton of depositions and there are a ton of facts
 5  included, then that's counter factual.
 6           MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor.
 7           THE COURT: What facts?  Give me one, one fact in the

 8  case of a DWI that would enable an ALJ or the commissioner to
 9  lift the suspension.
10           MS. O'SULLIVAN: In that case, I can't think of any.
11           THE COURT: Why don't we go down every single offense

12  on the list.  What exhibit number is the list of offenses?  I
13  really don't feel like wasting the jury's time when there
14  really isn't that much dispute.
15           MS. O'SULLIVAN: I agree with you.
16           THE COURT: I'm not sure that you do though.
17           MS. O'SULLIVAN: And I don't mean to disagree with

18  your characterizations of complaints, I'm honestly saying I
19  only know of those in the record, that's all.
20           THE COURT: What exhibit number is the list of
21  offenses?
22           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Exhibit A of defendant's exhibits.

23           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I could put it up on the
24  screen if you like.
25           THE COURT: That would be great.  Thanks.
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 1           First one is assault in the third degree, Class A
 2  misdemeanor.
 3           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, that would be the example

 4  I just gave if it only said that he pushed the passenger and it
 5  didn't say that I dragged her by the wrists and caused physical
 6  injury.
 7           THE COURT: But that's -- physical injury is an
 8  element of the offense, correct?
 9           MS. O'SULLIVAN: That's right, your Honor.  So your

10  Honor, maybe I can say it this way.  Are you saying that if the
11  facts as alleged in the complaint meet the penal law elements,
12  is there any other facts or any other factor that would be
13  considered?
14           THE COURT: That's a place to start, yes.
15           MS. O'SULLIVAN: From the decisions that are in the

16  record, it doesn't appear so, but the ALJs from OATH have
17  considered the other factors.  As the verdict form is written,
18  it appears to ask this question as to the ALJs and as to the
19  final judges.  As to the ALJs, yes, they consider other
20  factors.  As to the chair, the chair decisions have each come
21  out in favor of deciding to continue the suspension based upon
22  the elements.  And the decisions don't use the word "elements,"
23  but based upon the charge, the arrest charge, if it was true.
24           THE COURT: Well, if what you're saying is that the
25  only way that the chairman is going to lift a suspension is if
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 1  the elements of the offense have not been demonstrated on the
 2  face of the complaint, then you should say.
 3           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I can't say that about

 4  the present administration.  Ms. Joshi, who has been the
 5  general counsel for the last three years, we pointedly
 6  questioned her on this, your Honor, and she said I can't say
 7  that I wouldn't consider other factors, I can't say that I look
 8  at each case on a case-by-case basis.
 9           She has only issued about three or four decisions in
10  the last few years, and like I said, we pointedly questioned
11  her on this so we could answer this question, and she would not
12  say that she limits her or would limit her review only to the
13  charge, to the elements of the charge.
14           THE COURT: All right.  So is there any need to ask
15  the jury about whether ALJs or the commissioner, the chair,
16  considered whether the driver had a prior criminal conviction?
17           MS. O'SULLIVAN: The ALJ, the record shows they do

18  consider other factors.
19           THE COURT: Including all the ones that are on the
20  verdict form?
21           MS. O'SULLIVAN: I never seen anyone mention ties to

22  the community, your Honor.
23           Your Honor, it's a written record, everything is in
24  there as to what was considered by the ALJ.
25           THE COURT: I'm trying to figure out what are disputed
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 1  facts.  If there's no dispute that the -- I'm going to ask
 2  about the chairman in a minute.  If there's no dispute that the
 3  chairman does not and will not and can't consider things like
 4  prior convictions or the lack thereof, or whether the charged
 5  conduct was committed while the driver was off duty, I'm not
 6  sure why we're asking the jury to make findings on that.  Maybe

 7  we should start with the chairman.  Is there any dispute as to
 8  whether the chair considers whether the charged conduct was
 9  committed while the driver was off duty?
10           MS. O'SULLIVAN: As I said your Honor, Ms. Joshi, the

11  current designee of the chair to make these decisions, told me
12  that she looks at the entire record and that she would not say
13  and she would not consider other factors.  I didn't go down the
14  list of each thing in the verdict form.
15           THE COURT: All right.  Mr. Ackman, anything that you

16  want to add to this?
17           MR. ACKMAN: Nothing, your Honor.
18           THE COURT: Mr. Ackman, you asked for a directed
19  verdict, but I think I can't direct a verdict before we have
20  had any evidence.  That's a summary judgment.
21           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I think actually you can.

22  The rule says at any time.
23           THE COURT: Well, I can direct the verdict at any time

24  I think once a trial commenced.  Isn't it a trial rule?
25           MR. ACKMAN: I think it says any time, and maybe even
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 1  before trial.  I could be wrong on the last part.
 2           THE COURT: Summary judgment is for before trial.
 3           MR. ACKMAN: You can call it summary judgment or you

 4  can call it -- maybe we're using the wrong word.  I think it's
 5  appropriate at this time.  I think they have had every chance
 6  to say if they have any evidence, and they said they don't have
 7  any evidence.  Even the things said now are contradicted by the
 8  evidence.  If you look at the Joshi letter rejecting the
 9  decision in Bhatti, she said the opposite of what
10  Ms. O'Sullivan said she said.  She says you can't consider
11  anything other than the charge.  She said that very explicitly.
12  And that's a letter that was written eleven days ago now.  So I
13  don't think we really need to have a jury decide or even
14  admitted.  It would be a waste of the Court's time, the
15  parties' time, and mostly the jury's time.
16           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I respectfully disagree

17  with Mr. Ackman's characterization of that letter.  The letter
18  said that she wouldn't consider the testimony of the driver
19  which was collaterally attacking the probable -- the underlying
20  charges, that she didn't have -- that she couldn't tell if that
21  was credible because she doesn't have the other witness or the
22  complaining victim to test the credibility of the driver's
23  statement that he never should have been arrested, that the
24  police officers gave preferential treatment to the complaining
25  victim.  That was the driver's testimony at the hearing that
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 1  the complaining victim is -- we have personal differences, the
 2  cops believed him and not me, and Ms. Joshi said that she
 3  didn't -- wouldn't consider that testimony.  So that doesn't
 4  mean that she wouldn't consider anything else.
 5           THE COURT: Well, Mr. Ackman's letter from over the

 6  weekend quoted from the ruling, right?
 7           MS. O'SULLIVAN: In fact, the letter also states that
 8  facts are considered at the suspension hearing.  At the top of
 9  page 2, the whole thing is in there.  Fact finding is indeed
10  part of the process provided in -- should I read it, your
11  Honor?
12           THE COURT: I have it.  I see it.
13           This restates that the fact of the charge and in facts
14  alleged in the complaint.
15           MS. O'SULLIVAN: So the factor that was set forth by

16  the driver was his version of the underlying criminal charge,
17  it wasn't any of the factors that are -- or the other factors
18  put in your verdict form.
19           THE COURT: Well, I think that the issue that I guess
20  is a live one is what facts in the complaint could be
21  considered in mitigation for the purpose of lifting a
22  suspension?  It's still not clear to me what the answer to that
23  is.  It's not clear to me what the witnesses are going to say
24  about that, which suggests that the evidence that I have seen
25  suggests that there's really no facts.  At least for some of
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 1  the offenses on that the list, you have conceded there are no
 2  facts other than that the complaint frankly doesn't meet the
 3  standards for a criminal complaint on those charged, basically
 4  a failure to state a claim standard.
 5           So again, I'm curious to hear what the witnesses are
 6  going to say with respect to public lewdness.  Is there any
 7  fact in the complaint or otherwise that would be considered as
 8  a basis for lifting the suspension?  What's the answer to that
 9  question?
10           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I can't speculate.
11           THE COURT: As to what the witnesses are going to say?

12           Look, if they don't ask that question, I will ask that
13  question of the witness.  But you have no idea what the witness
14  is going to say?
15           MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, no, in as far as what would be in

16  a public lewdness criminal complaint, if it's written in
17  accordance with the penal law, it's hard -- if I were the chair
18  or the decision maker, I would continue the suspension.
19           THE COURT: But that's not the issue, the issue is can

20  the chair decide anything beyond whether the elements have been

21  met according to the complaint?
22           MS. O'SULLIVAN: The chair would read the description

23  in the criminal complaint, and the chair might not continue the
24  suspension.  But frankly, if the criminal complaint matches
25  what the elements are for public lewdness, I would not think
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 1  that a chair of the Taxi Limousine Commission would ever say
 2  lift the suspension if someone is -- we have one of those
 3  decisions, the driver is accused of exposing himself.  So if
 4  that's what the criminal complaint says, I can't imagine any
 5  other fact within that complaint that would lead to the chair
 6  not continuing the suspension.
 7           THE COURT: And that's going to be true for the vast
 8  majority of these, correct?
 9           MS. O'SULLIVAN: But now this is my consideration of

10  the --
11           THE COURT: I don't care what you would do if you were

12  the commissioner, I'm asking what is a commissioner going to
13  testify to?  What are the other witnesses going to testify to?
14  Are there any facts?
15           MS. O'SULLIVAN: As I said, Ms. Joshi, who we spoke

16  with yesterday, said that she would not state that she only
17  considers the charge, that she would not state that in the
18  future she would not consider other things.  She stated that in
19  the decisions that she has rendered she looked at the whole of
20  the ALJ report and she considered everything the ALJ stated,
21  which included I think at least one case, the one that
22  Mr. Ackman just spoke about, which included more than just the

23  nature of the pending charge.  She considered the testimony
24  given by the driver that he didn't do it, and she said that
25  wasn't what was -- that wasn't something that would go into her
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 1  decision.  So we have an answer as to that, the driver
 2  collaterally attacks the probable cause finding, that is
 3  something she would consider.  I don't know the answer to the
 4  other factors.
 5           THE COURT: I think the circuit is going to end up
 6  scratching its head as to why this couldn't have been
 7  acknowledged on the record, because I think ultimately at the
 8  end of the day the standard is pretty much what the plaintiffs
 9  have said it is, and that issue is whether that is sufficient
10  for due process purposes, instead of insisting that no, there's
11  much more to it, when in reality there isn't much more to it.
12           With respect to a directed verdict, the rule for
13  directed verdict makes clear that directed verdict can't be
14  issued unless and until the party has been fully heard.
15           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I misspoke about that.  It

16  doesn't say at any time, I thought it did.  But there is
17  summary judgment, which is also appropriate, at any time I
18  believe could be ordered.
19           But we just heard is a representation about what a
20  witness might say, has never done, and for ten years we have
21  letter after letter, decision after decision that refers only
22  to the charges.  We have a statement by Ms. Joshi, which has
23  not been corrected by her in any way from ten days ago, that
24  she should only consider the charges.  So a statement by a
25  lawyer without any basis --
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 1           THE COURT: Look, it doesn't say she would only
 2  consider the charges.  It does talk about generically the
 3  factual allegations set forth in the complaint.  Now I don't
 4  know what that means and whether that provides any meaningful

 5  basis for an ALJ or the commissioner to overturn or to lift a
 6  suspension, but I think --
 7           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, usually they don't get the

 8  complaint.  It's in the record.  It's established.  It's not
 9  disputed.
10           THE COURT: Who doesn't get the complaint?
11           MR. ACKMAN: The ALJ or the chairman.  The chairman

12  considers nothing at all, they just sign their name.
13           THE COURT: But the point is that the licensee can
14  present the complaint.
15           MR. ACKMAN: But it's not the licensee's burden at the

16  hearing, it's TLC's burden.  That's very clear.  It's admitted.
17  It's clear from the rules.  So if they say you can consider the
18  criminal complaint -- and your Honor is right to be incredulous
19  because the criminal complaint is not something that gives the
20  driver the out, the criminal complaint is something indicting
21  the driver.  And the criminal complaint is certainly not part
22  of the record of these hearings normally.  It sometimes is, but
23  certainly the TLC never offers it, only the driver offers it.
24  But it's not his burden, the burden is on the TLC to the
25  establish the direct and substantial threat to public safety.
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 1  If they admit they don't do that and can't do that and won't do
 2  that, there's no reason to ask a jury whether they do that.
 3           THE COURT: Well, but the issue that the circuit sent
 4  this back for is to determine what the hearing consists of and
 5  what a licensee is allowed to present, what an ALJ is allowed
 6  to consider, and what the commissioner is ultimately allowed to
 7  consider.  Those are the three steps of inquiry.
 8           MR. ACKMAN: They told you that, your Honor.  I think

 9  we can take their word for it.  They can't name one fact that
10  they would consider beyond the charges and the fact of the
11  arrest.  Ms. O'Sullivan just said that.  They have said it in a
12  letter recently.  The new prosecutor, I'm blanking on her name,
13  Ms. Greene said that in court, and we have a transcript.  The
14  chairman has said that.  Ms. Joshi, who was acting for the
15  chairman, which is itself improper, but she is the general
16  counsel for TLC, and she said that.  And I think you can take
17  these representations which are not disputed and not corrected
18  and no way in doubt, and you don't need to have a jury decide
19  what's not in doubt.  We have juries to decide what is in
20  doubt.
21           THE COURT: Well, look, I get all that, but that's
22  what I found the last time and we're back here.
23           MS. O'SULLIVAN: A new suggestion is that we rebrief

24  summary judgment now that this issue is focused in a way.
25  Frankly when we read the Court as a order we were surprised and
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 1  we didn't see it that way.  We could renew the motion for
 2  summary judgment addressing this issue, because I agree there
 3  doesn't appear to be any factual dispute, the record is the
 4  record, but now the focus on what the record shows is narrower
 5  and perhaps it would be appropriate to renew summary judgment.

 6           THE COURT: You are now saying there is no factual
 7  dispute?
 8           MS. O'SULLIVAN: As far as what's in the record, I
 9  can't speculate to what Ms. Joshi would consider in the future,
10  but the record is the record and it shows what was considered
11  and what the driver -- what evidence the drivers showed.
12           THE COURT: Mr. Ackman, either way, this is -- do you

13  really not want to have an opportunity, no matter what I
14  decide, no matter what a jury -- if a jury decides, somebody is
15  going to appeal this, right?
16           MR. ACKMAN: I don't know about that.  I honestly
17  don't know about that.  It's quite possible, to be sure, but I
18  think your Honor should rule.  I don't think there's any need
19  for any more briefing.  We have had tons of briefing.  We have
20  had years of briefing.  The issues and the facts are clear.
21  They made a formal admission on the record before your Honor
22  that she -- there's nothing in the record that establish as a
23  dispute here.  That's a summary judgment standard and we have
24  the record, we have their admissions lately, we have had their
25  admissions in the past, we have testimony from the OATH
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 1  judges -- not the OATH judges, testimony from the TLC judges
 2  that say it.  The OATH judges don't even want to testify or
 3  they don't want them to testify, but I don't think they're
 4  going to contradict it.  We have nothing in the record that
 5  establishes the position they are trying to make.
 6           They can't come to the jury and tell them -- and argue
 7  things to the jury they have admitted are not true.  That would
 8  be a farce to the jury.  So I think your Honor should decide, I
 9  think your Honor should decide now without any briefing, or if
10  you want to take some time to think about it, that would be
11  fine, but I don't think that you need any more briefs.  I think
12  you expressed the issues very, very clearly, and they have
13  given you answers very clearly.  And they have given you
14  answers before and given you answers in their own transcripts
15  that are very recent.  So there's really nothing to dispute.
16  There's no reason to ask a jury any questions when there's
17  really no question.
18           THE COURT: And you agree with that, Ms. O'Sullivan?

19           MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor, Ms. Joshi would

20  testify --
21           THE COURT: You agree there's no need for a trial, no

22  need for a jury to engage in any fact finding here?
23           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I'm saying what occurred,

24  the hearing process, what happened, what was considered is laid
25  out in the record.
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 1           THE COURT: You're saying there's no factual dispute?

 2           MS. O'SULLIVAN: I'm saying that the record is the
 3  record, it's the --
 4           THE COURT: That's true.  That's always true.
 5           MS. O'SULLIVAN: -- evidence of what occurred in the

 6  hearing and what the decision making process shows.  If the
 7  judge -- if the Court wants to know what was in the mind of the
 8  decision maker and would have you considered this -- if the
 9  driver brought in evidence of his community ties, would you
10  have considered it?  Then we need a trial, if that's what the
11  Court --
12           THE COURT: Why do we need a trial?  You said that
13  wouldn't be the case, that is, they don't consider those
14  things.  There's nothing in the record to suggest they consider
15  those things.
16           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, the verdict form asks

17  whether certain things would be considered, and Ms. Joshi has
18  told me she cannot say she would not consider other factors
19  besides the charge.
20           THE COURT: Well, I guess that is a dispute, isn't it,
21  Mr. Ackman, whether or not there are things beyond what's in
22  the complaint that would be considered?
23           MR. ACKMAN: It's not in dispute at all.  First,
24  Ms. O'Sullivan just said it, and Ms. Joshi said it just
25  recently, and all OATH TLC ALJs said it.  They said it plain as
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 1  day, and the OATH ALJs --
 2           THE COURT: We know there are some ALJs in the past

 3  who have considered things outside of the record.  Those
 4  recommendations have not been adopted by the chair, but we know

 5  there are at least a handful of ALJs who have considered things
 6  beyond what's in the complaint, beyond what's the mere fact of
 7  arrest.
 8           MR. ACKMAN: And every time they have been rejected.

 9  And that is another critical fact not in dispute, which alone I
10  think merits summary judgment.  If they can't come in -- they
11  can't come in and say I don't want to imagine or speculate what
12  Mr. Joshi might to do in the future.  In the future it might be
13  different, that's true, but the record shows to this day, ten
14  days ago, that is their position.  There's no dispute.  I don't
15  think we should imagine disputes and give imaginary disputes to

16  the jury.  I don't think that's appropriate.  And I think the
17  record is clear.
18           THE COURT: I don't think there's any dispute to the
19  fact that there have been no suspensions lifted.
20           MR. ACKMAN: But it's more than that.  It's never
21  happened and it will not happen, or they have said it cannot
22  happen and must not happen if you consider anything other than

23  the facts that are in the complaint, if you even have the
24  complaint, which they usually don't.  Usually it's just the
25  arrest notice, which is even a more bare bones document than
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 1  the complaint.  And it's their burden to show this at the
 2  hearing.
 3           That is what the TLC rule says, and that is what I
 4  think due process requires, but certainly what the TLC rule
 5  says.  So if they admitted it, and their witnesses have
 6  admitted it, you don't want to have them coming in here and
 7  saying I can't imagine what I would do in the future.  That
 8  would be a silly question for any trial lawyer to ask.  I can't
 9  imagine that your Honor would even allow that question.
10           THE COURT: I'm not sure that I wouldn't allow the
11  question when the issue is the standard.  The fact that they
12  haven't lifted one doesn't mean that there are no circumstances
13  under which one would be lifted.
14           MR. ACKMAN: I shouldn't prejudge your Honor as you

15  rulings and objections to questions that have not been asked,
16  but I don't think, whether your Honor would allow the question
17  or not, regardless of what the answer is, I don't think it
18  makes it a material dispute.
19           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I would like to point out

20  I will start with the named plaintiffs, when they came to their
21  hearing, they argued:  I didn't do it.  Those named plaintiffs
22  did not even try to argue any of the other factors, so I would
23  like to take a step back and say that most of the hearings show
24  that the driver's argument is that I didn't do it.
25           So asking whether the ALJ considers factors that
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 1  aren't even alleged by the driver, I don't think that's
 2  correct.  There are ALJ decisions that considered whether the
 3  desk appearance ticket was issued and whether the witnesses who

 4  the driver brought were credible in saying the driver didn't do
 5  it.  That, frankly, is what the record shows happens at the
 6  hearings.  I haven't seen any hearings or transcripts or
 7  decisions that showed that the driver has -- any of the drivers
 8  alleged the multiple factors in the jury verdict form.
 9           And also, if I could throw in that if someone was
10  arrested for a crime that didn't implicate public safety, that
11  would, of course, result in a lifting of the suspension.  But
12  as we have said, and I guess I sound like a broken record, the
13  limited number of offenses on the list all involve the
14  functions of a taxi driver and whether they would safely
15  transport the public, which can include minors and vulnerable
16  adults.
17           THE COURT: So do you want a trial or not want a
18  trial?
19           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, is that to me?
20           THE COURT: Yes, I'm asking you.  He told me he didn't

21  think we need a trial.
22           MS. O'SULLIVAN: We should have -- if the question is

23  whether the chair applies the standard, which is what the
24  Second Circuit said, then yes, we need a trial.
25           THE COURT: I thought a minute ago you thought we
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 1  didn't need one.  There was not dispute.
 2           MS. O'SULLIVAN: I said that the record is the record,

 3  as far as it shows the history of what was considered by the
 4  chair.  It's in the decisions.  But if the judge wants to go
 5  into the mind of the chair and ask what -- would have you
 6  considered this, would you have considered that?  If the Court
 7  wants to know about whether the chair would have considered
 8  factor that were not alleged by the driver at the hearing,
 9  that's another issue.
10           THE COURT: This is what the Circuit said:  The city
11  is not standing on the assumption that automatic continuance of
12  a suspension is consistent with due process.  The city's
13  defense of the process it affords is premised on a contention
14  that it provides drivers with a real opportunity to show that
15  they do not pose a risk to public safety, arrests
16  notwithstanding.
17           So that's the issue.  And so the issue then is what
18  can a licensee present to show that they do not pose a risk to
19  public safety arrests notwithstanding?  And the Circuit
20  basically quoted you, saying they're entitled to bring in
21  evidence from their criminal cases to show well, even in these
22  cases if the facts are true, I don't pose a risk to public
23  safety.  And then in response to that question, the circuit
24  asked:  How can a driver make such a showing if there's a
25  presumption that an arrest for a given offense indicates a risk
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 1  of public safety?  The city reiterated that drivers who bring
 2  in the criminal complaint and argue even if these are the facts
 3  alleged in criminal complaint they wouldn't pose a risk to
 4  public safety.  So again, it does seem to me, what can a driver
 5  present to the ALJ and to the commissioner ultimately to
 6  consider in determining whether or not the driver poses a risk
 7  to public safety?
 8           MS. O'SULLIVAN: I will go to the end of the Second

 9  Circuit decision.  Even a hearing at which the ALJ is permitted
10  to examine the factual allegations underlying the arrest,
11  without making a determination of likely guilt or innocence,
12  would provide drivers more opportunity to be heard than the
13  current system, as the ALJ might in some cases determine that
14  the allegations, although arguably consistent with the criminal
15  statute, do not provide a basis for the driver to be a threat.
16  And they say that that sounds like a hearing that the city has
17  told us it offers.
18           Now if the driver was suspended for false advertising,
19  of course, how could it be that a driver would come in --
20           THE COURT: Is false advertising on this list?
21           MS. O'SULLIVAN: It was on the old list.
22           THE COURT: Misdemeanor or felony?  I'm.
23           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Going to assume that it's a
24  misdemeanor.  But any claims as to the old list -- well, first,
25  your Honor, we reviewed all the suspensions from 2003 to 2006
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 1  and we didn't find one false advertising.  But any claims as to
 2  crimes that were on the old list is moot because we stopped
 3  suspending for those, so that's not even an issue any more.
 4  And none of the named plaintiffs were suspended for crimes that

 5  were on the old list.  So the organizational plaintiffs claim,
 6  which is limited to injunctive relief and declaratory relief,
 7  is moot now to the extent that claim sought to say that false
 8  advertising is not -- does not indicate public safety.
 9           THE COURT: Let's stay focused on the language that
10  you quoted from the circuit, which is even a hearing at which
11  the ALJ is permitted to examine the factual allegations
12  underlying the arrest without making a determination of likely
13  guilt or innocence would provide to drivers considerably more
14  opportunity to be heard than the current statement, as the ALJ
15  might in some cases determine that the allegations, although
16  arguably consistent with the criminal statute, do not provide
17  any basis for finding the driver to be a threat to public
18  safety.  That's what you're referring to, right?
19           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, your Honor, and I made up a

20  hypothetical, if Mr. Nnebe brought in his complaint, which is
21  in the record, and said that he dragged a taxi cab passenger by
22  the waist across the sidewalk, what if that complaint said he
23  pushed her and she stumbled and that was it?
24           THE COURT: So the circuit then asked:  The next
25  logical step is for the district court to determine what really
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 1  occurs at the hearing and what the city means by what it says.
 2           So you think we need to have further testimony to
 3  determine what occurs at these hearings?
 4           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, with regard to that
 5  pointed question from the circuit, the driver could bring in
 6  criminal complaint that shows what the circuit says is the
 7  factual allegations underlying arrest.  And the circuit says
 8  without making a determination of likely guilt or innocence.
 9  Aren't all those factors in the verdict form going to likely
10  innocence or guilt as to whether he's going to committed in the
11  future or whether he committed it in the past?
12           THE COURT: No.  Likely guilt or innocence?  The fact

13  that he has no prior arrests doesn't go to his guilt or
14  innocence.
15           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Then it goes to whether he would

16  commit another crime in the future, I guess.  I'm wondering
17  what's the thought process as to -- since we don't have any
18  drivers, I don't believe, who said my ties to the community
19  mean that I shouldn't be suspended, but I guess implied in that
20  argument is that based on my ties to the community, even though

21  I dragged my taxi passenger across the sidewalk, I'm not likely
22  to do it again in the future.  Is that the claim that
23  defendants -- plaintiffs are making, or is it that based on my
24  ties to the community I didn't do this, this is not -- the
25  witness is lying.  So there's either two things that those
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 1  factors are attempting to show, either that --
 2           THE COURT: I don't think ties to the community are
 3  probative of guilt.
 4           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Then it's the other direction, that

 5  it's not likely that I'm going to assault a passenger.  Just
 6  because I assaulted this passenger, it's not likely I will do
 7  it again.
 8           THE COURT: Right.  Are they going to be able to argue

 9  that?  Is that an argument they can make in the hearing?
10           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Of course.
11           THE COURT: Is it on argument that would be considered

12  by ALJ or by the chairman?
13           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor --
14           THE COURT: What's the record reflect?
15           MS. O'SULLIVAN: I ask plaintiffs to show us a factor

16  that was set forth that should have been considered that
17  wasn't.  I can only tell -- address things that have already
18  happened that are in the record.  Why hasn't plaintiff shown
19  examples of cases where these factors were laid out and they
20  were considered?
21           THE COURT: The issue is that the only reason we're
22  back here is because you said things to the Court of Appeals
23  that suggested to them that the process was in fact more
24  elaborate, that the licensees were able to present information
25  and arguments.
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 1           MS. O'SULLIVAN: And based on the way the exhibits

 2  were labeled in the Court of Appeals record, the initial
 3  decision, which we had to write to them to correct, and as they
 4  thought that the city had suspending for false advertising and
 5  unlawful assembly.  That is not the current policy, and I
 6  submit --
 7           THE COURT: But this opinion didn't turn on that, this

 8  opinion turned on whether or not the licensee is entitled to
 9  bring in evidence from the criminal cases to show that if the
10  facts are true, they still don't pose a risk to public safety.
11           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Right.  And I invite plaintiffs'
12  counsel to show us an example of a driver who said even if it's
13  true I assaulted my passenger, or even it's true I exposed
14  myself, I'm not dangerous.  I submit that is not the argument
15  that's going on at these thing hearings, that the argument
16  usually is I didn't do it, and therefore I should get my
17  license reinstated.  The burden is on plaintiffs to show that
18  drivers are actually making these arguments, these factors, and
19  they're being disregarded.
20           THE COURT: The burden is on the plaintiff because
21  they're the plaintiff in this action, so they have to show that
22  there's been a deprivation of right.  But the plaintiffs have
23  shown there are no examples in which licenses -- excuse me,
24  suspensions have been lifted.  So you're asking them to prove a
25  negative.  Is there anything in the record to indicate that
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 1  someone has made arguments other than I didn't do it?
 2           MR. ACKMAN: There is, your Honor.  But it's more
 3  fundamental, your Honor, and we are prepared to go over it, and

 4  we will go over it in some detail.  But the important thing
 5  here is that there's no doubt about what occurs at the hearing.
 6  The driver can come in, he can say anything, he could argue
 7  anything.  They say tell us what you want to say.  There's also
 8  no doubt that it's all ignored.  The driver is -- 99-plus
 9  percent of the time the suspension, which is already in place,
10  is continued by the ALJ or recommended to be continued by the
11  ALJ, and 100 percent of the time, even if -- the suspension is
12  in fact continued 100 percent.
13           So you don't have a trial, I don't think -- you don't
14  have a guy who goes to the same restaurant for lunch every day
15  and every day orders a cheeseburger and say, "Do you ever order

16  the fish?" and he says, "I might."  The question is did he
17  ever -- what did they do, not what they might do in the future.
18  So we'll stipulate that they considered the arrest and they
19  considered the complaint, if there was a complaint, which there
20  usually wasn't.  But they didn't consider anything else, and
21  there's no evidence that they considered anything else.
22  There's evidence they did the opposite.  My colleague,
23  Mr. Weiner, would like to take you through some of that very
24  recent evidence.
25           THE COURT: I think that I have already seen that.
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 1           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I submit that plaintiff

 2  didn't answer the question.  My question is:  Where are there
 3  examples of cases where the certain factors were addressed to
 4  the ALJ and where those factors weren't argued in support of
 5  likelihood of innocence or guilt but where the driver actually
 6  said even if I assaulted this person, even if I'm accused of
 7  hit and run, look at the other these other factors about me,
 8  I'm not dangerous?  That's what I'm saying the record will not
 9  show.
10           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, we're prepared to answer that

11  question if you would like.
12           THE COURT: I am curious to whether there is anything

13  in the record to show there are some subset of hearings and
14  determinations, decisions in which licensees argue other than:
15  I didn't do it.
16           MR. ACKMAN: Yes, there are, but the reason there's
17  not a lot is we have to look at the reality, overall reality.
18  I know we're here to talk about what happens at the hearings,
19  but the notices, which are part of the hearings, do not
20  indicate that you should talk about any of these other things.
21  The notices don't indicate what you should talk about.  And as
22  we said many times, and I will say it again, that when a taxi
23  driver, who is usually not even represented by a lawyer, gets a
24  notice that says you have been suspended because you were
25  arrested, the natural inclination is to say:  I know I was
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 1  arrested, but I didn't do it.  If they don't tell them that's
 2  off the table and they don't tell him anything that's on the
 3  table, but whatever they tell them, the notice is totally
 4  defective and it is itself a due process violation sufficient
 5  to grant summary judgment.
 6           But even beyond that, the lack of notice indicates why
 7  most drivers didn't do it, and also beyond that, even if the
 8  driver didn't do it, it's not the driver's job to do it, I
 9  submit.  The driver has been suspended.  The question at the
10  hearing is:  Should the suspension continue or not?  It's the
11  TLC's burden to present evidence that it should be.  If they
12  want to say that they present any other evidence other than the
13  criminal complaint, we would like to see that because we have
14  Mr. Hardekopf saying he never did.
15           (Continued on next page)
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 1           THE COURT: Well, do they present --
 2           MR. ACKMAN: Actually, not the complaint.  They don't

 3  present -- they don't present the complaint as a matter of
 4  course.  Their routine is -- and Mr. Hardekopf said he did it
 5  99 percent of the came -- is he comes in with the arrest
 6  notice, not even the complaint.  If the complaint happens to be
 7  there, they might glance at it.  But it never makes a
 8  difference, nothing makes a difference.  And we have evidence
 9  from very recent cases, that when they do just that, they are
10  rejected.  That evidence is rejected by the chair, if it's not
11  rejected by the ALJs at OATH.
12           THE COURT: That's the transcript you gave me
13  involving Greene and --
14           MR. ACKMAN: That's part of it.  It's also the Bhatti
15  case, which Mr. Weiner would like to talk about.  And it's the
16  Al-Kafi case itself.  Every time it's been tried, it's failed.
17           So if they want to come and tell the jury it's always
18  failed, but it might succeed next time, you never know, they
19  can.  I don't think they should be able to do that.  That's not
20  a jury trial to me.  That's not any kind of -- that's not
21  something that's in material dispute, when they say they might
22  do something.  The question is what they did do.
23           THE COURT: The question is what is the standard.
24  What is the standard encompasses what has been done and what

25  will be done and what are policies.
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 1           MR. ACKMAN: They say what their policy is.  They said

 2  it very recently, just 11 days ago, in the Al-Kafi letter from
 3  Ms. Joshi, general counsel of the agency.
 4           If you can't trust the general counsel to say the
 5  policy, then we're all lost.  I think you can.
 6           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, that letter said that a

 7  collateral attack on the probable cause finding, based on the
 8  witness's testimony that he didn't do it, wouldn't be
 9  considered.
10           The Second Circuit said the TLC does not have to
11  continue the suspensions by speculating whether the drivers are
12  innocent or guilty.
13           I would ask Mr. Ackman to instead of continuing to
14  make these conclusory statements, no one ever wins, let's talk
15  about a specific case.  Let's talk about the arguments that
16  were made and the factors that the driver presented.
17           MR. WEINER: Your Honor --
18           THE COURT: I don't think it's limited to that.  I do
19  think it's the city's policy; the city has to be able to
20  articulate what that policy is, which is kind of like hitting a
21  knuckleball.
22           Yes.
23           MR. WEINER: Thank you, your Honor.
24           Because I've been struggling with this question myself
25  recently introduced to this case, and I think we've been asked
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 1  for a specific example where a driver went beyond guilt or
 2  innocence, and how that was treated.  And the Bhatti case,
 3  which I believe has been submitted, and it was decided just a
 4  few months ago -- can we pull that up?
 5           MR. KLEINMAN: It is, your Honor.
 6           MR. WEINER: So, your Honor, if I can just point to
 7  some facts in the decision there, embodies a decision where the
 8  OATH judge ruled in favor of the driver to lift the suspension,
 9  and then there was a chair review.
10           THE COURT: Right.
11           MR. WEINER: And what, it seems to me, to be very
12  specific, in responding to your question about what was put in
13  the record beyond the arrest, if you look at Page 3, the first
14  full paragraph, starting with, "Respondent implored this
15  tribunal," the second sentence, for example, says he has a
16  clean 25-year driving record.  That's a fact that goes beyond
17  the complaint and is one of the factors that should be
18  considered if someone is fairly considering whether someone is
19  a substantial threat to the public.
20           The decision does also include information about
21  whether the crime had been committed, guilt or innocence, but
22  the ALJ concedes that even if this was true, even if the charge
23  was true, and this is at the bottom of Page 5, and carried over
24  to 6, the very last line, it says:  In this case, the "if true"
25  analysis requires me to presume -- even though she says above
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 1  that she doesn't think this is what happened -- requires me to
 2  presume that respondent did strike an injured Parmar and had
 3  the intent to do so.
 4           And she says:  Even if true, I'm left with the
 5  overwhelming conclusion that respondent poses no direct and
 6  substantial threat to the public health or safety.
 7           And then she lists several reasons.  And they include
 8  respondent's age, maturity, demeanor, physical condition.  She
 9  also references in fourth the issuance of the desk appearance
10  ticket.  And I've already referenced the clean record.
11           These are examples of additional evidence that the
12  judge considered beyond the complaint and ruled in favor of the
13  driver.
14           Now, is the TLC's decision, the chair's, is right at
15  the back of that.  This was rejected.  And this, I think, is
16  the key part in terms of that there really is no dispute as to
17  what the city's policy is, and it's on the last paragraph.
18           Regardless of the factors she specified, the matter at
19  issue is whether there is a nexus between your arrest and your
20  ability to safely transport members of the public.  And the
21  ultimate decision is rejecting the suspension.
22           So the chair is saying, I don't care about any of
23  these other factors.  She says you went into guilt or
24  innocence, and that's irrelevant.  But she doesn't deal with
25  the driving record, the age and maturity, the health, these
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 1  other things that are in the record, and she very expressly
 2  says the only issue is whether there's a nexus between your
 3  arrest and your ability to safely transport members of the
 4  public.  And that's exactly the same thing they've said in
 5  Al-Kafi.  It's the arrest, and whether the arrest is connected
 6  to safely transporting passengers.
 7           The policy is clear.  They don't consider anything
 8  beyond the arrest and what might be in the complaint.  They
 9  don't consider any of the factors that are listed in the
10  verdict form.
11           So to us, at least at this point, it doesn't make
12  sense to have a jury trial where the jury is going to be asked
13  about whether these factors are considered, where the record is
14  clear that they don't.  And whether considering only the arrest
15  in the complaint is sufficient for due process, that's an issue
16  for your Honor.
17           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, the top of Page 6 shows

18  that the bulk of the --
19           THE COURT: Top of Page 6 of the ALJ decision?
20           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Right.  Shows that the bulk of the

21  ALJ's decision was based on her finding that it's not likely
22  that the driver committed the crime.  She doesn't think that
23  any injury to the complaining victim was substantial.  She
24  concluded that the complaining victim, who wasn't in front of
25  her, is not a reliable accuser.
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 1           So I'm saying that this is really a decision where the
 2  ALJ speculated as to the likelihood of innocence or guilt.
 3           And then I want to throw out one more thing:  How
 4  about a bench trial instead of a jury trial?
 5           THE COURT: Well, I already threw that out; it was
 6  rejected.  The issue is are there any disputed issues.  And I
 7  thought a minute ago you were -- over the weekend you seemed to

 8  be suggesting that the verdict form included factors that you
 9  conceded were not considered.  Now you seem to be suggesting
10  you don't know whether they'd be considered or not.
11           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, over the weekend we said

12  that, in our opinion, of course, the Second Circuit question
13  was whether the factual allegations, which are in the
14  complaint, whether they justify continuing the suspension.
15           The Second Circuit never --
16           THE COURT: That's actually not a fair
17  characterization.  The Circuit is basically -- you told them
18  that they're entitled to bring in evidence from their criminal
19  cases to show.  Even if in these cases the facts are true, I
20  don't pose a risk of public safety.  As an example, when
21  pressed, you used the example of bringing in a criminal
22  complaint and arguing that the facts alleged in the complaint,
23  even if presumed true, demonstrate that the person doesn't pose
24  a risk to public safety.
25           I'm not sure that it was clear to the Circuit that
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 1  that's the only instance in which the charge and the fact of
 2  arrest wouldn't be sufficient.
 3           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Based on the end of the Circuit
 4  opinion --
 5           THE COURT: The end of the Circuit opinion is
 6  basically rejecting my conclusion that even if the process is
 7  as plaintiffs described it, that's not a due process violation,
 8  because the alternative would be to require mini trials.  And
 9  so they said, Well, it's entirely possible that you could
10  devise a meaningful hearing that's short of that.  And then
11  they include the language that you said.  But they sent it back
12  to me to find out what the hearing is.
13           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Right, right.  So they say that even

14  a hearing where the factual allegations underlying the arrest,
15  that would satisfy due process.
16           THE COURT: No, they said it would provide them with

17  considerable more opportunity to be heard than the current
18  system.  I don't think they ruled.  I don't think they were
19  giving an advisory decision as to how they would rule with
20  respect to due process.
21           I think they were basically disagreeing with my
22  conclusion that the alternative is to have a mini trial, which
23  would be not practical and would potentially compromise the
24  criminal justice system, which, I think, there is something to
25  be said for that.  Whether something else can be devised as
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 1  less onerous than a full-blown criminal trial, is, I guess, the
 2  question.  I'm not sure it's the role of courts to build better
 3  mouse traps.  It seems to me courts should decide whether
 4  something is violative of the Constitution or not.
 5           But, in any event, I don't think they made a finding
 6  that that is sufficient or that that's what the city does.  So
 7  they asked me to find out what it is the city does.
 8           Is there a dispute about what the city does?  That's
 9  really the question.  If we're all in agreement that the only
10  thing that the ALJ or the chair may permissibly consider is the
11  fact of arrest, the nature of the charge, and facts alleged in
12  the complaint, then I think the next question is what facts
13  alleged in a complaint would be relevant to determining whether
14  a license can be -- the suspension can be lifted.  That, I
15  think, is the only question that I'm not sure the record is
16  clear on.
17           Now, it sounds like there's not going to be much of a
18  record because it hasn't really come up.
19           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I would submit that how do

20  you know what the city does.  I think you look at two basic
21  things:
22           One, what have they done.  And the record is clear;
23  it's been clear for some time, it's certainly clear now, that
24  they never lift the suspension.
25           And the other question you look at is what is their
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 1  policy.  And this policy that they've stated very clearly in
 2  the decision that Mr. Weiner just read to you, the Bhatti
 3  decision, and there's another one that comes after it, where
 4  they make it crystal clear, the Al-Kafi decision, he can go
 5  through that, as well, if you'd like, or I can.
 6           But, either way, they say there's no evidence of what
 7  they would do.  But there is.
 8           When you want to know what somebody would do, the
 9  first thing you do is you look at what they have done, and then
10  do they have a policy for the future.  And they do.  It was
11  stated a few months ago in the Bhatti case, it was stated again
12  in the Al-Kafi case, where the chair -- not the chair, actually
13  the general counsel acting for the chair, improperly, but
14  acting for the chair, said, Here's our policy; this is what we
15  do.  And don't tell me, ALJ, what we do; I will tell you what
16  we do.  And this is what we do.  We look at the complaint and
17  nothing else.  And they call it fact-finding, but they are just
18  semantics.
19           THE COURT: I don't think there's any dispute about
20  the complaint and nothing else, is there, for the chair at
21  least?
22           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, those two cases, the

23  driver in both case said, "I didn't do it."  That's what the
24  bulk of the argument was.
25           THE COURT: I don't think that's right.  I mean the in
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 1  the Bhatti case, at least, that we just read, there are various
 2  other arguments as to why a suspension isn't appropriate.
 3           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, at the risk of saying too

 4  much, I want to say there's nothing wrong with a driver arguing
 5  he didn't do it.  They want to have this presumption.  I don't
 6  think the presumption is based on the rule or any law.  The
 7  rule says if true; it doesn't say you must assume it true.  The
 8  "assume it true" is their policy.  That's not in the rule.
 9  That's not a lawful policy.
10           But I submit that the driver -- there's nothing
11  improper, nothing wrong, and nothing unexpected about a driver

12  saying, "I didn't do it."  In this case he said, "I didn't do
13  it, and I have all these other things."  And the ALJ focused on
14  both:  He didn't do it and all the other things.  And
15  apparently their rule is that if we even mention anything that
16  we interpret to be guilt or innocence, even if you mention ten
17  other things, it's no good.  But ultimately the rule is
18  whenever the suspension is in place, it's going to stay in
19  place.  There's no question about that.
20           THE COURT: I don't know if that needs a response.
21           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Just that those two cases, the basic

22  argument was that I didn't do it.  In the Bhatti decision, the
23  chair said, "ALJ Richard made findings of fact related to the
24  underlying criminal proceeding, and she based her final
25  conclusion on those credibility findings."
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 1           THE COURT: There's more to it.  It's the rationale of
 2  things like some of the factors that don't go to guilt or
 3  innocence, were also inappropriately considered, right?
 4           MS. O'SULLIVAN: I guess what I'm saying now, the

 5  chair --
 6           THE COURT: Yes, the chair's opinion is attached to
 7  this, right?
 8           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Right.  And the chair said basically

 9  that --
10           THE COURT: Keep going.  It's the last paragraph,
11  right?  There are a number of findings, including no indication
12  that you would assault passengers or members of the public.
13  That doesn't go to guilt or innocence; that goes to likely
14  dangerousness in the future.  The chair said, I don't agree
15  with the ALJ's rationale, and then concludes:  Regardless of
16  the fact that she specified, the matter at issue is whether
17  there's a nexus between the arrest and your ability to safely
18  transport members of the public.  And then it quotes from the
19  Circuit's decision in Nnebe.
20           MS. O'SULLIVAN: And the next paragraph below that,

21  instead of applying the appropriate legal standard --
22           THE COURT: Could you scroll, whoever's got control of

23  this thing.
24           MS. O'SULLIVAN: ALJ Richard made findings of fact

25  relating to the underlying criminal proceeding.  And her final
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 1  conclusion was based on those credibility findings.  And that
 2  was the driver telling the ALJ that I didn't do it; the cops
 3  gave preferential treatment to the complaining victim.  And,
 4  you know, he and I have a long-term dispute.
 5           So the chair was of the opinion that the thrust of the
 6  ALJ's decision was that likelihood of innocence or guilt.
 7           THE COURT: I don't think that's a fair reading, but
 8  it's certainly not what the ALJ said.  The ALJ made findings
 9  with respect to that, but also made an ultimate finding as to
10  future dangerousness.
11           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Then there's the next paragraph, that

12  you are a probationary licensee.
13           THE COURT: Right.
14           MS. O'SULLIVAN: That's another important factor.
15           So I would say that.
16           THE COURT: I don't think that that's an important
17  factor as to whether or not --
18           MS. O'SULLIVAN: He doesn't have a driving history.

19           THE COURT: Are you suggesting that the driving
20  history would have been relevant if he were not probationary?
21           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Again, your Honor, since I can only

22  look at what the chair wrote, I'm saying that she did a
23  weighing -- that you could state, say that she weighed
24  everything, and found that the bulk of the reason for lifting
25  the suspension was based on likelihood of innocence or guilt.
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 1           THE COURT: Let's take a short break.
 2           I want to see where the jury is, and I want to think
 3  about whether we even need a jury at all at this point.
 4           I think part of this confusion is from the Circuit
 5  itself; it's not clear what exactly they had in mind when they
 6  sent it back for further fact-finding, because I don't get to
 7  do fact-finding unless there are undisputed facts.  And the
 8  fact that today it seems like the number of disputed facts is
 9  narrower than it was before does bring into question whether
10  there's any point in having a jury trial.  But I'm still not
11  sure, I'm still having trouble pinning down the parties,
12  particularly the city, as to what those few facts are.
13           All right.  So let's take a short break.
14           (Recess)
15           THE COURT: We're going to go forward with the trial.

16  I do think that there are issues that need to be clarified.
17  And I don't want to run the risk that we go back to the summary
18  judgment well and then find out that there is, in fact, a
19  dispute on some of the issues we've been talking about.
20           So I had a jury that's waiting in the wings.  You
21  still want to go with a jury trial?  I had suggested a bench
22  trial at one point; the defense raised a bench trial again; but
23  plaintiffs had indicated they were not interested in a bench
24  trial.
25           MR. ACKMAN: I think we'd like to discuss it briefly,
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 1  your Honor.
 2           THE COURT: I think there are some advantages.  It's
 3  obviously your call.  You wouldn't be waiving any jury right
 4  with respect to what happens beyond this fact-finding exercise
 5  that the Circuit remanded for.  So I would make that very
 6  clear.  But, still, it's your call, your client's call.
 7           Do you want to take a couple minutes and decide?
 8           MR. ACKMAN: Yes.
 9           THE COURT: I'm going to step off.  You just let
10  Mr. Seigel know when you're ready.  And then we'll talk, and
11  we'll decide whether to bring in the jury or we don't need
12  them.
13           Okay.  Thanks.
14           (Recess)
15           THE COURT: Plaintiff's counsel, I guess, had a chance

16  to chat.  And what's your pleasure?
17           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I think we've considered it.

18  I think we've considered it meaningfully, and we do think it
19  would be more efficient to have a bench trial at this point.
20  And we're a little bit concerned about some of your Honor's
21  rules for bench trials, because we don't obviously --
22           THE COURT: We're not going to be able to operate
23  under those rules now.
24           MR. ACKMAN: Fair enough.
25           THE COURT: We're going to go forward today with
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 1  witnesses.  I'll give you a chance to for openings to me, which
 2  might be tailored a little differently if it had went to a
 3  jury, but I think you're smart enough to adapt on the fly for
 4  that.
 5           In terms of examining witnesses, plaintiffs can go
 6  first.  You'll call your witnesses.  Some of the witnesses, I
 7  guess, are individuals that you both would be calling, right?
 8  So I'll be looser with respect to cross on those typically,
 9  unless the parties have reached a different arrangement on
10  that.  But I'm not going to make you do affidavits.
11           MR. ACKMAN: Some of our first witnesses I'm not sure

12  are even here yet, because I told them --
13           THE COURT: We would take a little time to pick a
14  jury.
15           Well, we can either adjourn and start up in a couple
16  hours, because that's probably how long it would have probably
17  taken us to pick a jury; though we've been talking for a couple
18  hours, too.  So we can start later, or we can start with the
19  witnesses who are here.
20           MR. ACKMAN: Our first witness is not here, as far as

21  I can tell.  And we certainly would want to start with her.
22           THE COURT: Okay.  Ms. O'Sullivan, you wanted to say

23  something?
24           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes.  If we could just know who the

25  witnesses are that are going to be called today.
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 1           MR. ACKMAN: Our first witness is Bhairvai Desai,
 2  who's the head of the Taxi Workers Alliance.
 3           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Anyone else?
 4           THE COURT: And who else?  Just give us sort of your

 5  rough order of witnesses now.
 6           MR. ACKMAN: And Amin and Avenaut were the next two.

 7  And Hardekopf we were going to show the video.
 8           THE COURT: Today.  You think you'll get to all of
 9  those today?
10           MR. ACKMAN: Our plan was to do Bhairvai Desai, and

11  then show the video of Hardekopf.  I assume we'll still do
12  that.
13           THE COURT: Right.
14           MR. ACKMAN: And then Amin and Avenaut.  I think that

15  will probably take us till the end of the day.  And, if not, I
16  think our next was Gottlieb.  And I told him we might need him
17  today.
18           THE COURT: Okay.
19           MS. O'SULLIVAN: And Mr. Nnebe, is he tomorrow?

20           MR. ACKMAN: We're not planning to call Mr. Nnebe.

21           THE COURT: You can call Mr. Nnebe, if you want to.

22           MS. O'SULLIVAN: We would like the plaintiffs to
23  produce him.  What day is good for Mr. Nnebe?
24           MR. ACKMAN: He's here now, but we're not planning on

25  calling him.  I think we've made that perfectly clear for some
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 1  time.
 2           THE COURT: That's all right.
 3           The issue is just to inconvenience him as little as
 4  possible.
 5           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Right.
 6           THE COURT: Do we want to take him out of order and

 7  put him on today, or do we want to just pick a date certain
 8  that he can know when to be here.
 9           MR. ACKMAN: I think it would be the latter, if they
10  want to call him.
11           THE COURT: How long do you think your case is going

12  to take, ballpark?
13           MR. ACKMAN: Could be four days.
14           THE COURT: I think we'll be able to move quickly,
15  because generally a jury has to be -- "spoonfed" is not the
16  right word, because juries are smart.  But I do think that
17  there are certain things have to be introduced more slowly to a
18  jury than in a bench trial.  So hopefully we can move a little
19  quicker.
20           So when, in your case, do you plan on calling
21  Mr. Nnebe?
22           MS. O'SULLIVAN: When is it good for him?
23           THE COURT: If you want to tell him to be here
24  Thursday, and then if we're moving faster, we'll call him and
25  tell him --
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 1           MR. ACKMAN: I'll tell him whatever the Court wants me

 2  to tell him, and I assume he will abide by that.
 3           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Thursday.
 4           THE COURT: Let's say Thursday.  And then we'll
 5  revisit that on Wednesday, see how fast we're going.  And if it
 6  looks like we won't get to him till next week, then that's
 7  fine.  We'll let him know.  There's no days where he's
 8  absolutely unavailable that we have to work around?
 9           MR. ACKMAN: I haven't asked.
10           THE COURT: Generally, we'll try to accommodate
11  witnesses.  Everybody is busy and has things to do.  So, if
12  possible, I'd like to have him waiting around as little as
13  possible; but it's hard to predict sometimes how long it will
14  take.
15           Okay.  So why don't you -- you want to use the phone
16  and try to call your first witness to see where they are?
17           MR. ACKMAN: I assume she'll be here.
18           THE COURT: What time do you think?
19           MR. ACKMAN: I expect her to be here already, so I
20  don't know --
21           THE COURT: Well, do you want to then just do openings

22  and then --
23           MR. ACKMAN: There might be someone here who knows.

24           THE COURT: Okay.
25           (Pause)
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 1           THE COURT: Just so everybody is on board, we're going

 2  with a bench trial; not my usual rules, just a regular bench
 3  trial.
 4           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, your Honor.
 5           MR. ACKMAN: I'm sorry, your Honor.  I told her to be

 6  here at 12, and it's not even 12.
 7           THE COURT: Do you want to start at 12 and do
 8  openings, or do you want to do openings now and see how close
 9  to 12 we get?
10           MR. ACKMAN: I think we do need to tailor a little
11  bit.
12           THE COURT: I think that's fair.
13           So it's now 11:30.  If we pick up again at 12, does
14  that give you enough time to tailor for today's purposes?
15           MR. ACKMAN: We'll make do.
16           THE COURT: That's all right with you folks, as well?
17           All right.  I have all the exhibits here.  We've got
18  some electronic stuff that will flash things up on the screen.
19           MR. KLEINMAN: Yes, your Honor.
20           THE COURT: Which is good.
21           All right.  The witness has a screen also.  The
22  screen, they can even write on if you want them to do that, so
23  let us know.
24           All right.  So I'll take a half hour and do some other
25  stuff, and then we'll pick up at noon.  I have another matter I
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 1  scheduled at one; so you guys can go get lunch, but I'll handle
 2  that matter probably in my robing room.  If we go a little past
 3  one, that won't kill anybody.  And since we're getting a late
 4  start, maybe we'll do that.  Just so you know, today I have a
 5  fairness hearing in a class action case at 4:30, but it would
 6  take too much to move, so we'll stop today at 4:30, all right?
 7           So we're going to pick up again at noon.  I'll see you
 8  in a bit.  All right.  Thanks.
 9           MR. ACKMAN: Thank you, your Honor.
10           THE COURT: Thank you.
11           (Recess)
12           (Continued on next page)
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 1           THE COURT: Before we start, any additional things
 2  that we should be thinking about?
 3           MR. ACKMAN: There are a couple, your Honor, one is

 4  just this morning we sent in a letter responding to the letter
 5  that we received yesterday.  I assume the issue of redactions
 6  is largely moot.
 7           THE COURT: I think it is.  I can't rule on those
 8  things without reading them, and I'm not worried about being
 9  prejudiced by them.  So I think what's at issue is what the
10  policy is.  To the extent that an ALJ or the chairman or
11  anybody else has a view as to due process question is of no
12  moment, but I don't need to redact it or --
13           MR. ACKMAN: I think there is another issue that is
14  not moot, which is can the defendants quote from or read or ask
15  your Honor to read part of a OATH ALJ decision and presenting

16  that for the truth without that OATH ALJ being here to be
17  cross-examined.  I think the answer to that should be no.
18           THE COURT: But that's a hearsay objection.  I think I

19  ruled on these things a while ago.  So to the extent I have
20  already ruled on it, I don't want to go back to it.
21           MR. ACKMAN: I'm not asking you to go back to.  I
22  think there's hearsay, and there's no exception, but I'm not
23  asking to revisit that.  What I am saying is even if they can
24  read from the document at all, what is the foundation they need
25  to lay?  Can they, in other words, read from a decision by OATH
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 1  ALJ Jones -- I'm making up a name -- and say look, OATH ALJ

 2  Jones considered this, without us being able to cross-examine
 3  ALJ Jones?  I think the answer to that should be no.
 4           THE COURT: Well, I mean I think this really is the
 5  argument we had before.  The fact of what standard is applied
 6  is relevant.  And so it's admissible to establish what the
 7  ostensible standard is.  If your argument that is a pretext,
 8  that's not really what they're applying, I think that's a fair
 9  point, but I don't think this goes to the admissibility of the
10  ruling, I think it goes to weight.
11           You can call those people if you want to cross them or
12  get into their heads.  I'm not sure really there's that much
13  need to do that, probably, but you probably have in your mind
14  what you're concerned about more than I do.  So I don't think
15  to the extent you're reraising the hearsay, I think I already
16  ruled on that.  To the extent you haven't, that is my ruling,
17  which is the stated standard is admissible, the ruling is
18  admissible, the thing itself is admissible.
19           MR. ACKMAN: We had a point about the verdict form but

20  I don't think that we need to get into that.
21           THE COURT: I don't think that we need to get into
22  that at all now.
23           MR. ACKMAN: We do have a point, though, there was

24  something in your ruling as to Mr. Hardekopf, you said you
25  didn't let them bring in part of the deposition where he spoke
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 1  about reinstatement rates and being certain or uncertain about
 2  the exact rate.  You said the reinstatement rate was not
 3  relevant, I think, but does that apply to even findings that
 4  have been made in the Second Circuit's decision or is that just
 5  additional evidence?
 6           THE COURT: Maybe I'm misremembering.
 7           MR. ACKMAN: I can remind you.
 8           THE COURT: I want to take a look at the language of
 9  the ruling.
10           Do you have a copy of my order?
11           I'm printing it, never mind.
12           (Pause)
13           THE COURT: Talking about page 21, line 17, to page 22

14  line 20?
15           MR. ACKMAN: Yes.
16           THE COURT: Related to Hardekopf's and TLC'S limited

17  knowledge of how many suspected drivers were convicted of
18  crimes, that's hearsay.  I don't know.  I don't know.  I don't
19  remember.
20           And so what's your question about that?
21           MR. ACKMAN: There was other testimony where he was

22  pretty certain it was 90 percent, but I understand that that's
23  excluded, but the Second Circuit said it was at least
24  75 percent, and my question is is the Second Circuit's ruling
25  on that point excluded?
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 1           THE COURT: I don't know if it was the Second
 2  Circuit's ruling on that point, the fact that --
 3           MR. ACKMAN: They found that fact.
 4           THE COURT: The percentage of drivers that are not
 5  convicted, I don't think that really is what this trial is
 6  about.
 7           MR. ACKMAN: But I'm saying the Second Circuit did

 8  find that as a fact, and the question is if we can't use
 9  Hardekopf's --
10           THE COURT: Is it a disputed issue of fact?  As to
11  what percentage are convicted?
12           MR. ACKMAN: Apparently it is.  There's no question

13  that it's very low, there's a dispute about the exact
14  percentage.  The Second Circuit said it was at least
15  75 percent.  We think it's higher than that.
16           THE COURT: Well, I think the Second Circuit was
17  ruling on the record there was either no dispute or they
18  basically argued, I presume, the lower number.
19           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, the Second Circuit merely

20  made a note of a remark by Mr. Hardekopf that was taken out of
21  context.  Mr. Hardekopf explained himself at the recent
22  deposition to say that the TLC does not get the ultimate result
23  of every single conviction for which they suspend a driver.
24  Some drivers never come back into the system.  So we don't know

25  what the conviction rate is.  And this issue was settled before
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 1  Judge Peck during discovery.
 2           THE COURT: In any event, I don't think this trial is
 3  about that.  That might be a fact worth making when we get to
 4  the ultimate legal question of due process, then that fact
 5  might be relevant to whether certain offenses should be on the
 6  list or whether the process that's afforded meets
 7  constitutional muster, but in terms of what actually goes on in
 8  hearings and with the chairman, I don't think that testimony or
 9  that fact is relevant.
10           MR. ACKMAN: What about the simple fact of
11  reinstatement in an individual case, such as Amin was suspended

12  and was ultimately reinstated on such and such date.  Can we
13  say that?
14           THE COURT: You can introduce that.  I don't know if

15  it's really crucial to the purpose of this hearing, but I mean
16  if you want to elicit testimony about that, I don't think
17  that's a problem.
18           MR. ACKMAN: OK.
19           THE COURT: OK.  Anything else from the city?
20           MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor.
21           THE COURT: I will hear you on any other opening.
22  You're facing me instead of the empty jury box.
23           MR. ACKMAN: And we will be tailoring a bit, hopefully

24  in the right way.
25           Good afternoon or -- good afternoon, your Honor.
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 1           THE COURT: It's afternoon, yeah.
 2           MR. ACKMAN: I want to start with the Admiral
 3  Stockdale question:  Who am I and why am I here?  My name is

 4  Dan Ackman, and I represent the plaintiffs along with Dave
 5  Weiner, Dave Goldberg and Michael Kleinman.  I represent the
 6  Taxi Workers Alliance, which is advocacy group which safeguards

 7  and protects the interests of taxi drivers, and I represent
 8  taxi drivers whose licenses were suspended by the TLC.
 9           I want to start -- actually this is something on the
10  fly -- with what your Honor said at the end of the August 22,
11  2013 summary judgment ruling.  And at the end of the decision
12  the last paragraph, your Honor says the question of whether the
13  city meaningfully considers evidence other than the fact of
14  arrest is a factual one, and from the evidence in the record it
15  is generally in the dispute.
16           We think it's not in dispute at all, but we think as a
17  matter of fact, if it is in the dispute, it will be
18  affirmatively established that they considered nothing but the
19  arrest and perhaps the charges that are in part of the arrest.
20           This case is about a taxi driver's right to earn a
21  living.  It's a case about power and responsibility.  It's a
22  case about dignity and right to be heard, and it's about the
23  right to a fair hearing.  That's at the heart of our
24  Constitution.  It's a case about taxi drivers, most of whom are
25  immigrants who work long hours in a tough job, have no union,
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 1  no union contract, no civil service protections, and have been
 2  treated unfairly.
 3           It's also a case about Matthew Daus or Chairman Daus,
 4  who was the head of Taxi and Limousine Commission most of the

 5  time of which this case is concerned.  He suspended their
 6  licenses and put them out of work.  It is about the policy
 7  enforced by Chairman Daus of suspending driver's licenses,
 8  taking from them their right to earn a living because they were
 9  arrested, even if they were not convicted and indeed had not
10  been tried, and without even asking or attempting to learn why
11  they were arrested.
12           I will establish that the policy at issue never
13  changed.  It didn't.  It's the same from 2003 when the
14  beginning of the class period.  It was the same in 2006 when
15  this case was filed.  It was the same in 2009 when the summary
16  judgment ruling was issued.  It was the same in 2011 when the
17  Second Circuit ruled, and it's the same today.
18           There's no dispute that the suspended driver, the
19  drivers who were suspended based on arrest, did nothing but an
20  arrest.  There is a sharp dispute about whether those
21  suspensions were authorized by law or were flat-out illegal,
22  but as your Honor has said, that's a question for another day.
23  This trial will focus on what happens at the hearings.  And the
24  hearings came after the suspension, never before.  And I think
25  that's a key fact, even about the hearings themselves.  And
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 1  whether the drivers had any hope of reversing the suspension of
 2  having the licenses restored.  That message is the question.
 3  Did the drivers have any hope of prevailing at a hearing?  Did
 4  they get a fair shot?
 5           I want to go back to what the TLC summary suspension
 6  policy was and where it came from.  When this case started the
 7  TLC had a rule, Rule 816, and it says when the TLC chairman,
 8  "finds that emergency actions are required to ensure public
 9  health, safety or welfare, he or she may order summary
10  suspension of a taxi driver's license pending revocation of the
11  proceedings."  Let's put that on the screen.
12           The rule also required that the TLC move to revoke the
13  driver's license within five days.  So here we have TLC Rule
14  816 as it was in 2006 when the case was filed.  But somewhere
15  along the way, the policy changed from what was written there
16  to something else.  They were not suspending only the drivers
17  who the chairman found threats to public safety and whose
18  misconduct was so serious that he was subject to almost
19  immediate revocation.  Instead, the TLC started suspending
20  based on an arrest and nothing but simply because the driver
21  was arrested.
22           Now the TLC will tell you that they didn't suspend
23  based on any arrest, they only suspended based on crimes on a
24  list.  And we will hear a lot with how the lists morphed and
25  changed over time and they tweaked it and fixed it and made it
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 1  better and polished it.  But the thing is they will tell you
 2  that it's a great list and a perfect list, although I think
 3  those questions are out of bounds for this trial, but they
 4  might try to say that.  But here's another thing about the list
 5  if we get to that, it was secret, it was not in any rule, it
 6  was not published anywhere, it was not posted on the TLC web
 7  site, cabbies didn't get to see it, so no one knows exactly
 8  what was on it or when.  But if it was such a great list, why
 9  keep it a secret?
10           And the other thing about the list is while it
11  certainly does include serious crimes, and that's a term that
12  is not really defined in the law, and if it is defined, it's
13  defined against them.  But it also, as far as we know, always
14  included many misdemeanors, which are of course low-level
15  crimes, and all non-violent felonies, indeed all felonies, and
16  certainly not limited to crimes where the cabbie was on duty or
17  where the passenger was a victim.  Those crimes were very rare.

18  Mostly, although not exclusively, the TLC was suspending cab
19  drivers because of misdemeanor assault charges.  That's the
20  kind of charge that they file when you get into a fight in a
21  bar or when a landlord gets into a fight with his tenant.
22  That's why by 2003 the TLC admits it was suspending drivers
23  based on an arrest all the time, and they still do that.
24           It wasn't just a rare case, the true emergency case
25  that is in the rule.  In 2005 the TLC suspended about nine
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 1  drivers every week.  Remember, these are just the yellow cab
 2  drivers.  There were more drivers who were suspended who were

 3  driving livery cabs.  It may sound like a lot of cab drivers
 4  are being arrested, but in fact the rate of arrest of cab
 5  drivers is much, much lower than it is for the general
 6  population.  There's 100,000 cab drivers in the City of New
 7  York, and they were being arrested at the rate of -- I would
 8  say probably at one-third the rate of the general population.
 9  Certainly it's not like cabbies were being arrested at an
10  alarming rate.
11           So these drivers were suspended based on an arrest.
12  They had not convicted of a crime had not been tried.  And
13  we're not talking about murderers or drug kingpins or armed
14  robbers, we're not talking about violent crimes and we're not
15  talking about emergency cases are that in the rule, we're
16  talking about everyday cases, the most common crimes.  So these

17  are our clients, these are cab drivers who were suspended
18  because they were arrested, even though there was no evidence
19  presented at the hearing -- and that was true then and it's
20  true now -- that they ever presented a threat to the public
21  health or safety.
22           Of course, none of them denied they were arrested.
23  They couldn't do that.  They were arrested.  They didn't deny
24  it then and we don't deny it now.  But if the jury was here, I
25  would say to same I'm sure you won't hold it against them they
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 1  were arrested.  But that's how the TLC did business.  The TLC
 2  did hold it against then and suspended them simply because they

 3  were arrested.  They did it all the time, and they didn't do it
 4  based on any investigation, they did it based on rote.
 5           And then we have another client, the New York Taxi
 6  Workers Alliance.  This is an organization dedicated to
 7  guarding the rights of drivers and protecting their interests.
 8  You will hear from Bhairavi Desai, the executive director of
 9  the Taxi Workers Alliance.  She will tell you about these cab
10  drivers, how hard they work, how they're drug tested and
11  fingerprinted just to get a license, and how desperate they are
12  to keep their licenses so they can feed their families and earn
13  their livings for themselves and their families.  It's very
14  unlikely these people are a dangerous bunch generally or they
15  will do anything wild that would threaten their livelihood.
16           To me, the fact that they're suspending based on an
17  arrest always sounded strange.  I think it would sound strange
18  to a jury if we had the jury.  And I think a jury would be
19  scratching their heads and I think your Honor should be
20  scratching your head because isn't there a presumption of
21  innocence?  It might not apply the same way in a civil context
22  as in a criminal context.  We know that, you know that.  But
23  it's generally the presiding rule in all contexts that TLC
24  didn't believe in a presumption of innocence, they believed in
25  the presumption of guilt.  This is something I wouldn't say to
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 1  the jury:  For example, if a lawyer is arrested, nothing
 2  happens, but if he's convicted, he can lose his license.  If
 3  it's a felony, for sure, and even for some misdemeanors, but
 4  nothing happens when he's arrested, and that's true of most
 5  professions.
 6           So the other thing about this presumption of guilt is
 7  it didn't just apply at the initial suspension, that's what the
 8  evidence will show, the presumption of guilt applied at the
 9  initial suspension where the facts were not known, it applied
10  at the hearing that happened next, it applied throughout from
11  the beginning to end from the initial suspension through the
12  chair review.
13           And the heart of this case, of course, is what
14  happened next, what happened at the hearings.  At the same time

15  the TLC suspended the license, they would send the driver a
16  letter that said you could have a hearing, or something the TLC
17  called a hearing.  And this was a hearing, of course, not
18  before the suspension but after it was already in place.
19           Now at these hearings, according to the rule, the
20  issue was whether the suspension that was already in place
21  would be lifted and the driver's license restored, or whether
22  the suspension would be continued indefinitely until the
23  criminal case was resolved.  The jury or you, your Honor,
24  actually will be asked to determine what happened at those
25  post-suspension hearings and whether they were meaningful and
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 1  fair, and you will determine if there was any way a driver who
 2  was arrested could get off suspension.  And think you'll find
 3  the answer is no.
 4           And the case -- that was for the jury.
 5           So let's talk about the facts, what happened at these
 6  hearings.  At the risk of spoiling the suspense, I can tell you
 7  what happened.  Nothing happened, or nothing of consequence
 8  happened.  At the end of the day, based on the Chairman Daus's
 9  policy -- and it was his policy, it wasn't in the rule -- when
10  the hearing process over, every single taxi driver who the TLC
11  suspended based on arrest stayed suspended.  Nothing changed.
12  There was talk, but nothing happened.
13           But I would like to get back a little before about how
14  it started.  The evidence will show that the TLC policy was to
15  suspend a taxi driver's license whenever its lawyers received a
16  computer-generated notice, the lawyers called it a hit, that a
17  taxi driver had been arrested and what the charge was.  When
18  the TLC lawyer got the hit, he would check the list, and if the
19  crime charged was on the list, and it usually was, it would
20  send the driver a letter telling the driver the license was
21  suspended.  It was automatic, literally, no questions asked.
22  Marc Hardekopf will say this.
23           So the real question is did the taxi driver have a
24  chance, a real chance to reverse the decision that was already
25  in place by having the so-called hearing.  I want to talk
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 1  briefly about one of the drivers who you will hear from.
 2  That's Kharirul Amin.  In 2005, Mr. Amin was 36 years old and
 3  supporting wife, daughter, and their infant son on his earnings
 4  as a taxi driver.  Mr. Amin had a dispute with his landlord.
 5  It was a bit of an ongoing dispute, ordinary thing.  The
 6  landlord wanted to raise Mr. Amin's rent, who said you can't,
 7  he had a lease.  That went back and forth some time.  One day
 8  Mr. Amin got home after driving all night and the electricity
 9  was off in his apartment and his wife was very upset because
10  the stove was electric and she couldn't feed the baby.  So he
11  went to basement where the fuse box was, but on his way, he met

12  with the landlord's son.  They had some words.  Mr. Amin told
13  the hearing judge the words were not violent.  There was
14  obviously some kind of conflict going on.  Mr. Amin told the
15  hearing judge that the landlord's son threatened him and that
16  he threatened to call the police on Mr. Amin.  And sure enough,
17  he did.  And an hour later the police showed up at Mr. Amin's
18  house, and based on the word of the landlord's son, they
19  arrested Mr. Amin.  That's what Mr. Amin told the hearing judge

20  later.
21           But what the TLC did is they got the arrest hit and
22  suspended Mr. Amin all before they ever knew what happened, or

23  if anything happened to justify the arrest.  The criminal
24  charges were dismissed, of course, relatively quickly, but it
25  still took over two months.  That's about as fast as it could
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 1  be.  Meanwhile, Mr. Amin could not drive his cab, could not
 2  support his family.  Sure he got a hearing, but the hearing
 3  process ended the way it always did and the suspension
 4  continued.
 5           Now I tell you this because not because it's unusual
 6  but because it's ordinary.  The TLC, without knowing anything
 7  about what happened, summarily suspended the license.  For taxi

 8  drivers that meant they could not work, they had no income, and
 9  could not support their families.  And when the suspension was
10  over, the driver's license -- and the driver's license was
11  reinstated, there was no one there to pay them back what they
12  lost.
13           And that's why ordering a suspension is such a serious
14  matter.  That's why it's important to get it right, or at least
15  to try to get it right.  That's why it's important to at least
16  have a fair hearing to offer due process.  But the hearings
17  offered by the TLC and Chairman Daus were anything but.
18           First, the TLC only bothered to hold the hearing when
19  the cab driver requested one.  They put the onus on him.
20  Otherwise, the suspension simply remained in place.  If the cab
21  driver asked for a hearing -- and many did not for reasons that
22  totally make sense and for which we'll discuss -- they would
23  sent the driver a notice.  In that the notice they told him
24  where to go and when the hearing would be.  But they did not
25  tell him what the hearing would be about or what evidence he
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 1  could submit or could not submit, or what would be considered
 2  at the hearing and what would not be considered.
 3           In short, the TLC's notice told the driver nothing
 4  about what he might need to say to defend himself to regain his
 5  license and to restore his livelihood.  But turns out there was
 6  a good reason for that.  There was nothing a driver could say.
 7  He could never win.  That's what the facts will show.  At these
 8  hearings, it was true a cab driver could testify.  He was
 9  allowed to talk and argue.  No one would tackle him to ground
10  and tell him to shut up when he did.  But it's just as true
11  that nothing he said matters.  In other words, he could talk,
12  but he was talking to the wall.  No one really listened.  And
13  this was later, this was after they had time to learn the
14  facts.  This was after they had time to ask questions.  And
15  sometimes the judge did ask questions.  Tell us what happened.
16  That's what the TLC Judge sometimes said.  But the answers did

17  not matter, it was just making conversation.  They didn't
18  affect the outcome, the fix was in.
19           The evidence will show -- indeed, Marc Hardekopf will
20  tell you that from 2003 until he left the TLC in 2010, there
21  were hundreds, maybe thousands of these post-suspension
22  hearings.  Except for in a few cases, which we'll discuss, the
23  TLC won every time.  The hearing judge ruled for the TLC.  The

24  suspension was extended at least 99 percent of the time.  In
25  fact, Marc Hardekopf will tell you that in hundreds or
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 1  thousands of drivers of TLC hearings, the drivers won three
 2  times, maybe five.  Not three percent or five percent, three or
 3  five times.
 4           So even if you buy the idea that there was an
 5  emergency and the TLC ordered suspension -- obviously, we
 6  don't -- now they come to a hearing.  Before the hearing they
 7  have time to think, to gather some information, to look at some
 8  evidence.  Now they have to time to sift.  They have time to
 9  distinguish between the truly dangerous person and the ordinary
10  case where the person was arrested who may or not be guilty,
11  but either way, and this is the key point, has a good overall
12  record, has not been arrested before, has never harmed a
13  passenger and is not likely to harm a passenger or threaten a
14  passenger or assault a passenger in any way.  And this is
15  especially true because he's now awaiting trial.
16           So for the TLC having time to think, to look at the
17  facts, to make an intelligent and considered judgment, it
18  didn't change anything.  Every time they suspended on arrest
19  they moved to continue the suspension.  If they had a hearing,
20  that was their position every time.  It didn't matter.  You can
21  even ask yourself:  Why are they even going to a hearing in a
22  lot of these cases?  Why don't they just learn the facts, and
23  if there's no basis for the suspension, say OK, here's your
24  license back?  But they never did that, they always moved to
25  have -- they didn't ever want to have hearing, if the driver
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 1  had a hearing, they always took the same position.  They didn't
 2  think.  They didn't distinguish.  So every one and every time a
 3  driver was suspended with no evidence, just an allegation, he
 4  stayed suspended after they had time to do all that.  Again,
 5  nothing happened, nothing changed.
 6           Now of course I should mention something else that's
 7  very important.  The hearing judge only made a recommendation.

 8  Under TLC policy, the final decision was made by the chairman.

 9  Chairman Daus, or whoever the chairman was, could reject any
10  recommendation that he didn't like.  Daus was the brick wall
11  behind the wall.  This was true in 2003, it was true in 2006
12  when this case of filed, it was true in 2007 when the Second
13  Circuit ruled, and it's true today.
14           Now between 2006 when our clients sued the TLC and
15  today, some things changed.  The rules changed a bit, the
16  judges changed, Marc Hardekopf retired and moved to Florida,
17  Chairman Daus was replaced by Chairman Yassky.  And the city

18  will tell you it's all different and now it's all good.  But
19  here's what never changed.  The TLC never changed its policy.
20  It still suspended hundreds of drivers every year based on
21  their arrest and nothing else.  Just last January they
22  suspended 36 yellow cab drivers, that's more than one a day,
23  and that doesn't count livery drivers.  And once the driver was
24  suspended, hearing or no hearing, he stayed suspended.  The
25  hearing and chairman review process was still a bunch of
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 1  nothing.  Chairman Daus was judge of all judges, and no
 2  suspension was ever lifted.
 3           Now the facts are not disputed about really any of
 4  this, and they raise two questions.  How can that be true?  And
 5  if it is true, how can the hearing be considered meaningful?
 6  First, sad to say, it is true, and here's why.  At the
 7  hearings, the TLC prosecutor would come into the hearing room
 8  and present to the TLC judge the arrest notice that showed the
 9  driver had actually been arrested on a certain charge.  If the
10  guy whose name was on the arrest notice was the driver, he was
11  done, except in very rare cases where the arrest hit was not
12  accurate.
13           There was talk this morning about the complaint, but
14  the TLC never bothered to get the complaint, which is the most
15  basic thing they might do, but they didn't bother to get it.
16  But they will tell that you -- something else happened, they
17  made an argument.  They might use a fancy legal word, call it a
18  nexus, which means they can imagine a line between an arrest
19  and some kind of harm, but it doesn't say anything about the
20  driver, doesn't say anything about whether he was a threat.
21  They didn't present any evidence that the driver was dangerous.
22  There was no proof.  The TLC assumed the driver was guilty,
23  that's the first step, and then once they assumed he was
24  guilty, they assumed he was dangerous.  And it assumption on
25  both ends, and even though there was no proof of any point --
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 1  either point, it was just one assumption piled on another.
 2           Now they may tell you that the driver could submit
 3  evidence, that the driver could make arguments.  And maybe
 4  that's true.  But it wasn't the driver who was suspending
 5  himself.  The TLC and Chairman Daus, they did that.  It was the
 6  TLC who had the burden of proof.
 7           Let's keep our eye on the ball.  The judges ruled for
 8  the TLC and against the cab driver 99 percent of the time.  And
 9  the reason for that is that the TLC and its judges cared only
10  about the arrest notice and not whether there was a threat to
11  public safety or a real emergency.  They didn't look at the
12  facts, didn't weigh evidence, didn't to do what you would do or
13  other any person careful would do if you were deciding
14  something important like whether a driver would be allowed to
15  work and support his family or would not.  The TLC didn't do
16  and the TLC judges didn't do it either.
17           For that we have some evidence we were not planning to
18  present, but the deposition of Frank Fioramonti, who I believe
19  did more summary suspension hearings for the TLC than anyone

20  else.  And he did the hearing of Mr. Nnebe, he did the hearing
21  of Mr. Karmansky, and he did the hearing of Amin, too.  He did
22  all three.  The late Mr. Karmansky, I should say.  I would like
23  to read a little bit from his deposition, and we don't have a
24  screen, but we do have a copy.  I would like to read from
25  starting page 24.  And this is as if we had the verdict form
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 1  back when this deposition took place, and this was 2006, eight
 2  years ago.
 3           First question is:  Can you read the last line of that
 4  decision?
 5           And Mr. Fioramonti reads:  Accordingly I recommend
 6  that Alexander Karmansky remained on suspension pending final

 7  disposition of the criminal charges pending against him.
 8  "Q.  Is that how all your summary suspensions end, summary
 9  suspensions and issued decision end?
10  "A.  Is that how all of them end?
11  "Q.  Aside from the name.
12  "A.  I'm sorry, aside from the name, yes.
13           That's how these two ended.  I'm asking you if that's
14  how they all ended.  To my recollection, that's how they end in
15  every case, in every case that I can recall.  OK.  And ruling
16  on the summary suspension hearings, do you consider the
17  driver's overall record?  Answer:  No.  Do you consider his
18  criminal record, if any?  Answer:  No.  Do you consider his
19  Taxi and Limousine Commission driving record?  No.  Any summary

20  suspension?  No.  I'm talking about summary suspensions upon
21  arrest.  No.  Do you consider his DMV driving record?  Answer:

22  No.  DMV is the Department of Motor Vehicles.  Do you consider

23  the driver's family background or whether he has a wife or
24  children?  Answer:  No.  Do you consider anything else in his
25  personal history?  Anything else, no.  Did you make any effort
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 1  to determine whether the driver is guilty of the criminal
 2  charges?  Answer:  I'm not in a position to do that.  Do you
 3  try to do that?  Answer:  No.  Do you make any efforts to learn
 4  anything about the driver's accusers?  No.  Do you consider
 5  whether the offense occurred or the alleged offense occurred in
 6  the course of driving a taxi?  Answer:  No.
 7           A little later on page 46 of the same deposition we
 8  have Mr. Fioramonti saying -- he asked:  What would a driver --

 9  what would a taxi driver be required to prove at summary
10  suspension hearing in order not to have the suspension
11  continue?  There's an objection, but then the he answers.  A
12  taxi driver would, if he showed that he wasn't the person who
13  had been arrested, that would be sufficient to have the
14  suspension lifted.  In other words, he considered nothing, he
15  only cared about the arrest.  And that's Mr. Fioramonti.
16  That's what he did.  That's his words.
17           So then we have sometime at the end of 2006 there was
18  a rule change.  Chairman Daus and Charles Fraser, the TLC
19  general counsel, got the TLC to write a new rule.  And the TLC
20  is not Chairman Daus, they're the ones who enact the rules.
21  The new rule mentioned arrest and allowed the TLC to suspend
22  based on arrest.  But the TLC, as we know, is doing that
23  already.  So we're putting up the rule that became effective in
24  the December of 2006 on the screen.  You can see this new rule,

25  unlike the old rule, talked about arrest.  But it still talks
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 1  about emergency action, and then it talks about a hearing where
 2  the issue is whether the driver poses a threat to the health or
 3  safety of the public.
 4           In short, the question that was presented at the
 5  hearing or that the hearing was supposed to determine is not
 6  whether the driver was arrested, everybody knew that, it was
 7  whether the driver was a threat, was he dangerous, so dangerous
 8  that he shouldn't be allowed to drive his cab pending
 9  resolution of the criminal charges.
10           So we should ask ourselves, and I think that's what
11  the verdict form does --
12           THE COURT: It says the charges underlying the arrest

13  demonstrated the licensee's continued licensure would pose a
14  direct and substantial threat.
15           So focused on the charges, right?
16           MR. ACKMAN: I thought we were talking about what

17  happened at the hearing.
18           THE COURT: I'm reading what this says.  The rule is
19  really referencing the charges.
20           MR. ACKMAN: OK.  That's what it says.  It says what

21  it says.
22           But if we're trying to talk about -- trying to learn
23  whether the driver was dangerous or not, you want to know a few

24  things.  I can give you a list, the verdict form has a list,
25  you can probably give me a list, and of course -- but we're
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 1  talking about their secret list, and but the TLC didn't
 2  consider anything.  The guy was arrested, they looked at their
 3  list and they were done.  But that is not what the rule says.
 4  It doesn't say if you arrested for a crime that was on our list
 5  we're not telling you about, it says is the driver a threat.
 6  That's the question.  That's the question in theory that they
 7  were supposed to determine.
 8           So to me there's a lot of questions you ask.  You want
 9  to know something about the arrest itself.  Was it an alleged
10  crime on the job or was it off duty?  What were the facts and
11  circumstances that led to the arrest in this particular case?
12  In other words, why was he arrested?  Who was accusing him?
13  Did the arresting officer take him into custody or give him a
14  summons or desk appearance ticket and send him away?  You want

15  to know whether this ever happened before.  Does the driver
16  have a criminal record or not?  Had he been convicted of a
17  crime or was this his first arrest?  As it was, for example,
18  for Mr. Amin.  You want to know something about the driver.
19  What is his work record?  Does he have a family he supports?
20  Does he have strong ties to the community?  And these are all
21  things the jury verdict form correctly asked that we asked
22  Mr. Fioramonti, and in both cases the answer will be no.
23           Now you might hear the TLC or their witnesses say:
24  What did we know?  We were only the TLC, we didn't know
25  anything.  But that's actually not true.  That is the first
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 1  point.  They did know something.  A lot of this information is
 2  in the TLC's own files.  They did background checks on these
 3  guys.  They knew if they had a criminal record or not.  If they
 4  didn't know, they could call the DA and ask him.
 5           Some of it they could have gotten by talking to the
 6  driver, if they cared to listen, which, of course, they didn't.
 7  None of it was hard to come by.  It might have required a phone
 8  call or maybe even two phone calls.  So whatever you do, let's
 9  not hear them say that the TLC didn't know.
10           But more important, this was a hearing.  At the
11  hearing, the burden or proof is on them, it's on the TLC.  At
12  least that's what they say.  So if you go to a hearing and it's
13  a real hearing, and there's no evidence, no proof, that means
14  you lose, right?  I think that's what it means.  That sounds
15  right to me.  Except at the TLC, it wasn't right.  The TLC
16  prosecutor came in, showed the arrest report, never called the
17  witness, showed the arrest report, took a seat.  And that was
18  good enough for the TLC and the TLC policy, was good enough for

19  the TLC judges, too.
20           Now I should mention, and your Honor knows this, there
21  was one TLC Judge that did recommend lifting the suspension any

22  a few cases, three cases to be exact.  His name Eric Gottlieb,
23  still is Eric Gottlieb.  When he made these recommendations,
24  something interesting and telling happened.  He got a call from
25  his supervisor, a man named Tom Coyne, who was the deputy chief
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 1  TLC ALJ in charge of the judges who did these hearings.  He got

 2  a call from his supervisor, and it wasn't one call, it was
 3  several.  When Coyne didn't answer the calls, he sent emails.
 4  It turned out Mr. Gottlieb was the hospital with his wife who
 5  was having a baby.  Then Mr. Coyne got his boss to call
 6  Mr. Gottlieb as well.  They want know why Gottlieb had done
 7  this.  They wanted to tell him he was doing it wrong and tell
 8  him don't do this again without calling us first.  And
 9  remember, Gottlieb was an at will employee of the TLC.  He
10  could be fired at any time.
11           Now there's some small dispute, or might be some small
12  dispute about what exactly was said and what meant in these
13  conversations, but there's no dispute about what happened next.
14  Mr. Gottlieb apologized and said he would not do it again.  In
15  fact, he never did do it again.  He never again ruled for a TLC
16  driver, a driver at a post-suspension hearing, and he became
17  like every other TLC judge.  Whenever a cab driver was arrested

18  and suspended and asked for a hearing, Gottlieb, from that
19  point on, recommended extending the suspension.
20           Then Mr. Coyne send another email in the wake of all
21  this.  Let's look at Exhibit 54.  And in it he said -- he was
22  talking actually to Hardekopf, trying to convince Hardekopf,
23  which is an odd thing in itself because usually Hardekopf was
24  trying to convince the judge, but he said if the ALJs -- and
25  talking with TLC ALJs -- now have the authority to lift the
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 1  summary suspensions, then this change should be in writing
 2  because it conflicts with the ALJ manual and my understanding
 3  of current policy.  Now remember, Coyne is guy who supervised

 4  the TLC judges who reside at these hearings, and he thinks they
 5  have no authority.  You'll hear from Gottlieb and Mr. Coyne and
 6  see their emails.
 7           Now a judge, your Honor, if he or she is worthy of the
 8  name, if allowed to do his job, must have some discretion, some
 9  authority to rule.  He must be allowed to consider relevant
10  evidence.  He must be allowed to put important factors in the
11  mix, especially when he's determining something so significant
12  to whether a man or woman would be allowed to work.  If all the

13  judge sees is an allegation, and an arrest is just an
14  allegation, the hearing cannot be meaningful.  The hearings
15  they had, you can still call them hearings if you want to,
16  there was a ruling, a judgment, there was lawyer for the TLC
17  there, sometimes there was even a lawyer for the driver,
18  although usually there wasn't.  And it may look like a hearing,
19  that's how it's set up, but it's really charade, it's really
20  just a joke.
21           Then the joke gets worse and gets very serious.  I
22  mention the TLC judges do not make a final decision, they make

23  a recommendation.  The recommendation is to who?  To the TLC

24  chair.  By rule, Chairman Daus could accept, modify or reject
25  the recommendation.  So the same guy, Chairman Daus, decided or
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 1  was supposed to decide whether to suspend in the first place,
 2  now decides whether the suspension should be continued.
 3           So how did the chairman decide?  Well, in the hundreds
 4  of cases where the TLC judge recommended extending the
 5  suspension, the chairman, Chairman Daus, and even his
 6  successor, agreed every time.  What about the rare case, the
 7  one percent or less where the judge recommended lifting the
 8  suspension?  In those cases Chairman Daus rejected the
 9  recommendation each and every time, no matter what.  Hearing or

10  no hearing, the suspension continued.  So while it looked like
11  the driver might have a one percent chance, they really did
12  not, they really had a zero percent chance.  You will be asked,
13  your Honor will decide whether these hearings were meaningful
14  and fair.
15           Now one point towards the end of 2007, after this case
16  was filed, the post-suspension hearings moved from the TLC's
17  own hearing judges to another set of hearing judges.  These
18  were OATH judges we heard so much about.  The OATH judges ruled

19  in favor of the drivers a bit more often, not much but some I
20  would say about ten percent of the time.  But the evidence will
21  show the OATH judges did not determine the standard.  They
22  tried, some of them, to consider some evidence other than the
23  arrest.  Some of them even criticized the TLC and their policy.
24  They actually did this repeatedly because they didn't like how
25  they were being put in a box.  But their job was to follow
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 1  Chairman Daus' policy.
 2           I would argue on the law, and I wouldn't say this to
 3  the jury, their view of their job was badly mistaken, but
 4  that's what they thought their job was, and that's how they
 5  acted.  As I said, in several cases, they did recommend lifting
 6  the suspension, but when they did, the TLC chairman was there
 7  to say no.  He rejected the recommendation.  But every time the
 8  OATH judge recommending continuing the suspension, the chairman

 9  always agreed.  That's how it happened.
10           So let's look at one resent case which we talked about
11  this morning where the chairman said no.  This is the Bhatti
12  case.  Bhatti was a middle-aged man with a heart condition.  He
13  had been a driver for 25 years.  He was arrested and charged
14  with assault, misdemeanor assault.  As always, the TLC
15  prosecutor came in, showed the arrest hit, and was done for the
16  day.  Mr. Bhatti requested a hearing -- and very few people
17  actually requested the hearings for reasons we'll get into --
18  and he testified he been a taxi driver for 25 years, so he had
19  the long record with the TLC, said the arrest came in the wake
20  of dispute between him and another driver, it was a bit of
21  convoluted dispute actually.  Bhatti said he and the other
22  driver were in the same parking lot and the other driver
23  punched him, but the other driver called the police and said
24  Bhatti threw the punch.  When the police came, they took the
25  driver's word and arrested Bhatti.  And there's really nothing
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 1  wrong with what the police did here.  They had a witness who
 2  said he got punched, they arrested him.  But they didn't even
 3  detain him.  They gave him a desk appearance ticket and sent
 4  him on his way.
 5           And I submit that that fact is a crucial fact which is
 6  routinely ignored at the TLC hearings and ignored as a matter
 7  of policy.  Bhatti also testified he had a serious heart
 8  condition, so he's not the kind of guy who picked fights in
 9  parking lots.  Certainly there is no evidence that in 25 years
10  he had ever harmed a passenger.
11           The OATH judge, this is OATH Judge Richard, she heard
12  the testimony, and based on what she heard, recommended the
13  suspension be lifted.  She noted a lot of facts in her
14  decision.  Mr. Bhatti had a clean 25-year driving record.  The
15  incident did not involve a passenger.  He had been given a
16  ticket but not detained.  The suspension caused him undue
17  hardship because he was the sole bread winner for the family.
18  That's how the judge saw it.  But guess what happened?  I guess
19  we don't need to guess.  The recommendation by the ALJ was
20  rejected.  Chairman Yassky at this time rejected the
21  recommendation, but it wasn't Chairman Yassky, it was a lawyer

22  for Chairman Yassky doing what Chairman Yassky by had law to do

23  himself.  So the driver really won, and even when they did win,
24  they still lost.
25           This was the iron rule.  This is and was the realty.
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 1  With the chairmen routinely rejecting any recommendation, the
 2  OATH judges fell into line.  They saw, for some reason, I still
 3  don't know why, they see the chairman's ruling as if it's the
 4  ruling of the higher court.  At the OATH hearings, just as in
 5  TLC Court, the TLC prosecutor showed the arrest hit and took a
 6  seat.  And like the TLC's own judges, the OATH judges assigned

 7  the iron rule whether the driver had ever been arrested before,
 8  whether he had a strong work record, when he supported his
 9  family, whether the arresting officers did not detain, him
10  whether the arrest was for something that he did on the job or
11  off the job, whether the accuser held a grudge or whether the
12  cabbie denied the allegations.
13           I want to say something I wasn't going to say and I
14  wouldn't have said to the jury, but there's been a lot of talk
15  about arguing guilt or innocence.  And I submit if you look at
16  this rule, any version of the TLC rule, the one that was in
17  effect in 2006, the one that came into effect after, the one
18  from 2008, the one from 2011 and is in effect today, none of
19  them say you can't argue guilt or innocence, you can never get
20  that from the rule.  They do say the charges, if true, but they
21  don't say the charges are assumed to be true.  That was policy.
22  That's not in the rule.
23           THE COURT: Can you flash up 816?  That's the rule.
24  That's not a policy, that's the rule, right?
25           MR. ACKMAN: 816 is the rule.  I'm saying the policy
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 1  was not in accordance with the rule.
 2           THE COURT: I want to look at the language.
 3           This is the rule itself?
 4           MR. ACKMAN: This is Rule 816.  It's somewhat -- all

 5  the relevant portions of the rule.  That's the 2006 rule.
 6           THE COURT: So the chairman may summarily suspend a

 7  license based on an arrest on criminal charges -- charges --
 8  that the chairman determines is relevant to the licensee's
 9  qualifications for continued licensure.  At the hearing, the
10  issue shall be whether the charges, if true, demonstrate that
11  the licensee's continued licensure during the pendency of the
12  charges will pose a substantial threat to the health or safety
13  of the public.
14           MR. ACKMAN: And I submit that there's nothing in this

15  rule that says you can't argue guilt or innocence, or you
16  shouldn't, or will be ignored, but either way it was ignored,
17  and everything else was ignored, too.  That's the point.  We
18  can argue about whether this, if true, means assumed true.  I
19  would say no.  I actually looked this up.  I have never seen
20  any case that said the word if true means you assume it's.
21  It's sounds to me like if true or not true, either way.  You
22  might have a presumption of truth, it could be done either way,
23  but the idea that you can't mention guilt or innocence is
24  something the chairman invented, it's not in the rule.
25           THE COURT: Well, this is the rule, though, at the
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 1  hearing.  The issue will be whether the charges demonstrate
 2  that the licensee's continued licensure will pose a direct and
 3  substantial threat.  So it's a charge-based rule.  Charges.
 4           MR. ACKMAN: But also --
 5           THE COURT: If true.
 6           MR. ACKMAN: Also says threat to public health or
 7  safety.  And I'm saying, I think it's a small point, but an
 8  obvious point, one of the things you can do is say you weren't
 9  a threat to public health or safety, because not only are you a
10  good guy generally, but you didn't even do this act.  If
11  they're suspending you based on the assumption that you did the

12  act, surely one of the things you should be able to say, it's
13  perfectly natural to argument, and it's not barred by the rule
14  that you can argue that you didn't do it.  But I don't want to
15  get hung up on that because I think we win either way.
16           Anyway, some of the OATH judges got pretty frustrated
17  with the TLC policy, and you can see that from the exchange,
18  that we quoted to you in the letter the other day at great
19  length, between the TLC prosecutor Alison Greene and an OATH

20  Judge named Tanya Richard that happened just a few months ago.

21  Let's put a little bit of it on the screen.
22           Here it is.  ALJ Richard:  You're saying whether or
23  not it's a good record or a bad record, that would be
24  irrelevant?  Ms. Greene:  It would be suspend, Judge, for this
25  charge.  ALJ Richard:  No, no, I'm sorry, listen to my
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 1  question.  You're saying if it's a good record or a bad record,
 2  either would be irrelevant to this proceeding?  Yes.
 3  Irrelevant in either case?  Sounds incredulous to me.  Answer:
 4  Yes.
 5           Just a little later we have ALJ Richard:  Right, but
 6  that doesn't answer my question.  My question, you said the
 7  facts are moot.  Ms. Greene:  Yes.  They are irrelevant to the
 8  proceeding?  Ms. Greene, yes.  Now Ms. Greene is their lawyer
 9  and she couldn't be more clear that the facts are irrelevant,
10  are the record is irrelevant.  Then Ms. Richard asks, Judge
11  Richard, I should say:  Why have I hearing?  The OATH judge
12  asks.  And here's the answer:  ALJ Judge says:  This is a
13  hearing, right?  Ms. Greene:  Yes, Judge.  So my question is
14  this, what is it that he could to at this hearing?  What's the
15  purpose of having it?  Why are we here?  Ms. Greene:  Because
16  he requested to have a hearing.
17           So there you have it, your Honor.  The TLC's own
18  prosecutor says the records and facts are irrelevant.  They're
19  moot.  That's what she says.  A hearing is not because they
20  want the judge to determine any facts or even determine whether

21  the suspension should be lifted or continued, it's because the
22  driver wanted to have a hearing.  Well, certainly he wanted to
23  have a hearing, but I don't think he thought -- he didn't want
24  to be there for engaging banter, he wanted to have a hearing
25  because he thought he gets his license back by making his
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 1  cause.  If that's what he thought, he was sadly mistaken.  It
 2  never happened.  It's possible the defense will tell you
 3  otherwise, and they could make an argument, they could say what

 4  they want, they could present evidence, and maybe they could,
 5  but let's not look at what they say, let's not look what they
 6  say, let's look at what they do.
 7           Here's another thing the OATH judges did.  Remember I
 8  said very few drivers had hearings?  Here's why.  The evidence
 9  will show that the OATH judges actively advised taxi drivers
10  from even asking for a hearing because the OATH judges knew and

11  told the drivers that they knew that with TLC policy being what
12  it was, the driver stood little or no change of winning the
13  hearing.  And even if they did win, the chairman always
14  rejected any hearing judge's recommendation to lift the
15  suspension.
16           (Continued on next page)
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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 1           MR. ACKMAN: That policy never changed and has not

 2  changed to this day.
 3           So with the OATH judges telling the driver -- the OATH
 4  judges themselves telling the drivers that it's futile, few of
 5  the drivers even requested a hearing.  Why would they?  What is

 6  the point?
 7           Again, the TLC's own man, Marc Hardekopf, will tell
 8  you this.  And Ms. Greene has told you this.
 9           Now, there's a terrific movie, I'm sure your Honor has
10  seen it, called The Verdict.
11           THE COURT: I've seen it.
12           MR. ACKMAN: I've seen it.  Good.
13           THE COURT: Paul Newman, Milo O'Shea.
14           MR. ACKMAN: Yes.
15           THE COURT: James Mason.
16           MR. ACKMAN: James Mason, right.  I wasn't going to

17  mention James Mason, but you did.
18           But I will mention that there's a scene in the movie
19  where Paul Newman was on a dinner date with a woman played by

20  Charlotte Rampling.  And Paul Newman tells her something I've
21  always thought was very interesting:
22           The Court, he says, does not exist to give people
23  justice; the Court exists to give people a chance at justice.
24           But the problem with the TLC court and the OATH court,
25  too, is that the taxi drivers had no chance.
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 1           I mentioned the drivers who were suspended have never
 2  been found guilty; they were merely accused.  But even if they
 3  were guilty, which, I guess, we're not going to get into
 4  whether that was likely or not, these were not career
 5  criminals; the TLC did background checks on these drivers; they

 6  weren't licensing repeat felons; they weren't licensing
 7  psychopaths.  But a taxi driver who had been recently arrested,
 8  even if he did the alleged crime for which he was arrested,
 9  would be likely to do another crime while awaiting trial?  They
10  assume it was likely.
11           But I'm saying if you're actually looking at the
12  facts, you would assume the opposite.  How likely is that,
13  especially by someone worried about keeping his job.
14           If you're going to make an assumption, at least try to
15  make a correct assumption.  They made an assumption which they

16  knew was incorrect.
17           You can answer that question; I think we know the
18  answer.  But know this:  They never presented any proof at any
19  hearing to this day that this scenario was ever even remotely
20  likely.  This entire program is based on a phantom menace.
21  There's simply no evidence and no reason to believe that a taxi
22  driver who is accused of hitting a guy in a bar, or fighting
23  with his wife, or cheating on his taxes, bad as all of that is,
24  assuming he did it, which maybe he didn't, is in any way likely
25  to turn around and assault or even threaten a passenger.
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 1  There's no evidence that's ever happened; there was never any
 2  evidence presented at any hearing this was likely to happen.
 3  And it doesn't matter the alleged crime was on a list, because
 4  it's true for the crimes on the list, too.
 5           Now, I should apologize for talking too fast, and I
 6  know I read some of my remarks, which I guess isn't so bad
 7  since this is now a bench trial.  But I did it because I wanted
 8  to get it right.  Before I sit down, let's see if we can
 9  summarize this entire case and put it on an index card.
10           That's put that on the screen.
11           First thing we should remember is zero percent.
12  That's the percentage of drivers who've had their suspension
13  lifted.  If you take just one fact back into your chambers, you
14  should make it this fact, your Honor:  Nothing; that's what
15  happened at the hearings.  None; that's the amount of evidence
16  that the TLC represented the hearings, apart from the arrest
17  report.  No; that's the amount of discretion and authority that
18  Deputy Chief ALJ Coyne said the TLC judges had.  Don't bother;

19  that's the advice the OATH judges gave to taxi drivers.
20           Now, there's a gray line that I always remember.  Some
21  people say it comes from Voltaire, some people say it comes
22  from Spiderman.  Whoever said it, here it is:  With great power
23  comes great responsibility.  With great power comes great
24  responsibility.  The TLC and Chairman Daus, they had great
25  power.  They could decide who could drive a taxi and who could
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 1  not.  They could decide whose license would be suspended and
 2  whose was not.  It was their decision; they can't pass it off
 3  on a rule.  It was their policy.  They could decide which taxi
 4  driver could continue to make a living and which one could not.
 5           The power to decide who can and cannot work in his
 6  chosen trade, that's a great power; that's an awesome power,
 7  your Honor.  That's what the Supreme Court has said.
 8           So when you have a hearing to determine whether or not
 9  to exercise that power, you don't ignore the facts; you grapple
10  with the facts.  And if you don't have the facts right away,
11  you go get them.  And you don't disregard the circumstances of
12  who is making the allegation and whether he has an axe to
13  grind.  You consider all that carefully.  You don't blind
14  yourself to the driver's overall record; you look at it, and
15  you look at it hard.  You don't shoo out the judge who's trying
16  to do his job.  You wonder about the judge who doesn't do his
17  job.  That's what you do; that's how you have a meaningful
18  hearing; that's what you do if you are exercising your power
19  responsibly.
20           But the TLC ignored the facts, and the judges did,
21  too, because they followed the chairman's policy.  The TLC was
22  the opposite of responsible.  It was -- I guess I probably
23  shouldn't say what they were.
24           But you'll make your own judgment, your Honor.  You'll
25  hear the evidence, and it will be your turn to decide whether
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 1  the TLC acted responsibly; whether they considered the facts
 2  and circumstances; or whether they merely considered the arrest
 3  that started this in the first place.  You'll decide whether
 4  they were responsible.  And you'll decide whether the hearings
 5  were meaningful.  And I submit they were not; that the entire
 6  process was a sham.
 7           And I'm confident, as I would be confident with a
 8  jury, that you'll do your job responsibly and well.  And I'm
 9  sure then we'll have a chance at justice, and a chance is all
10  we ask.
11           Thank you, your Honor.
12           THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Ackman.
13           It's now 1:05 or so.  Why don't we break for lunch;
14  I'll take the other matter that I talked about.  We can pick up
15  here at 2, okay?  And then we'll do the defense opening, and
16  then we'll start with the first witness.  Your witness will be
17  here or is here?
18           MR. ACKMAN: He's here now.
19           THE COURT: Okay.  Good.  Let's do that.  We'll go to

20  4:30, as I said.  Thank you.
21           (Luncheon recess)
22           (Continued on next page)
23 
24 
25 
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 1                         AFTERNOON SESSION
 2                            (2:00 p.m.)
 3           THE COURT: We're now going to have the opening
 4  statement of the defense.  Ms. Weinblatt, you're going to be
 5  making the opening argument?
 6           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
 7           Good afternoon, my name Amy Weinblatt.  Together with
 8  my colleague, Mary O'Sullivan, we represent the New York Taxi

 9  and Limousine Commission.
10           Earlier today you heard earlier plaintiffs' outline, a
11  very simplistic version of the situation before this Court.
12  There are hearings following suspensions for arrests for some
13  drivers, and virtually none of these cab drivers get his or her
14  suspension lifted.  Therefore, plaintiffs conclude the hearings
15  are unfair.  Plaintiffs' attorney claims the TLC is unfair
16  period and only cares about the arrest report that is part of
17  the suspension hearing.
18           These claims ignore some very significant facts.  The
19  Taxi and Limousine Commission is a regulatory agency with a
20  duty under the city charter to regulate New York City's
21  for-hire vehicle industry.  This means that the Taxi and
22  Limousine Commission is responsible for regulating drivers and

23  for protecting the taxi riding public.
24           We will show this Court that the purpose of the
25  suspensions is to protect the taxi riding public from certain
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 1  risks that are present in these circumstances.  These risks are
 2  those associated with riding in a taxi cab with a taxi driver
 3  who has been arrested and charged either a felony or a serious
 4  criminal offense that, if true, means it is not safe for the
 5  driver to interact with the taxi riding public, or for vehicle
 6  and traffic law violations that it means that he can't be
 7  relied on to safely operate a motor vehicle.
 8           Plaintiffs complain that the TLC presumes guilt.  This
 9  is completely incorrect.  This is not the issue at a hearing.
10  The inquiry at a hearing is not whether or not the driver did
11  commit the underlying criminal offense.  The issue is whether
12  if those charges are true, would continued licensure while the
13  criminal charges are pending present a danger to the taxi
14  riding public?
15           THE COURT: I don't think there's any question that
16  that's the language, and I think Mr. Ackman is saying that
17  that's the same thing, there's a presumption of guilt.
18           MS. WEINBLATT: Well, there's a presumption for the

19  exercise of the hearing that the charges are true.  That is not
20  the same as saying -- they're not passing judgment on the guilt
21  or innocence of the driver.  The purpose of the hearing is if
22  the charges are true, do those charges mean that such person
23  should temporarily lose the ability and privilege --
24           THE COURT: I get that.  When you say presumption of

25  guilt or presumption of truth, is the same thing for purposes
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 1  of the hearing?  Does it mean if you have ten eyewitnesses, all
 2  of them swore on a stack of Bibles he didn't to it, it is
 3  totally false, the complaining witness is lying, that would
 4  about be irrelevant, right?
 5           MS. WEINBLATT: The charges have to be presumed to be

 6  true for the hearing, that's correct.
 7           The city suspends only for arrest for a felony and
 8  certain misdemeanors and offenses that the TLC believes warrant

 9  emergency action to protect the public safety in the context of
10  a TLC license.  The charges include assault, most sex relates
11  crime, and driving relates offenses such as driving while
12  intoxicated or leaving the scene of an accident when someone
13  has been injured.
14           We will be putting into evidence the list of crimes
15  that the TLC suspends for.  They include assault in the third
16  degree, reckless endangerment in the second degree, sexual
17  misconduct, sexual abuse in the third degree, sexual abuse in
18  the second degree, public lewdness, endangering the welfare of
19  a child, criminal possession of a weapon in the fourth degree,
20  forcible touching, torturing animals, all felonies, and then
21  several violations of the vehicle and traffic law, driving
22  while ability impaired, operating a motor vehicle while
23  intoxicated, operation of a motor vehicle with an illegal blood
24  alcohol content, driving while ability impaired by drugs, and
25  leaving the scene of an accident.  Contrary to plaintiffs'
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 1  counsel's opinion, TLC believes that assault is in fact a
 2  serious crime, not a frivolous one.
 3           Taxi drivers have chosen to make their living in a
 4  highly-regulated industry with numerous rules that apply to
 5  their work and by which they must abide.  Only qualified
 6  persons who have applied to and been licensed by the TLC can
 7  make their living by picking up people on the street and
 8  driving them to their destinations.
 9           Before they were issued their licenses, plaintiffs and
10  all other applicants for TLC licenses had to go through the
11  application process, attend a class, and all were fingerprinted
12  so that TLC may review the existence of any criminal history.
13  So all drivers, plaintiffs including, have notice that contact
14  with the criminal justice system could have an impact on their
15  licenses.
16           When a taxi driver in New York City is arrested, TLC
17  learns about it from its regular review of the electronic
18  records of the New York State department of criminal -- of the
19  New York State criminal justice system.  The evidence that we
20  will submit will include examples of these arrest notices.  And
21  the evidence will show that for some arrests, no action
22  whatsoever is taken.  But for felonies and serious
23  misdemeanors, and for offenses that the TLC considers related
24  to the duties of a driver and to the safety of the taxi riding
25  public, TLC suspends the license of the driver.
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 1           The suspension imposed based upon the Taxi and
 2  Limousine Commission's duty to protect public safety in order
 3  to prevent potentially dangerous individuals from operating a
 4  cab and from interacting with members of the public while there

 5  are serious criminal charges pending.  In other words,
 6  suspensions are limited to those necessary to protect the
 7  safety of potential passengers, pedestrians and other drivers.
 8           A person entering a taxi cab trusts the driver not to
 9  endanger his or her safety, and it is TLC's responsibility to
10  ensure this trust is not misplaced.
11           THE COURT: I don't think that's in dispute, and I
12  don't think that's the purpose of this trial.  So I think we
13  can argue that later, perhaps, but for now I want to stay
14  focused on what is the hearing provided and what the inquiry at
15  the hearing.
16           MS. WEINBLATT: I'm laying a bit of background and I'm

17  going to get to that.
18           THE COURT: OK.
19           MS. WEINBLATT: So the TLC must ensure that the driver

20  is safe and that New Yorkers and visitors both maintain
21  confidence in the safety of taxi cabs and their drivers.  Thus,
22  even though the TLC staff and officials recognize that an
23  arrest does not necessarily mean the person arrested is guilty
24  of the charges, TLC must come down on the side of protecting
25  public safety.  So it suspends the license of a driver arrested
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 1  for felonies and for certain dangerous misdemeanors due to the
 2  existence of an arrest and the fact that he did commit the
 3  crime for which he was arrested and for which charges remain
 4  pending.
 5           After the suspension, in the interest of public
 6  safety, TLC sends a written notice to the driver.  That notice,
 7  and we will submit examples, lets them know the TLC learned
 8  they were arrested, states the crime they were arrested for, it
 9  states the fact of the suspension, it states the rule that
10  addresses suspensions, and significantly, the notice explains
11  that the suspension was issued because the TLC has determined
12  that the emergency action of suspension is warranted to ensure
13  public health and safety.  Depending on the timing, some of the
14  notices say public health, safety and welfare.
15           THE COURT: But maintain the confidence of the riding

16  public.  Does that go to any of those?
17           MS. WEINBLATT: I believe it does, your Honor, if the

18  public generally knew that people with arrest records and
19  charges pending were driving cabs, I believe that would have a
20  negative impact on public confidence and the safety.
21           THE COURT: It might have an effect on public
22  confidence, but is the regulation focused on things like public
23  confidence or dangerousness and the safety of riders?
24           MS. WEINBLATT: The regulations that deal with
25  suspensions do exactly what your Honor said.  I may not be
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 1  understanding your question.
 2           THE COURT: Well, it's not clear to me that the rule
 3  that was flashed up there in Mr. Ackman's opening really got
 4  into maintaining the confidence in the riding public.  It might
 5  be maintain confidence of the riding public to just say that
 6  any arrest, even if we know that it doesn't meet the standard,
 7  even if the complaint itself doesn't meet all the elements of
 8  the crime, would still maintain the public's confidence because
 9  they would be glad to know somebody who had been accused of a

10  crime isn't driving.  But that doesn't seem to be -- this isn't
11  the language of what I read.  Is public confidence part of the
12  equation or not part of the equation?
13           MS. WEINBLATT: What I'm saying is that is one of the

14  duties that the Taxi and Limousine Commission must bear in mind

15  as it regulates the driver and protects the public safety.
16           THE COURT: But is the inquiry about determining
17  whether the driver -- assuming the facts to be true in the
18  complaint -- is a danger, or is it about maintaining confidence
19  in addition to determining whether the particular driver is
20  danger?
21           MS. WEINBLATT: The inquiry is as you said, it is to

22  determine whether or not the driver -- if the charges are true,
23  whether continued licensure of the driver during the pendency
24  of the charges would present a danger.
25           THE COURT: OK.
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 1           MS. WEINBLATT: The notices tell the drivers that they

 2  may request a hearing to challenge the emergency action
 3  suspension.  It also advises the drivers if the criminal
 4  proceedings end with either a dismissal or ACD, the suspension
 5  will be lifted.  It tells them if they plead guilty to a less
 6  serious offense or violation, the driver should notify the TLC
 7  immediately.
 8           At their hearing, the driver may bring an attorney or
 9  any other person to represent them if he chooses.  The evidence
10  submitted from hearing transcripts will show the drivers are
11  invited to speak on their own behalf, they may say whatever
12  they believe will persuade the ALJ and the TLC why, even
13  assuming the pending criminal charges are true, they do not
14  present a danger to the taxi riding public and that their
15  suspension should be lifted.
16           After the hearing, the TLC issues a recommended
17  decision based on everything that had been submitted before him

18  or her, and this recommendation is sent to the driver with a
19  letter which explains that the driver can then respond to that
20  recommended decision.  The recommended decision and the
21  driver's response, if there is one, are submitted to the
22  chairman of the TLC or the chair's designee, and that person
23  has the responsibility for the final decision.
24           We will show that during the time this practice has
25  been in effect, drivers have been able to present whatever
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 1  evidence, testimony, and argument they choose to present.
 2  Anything they want they may present, and you will hear that the

 3  ALJ hears and considers whatever is presented.  And you will
 4  hear that the chairperson or his designee evaluates the
 5  decision to be made by considering whether, if the charges for
 6  which the licensee was arrested are true, allowing driver to
 7  retain his license and continue to drive a cab while those
 8  charges are pending presents a risk to the taxi riding public.
 9           THE COURT: So I'm confused.  What you just said
10  sounds like it would be a consideration of things outside the
11  four corners of the complaint, of the criminal complaint.  Is
12  that true or is that not true?
13           MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, if there is something that

14  is submitted and offered that pertains to the question of
15  whether if the charges are true allowing the driver to retain
16  his license and continue driving while the charges are pending,
17  if such a thing exists and were offered, certainly it would be
18  considered.  We have not seen in the record any circumstance
19  outside of the four corners, as your Honor mentioned, of the
20  criminal complaint where such a thing has been offered.
21           THE COURT: So if a driver came in and said I have
22  done all these charitable works, I'm a passivist, I'm kind, I
23  have never hurt a fly, believe me, this, A, didn't happen and,
24  B, there's no likelihood of it ever happening again, that would
25  be considered?
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 1           MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, with respect to today and

 2  going forward, I believe we're going to present evidence that
 3  everything will be considered.  The record does not reflect
 4  that testimony that "I didn't do it and I'm not of a character
 5  who would do it," has been persuasive.
 6           THE COURT: All right.  Go ahead, sorry to interrupt.
 7           MS. WEINBLATT: Of the three plaintiffs, two of them

 8  requested a hearing, Mr. Nnebe and Mr. Amin.  Mr. Amin was
 9  arrested for assault in the third degree, criminal possession
10  of weapon in the fourth degree and menacing in the second
11  degree.  Mr. Nnebe was arrested for assault in the third
12  degree.  Evidence will show they each received notices after
13  their arrests of a suspension hearings.  These notices gave
14  information about the reason for the suspension and the purpose
15  of the hearing, which was concern about public safety.
16  Additional information was conveyed by what the TLC
17  representative and the ALJ said during the hearing, and the
18  evidence will show what happened at each plaintiff's hearing
19  and after their hearing.
20           Plaintiffs were given information they needed to
21  present an argument to the ALJ that even if the charges were
22  true, continued licensure did not present a potential danger to
23  the taxi riding public, and that the suspension should be
24  lifted while their criminal charges were pending.  And all
25  suspended drivers had the same opportunity and information.
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 1           Additionally, after the hearing, plaintiffs each had
 2  the opportunity to followed up with a letter to the TLC
 3  chairperson after receiving a copy of the ALJ report and
 4  recommendation before the chairman reached a final diction.
 5  You will see this information, plus information provided to all
 6  drivers during their training, and the open-ended nature of the
 7  hearing, was enough to enable the plaintiffs and other drivers
 8  to argue that even if the criminal charges against them were
 9  true, continued licensure did not present a threat to safety of
10  the taxi riding public, and that their licenses should not
11  remain suspended.  And we will show that the chairpersons
12  applied that standard to their consideration of whether to
13  continue a suspension of a taxi driver's license while their
14  criminal charges were pending.
15           Now earlier plaintiffs' counsel pointed out an
16  attorney who was arrested doesn't lose his or her license to
17  practice law, and that's true.  But a cab driver's license
18  enables them to get into a car, a closed moving vehicle with a
19  stranger.  We don't think those two things are analogous.
20  Similarly, if a waiter is arrested for DWI, those charges while
21  pending would hardly impact on his or her work in a restaurant.
22  But a driver of a taxi cab who's licensed to pick up passengers
23  off the street, TLC would be very concerned about the potential
24  safety risks of such a driver while those charges are pending.
25           MR. ACKMAN: Objection, your Honor.
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 1           THE COURT: Objection on what ground?
 2           MR. ACKMAN: The entire line, your Honor, has nothing

 3  to do what happens at the hearing.  They're simply justifying
 4  the policy.  I thought it was very clear that's not what this
 5  trial is about.
 6           THE COURT: I think it's clear this trial is about
 7  what are the facts pertaining to the hearing that is provided.
 8  I think both of you gave me some policy arguments and legal
 9  arguments about what due process requires, and that's not
10  really the point of this trial.  So I think -- I'm not worried
11  about the jury getting confused, so I haven't been reigning
12  everybody in on their opening statements.
13           So go ahead.
14           MS. WEINBLATT: I'm concluded, your Honor.  Thank you

15  very much.
16           THE COURT: Thank you.  Your first witness,
17  Mr. Ackman.
18           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, we would like to call bar by

19  Desai.
20           (Continued on next page)
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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 1   BHAIRAVI DESAI,
 2       called as a witness by the Government,
 3       having been duly sworn, testified as follows:
 4  DIRECT EXAMINATION
 5  BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 6  Q.  Good afternoon, Ms. Desai.
 7             How are you employed?
 8  A.  I'm the executive director of the New York Taxi Workers
 9    Alliance.
10  Q.  And have you ever testified in court before?
11  A.  No, I have not.
12  Q.  Have you testified in any public forum?
13  A.  Yes.
14  Q.  Like such as?
15  A.  TLC public hearings, city council public hearings.
16  Q.  And how long have you been with the New York Taxi Workers

17    Alliance?
18  A.  I am co-founder since 1998.
19  Q.  You're one of the founders?
20  A.  Yes, I am.  I started in the taxi industry in 1996, then a
21    group of us founded the TWA in 1998.
22  Q.  What did you do before you founded the Taxi Workers
23    Alliance?
24  A.  I worked for an organization called Committee Against
25    Anti-Asian violence, and previous to that I worked for an
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 1    organization called Monavi (ph), which is a -- it's a resource
 2    center for South Asian women in need, particularly domestic
 3    violence victims.
 4  Q.  And what is the purpose of the Taxi Workers Alliance?
 5  A.  We are an organization that stands up for the rights of
 6    taxi drivers who are highly exploited.  We fight for their
 7    economic rights for due process and for their image within the
 8    larger society.
 9  Q.  And why do taxi workers need a Taxi Workers Alliance?
10  A.  Because it's an industry where there's a tremendous power
11    vacuum.  We have an ownership that is steeped in a lot of money

12    and a lot of political influence, whereas drivers, it's mostly
13    people of color, immigrants, it's people as independent
14    contractors.  We don't have the rights to collective bargaining
15    that other workers do who are classified as employees.  And so

16    we need an organization that will collectively represent the
17    rights of drivers.
18  Q.  And can you tell us what services the Taxi Workers Alliance

19    provides?
20  A.  A whole range of services from kind of the public
21    representation to individual drivers in need.  We have legal
22    services for anywhere from Department of Motor Vehicles, DMV

23    tickets, to Taxi and Limousine Commission courts to parking
24    violations, and any kind of legal matter, whether it's New York

25    State or outside of New York State, immigration issues, then we
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 1    also provide a life insurance policy, and we have a really
 2    strong crime victims program to support drivers who have been

 3    assaulted on the job.
 4  Q.  And do you hire lawyers for the taxi drivers?
 5  A.  We don't pay for attorneys for drivers, but we refer
 6    drivers to attorneys.
 7  Q.  Can you tell us something about the process for becoming a
 8    taxi driver in the City of New York?
 9  A.  It's very rigorous.  Of all the different licenses that the
10    TLC has, in order to get a hack license, you have to go
11    through -- you have to pass an exam, and there's a class you
12    take which would be 24 hours or 40 hour course.  You have to
13    pass a drug test, as well along with this course.  And you're
14    fingerprinted, there's a background check.  You have to pay the
15    fees up front for the licensing.  And once you have completed
16    all of this, particularly passing the test, only then you're
17    licensed.
18  Q.  And does the TLC check whether the driver has a criminal
19    record?
20  A.  Absolutely.  It's right on the application.
21  Q.  And in your experience, how common is it for a taxi driver
22    to be convicted of assaulting a passenger?  How common is it
23    for a taxi driver to be convicted for assaulting a passenger?
24  A.  In my experience, I have never seen many cases of that.  At
25    this moment I cannot recall any cases I have seen where the
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 1    driver has been convicted.
 2  Q.  You can't recall any?
 3  A.  Not that I'm aware of.
 4  Q.  And how commonly are they, taxi drivers, accused of
 5    actually hitting a passenger?
 6  A.  Of the cases I have seen where drivers have been arrested,
 7    I have seen a number of them where it's that kind of conflict
 8    with the passenger and the driver has been arrested on charges
 9    of assault.
10             THE COURT: Well, what's your basis for knowing any of

11    this?  Do people have to tell you when they have been charged
12    with a crime?
13             THE WITNESS: No, they're not required to tell us, but

14    we are a membership-based organization.  At the moment we have

15    over 17,000 registered members.  And so we have office hours,
16    we see about 200 drivers a week, and so many of the drivers who

17    are our members when they get -- when they have -- when they
18    get arrested or have been suspended, they come to our office
19    for services.  And in my capacity as executive director, I get
20    reports from my colleagues, from the other staff, but also for
21    the first ten years I was the only staff person and so I did
22    most of those intakes and face-to-face consultations.
23             THE COURT: All right.
24  Q.  In addition to your personal experience, do you keep pretty
25    well abreast of the what's happening in the taxi industry?
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 1  A.  That's my job, absolutely.
 2  Q.  Do you attend Taxi and Limousine Commission public
 3    meetings?
 4  A.  Absolutely, regular basis.
 5  Q.  Do you meet with TLC commissioners on a regular basis?
 6  A.  I do, particularly with the chairperson's office.
 7  Q.  Have they he have told you about a big problem in the
 8    industry of taxi drivers assaulting passengers?
 9             THE COURT: Who is the "they."
10             MR. ACKMAN: People at the TLC.
11  A.  That's never come up in my meetings.
12  Q.  Based on your experience, why are taxi driver -- or what
13    are some of the protections that passengers have against being
14    assaulted by taxi drivers?
15  A.  Well, I mean first of all everyone knows in the industry --
16    drivers are very well aware that they're really monitored.
17    There's a medallion number on the taxi cab.  The driver's
18    license is displayed on the back seat with their name and their
19    hack number.  And since the fall of 2007, the taxis have also
20    been equipped with a GPS-based locator on the meter.  And so
21    for example, even if it's like for lost and found, you can call
22    up the TLC, give the location, the time, and they will be able
23    to use that technology to see who was the driver in question.
24    So drivers know that.  It's equivalent to having like the
25    supervisor in the back of your cab throughout your twelve-hour
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 1    shift.
 2             So people driver goes out there to earn a living, and
 3    people really live day to day in this industry.  So the idea of
 4    having any kind of a conflict where you're going to lose your
 5    livelihood for any amount of time, you don't take a risk with
 6    that.  And people are going out there to earn a living, to go
 7    back home at the end of that shift, they're not going to get
 8    into some sort of mischief.
 9  Q.  So you're saying that TLC knows where the driver has been
10    at any given point in the day?
11  A.  TLC, based on my understanding, yes, the TLC can query that

12    information from -- at the moment there are only two technology

13    vendors who provide that technology.
14  Q.  And you used the term "hack" a couple of times now.  Just
15    for the record, what is hack?
16  A.  Hack is the name of the license for a yellow cab, for
17    medallion yellow cab taxi drivers.  FHV for hired vehicle is
18    black car and livery service drivers.  And the requirements of
19    a FHV are different for requirements of a hack.
20  Q.  Do FHV drivers also have to fill out an application?
21  A.  Yes, they do.
22  Q.  Are they also fingerprinted?
23  A.  I believe so.
24  Q.  And does the TLC also have their photos on file?
25  A.  I believe so, because when you go and get your license
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 1    renewed like every two years, I believe that photo is already
 2    on file with the TLC.
 3  Q.  Let's ask it the other way.  How often are taxi drivers
 4    assaulted by passengers or by someone posing as a passenger?
 5  A.  Too often.  The department of labor at the federal level
 6    had done a study, the last one that I saw which I believe was
 7    2003, perhaps, was that drivers were -- sorry, it was
 8    earlier -- it was later than that.
 9             THE COURT: I think this goes beyond the scope of this

10    trial.  The fact that drivers are assaulted may be a problem,
11    but I don't think that's what this trial is about.  Am I
12    missing something?
13             MR. ACKMAN: We're just comparing the nature of the

14    threat.
15             THE COURT: Let's move on.
16  Q.  How common is it for taxi drivers to be robbed by
17    passengers or for a passenger to try to beat a fare?
18             THE COURT: I think the same --
19             MR. ACKMAN: I have a relevant question right after

20    this.
21             THE COURT: They have to all be relevant is the
22    problem, so sustained.
23  Q.  How common is it, of the times that taxi drives are accused
24    of fighting with a passenger, does it involve an allegation --
25    does it also involve an allegation that the passenger tried to
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 1    assault the driver or tried to rob -- beat a fare?
 2  A.  The majority of the cases that I have seen, that's been the
 3    situation.
 4             THE COURT: But the cases you have seen means what?

 5             THE WITNESS: When people -- in the past 17 years,

 6    people have come to the office with copies of their
 7    dispositions or copies of the records as to what they have
 8    arrested for, and in discussing with them the details of their
 9    arrest, getting their side of the story, the majority of the
10    cases I have seen it's where there's some sort of a conflict
11    with that passenger where it seems like it's the driver that
12    ends up getting arrested even when at times they have been the
13    victim of that incident.
14             THE COURT: What's the universe of cases in which you

15    have had access to these kinds of things?
16             THE WITNESS: To be honest, your Honor, I don't have

17    an exact number.
18             THE COURT: Ballpark number.
19             THE WITNESS: I mean through my years I have seen

20    certainly like at least a hundred cases.  We do keep files of
21    them.
22             THE COURT: OK, next question.
23    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
24  Q.  These are cases where there's a conflict over a fare, where
25    the driver says he was being cheated, the passenger says he was
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 1    being cheated, and there's some kind of incident about that, is
 2    that right?
 3  A.  That's right.
 4  Q.  What does the Taxi Workers Alliance do when someone comes

 5    in and they're facing a legal matter in the TLC court?
 6  A.  First we go over the actual document that they have
 7    received from the TLC and explain the process.  And when it's
 8    relevant, we refer them to either a certified TLC
 9    representative who will represent our members in court or to an

10    attorney.
11  Q.  And have you ever dealt with taxi drivers who licenses were

12    suspended because they were arrested?
13  A.  Yes.
14  Q.  How often does that happen in your personal experience?
15  A.  I mean I think that maybe within a year we get a couple of
16    dozen cases of that nature.
17  Q.  And that's you and your staff?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  And do you understand what the governing standard is at the

20    post-suspension hearings that follow a taxi driver being
21    suspended based on an arrest?
22  A.  I'm not sure.  I mean I know what I have seen happen at the
23    hearings based on drivers' experiences.
24  Q.  What have you seen happen?
25  A.  Well, I have never seen a driver have that suspension
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 1    lifted.  It got to the point for the past few years where we
 2    basically told the drivers that we don't even necessarily think
 3    it's worth their time to actually go.  Because people have all
 4    these heightened expectations that once they have been
 5    suspended and they think OK, the hearing is now coming up, and

 6    this will be their opportunity to get that suspension lifted,
 7    but we have seen for years that that just never happens.  And
 8    then there becomes a conflict when there are times when their
 9    criminal defense attorney -- we will coordinate often with
10    legal aid attorneys in those cases -- will not want the driver
11    to testify before -- at a TLC proceeding before the criminal
12    case is actually resolved.  So it becomes a conflict.
13  Q.  So if a driver comes to you and said he's been arrested and
14    he didn't do it and now his license has been suspended but he
15    does nothing wrong, has no income and he wants to get his
16    license back and wants to fight the charges, what do you tell
17    him?
18  A.  It's really a heart-breaking situation, because you want
19    to --
20             THE COURT: What do you tell him, if there is a thing

21    that you typically tell them?
22             THE WITNESS: Well, it's part of what we tell them

23    because we have to apologize for the fact that we know that if
24    they end up going to that hearing it's going to be a waste of
25    their time, and we end up being the reality check for them.
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 1             THE COURT: Do you tell them don't go to hearing or do

 2    you tell them that this is what going to happen at your
 3    hearing?
 4             THE WITNESS: We tell people -- we never tell anybody

 5    out flat out don't go to the hearing because ultimately that's
 6    their choice, but often times they want to go to the hearing
 7    because they think that's their opportunity to get that license
 8    back.  And their -- everyone works on the common assumption
 9    that you're innocent until proven guilty, and they think that's
10    what they're going to walk into in that court.  And we have to
11    end up being the horrible voice that says to them well, no,
12    that's not the given at these hearings.  So we tell them if
13    they go, the chances of that suspension being lifted are
14    practically zero.
15  Q.  Do some of the people -- some of the drivers who come to
16    you, having been suspended after charged with a crime, are some

17    of them given a desk appearance ticket?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  Do know what that is?
20  A.  Yes.
21  Q.  What is that?
22  A.  Well, my understanding is that a desk appearance ticket, a
23    DAT is where the police officers at the precinct have issued
24    the criminal court summons and released the driver from that
25    precinct so they have not had to go before a judge at the
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 1    criminal court.  And our understanding is that it's because the
 2    police officer has made a judgment that the person does not
 3    represent a threat.
 4  Q.  And does getting a DAT as opposed to being booked and sent

 5    to central booking, does that cause any particular problems for
 6    the taxi driver in terms of getting his TLC license back?
 7  A.  You're still suspended.
 8  Q.  But in terms of getting the -- actually in terms of
 9    getting -- I'll strike that.
10             What percentage of drivers who are arrested are given
11    a DAT, in your experience?
12  A.  I mean that's hard to say, but -- I don't know, if I
13    were -- I would have to venture a guess to answer.
14  Q.  Ballpark figure?
15             THE COURT: I don't want you to guess.
16  Q.  Don't guess, but if you have a general knowledge, you can
17    say.
18  A.  I would say in the ones that we have seen like just a
19    little bit under half.
20             THE COURT: So you said about a hundred or so you, you

21    think?
22             THE WITNESS: Excuse me?
23             THE COURT: I think there's about a hundred or so
24    cases that you're aware of in total.  Is that what you told me
25    before?
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 1             THE WITNESS: I mean a hundred that I have seen I

 2    would say through the years, yes.
 3             THE COURT: OK.  And about half of those involved

 4    drivers who you said received desk appearance tickets?
 5             THE WITNESS: I believe so.
 6    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 7  Q.  If a driver comes to you and says he's been arrested but
 8    was offered a plea bargain, he could plead guilty to a
 9    violation, but he did nothing wrong so he doesn't want to plead
10    guilty, he wants to go to trial, what do you tell him in terms
11    of getting his TLC license back?
12  A.  Man, that's another one of those situations where -- we
13    never make that decision for that person.
14  Q.  You're just advising.
15  A.  The advice is, you know, if you continue to fight it, you
16    are going to remain under suspension, and so -- and fighting it
17    to prove you're innocent through criminal court just may take a

18    really long time.  People may not be able to afford that.
19  Q.  So would you say being suspended actually makes it harder
20    to get your day in court, in criminal court?
21  A.  Oh, absolutely.  I have seen drivers with -- it's very
22    painful to see where people fell, like they -- really they
23    believe in their innocence and their right to prove it, but
24    then it's like the stranglehold once you've been suspended,
25    because you know in order to prove it it's going to take up a
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 1    lot of time and you couldn't afford to lose your livelihood.
 2  Q.  You mentioned you used to work for domestic violence
 3    victims, is that right?
 4  A.  Yes.
 5  Q.  And I take it you think domestic violence is a serious
 6    problem.
 7  A.  Absolutely.
 8  Q.  Are some of the drivers you have counseled -- who you've
 9    counseled over the years, have some of them been accused of
10    domestic violence?
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  Aren't you concerned that a driver who hits his wife is
13    growing to turn around and hit a passenger?
14  A.  Well, I don't think that there's necessarily a correlation
15    there.  I mean just because somebody is involved in a
16    particular incident, I don't think that necessarily means that
17    they have a violent character, particularly in the domestic
18    violence context.  We counseled many cases where the woman was

19    battered for a long period of time and the children, for
20    example, were not, and this is within the context of the same
21    family.
22  Q.  And in your experience, men who batter their wives, do they

23    typically engage in other violence?
24             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, we're going to object.  I

25    don't think the witness has the requisite level of expertise to
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 1    testify on the subject.
 2             THE COURT: Do you have any expertise with respect to

 3    whether batterers engage in violence against persons other than
 4    their spouses?
 5             THE WITNESS: I mean I'm not a psychologist, but I

 6    worked as a domestic violence counselor.
 7  Q.  For how long?
 8  A.  I worked in a professional capacity for two years.
 9  Q.  In your experience, is it likely that someone who hits his
10    wife is going to turn around and hit someone else?
11  A.  I have not heard that theory when I worked.
12  Q.  What kind of hardship do suspended drivers face?
13  A.  I mean, first of all, it's the entire family, not just the
14    individual driver.  I mean people go into serious debt, you
15    lost your livelihood, and there's about 40 percent of the
16    drivers who were classified as what's called driver owned
17    vehicle operators.
18  Q.  What is that?
19  A.  DOVs are drivers who they lease the medallion, the main
20    capital in our industry, but they make payments to purchase the
21    vehicle.  And so they are bound by contract to make those
22    payments, which can amount to like close to $4,000 a month.
23  Q.  So you're saying they have to make car payments or lease
24    payments?
25  A.  They have to make both, the medallion lease as well as the
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 1    car payments.  But if they don't continue to make those
 2    payments, they could lose that car.  And they can also be sued
 3    in civil court by the taxi agent for breach of contract.  And
 4    oftentimes I have seen drivers who will have -- they go into
 5    debt because they have to borrow money just to pay for a lease
 6    if they can't get another driver to take their shift on.
 7  Q.  So if a taxi driver is in a DOV or driver operated -- what
 8    does the OV stand for?
 9  A.  Driver operated vehicle.
10  Q.  Which means they lease the medallion and buy the car and
11    pay it off?
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  So when a driver who is in that situation gets suspended,
14    do his lease payments stop?
15  A.  No, you have to keep making the payments.
16  Q.  Do his car payments stop?
17  A.  No.
18  Q.  And are some of the people who have come to you medallion

19    owners?
20  A.  Yes, owner drivers.
21  Q.  And do they typically finance their medallions or they own
22    them outright?
23  A.  They typically finance them.
24  Q.  Is that pretty much universal?
25  A.  Yes.  I mean there are people who may have paid off their
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 1    medallions, but it takes a very long time for a driver to pay
 2    it off.
 3  Q.  If a driver is financing his medallion and gets suspended,
 4    do those payments stop?
 5  A.  No.
 6  Q.  And does being suspended also affect the driver's family?
 7  A.  Absolutely.
 8  Q.  How so?
 9  A.  I mean rent, cost of living.
10             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, objection, this is again a

11    bit --
12             THE COURT: It's pretty beyond the scope.
13             MS. WEINBLATT: -- far afield.
14             THE COURT: We're here really to determine the
15    proceeding.  The effects are pretty obvious, at least to me.  I
16    don't think I need to hear testimony on that.
17    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
18  Q.  Does the TLC pay back the money paid to a leased medallion

19    when -- strike that.
20             Does the TLC compensate the driver for lease payments
21    that he had to make when he wasn't able to work because his
22    license was suspended?
23  A.  No.
24  Q.  Does the TLC pay the driver back for the money he lost when

25    they reinstate his license?
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 1  A.  No.
 2             MR. ACKMAN: Thank you very much.
 3             THE COURT: Cross-examination.
 4    CROSS-EXAMINATION
 5    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
 6  Q.  Ms. Desai, you indicated you have approximately 17,000
 7    members in your organization?
 8  A.  Yes.
 9  Q.  Are they all hack drivers or do you have FHV drivers as
10    well?
11  A.  We have a few, like I maybe a couple hundred FHV, but
12    99 percent are hack.
13  Q.  So 17,000 out of how many licensed hack drivers are there
14    in the City of New York now?
15  A.  Licensed, 50,000; active, 30,000.
16  Q.  So 17,000 out of 50,000?
17  A.  Yeah, or 17 out of 30,000.
18             THE COURT: Well, are all of yours active, do you
19    know?
20             THE WITNESS: I mean that's how they end up coming to

21    us.
22  Q.  And the information that you have available to you concerns

23    members of your organization only, is that right?
24  A.  Yes, it's a voluntary organization.  Many people come and
25    join once they're in this predicament.
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 1  Q.  And there are many who you don't have the information --
 2    don't join that you don't have information from, right?
 3  A.  Sure.
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: No more questions.
 5             THE COURT: Anything?
 6             MR. ACKMAN: Nothing, your Honor.
 7             THE COURT: Thank you, Ms. Desai.
 8             Next witness.
 9             MR. ACKMAN: We would like to show the video of Marc

10    Hardekopf's deposition.
11             THE COURT: The video is an exhibit, is that correct?

12    What we're going to show now is an exhibit, trial exhibit?
13             MR. ACKMAN: Yes, we would like to.
14             THE COURT: No objection to the authenticity, right?

15    Everyone agrees this is the deposition, right?
16             MS. WEINBLATT: Presuming that's confirmed once we see

17    it.
18             THE COURT: So let's give it a document number.  What

19    is the document number, the exhibit number?
20             MR. ACKMAN: We don't have a document number in our

21    list.  We have it designated but we can call it Plaintiff's
22    Exhibit A.
23             THE COURT: So Plaintiff's A is the deposition of
24    Hardekopf from any particular day?
25             MR. ACKMAN: I believe it was December 13, 2013.
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 1             THE COURT: December 13, 2013?
 2             MR. ACKMAN: Right.
 3             THE COURT: OK.
 4             MR. KLEINMAN: Your Honor, I'm cueing it up.  We also

 5    have for your convenience a printed transcript.
 6             THE COURT: I want to see a copy of that as well, but

 7    let's make sure the screens are working.
 8             MR. KLEINMAN: I haven't gone through the stages yet.

 9             What's been handed up are the transcript of the
10    designated portions of the December 13, 2013 Hardekopf
11    deposition.  Also included in this binder are certain
12    deposition exhibits which were provided to Mr. Hardekopf during

13    the deposition.  They're marked on the Plaintiff's exhibit list
14    as PX11, PX14, PX17, and PX53.
15             THE COURT: And you're going to offer these?
16             MR. KLEINMAN: Yes, we would like to offer these.

17             THE COURT: Any objection to these coming in?
18             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No objection, your Honor.
19             THE COURT: So Plaintiff's 11, 14, 17 and 53 are
20    received, and why don't we call the written transcript
21    plaintiff's A1, so it's clear.
22             (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 11, 14, 17, 53 and A1 received
23    in evidence)
24             MR. KLEINMAN: Thank you, your Honor.
25             Shall I begin?
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 1             THE COURT: Yes, go ahead.
 2             (Video recording played)
 3             (Continued on next page)
 4   
 5   
 6   
 7   
 8   
 9   
10   
11   
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17   
18   
19   
20   
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 1             MR. WEINER: Your Honor, sorry.  We stopped the video

 2    just because we seemed to have put the wrong exhibits for this
 3    particular section, so we'll have to substitute the right
 4    exhibits.
 5             THE COURT: Let's do that now, just in case there are

 6    any questions about it.  According to the tab in the binder
 7    that you handed out to me, Deposition Exhibits 27 through 29
 8    are now Plaintiffs' Exhibit 17.  Is that inaccurate?
 9             MR. ACKMAN: I think so.
10             MR. WEINER: If we may have a minute to review it and

11    make sure.
12             THE COURT: Okay.
13             MR. KLEINMAN: Your Honor, I believe what happened was

14    that Plaintiffs' Exhibit 17 was included for Deposition Exhibit
15    17 instead of Plaintiffs' Exhibits 27 through 29, which I now
16    have.  I can substitute.
17             THE COURT: What are you handing me up then?
18             MR. KLEINMAN: I am now handing you Plaintiffs'

19    Exhibit 27 through 29.
20             THE COURT: Trial exhibits?
21             MR. KLEINMAN: Trial exhibits.
22             MS. O'SULLIVAN: So we should look at 27 in your book?

23             MR. WEINER: Right.
24             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Okay.
25             MR. KLEINMAN: 27, 28, and 29.
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: These are Hardekopf letters.
 2             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, these are.
 3             MR. KLEINMAN: Yes, these are letters from Marc
 4    Hardekopf to Mr. Amin, Mr. Nnebe, and Mr. Karmansky.
 5             THE COURT: So these are not in the binder you handed

 6    up; these are elsewhere, right?
 7             MR. KLEINMAN: Yes, your Honor.
 8             MS. O'SULLIVAN: These are the hearing notices, but

 9    not the suspension notices.
10             MR. KLEINMAN: Yes, these are the hearing notices.

11             THE COURT: Plaintiff's Exhibit 27 through 29.  Okay.

12    And they are received.  There's no objection to them being
13    received, right?
14             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor, only insofar as it

15    ignores the fact that there was a previous notice before this
16    that was a suspension notice that provides important
17    information.
18             THE COURT: But you can bring that out.  I don't think

19    that goes to the admissibility of the evidence.
20             All right.  So Plaintiffs' 27, 28, and 29 are
21    received.  These are all letters from Mr. Hardekopf to the
22    named plaintiffs, right?
23             Okay.  All right.  So we'll resume.
24             (Videotape played)
25             THE COURT: Can we stop this.  Is this the same one as
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 1    the tab?
 2             MR. ACKMAN: Yes, your Honor.
 3             (Videotape played)
 4             THE COURT: So Exhibit 53 is in.  There's no objection

 5    to it now?
 6             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No objection, your Honor.
 7             THE COURT: And the other exhibit that was referenced

 8    was Exhibit 14 and Exhibits 27 through 29; correct?
 9    Plaintiffs' Exhibits 27 through 29, 14, and 53, those are the
10    exhibits referenced during the deposition.  There's no
11    objection to that.
12             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No objection.
13             THE COURT: Those are all received.
14             (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 14, 27, 28, 29, 53 received in
15    evidence)
16             THE COURT: All right.  So that's Mr. Hardekopf's
17    deposition.
18             Are there other deposition designations,
19    counter-designations that the defense seeks to put in?
20             MS. O'SULLIVAN: There was, your Honor, but I believe

21    you denied my request to put it in.  It was not important.
22             THE COURT: All right.  So then we're done with this

23    witness?
24             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes.
25             THE COURT: All right.  And then the next witness is
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 1    who?
 2             MR. ACKMAN: Next will be Mr. Amin, your Honor.

 3             THE COURT: How long do you think that is?
 4             MR. ACKMAN: I'd say half an hour.
 5             THE COURT: Half an hour?  I told you, I have a 4:30

 6    fairness hearing, so is it worth to even start Mr. Amin now?
 7             There's going to be cross on Mr. Amin?
 8             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes.
 9             THE COURT: How long do you think?  I'm not tying you

10    to it; ballpark.
11             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Ten minutes.
12             THE COURT: I hate to have him have to come back again

13    tomorrow, but I also would hate to have -- I have a good number

14    of people here, at least potentially, for the fairness hearing,
15    so we don't want them waiting a half an hour either.
16             MR. ACKMAN: Happy to start tomorrow, your Honor.

17             THE COURT: All right.  So let's do that then.  We'll
18    start at 9:30.  And we'll have Mr. Amin.  And who's after that?
19    Can you just give me the quick lineup of witnesses.
20             MR. ACKMAN: Mr. Avenaut will be after that, and then

21    we have Mr. Gottlieb, and then Mr. Coyne.
22             THE COURT: Okay.  And you think that will take us

23    through the end of the day?
24             MR. ACKMAN: I'm trying to see if Mr. Coyne is here.

25    I don't see him.
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 1             Could be.  If we might have -- who would be next?  And
 2    then Daus.
 3             THE COURT: All right.  He's going to be tomorrow?

 4             MR. ACKMAN: I don't know if we're going to get to him

 5    tomorrow, but it's possible to start him.
 6             THE COURT: But he would be available, if we get to

 7    him?
 8             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, pursuant to your Honor's

 9    order, he rearranged his schedule to be available tomorrow.
10    He'd just like to know the earliest time he should be directed
11    to be here; certainly not 9:30, I'd assume.
12             THE COURT: Right.  I'm happy to take witnesses out of

13    order, if that will accommodate Mr. Daus.
14             Is he traveling from someplace?
15             MS. WEINBLATT: Well, he was, your Honor.  Your

16    Honor's order compelled him to change his schedule so that he
17    could be available tomorrow.
18             THE COURT: And is he traveling the next day?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: I don't know how extensive his change

20    of plans --
21             THE COURT: All right.  Why don't we do this:  Why

22    don't you folks confer, see about the witnesses and whether we
23    need to be flexible with some and less flexible with others,
24    and try to accommodate each other where you can, figure out who

25    the next slate of witnesses are, and then send those to me just
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 1    because this is now a bench trial, and then I can bone up on
 2    the exhibits in advance, just familiarize myself with those
 3    witnesses and find out who they are, okay?
 4             All right.  So it should be a letter, a joint letter
 5    or a letter to me cc'ing the other side with the lineup of
 6    witnesses sometime before 7, is that okay?  Do you think that's
 7    plenty of time for you to figure out the lineup, right?
 8             MS. O'SULLIVAN: If I can -- I'm sorry.  Do we know

 9    who it might be after Daus just in case --
10             THE COURT: I would talk to each other.  Try to figure

11    it out.  And then once you've got a lineup, send it to me.
12             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Our other city witnesses, Meera and

13    Schwecke would like to make their schedule, if we could have a

14    timeframe, that would be great.
15             MR. ACKMAN: He was supposed to be here today, so I

16    don't know where he is.  We have subpoenaed him for today, but

17    I don't see him.  He's a city employee.
18             THE COURT: Again, talk it out, and then tell me what

19    you've decided.
20             MR. ACKMAN: Okay.
21             THE COURT: Good.  Thanks very much.
22             Have a good evening.
23             (Adjourned to January 14, 2014 at 9:30 a.m.)
24   
25   
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 1           (Trial resumed)
 2           THE COURT: Let's just try to be ready to go at 9:30
 3  for these things.
 4           MS. O'SULLIVAN: I apologize, your Honor.
 5           THE COURT: We don't have a jury, so it's less of a
 6  problem; but, still, I want to make sure we use the days as
 7  much as we can.  So 9:30 should be 9:30.  You guys should
 8  probably get here a little earlier so you can set up.
 9           We are going to resume with the plaintiffs' case.
10           Our witness is here, the first witness is here?
11           MR. ACKMAN: Yes, your Honor.
12           THE COURT: Anything we need to discuss before we

13  begin with the first witness?  Ms. Weinblatt.
14           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.  Briefly.
15           We received plaintiffs' list of documents they expect
16  to introduce today last night past 11 p.m., and we have not had
17  an opportunity to review them in any substance this morning.
18  So I don't know whether they are going to be introduced with
19  respect to the next few witnesses; and, if not, we should
20  proceed without delay.  But before they are introduced,
21  defendants would like 15, 20 minutes to look them over to see
22  if we have any objections.
23           THE COURT: These are all exhibits we have seen
24  before, right?  And that's the reason why I require early
25  production of the exhibit list, so you know what's coming.
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 1           So these, I assume, are exhibits that everybody has
 2  known about for a while.  Is that wrong?
 3           MS. WEINBLATT: No.
 4           THE COURT: No.  Okay.
 5           MS. WEINBLATT: But we do want an opportunity to look

 6  with specificity at these briefly.
 7           THE COURT: All right.  Look, there should be no
 8  mystery of what the order of witnesses is and what exhibits are
 9  going to be coming in through those witnesses.  But I don't
10  expect there to be too many objections to exhibits, since we
11  already had a pretrial conference at which exhibits were
12  discussed and motions in limine were ruled on.
13           So I think presumably I've already ruled on all the
14  objections, other than things like authenticity or foundation.
15  If plaintiff doesn't offer a foundation, then obviously there
16  would be a basis to object.  There are things like relevance or
17  hearsay or other objections I think that we're probably past,
18  that is my general take.  That's the reason why we have the
19  exposure of the exhibit list well in advance of trial.  I don't
20  want to delay 15 minutes needlessly.
21           So when are these exhibits coming in, through what
22  witness, Mr. Ackman?
23           MR. ACKMAN: We gave the list for all the witnesses

24  for today.
25           THE COURT: What exhibits do you plan to get in
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 1  through the first witness?
 2           MR. ACKMAN: Mr. Amin, the decision in his case, the

 3  notice he got, and I think the final letter he get suspending
 4  his license.
 5           THE COURT: So just a couple of the exhibits.
 6           MR. ACKMAN: Three, at most.
 7           THE COURT: Do you know which ones those are,
 8  Ms. Weinblatt, or do you need the notice?
 9           MS. WEINBLATT: No, we know which ones those are, and

10  those we do not have any objections.
11           THE COURT: All right.  So let's bring up Mr. Amin.
12   KHAIRUL AMIN,
13       called as a witness by the Plaintiffs,
14       having been duly sworn, testified as follows:
15           THE COURT: Please have a seat.
16           State your name and spell your name for the record.
17           THE WITNESS: K-H-A --
18           THE COURT: State it first.
19           THE WITNESS: Khairul Amin.  K-H-A-I-R-U-L.  Last name

20  is A-M-I-N.
21           THE COURT: Mr. Amin, just keep your voice up nice and

22  loud.  Talk into the microphone.  Maybe move the chair up a
23  little bit.
24           Do you want a glass of water?
25           THE WITNESS: That's fine.  Thank you.
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 1           THE COURT: If you change your mind, let me know.
 2           All right.  Let's proceed.
 3  DIRECT EXAMINATION
 4  BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 5  Q.  Good morning, Mr. Amin.
 6             How are you employed?
 7  A.  I'm self-employed.
 8  Q.  In what capacity?  What's your job?
 9  A.  I drive a taxi.
10  Q.  And how long have you been a taxi driver?
11  A.  I believe more than 15 years.
12  Q.  And how long have you lived in the United States?
13  A.  Twenty-two years.
14  Q.  Where were you from originally?
15  A.  Bangladesh.
16  Q.  Were you a taxi driver in June of 2005?
17  A.  Yes, I do.
18  Q.  And did you support your family with the money you made as

19    a taxi driver at that time?
20  A.  Yes.
21  Q.  And how many days a week did you drive your cab at that
22    time?
23  A.  Six days a week, five days a week.
24  Q.  And did there come a time when your license, your taxi
25    driver's license, was suspended?
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 1  A.  Never before.
 2  Q.  No.  In 2005.
 3  A.  Yes.
 4  Q.  And were you told why your license was suspended?
 5  A.  Yes.
 6  Q.  What was the reason?
 7  A.  Because of I have dispute --
 8             THE COURT: You said "I had a dispute"?
 9  A.  I had a dispute with my landlord's son, and that's why.
10  Q.  Were you arrested at that time?
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  And did the TLC notice say you were suspended based on your

13    arrest?
14             THE COURT: Slow down and talk into the microphone so

15    the court reporter can hear you.
16             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I just make an objection

17    for the record that the questions are leading.
18             THE COURT: Overruled for now.
19             Let's watch the leading.
20             But the question that hasn't been answered is did the
21    TLC notice say you were suspended based on your arrest?
22             I'll sustain the objection.
23             What did the TLC notice say about the reason for your
24    suspension?
25             THE WITNESS: After maybe ten days --
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 1             THE COURT: What did it say about the reason for the

 2    suspension?
 3             THE WITNESS: The reason for weapons, illegal -- I

 4    mean I -- I can't tell you the phrases what was.  I forget.
 5             MR. ACKMAN: Can we show the witness Plaintiffs'

 6    Exhibit 72.
 7  Q.  It will appear on your screen, but if you'd like, I can
 8    give it to you in paper.
 9             (Pause)
10             THE COURT: Do we have a hard copy?
11             MR. ACKMAN: Yes, we do.
12             THE COURT: Let's do that.
13             What exhibit are you handing up?
14             MR. ACKMAN: 72.
15             THE COURT: Plaintiffs' 72?  Just hand it up.
16  Q.  Mr. Amin, I've handed you a document that's marked at the
17    bottom Plaintiffs' Exhibit 72.  Do you see that?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  Have you ever seen this document before?
20  A.  I'm not sure.  I forget.
21  Q.  What's that?
22  A.  I forget.  I'm not sure.
23  Q.  You've never seen it?  Can you read the top line?  Did you
24    receive this letter at some point?
25  A.  Yes, I read that, because they send me that my license was
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 1    suspended.
 2  Q.  This is a letter you received in the mail?
 3  A.  I'm not sure.
 4             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor --
 5  Q.  Did you receive this letter?
 6             THE COURT: Wait, wait.  There's an objection.
 7             What's the objection?
 8             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Leading questions.
 9             THE COURT: Let's watch the leading.  He's your
10    witness, and so --
11             MR. ACKMAN: Sorry, your Honor.
12  Q.  Did you receive this letter in the mail in 2005, in June of
13    2005?
14             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, objection.  Leading.

15             THE COURT: When did you receive the letter?
16             THE WITNESS: I'm not sure.
17  Q.  Did you receive a letter from the TLC after you were
18    arrested suspending your license?
19  A.  Yes.
20             THE COURT: If that's a transitional question, I'll
21    allow it; but let's just make sure most of these questions are
22    who, what, where, when, how, things like that.
23  Q.  Before you got your letter suspending your license, did
24    anyone at the TLC call you, asked you what happened that led
25    you to your arrest?
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 1  A.  No.
 2             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor.  It's a
 3    leading question.  He is making statements without a
 4    foundation.
 5             THE COURT: I'll allow that as a transitional
 6    question.
 7             What, if any, calls did you get from anybody at the
 8    TLC before you were suspended?
 9             THE WITNESS: I beg your pardon?
10             THE COURT: What, if any, calls did you get from
11    anyone at the TLC, the Taxi and Limousine Commission, before

12    you got suspended?
13             THE WITNESS: None.
14             THE COURT: None.  Okay.
15  Q.  Did the TLC offer you a hearing after you were suspended?
16  A.  Yes.
17  Q.  And did you attend a hearing?
18  A.  Yes.
19             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, objection.
20             All of these are leading questions.
21             THE COURT: Not every dated question is impermissible;

22    but we should have fewer and fewer "did you" questions as we
23    go.  All right?
24  Q.  When you first applied for a taxi license, a taxi driver's
25    license, did you have to fill out an application?
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 1  A.  Yes.
 2             THE COURT: What application did you have to fill out

 3    when you became a taxi driver?
 4             THE WITNESS: Just right now and from long time ago,

 5    what they have, and regular application.  And also take
 6    fingerprints, drug test.  Everything.  What they have right now
 7    still.
 8  Q.  And at the time you applied for your taxi driver's license,
 9    were you asked if you had a criminal record?
10             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor.
11  A.  No, I don't have --
12             THE COURT: Overruled.
13             You can answer the question.
14  Q.  Were you asked if you had a criminal record?
15  A.  Never.  They no ask me.
16  Q.  Did you go to a hearing after they suspended your license?
17  A.  Yes.
18             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor.  Leading.

19  Q.  Did anyone from the TLC --
20             THE COURT: But do watch the leading.
21             Is every one of these questions going to be a "did
22    you," where he just says yes or no?  Because then I will start
23    sustaining.
24             MR. ACKMAN: Okay.
25  Q.  Were you asked any questions at your hearing?
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 1             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection.
 2  A.  Yes.
 3  Q.  What questions were you asked?
 4  A.  Judge asked me how I understand how I arrested, and what
 5    happened at that time.
 6  Q.  What were you told before the hearing about what evidence
 7    would be relevant?
 8             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection.
 9             THE COURT: Overruled.
10  A.  I don't have any evidence because --
11  Q.  What were you told -- were you told anything about what
12    evidence would be relevant at the hearing?
13             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor.  Leading.

14             THE COURT: Overruled.
15  A.  I'm not sure.
16  Q.  Were you told that you were being -- were you told that the
17    TLC considered you a threat to public health or safety?
18             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor.  Leading.

19             THE COURT: Let's watch the leading.  Let's not object

20    every time.  There's no jury here, and I really don't want a
21    repeat of what went on in the deposition, where everything was

22    an objection to form, even when there clearly was no problem
23    with the form of the question.  It just became a litany.
24             So let's just ask nonleading questions, but let's not
25    turn this into a choppy, ridiculous transcript, okay?
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 1             Go ahead.  Answer the question.
 2  A.  I'm not sure.
 3  Q.  What did you say when they asked you why you had been
 4    arrested?
 5  A.  I told story, what I describe before, the same story.
 6  Q.  What did you tell the judge at the hearing?
 7  A.  Because I had a dispute with the landlord's son.  And he
 8    want me to make me arrest because all the time he want to break

 9    the lease and he wants to increase the lease money between the

10    lease agreement.
11             And also, he always ask me to give me advancement,
12    because he always get the drug.  He comes to basement with his

13    friends.  And finally, I denied that because I had a lease I
14    cannot break.  He cannot break his lease.  So I told him that
15    in between lease he cannot increase my lease.
16             Finally, he was starting with me, give me hard time.
17    And in the morning time, when he make me arrest in the morning

18    time, he disconnect the electric lines.  And I was going to --
19    my all stove runs by all -- our stove runs by electric.  So my
20    wife was cooking some food for my boy, and it was not working.

21             So I went outside, and I see there was a bunch of his
22    friend.  And he came and asked -- I mean was standing there.
23    And I asked him, How about the electricity?  There was a main

24    switch he told me before how to fix.
25             I'm trying to go inside, see what's going on.  And
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 1    then he push me down.  And he had a hammer on my hand -- on his

 2    hand.  And he showed me, See this hammer?  And this is my
 3    house.  What I am about to do, I can do anything.  So I told
 4    you to be move this house, so you don't listen.  Then I told
 5    you that I'm going to call the cops.
 6             Then he thought that it would be trouble, problem for
 7    him, because my infant baby is in my house.  So before I was
 8    inside, I was going to -- my wife said, Come.  Don't talk to
 9    him.  Back inside home.  And I was thinking what should I do.
10    And he made a -- he was scared that if I called the police,
11    because I have a small children, baby, it will be trouble for
12    him.  So before me, he called the cops.  And he made a story
13    that I took a knife.
14             THE COURT: You told all that to the judge in the
15    hearing?
16             THE WITNESS: Yes, yes.
17             THE COURT: All right.
18  Q.  Did you have a lawyer with you at this hearing?
19  A.  No, sir.
20  Q.  Why not?
21  A.  I couldn't afford the lawyer.
22  Q.  Were you offered a lawyer by the TLC?
23  A.  No.
24  Q.  Did anyone at the TLC say you should get a lawyer?
25             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection.  Leading.
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 1             THE COURT: Overruled.
 2  A.  I'm not sure.
 3  Q.  Was there a lawyer for the TLC at the hearing?
 4  A.  No.
 5  Q.  Not for you, from the TLC.
 6  A.  They have lawyer, I don't know.
 7  Q.  Did anyone else testify at the hearing other than you?
 8  A.  No.
 9  Q.  Were you asked anything about whether you had to post bail

10    at the hearing?  At the TLC hearing, did anyone ask you whether

11    you were made to post bail based on your -- after you were
12    arrested, if you understand the question?
13             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I just note my continuing

14    objections.  I object to the continuing leading questions for
15    the record.
16  A.  I'm not sure.  I forget.
17             THE COURT: Hold on.
18             Okay.  Basically, eliciting a negative is often done
19    with a "did anyone" or "did you" question.  So I'm not telling
20    the parties not to object, but I guess I'm asking them to use
21    some judgment when they object.  That's something only you can

22    do, but be mindful of that, okay.
23  Q.  Were you asked whether you had a family to support at the
24    hearing?
25             THE COURT: What questions were you asked at the
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 1    hearing, if any?
 2             THE WITNESS: I can't recall.  I forget.
 3  Q.  At the hearing, what were you trying to convince the judge?

 4    Were you trying to convince the judge of something?
 5  A.  Yes.
 6  Q.  What were you trying to convince him?
 7  A.  I told them that I'm innocent guy; I never did in my life
 8    anything; and I did not -- is totally conspiracy to make me
 9    guilty.  I was telling them that it was totally lie; he wants
10    to make me guilty; he wants to make me a hard time to get out
11    from his house.
12             THE COURT: Why did you tell the judge this?  What was

13    your goal at the hearing?
14             THE WITNESS: My goal was I was telling him, the

15    judge, that please reinstitute my license because I have a
16    family, I have to feed my -- I work like, whatever I make
17    money, I spend for my -- only I'm earning person.
18  Q.  Why did you think they would care whether or not you were

19    innocent of the charges against you?
20             THE COURT: Sustained.  I don't think he can speculate

21    as to why they care or --
22             MR. ACKMAN: I'm asking why he thought they would

23    care.
24             THE COURT: I'm not sure why it's relevant why he
25    thinks they care.  Overruled -- I mean sustained.
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 1             Next question.
 2  Q.  At the time you were suspended, had you ever been accused

 3    of attacking a passenger?
 4  A.  Never.
 5  Q.  Did you get a ruling from the judge after your hearing?
 6  A.  Ruling?
 7  Q.  Did the judge make a ruling in your case?  After your
 8    hearing at the TLC, did the judge make a ruling in your case?
 9  A.  I don't understand what you say.
10             THE COURT: What happened after the hearing?  You had

11    this hearing.  What happened next?
12             THE WITNESS: Then they said they will let me know by

13    the mail the decision.
14             THE COURT: Who told you that?
15             THE WITNESS: Who was there that time.
16             THE COURT: The judge or someone else?
17             THE WITNESS: Other staff was there together.
18             THE COURT: And when, if ever, did you hear from the

19    judge or hear about the results of the hearing?
20             THE WITNESS: I believe my lawyer talk to them, and

21    lawyer told me.  And July 21 I receive letter from them that
22    still my license suspended.
23             THE COURT: When did you get a lawyer?  I thought you

24    said you didn't have a lawyer.
25             THE WITNESS: I had lawyer before for criminal
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 1    offense.  Whatever he say against me, so that's why I had a
 2    lawyer.  But I don't have a lawyer for the TLC.
 3             THE COURT: Okay.
 4             MR. ACKMAN: Can we show the witness Exhibit 72.  I'm

 5    sorry, 79.
 6             THE COURT: Are you offering 72?
 7             MR. ACKMAN: Yes.  Offering into evidence, your Honor.

 8             THE COURT: Any objection to 72?
 9             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor.  No objection.

10             THE COURT: Plaintiffs' 72 is received.
11             (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 72 received in evidence)
12             MR. ACKMAN: May I approach, your Honor?
13             THE COURT: You may.
14             You don't have to ask.  You can just come up.  It's a
15    bit of an obstacle course.  Just be careful.  We can move the
16    chair if you need to.
17    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
18  Q.  Mr. Amin, I've given you a document that's marked
19    Plaintiffs' Exhibit 79.  Do you see that?
20  A.  79, yes.
21             THE COURT: Do you have an extra copy for me for these

22    exhibits, since I'm the fact-finder?  Are they all in this
23    binder?
24             MR. KLEINMAN: Yes, your Honor.
25             THE COURT: Okay.  Then I have it.
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 1  Q.  The document marked 79, have you seen that document before?

 2  A.  I'm not sure.
 3             MR. ACKMAN: Can we have a stipulation that this is

 4    the decision in his case?
 5             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, your Honor.
 6             THE COURT: All right.  So no objection to 79?  You're

 7    stipulating to the admissibility of 79.
 8             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No objection.
 9             THE COURT: Plaintiffs' Exhibit 79 is received by
10    stipulation.
11             (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 79 received in evidence)
12  Q.  Do you recall getting this document in the mail, the one
13    marked 79?
14  A.  I can't recall.
15  Q.  At any time, did you speak to the TLC chairman, Chairman
16    Daus?
17  A.  After or before?
18  Q.  At any time.  Have you ever spoken to him?
19  A.  Once a time I spoke with you when we had a hearing, that's
20    all, one time.
21             THE COURT: The answer is yes, you spoke to him one

22    time?
23             THE WITNESS: With him.
24             THE COURT: The answer is yes, you spoke to Daus at

25    one point?
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: I think he's confused, your Honor.
 2             Let me ask a better question.  I'll strike that.
 3  Q.  Around the time of your hearing, did you ever speak to
 4    Chairman Daus?
 5  A.  No.  Positive.
 6  Q.  Let me show you another document, Plaintiffs' Exhibit 14.
 7             THE COURT: Plaintiffs' 14?
 8  A.  Yes, I receive this letter.
 9             MR. ACKMAN: We move to admit Exhibit 14, your Honor.

10             MR. WEINER: It's already in.
11             MR. ACKMAN: It's already in.  Okay.
12  Q.  Before you were suspended, had you ever been arrested
13    before?
14  A.  No.
15  Q.  Were you asked that question at the hearing?  Did anyone
16    ask you whether you'd been arrested before?
17  A.  I can't recall.
18  Q.  Now, was your license reinstated at sometime?  Did you get

19    your license back?
20  A.  After hearing, no, after TLC, no, they keeped suspended.
21  Q.  Did you get it back at any time?
22  A.  Yeah, I did.
23             THE COURT: When?
24             THE WITNESS: I believe after September sometimes.

25             THE COURT: What year are we talking about here?
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 1             THE WITNESS: 2005.
 2             THE COURT: 2005.  All right.
 3  Q.  And after your license was restored, after you got your
 4    license back, did you go back to driving your taxi?
 5  A.  Yes, sir.
 6  Q.  How many days a week did you drive your taxi after that?
 7  A.  Five, six.
 8  Q.  Thank you.  No further questions.
 9             THE COURT: Okay.  Cross-examination.
10             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, your Honor.
11    CROSS-EXAMINATION
12    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
13  Q.  Mr. Amin, isn't it correct that you received a notice from
14    TLC that your license was being suspended because of your
15    arrest for assault in the third degree, criminal possession of
16    a weapon in the fourth degree, and menacing in the second
17    degree?
18  A.  Yes, I received it.
19             THE COURT: You received the letter that said that.
20  Q.  And didn't the TLC notice tell you that the suspension of
21    your license was necessary, this emergency action was required

22    to ensure public health, safety, and welfare?
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  And didn't the notice cite a TLC rule?
25  A.  I can't recall what was --
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 1             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, if I could ask that the

 2    witness be shown again --
 3             THE COURT: 72?
 4             MS. O'SULLIVAN: That's correct, yes.
 5             THE COURT: Look at Exhibit 72 right there.
 6  Q.  If I could draw your attention to the second paragraph.  It
 7    states:  "Your license has been suspended pursuant to Section
 8    816 of the commission's rules."
 9  A.  Yes, yes, now I -- this one.
10  Q.  Aren't taxi drivers required to be familiar with the
11    commission's rules as part of your licensing duty?
12             MR. ACKMAN: Objection.
13             THE COURT: What's the basis for the objection?
14             MR. ACKMAN: Relevance.
15             THE COURT: Overruled.
16             You can answer.  The question is aren't taxi drivers
17    required to be familiar with the commission's rules as part of
18    your licensing duty?
19             THE WITNESS: Yes, I believe.
20             THE COURT: Okay.
21             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, just for the record, this is

22    not a driver's rule that is being referred to; this is an
23    adjudication rule.
24             THE COURT: All right.  That's argument.  You can make

25    those arguments, and you can redirect the witness, if you want;
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 1    but it's a permissible question.
 2             Go ahead.  Next question.
 3    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
 4  Q.  And didn't the letter, the notice that's on the screen,
 5    advise you of the manner in which you could get the suspension

 6    lifted?  And I'd like to refer you to the last paragraph, the
 7    third sentence:  Please note that if your case is dismissed or
 8    adjourned in contemplation of dismissal --
 9  A.  Yes.
10  Q.  -- your TLC license will -- the suspension would be
11    removed.
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  And didn't it also say that if you pled guilty or are
14    convicted of a less serious offense, or if the charges were
15    reduced to a violation, that you should notify the commission
16    immediately so that you could get your license back?
17  A.  Yes.
18  Q.  Okay.  Didn't you request a hearing?
19  A.  Yes.
20  Q.  And in response to your request for a hearing, didn't you
21    get a notice of the date of the hearing?
22  A.  Yes, I did.
23  Q.  And didn't that notice tell you that you could have legal
24    representation, that you could present evidence, and that you
25    could call witnesses on your behalf?
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 1  A.  I forget.
 2             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I'd ask that the witness

 3    be shown the document that's marked as Defendants' F-4.
 4             THE COURT: F-4?
 5             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes.
 6             THE COURT: Do you have hard copies or do you have

 7    electronic copies?  Do you want to put it on the screen?
 8             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Oh, yeah.  Can we use the screen?

 9             THE COURT: You can switch over.  Does somebody know

10    how to use the screen?
11             MS. ROBINSON: The projector?
12             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, we came here --
13             THE COURT: You want to use the Elmo?
14             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes.
15             THE COURT: We can do that.  Move the chair slightly.

16    On the side of the lecturn is a drawer which is the Elmo.
17  Q.  Mr. Amin, if you could look at the screen.
18             Oh, it's not on there?
19  A.  No.
20             THE LAW CLERK: You have to press the "add witness"

21    button.
22             THE COURT: Is it on your screen now?
23             THE WITNESS: Not yet.
24             THE COURT: Just give him a hard copy.
25             Do you have a hard copy you can show him?
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 1             MS. O'SULLIVAN: May I approach, your Honor?
 2             THE COURT: Yes.  You don't have to ask.
 3    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
 4  Q.  Mr. Amin, I'd like to direct your attention to this letter
 5    that I just handed you.  Do you see that it's dated June 17th
 6    and that it's addressed to you?
 7  A.  I'm not sure I received this letter.  I'm not sure I
 8    received this letter or not.
 9  Q.  Well, if you notice on the first paragraph, it tells you
10    the date of the hearing.  Isn't it true that this was the
11    document that TLC used to tell you the date of the hearing?
12  A.  Yes, yes, yes.  Now I remember.  Yeah, yes, yes.
13  Q.  And doesn't the second paragraph tell you the reason for
14    the hearing, that it's to determine whether your license should
15    remain suspended pending the disposition of your criminal case?

16  A.  Yes.
17             THE COURT: Are you offering this exhibit?
18             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Oh, yes, your Honor.
19             THE COURT: No objection?
20             MR. ACKMAN: No objection, your Honor.
21             THE COURT: So Defendants' Exhibit F-4 is received.

22             (Defendants' Exhibit F-4 received in evidence)
23  Q.  And then the second-to-the-last paragraph, doesn't that say
24    that you may have legal representation, present evidence, and
25    call witnesses on your behalf?
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 1  A.  Yes, yes, yes.
 2  Q.  And it also says if you do not speak English, you must
 3    bring a translator with you.
 4  A.  Yes.
 5  Q.  Thank you.
 6             Now, I'd like to draw your attention to the actual
 7    hearing, okay?  Now, at the beginning of the hearing, didn't
 8    the judge give you a description of what the hearing was about?

 9  A.  I forget.
10             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I'd like to read from the

11    transcript of the hearing that's Exhibit F-5 of defendants' --
12             THE COURT: Are you offering it?
13             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, your Honor.
14             THE COURT: Is there any objection to F-5 as an
15    official record?
16             MR. ACKMAN: I don't know how official it is, but we

17    have no objection.
18             THE COURT: I don't know how official it is either.  I

19    assume the transcript of a proceeding of this type is kept as a
20    public record.
21             MR. ACKMAN: Actually, I believe the transcript is
22    created many years after the fact.
23             THE COURT: All right.  That's from a tape-recording?

24             MR. ACKMAN: Right.
25             THE COURT: Is there an objection or no?
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: No.
 2             THE COURT: So what is the number?
 3             MS. O'SULLIVAN: F-5.  It was an exhibit in the
 4    summary judgment motion in 2007.
 5             THE COURT: Defendants' Exhibit F-5 is received.
 6             (Defendants' Exhibit F-5 received in evidence)
 7  Q.  I'm going to read from the transcript of the hearing to see
 8    if you remember this statement by the judge, on the bottom of
 9  Page 3:
10             "And so, Mr. Amin, Mr. Hardekopf is going to present
11    the taxi commission's position."
12             The judge said, "You'll have a chance to make any
13    statements or comments you like.  I'll ask questions."
14           And then the top of Page 4:  "Throughout the hearing,
15    at the conclusion of which I reserve decision and make written
16    findings of fact, conclusions of law."
17             And then the judge said, "Do you -- do you remember
18    this?  I issue a written recommendation to the chairperson of
19    the taxi commission.  He makes the final decision whether or
20    not to keep your license suspended or return it to you pending
21    the outcome of the criminal matter."
22             And then the judge asked, "Do you understand the
23    procedures?"
24             And you responded, "Yes, sir."
25             Do you remember that?
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 1  A.  Now I remember, yes.
 2  Q.  And do you remember the other man at the hearing,
 3    Mr. Hardekopf, that he described the arrest charges that TLC
 4    understood to have been charged against you?  Do you recall he

 5    said, "The various violations of the penal law that you were
 6    charged with"?
 7  A.  I can't recall.
 8  Q.  I'm going to read from Page 4 of the transcript, near the
 9    bottom.
10             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I'm not sure if the witness

11    has it or he should have it or if they want him to have it.
12             THE COURT: Are you impeaching him with this?  I'm not

13    sure exactly.
14             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Refreshing his memory.
15             THE COURT: If you want to refresh him, then you have

16    to show it to him.  It shouldn't be done on the record.  If
17    that's what you're trying to do, I would give him a copy of the
18    transcript.
19             MS. O'SULLIVAN: I'm sorry.  I was reading it.  But,

20    yes, it would probably be easier if he saw the copy from which
21    I'm reading from.
22             THE COURT: Generally, if there were a jury here, I
23    assume they would let you read it to him to refresh him.  It's
24    less problematic, since I'm the fact-finder, and I've already
25    gotten and seen this.  But let's do this according to the rule.
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 1    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
 2  Q.  In the middle of Page 4, it says Mr. Hardekopf.
 3  A.  Mr. Hardekopf, yeah.
 4  Q.  And it says:  The notification from TLC, June 11th.  Second

 5    degree of penal law 120.014, a Class A misdemeanor; assault in

 6    the third degree, penal law 120, a Class A misdemeanor, and
 7    criminal possession of a weapon, fourth degree.
 8             THE COURT: Are you refreshing him or are you
 9    impeaching him?  I'm not sure.
10             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Oh, no, your Honor, I only mean to

11    refresh.
12             THE COURT: In any event, it's in evidence.  Ask him a

13    question.
14             THE WITNESS: Yes.
15  Q.  At the end of the hearing, did Mr. Hardekopf tell you how
16    to get your license back?
17  A.  I'm not sure, but on the letter it was written.
18  Q.  Did Mr. Hardekopf tell you that he knew that you had a
19    legal aid attorney and that he had been in touch with her?
20  A.  Yes.
21  Q.  And did Mr. Hardekopf tell you that your legal aid attorney
22    should call him as soon as any favorable disposition of the
23    charges were made?
24  A.  I can't recall.
25             MS. O'SULLIVAN: I'd like to draw the witness's
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 1    attention to Page 13 to see if this refreshes his memory.
 2             THE COURT: What exhibit is this?
 3             MS. O'SULLIVAN: It's F-5 of defendants' exhibits.

 4             THE WITNESS: Now it's came.
 5             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Oh, the screen is on now.
 6             I'd like to draw the witness's attention to near the
 7    bottom half of the page, where it says Mr. Hardekopf.
 8  Q.  First, the part before that, I guess I should start at the
 9    top.
10             "You have a legal aid lawyer?"
11             And you say, "Yes."
12             And then Mr. Hardekopf, near the bottom:  "She -- I
13    will speak with her -- I spoke with her actually yesterday
14    morning.  I told her -- I explained to her what she needs to do
15    to help you."
16             And Mr. Hardekopf said he hadn't yet spoken with the
17    ADA yet.
18             Do you recall at the end of the hearing that
19    Mr. Hardekopf tried to explain to you --
20  A.  Yes, I remember.
21  Q.  Okay.  After the hearing was over, didn't you get a letter
22    from the judge and a copy of the decision?  Do you recall that?
23  A.  I received the one, I believe, July 21, still remaining my
24    license is suspended.
25  Q.  I'm referring to the letter from the judge that's dated
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 1    June 22nd.
 2             MS. O'SULLIVAN: If I could ask that the witness be

 3    shown F-7 of defendants' exhibits.
 4             THE COURT: Put it on the screen.
 5             Do you see it on the screen there?
 6             THE WITNESS: Yes, I see.
 7  Q.  Do you see the letter that's dated June 22nd?  It's
 8    addressed to you.  And at the bottom it's signed by an
 9    administrative law judge.
10  A.  Yes, I received this letter, yes.
11             THE COURT: You recognize it?  You recognize that

12    letter?
13             THE WITNESS: Yeah.
14             THE COURT: Are you offering it?
15             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, your Honor.
16             THE COURT: This is F-7.  Received.
17             (Defendants' Exhibit F-7 received in evidence)
18  Q.  Didn't this letter offer you the opportunity to make a
19    written response to the judge's decision and mail it to the
20    chairperson?  That's in the second paragraph.
21  A.  It is written there, but I believe my lawyer did it for me.
22  Q.  So your lawyer wrote a letter in response; that's correct?
23  A.  I believe so.  I'm not sure.
24             MS. O'SULLIVAN: If I could ask that the witness be

25    shown F-8 of defendants' --
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 1             THE COURT: You don't have to ask; you can just put it

 2    up there.
 3             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Okay.
 4  Q.  Can you see that letter?  It says Ronald S. Nir at the top.
 5  A.  Yes.
 6  Q.  Do you recognize this letter?
 7  A.  I do not see this letter, but I believe it is my lawyer
 8    wrote it.
 9             THE COURT: You don't recognize this letter?  You
10    never saw it before?
11             THE WITNESS: Can you put it a little up?
12             THE COURT: Can you scroll.
13             THE WITNESS: Scroll.
14             THE COURT: Scroll up or down?
15             THE WITNESS: Up.
16             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Oh, I guess he wants to see more of

17    it and the signature perhaps.  There's a second page.
18             THE COURT: Do you want the second page or the top?

19             THE WITNESS: Second page.
20             THE COURT: Is your lawyer Ronald Nir?
21             THE WITNESS: Ronald Nir.
22             THE COURT: That was your lawyer in the criminal case?

23             THE WITNESS: Yes.
24             MS. O'SULLIVAN: I'd like to offer this in evidence,

25    your Honor.
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 1             THE COURT: I don't think he's authenticated it.
 2    There may be no objection, but the witness said he never saw
 3    this before.
 4             You never saw this?
 5             THE WITNESS: No, I didn't see.  My lawyer maybe send

 6    it to him.
 7             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I'd like to offer it into

 8    evidence as part of the administrative record.  I don't think
 9    there's been any objection.
10             THE COURT: Any objection to this coming in?
11             MR. ACKMAN: No, your Honor.
12             THE COURT: I don't think there's any dispute about

13    this document.
14             All right.  So Defendants' F-8 is received.
15             (Defendant's Exhibit F-8 received in evidence)
16             MS. O'SULLIVAN: And then I think this was already

17    shown as a plaintiffs' exhibit.
18    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
19  Q.  After the hearing, after the ALJ wrote his letter, after
20    your letter that your lawyer sent a letter, although -- I'm
21    sorry, I shouldn't mention that.  You don't remember.
22             Did you ultimately get a letter from Matthew Daus
23    continuing your suspension?
24  A.  Yes.
25             MS. O'SULLIVAN: F-9, please.  If you could put F-9 up
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 1    on the screen.
 2             THE COURT: F-9 or F-10?
 3             MS. O'SULLIVAN: F-9.
 4             THE COURT: F-9.  Okay.
 5             Just say to the witness, "I'm showing you F-9," just
 6    so we know what we're talking about.
 7             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Okay.  So the witness is looking at

 8    Defendants' F-9, which is dated July 21, and signed by Matthew

 9    Daus.
10             THE COURT: And you recognize this letter?
11             THE WITNESS: Yes, yes.
12             THE COURT: What is it?
13             THE WITNESS: This is until their decision is made,

14    until the final outcome should come, my license should be
15    suspended.
16             THE COURT: Did you get all that?
17             Okay.  Next question.
18             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Okay.  Thanks, your Honor.  That's

19    it.
20             THE COURT: No further questions?
21             MS. O'SULLIVAN: That's right.
22             THE COURT: All right.  Any redirect?
23             MR. ACKMAN: Yes, your Honor.
24             Can we show the letter inviting him to the hearing.
25             THE COURT: What exhibit?
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: It's F-4.
 2             THE COURT: F-4.  All right.
 3    REDIRECT EXAMINATION
 4    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 5  Q.  When you received this letter, Mr. Amin, did you understand

 6    that at the hearing you would be allowed to assert your
 7    innocence of the criminal charges?
 8  A.  I was confident that the situation, I did not commit any
 9    crime; so I was confident that if I tell the story, the judge,
10    they will believe me.
11  Q.  When you got this letter that's been marked F-5 -- F-4,
12    sorry --
13  A.  F-4.
14  Q.  -- did you understand it to mean that you could not tell
15    the judge that you were innocent?  Was it telling you you could

16    not tell the judge that you were innocent?
17             THE COURT: What did you understand to be the factors

18    that would be considered by the judge?
19             THE WITNESS: Can you repeat one more time please.

20             THE COURT: Sure.  At the time you went into that
21    hearing, what did you believe the judge was going to consider
22    in deciding whether to lift your suspension?
23             THE WITNESS: Oh, I see.  I thought because of my --

24    because I did not commit the crime, so I thought that it is --
25    if I said that to judge, he will understand what's going on and
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 1    he will remove my suspension, reinstates my license.
 2             THE COURT: All right.  Next question.
 3  Q.  Do you remember the TLC's lawyer, the prosecutor for the
 4    TLC?
 5  A.  I forget.
 6  Q.  Not his name, but do you remember if they had one?
 7  A.  There's a couple guys.  I forget.
 8  Q.  Did they tell you that you can get your license back -- how
 9    you can get your license back?
10  A.  That time, I'm not sure, but it was written on the letters.
11    July 21 it was written.
12  Q.  Ms. O'Sullivan noted in your letter it referred to the
13    disposition of your criminal case.  Do you know what that is?
14  A.  I'm not sure.
15  Q.  How did your criminal case end?  What happened?
16  A.  Well, on the letter, say that if I receive -- if I become
17    not guilty, my license would be reinstate, and -- or if I
18    receive ACD.
19  Q.  ACD?
20  A.  Yeah.
21  Q.  Do you know what that is?
22  A.  Yeah.
23  Q.  What is that?
24  A.  Is a kind of like commitment that I will not -- actually I
25    didn't -- I'm telling you I didn't, but what is called -- what
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 1    was -- what is called -- that guy make a conspiracy against me,
 2    conspiracy against me.  If it was not true and the same
 3    problem, if I don't do again.  Then if I said to judge in
 4    six-month I don't do that, my license would be reinstate.
 5  Q.  And did you accept the ACD?
 6  A.  Yes, I did.
 7  Q.  And why did you do that?
 8  A.  Well, at that time I was in a fix.  I had nothing to do,
 9    because I was hand-to-mouth.  Honestly, I didn't do this crime.
10    But I force myself to do it, because I -- for my financial
11    problem, because I spoke to my lawyer.  Lawyer say if you --
12    TLC letters, Taxi and Limousine Commission, if you do this one,

13    they will remove your suspension, or I will have to fight a
14    longer time, but we don't know how long it will take, but
15    until -- until the outcomes, your license will be suspended.
16    So I was kind of force myself.  And I spoke to my wife and
17    says, Okay, I will take this ACD.
18  Q.  Mr. Amin, do you have this document in front of you, F-5,
19    or can we put it on the screen?  The transcript.
20             When you were at your hearing, was there someone like
21    the court reporter that you see in front of you taking down
22    what you said, typing it --
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  -- at the hearing?  At the TLC hearing, was there a court
25    reporter?
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 1  A.  I can't -- I can't recall.
 2  Q.  Before today, had you ever seen this document before, F-5,
 3    the transcript?
 4  A.  Yes, I did.
 5  Q.  When did you see it first?
 6  A.  I believe it is for TLC or DMV tickets, something like --
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 1    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 2  Q.  No, this document, F5, do you know how it was created?
 3  A.  How it was created?
 4  Q.  How this document was created, do you know?
 5  A.  I don't understand.
 6  Q.  Can we scroll to the last page of the document, or actually
 7    the second to last page.
 8             MR. ACKMAN: For the record, the transcript was
 9    created in 2006, the hearing was in June of 2005.
10  Q.  Mr. Amin, how long did it take for you to get your license
11    back?  How long were you suspended?
12  A.  I believe I September sometime.  I'm not sure, I can't
13    recall the exact time.
14  Q.  Do you think you got your license back in September?
15  A.  September.
16             MR. ACKMAN: Thank you very much, no further
17    questions.
18             THE COURT: Any recross?
19             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Just some quick, your Honor, if I

20    could ask that the witness be shown F10.
21    RECROSS EXAMINATION
22    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
23  Q.  Mr. Amin, you're looking at Defendant's F10.  Does that
24    look familiar?  The letter is dated August 24, 2005, it says
25    it's signed by Kharirul Amin.
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 1  A.  Yes.
 2  Q.  Isn't this dated August 24?
 3  A.  8/24, yeah.
 4  Q.  Didn't TLC reinstate your license right after they got this
 5    letter?
 6  A.  I believe -- I'm not sure.  After this letter, I don't
 7    know.
 8             THE COURT: Are you offering the letter?
 9             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, your Honor.
10             THE COURT: Any objection?
11             MR. ACKMAN: No objection, your Honor.
12             THE COURT: So Defendant's F10 is received.
13             (Defendant's Exhibit F10 received in evidence)
14             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Part of this exhibit is a second
15    page.
16             THE COURT: OK, go to that.
17    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
18  Q.  Does this look familiar to you, Mr. Amin?  It's the second
19    page of defendant's F10.
20             THE COURT: Do you recognize it?
21             THE WITNESS: Yes, I do.
22             THE COURT: What do you recognize it to be?
23             THE WITNESS: The order of protection.
24  Q.  And do you see how --
25             THE COURT: Let him answer the question.  What do you
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 1    recognize it to be?
 2             THE WITNESS: I can read it.  I can't recall
 3    everything, but it's very small.
 4             THE COURT: But I'm not asking you to read the whole

 5    thing, you said you recognized this, right?  Do you recognize
 6    this?
 7             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 8             THE COURT: What is it?  What do you recognize it to

 9    be?
10             THE WITNESS: Order of protection against me.
11             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, we object to this document.

12    I believe it's already been ruled inadmissible.
13             THE COURT: Well, this is attached to the letter that

14    we just saw?
15             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes.
16             THE COURT: Did you attach this document that's on the

17    screen now to the letter that you that you just were shown?
18             MR. ACKMAN: In that case I withdraw the objection.

19             THE COURT: Is that true?  Do you recognize the
20    document on the screen as something that you attached to the
21    letter that was dated August 24 that we just looked at a moment

22    ago?
23             THE WITNESS: I forget I attached with this letter.
24             THE COURT: You're not sure?
25             THE WITNESS: I'm not sure.
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 1    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
 2  Q.  Could I draw your attention to the top of the document
 3    where it's handwritten Attn: Marc T. Hardekopf.
 4  A.  Yes, this is written my hand.  I believe I did it, but
 5    right now I can't recall.
 6             THE COURT: You recognize the handwriting at the top

 7    to be your handwriting?
 8             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 9             THE COURT: And who is Marc Hardekopf?  Who do you

10    recognize him to be?
11             THE WITNESS: He's TLC whoever.
12  Q.  Didn't you fax this to Mr. Hardekopf so that he would lift
13    your suspension?
14  A.  I forget how I send it.
15             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No further questions, your Honor.

16             THE COURT: So are you withdrawing your objection to

17    this document?
18             MR. ACKMAN: Yes, your Honor.
19             THE COURT: So the two-page document that is
20    Defendant's F10 is received.
21             (Defendant's Exhibit F10 received in evidence)
22             THE COURT: Anything else?
23             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No.
24             THE COURT: Any re-redirect?
25             MR. ACKMAN: No, your Honor.
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 1             THE COURT: Mr. Amin, you may step down.  You can

 2    leave all the exhibits there, just be careful getting down.
 3             Thank you.
 4             Next witness.
 5             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, we would like to call Ed

 6    Avenaut.
 7     EDUARDO AVENAUT,
 8         called as a witness by the Plaintiffs,
 9         having been duly sworn, testified as follows:
10    DIRECT EXAMINATION
11    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
12             THE COURT: State your name and spell your name, first

13    and last.
14             THE WITNESS: Eduardo, E-D-U-A-R-D-O, Avenaut,

15    A-V-E-N-A-U-T.
16             THE COURT: Mr. Avenaut, maybe raise your voice a tad

17    louder, but otherwise just like that.
18             Do you want any water or anything?
19             THE WITNESS: No.
20             THE COURT: Let me know if you get thirsty.
21    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
22  Q.  Mr. Avenaut, how are you employed.
23  A.  Excuse me?
24  Q.  How are you employed today?
25  A.  I do -- I'm running an accounting business, accounting and
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 1    tax and bookkeeping, and also I still drive a few days a week.
 2  Q.  When you say you drive, what do you mean?
 3  A.  Taxi, yellow cab.
 4  Q.  Was there a time when you were employed full time as a taxi

 5    driver?
 6  A.  Yes.
 7  Q.  And was your taxi driver's license ever suspended?
 8  A.  Yes.
 9             THE COURT: When did you drive full time?
10             THE WITNESS: I believe I started in '05.
11             THE COURT: And how long did you drive full time.

12             THE WITNESS: Until about '07.
13             THE COURT: When was your license suspended?
14             THE WITNESS: July 17, 2006.
15             THE COURT: Go ahead.
16  Q.  In 2006, did you support yourself with the money you made

17    as a taxi driver?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  At that time, how many days a week were you driving the
20    taxi?
21  A.  Six to seven days, mostly seven.
22  Q.  Did the TLC tell you why your license was suspended?
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  What did they tell you?
25  A.  Well, I received a letter saying that due to an arrest on
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 1    July 17 my license was suspended.
 2  Q.  And did anyone from the TLC call you to ask you why you had

 3    been arrested?
 4  A.  No.
 5  Q.  And were the -- did the circumstances of your arrest
 6    involve driving a taxi?
 7  A.  No.
 8  Q.  Did it involve a taxi passenger in any way?
 9  A.  No.
10  Q.  Had you ever been accused of assaulting a passenger at that

11    time?
12  A.  No.
13  Q.  Had you ever been accused of threatening a passenger at
14    that time?
15  A.  Never.
16  Q.  Had you ever been arrested before?
17  A.  No.
18  Q.  Had you ever been --
19  A.  Excuse me, arrested?
20  Q.  Yes.
21  A.  Yes.
22  Q.  When were you arrested?
23  A.  July 17.
24             THE COURT: No, prior to that, had you been arrested

25    before?
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 1             THE WITNESS: Prior to that, yes.
 2  Q.  When were you arrested?
 3  A.  Long time ago.
 4  Q.  How many years before 2006?
 5  A.  Probably over ten.
 6  Q.  How old were you when you were arrested?
 7  A.  Early 20s.
 8  Q.  Had you ever been convicted of any crime?
 9  A.  No.
10  Q.  After you were arrested, did you get a letter from the TLC?
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  Can we show him Plaintiff's 73?
13             Do you see a letter on your screen?
14  A.  Yes.
15  Q.  Do you recognize that document that's marked Plaintiff's
16    Exhibit 73?
17  A.  Yes.
18  Q.  What is it?
19  A.  That is the letter I received from TLC after my arrest.
20  Q.  And what did you do after you got this letter?
21             THE COURT: Are you offering it?
22             MR. ACKMAN: I offer Plaintiff's 73.
23             THE COURT: Any objection?
24             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No objection.
25             THE COURT: Plaintiff's 73 is received.
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 1             (Plaintiff's Exhibit 73 received in evidence)
 2  A.  I called Marc Hardekopf and I asked him what it is I could
 3    do and --
 4  Q.  What you could do about what?
 5  A.  About reinstating my license.
 6             And he said I would have to see what my disposition
 7    would be.  If I'm -- if I am found guilty or not.
 8             THE COURT: What were you arrested for?
 9             THE WITNESS: Assault.
10             THE COURT: Assault.
11  Q.  Did Mr. Hardekopf tell you there was any other way to get
12    your license back?
13  A.  I don't recall that he did.
14  Q.  And when you talked to Mr. Hardekopf, did he ask you what

15    happened that led to your arrest?
16  A.  No.
17  Q.  Did he ask you whether you had ever been arrested before?
18  A.  No.
19  Q.  Did he ask you anything about your TLC record?
20  A.  No.
21  Q.  Did he ask you anything about your driving record or DMV
22    record?
23  A.  No.
24  Q.  For the record, DMV is Department of Motor Vehicles.  Did

25    he ask you whether the suspension was causing you any hardship?
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 1  A.  No.
 2  Q.  Did he ask you anything at all?
 3  A.  No.
 4  Q.  Did you do anything else after -- did the letter offer you
 5    the chance to have a hearing?
 6  A.  I believe it did.
 7  Q.  And did you have a hearing?
 8  A.  No.
 9  Q.  Why not?
10  A.  Well, I contacted a TLC attorney who specializes in TLC
11    cases.
12             THE COURT: When you say TLC attorney, you mean

13    someone who works for the TLC or someone who handles cases

14    before the TLC?
15             THE WITNESS: Handles cases before the TLC.
16  Q.  What was his name?
17  A.  Michael Spevack.
18  Q.  You recall Mr. Spevack -- what did you ask him?
19  A.  Yes, I told him what my situation was, and if there was
20    anything he could do to help.  And he explained to me that this
21    is something that the TLC is doing.
22             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor, hearsay.

23             THE COURT: It's not being offered for the truth, it's

24    being offered to explain the reason why the witness took the
25    steps he took.  So overruled.  You can answer the question.
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 1  A.  So I asked him if there was anything that I can do, and he
 2    said that he's heard about these cases and he heard the TLC
 3    suspended licenses based on arrest without any hearing or even

 4    not having been found guilty.  And he said -- he basically kind
 5    of discouraged me going through with the hearing and said, you

 6    know, if I go to hearing, I have to charge you, but it wouldn't
 7    really make any sense.
 8  Q.  And after that, did you -- is that why you didn't go to
 9    have a hearing?
10  A.  Right.
11  Q.  After that, did you do anything else to try to get your
12    license back?
13  A.  I called, I made a few calls to Marc.
14  Q.  Mark Hardekopf?
15  A.  Hardekopf, yeah.  And I explained that my case will be
16    dismissed, that the DA -- the assistant DA knew about it, my
17    lawyer also knew that it would be dismissed, and if there was
18    anything that could be done.  And my lawyer even offered to
19    write a letter explaining that to him.  I tried to do as much
20    as I could to get the license back, and there was really no
21    hope.  I had to go through the whole trial to finally get the
22    letter to submit to Marc Hardekopf.
23  Q.  Did you communicate your lawyer's offer to Mr. Hardekopf?

24  A.  Yes.
25  Q.  What did he say about that?
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 1  A.  He said no, you got to go through a trial and get me the
 2    disposition.
 3  Q.  And was your license eventually reinstated?
 4  A.  Yes.
 5             THE COURT: You had a trial?  You had an actual trial?

 6             THE WITNESS: Yeah, it was a non-jury trial.
 7             THE COURT: And it was resolved how?
 8             THE WITNESS: It was dismissed.
 9             THE COURT: The judge dismissed it.  He found you not

10    guilty?
11             THE WITNESS: Right.
12  Q.  How many witnesses appeared at your non-jury trial?
13  A.  How many witnesses?
14  Q.  Yeah, your criminal trial, how many witnesses appeared?
15  A.  How many witnesses?  None.
16  Q.  No witnesses?
17  A.  No.
18  Q.  It was a trial, but with no witnesses, is that what it was?
19  A.  Right.
20             THE COURT: Well, did you testify?
21             THE WITNESS: No.
22             THE COURT: So nobody showed up and so the case was

23    dismissed because the prosecution didn't go forward, is that
24    correct?
25             THE WITNESS: Yes.
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 1             THE COURT: All right.
 2  Q.  I would like to show you a document marked G4.  This is
 3    Defendant's G4.  Is a document marked G4 appearing on your
 4    screen?
 5             Have you ever seen this document before?
 6  A.  Yes.
 7  Q.  What is it?
 8  A.  That is the disposition.
 9  Q.  And after your license was reinstated --
10             MR. ACKMAN: I offer G4 into evidence, your Honor.

11             THE COURT: Any objection?
12             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor.
13             THE COURT: OK.  Defense Exhibit G4, which is being

14    offered by the plaintiff, is received.
15             (Defendant's Exhibit G4 received in evidence)
16  Q.  After your license was reinstated, how many days a week did

17    you drive your cab?
18  A.  After I went back to work, seven.
19             MR. ACKMAN: Thank you very much.  No further
20    questions.
21             THE COURT: Cross-examination?
22             MS. O'SULLIVAN: One quick one, your Honor.
23    CROSS-EXAMINATION
24    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
25  Q.  Mr. Avenaut, isn't it correct then that you were indicted
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 1    on the criminal charges?
 2  A.  Indicted?
 3  Q.  Yes.  That a judge reviewed the charges and found probable

 4    cause for the charges?
 5  A.  No, it was dismissed.
 6             THE COURT: Well, was there an indictment before it

 7    was dismissed?  You were formally charged in an indictment, is

 8    that correct?
 9             THE WITNESS: I mean I'm not understanding the legal

10    term.
11             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I object to the relevance

12    anyway.
13             THE COURT: Overruled.  But he's already answered the

14    question.
15             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Thank you.
16             THE COURT: Nothing further?
17             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, nothing further.
18             THE COURT: Anything further?
19             MR. ACKMAN: Nothing further.
20             THE COURT: Thank you very much, Mr. Avenaut.  You may

21    step down.
22             Next witness.
23             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, we would like to call Eric

24    Gottlieb.
25             (Continued on next page)
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 1     ERIC GOTTLIEB,
 2         called as a witness by the Plaintiffs,
 3         having been duly affirmed, testified as follows:
 4    DIRECT EXAMINATION
 5    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 6             THE COURT: Please state your name and spell your fist

 7    and last name for the record.
 8             THE WITNESS: Eric Gottlieb, E-R-I-C, G-O-T-T-L-I-E-B.

 9             THE COURT: Good morning.  If you need a glass of

10    water or something, let me know.
11             THE WITNESS: Sure.
12             THE COURT: Here you go.
13    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
14  Q.  Good morning, Mr. Gottlieb.  How are you employed today?

15  A.  I work for a bank in anti money laundering compliance.
16  Q.  And can you just run down your employment history starting

17    with say 2000?
18  A.  2000, I was working as a criminal appellate lawyer with the
19    Legal Aid Society of New York.  2001 I joined a small criminal

20    white collar litigation boutique firm for about one year.
21             THE COURT: What year was that?
22             THE WITNESS: That was September 2000.
23  A.  In September 2001 I went out on my own, started my own
24    practice.  2006, October 2006, I was hired by a consulting firm
25    called BearingPoint.  2008, I joined a financial services
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 1    institution, Standard Charter Bank.
 2  Q.  And what was the name of the boutique law firm you said you

 3    worked for?
 4  A.  Clayman & Rosenberg.
 5  Q.  And when did you become a lawyer?
 6  A.  I graduated Cardozo Law School in June 1997.  In 1998 I was

 7    admitted to the bar of New York and Florida.
 8  Q.  And did you ever work for the Taxi and Limousine
 9    Commission?
10  A.  Yes, I did, starting February 2003.
11  Q.  In what capacity?
12  A.  I was hired as a hearing officer part time.
13  Q.  Is that hearing officer also called an ALJ or
14    administrative law judge?
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  And you were working part time, you said?
17  A.  Yes.
18  Q.  How many days a week did you work?
19  A.  Two or three days a week.
20  Q.  Had you ever been a judge of any kind before that?
21  A.  I had worked as a hearing officer for the New York City
22    Transit Authority from probably July of 2002, I believe.
23  Q.  And can you describe your training as a TLC judge or TLC
24    hearing officer?
25  A.  Yes.  We had one week's worth of training when I was first
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 1    hired that was classroom training as well as participating in
 2    various exercises.  We would do mock hearings, run through the

 3    procedures, things of that nature.
 4  Q.  Who was your boss at the TLC?
 5  A.  The chief judge was Beth Bonina, and under Beth were two or

 6    three deputy chiefs, Tom Coyne, Glen Norton, a couple of
 7    others.
 8  Q.  What was your direct supervisor?
 9  A.  I would have to say Tom Coyne.
10  Q.  Did you consider him your boss?
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  Did you preside over hearings that followed a taxi driver
13    suspension based on his arrest?
14  A.  Yes.
15  Q.  Did all TLC judges preside at those hearings?
16  A.  No.
17  Q.  How were you selected for that assignment?
18  A.  I had requested to work out of the 40 Rector Street office,
19    and I was permitted to do so.  And the judges that worked at 40
20    Rector Street generally were selected to do the fitness
21    hearings.
22  Q.  40 Rector Street, that's in Manhattan?
23  A.  That's in Manhattan.
24  Q.  And previously you had been working where?
25  A.  Long Island City.
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 1  Q.  And you applied for the assignment in Manhattan, or how did

 2    you get the assignment to Rector Street?
 3  A.  I began working at the TLC in Long Island City
 4    February 2003.  I took time off beginning in I want to say
 5    June 2003.  I had a backlog of appellate cases I needed to
 6    catch up on.  I really didn't plan to return to the TLC.  Bob
 7    Boland, who was another deputy chief judge, contacted me in
 8    July 2003, asked me why I didn't want to work there anymore, if

 9    I was willing to come back.  I explained that I was interested
10    in working at 40 Rector Street, and that if I could get
11    assignments there, I would consider coming back.  He said that

12    might be possible if I returned.  So beginning in
13    September 2003, I started working again in Long Island City.
14    By November I started to receive assignments at 40 Rector
15    Street.
16  Q.  Did you consider being assigned to 40 Rector Street a
17    promotion?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  And is 40 Rector Street also the TLC headquarters at the
20    time?
21  A.  Yes.
22  Q.  Did you get any additional training, or actually was there
23    any particular person who supervised the judges at 40 Rector
24    Street?
25  A.  No.
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 1  Q.  So who was your supervisor at that time?
 2  A.  Well, day to day I would consider Tom Coyne to be my
 3    supervisor.
 4             THE COURT: What was his title?
 5             THE WITNESS: He was also a hearing officer and ALJ.

 6    He might have been a deputy chief, I'm not sure.
 7  Q.  And did you get any additional training when you moved to

 8    the hearings at 40 Rector Street?
 9  A.  Yes.
10  Q.  What was that training?
11  A.  Training consisted of sitting in with the more experienced
12    judge as they conducted fitness hearings and watching them,
13    asking any questions, having the process explained to me while

14    they were conducting hearings or in between hearings.
15  Q.  When you say "fitness hearing," what do you mean by that?

16  A.  So a hearing to determine whether the licensee or applicant
17    is of fit character to maintain a license.
18  Q.  And did you -- the hearings you mentioned, the ones that
19    followed a suspension on arrest, were those fitness hearings?
20  A.  Yes, that was one type of fitness hearing.
21  Q.  And did someone tell you what the standard was for deciding

22    whether the suspension should be lifted after those hearings?
23  A.  I don't remember specifically being told what the standard
24    was, but during the training sessions where I would sit in on
25    hearings with the more experienced judge, I'm sure that was
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 1    covered as well.
 2  Q.  Do you remember where the standard was stated?
 3  A.  I don't remember where it was stated, no.
 4  Q.  Do you recall whether it was in a rule, TLC rule?
 5  A.  I don't recall that, no.
 6  Q.  Do you recall whether it was in a statute somewhere?
 7  A.  I don't recall it being in a statute.  I only recall
 8    learning of it through this informal training session where I
 9    would watch a judge conduct hearings and we would talk about

10    it.
11  Q.  Do you recall it being stated in a manual, the standard?
12             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I want to object to this

13    line of leading questions.
14             THE COURT: Let's watch the leading.  This witness is

15    certainly capable of answering a non-leading question, so let's
16    go ahead.
17  A.  I do recall seeing in the 1998 TLC manual an explanation as

18    to the standard applied during fitness hearings, yes.
19  Q.  Were you told there was --
20             THE COURT: What were you told.
21             THE WITNESS: Sorry, what was the question?
22             THE COURT: Well, it's not going to be were you told

23    something, so rephrase it.
24             Don't ask any more leading questions.
25  Q.  What were you told the standard was?
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 1  A.  I don't recall what I was told.
 2             THE COURT: Who told you?
 3             THE WITNESS: It would have been one of the more

 4    experienced judges, either Randy Gyebi, Judy Schneider, or Tom

 5    Coyne.
 6             THE COURT: Do you remember the substance of what you

 7    were told?
 8             THE WITNESS: Yes, in effect -- well, actually, no, I

 9    can't say that.  I don't remember the substance of what I was
10    told.
11             THE COURT: Next question.
12    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
13  Q.  Were you told whether there was any presumption that would

14    be applied at the hearings?
15             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor.
16             THE COURT: It is technically a leading question, but

17    I guess it's -- I'll allow that as a transitional question.  Do
18    you recall being told anything about that presumption?
19             THE WITNESS: I don't have a specific recollection of

20    being told or instructed as to what the standard would be that
21    should be applied.  I can rely on my general sense of my
22    understanding of what the standard to be applied was, if that
23    helps.
24             MR. ACKMAN: Go ahead.
25             THE COURT: What's the time frame when you had this
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 1    understanding?
 2             THE WITNESS: This would be 2003 through 2005.

 3             THE COURT: OK.  What was your understanding during

 4    that period?
 5             THE WITNESS: My understanding was that I would

 6    determine whether or not the person before me was of -- was fit

 7    to maintain a license.  That's in general for all fitness
 8    hearings.
 9    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
10  Q.  What do you mean by "fit?"
11  A.  Of fit character.
12  Q.  Now how many --
13             THE COURT: How did you evaluate whether someone was

14    of fit character?  If they helped old ladies cross the street,
15    they didn't swear or drink alcohol or what?
16             THE WITNESS: It would depend on the type of hearing.

17  Q.  What were the other types of fitness hearings?
18  A.  There was an applicant fitness hearing that involved
19    problems that arose during the application process, if there
20    was criminal conviction revealed from the investigation, the
21    background check, if there was some sort of a identity issue,
22    false documentation issue.  There were drug exam failures that
23    would result in a fitness hearing.  If during the taxi
24    examination process there was an accusation of cheating there
25    would be a fitness hearing on that particular issue.  And then
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 1    if somebody was arrested, there would be a summary suspension

 2    hearing.
 3  Q.  And you mentioned the applicant fitness hearings, at those
 4    hearings -- how did those hearings come about?
 5  A.  How did they come about?
 6  Q.  What would cause someone to have an applicant fitness
 7    hearing?
 8             Let me ask you this, did every -- everyone who applied
 9    for a taxi driver license have an applicant fitness hearing?
10  A.  No.
11             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, leading.
12  Q.  Sorry.  What determined whether someone would have an
13    applicant fitness hearing?
14  A.  If during the investigation process some sort of problem
15    arose such as a criminal conviction, a problem with the
16    documentation in terms of its authenticity, things of that
17    nature.
18  Q.  And you mentioned summary suspension hearing.  What is
19    that?
20             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I don't recall that being

21    mentioned.
22  Q.  I believe you just used that term.
23             THE COURT: I don't recall.  Do you recall using the

24    term "summary suspension?"
25             THE WITNESS: I believe I did.
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 1             THE COURT: What is your understanding of what a
 2    summary suspension hearing is?
 3             THE WITNESS: When a licensee is arrested, their
 4    license would be suspended pending resolution of the underlying

 5    criminal proceeding.
 6  Q.  And what was the issue, as you understood it, at those
 7    hearings?
 8  A.  At first I believed it was to determine whether the
 9    applicant remained -- was fit to maintain a license, and
10    whether the temporary suspension of a license was warranted
11    pending the outcome of the criminal matter.
12             THE COURT: And when you say fit to retain a license,

13    what was your understanding as to what determined his fitness?

14             THE WITNESS: Whether they -- really whether there was

15    prima facie evidence that they posed a threat to the riding
16    public and whether they could perform as a common carrier, if
17    they could.
18  Q.  How many of those hearings did you preside at over the
19    years at the TLC?
20  A.  I have to estimate 25 to 50, perhaps.
21  Q.  And at those hearings what evidence did the TLC present?
22  A.  They would present an abstract that indicated the person
23    had been arrested.
24             THE COURT: You say an abstract, a document?
25             THE WITNESS: A document, yes.
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 1             THE COURT: How long was the document typically?

 2             THE WITNESS: I want to say maybe one page.
 3             THE COURT: All right.
 4  Q.  Was that document sometimes referred to as an arrest hit?
 5  A.  I never referred to it as an arrest hit, no.
 6  Q.  Did you ever hear anyone else refer to it that way?
 7  A.  It does not ring a bell, no.
 8  Q.  And what other evidence did the TLC present at those
 9    hearings?
10  A.  I don't recall.  That's the main evidence that I do recall.
11             THE COURT: When would you receive the abstract?  At

12    the hearing or sometime before the hearing?
13             THE WITNESS: It would be in the file which I would

14    use to conduct the hearing.
15             THE COURT: And you would get that right at the
16    hearing they hand it up to you, or you get it the day before?
17             THE WITNESS: That morning I believe I received the

18    files.
19             THE COURT: And that would be the same morning there

20    was a hearing scheduled already?
21             THE WITNESS: Correct.
22  Q.  Did the TLC ever present any other evidence at the summary

23    suspension hearings?
24  A.  I don't recall, no.
25  Q.  Did the TLC ever present any evidence, factual evidence,
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 1    that a driver who had been found guilty of a crime is therefore
 2    likely to later assault a passenger?
 3             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor, leading.

 4             THE COURT: I'll allow the question.  You can answer.

 5  A.  They did not present evidence that he was guilty of a
 6    crime, that the licensee was guilty of a crime, no.
 7  Q.  Not that he was guilty, did they present any evidence that
 8    said someone who is guilty of a crime would therefore likely
 9    assault a passenger in the future?  Any evidence along those
10    lines?
11  A.  No.
12  Q.  Now did you ever decide any of the summary suspension
13    hearings in favor of the taxi driver, that is, by lifting the
14    suspension?
15  A.  I recommended terminating the suspension three times.
16  Q.  And what happened after that?
17  A.  I received --
18             THE COURT: When, approximately?
19             THE WITNESS: This would have been February 2006.  I

20    had two dates in which I heard -- I conducted hearings, and
21    there were three instances in which I recommended lifting the
22    temporary suspension.
23  Q.  And prior to February 2006, was it ever indicated to you
24    that there was any problem with your performance as an ALJ?
25  A.  No.
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 1  Q.  Did you have performance reviews of any kind?
 2  A.  Not formal reviews, no.
 3  Q.  Any informal reviews?
 4  A.  I generally received positive feedback.
 5  Q.  Did anyone ever tell you you were doing a bad job?
 6  A.  No.
 7  Q.  Did anyone tell you you were doing a good job?
 8  A.  I don't have a specific recollection of that, but in
 9    general the feedback was positive.
10  Q.  Who gave you the feedback?
11  A.  Beth Bonina, Tom Coyne, Bob Boland.
12  Q.  Generally what did they tell you?  What was the positive
13    feedback?
14  A.  That I was capable and I did a good job.
15  Q.  Now what happened after you issued the three decisions
16    recommending lifting a suspension?
17  A.  I received an email from Tom Coyne asking me to contact him

18    regarding those decisions.  I also received two or three voice
19    mail messages.
20  Q.  From who?
21  A.  I believe I received two from Tom Coyne and one from Beth

22    Bonina.
23  Q.  Prior to issuing these decisions recommending lifting the
24    suspension, had you ever received any similar communication
25    about any of your other decisions?
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 1  A.  No, I had not.
 2  Q.  Can we show the witness Plaintiff's Exhibit 44.  Do you
 3    recognize this document?
 4  A.  Yes.
 5  Q.  What is it?
 6  A.  This is an email from Tom Coyne to me sent March 21st,
 7    2006, 11:12 p.m.
 8  Q.  Is this the email that you referred to earlier?
 9  A.  Yes, it is.
10             MR. ACKMAN: I move to admit.
11             THE COURT: Any objection?
12             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor.
13             THE COURT: Plaintiff's 44 is received.
14             (Plaintiff's Exhibit 44 received in evidence)
15  Q.  And can you read the first email on that document for the
16    record.
17  A.  Read it out loud?
18  Q.  Sure.
19  A.  Redacted was arrested and issued a DAT for leaving the
20    scene of an accident that involved his taxi.  Your
21    recommendation that the suspension be lifted because he was
22    issued a DAT and/or because you speculate that he will receive
23    a non-criminal disposition was improper.  Reread the ALJ manual

24    regarding summary suspension proceedings and the standard we

25    are required to use.  In the future, if you believe a summary
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 1    suspension should be lifted, please call me and discuss the
 2    matter with me before mailing it out.  Please call me at
 3    redacted.  I want to discuss this matter with you.  Thanks,
 4    Tom.
 5  Q.  First of all, a DAT, what is that?
 6  A.  A desk appearance ticket.
 7  Q.  And what's a desk appearance ticket?
 8  A.  When you are arrested, the arresting officer can put you
 9    through the system, have you sent downtown, put through the
10    system, arraigned in criminal court, takes about 24 hours; or
11    at the precinct they issue a desk appearance ticket which gives
12    you a court date and allows you to walk out without going
13    through the system.
14  Q.  When you issued this ruling that he's referring to, did you
15    believe you were doing anything improper?
16  A.  No.
17  Q.  Did he ever tell you what you had done that was improper
18    apart from this email, Mr. Coyne?  Let me clarify.  Did
19    Mr. Coyne ever tell you what you had done that was improper
20    other than what is said in this email?
21  A.  No.
22             THE COURT: Could you scroll down on this exhibit?

23             This is an email from you to Mr. Coyne that prompts
24    the e-mail that was above it, correct?
25             THE WITNESS: No, actually I cut and pasted a number
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 1    of emails onto one email.  If you look at the dates, they're
 2    not in sequence.
 3             MR. ACKMAN: For the record, the email you read was

 4    March 21, 2006.
 5             THE WITNESS: Correct.
 6  Q.  Then looking at the second email on the page, did you --
 7    what is that?
 8  A.  When you say the second email, which one do you mean?
 9             THE COURT: 3/28/2006?
10             MR. ACKMAN: 3/28/28, right.
11  A.  Can you scroll down just a little bit?
12             I see from me to Tom.
13  Q.  Let me ask you something first.  After you got the email,
14    the first one on the page, the 3/21/2006 one, did you have any
15    conversation with Tom Coyne?
16  A.  Yes, I did.
17  Q.  What was the nature of that conversation?
18  A.  I called him to try to smooth over whatever the problem
19    was.
20  Q.  And what did he say the problem was?
21  A.  He indicated that this had caused some trouble for him with
22    people downtown, presumably his managers, and they were -- I

23    think his words were they were freaking out.
24  Q.  And when you say -- when he said downtown, what did you

25    take that to mean?
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 1  A.  TLC headquarters.
 2  Q.  That's at 40 Rector Street?
 3  A.  40 Rector Street.
 4             THE COURT: Where were you when you had this
 5    conversation?
 6             THE WITNESS: I was in my apartment.
 7             THE COURT: And where was he?
 8             THE WITNESS: I don't know where he was, either at

 9    work or at home.
10  Q.  You called his cell phone?
11  A.  I called his cell phone, yes.
12  Q.  And what did he mean when he said "trouble?"
13             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor, calls for

14    speculation.
15  Q.  From the conversation, what did you take it to mean when he

16    said he was having trouble?
17             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor, calls for

18    speculation.
19             THE COURT: Well, your understanding, what did you

20    understand?
21  A.  That because I had recommended lifting the summary
22    suspension that it had upset somebody in the senior management

23    at TLC, and they in turn were upset with Tom since it was his
24    responsibility to look after me and the other ALJs.
25  Q.  Why would that upset somebody?
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 1             THE COURT: That is sustained.
 2  Q.  Was it communicated to you why the people were upset?
 3  A.  No.
 4  Q.  Was that the only conversation you had with Tom Coyne after

 5    the 3/21/2006 email?
 6  A.  I don't remember specifically.  I might have had one or two
 7    conversations with him.
 8             THE COURT: Well, during that conversation did he
 9    explain what the problem was?
10             THE WITNESS: He said that they were freaking out

11    downtown, and that he didn't need this aggravation at that
12    point, and that this had caused him problems.
13             THE COURT: Well, did he say you had done something

14    wrong or did he comment that other people were upset for some

15    reason?
16             THE WITNESS: He said that I had done something wrong

17    and that I had made the basis of my decision my opinion that
18    the underlying facts of the case were not strong and that this
19    would likely result in a non-criminal disposition.
20             THE COURT: So did he tell you what to do going
21    forward?
22             THE WITNESS: He said if I intended to recommend

23    lifting a summary suspension again in the future to make sure
24    to call him before doing so and run it by him before actually
25    sending out a letter or recommendation that recommended lifting
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 1    the summary suspension.
 2             THE COURT: What, if anything, did he say about the

 3    criteria that you should be considering for making those
 4    determinations?
 5             THE WITNESS: He directed me to review the ALJ manual.

 6  Q.  And what is the ALJ manual?
 7  A.  When I was hired I was given a manual containing
 8    instructions as to how to discharge my obligations as an ALJ
 9    and also a supplemental manual that had the various rules and
10    statutes that were applicable.
11  Q.  What was in the manual?
12  A.  Again, they were by topic direction as to how to perform
13    the hearings, how to do the job.
14  Q.  Were there TLC rules in the manual?
15  A.  There were two manuals, I believe, one dealt with the
16    actual what we had to do, and then the other manual was again a

17    listing of rules and regulations that we would be applying.
18  Q.  Was there any instructions that were substantive about the
19    standards you should apply at the hearings in the manual?
20             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor, just the

21    leading questions, we ask that he curb that.
22             THE COURT: It's a transitional question which I will

23    allow.  Overruled.  You can answer.
24  A.  So when I was first hired we received what seemed to be an
25    updated manual explaining how we should go about doing the job.
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 1    It was limited, however, only to the hearings that were
 2    conducted out at Long Island City, and I believe also perhaps
 3    consumer-related complaints.  But the fitness hearings were not

 4    detailed in that manual.  In order to obtain guidance to how to
 5    perform fitness hearings, as best as I can recall, that was
 6    only contained in an older manual that was dated 1998 which was

 7    not distributed to us.  However, it was at the 40 Rector Street
 8    in Long Island City offices on a book case.
 9  Q.  So it was available to you?
10  A.  You could find it if you looked, yes.
11             THE COURT: This was for summary suspension hearings?

12             THE WITNESS: For all fitness hearings, yes.
13  Q.  And when you say instructions about how to do the job, was

14    it limited to ministerial things like how to turn on the
15    computer --
16             THE COURT: What did they consist of?
17             THE WITNESS: Honestly it's been a long time.  I don't

18    recall exactly what the details of the guidance were, but in
19    essence it explained the procedures to be followed.
20             THE COURT: Well, what, if anything, did they say
21    about what you could consider and what you couldn't consider in

22    deciding whether to lift a suspension?
23             THE WITNESS: The manual I received I don't recall it

24    mentioning fitness hearings at all.
25  Q.  The second one, you said there was a second manual that did
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 1    talk about fitness hearings?
 2  A.  The 1998 manual which was not distributed but did exist on

 3    a book case at 40 Rector Street did go into more detail about
 4    standards that could be applied during a fitness hearing, yes.
 5             THE COURT: Do you remember what the standard was?

 6             THE WITNESS: I don't remember the specific standard.

 7    However, I do remember it specifically said that we were not to

 8    consider the merits of the case and the likelihood of a
 9    conviction.
10  Q.  And when Mr. Coyne told you in the email to reread the
11    manual, reread the ALJ manual, do you know what manual he was

12    referring to?
13  A.  I took it to mean the 1998 manual.
14  Q.  And were you told to read it?  He said reread it.
15             THE COURT: What did he tell you?
16  Q.  I'm asking before he said to reread it, had he ever told
17    you to read it?
18  A.  I believe he did, yes.
19  Q.  Now looking at the email dated March 28, 2006, can you just

20    read the first sentence of that for the record out loud?
21  A.  Tom, just wanted to apologize once again for the mishap
22    regarding summary suspension cases.  I value greatly the trust
23    you have shown in me in the past and I want to assure you this
24    will not happen again.  I accept full responsibility for not
25    handling this properly.  If there is anything I can do to
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 1    mitigate the fallout for you, please let me know.  Thanks,
 2    Eric.
 3  Q.  When you say you want to apologize again, had you already

 4    apologized?
 5  A.  Yes, I called him on March 24th.
 6             THE COURT: Is that the phone call you just told us
 7    about or a different phone call?
 8             THE WITNESS: That would be the phone call I just told

 9    you about.
10  Q.  And why did you feel the need to apologize again?
11  A.  I wanted to remain employed and I wanted to remain in his
12    good graces.  I felt it was the right thing to do to secure my
13    position.
14             THE COURT: Well, did you think you made a mistake?

15             THE WITNESS: Yes and no.  Yes, literally I did
16    consider the merits of the underlying case and the fact the
17    1998 manual said I should not consider that, so that was an
18    error on my part.  No, I didn't think that recommending lifting
19    summary suspension was per se an incorrect thing to do.
20             THE COURT: But the 1998 manual were you aware, prior

21    to the phone call on March 24th, that it said not to consider
22    the merits or the likelihood or conviction?
23             THE WITNESS: I was not aware.
24             THE COURT: Did you ever say to Coyne:  Hey, dude,

25    nobody ever told me what the standard is and maybe you ought to
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 1    do that?
 2             THE WITNESS: No, I did not.
 3             THE COURT: Or words to that effect.
 4  Q.  Was there a standard as far as you knew in the TLC rules?
 5  A.  At the time I issued my recommendation I was not aware of
 6    the language in the manual saying --
 7  Q.  Not the manual, was there a standard in the rules, the TLC
 8    rules?
 9  A.  I don't remember there being a standard in the rules.
10             THE COURT: Let me ask you a question.  At the time of

11    the mishap, as you described it, how many summary suspension

12    hearings had you conducted?
13             THE WITNESS: I don't recall exactly.  I don't know if

14    this might have been my first batch in February 2006.
15    Honestly, without seeing my logs I can't answer that.  This
16    might have been my first batch of summary suspension hearings.

17  Q.  When you say batch, what do you mean?
18  A.  So on the calendar one day will be 10 to 15 summary
19    suspension cases.  So I had two dates of hearings scheduled in
20    February 2006, so by batch I mean all of the calendar for one
21    hearing date.
22  Q.  So in a day you would do 10 to 15 summary suspension
23    hearings?
24  A.  More or less, yes.
25  Q.  And were you ever instructed when you were training to do
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 1    summary suspension hearings as to whether there was a standard

 2    stated in the TLC rules?
 3  A.  I don't recall.  Again, the instruction was very informal,
 4    it was watch me do it and ask me any questions you might have

 5    and I will give you pointers along the way.
 6  Q.  When you say in the email dated March 28, 2006, "I want to

 7    assure you that this will not happen again," what did you mean
 8    by that?  What was "this?"
 9  A.  I meant I would not recommend lifting a summary suspension

10    again.
11  Q.  Now if you look at the second page of Plaintiff's Exhibit
12    44 -- actually you got to look at the bottom of the first page
13    as well.
14             THE COURT: I should say is there any objection to any

15    of the emails on here?  This was admitted on the basis of the
16    first email, but it sounds like there's no objection to the
17    remainder as well.
18             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor.
19             THE COURT: So it's clear for the record, Plaintiff's
20    Exhibit 44 were a series of emails that were collected by
21    Mr. Gottlieb in the response to a court request from the city.
22    Is that correct, Mr. Gottlieb?
23             THE WITNESS: Actually I voluntarily produced these on

24    my own accord.
25             THE COURT: Nobody asked you for them?
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 1             THE WITNESS: Nobody asked me for them.  I gave them

 2    to both attorneys on either side because I really wanted to get
 3    the deposition out of the way and I didn't want to have it
 4    delayed by any sort of formal wrangling between the parties
 5    over obtaining these from whatever records they might have
 6    downtown.
 7             THE COURT: The top email is only addressed to
 8    Ms. O'Sullivan, and seems to be referencing a prior
 9    conversation.  By the way, it doesn't tee it up, says these are
10    the only relevant emails.  So you had a conversation about
11    relevant emails, is that not correct?
12             THE WITNESS: I don't recall the conversations I had

13    when I sent these.  I want to say from the deposition I think I
14    testified at the deposition I had one conversation with Mary
15    and one with Dan.
16             THE COURT: But in any event, these are emails that

17    you collected sort of scrolling through your own emails?
18             THE WITNESS: Correct.
19             THE COURT: And there's no objection to them all
20    coming in as evidence?
21             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor.
22             THE COURT: Go ahead.
23  Q.  Looking at the bottom of the first page of Plaintiff's
24    Exhibit 44 and the top of the second page, can you tell us what
25    that is?
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 1  A.  This is an email from me to Tom dated April 13, 2006,
 2    2:34 p.m. Tom, I just wanted to followed up on the incident
 3    outlined below to avoid causing any further complications.
 4    There were three cases in which I made a recommendation against

 5    continued suspension: 2/23/2006 recommendation, 2/23/2006
 6    recommendation, 3/3/2006 recommendation.  I have attached all

 7    three recommendations for your convenience.  Please advise if
 8    any remedial action is necessary.  Thanks, Eric.
 9  Q.  Does this refresh your recollection as to when you issued
10    the recommendations?
11  A.  This refreshes my recollection as to when the hearings --
12    when the recommendations were issued, yes.
13  Q.  So they were issued on two different days, is that right?
14  A.  It looks like two were issued on February 23rd, 2006 and
15    one was issued on March 3rd, 2006.
16             THE COURT: That's what it says, but does that refresh

17    your recollection?  Seeing that you say now I remember there
18    were two in one day and it was the 23rd of February?
19             THE WITNESS: I don't remember specifically the 23rd,

20    I know it was between February 14 and March 21st, 2006.
21             THE COURT: OK.  Next question.
22  Q.  Now this was two weeks after your second apology to
23    Mr. Coyne.  Was there something that caused you to send this
24    email?
25  A.  I think I might have realized there were three
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 1    recommendations in which I recommended lifting the summary

 2    suspension, whereas when I spoke to him on March 24th I
 3    probably was under the impression it was one.  That might have

 4    been why.
 5  Q.  How did you become aware it was three?  Did someone talk to

 6    you?
 7  A.  No.
 8  Q.  You say:  Please advise if any remedial action is
 9    necessary.  Why did you say that?
10  A.  He may have wanted me to reissue the recommendations, to
11    change the recommendation, reissue it.  He may have wanted me

12    to explain further.  I think whatever he wanted me to do to
13    make things easier for him.
14  Q.  Had he told you anything in the interim about problems he
15    was having?
16  A.  He did not.
17  Q.  Now when you issued any of the three rulings, did you
18    believe you had done anything wrong?
19  A.  No, I did not.
20  Q.  Did you believe you were violating any TLC rule?
21  A.  No, I did not.
22  Q.  What was your understanding of his instruction that you
23    should inform him if you ever were going to rule this way
24    again?
25  A.  I believe he wanted me to contact him if I was thinking
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 1    about issuing a recommendation to lift a summary suspension in

 2    the future.
 3  Q.  Did he ever tell you to contact him if you were thinking
 4    about issuing a recommendation to continue a suspension?
 5  A.  No.
 6             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor, leading.

 7             THE COURT: Overruled.
 8  A.  No, he did not.
 9  Q.  And what was your understanding about why you should
10    contact him on one hand when you were lifting a suspension and

11    not if you were continuing a suspension?
12  A.  The message I got was don't lift summary suspensions.
13  Q.  And did you consider this to be a reprimand?
14  A.  Yes.
15             THE COURT: Was your understanding don't lift summary

16    suspensions ever?
17             THE WITNESS: Yes, it was.
18  Q.  And you mentioned that Ms. Bonina called you as well and
19    left a voice mail?
20  A.  She did.
21  Q.  Did you ever have any follow-up conversation with her?
22  A.  I don't recall, but I probably called her back as well.
23  Q.  You don't recall if you ever spoke with her?
24  A.  I can't remember.  I certainly would have.  If she left me
25    a message, I would call her back.  She's the boss's boss.
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 1  Q.  Now were you concerned with being in Ms. Bonina's good
 2    graces as well?
 3  A.  Absolutely.
 4             MR. ACKMAN: Can we show the witness Plaintiff's

 5    Exhibit 83.
 6  Q.  Is that on your screen, Mr. Gottlieb?
 7  A.  Yes, it is.
 8             MR. ACKMAN: Just for the record, this is three
 9    documents on one exhibit.
10             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No objection, your Honor.
11  Q.  Do you recognize this document, Mr. Gottlieb?
12  A.  Yes, I do.
13  Q.  What is it?
14  A.  This was a recommendation to the TLC chairperson I had
15    written regarding a summary suspension matter in which I
16    recommended lifting the summary suspension.
17  Q.  Now is this one of the recommendations that Mr. Coyne was

18    upset about?
19  A.  Yes.
20  Q.  Now referring you to the one that's marked A-187 at the
21    top, you say in your recommendation that the driver was issued

22    a desk appearance ticket or DAT?
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  Why was that significant?
25  A.  Two reasons.  One, it suggested to me that this was not
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 1    being considered as serious a matter as an instance in which a
 2    DAT would not have been issued; and number two, it also -- for

 3    the summary suspension to be lifted by the TLC they would first

 4    have to obtain confirmation from the DA's office that the
 5    underlying matter was either dismissed or was going to result
 6    in a non-criminal disposition.  The case is not assigned to an
 7    assistant district attorney until the first appearance in
 8    court.  So if you're issued a DAT, your court case won't be
 9    heard for about a month or two months in advance, so there's no

10    one from the DA's office for the TLC representative to speak to

11    to get a feel to whether or not this was a serious case or
12    would result in a criminal disposition.
13             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor, as to the

14    witness's expert opinion on how criminal matters are processed
15    now or in the past.
16             THE COURT: Well, overruled.  I don't think he's being

17    offered as an expert, he's being asked to explain why he
18    included a particular fact in his recommendation.  Overruled.
19  Q.  How did you know what you just told us about what a DAT was

20    and its significance?
21  A.  From my practice.
22  Q.  Which practice?
23  A.  I worked for the Legal Aid Society, criminal appellant
24    attorney, I had done some misdemeanor trial work.
25  Q.  And you mentioned at the bottom of this recommendation, the
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 1    bottom of the first page, you talk about the driver's TLC
 2    record, is that correct?
 3  A.  Yes.
 4  Q.  DMV record, too?
 5  A.  Yes.
 6  Q.  Why was that significant?
 7             THE COURT: In your mind.
 8  A.  To me it is evidence that he is capable of performing
 9    within the rules of DMV and the TLC and that he's demonstrated

10    his ability to be law abiding.
11  Q.  And then you say something in the paragraph above that
12    about the incident that led to the arrest.  Do you see that?
13  A.  Sorry, which line are you referring me to?
14  Q.  I'm referring to the paragraph that starts Mr. X, the
15    bottom of that paragraph.
16  A.  Where it says, "When he stopped?"
17  Q.  Right.
18  A.  When he stopped to offer assistance, the pedestrian
19    declined assistance and walked away.  A policeman allegedly
20    witnessed this exchange and took no action.
21  Q.  Why was that significant in your mind?
22  A.  Sorry, could I just read to myself for one second?
23  Q.  Sure.
24  A.  OK, I read the statement.
25  Q.  Why did you include that in your recommendation?
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 1  A.  Well, if there was any criminal conduct, presumably the
 2    policeman who witnessed what happened would have taken some

 3    action right then and there rather than waiting eleven days.
 4  Q.  Looking at the second page of this document, you see where

 5    you say:  As such, Mr. Hardekopf has no way of ascertaining the

 6    severity of the allegations beyond the fact that a DAT has been

 7    issued?
 8  A.  I do see that.
 9  Q.  Why was that significant enough to be included in your
10    report?
11  A.  Again, because this is a DAT, there's nobody in the
12    district attorney's office for the TLC to speak with about the
13    severity of the case and whether or not it's likely to result
14    in a criminal disposition.
15  Q.  So you thought Mr. Hardekopf would be speaking to someone

16    about what had happened?
17  A.  That was my understanding as to how a summary suspension

18    could be lifted by the TLC, they would have to speak to the
19    assigned district attorney and ascertain that this was going to
20    result in a non-criminal disposition.  Unless they heard that
21    from the DA's office, then they wouldn't go ahead and lift the
22    summary suspension.
23  Q.  And you say -- you speak of an overwhelming likelihood this

24    prosecution will result in a non-criminal disposition.  First
25    of all, does that mean he's innocent?
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 1  A.  It just meant in my opinion this was not going to result in
 2    a criminal conviction.  At best he would maybe get a violation,
 3    but even that was pretty doubtful.
 4  Q.  Why did you put that in your report?
 5  A.  I didn't think it would be fair to leave the guy on
 6    suspension on a case that really didn't seem to have much of a
 7    chance of resulting in a criminal conviction which would become

 8    the basis for revocation of the license.  So it didn't seem
 9    fair to leave the guy in limbo pending simply having the case
10    assigned to a DA who could then relay to TLC this was not a
11    serious matter.
12  Q.  Moving to the recommendation --
13             THE COURT: But just so I'm clear, with the DA saying

14    this is not a serious matter I expect this will probably be
15    resolved with a violation, would that be enough to justify
16    lifting a suspension?
17             THE WITNESS: I don't know without -- that was my

18    understanding.
19             THE COURT: In your experience that would be enough?

20             THE WITNESS: Yes.
21             THE COURT: In lieu of a formal resolution, a
22    representation by an assistant district attorney would be
23    sufficient?
24             THE WITNESS: That was my understanding.
25  Q.  Would that kind of representation by the assistant district
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 1    attorney, would that come before you as an ALJ or was that
 2    something that would come out --
 3  A.  No, that would be a private conversation between a TLC
 4    representative, like Marc Hardekopf, and the assigned assistant
 5    district attorney.
 6  Q.  So it had nothing to do with your hearing?
 7  A.  Nothing to do with me and my hearing.
 8  Q.  Moving to the document with A-189 at the top, dated
 9    February 23, 2006.  Actually let me ask you something about the

10    first one first.  Did you conclude that the driver in that case
11    was innocent of the charges?
12  A.  No.
13  Q.  Now going to the one marked 1-189, February 23, 2006, again

14    you say there was a desk appearance ticket.  Is that
15    significant for the same reason as it was in the first
16    recommendation we talked about?
17  A.  Yes.  First, to me it suggests that it's not a serious
18    matter as in instance in which there is no DAT; second, in
19    terms of fairness of not having the case assigned to an
20    assistant district attorney so that TLC could get some insight
21    into the merits of the case and whether or not it could result
22    in a criminal disposition.
23  Q.  In your experience, did a lot of the summary suspension
24    hearings involve DATs?
25  A.  I don't recall that.
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 1             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor.
 2             THE COURT: Overruled.  What percentage of the ones

 3    you handled involved DATs?
 4             THE WITNESS: I don't have a specific recollection,

 5    but I don't think it was that common.
 6             THE COURT: It wasn't that common.
 7             THE WITNESS: I don't think so.
 8  Q.  But you mentioned in the one marked A-189, summons alleges

 9    an unspecified incident occurred on January 13, 2006.
10    Mr. Hassain indicated through counsel that on the date in
11    question he was attempting to separate two drivers who were
12    fighting.
13             Why was that significant enough to be included in your
14    recommendation?
15  A.  I don't recall specifically why I included that.  It may
16    have been those were the only facts regarding the incident that
17    were available to me.  I honestly don't remember why I put that
18    in there.
19  Q.  Did the TLC, through Mr. Hardekopf, ever put in any facts
20    about the incident that led to the arrest?
21  A.  Not beyond whatever the formal charging document was
22    presented and filed, no.
23  Q.  The abstract?
24  A.  The abstract.
25             THE COURT: Were criminal complaints ever in the file?
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 1             THE WITNESS: I don't think so, no.
 2             THE COURT: If there was ultimately an indictment, was

 3    that in the file?
 4             THE WITNESS: No, simply be from an arrest, that's the

 5    way I think it worked.
 6             THE COURT: And the abstract was prepared by
 7    Mr. Hardekopf or somebody from the TLC?
 8             THE WITNESS: Right, some sort of computer print out

 9    that I want to say simply had data relating to who was arrested
10    and the time, the date and the charges, but no -- I don't
11    recall there being details as to the facts of the arrest.
12             THE COURT: But as you remember it, was there
13    something that Hardekopf or someone from TLC typed up and
14    summarized or just a printout from some other database?
15             THE WITNESS: I believe it was a printout from some

16    other database.
17             THE COURT: Do you know what database it was?
18             THE WITNESS: Without looking at the file, I don't
19    recall.
20             THE COURT: Next question.
21    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
22  Q.  Do you recall -- actually we do have his name, Mr. Hassain,

23    do you recall whether you found him credible?
24  A.  I don't recall, and quite frankly, I doubt I would have
25    allowed him to testify.
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 1             THE COURT: It says here that his lawyer related these

 2    facts.
 3             THE WITNESS: Correct, right.  I would never allow him

 4    to speak if there was a pending criminal matter.
 5             THE COURT: Why?
 6             THE WITNESS: I didn't want the state to try to
 7    leverage a TLC proceeding to use his statements against him.
 8  Q.  You wouldn't allow him to speak even if he wanted to?
 9  A.  No, I wouldn't.
10  Q.  Now you mention in the paragraph below that that he had
11    only one -- has never committed a traffic violation.  Why did
12    you mention that?
13  A.  To me it was relevant to his fitness to maintain a license.
14    Showed that he was capable of abiding by all laws, rules,
15    regulations.
16  Q.  The paragraph below you will mention that the misdemeanor

17    was alleged to have been committed 20 days earlier.  Why did
18    you mention that?
19  A.  Again, I guess it was a little unusual that it was such a
20    large gap in between the alleged incident and the arrest.
21  Q.  Why was that significant?
22  A.  Well, generally if something is significant occurs, someone
23    violates criminal law, it's going to be reported immediately
24    and action will most likely be taken immediately.
25             THE COURT: If there's a desk appearance ticket, when
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 1    does the complaint get written up, if ever?
 2             THE WITNESS: Well, the defendant wouldn't receive the

 3    actual supporting affidavit until first court appearance.
 4             THE COURT: So at that point there would be a
 5    complaint or indictment or might dismiss the case.
 6             THE WITNESS: Yeah, might dismiss on first appearance.

 7             THE COURT: All right.  Go ahead.
 8    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 9  Q.  On the second page of that document, the February 23, 2006

10    document, you say again:  As such, Mr. Hardekopf has no way of

11    ascertaining the severity of the allegations beyond the fact
12    that a DAT has been issued.
13             Why did you include that in the report?
14  A.  Again, there's no way for the TLC to get any insight into
15    the likelihood that this is going to result in a criminal
16    disposition, so they would, by default, leave him on suspension
17    until it's resolved.
18  Q.  And you speak of an overwhelming likelihood this
19    prosecution would result in a non-criminal disposition.  Why
20    was that significant?
21  A.  Again I didn't think it was fair leaving him on suspension
22    for what seemed to be a weak case.
23             (Continued on next page)
24   
25   
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 1  Q.  Did that mean you thought he was not guilty of the criminal
 2    charges?
 3  A.  No, it just meant, A, I didn't see a strong likelihood that
 4    this would result in a criminal conviction; and, B, he was put
 5    in unfortunate circumstances, that because the case was weak,
 6    he would actually wind up remaining on suspension longer than

 7    someone who was not issued a DAT and just put through the
 8    system.
 9  Q.  And in this one, you concluded he should be taken off
10    suspension?
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  And just to be clear, when you issued that recommendation,
13    was he taken off suspension?
14  A.  I don't know.
15  Q.  Did there have to be some further action, as far as you
16    knew?
17  A.  Right.  This was a recommendation from me to the TLC
18    chairperson.  The TLC chairperson was free to accept my
19    recommendation or reject my recommendation.
20             THE COURT: How would you know what the chairman did?

21             THE WITNESS: I wouldn't.  To this day, I can only
22    infer what happened.
23             THE COURT: What if you wanted to know?  Was there a

24    database or something you could look to or no?
25             THE WITNESS: No, there was not.
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 1    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 2  Q.  In this decision, you mentioned you reviewed the CAMIS
 3    printout, a review of CAMIS.  First of all, what's CAMIS?
 4  A.  I want to say CAMIS was the TLC database that contains the

 5    driver's disciplinary record for TLC violations.
 6  Q.  And at the hearings, did the TLC prosecutor, Mr. Hardekopf,

 7    review the CAMIS printout with you, or indicate what it said?
 8  A.  I doubt it.  I don't specifically recall, but I would not
 9    expect him to review CAMIS, no.
10             THE COURT: How would you know what the CAMIS record

11    revealed?
12             THE WITNESS: It either would have been printed out,

13    put into the file, or I might have just looked it up on the TLC
14    computer at the office.
15  Q.  So you had access to the CAMIS files?
16  A.  Yes, I did.
17  Q.  Was it your practice in each case to look at the CAMIS
18    printout or the CAMIS file?
19  A.  Yes.
20  Q.  And why did you do that?
21  A.  Again, I don't recall whether it was a standard component
22    of these case files, but I would expect it to be in there,
23    quite frankly.
24  Q.  And why did you do it?  Why did you review it?
25  A.  To review all of the evidence pertaining to his character
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 1    and fitness, and his ability to abide by rules, regulations.
 2  Q.  Let's move on to the one that's marked A-191, that's dated
 3    March 3, 2006.  Do you see that?
 4  A.  Yes, I do.
 5  Q.  In this one you mentioned --
 6             THE COURT: What exhibit is this?
 7             MR. ACKMAN: It's all Exhibit 83.  There's three
 8    different documents within 83, three recommendations.
 9             THE COURT: I haven't received it, actually.  You
10    haven't offered it.
11             MR. ACKMAN: I think we did, but I'll move to admit

12    now, your Honor.
13             THE COURT: I don't care if it's in the binder; it's
14    not evidence.  I think you asked the witness if he recognized
15    it.  Ms. O'Sullivan said no objection.  But I don't think you
16    ever actually offered it.
17             MR. ACKMAN: I'll do it now.  Move to admit.
18             THE COURT: Okay.  So Plaintiffs' 83 is received.
19             (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 83 received in evidence)
20             THE COURT: Just so the record is clear.  I don't want

21    there to be any confusion as to what's in and what's out.
22             MR. ACKMAN: Sure.  Thank you, your Honor.
23    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
24  Q.  In the third paragraph of this recommendation, you talk
25    about an examining psychologist.  Can you read that for the
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 1    record?
 2  A.  I'm sorry, which paragraph?
 3  Q.  The third paragraph.
 4  A.  Mr. Redacted appeared and submitted a report completed by

 5    the Court.  I can't read that next word, project, assessing
 6    Mr. Blank's condition.  The examining psychologist concludes
 7    that Mr. Blank does not exhibit any signs or symptoms of an
 8    anger disorder or substance abuse disorder.  Report includes a
 9    statement made by the complaining witness indicating her desire

10    to have the charges dropped against Mr. Blank.
11  Q.  Why was that significant enough to appear in your
12    recommendation?
13  A.  The last statement, that the complaining witness is
14    indicating that they are not going to cooperate, to me that
15    suggests that this case is not going to result in a criminal
16    disposition.
17  Q.  What about the part about anger disorder and substance
18    abuse disorder, why was that significant?
19  A.  Again, it just makes the likelihood of a criminal
20    disposition that much lower.
21  Q.  Again, you mention in the paragraph below, a view of CAMIS.

22    Was that something you took upon yourself to review?
23  A.  Again, I don't specifically recall if the CAMIS abstract
24    was in the file or whether or not I accessed it independently
25    on the TLC computer, but I did review it, yes.
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 1  Q.  However you came to review it, did you think the driver's
 2    prior record was relevant?
 3  A.  Yes.
 4  Q.  Flipping to the second page of that document -- I guess not
 5    flipping, but scrolling -- do you see that?
 6  A.  Yes, I do.
 7  Q.  You mention that the driver was arrested 38 days after the
 8    alleged incident.  Why is that significant enough to be in your
 9    report?
10  A.  Again, it goes to the strength of the case and the
11    likelihood that this is going to result in a criminal
12    disposition.
13  Q.  It says "noncriminal disposition."
14  A.  It seemed pretty clear to me that this was not going to
15    result in a criminal disposition, no.
16  Q.  And does that mean you assessed the evidence and found the

17    driver not guilty?
18  A.  No.
19  Q.  And, again, you recommended lifting the suspension here.
20  A.  Yes, I did.
21  Q.  And this is what led to Mr. Coyne emailing you and calling
22    you; is that right?
23  A.  This is one of the three decisions that led to his message
24    to me, yes.
25  Q.  Following your conversation with Mr. Coyne, what was your
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 1    understanding about what, if anything, could cause a judge to
 2    recommend a suspension be lifted?
 3  A.  After talking with Tom about these three recommendations,

 4    it became clear to me that my role was simply to determine one

 5    factual issue:  Was the person before me actually arrested and
 6    charged with a criminal offense.
 7  Q.  After your conversation with Mr. Coyne, was it your
 8    understanding that you were supposed to consider whether or not

 9    the driver had a prior criminal record?
10  A.  That wouldn't be relevant, no.
11  Q.  By the way, at the hearings, were you given any information

12    about whether or not the driver had a prior criminal record?
13  A.  Was I given the information as to whether he had a prior
14    criminal record?
15  Q.  Right.
16  A.  I don't recall if there was a rap sheet contained in the
17    file or not.
18  Q.  Did anyone ever say it verbally, whether he had a prior
19    criminal record?
20  A.  In general, you would not get a TLC license if you had a
21    prior criminal record.
22  Q.  Did they say at the hearing specifically -- did they say or
23    did they not say at the hearings whether the driver had a prior
24    criminal record?  And when I say "they," I mean the TLC
25    prosecutor.
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 1  A.  I don't recall whether they comment on a prior criminal
 2    record.
 3  Q.  Do you have access to that information the same way you had

 4    access to the CAMIS printouts?
 5  A.  No, only if it was contained printed out in the file would
 6    I see that.
 7  Q.  After your conversation with Mr. Coyne --
 8             THE COURT: Let me just interrupt.
 9             The point you made a moment ago is that, in general,
10    you would not get a TLC license if you have a prior criminal
11    record.
12             THE WITNESS: That's correct.
13             THE COURT: So virtually every cab driver didn't have

14    a criminal record.
15             THE WITNESS: That's correct.  There might be one or

16    two exceptions, but by and large --
17             THE COURT: In terms of conviction, what if there was

18    an arrest, but no conviction, would that prevent you from
19    getting a license?
20             THE WITNESS: That would not prevent you from getting

21    a license, no.
22             THE COURT: So would the existence or nonexistence of

23    arrests be relevant?
24             THE WITNESS: No, it would not.
25             THE COURT: Go ahead.  Next question.
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 1    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 2  Q.  In each cases that we discussed, the three that we
 3    discussed, did you conclude that there was insufficient
 4    evidence to conclude that the driver posed a risk to public
 5    welfare or safety?
 6  A.  I'm sorry, can you restate that?
 7  Q.  In each of the cases that we discussed, did you conclude at
 8    the end of the hearing that the driver posed a threat to public
 9    health or safety?
10  A.  Correct.  I found insufficient evidence exists to conclude
11    that he poses a risk to the public welfare pending final
12    resolution of the matter.
13  Q.  And after your conversation with Mr. Coyne, was it your
14    understanding that you were supposed to consider whether or not

15    the driver had been arrested before?
16  A.  I would not consider anything other than was this man
17    arrested as alleged in this piece of paper.
18  Q.  Just for the record, did you consider, after your
19    conversation with Mr. Coyne, the facts and circumstances that
20    led to the arrest?
21  A.  No.
22  Q.  After your conversation with Mr. Coyne, did you consider
23    whether a driver was likely to be found guilty of the criminal
24    charges?
25  A.  No, I would not.
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 1             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, these are leading
 2    questions.  We object.
 3             THE COURT: Overruled.
 4             These are basic summary questions.  I'll allow them.
 5  Q.  After your conversation with Mr. Coyne, did you consider
 6    whether the charges were likely to result in a noncriminal
 7    disposition?
 8  A.  No, I would not.
 9  Q.  After your conversation with Mr. Coyne, did you ever
10    consider whether the driver was released without being made to

11    post bail?
12  A.  No, I would not.
13  Q.  And after your conversation with Mr. Coyne, did you
14    consider whether a driver was given a DAT?
15  A.  No.
16  Q.  After your conversation with Mr. Coyne, did you consider
17    anything about the driver's work history?
18  A.  No.
19  Q.  Did you consider anything about his maturity and demeanor?

20  A.  No.
21  Q.  Did you consider anything about whether there was a
22    hardship to him for being suspended?
23  A.  No.
24  Q.  Did you consider whether there was probable cause to make

25    the arrest?
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 1  A.  No.
 2  Q.  Did you consider anything about the quality or quantity of
 3    the evidence against him?
 4  A.  No.
 5  Q.  Did you consider the identity or possible bias of any
 6    complaining witness?
 7  A.  No.
 8  Q.  Was it your understanding, after your conversation with
 9    Mr. Coyne, that the suspension -- that after the hearing, the
10    suspension should be continued in all cases?
11  A.  That's correct.  So long as the person before me was, in
12    fact, arrested, he would remain on suspension, absolutely.
13             THE COURT: Did you make any assessment of your own on

14    the dangerousness of the driver?
15             THE WITNESS: I didn't consider that to be relevant.

16  Q.  Is this before or after --
17  A.  This was after speaking with Tom on March 24th.
18  Q.  Before your conversation with Mr. Coyne, did you make that

19    assessment?
20  A.  Yes, I thought it was fair game, yes.
21  Q.  Thank you.  No further questions.
22             THE COURT: Cross-examination.
23    CROSS-EXAMINATION
24    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
25  Q.  Mr. Gottlieb, you said that after your conversation with
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 1    Mr. Coyne, you decided that you would never lift the suspension

 2    or never recommend to lift the suspension.
 3             THE COURT: Could you raise your voice a little bit; I

 4    have trouble hearing you.
 5             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Sorry.
 6  Q.  I believe you were saying that after your conversation with
 7    Mr. Coyne, you personally resolved never to lift the suspension

 8    after that; is that correct?
 9  A.  It was made pretty clear to me not to do that.
10  Q.  Did Mr. Coyne actually say, "Never lift the suspension
11    again"?
12  A.  No, I think he said, "Never lift a suspension again without
13    first calling me to talk about it."
14  Q.  And do you remember in 2007 that you signed a declaration

15    in this litigation, and that you described your thoughts at
16    that time concerning this issue?
17  A.  Do I recall signing it?  No, I'm sorry.
18             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, this isn't an exhibit;

19    we're using it for impeachment purposes.
20             THE COURT: That's fine.  You can impeach him.
21             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Okay.  May I approach?
22             THE COURT: Yes.  You don't have to ask.
23             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Oh, good.  Oh, never mind.  It's

24    going to be on the screen.
25             THE COURT: All right.
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 1             THE WITNESS: Is this my deposition?
 2             THE COURT: Let's just wait till you see what it is.
 3             THE WITNESS: Okay.
 4             MS. O'SULLIVAN: If you could minimize it, so you

 5    could see --
 6  Q.  Is the font size good for you?
 7  A.  Yes, I can read it.
 8             THE COURT: Do you recognize it?
 9             THE WITNESS: Honestly, I don't remember this, but if

10    you scroll down, I'll take a look at the signature.
11             Yup, that's my signature.  Yes, I signed this.
12             THE COURT: Okay.
13  Q.  Would you like to read that first paragraph?  Not out loud;
14    just to refresh yourself.
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  And when you're ready, we'll go to the next page.
17             (Pause)
18  A.  Okay.  You can go to the next page.
19  Q.  If I could draw your attention to Paragraph 3 of the next
20    page, the second sentence.  Does it reference the three email
21    communications that we've been talking about?
22  A.  Okay.  Paragraph 3.  Okay, I read Paragraph 3.
23  Q.  Now, Paragraph 4, beginning with the second sentence, could

24    you read that out loud.
25  A.  "I was not reprimanded for exercising my discretion, but
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 1    for basing my recommendation on grounds specifically identified

 2    in the ALJ manual as improper in a summary suspension hearing,

 3    i.e., the likelihood that the underlying prosecution would
 4    result in a criminal conviction."
 5  Q.  And then the next paragraph, if you could read starting
 6    with the second sentence, Paragraph 5.
 7  A.  "I did not promise ever again to exercise my discretion.  I
 8    resolved to myself to adhere to the standards set forth in the
 9    ALJ manual for summary suspension hearings.  I never promised

10    anything to anyone as far as recommendations I would issue
11    after presiding over a summary suspension hearing."
12  Q.  And just a couple -- two more paragraphs.
13             Paragraph 6, if you could read that.
14             THE COURT: To himself?
15  Q.  I'm sorry, out loud.
16  A.  Paragraph 6.
17  Q.  Paragraph 6, please.
18  A.  The entire thing?
19  Q.  Yes, please.
20  A.  "Prior and subsequent to the above-referenced email
21    communications between myself and Deputy ALJ Coyne, the manner

22    in which I was treated by my superiors at TLC remains the same

23    and was positive.  Deputy ALJ Coyne did not limit or alter my
24    responsibilities and/or assignments subsequent to the
25    above-referenced email communications.  My request to Chief ALJ
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 1    Elizabeth Bonina as to the days and number of hours I was
 2    assigned were honored, similar to the manner in which my
 3    requests were honored prior to the above-referenced email
 4    communications."
 5  Q.  Thank you.
 6             Just one more.  Paragraph 7, if you could read that,
 7    beginning -- well, I guess the whole thing, or the first two
 8    sentences.
 9  A.  "To the extent the statement designated as No. 18 of
10    plaintiffs' premotion conference letter attempts to link my
11    departure from TLC with the above-referenced email
12    communications, there is no connection."
13  Q.  You can read the next sentence, please.
14  A.  "I was not forced to leave the employment of TLC, but chose

15    to seek other employment for economic reasons.  And TLC
16    announced to all ALJs that it would begin enforcing a weekly
17    limit on the number of hours worked by ALJs."
18  Q.  And if I could draw your attention back to Exhibit
19    Plaintiffs' No. 83 that we are looking at.
20  A.  Yes.
21  Q.  And the first document, I believe, it's at the top --
22             THE COURT: Do you have it?
23  Q.  Oh, I'm sorry.
24  A.  I don't see it, no.
25  Q.  I'm sorry.
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 1             THE COURT: Either put it back on the screen or give

 2    him a hard copy.  So we're going to put it on the screen?
 3             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Plaintiffs' counsel will.  Thank you.

 4             THE COURT: What page?
 5             MS. O'SULLIVAN: I believe it's the first one, A-187.

 6    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
 7  Q.  And wasn't the subject of this suspension hit and run, the
 8    hit-and-run allegation against a taxi cab driver?
 9  A.  I'm sorry, what's the question?
10  Q.  The type of criminal offense that you reviewed at this
11    summary suspension hearing, wasn't it the hit-and-run statute
12    of the penal law?
13  A.  It's leaving the scene of an accident involving personal
14    injury, a Class A misdemeanor.
15  Q.  Isn't that the hit-and-run statute, as it's commonly known?
16  A.  I mean --
17             THE COURT: Well, did you understand that to be --

18  A.  Sounds like a hit and run, yeah.
19  Q.  Now, doesn't a probable cause finding that a taxi cab
20    driver committed hit-and-run provide a reasonable basis for TLC

21    to be concerned about the fitness of this driver to drive
22    around the City of New York?
23  A.  Well, I mean that --
24  Q.  A yes or no.
25  A.  That's the point, there was no probable cause.
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 1  Q.  I'm asking a yes-or-no question.
 2  A.  Are you?
 3             THE COURT: Just answer the question.
 4             THE WITNESS: Sorry.
 5  A.  Can you restate the question?
 6  Q.  Wasn't the driver arrested and charged --
 7             THE COURT: Well, no.  Ask the question that you
 8    asked, then you can come back to this one.
 9             MS. O'SULLIVAN: All right.
10  Q.  Doesn't the arrest notice that caused TLC to instigate the
11    suspension hearing indicate that the driver was arrested and
12    charged with hit-and-run?
13             MR. ACKMAN: Objection.
14             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer.
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  And now back to my other question:  Is it unreasonable for
17    TLC to be concerned about the taxi-riding public when there's
18    been a probable cause finding that a taxi cab driver committed
19    hit-and-run?
20             MR. ACKMAN: Objection.
21             THE COURT: Do we need him to opine on the
22    reasonableness of this?
23             MS. O'SULLIVAN: I guess because of all the testimony

24    on his reasonableness of lifting the suspension.
25             THE COURT: Overruled.  I don't think that's what this
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 1    is about.
 2             MS. O'SULLIVAN: All right.
 3  Q.  And then with regard to --
 4             THE COURT: Sustained, I'm sorry.  I meant sustained.

 5             THE WITNESS: Can I ask a quick question?
 6             MS. O'SULLIVAN: The objection was sustained.
 7             THE COURT: I sustained the objection.
 8             THE WITNESS: Oh, I'm sorry.
 9  Q.  And now A-189.  Isn't it true the driver was charged with
10    menacing in the second degree?
11  A.  That's correct.
12  Q.  And isn't it correct that while you heard testimony from
13    the driver's counsel, you didn't hear the other side of the
14    circumstances from the arresting officer, the complaining
15    victim; is that correct?
16  A.  I don't think I heard any testimony.
17  Q.  Okay.  And then with regard to A-191, wasn't the charge
18    assault in the third degree, a Class A misdemeanor?
19  A.  Correct.
20  Q.  And isn't it true that you didn't get to question the
21    examining psychologist; you merely looked at a report?
22  A.  Correct.
23  Q.  And isn't it true that you didn't hear testimony from the
24    arresting officer of the complaining victim?
25  A.  Correct.
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 1             MS. O'SULLIVAN: I think that's it, your Honor.
 2             THE COURT: There might be another one.  Ms. Weinblatt

 3    seems to have a thought.
 4             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Oh, your Honor, if I could -- I'm

 5    sorry.
 6             THE COURT: That's okay.  Chat with co-counsel.  It's

 7    always good practice to chat with co-counsel before you --
 8             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Pardon me.
 9             THE COURT: Go ahead and talk to her.
10             (Pause)
11             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I didn't ask that you

12    move the declaration into evidence.
13             MR. ACKMAN: Judge, I thought it was to --
14             THE COURT: I think it was offered to impeach.  There

15    are several things that actually you introduced that didn't
16    really impeach his testimony on direct, including his reasons
17    for leaving the TLC, I don't think he went into that.  Did you
18    imply that he left TLC because of --
19             MR. ACKMAN: I never asked anything about that.
20             THE COURT: I think certain portions will be
21    admissible.  I think Paragraphs 4, 5, and 6 had relevant
22    portions that certainly can be considered to impeach the
23    testimony.
24             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Four, 5, and 6.
25             THE COURT: But I don't think Paragraph 7, and
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 1    certainly not the entire thing.
 2             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Okay.
 3             THE COURT: All right?  But he's already read it into

 4    the record, so what's read into the record is in evidence.
 5             MS. O'SULLIVAN: If I can reserve our right to call

 6    Mr. Gottlieb on direct --
 7             THE COURT: Yes.
 8             MS. O'SULLIVAN: -- in the future, in case we --
 9             THE COURT: Give him notice.
10             MS. O'SULLIVAN: And we'll work around his schedule,

11    of course.
12             THE COURT: So you're not off the hook totally,
13    Mr. Gottlieb.  We may see you again.
14             MR. ACKMAN: I have some redirect.
15             THE COURT: But there may be some redirect first.
16             That's fine.
17             MR. ACKMAN: Is she not done?
18             THE COURT: Defense, any further questions?
19             MS. O'SULLIVAN: I'm sorry.  Yes, we're done for now.

20             THE COURT: Okay.  So redirect.
21    REDIRECT EXAMINATION
22    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
23  Q.  Mr. Gottlieb, you were shown a declaration that you said
24    you signed?
25  A.  Yes.
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 1  Q.  Did you write that declaration?
 2  A.  No.
 3  Q.  Who wrote it?
 4  A.  I don't know.
 5  Q.  Who gave it to you to sign?
 6  A.  Honestly, I don't remember.
 7             THE COURT: You read it before you signed it, right?

 8             THE WITNESS: Yes, I read it.  I'm guessing it was
 9    corporate counsel.
10             THE COURT: Don't guess.
11             That's your signature on there, and that's your
12    declaration.
13             THE WITNESS: Absolutely.
14             THE COURT: Do you dispute that you understood the

15    declaration when you signed it?
16             THE WITNESS: Not at all.
17  Q.  When you signed it, were you still working for the TLC?
18  A.  When did I sign it?
19             MR. ACKMAN: Do you have a copy?
20             MS. O'SULLIVAN: 2007, summary judgment motion.

21  A.  2007 I was not working for the TLC.
22  Q.  Were you still concerned about being in the good graces of
23    the TLC?
24  A.  Not at all.
25  Q.  You didn't want to get a good reference from them for
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 1    future employment?
 2  A.  No.
 3  Q.  You said, in Paragraph 4, you were not reprimanded, and
 4    today you said you were reprimanded; is that correct?
 5  A.  I think I did say today that I was reprimanded, yes.
 6  Q.  Was that accurate?
 7  A.  No, I guess I should have chosen a different word.
 8  Q.  What word would you choose?
 9  A.  Something slightly less than "reprimanded."  I wasn't
10    formally censured or punished; I was spoken to.
11  Q.  Were you admonished?
12             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, objection.  He's already

13    answered the question.  This is leading.
14             THE COURT: Overruled.
15             You can answer.  I'm not sure what the technical
16    significance of an admonishment is, but go ahead.  I mean how
17    would you characterize it?  If not a reprimand, then what?
18             THE WITNESS: I wasn't formally punished; I wasn't

19    reprimanded in that sense.  Was I spoken to?  Is that an
20    admonishment?  I guess, yes, that's an admonishment.
21    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
22  Q.  Were you worried about being punished or formally punished?

23  A.  Sure, I was definitely aware of that possibility.
24  Q.  Were you worried about being fired?
25  A.  I was worried, I'd say, more about having hours cut or my
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 1    assignment changed to Long Island City, things of that nature.
 2  Q.  So you were worried about being demoted, is that fair?
 3  A.  I was worried about potential difficulties, yes.
 4  Q.  Were you worried about -- when you said -- you were worried

 5    about your hours being cut, is that what you said?
 6  A.  Potentially, yes.
 7  Q.  So that means your income would have been reduced; is that

 8    right?
 9  A.  Yes, I was paid by the hour.
10  Q.  And you said, in fact, your hours were not reduced; is that
11    correct?
12  A.  That's correct.
13  Q.  And in order to make sure they were not reduced, is that
14    why you apologized not once, but twice?
15             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor.  Leading.

16             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer.
17  A.  Yes.  In any instance where my supervisor seems to be
18    unhappy with me in this job, my current job, any job, I will do
19    what is necessary to try to rectify that situation.
20  Q.  So you were concerned about preserving your income, right?

21  A.  Yes.
22  Q.  And that's why you never ruled for a driver --
23             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection.
24             MR. ACKMAN: This is redirect, your Honor.
25             THE COURT: You're not supposed to lead on redirect
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 1    either.
 2             MR. ACKMAN: He's not my witness per se.  If anything,

 3    he's an adverse witness.  Either way, I'll rephrase it, if you
 4    want.
 5             THE COURT: He doesn't seem to be an adverse witness.

 6    I don't think he falls under the heading of an adverse witness.
 7    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 8  Q.  In any event, were you concerned about preserving your
 9    income?
10             I think I already asked that.
11             Were you concerned that if you lifted -- recommended
12    lifting another suspension, that that might cause you problems
13    at the TLC?
14  A.  I would expect, yes, that would be -- I would have
15    considered it to be insubordination if I were to recommend
16    lifting a suspension, after having gone through this -- this
17    incident with Tom over these three.
18  Q.  And as for the one -- as to the three times you did
19    recommend lifting a suspension, would you have done that if you

20    thought the driver was a danger to passengers?
21  A.  No, I would not.
22  Q.  And as you sit here today, do you think those three
23    recommendations were correct?
24  A.  Yes, I do.
25             MR. ACKMAN: Nothing further, your Honor.
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 1             THE COURT: Correct by what standard?  The standard of

 2    the 1998 ALJ --
 3             THE WITNESS: In terms of do I find them to be a
 4    threat to the riding public, did I find there to be
 5    insufficient evidence, I would keep the ruling the same.  I
 6    think it's correct in that regard.
 7             THE COURT: All right.  But I mean at the time you
 8    were -- at the time you made the recommendation, what did you

 9    understand the standard to be?  What did you understand you
10    were being asked to decide?
11             THE WITNESS: I thought that this was a temporary

12    suspension hearing to see whether or not this would result in a
13    criminal disposition; to see if there would be a basis by which
14    this person could be -- have his license revoked, basically.
15             So, in my mind, I was determining whether or not they
16    were currently fit, given the prima facie evidence that they
17    have been arrested, that they're engaged in unlawful conduct,
18    was there sufficient evidence to warrant continued suspension;
19    were they still fit to drive a cab or not.
20             THE COURT: Assuming the truth of the allegation or

21    did you think your role was -- let me rephrase.
22             Did you think your role was to predict the outcome of
23    the criminal case or something different?
24             THE WITNESS: No, no, I thought it was to determine

25    whether or not this person was still fit to drive a cab, given
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 1    the fact that they had been arrested.
 2             THE COURT: And "still fit to drive a cab" means that

 3    they were not dangerous?  Is dangerous part of the equation?
 4             THE WITNESS: That's part of the equation, sure.  Are

 5    they a danger to the riding public?  Are they capable of
 6    following rules and regulations in light of the fact that they
 7    had been arrested?  And also, yeah, I did consider, you know,
 8    the likelihood of criminal disposition.  Was this likely to go
 9    anywhere, you know, if it was likely to get -- to not result in
10    a criminal disposition, I didn't see the point in keeping them
11    on suspension.
12             THE COURT: All right.  Anything else?
13             MR. ACKMAN: I have redirect.
14             THE COURT: What's that?
15             MR. ACKMAN: I would like to redirect after your
16    Honor's questions.
17             THE COURT: That's fine.  Go ahead.
18             Look, it's a bench trial, so I'm the fact-finder.
19    It's useful for me to ask some questions.  But if, after my
20    questions, you have follow-up, I'll certainly give you that
21    opportunity.  I don't want to close the record on my last word.
22    RECROSS EXAMINATION
23    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
24  Q.  So are you saying that if someone is convicted of
25    hit-and-run, they might still be fit to drive a cab --
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: Objection.
 2  Q.  -- in the City of New York?
 3             THE COURT: Overruled.
 4  A.  If they're convicted, no, they would not be.
 5  Q.  So wasn't it a fair characterization to say that what you
 6    did at that hearing really was predict the likelihood of
 7    innocence or guilt?
 8  A.  No, I was predicting the outcome of the charges, and
 9    whether it would result in a criminal disposition.
10  Q.  I think that's the same thing.
11             THE COURT: Well, let's not argue.  You can ask a
12    question.
13             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Okay.
14             MR. ACKMAN: I do have two follow-ups, your Honor.

15             THE COURT: Okay.
16    REDIRECT EXAMINATION
17    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
18  Q.  Mr. Gottlieb, do you know if these alleged hit-and-run --
19    do you know if that occurred while the driver was driving a
20    taxi or his own car?
21  A.  Honestly, I don't know.
22  Q.  And was there a TLC rule when you were a judge that said
23    you could have your license revoked even if you're convicted of

24    a hit-and-run in your own car?
25  A.  I don't recall a specific rule.
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 1  Q.  Was there a general rule?
 2  A.  I thought there was a general rule regarding your fitness
 3    to maintain the license as a common carrier; and that a
 4    criminal conviction, yes, that would pretty much disqualify you

 5    from maintaining a license; and particularly if you hurt
 6    someone with your vehicle, yeah, you would be disqualified from

 7    maintaining a TLC license.
 8  Q.  Was there a TLC rule that said if you were convicted of a
 9    crime that was committed off-duty that said you couldn't keep
10    your license?
11  A.  I can't cite a formal rule.
12  Q.  I'm not asking you to cite the rule; I'm asking you if
13    there was a rule.
14  A.  I'm not aware of a rule, no.
15  Q.  Now, after your conversation with Mr. Coyne, was it your
16    understanding that you should not lift a suspension for any
17    reason, regardless of what the standard was?
18  A.  That was my understanding, yes.
19  Q.  Thank you.
20             THE COURT: Anything else, Ms. O'Sullivan?
21             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor.
22             But we were wondering if this is -- if we're finished
23    with Mr. Gottlieb, if we could take a short break.
24             THE COURT: Okay.  We're going to break in about a

25    little before one anyway.
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 1             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Oh, okay.
 2             THE COURT: Look, if people are uncomfortable, then

 3    I'll give you a chance.  It's not my goal to injure people.
 4             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Just a quick one.
 5             THE COURT: Okay.  That's fine.
 6             So are we done with Mr. Gottlieb?
 7             MR. ACKMAN: Yes, your Honor.
 8             THE COURT: Great.  Mr. Gottlieb, you can step down.

 9             Everyone can use the rest room.  We'll convene in five
10    minutes.
11             MS. O'SULLIVAN: And, your Honor, we will reserve our

12    rights to recall --
13             THE COURT: Yes, you said that.
14             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Okay.
15             THE COURT: Thanks, Mr. Gottlieb.  You can leave the

16    stuff there.  And have a good day.
17             THE WITNESS: Thanks.  You, too.
18             (Witness excused)
19             (Recess)
20             THE COURT: Our next witness?
21             MR. WEINER: Your Honor, plaintiffs call Thomas Coyne.

22             THE COURT: Okay.  Mr. Coyne.
23   
24   
25     THOMAS COYNE,
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 1         called as a witness by the Plaintiffs,
 2         having been duly sworn, testified as follows:
 3             THE COURT: Please have a seat.  State your name and

 4    spell your name for the record please.
 5             THE WITNESS: My name is Thomas Coyne.  T-H-O-M-A-S,

 6    C-O-Y-N-E.
 7             THE COURT: All right.  Mr. Coyne, good afternoon.  If

 8    you need a glass of water or something, let me know.
 9             THE WITNESS: Great.
10    DIRECT EXAMINATION
11    BY MR. WEINER: 
12  Q.  Good afternoon, Mr. Coyne.  We just met outside.
13             First question is, were you present in the courtroom
14    during any of Mr. Gottlieb's testimony?
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  For what portion?
17  A.  I would say the first, I don't know, 15, 20 minutes.
18  Q.  Are you currently employed?
19  A.  Yes.
20  Q.  And where is that?
21  A.  The New York City Department for the Aging.
22  Q.  And does that mean you're an employee of New York City?
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  How long have you worked in your current job?
25  A.  I started there February 2009.
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 1  Q.  Prior to that, did you work for the city?
 2  A.  Yes.
 3  Q.  Can you take us through your work history prior to that?
 4  A.  Sure.
 5             From, I believe, August 2007 till February 2009, I
 6    worked at the New York City Department for Consumer Affairs.

 7    And before that, I worked from 1990 to 2007 at the Taxi and
 8    Limousine Commission.  And -- on a part-time, per diem basis.

 9    And from 1990 to, I think, 2007, I worked at the Environmental

10    Control Board.  And somewhere in there I also worked at the
11    Parking Violations Bureau.
12  Q.  While you were at the TLC, what jobs did you have?
13  A.  I started as an administrative law judge; then I became a
14    supervising judge; and then I became deputy chief judge.
15  Q.  And prior to that, had you served as a judge at any point
16    in your career?
17  A.  Prior to Taxi, no.
18  Q.  And did you receive training at TLC in terms of how to
19    perform your role as a judge?
20  A.  When I first started in 1990, we got a -- I would say a
21    one-day training class, that was it.
22             THE COURT: What do you do at the Department of Aging?

23             THE WITNESS: I'm the director of the integrity and

24    responsibility unit.  We oversee not-for-profit contractors,
25    services for seniors.
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 1             THE COURT: So not judging.
 2             THE WITNESS: No.
 3  Q.  While at TLC, were you aware that they had a policy of
 4    suspending driver's licenses who had been arrested for certain
 5    crimes?
 6  A.  Yes.
 7  Q.  And the driver had an opportunity to request a hearing to
 8    determine whether his license should be continued while that
 9    criminal case was pending; is that right?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  And can we refer to those as "summary suspension hearings"?

12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  Is that a term you've heard before?
14  A.  Yes.
15  Q.  When you were at TLC, was it explained to you the purpose

16    of those hearings, those summary suspension hearings?
17  A.  Yes.
18  Q.  What was the purpose as explained to you?
19  A.  The way it was explained to me was the agency wanted to
20    summarily suspend licensees who, based on emergency action,

21    they either committed a serious consumer complaint or they were

22    arrested for some matter, some criminal charge.
23  Q.  Was there any issue to be decided at these hearings in
24    terms of whether the driver's continued licensure posed a
25    threat to the safety of the public?
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 1  A.  Yes.
 2  Q.  So that was an issue you understood to be determined at the
 3    summary suspension hearings?
 4  A.  Yes.
 5             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I just ask that the
 6    questions not be in leading form.
 7             THE COURT: Overruled.  Go ahead.
 8  Q.  When you were a judge at TLC, did you adjudicate personally

 9    any summary suspension hearings?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  Can you give us a sense of how many of those you worked on

12    over the years?
13  A.  Well, I would say there was a ten-year period where I did
14    hearings like that.  I don't know off the top of my head, maybe
15    several hundred.
16  Q.  And in your role as a supervising ALJ, did you supervise
17    other ALJs who adjudicated summary suspension hearings?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  And any sense of, ballpark, about how many of those you
20    supervised?
21  A.  How many judges who did summary suspension hearings?
22  Q.  Well, my question was not that complete.  The question was

23    really how many hearings were you supervising in your role as a

24    supervisor.
25             THE COURT: Did you supervise the hearings?
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 1             THE WITNESS: I didn't supervise the hearings, no.
 2  Q.  You supervised the judges who held the hearings?
 3  A.  Correct.
 4  Q.  What was the range, roughly speaking, of the number of
 5    judges you supervised in that capacity?
 6  A.  I think we had a roster between 10 to 15 judges over a
 7    ten-year period.
 8  Q.  Now, at the summary suspension hearing, what was the burden

 9    on the TLC's lawyer -- let me take a step back.
10             At a summary suspension hearing, who was present?
11  A.  Who was present?  The licensee was present, and the
12    prosecutor for the Taxi and Limousine Commission, and the
13    judge.
14  Q.  What was the burden on the TLC prosecutor at that hearing?

15  A.  The TLC prosecutor had to come in and argue that these
16    charges, as defined by the penal code, show that the licensee
17    poses a risk to the public while driving a taxi.
18             THE COURT: When you say "these charges," what do

19    you --
20             THE WITNESS: Criminal charges.
21             THE COURT: So just assault in the third degree or the

22    allegations contained in a complaint?
23             THE WITNESS: No, just the assault in the third degree

24    as defined by the penal code.
25             THE COURT: So the penal code statute.
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 1             THE WITNESS: Correct.
 2  Q.  And what did the TLC lawyer have to show in order to meet

 3    the TLC's burden?
 4  A.  He would have to argue --
 5             THE COURT: He would have to show, right -- what would

 6    he have to show?
 7             THE WITNESS: He would have to show that the licensee

 8    posed a risk to the public based on the penal code definition.
 9  Q.  What documentary proof did the TLC prosecutor in the
10    hearings you were involved with present to address that
11    question?
12  A.  All he presented was the -- what we call the DCJS, Division

13    of Criminal Justice Services, arrest notification, and a copy
14    of the penal code defining that particular arrest charge.
15  Q.  And what role did the judge have at these hearings?
16  A.  You were to listen to what the TLC prosecutor said
17    regarding the charges; you were to determine -- you were to
18    assume that the charges were true; and, as defined by the penal
19    code, does the licensee pose a risk to the public.
20  Q.  And were you aware of the types of offenses, criminal
21    offenses, for which the TLC would suspend a driver?
22  A.  Well, when I sat on hearings, I was aware of those charges.
23             THE COURT: Were you aware of a list of charges that,

24    as a general matter --
25             THE WITNESS: I heard --
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 1             THE COURT: Let me finish.
 2             -- that the TLC believed were reflective of
 3    dangerousness, or did you just take it on a case-by-case basis
 4    and see what the charge was in that case?
 5             THE WITNESS: I heard there was a list, but I took it

 6    on a case-by-case basis.
 7  Q.  You may have alluded to this earlier, but just to nail it
 8    down, what was the standard that the judge was to apply at the
 9    summary suspension hearing?
10  A.  The standard that you were to apply was to assume the
11    charges were true as defined by the penal code; and then the
12    prosecutor would show a nexus between those charges and
13    operating a taxi.
14             THE COURT: What does that mean, "a nexus between"?

15             THE WITNESS: The prosecutor would argue that these

16    charges posed a risk to the public by driving a taxi.  And he
17    would argue the nature of driving a taxi and how stressful it
18    was, things to that effect.
19  Q.  Who established this standard that you just testified to?
20  A.  I don't know.
21             THE COURT: How did you learn about the standard?

22             THE WITNESS: I would say in 1997/1998, I was trained,

23    along with some other judges, by the chief ALJ at the time.
24  Q.  And as part of your training, were you shown a manual that
25    covered the summary suspension hearings?
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 1  A.  Not in 1997 or '98, whenever I was first trained.
 2  Q.  At some point did you become aware of a manual for ALJs
 3    that addressed how to handle summary suspension hearings?
 4  A.  In 2000 there was a new ALJ manual, yes.
 5  Q.  And did you have any role in preparing that manual?
 6  A.  We were asked to work on drafts.  We were given copies of
 7    policies and cases.  We were asked to draft what was in effect
 8    at the time.  And that was subject to revision and editing by
 9    the chief judge, the director of adjudications, I believe the
10    general counsel, the deputy general counsel.
11  Q.  Is that who had asked you to draft the manual, the people
12    you just referenced?
13  A.  I was among the judges that was asked to contribute and
14    draft -- put together something based on what they gave us,
15    memos and whatnot.  And that was the 2000 manual, yes.
16  Q.  And did you draft any of the sections related to summary
17    suspension hearings, you personally?
18  A.  I don't remember.  It's possible that when I looked at the
19    2000 manual, there could have been sentences, paragraphs, that

20    I had written in a draft, and ultimately that was accepted.
21    But there were things there that I didn't do.
22  Q.  Why don't we show you what's been marked as Plaintiffs'
23    Exhibit 55.
24  A.  Okay.
25  Q.  It should come up on your screen.
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 1             THE COURT: Is it on your screen?
 2             THE WITNESS: No.
 3             THE COURT: Not yet.
 4             THE WITNESS: Can I turn?
 5             THE COURT: You can.  It's a little big.  Do what you

 6    can.  It's not well-designed, given the constraints of that
 7    box.
 8             THE WITNESS: Okay.
 9             MR. WEINER: And, Mike, why don't you scroll through

10    the other two pages so Mr. Coyne can see what we were going to

11    see in the exhibit.
12             THE COURT: It's a little hard to read.  Can you make

13    it larger?
14    BY MR. WEINER: 
15  Q.  Mr. Coyne, do you recognize what's been marked as
16    Plaintiffs' Exhibit 55?
17  A.  These three pages?
18  Q.  Yes.
19  A.  Yes.
20  Q.  Okay.  And what are they?
21  A.  They are pages from the ALJ manual from 2000.
22  Q.  So these are pages from the manual that you were just
23    testifying about; correct?
24  A.  Correct.
25             THE COURT: That you were involved in drafting and
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 1    editing?
 2             THE WITNESS: I wasn't editing.  I was involved in

 3    drafting, submitting a draft, based on what they gave us.
 4  Q.  And if you could look at Page 1 of the document, which has

 5    a heading "Authors, Editors, and Contributors."
 6  A.  Yes.
 7  Q.  And your name is listed.  Do you see that?
 8  A.  Yes.
 9  Q.  Consistent with your testimony, you participated in
10    drafting this manual to some extent; correct?
11  A.  Yes.
12             THE COURT: Are you offering it?
13             MR. WEINER: Yes, your Honor, we offer it into
14    evidence.
15             THE COURT: Plaintiffs' 55.  Any objection?
16             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, no objection.
17             THE COURT: Plaintiffs' 55 is received.
18             (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 55 received in evidence)
19  Q.  Now, if you'd look at the second page of the document,
20    which is Page 16 on the bottom, and Section 6 entitled "Summary

21    Suspension Hearings."  Do you see that?
22  A.  Mm-hmm.
23  Q.  Now, you've seen this section before testifying today?
24  A.  Yes.
25  Q.  And you were familiar with this section at the time you
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 1    were acting as an ALJ hearing summary suspension hearings?
 2  A.  Yes.
 3  Q.  Did you consider this section binding on ALJs?
 4  A.  Yes.  This and what I was taught prior to this manual being
 5    published, yes.
 6  Q.  Now, in the first paragraph, it references that whenever
 7    the commission chairperson finds that emergency action is
 8    required to ensure the health, safety, or welfare of the
 9    public, he/she may order the summary suspension of a commission

10    license pending revocation proceeding.  Do you see that?
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  And that's what you testified to earlier about the arrest
13    and suspension process?
14  A.  Yes.
15  Q.  Now, the next paragraph references fitness hearings.  What
16    were fitness hearings?
17  A.  Fitness hearings.  Fitness hearings were like a large
18    umbrella.  And under them were applicant fitness hearings,
19    reapplicant fitness hearings, drug test fitness hearings,
20    post-conviction fitness hearings.  They had what were called
21    discretionary revocation fitness hearings, where they were
22    seeking to revoke the license of a licensee who I believe
23    violated TLC rules and the rules did not provide for
24    revocation.  And there was a fitness component to that type of
25    a case.
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 1  Q.  And did ALJs hear all these kinds of fitness hearings?
 2  A.  Yes.
 3  Q.  And a summary suspension hearing was a type of fitness
 4    hearing?
 5  A.  Yes.
 6  Q.  Now, it says, "Unlike fitness hearings, a licensee whose
 7    license has been summarily suspended must request a hearing
 8    concerning the suspension within ten calendar days of receipt
 9    of the notice of the suspension."
10             Do you see that?
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  And was that the rule, that they had to request a hearing?
13  A.  My understanding was they had to request a hearing.
14  Q.  And that was different than other fitness hearings?
15  A.  I believe for fitness hearings they had to have a hearing,
16    because they were seeking revocation of the license, and you
17    couldn't revoke the license unless there was a formal hearing.
18  Q.  And if you look at the rest of that paragraph, do you see
19    that, "If the licensee does not request a hearing, none will be
20    held."  Do you see where it says that?
21  A.  Yes.
22  Q.  And was that your understanding of the process at the time,
23    the TLC policy at the time?
24  A.  If the licensee does not request a hearing, there is no
25    summary suspension hearing?
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 1  Q.  Yes.
 2  A.  Yes.
 3  Q.  Now, in the next paragraph, it references what the issue
 4    before the ALJ is.  Do you see that?
 5  A.  Yes.
 6  Q.  Now, it also talks about the fact that the licensee has
 7    been arrested.  And then it says -- and I'm reading the second
 8    sentence -- "for an offense that the commission believes poses
 9    a threat to the public welfare."  Do you see that?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  Do you know why the commission thought any of these
12    offenses posed a threat to the public welfare?
13             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection.  I don't know what he

14    means by "these offenses."
15             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer the question.

16  A.  I'm sorry.  This starts with:  "These hearings ought to
17    concern a licensee who has been arrested or accused of an
18    offense that the commission believes poses a threat to the
19    public welfare."
20  Q.  Right.
21  A.  The prosecutor would come in and tell us why the commission

22    summarily suspended the licensee.
23  Q.  Okay.  And, in fact, the manual references that the
24    attorney for the TLC will submit documentary evidence regarding

25    the offense, right?
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 1  A.  Yes.
 2             Can you move that up a drop?  Yes.
 3  Q.  And then if you look at the last part of that paragraph,
 4    the last sentence, the "although" sentence, can you just read
 5    that into the record?
 6  A.  "Although the licensee has not been convicted of any
 7    offense, such documents are sufficient evidence from which the

 8    ALJ can conclude that a licensee poses a risk to the public.
 9  Q.  And this was the practice that you followed as an ALJ,
10    hearing summary suspension hearings?
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  And in terms of your supervision of other ALJs, did they
13    follow this practice, as well?
14  A.  I believe so.
15  Q.  Now, the next paragraph -- can you just take a look at
16    that, and I'm going to ask you some questions about it.
17  A.  Sure.
18             THE COURT: Do you know what?  I think that's going to

19    be an important paragraph.  And I have a court security
20    meeting; I'm the chair of that committee, so I have to get
21    running across the street by 1.
22             So why don't we break here, come back in about an
23    hour, grab lunch, be ready to go at 2.  And then we'll go till
24    5:30 today.  Okay?
25             MR. WEINER: Great.
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 1             THE COURT: Great.  Thanks very much.
 2             Mr. Coyne, I'll see you in about an hour.
 3             THE WITNESS: Okay.  Thank you.
 4             (Witness excused)
 5             (Luncheon recess)
 6             (Continued on next page)
 7   
 8   
 9   
10   
11   
12   
13   
14   
15   
16   
17   
18   
19   
20   
21   
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25   
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 1                           AFTERNOON SESSION
 2                              (2:00 p.m.)
 3             THE COURT: OK, Mr. Coyne, why don't you come back up.

 4    Thank you.
 5             Mr. Weiner, whenever you're ready.
 6    BY MR. WEINER: 
 7  Q.  Mr. Coyne, when we broke for lunch we were discussing
 8    Plaintiff's 55, the manual, in connection with dealing with
 9    summary suspensions.  It's on the screen.  Do you see it there?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  And we were coming to the last paragraph beginning:  The
12    ALJ conducting the hearing.  Do you see that?
13  A.  Yes.
14  Q.  I'm just going to read the first two sentences where it
15    says:  The ALJ conducting the hearing shall consider all
16    relevant evidence and afford the licensee an opportunity to
17    proffer argument with respect to the basis for the suspension.
18    However, the standard to be applied in such hearings is not
19    whether the licensee has a likelihood of prevailing on the
20    merits at a subsequent license revocation hearing or pending
21    criminal proceeding.  Do you see that?
22  A.  Yes.
23  Q.  Was that consistent with your understanding of what the
24    hearing was supposed to involve?
25  A.  Yes.
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 1  Q.  Could you read the next sentence, the one in bold?
 2  A.  In italics?
 3  Q.  I guess it's bold and italics, beginning, "The only issue."
 4  A.  The only issue for determination by an ALJ is whether the
 5    acts alleged, if established and substantiated, form a rational
 6    basis for the licensee's continued suspension for the
 7    protection of the public health, safety or welfare.
 8  Q.  Now first of all, do you know who bolded and italicized
 9    that sentence?
10  A.  No, I do not.
11  Q.  Did you understand that that was the only issue for
12    determination at the hearing as stated in that sentence?
13  A.  Yes.
14  Q.  And what possible relevant evidence could be considered if
15    that was the only issue for determination at a summary
16    suspension hearing?
17  A.  The relevant evidence, the way I was instructed, was the
18    DCJS arrest notification and the penal code definition of that
19    arrest charge.
20  Q.  And on that standard, was it your understanding there was
21    only one possible outcome for summary suspension hearings,
22    namely to continue the suspension?
23  A.  No.
24  Q.  How could the recommendation come out any differently?
25  A.  Well, the licensee could argue the charges.  I'm not sure I
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 1    understand your question.
 2  Q.  My question was this was the standard at summary suspension

 3    hearings --
 4  A.  Right.
 5  Q.  -- then whether there was any possible outcome at that
 6    hearing other than for the ALJ to continue the suspension, if
 7    the ALJ were following this standard.
 8  A.  So the ALJ -- the first sentence you're talking about or
 9    the second sentence?
10  Q.  The sentence saying the only issue for determination.
11  A.  I'm sorry, yes, the only issue of determination by the ALJ
12    is whether the acts alleged, if established and substantiated,
13    form a rational basis for the licensee's continued suspension.
14             Yes, I would say that theoretically the licensee could
15    come in and say the charges, if true, are not a threat to the
16    public.
17             THE COURT: The charges are a threat?
18             THE WITNESS: Sorry, the criminal charges has defined

19    by the penal code are not a threat to the public.
20  Q.  Did you ever hear of or learn of a case in which the
21    standard -- it was determined that the standard had not been
22    met?
23  A.  No.
24  Q.  Now just to continue with the rest of this paragraph, then
25    we'll move past this document, but it says at that after the
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 1    hearing the ALJ will make a written recommendation to the
 2    chairperson regarding whether the suspension should remain in

 3    effect or be lifted.  Do you see that?
 4  A.  Yes.
 5  Q.  Was that the process that was followed?
 6  A.  Yes.
 7  Q.  So the ALJ decision is not a final binding decision?
 8  A.  No, it's a recommendation that could be accepted, rejected
 9    or modified.
10  Q.  And that's the last sentence of the manual says this
11    recommendation can be accepted, rejected or modified by the
12    chairperson, correct?
13  A.  Correct.
14  Q.  And are you aware of any recommendations to lift a
15    suspension which were accepted by the chairperson?
16  A.  None that I remember.
17  Q.  And are you aware of any recommendations to continue a
18    suspension which were rejected by the chairperson?
19  A.  None that I remember.
20  Q.  No more questions on that document.
21             THE COURT: Could I ask a couple?
22             With respect to relevant evidence, the ALJ shall
23    consider all relevant evidence.  I think you said before what
24    that was, but I want to make clear.  So what did you consider
25    to be relevant evidence that you would or could consider at a
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 1    hearing?
 2             THE WITNESS: All we were able to consider was the

 3    arrest charges and the definition of that in the penal code.
 4             THE COURT: Where you said all we were allowed to

 5    consider, it doesn't say that in this paragraph, does it?
 6             THE WITNESS: Does it say all we were allowed to
 7    consider?
 8             THE COURT: No, here it says "all relevant evidence."

 9    You interpreted that or someone interpreted that to mean two
10    things, the arrest charges and the penal code description of
11    those charges.
12             THE WITNESS: When this manual came out -- because

13    prior to this there was -- my recollection, there was nothing
14    in writing about summary suspension hearings.  When this manual

15    came out in 2000, the chief ALJ, Lisa Rana -- I was asked
16    questions about this, and I went back and said what's relevant
17    evidence?  Have things changed?  And I was told no, everything

18    is the same, what's relevant is the DCJS arrest notification
19    printout and the penal code definition.
20             THE COURT: And then so I guess I'm curious, what

21    could a licensee do to have the suspension lifted.
22             THE WITNESS: The licensee could come in and say it's

23    not me, the charges are incorrect, the charges have been
24    dismissed, the charges have been reduced.  I think that's what
25    they would be able to prove at the hearing.
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 1             THE COURT: All right.  Go ahead.
 2    BY MR. WEINER: 
 3  Q.  No further questions on the manual, but I want to ask you
 4    this question about whether drivers' continued suspension posed

 5    safety concerns, threats to public safety.  As an ALJ, did you
 6    think the question of whether a driver's continued suspension
 7    was necessary to protect public safety, did you find that to be
 8    a complicated question?
 9  A.  Did I find it to be complicated?  Not the way I was
10    trained.  The way I was trained was:  The charges as defined by

11    the penal code, does this pose a risk to the public?
12  Q.  And in determining whether a suspension should be continued

13    or lifted, I'm going to ask you whether you considered a number

14    of factors.  So in doing that, making that determination, did
15    you consider it relevant whether the driver had any prior
16    criminal convictions?
17  A.  No.
18  Q.  Did you consider it relevant whether the driver had any
19    prior criminal arrests?
20  A.  No.
21  Q.  Did you consider it relevant what the underlying facts and
22    circumstances were that led to the arrest?
23  A.  No.
24  Q.  Did you consider it relevant whether the driver had been
25    given a desk appearance ticket?
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 1  A.  No.
 2  Q.  Did you consider it relevant whether the driver was
 3    required to post bail?
 4  A.  No.
 5  Q.  Did you consider it relevant whether the charged conduct
 6    was committed while the driver was off duty?
 7  A.  No.
 8  Q.  Did you consider it relevant whether the alleged conduct
 9    was in violation of TLC rules?
10  A.  If it was a criminal charge, I didn't consider whether it
11    was in violation of TLC rules.
12  Q.  Did you consider the stability of the driver's work
13    history?
14  A.  No.
15  Q.  Did you consider it relevant whether the driver had a good
16    record or not?
17  A.  No.
18  Q.  Did you take into account the driver's maturity or family
19    background?
20  A.  No.
21  Q.  Did you take into account the quality or quantity of the
22    evidence against the driver?
23  A.  No.
24  Q.  And did you take into account the criminal complaint
25    itself?
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 1  A.  No.
 2  Q.  In fact, you assumed the charges were true?
 3  A.  We were taught to assume the charges are true, that's
 4    correct.
 5  Q.  Did the TLC ever present any evidence in any hearings that
 6    you were the ALJ for regarding whether a taxi driver arrested
 7    for an off-duty crime was likely to later engage in criminal
 8    activity with a passenger?
 9  A.  Could you say that again, please?
10  Q.  Sure.  Did the TLC present any evidence at any hearings,
11    summary suspension hearings that you were overseeing, regarding

12    whether a taxi driver who was arrested for an off-duty crime
13    was likely to later engage in criminal activity with a
14    passenger?
15  A.  No.
16  Q.  Did you hear any cases involving non-violent felonies?
17  A.  Non-violent felonies.  I don't remember.
18  Q.  Did you hear any cases in which the arrest was for a
19    misdemeanor?
20  A.  Yes.
21  Q.  And what percentage, if you can estimate, of the cases you
22    heard involved misdemeanors?
23  A.  I think the bulk of them were misdemeanors, and the only
24    reason -- one of the reasons I say that is because I think with
25    felonies they were in jail or unable to make bail.
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 1  Q.  And can you estimate the percentage of the cases you heard
 2    that involved incidents -- the underlying arrest involved an
 3    incident with a passenger?
 4  A.  Can I -- what was the first part of that?
 5  Q.  For the cases that you heard as an ALJ, can you estimate
 6    the number of those cases where the underlying arrest involved
 7    an incident with a passenger?
 8  A.  Very, very low.
 9  Q.  And for all the cases you heard, how many times did you
10    recommend that a suspension should be lifted?
11  A.  I don't recall ever recommending the suspension be lifted.
12  Q.  I think we touched on this briefly, but part of your
13    responsibilities as a supervising judge was to train other
14    ALJs?
15  A.  Correct.
16  Q.  Did you take that responsibility seriously?
17  A.  Yes.
18  Q.  And did you think it was important to train the judges
19    properly?
20  A.  Yes.
21  Q.  And for them to understand the rules and follow the rules?
22  A.  Yes.
23  Q.  And did you review the ALJ manual that we marked as an
24    exhibit and we have gone over, did you review that with the
25    judges when you were training them?
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 1  A.  Yes.
 2  Q.  Did you tell any of the judges that you were training that
 3    they should do anything differently than what you were doing
 4    when you were adjudicating summary suspension hearings?
 5  A.  No.
 6  Q.  Now do you know an administrative law judge named Eric
 7    Gottlieb?
 8  A.  Yes.
 9  Q.  Do you have a view of Mr. Gottlieb in terms of how he
10    performed his job as an ALJ?
11  A.  My opinion?
12  Q.  Yeah.
13  A.  Yes, he was great.
14  Q.  Now at some point did you become aware that Mr. Gottlieb
15    had recommended lifting a summary suspension?
16  A.  Yes.
17  Q.  And how did you learn about that?
18  A.  I believe Marc Hardekopf in the legal unit who was
19    prosecutor contacted me either by email or by phone and told me

20    that -- words to the effect it was the first time a judge
21    recommended lifting summary suspension.
22  Q.  And what was your reaction to hearing what Mr. Hardekopf
23    told you?
24  A.  I was surprised when I first heard it.
25  Q.  And did you do anything about that or did you respond in
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 1    any way?
 2  A.  When he told me he said -- I believe it was two cases, one
 3    was a taxi driver left the scene of an accident involving his
 4    taxi, and I believe the other one he told me was a driver
 5    assaulted a passenger as they were exiting the taxi.  So based
 6    on that, I was particularly surprised that a recommendation
 7    that the suspension be lifted happened.
 8  Q.  Can we -- I would like to show you what has been marked as

 9    Plaintiff's Exhibit 54.
10             MR. WEINER: And actually I think it's in evidence.

11    Right?  I could be wrong about that.
12             THE COURT: I don't think so.
13             It's not in evidence.
14  Q.  Mr. Coyne, can you take a look at what is marked as
15    Plaintiff's Exhibit 54?
16  A.  I see a portion of it.
17  Q.  There's a series of emails, and do you recognize the
18    emails?
19  A.  Can I read it?
20  Q.  Sure.
21  A.  Yes, I vaguely remember this, yes.
22             MR. WEINER: Your Honor, we offer the Plaintiff's
23    Exhibit 54.
24             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No objection.
25             THE COURT: Recognizing them I don't think makes it
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 1    admissible.  What do you recognize these to be?
 2             THE WITNESS: These were emails from me to Marc

 3    Hardekopf inquiring about cases and his -- I see just two
 4    pieces here on the screen, where -- OK, now I see more.  I'm
 5    inquiring about some cases on March 21, March 22nd, Marc
 6    responds back that the chair has not made any final decision.
 7             THE COURT: Don't read it out loud.  He's asking --
 8  Q.  Do you recognize the emails?
 9  A.  Yes.
10  Q.  And these relate to the conversations you were having or
11    you testified about with Mr. Hardekopf?
12  A.  Yes.
13             THE COURT: No objection to these?
14             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor.
15             THE COURT: All right.  I'll allow them.  I'm not sure

16    if they're being offered for anything but the truth, but let's
17    see.  Plaintiff's 54 is received.
18             (Plaintiff's Exhibit 54 received in evidence)
19             MR. WEINER: Your Honor, they would be admissions as

20    well.
21             THE COURT: Admissions of whom?
22             MR. WEINER: Of a party.  Mr. Coyne was employed by

23    the city at the time he wrote these.
24             MS. O'SULLIVAN: He's not an employee.
25             THE COURT: But he's the agent of one of the
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 1    defendants.  Well, there's no objection, so --
 2    BY MR. WEINER: 
 3  Q.  Mr. Coyne, on March 21st, 2006, you sent an email to
 4    Mr. Hardekopf and Sheryl Buto.  Who is Ms. Buto?
 5  A.  She's an attorney at the -- was an attorney at the taxi
 6    commission.
 7  Q.  And this is referencing two recommendations which I think
 8    you started to reference earlier in your testimony, is that
 9    right?
10  A.  Sorry, they're referencing --
11  Q.  They're referencing ALJ recommendations in two cases?
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  One of them is the recommendation from Mr. Gottlieb, right?

14  A.  Towards the bottom, yes.
15  Q.  In your email you say -- I'm on the second page now, if you
16    could look at that.  You say I will speak to Gottlieb.  Do you
17    see that?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  And did you speak to Mr. Gottlieb about this?
20  A.  Yes.
21  Q.  And what do you remember saying to him in that
22    conversation?
23  A.  I asked him why he recommended lifting the suspension, and

24    I asked him why he used the standard that was different from
25    what we were taught to use.  He cited I believe that it was a
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 1    desk appearance ticket and the likelihood of the licensee
 2    prevailing at a criminal hearing below.
 3  Q.  And that was improper, as far as you were concerned?
 4  A.  Yes, that wasn't the standard we were supposed to use.
 5  Q.  Now if we look at the email above that, there's an email
 6    from Mr. Hardekopf to you the next day, Wednesday 3/22/2006.

 7    Do you see that?
 8  A.  Yes.
 9  Q.  And he said the chair has not made any final decisions
10    regarding these two licensees.  However, I believe that today
11    the chairperson will sign off on reinstating the license of
12    Jonas Guerrier, number 486369, who was arrested for assault.
13    ALJ Gottlieb recommended that his license be reinstated before

14    his court case is officially concluded.  Do you see that?
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  Do you know why Mr. Hardekopf thought the chairperson was

17    going to sign off on that reinstatement?
18             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor, speculation.

19             THE COURT: It may not be speculation, but I'm not
20    sure it's proper for this witness.
21  Q.  Did you discuss that with Mr. Hardekopf?
22  A.  That the chairperson was going to sign off?
23  Q.  Right.
24  A.  I don't recall discussing that, no.
25             THE COURT: Do you have an understanding to whether
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 1    the license was reinstated for that licensee?
 2             THE WITNESS: I don't remember.
 3  Q.  And do you see Mr. Hardekopf said I think today will be the

 4    first time a summary suspension case has been decided in favor

 5    of a driver by the chairperson?
 6  A.  Yes.
 7  Q.  And again, do you know whether the chair did in fact uphold

 8    that?
 9  A.  No, I do not.
10  Q.  Now you wrote back to Mr. Hardekopf about an hour later.
11    Do you see that?  Your top email.
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  10:00 a.m. on March 22nd.
14  A.  Yes.
15  Q.  And you wrote:  Marc, I think you failed to realize that
16    Gottlieb did not abide by our current summary suspension rules

17    concerning arrests.  Did you see that?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  Did you communicate that same thought to the chair
20    regarding Mr. Gottlieb's decision?
21  A.  I don't think so, no.
22  Q.  And then you say if the ALJs now -- and you underline in
23    bold "now" -- have the authority to lift summary suspensions,
24    then this change should be in writing since it conflicts with
25    the ALJ manual and my understanding of current policy.  Do you
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 1    see that?
 2  A.  Yes.
 3  Q.  So as of March 22, 2006, is it fair to say that you did not
 4    believe ALJs had the authority to lift summary suspensions?
 5  A.  No, I believe they had the authority to lift summary
 6    suspensions as long as they abided by the standard:  The
 7    charges, if true, do they pose a risk to the public.
 8  Q.  And what did you think --
 9             THE COURT: How could a charge pose a risk to the

10    public?  The licensee poses a risk to the public if the charges
11    are true.  Isn't that what you mean?
12             THE WITNESS: Well, we weren't supposed to consider

13    any facts regarding the licensee, so we were told:  These
14    charges, if true, do they pose a risk to the public?
15             THE COURT: Well, the conduct, if true.
16             THE WITNESS: The conduct.
17             THE COURT: Means a person accused of that conduct

18    would pose a risk to the public.
19             THE WITNESS: Correct.
20             THE COURT: All right.
21    BY MR. WEINER: 
22  Q.  Was the ALJ manual changed in any way to reflect a change

23    in policy?
24  A.  In May 2007 another ALJ manual came out, and what I
25    remember was there was nothing in it regarding the standard for
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 1    summary suspension.  But the year 2000 ALJ manual in effect,
 2    no, there was no change to that.
 3             THE COURT: Again, as far as you were concerned, the

 4    only issues that could be disputed at a hearing were whether
 5    the arrestee was in fact the person who had been arrested and
 6    whether the charges that were levied were in fact true or some
 7    different charge.
 8             THE WITNESS: Yes, or the charges were dismissed,

 9    right.
10             THE COURT: But otherwise, no consideration of the

11    individual characteristics of the licensee.
12             THE WITNESS: Absolutely not.
13  Q.  Did you review the Gottlieb decisions to recommend lifting
14    the summary suspensions?
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  Let's show those to you.  This is in evidence, Exhibit 83,
17    Plaintiff's Exhibit 83.
18             Mr. Coyne, we pulled up on the screen Plaintiff's
19    Exhibit 83 in evidence.  And if you would look at that you will
20    see there are three summary suspension decisions by
21    Mr. Gottlieb in the February and March 2006 period.
22  A.  OK.
23  Q.  Now without reviewing every line, do you believe these are
24    the decisions you reviewed at the time?
25  A.  Yes.
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 1  Q.  And did you find anything improper about Mr. Gottlieb's
 2    assessment of the issue other than that he had considered guilt
 3    or innocence issues?
 4  A.  I don't understand the question.
 5  Q.  What was your -- what did you think Mr. Gottlieb had done
 6    wrong in issuing these recommendations?
 7  A.  He used the standard that we were not instructed to use for
 8    summary suspension hearings.  I believe after we spoke he
 9    informed me the standard that he did use I believe was the
10    standard we use for regular fitness post-conviction hearings or
11    re-applicant hearings and he didn't use the standard that we
12    were told we had to use for summary suspension hearings.
13  Q.  If I could direct your attention to the bottom of the first
14    page, and in this paragraph of the recommendation Mr. Gottlieb

15    says:  A review of CAMIS indicates Mr. X obtained his medallion

16    operator's license in July of 2004.  He's been convicted of
17    only one TLC rule infraction, operating a taxi without an E-Z
18    Pass, 6/28/2005.  A review of Mr. X's DMV abstract indicates he

19    has never committed a traffic violation.
20             Do you see that?
21  A.  Yes.
22  Q.  Did you believe Mr. Gottlieb had done anything wrong in
23    considering those two facts which are cited in his
24    recommendation?
25  A.  We were instructed only to use the summary suspension
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 1    standard, which was:  The charges, if true, as defined by the
 2    penal code, does the person pose a risk to the public?
 3             So this standard was not the correct standard for a
 4    summary suspension hearing.
 5  Q.  And if I could direct your attention to the second page,
 6    the last line before it says "Accordingly," do you see that?
 7    It says:  I find insufficient evidence exists here to conclude
 8    that he poses a risk to the public welfare pending final
 9    resolution of this matter.
10             Do you see that?
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  Did you disagree with his conclusion?
13  A.  I would disagree with it because he was using the wrong
14    standard.  He was using a standard that we weren't instructed
15    to use for a summary suspension hearing.
16  Q.  Did you reach your own conclusion to whether this driver
17    posed a risk to the public welfare pending final resolution of
18    the matter?
19  A.  I don't know what I did in 2006, but when I read over the
20    recommendations that were submitted for review, I applied the
21    standard that we were supposed to apply.  So I suspect my
22    practice back then, if I did that when I read this, I would
23    have thought the charges, if true, as defined by the penal
24    code, does the licensee pose a risk to the public; and that all
25    of these other things that Eric took in account, these other
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 1    factors, were not factors that we were supposed to take into
 2    account for summary suspension hearing.
 3  Q.  If you turn to the next page of the exhibit, it's the
 4    second decision by Mr. Gottlieb, and just direct you similar
 5    paragraph at the bottom of that page.  Before I get to that
 6    paragraph, the third paragraph indicates that the driver was
 7    given a desk appearance ticket.  Do you see that?
 8  A.  Yes.
 9  Q.  And did Mr. Gottlieb, in your view, do something wrong in
10    considering the fact there was a desk appearance ticket in
11    making his determination in recommending lifting the
12    suspension?
13  A.  It was a factor that we were not to consider for summary
14    suspension hearings.
15  Q.  Then looking at the paragraph regarding the CAMIS which
16    indicated there was only one TLC rule infraction and no traffic
17    violations, do you see that?
18  A.  Sorry, that's the next paragraph down?
19  Q.  Right.
20  A.  OK.  And your question is?
21  Q.  Did Mr. Gottlieb do anything wrong, in your view, in
22    considering those facts in making his determination?
23  A.  We were not to consider these factors.
24  Q.  So he did something wrong?
25  A.  Correct.
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 1  Q.  And turning to the next page, again the last sentence
 2    before the "Accordingly," which Mr. Gottlieb said, "I find
 3    insufficient evidence exists here to conclude that he poses a
 4    risk to the public welfare pending final resolution of this
 5    matter," did you disagree with Mr. Gottlieb's conclusion?
 6  A.  Yes.
 7  Q.  Did you make your own determination as to whether this
 8    driver posed a risk to the public welfare pending final
 9    resolution of the matter?
10             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, this wasn't --
11             THE COURT: What's the objection?
12             MS. O'SULLIVAN: He was asking the witness did he make

13    a decision on this particular suspension.  That's not a fact in
14    the record.  This was --
15             THE COURT: Did you form your own determination?  Did

16    you form a conclusion in your own mind as to whether this
17    driver posed a risk to the public welfare?
18             THE WITNESS: Can you back it up so I could read what

19    it says?
20             I don't know what I did in 2006, but my practice was
21    to read what the judges did, and the charges, if true, as
22    defined by the penal code, that was the standard I used.
23  Q.  Is it your testimony that you're not sure whether you
24    reviewed this decision at the time it came out?
25  A.  No, I remember these decisions in a global way because it
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 1    was so out of the ordinary for Eric.  So I remember going
 2    through these decisions with him, and I remember saying to him

 3    why did you use this standard, and he told me he made a
 4    mistake.
 5  Q.  And in reviewing these decisions, did you or did you not
 6    reach any conclusion as to whether this driver posed a risk to
 7    the public welfare pending final resolution of the matter?
 8  A.  I would say reading this, I don't have a copy of the penal
 9    code, I don't know exactly what this is, but I would say if
10    someone was charged with menacing and I read the penal code and

11    it sounded like they posed a risk to the public, I would have
12    concluded this licensee should have remained on suspension.
13  Q.  And if we could turn to the third decision.  You'll see in
14    the second paragraph it refers to the charge being assault in
15    the third degree, which allegedly occurred during a domestic
16    dispute with the driver's wife.
17  A.  OK.
18  Q.  Do you see that?
19  A.  Yes.
20  Q.  And in the third paragraph it references a conclusion from
21    an examining psychologist that the driver did not exhibit any
22    signs or symptoms of anger disorder or substance abuse
23    disorder, and that the report includes a statement made by the
24    complaining witness indicating her desire to have the charges
25    dropped.  Do you see that?
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 1  A.  Yes.
 2  Q.  And in your view, did Mr. Gottlieb do something wrong in
 3    considering these facts?
 4  A.  Yes.
 5  Q.  The first sentence says Mr. Blank was arrested 38 days
 6    after the alleged incident.  Do you see that?
 7  A.  Yes.
 8  Q.  Was it proper for Mr. Gottlieb to consider that fact in
 9    making his determination?
10  A.  No.
11  Q.  And in the last sentence, again Mr. Gottlieb says:  I find
12    insufficient evidence exists here to conclude that he poses a
13    risk to the public welfare pending final resolution of this
14    matter.  Did you agree with that conclusion?
15  A.  No.
16  Q.  Did you think Mr. Gottlieb had done something wrong in
17    reaching that conclusion?
18  A.  Yes, he applied the wrong standard.
19  Q.  Did you reach your own conclusion to whether this driver
20    posed a risk to the public welfare pending final resolution in
21    the matter?
22  A.  I believe in 2006 I applied the standard I was supposed to
23    apply and I reached the conclusion that he should have remained

24    on suspension.
25             THE COURT: It's a different question.  Do you think
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 1    it's irrelevant whether this particular driver posed a threat
 2    to the safety of the public?
 3             THE WITNESS: Sorry, do I think --
 4             THE COURT: Is it relevant that this particular driver

 5    poses a risk of safety?
 6             THE WITNESS: No, we had to look at the charges.  The

 7    charges, if true, does that pose a risk to the public.
 8             THE COURT: So at the hearing -- is it fair to say at
 9    the hearing the ALJ doesn't consider whether the particular
10    licensee poses a danger but simply considers whether the
11    charges are sufficiently serious to pose a safety concern?
12             THE WITNESS: Yes.
13             THE COURT: And so how can a driver argue that the

14    charges don't pose a safety concern?
15             THE WITNESS: The driver would have to come in and say

16    these charges, if true, don't pose a risk to the public, and
17    then they would have to persuade the judge of that, and the
18    judge would then be able to recommend lifting the suspension.
19             THE COURT: But the driver couldn't say I have never

20    done anything before, I have never been accused before, I'm a
21    pacifist, I don't eat meat, all that stuff, that's irrelevant?
22             THE WITNESS: If they said it, we were told to put it

23    into the record.
24             THE COURT: But it's irrelevant to your decision.
25             THE WITNESS: Correct.
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 1             THE COURT: So all they could argue is have a
 2    philosophical decision about whether menacing in the third
 3    degree is sufficiently serious?
 4             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 5             THE COURT: So the driver would be expected to come in

 6    with case law and legislative history that might inform the
 7    judge on the subject?
 8             THE WITNESS: All we were allowed to consider, the way

 9    we were taught, was the arrest notification and the penal code
10    definition of that arrest charge.  That's it.  And the licensee
11    would have to come in and say based on that definition, those
12    charges are not a threat to the public.  That's what we were
13    allowed to consider.
14             THE COURT: But that's, in essence, a statement of
15    opinion, right?
16             THE WITNESS: Yes, the prosecutor would argue that

17    they should stay on suspension, and theoretically the licensee
18    would argue that the definition of assault in the third, I
19    intended to injure someone and I injured them -- no, the charge
20    is someone who injuries someone intentionally is not a threat
21    to the public.  And based on that, the judge would have to say
22    I'm persuaded by that, I'm going to recommend lifting the
23    suspension.
24             THE COURT: But it's a relatively high level
25    philosophical discussion about the nature of the charges that
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 1    has nothing to do with the individual characteristics of the
 2    licensee.
 3             THE WITNESS: We were not allowed to consider anything

 4    about the licensees, the facts and circumstances or anything
 5    like that.
 6             THE COURT: All right.
 7    BY MR. WEINER: 
 8  Q.  Now did you think that Mr. Gottlieb's decisions reflected a
 9    change in the rules?
10  A.  Did I think his decisions reflected a change in the rules?
11  Q.  Let me withdraw that.  Did you think TLC was adopting a
12    different standard at that point?
13  A.  Based on Eric's recommendation?
14  Q.  Yeah.
15  A.  No.
16  Q.  Did you discuss any -- the impact of these decisions with
17    other TLC officials that Mr. Gottlieb was recommending lifting

18    the suspensions?
19  A.  I remember after Marc Hardekopf contacted me I contacted
20    Joseph Eckstein, the director of adjudications, who I reported
21    to on fitness issues, and told him what I had been told.  And I
22    may have told the chief ALJ.
23  Q.  And just following up on the questions that the judge was
24    asking you, if a driver would have put in evidence about his
25    background or his history or his driving record, there would be
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 1    no purpose in putting that evidence in, right?
 2  A.  We were told to let them argue, let them put in evidence,
 3    make it part of the record, reflect it in your recommendation
 4    to the chairperson, but it could not be taken into
 5    consideration when you decided whether the charges posed a risk

 6    to the public.
 7  Q.  So I want to show you what's been marked as Plaintiff's
 8    Exhibit 46.  Mr. Coyne, do you recognize what's been marked as

 9    Plaintiff's Exhibit 46?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  And what is it?
12  A.  It's an email from me to Amy Bann.  I think she was called
13    the litigation liaison to the general counsel Charles Fraser.
14  Q.  And it related to the summary suspension standards?
15  A.  Yes.
16             MR. WEINER: Your Honor, we offer Plaintiff's Exhibit

17    46.
18             THE COURT: Any objection?
19             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor.
20             THE COURT: Plaintiff's 46 is received.
21             (Plaintiff's Exhibit 46 received in evidence)
22  Q.  Now you wrote:  Amy, as per our conversation yesterday,
23    please let me know the outcome of your conversation with Chuck

24    regarding any changes that the LALJs are required to use in
25    summary suspension recommendations.
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 1             Do you see that?
 2  A.  Yes.
 3  Q.  Now what made you have a conversation with Ms. Bann about

 4    potential changes to summary suspension recommendations?
 5  A.  I believe when I spoke to Joseph Eckstein and told him what

 6    happened with Eric's recommendations, I believe there were
 7    other judges asking me if there were changes that they were to
 8    take into account when making summary suspension
 9    recommendations.  And he instructed me call or contact Amy
10    Bann, she's the litigation liaison I think was her title, and I
11    did.  And we had a conversation about what the standard was and

12    what the standard I understood it to be and I was trained on.
13  Q.  And in the second paragraph of your email you wrote:
14    Specifically, do the ALJs have the discretion to recommend that

15    a summary suspension be lifted where a criminal matter or
16    serious consumer matter has not yet been favorably disposed of?

17             Do you see that?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  So at that time in March of 2006, what was your
20    understanding as to the ALJs having or not having discretion to

21    recommend lifting of a summary suspension in those
22    circumstances?
23  A.  They had to use the standard:  The charges, if true, does
24    this pose a risk to the public or does this person or that
25    licensee pose a risk to the public?  And if the charges were
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 1    open and you concluded that they did, then you couldn't
 2    recommend -- you didn't have discretion to then recommend
 3    lifting.  And you couldn't take anything else into account in
 4    deciding that they should be lifted, that they should be --
 5    that the recommendation should say lift the suspension.  It
 6    didn't make sense based on the way we were taught was the
 7    standard we were required to use.
 8  Q.  I want to show you another email which has been marked as

 9    Plaintiff's Exhibit 47.  Do you recognize what's been marked as

10    Plaintiff's Exhibit 47?
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  What is that?
13  A.  It's an email from me to Joseph Eckstein.
14  Q.  And this is dated April 3rd, 2006?
15  A.  Right.
16  Q.  So this followed your conversation with Amy Bann?
17  A.  Yes.
18             MR. WEINER: Your Honor, we offer Plaintiff's Exhibit

19    47.
20             THE COURT: Any objection?
21             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor.
22             THE COURT: Plaintiff's 47 is received.
23             (Plaintiff's Exhibit 47 received in evidence)
24  Q.  Now in the email you're reporting on a conversation that
25    you had with Amy, right?
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 1  A.  Correct.
 2  Q.  And she's reporting on a conversation she had with Chuck.
 3    Do you know who Chuck was?
 4  A.  Chuck Fraser was the general counsel.
 5  Q.  Now in your email you are telling Mr. Eckstein that Amy
 6    told you she spoke with Chuck and that he said, according to
 7    the ALJ manual, the ALJs do have discretion to lift a summary
 8    suspension, however, he was not going to put it in writing.
 9             Do you see that?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  Did you understand what discretion the ALJs did have,
12    according to Mr. Fraser?
13  A.  According to Mr. Fraser, what I remember was that the issue

14    was did the judges have discretion to recommend lifting a
15    summary suspension when they find that the charges, if true,
16    pose a risk to the public.  And she was explaining to me that
17    they could take other things into account, like the facts and
18    circumstances surrounding the arrest and charges, and that was
19    different from how we were trained and how the judges were
20    being trained.
21  Q.  And in the next sentence you said:  I explained to her that
22    the policy -- underlined -- of the TLC was otherwise, and that
23    that was how I trained the ALJs.
24  A.  Correct.
25  Q.  So as far as you understood it and how you trained the
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 1    ALJs, it was different than what you were hearing from Ms. Bann

 2    about discretion?
 3  A.  Yes.
 4             THE COURT: Ms. Bann, who was attributing statements

 5    to Chuck, right?
 6             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 7             THE COURT: Is this Ms. Bann's view or Chuck's view?

 8             THE WITNESS: She told me she spoke with Chuck and

 9    that he said, according to the manual, ALJs do have discretion
10    to lift a summary suspension.
11             THE COURT: Well, yes, I guess the issue is they have

12    discretion to do it when it's something other than a violation,
13    the wrong arrestee or a misstated charge, you understood.
14             THE WITNESS: No, I understand this to mean that she

15    was explaining to me that they could take other factors into
16    account.
17             THE COURT: Sort of like what Gottlieb had done.
18             THE WITNESS: Yes, I believe this is right around the

19    time, yeah, there was back and forth.
20  Q.  So did you think this was a change in TLC policy?
21  A.  Absolutely.
22  Q.  In the -- again, in the second paragraph at the end it
23    says:  However, he was not going to put it in writing.
24  A.  Yes.
25  Q.  Did she explain why he would not put that in writing?
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 1  A.  No, but when she said that, I immediately went to Joe.  I
 2    mean somebody tells you something and says they're not going to

 3    put it in writing -- I'm an attorney, and if I heard someone
 4    say that, to me it would be a red flag.
 5  Q.  Was it ever put in writing, as far as you know?
 6  A.  That they have discretion to lift a summary suspension when

 7    they find the charges, if true, they pose a risk to the public,
 8    no, I have never seen that.
 9             THE COURT: Well, was there an additional development

10    after this as to what the standard was?
11             THE WITNESS: No, the standard remained the same.

12             THE COURT: This is an email on April 3rd, correct?

13             THE WITNESS: Yes.
14             THE COURT: And summarizes what Amy Bann had said to

15    you about her conversation with Chuck, correct?
16             THE WITNESS: Correct.
17             THE COURT: And it says Chuck says they do have
18    discretion to lift a summary suspension along the lines of what
19    Gottlieb had done.
20             THE WITNESS: To consider other factors, yes.
21             THE COURT: And so there's a tension between what

22    Chuck is stating is the standard and what you understood the
23    standard to be, correct?
24             THE WITNESS: Absolutely.
25             THE COURT: And did there ever come -- was there ever
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 1    a resolution of that tension after this email?
 2             THE WITNESS: No, I sent it to Joe Eckstein, the
 3    director of the adjudications, and I said find out if this is
 4    correct or let me know the outcome so I can instruct the ALJs.
 5             THE COURT: And what happened?
 6             THE WITNESS: Nothing.  The standard remained the

 7    same.
 8             THE COURT: The standard that you were applying or the

 9    standard that Chuck thought was applicable?
10             THE WITNESS: The standard that we were always
11    applying and were taught to use remained in effect.
12             THE COURT: So the standard you had applied continued

13    to be the standard, is that correct?
14             THE WITNESS: Yes.
15             (Continued on next page)
16   
17   
18   
19   
20   
21   
22   
23   
24   
25   
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 1             THE COURT: Was there any further discussion with

 2    Chuck or Amy or anyone else after this email that you recall?
 3             THE WITNESS: I had minimal contact with Chuck.  It's

 4    possible that Amy called me and said something -- or I don't
 5    know, but I know the standard.
 6             I was never told, Oh, yes, Amy is right, or Chuck is
 7    right.  Change the standard.  Tell the ALJs.  Never told
 8    anything different.
 9             THE COURT: Okay.  But this is all before what is
10    plaintiffs' exhibit -- what's the date of Plaintiff's Exhibit
11    55, the manual that you were shown before?  Can you put it on
12    the screen?
13             MR. WEINER: The document does not have a date on it.

14             THE COURT: Well, there's a fax number on it, right?

15    There's a fax date on it.
16             And so do you see at the top of the page -- if you
17    could just go to the very top.
18             THE WITNESS: A-917.
19             THE COURT: The next page, I'm sorry.  Next page.
20    There.  See?  2006.  But that's after the litigation began,
21    right?  Or do you know?
22             THE WITNESS: What litigation?  This litigation?
23             THE COURT: This litigation.
24             THE WITNESS: I don't know.
25             THE COURT: You don't know.
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 1             All right.  But your testimony before this is from
 2    2000.  What is this exhibit?  Just scroll so you can see it.
 3             THE WITNESS: Can I ask you a question?
 4             THE COURT: Just answer my question.
 5             This exhibit that you saw before --
 6             THE WITNESS: From the ALJ manual.
 7             THE COURT: Yes.  Well, that's what I think you said

 8    this was, right?
 9             THE WITNESS: Yes, that's from 2000.
10             THE COURT: 2000.
11             THE WITNESS: Yes.
12             THE COURT: Was there ever any change to that manual

13    after 2000?
14             THE WITNESS: No.
15             THE COURT: Okay.
16             MR. WEINER: Just for the record, your Honor, I'm told

17    that the fax number on the top is counsel's fax number.
18             THE COURT: That sounds right.
19             MR. WEINER: It is right.
20             THE COURT: All right.  And then this standard in the

21    ALJ manual, with whom was this shared, just ALJs?
22             THE WITNESS: ALJs got copies of the ALJ manual.

23             THE COURT: And with the prosecuting attorneys from

24    the TLC?
25             THE WITNESS: I believe they had copies.  I don't know
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 1    if they had copies of the ALJ manual.
 2             THE COURT: How about the licensees?  How about the

 3    drivers themselves?
 4             THE WITNESS: I don't know whether they had copies of

 5    the manual.
 6             THE COURT: How about lawyers who routinely or
 7    frequently represented such drivers?
 8             THE WITNESS: I don't know if they had a copy.
 9             THE COURT: How many copies of this manual were you

10    aware of in, say, 2005?
11             THE WITNESS: I would say there was somewhere in the

12    ballpark of 50 to 70 judges, so I believe there were at least
13    50 to 70 manuals.  And I believe there were extras on a
14    bookcase in Joseph Eckstein's office.  And there were copies of

15    it down at Rector Street.  Joseph Eckstein is in Long Island
16    City.  There were copies down in the hearing rooms in Rector
17    Street.  I remember seeing copies there.
18             THE COURT: All right.  Go ahead, Mr. Weiner.
19    BY MR. WEINER: 
20  Q.  Do you know whether Mr. Fraser, Chuck, ever acted as an ALJ

21    in any summary suspension hearings?
22  A.  No, he was the general counsel.
23  Q.  What about Ms. Baan, B-A-A-N?
24  A.  No, she was an attorney.
25             THE COURT: Bann is B-A-N-N, right?
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 1             MR. WEINER: Sorry.  I misspoke.
 2  Q.  All right.  Mr. Coyne, were you aware that hearing notices
 3    would be sent to drivers after they were arrested, advising
 4    them that they had a right to a hearing?
 5  A.  I believe I was aware, yes.
 6  Q.  And did you ever see the notices that went to drivers?
 7  A.  From time to time, yes.
 8             MR. WEINER: Let's pull up Plaintiffs' 27.
 9  Q.  I show you what's in evidence as Plaintiff's Exhibit 27.
10    This is a letter dated June 17, 2005 from Mr. Hardekopf to
11    Mr. Khairul Amin.  I ask you whether you've seen this
12    particular letter?
13  A.  Oh, I don't recall.
14  Q.  Right.  Fair enough.
15             But if you would just look at the letter.  And is this
16    the form of letter that you did see prior to summary suspension
17    hearings that you were --
18  A.  In 2005?
19  Q.  Yeah, in or -- in that period.
20  A.  It's possible.  I don't know what I saw regarding the
21    notice hearings, honestly.  I don't remember.
22             THE COURT: All right.  But looking at this now, you

23    can't say whether this was the standard notice letter?
24             THE WITNESS: I can't say that, no.
25  Q.  You did review though notice letters?
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 1  A.  No, I reviewed the recommendations.
 2  Q.  You were acting as an ALJ at some point?
 3  A.  Yes.
 4  Q.  Hearing summary suspension hearings, right?
 5  A.  Right.
 6  Q.  And in those matters, when you were acting as the ALJ, did
 7    you see or review the notice letters that had been sent to the
 8    driver prior to the hearing?
 9  A.  My practice was not to read them.  If someone pointed
10    something out, I would read it.
11  Q.  Do you know whether the notice letters that were sent to
12    drivers from the reviews that you did at the time identified
13    the standard in the manual which you've testified about as the
14    standard that would govern at the hearings?
15  A.  No, I don't recall seeing that standard in the notice that
16    was sent to the licensees.
17  Q.  No other questions on that document.
18             And just finishing up, we've seen that the ALJ makes a
19    recommendation, and the chair makes the final determination,
20    right?
21  A.  Right.
22  Q.  Were you ever involved in the chair review process?
23  A.  In the chair review process?
24  Q.  Yes.
25  A.  No.
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 1  Q.  Do you have any idea what factors the chair may or may not

 2    have considered in determining how to -- whether to accept or
 3    reject or modify the recommendation from the ALJ?
 4  A.  What factors the chair used?  My understanding was the
 5    chair reviewed the recommendation; I believe there was what was

 6    called the Fogel process, where the licensee was allowed to
 7    submit a response to that recommendation after the hearing, I
 8    believe within 15 days.  But exactly what the chair reviewed,
 9    no, I don't know.
10             MR. WEINER: No further questions, your Honor.
11             THE COURT: All right.  Cross-examination.
12             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Could I trouble plaintiffs' counsel

13    to put up P-20?
14             THE COURT: What number?
15             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No. 20.
16             THE COURT: Plaintiffs' 20?
17             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes.  It should be the excerpt from

18    the ALJ manual.
19             THE COURT: No, that's not 20.  20 is not in evidence.

20             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Oh, I'm sorry.
21             THE COURT: Are you talking about the ALJ manual?

22             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, I am.
23             THE COURT: That's 55.  Okay.  It's up.  The next
24    page.
25             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, I do want the last page, but
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 1    it's not up.
 2             THE LAW CLERK: Do you want it up?
 3             MS. O'SULLIVAN: They don't have it over here.
 4    CROSS-EXAMINATION
 5    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
 6  Q.  Mr. Coyne, as far as the last paragraph, if I could draw
 7    your attention to the italicized bold section.
 8  A.  Yes.
 9  Q.  Then there's a -- could you read the next -- not the next
10    sentence, but the one after that, that begins "Procedurally."
11  A.  "Procedurally, these recommendations are similar in nature
12    to the licensee fitness recommendations discussed herein.  The
13    post-hearing procedures regarding review of an ALJ's decision
14    are the same as for licensee fitness hearings.  The
15    recommendation can be accepted, rejected, or modified by the
16    chairperson."
17  Q.  Now, the licensee fitness recommendation section, what's
18    contained in that?
19  A.  I don't understand your question.  The licensee fitness?
20  Q.  Is there standards in the licensing fitness recommendation
21    section?
22             THE COURT: Of the ALJ manual?
23             MS. O'SULLIVAN: That's right.
24             THE COURT: Is there a separate section in this
25    manual?
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 1  A.  For a licensee fitness, yes.
 2  Q.  What is discussed in the licensee fitness?
 3  A.  I don't remember.
 4             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I contacted my office to

 5    get a copy of that.  I don't have it.
 6             THE COURT: Do what you can with this witness.
 7             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Pardon me?
 8             THE COURT: Just do what you can with this witness,

 9    because he doesn't know.
10             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Okay.  Thank you.
11    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
12  Q.  And one other question:  If a driver came into a hearing
13    with a copy of the criminal complaint in the underlying
14    criminal matter, would the ALJ look at the factual allegations
15    within the criminal complaint?
16  A.  The ALJ may look at it, but there's no way they can take it
17    into account when making their decision.
18  Q.  Okay.  Thank you.
19             THE COURT: As far as you know, how would a driver

20    know that what's in bold in the ALJ manual is, in fact, the
21    only issue to be considered at the hearing?
22             THE WITNESS: I don't know, Judge.
23             THE COURT: All right.  But you conducted hearings,

24    right?
25             THE WITNESS: Right.
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 1             THE COURT: So when you conducted hearings, did you

 2    explain to the licensees what the issues are and what the
 3    issues aren't?
 4             THE WITNESS: I think I gave a brief instruction as to

 5    what the hearing was, but I didn't get into detail that was in
 6    the ALJ manual.
 7             THE COURT: If somebody started saying, "I didn't do

 8    it.  That guy hit me," and then lied to the cops, did you ever
 9    say, "That's all well and good, but I can't consider that"?
10             THE WITNESS: No, because we were told to let them

11    make an argument, let them say what they wanted, and to keep it

12    on the record; there was an audio cassette.  And then to
13    include it in your recommendation to the chairperson.  So
14    whatever they said, we were instructed to let them make a
15    record, and they made a record.
16             THE COURT: But would you then say, "But let's stay

17    focused on the penal law and what the charges are"?
18             THE WITNESS: I may have.
19             THE COURT: Do you have any recollection of doing

20    that?
21             THE WITNESS: My recollection of the hearings, Judge,

22    was to let them make a record.  And I would try to answer
23    whatever questions were posed to me.  I tried to give them the
24    basic understanding of what the hearings were about.  But the
25    vast majority that I remember came in to tell you about the
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 1    facts and circumstances underlying the arrest charges, despite
 2    the fact that you told them that -- if you told them that you
 3    couldn't consider that.
 4             THE COURT: Sounds like there wasn't a policy to tell

 5    them what could be considered and what couldn't be considered;

 6    is that accurate?
 7             THE WITNESS: My practice was to tell them what the

 8    hearing was about.  Whether I got into --
 9             THE COURT: Paraphrasing what's in bold in this
10    Exhibit 55?
11             THE WITNESS: No.
12             THE COURT: So what would you tell them?
13             THE WITNESS: I would tell them that the licensee
14    is -- that the TLC prosecutor is here to explain how your
15    arrest charges pose a risk to the public; and how there's a
16    nexus with driving the taxi.  And you have the right to make a
17    record; you have the right to ask questions; you have the right
18    to question the TLC prosecutor; you have the right to assert
19    whatever arguments you want to make.
20             THE COURT: In your view, it was just a venting
21    session?
22             THE WITNESS: No, they were allowed to explain
23    whatever they want --
24             THE COURT: But for what purpose?  If the only thing

25    that is to be considered is what you said before, which is the
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 1    fact of arrest and the nature of the charge, or if there's been
 2    a subsequent disposition that exonerated a person, what is the
 3    purpose of letting this person go on and on and on about how
 4    they didn't actually do it?
 5             THE WITNESS: Because we were instructed to do that.

 6    We were instructed to make a record, and we made a record.
 7             THE COURT: But you have no understanding as to what

 8    the purpose of those instructions were?  In other words, if you
 9    did not have to consider these arguments, you don't know why
10    you are instructed to allow a licensee to just blather on about
11    subjects that were irrelevant to the determination?
12             THE WITNESS: I believe we were allowed to let them

13    make a record for the final decision-maker.
14             THE COURT: But you can't consider these facts.
15             THE WITNESS: Correct.
16             MS. O'SULLIVAN: I have a couple more questions.

17             THE COURT: Yes.
18    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
19  Q.  Isn't it true that Marc Hardekopf stated at the beginning
20    of every hearing the nexus between the alleged charge as
21    described in the penal code and the duties of the taxi driver?
22  A.  Yes, he did do that.
23             THE COURT: Did Marc Hardekopf announce to the

24    licensee what the limited inquiry was for purposes of the
25    hearing?
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 1             THE WITNESS: I believe so.  He told them that he
 2    wasn't there to prove the charges; he was just there to present
 3    this evidence, this testimony, to the judges.
 4    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
 5  Q.  Isn't it true that Mr. Hardekopf typically stated TLC isn't
 6    going to try to determine the likelihood of your innocence or
 7    guilt, that's the job of the criminal court judge?
 8  A.  Yes.
 9  Q.  And isn't it true that when an ALJ reviews the application
10    to continue the suspension of a taxi cab driver, they are
11    considering the duties of a taxi cab driver in making that
12    determination?
13             MR. WEINER: Objection.
14             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Pardon me?
15             THE COURT: Overruled.  I'll allow it.
16  A.  Yes, Marc argued what the duties of driving a taxi were and
17    how these charges would pose a risk to the public if they were
18    allowed to continue driving their taxis.
19  Q.  So when you say "public," you're including the taxi-riding
20    public; isn't that true?
21  A.  The whole public is what we were told.
22  Q.  Would Marc Hardekopf -- wouldn't he argue that assault
23    charges were relevant because of the close contact between taxi

24    cab passengers and their passengers?
25  A.  Yes.
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 1  Q.  Pardon me, taxi cab drivers and their passengers?
 2  A.  Yes.
 3             THE COURT: As far as you understood, did
 4    Mr. Hardekopf understand the standard to be applied in these
 5    hearings?
 6             THE WITNESS: I don't know what Marc understood.

 7             THE COURT: Did he have access to the ALJ --
 8             THE WITNESS: I don't know.
 9             THE COURT: -- manual?
10             THE WITNESS: I think he had access, but I don't know

11    what he had access to.
12             THE COURT: And you said you didn't have any of these

13    proceedings that you presided over.
14             THE WITNESS: Over the ten years, I would say
15    hundreds.
16             THE COURT: And out of those hundreds, how many times

17    do you think, based on what you saw and heard, that the
18    licensee understood what the standard was?
19             THE WITNESS: I would say the licensee had a difficult

20    time understanding a lot of what was going on at the hearings.
21             THE COURT: Was it her case in which you think the

22    licensee understood that the inquiry was limited to what's in
23    bold in the ALJ manual?
24             THE WITNESS: There may have been some.
25             MS. O'SULLIVAN: May I ask one?
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 1             THE COURT: You may.  Certainly.
 2    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
 3  Q.  Isn't it true that licensees would show up with an attorney
 4    at these hearings?
 5  A.  In some cases, yes.
 6             THE COURT: And how would an attorney, an outside

 7    attorney, get access to the ALJ manual?
 8             THE WITNESS: I don't know, Judge.
 9  Q.  Isn't it true that the attorneys had heard Marc Hardekopf
10    say that this hearing is not to determine the likelihood of
11    innocence or guilt, but whether there's a nexus between the
12    pending charges and the duties of a taxi cab driver?
13             MR. WEINER: Objection.
14  A.  Marc did say that.
15             THE COURT: Did you think it was Mr. Hardekopf's job

16    to inform the attorney or the licensee as to what the standard
17    and purpose of the hearing was?
18             THE WITNESS: Did I think it was his job.  I didn't
19    think about that.
20    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
21  Q.  Wasn't it Marc Hardekopf's, as a representative of TLC, job
22    to show it was the burden of TLC to show the nexus between the

23    charges and the duties of a taxi cab driver?
24  A.  Yes, I recall him saying that.
25             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No further questions at this time.
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 1             We reserve the right to recall the witness.
 2             THE COURT: Yes, all right.
 3             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Thank you.
 4             MR. WEINER: Just some limited redirect, your Honor.

 5             THE COURT: Certainly.
 6    REDIRECT EXAMINATION
 7    BY MR. WEINER: 
 8  Q.  Mr. Coyne, with regard to the statements that you testified
 9    about that Mr. Hardekopf would make at the hearings, he's the
10    TLC's prosecutor, right?
11  A.  He's the TLC prosecutor, yes.
12  Q.  So in the hearing, his role is to prosecute the position of
13    the TLC, and to advocate for continuation of the suspension;
14    correct?
15  A.  Correct.
16  Q.  And he's not acting as the judge in those hearings, right?
17  A.  Correct.
18  Q.  And the other thing is you testified -- or you just
19    testified on cross that you thought the purpose of allowing all
20    this evidence in, even though it wasn't going to be considered
21    by the ALJ, was to make a record for the chairperson in their
22    final -- who was going to be making the final determination,
23    right?  Is that what you testified?
24  A.  Yes.
25  Q.  Okay.  How were transcripts created at these hearings?
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 1  A.  How were transcripts created?
 2  Q.  Was there a court reporter at these proceedings?
 3  A.  No.
 4  Q.  Was there an audiotape?
 5  A.  There was an audiotape.
 6  Q.  And how long after the hearing in general did it take to
 7    get a transcript from the hearing?
 8  A.  I don't know.
 9             THE COURT: Was the licensee advised that the hearing

10    was being recorded?
11             THE WITNESS: Yes, I advised the licensee.
12  Q.  Let me ask you this:  Do you know whether the chair
13    reviewed any transcripts in assessing whether to accept,
14    reject, or modify a determination from an ALJ?
15  A.  I don't know.
16             MR. WEINER: No further questions.
17             THE COURT: Any follow-up?
18             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Just two.
19             THE COURT: That's all right.
20    RECROSS EXAMINATION
21    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
22  Q.  Mr. Coyne, isn't it true that the ALJ's purpose is to
23    create a record for the final decision-maker, who's the chair,
24    who has ultimate responsibility for the safety of passengers?
25  A.  We were told to make up a record of the hearing, yes,
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 1    that's how we were trained.
 2             THE COURT: I'm sorry.  Can I interrupt for a second?

 3             But as far as you were concerned, did the chair apply
 4    a different standard than the ALJ standard?
 5             THE WITNESS: I don't know what standard the chair

 6    applied.
 7             THE COURT: Was it your understanding the chair could

 8    consider these other facts, including whether or not the person
 9    had a good driving record or was otherwise trustworthy and
10    obedient?
11             THE WITNESS: My understanding was that was why we

12    were making a record; and it's not for you, it's for the final
13    decision-maker.
14    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
15  Q.  And, in your experience, doesn't the ALJ decision typically
16    recount enough facts that you know -- it gives sufficient
17    detail to the testimony given during the hearing?
18             MR. WEINER: Objection.
19             THE COURT: Sustained.  Rephrase the question.
20  Q.  In your experience, do the transcripts show facts that
21    didn't show up in the hearing -- in the ALJ decision that were
22    important?
23  A.  I don't recall seeing transcripts.
24             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No further questions, your Honor.

25             Or one more, if I may.
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 1    BY MS. O'SULLIVAN: 
 2  Q.  I think you might have already answered this, I'm sorry,
 3    but you don't know the time lag between a driver's request for
 4    the hearing transcript and the time that the transcript copy
 5    would be ready, do you?
 6  A.  No, I do not.
 7  Q.  Okay.  Thank you.
 8  A.  Sure.
 9             MR. WEINER: No further questions.
10             THE COURT: Thank you.
11             You may step down, Mr. Coyne.  I appreciate it.
12             (Witness excused)
13             THE COURT: Call your next witness.
14             MR. ACKMAN: Plaintiffs call Matt Daus, your Honor.

15             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, may we have three minutes?

16             THE COURT: Okay.
17             (Recess)
18     MATTHEW DAUS,
19         called as a witness by the Plaintiffs,
20         having been duly sworn, testified as follows:
21    DIRECT EXAMINATION
22    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
23             THE COURT: Please have a seat.
24             If you could state your name and spell your name for
25    the record.
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 1             THE WITNESS: It's Matthew Daus.  M-A-T-T-H-E-W,

 2    D-A-U-S.
 3             THE COURT: All right, Mr. Daus.  Good afternoon.

 4             Keep your voice up, just like that.
 5             Go ahead, Mr. Ackman.
 6    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 7  Q.  Good afternoon, Mr. Daus.
 8             Were you deposed in this action previously?
 9  A.  Yes.
10  Q.  And were you previously employed as Chairman of the Taxi

11    and Limousine Commission?
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  Was part of your job as chairman to review the ALJ
14    recommendations that followed summary suspension hearings?

15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  How many times did you do that?
17  A.  Daily.  I don't recall an exact number over the years.
18             THE COURT: Ballpark, what do you think, ballpark?

19             Well, first of all, what years were you chair of the
20    TLC?
21             THE WITNESS: 2001 through 2010.
22             THE COURT: And what are you doing now?
23             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I was going to get to that.

24             THE COURT: Okay.  I'm sorry.  Go ahead.
25    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
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 1  Q.  Roughly, how many times did you review an ALJ's finding in

 2    a summary suspension hearing?
 3  A.  I don't recall the specific number, but it was a daily
 4    occurrence.
 5  Q.  Would you say it was more than 100 total?
 6  A.  In my tenure?
 7  Q.  Yes.
 8  A.  I would say yes, probably.
 9  Q.  How many times did you review the transcript of the
10    hearing?
11  A.  I don't recall.
12  Q.  Do you ever review the transcript?
13  A.  I don't remember.  I don't have a specific recollection.
14  Q.  Do you recall generally?
15  A.  No.
16  Q.  Do you recall ever reviewing a transcript in your entire
17    career at the TLC, reviewing a transcript of a summary
18    suspension hearing?
19  A.  I do not recall.
20  Q.  Is the standard that you applied in reviewing the ALJ's
21    decision at a summary suspension hearing the same standard the

22    ALJ applied or is it something different?
23  A.  I would review each case file that they sent to me.
24  Q.  I'm not asking that.
25             I'm asking was the standard that you applied the same
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 1    standard that the ALJ applied?
 2  A.  I applied the standard that's in the law, and also in
 3    the -- that the judges would apply.
 4  Q.  I would hope so.  But I'm asking if it's the same standard
 5    in the law for you as it was for the ALJ.
 6             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.  There's been

 7    no testimony that the witness understands what the standard was

 8    that the ALJs understood they were to apply.
 9  Q.  Were you in the room just now --
10             THE COURT: I think that's a fair objection.
11             Sustained.
12  Q.  Were you in the room just now when Mr. Coyne testified?
13  A.  Yes.
14  Q.  Did you hear him talk about the standard that the ALJs
15    applied?
16  A.  Yes.
17  Q.  Was that the same standard that the chairman applied?
18  A.  In terms of the entire tenure of myself, I mean time frame,
19    I don't recall exactly what he said.
20  Q.  You don't understand the question, is that the problem?
21  A.  No, I don't.  It's very vague.
22  Q.  Let me see if I can rephrase it.
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  Was the standard that the ALJ applied to determine whether
25    the suspension should be lifted or continued the same standard
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 1    that the chairman applied to determine whether the suspension
 2    should be lifted or continued?
 3  A.  In terms of the law, yes, as I understood it.
 4  Q.  So it was the same standard.
 5             THE COURT: As far as you know.
 6  A.  Yeah, as far as I know, in the terms of -- but if I could
 7    just clarify.  It looks like there was a change in the standard
 8    at some point; that's why I'm reluctant to say.  I mean I apply
 9    whatever standards the judges would apply in their decisions.
10             THE COURT: Did the standard change during your
11    tenure?
12             THE WITNESS: I believe -- I don't know if -- I don't

13    recall that it actually changed in terms of how it was carried
14    out, but certainly the language of the rules changed.
15             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I'm going to get to that,

16    too.
17             THE COURT: Okay.
18    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
19  Q.  Going back, how are you currently -- no.
20             Can you run down your employment history, starting in
21    1995?
22  A.  In 1995, I believe I was a prosecutor at the New York City
23    Commission on Human Rights.
24  Q.  And then what did you do?
25  A.  And then I became general counsel of the Community
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 1    Development Agency.  And then I became special counsel to the

 2    Trade Waste Commission involving -- which doesn't exist
 3    anymore.
 4  Q.  To the what?
 5  A.  The Trade Waste Commission.  They basically -- we -- we
 6    engaged in licensing, reviews of fitness matters involving
 7    organized crime in the private sanitation industry.  And it was
 8    merged into the Business Integrity Commission, which still
 9    exists.  And the Community Development Agency doesn't exist

10    anymore; it was merged into Department of Youth and Community

11    development.
12             Then I came to TLC as special counsel to the
13    commissioner and chair in, I think it was about, mid '96.  I
14    was promoted to general counsel and deputy commissioner for
15    legal affairs in around 1998, the beginning of 1998.
16             And then I was asked to be appointed as chair when
17    Diane McKechnie retired in -- sometime in the late spring/early

18    summer of 2001.  I was then appointed to fill her term in 2001,
19    which expired.  Mayor Giuliani and the old council appointed me

20    then.  And then I was reappointed in -- I forget what year it
21    was, but about a year and-a-half later I was reappointed to a
22    seven-year term which expired in, I think, January of 2010.
23    And then I left and I have several positions.
24             My primary position is the City University of New
25    York, where I'm a distinguished lecturer at City College,
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 1    affiliated with the transportation research center.  I teach, I
 2    research, as part of the U.S. Department of Transportation's
 3    ten centers.
 4             I'm a partner affiliated with the law firm of Windels
 5    Marx, where I chair its transportation law practice.
 6             And since 2009, I also serve as pro bono president of
 7    the International Association of Transportation Regulators.
 8    It's a nonprofit advocacy and educational group representing
 9    taxi and limo commissioners around the world, including New
10    York City.
11             I also served as -- I'm sorry, you asked for -- you
12    want me to stop?
13  Q.  No, keep going.
14  A.  I served as commissioner of -- simultaneously with leaving
15    TLC, I was appointed commissioner of the Civil Service
16    Commission, which was a per diem commission where I served in a

17    quasi-judicial capacity, hearing appeals from civil servants
18    who had termination and other types of proceedings with the
19    city.  And I left there, I think, around April of this year.
20             So my current -- my two primary positions are the
21    professor position, and I also practice law on the side.
22  Q.  You said you started at TLC as special counsel; is that
23    correct?
24  A.  Yes.
25  Q.  Who was the special counsel before you?
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 1  A.  I don't know if the position existed.  I don't recall.
 2  Q.  Who was special counsel after you?
 3  A.  I don't recall if we ever filled the position.
 4  Q.  So they created a position just for you?
 5  A.  Yes.
 6  Q.  Why did they do that?
 7  A.  The chair had asked me -- Diane McKechnie was the chair at

 8    the time -- to come over and continue working with her.  I was
 9    her general counsel at the Community Development Agency.  There

10    was a gap in employment.
11             Randy Mastro, the deputy mayor, had asked me to come
12    work for him in the interim.  So I went from CDA to the Trade
13    Waste Commission.  And then Diane wanted me to come in and take

14    a look at the adjudications division, which needed a lot of
15    work and management and good practices put into place.  So
16    that's why I was hired.
17             So they created a position to oversee the director of
18    adjudications at the time, but also to serve as confidential
19    counsel to the chair on anything that she wanted me to.
20  Q.  So you were hired specifically to make sure everything was
21    running well in the adjudication division?
22  A.  That was one of my responsibilities.  But basically
23    whatever the chair decided to assign to me, she would assign to

24    me.  And I was her confidential counsel, reported directly to
25    her, not to the general counsel or to anybody else in the
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 1    agency.
 2  Q.  Why did she have a confidential counsel?
 3  A.  I don't know.  She liked me and she liked working with me.
 4  Q.  I understand.
 5  A.  She trusted me obviously.
 6  Q.  Right.  But why -- she didn't trust the general counsel?
 7             THE COURT: He can't answer that.
 8  A.  I don't know.
 9             THE COURT: Sustained.  Sustained.
10             Don't answer.  Next question.
11  Q.  Do you know a woman named Mary Sansone?
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  Who is she?
14  A.  She's a good friend of mine.  I just spoke to her this
15    morning.  She's 97.  She is the head of various nonprofits and
16    was the founder of a political organization that I'm chairman
17    of the board of.
18  Q.  Is she the one who got your job at the TLC?
19  A.  No.
20  Q.  No?
21  A.  You mean the special counsel job?
22  Q.  Any of your jobs.
23  A.  I mean I'm sure she made recommendations on my behalf, as

24    she would, but I believe I got all of my jobs because I worked
25    hard and on the merits.
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 1  Q.  Now, did you review any documents in preparing to testify
 2    today?
 3  A.  Yes.
 4  Q.  What did you review?
 5  A.  My attorneys in the law department sent me the deposition
 6    that you took of me in 2007.  I reviewed that.  They also sent
 7    me the written deposition that I took.
 8             I also went online and did some Internet research
 9    yesterday to find a decision from which I believe to be the
10    Court of Appeals decision as to why we were remanded back here.

11    I found it on your website.
12             I reviewed your website, including things that you
13    were saying about the case and your blogs.  I also reviewed --
14    I did some research on Judge Sullivan; I looked at his bio.
15    And I also looked at an email that counsel sent to me, which I
16    can't remember, which was an exhibit in the case.  And I think
17    that's it.
18             And I obviously listened to Mr. Coyne's testimony from
19    2 o'clock on.
20  Q.  And in the time that you were general counsel with TLC and

21    the chairman of the TLC, did you develop a detailed
22    understanding of the TLC rules?
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  And, by the way, Section 8 or Chapter 8 of the TLC rules,
25    were they called the adjudication rules?
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 1  A.  Yes.
 2  Q.  Were drivers supposed to be familiar with the TLC
 3    adjudication rules?
 4  A.  Yes.
 5  Q.  They were?
 6  A.  Yes.
 7  Q.  Aren't those more like procedural rules?
 8  A.  My understanding is that the taxi schools are required to
 9    teach the drivers about all of our rules.
10  Q.  Including the owners' rules?
11  A.  I would hope so.
12  Q.  And the drivers are supposed to know about the brokers'
13    rules too?
14  A.  I don't recall, but I believe that they were told about the
15    rules, yes.
16  Q.  Drivers were told about the brokers' rules and the owners'
17    rules and the agency's rules?
18  A.  No, no.  About Chapter 8.  I could be mistaken, but that
19    was my recollection.
20  Q.  Recollection of what?
21  A.  That they were supposed to be learning about the rules of
22    our agency at the taxi schools.
23  Q.  Did you go to the taxi schools and see somebody doing that
24    or what is your recollection based on?
25  A.  My general recollection of running the agency for all of
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 1    those years, plus I did visit the taxi schools, as well.
 2  Q.  So you have a general recollection of someone going over
 3    the adjudications rules at the taxi schools?
 4  A.  I have a general recollection that they were supposed to
 5    learn about all of our rules, yes.
 6  Q.  And that would include the owners' rules?
 7  A.  I don't know for sure.  I just have a general recollection
 8    that they learned about rules.
 9  Q.  Yes, I know they learned about rules.  I gather it.  But
10    did they learn about the adjudications rules and the owners'
11    rules or did they learn about the driver rules?
12  A.  I don't know for sure, but I believe that they did.
13  Q.  But you're not sure?
14  A.  Not sure.
15  Q.  And now do you lecture on TLC policy?
16  A.  Yes.
17  Q.  And do you consult with other cities and other agencies on
18    TLC policy or taxi policies?
19  A.  I represent other cities and agencies around the world,
20    yes.
21  Q.  And do you tell them that here's how we did it in New York,

22    and you should do it this way, too?
23  A.  Sometimes.  Sometimes I tell them we screwed something up,

24    as well.
25  Q.  Going to the part of your job where you reviewed summary
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 1    suspension hearing rulings of ALJs, was this your personal
 2    responsibility as chairman to do that?
 3  A.  It was my responsibility under the rules to do that, and I
 4    did not delegate it.
 5  Q.  Were you allowed to delegate it?
 6  A.  I think you can make an argument that I could have.
 7  Q.  But you never made that argument?
 8  A.  No, I decided to handle it myself.
 9  Q.  Because the rules said the chairman should do it, right?
10  A.  Yes, and I did.
11  Q.  That's what the rules said, right?
12  A.  Yes.  But you're asking me a hypothetical question as to
13    whether -- it's a legal question, really -- whether I could
14    have delegated that authority.  I don't know the answer to
15    that.
16  Q.  You don't know?
17  A.  I don't.
18  Q.  Is there a time when the summary suspension hearings moved

19    from the TLC's own tribunal to the OATH tribunal?
20  A.  I believe so.
21  Q.  And was there some negotiation between the TLC and OATH as

22    to whether OATH would take these cases?
23  A.  That's possible.
24  Q.  Possible?
25  A.  Yes, that was my answer.
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 1  Q.  Is that something that often went on?
 2  A.  Negotiation?
 3  Q.  A negotiation.  When the TLC sent cases to OATH, was that

 4    subject to some kind of negotiation?
 5  A.  I don't -- like I said, I don't remember.  I don't know
 6    if -- what you mean by "negotiation."
 7  Q.  Was there some kind of a discussion between OATH and TLC as

 8    to whether OATH would take the cases?
 9             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, I'm going to object.  I

10    believe this goes into the field of deliberative process
11    privilege.
12             THE COURT: Well, the fact of -- I think you're right.

13    I think you're pretty close to that.  So I'll allow that
14    question, but I don't think much follow-up beyond that.
15             Do you recall just some discussion about moving it
16    from TLC to --
17             THE WITNESS: Yes, there was discussion as to the

18    question about negotiation.  Like I said, I answered that
19    question, I said possibly.  I don't recall.
20    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
21  Q.  When you say "possibly," is that because there was
22    discussion, when other TLC cases moved to OATH?  But you don't

23    know if there was --
24  A.  No, no.  I say "possibly" because whenever there's a
25    governmental decision involving policy being made, there's
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 1    discussion which may or may not include negotiation.  As I
 2    said, it's possible, I don't recall.  And that's my answer.
 3  Q.  And was part of that discussion a description by the TLC to
 4    OATH as to how these cases were handled?
 5             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
 6             THE COURT: Overruled.
 7             Do you recall an explanation about how cases are
 8    handled at TLC?
 9             THE WITNESS: I have no specific recollection other

10    than the fact that I know that there was a change that was
11    made.  And I may have been involved in making some policy
12    decisions on it at the time, but I don't recall the specifics
13    of what went into it or who said what.
14  Q.  The TLC never told OATH, "Here's how we decide these
15    cases"?
16  A.  I have no specific --
17             MS. WEINBLATT: Same objection, your Honor.
18             THE COURT: Do you recall conveying to OATH, which was

19    subsequently going to take care of these hearings, what the
20    standards were and the procedures were prior to the transfer?
21             THE WITNESS: I don't have a personal recollection,

22    Judge, of doing that myself.  I'm sure that it probably
23    happened amongst staff and I could have been involved, but I
24    just don't remember.
25             THE COURT: That's fine.
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 1             THE WITNESS: I find it hard to believe that I wasn't

 2    involved in making some decisions.
 3             THE COURT: All right.  But "I don't remember" is
 4    fine.
 5             Next question.
 6  Q.  What I'm trying to ask is was OATH informed as to the
 7    standard the TLC judges applied?
 8             MS. WEINBLATT: Same objection.
 9  A.  I have no specific recollection.
10             MS. WEINBLATT: One second.
11             Same objection, your Honor.
12             THE COURT: Overruled.
13             You can answer, if you remember.
14  A.  I have no specific recollection.
15  Q.  Do you have a general recollection?
16  A.  No, other than what I just testified to.
17             MR. ACKMAN: Can we show the 2006 version, the first

18    version of 816.  I believe we have a stipulation that this is
19    the version.
20             THE COURT: What's the number?
21             MR. ACKMAN: 38A.
22             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Does it have a history at the bottom

23    so that we can tell when exactly this was enacted?
24             MR. ACKMAN: No, it doesn't.
25             THE COURT: If there's a stipulation, then there's an
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 1    agreement as to what it is and when it came out.  Is there such
 2    a stipulation?
 3             MR. ACKMAN: I thought we did.
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: You actually didn't.  Is this the

 5    entire text of the exhibit?
 6             THE COURT: Is it one page or does it have more pages?

 7             MR. ACKMAN: This one is just one page.
 8             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, the city was not given the

 9    opportunity to confirm -- I don't know which version this is,
10    when he says this was in effect.  And we did not get an
11    opportunity to confirm -- at some point, Mr. Ackman was sent an

12    email saying can we stipulate to a blowup containing various
13    versions of this rule, and they contain the headings like "8-16
14    circa 2008."  And I responded that we will consent to those
15    provided that it doesn't say "circa 2008," provided that it is
16    actually -- the text is correct and the effective date is
17    correct.  And he said understood, and then we never heard back.

18             THE COURT: All right.
19             MR. ACKMAN: Let's use the version we do have.
20             THE COURT: There's no stipulation.
21             MR. ACKMAN: No, no, we do have a stipulation as to a

22    slightly different document.  So let's show that one.
23             THE COURT: Is there a stipulation about this?
24             MR. ACKMAN: I believe there's a stipulation on this.

25    This is the version of 8-16 that was in effect as of December
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 1    31, 1999.
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: I have no way of right now confirming

 3    that without the text that normally appears at the bottom.  I'm
 4    not saying I believe it's not that, but I have no way
 5    independently right now, sitting here, of making sure that that
 6    is the precise text of the version of the rule that was in
 7    effect in December of 1999.
 8             THE COURT: Is there a stipulation or there is no
 9    stipulation?
10             MS. WEINBLATT: There is no stipulation.
11             MR. ACKMAN: It was also on our exhibit list.  We
12    identified it last night.  But we want to go through it with
13    the witness.  I'm happy to do it.
14             THE COURT: Okay.  If there's no stipulation, then the

15    witness has to authenticate.
16             MR. ACKMAN: Let's show the original, the one that we

17    had first.
18    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
19  Q.  Mr. Daus -- should I be calling you Chairman Daus?  How do

20    you prefer?
21  A.  You can call me "Mr. Daus."  That's fine.
22  Q.  Now, do you recognize this document?
23  A.  It looks like a section of the rules, but it's hard for me
24    to tell when it was enacted.
25  Q.  I'm not asking when it was enacted.  Do you recognize this
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 1    document as a version of Rule 8-16?
 2  A.  It looks like it.
 3  Q.  And drivers are supposed to know what this is?
 4  A.  I don't know.
 5  Q.  I'm asking you.  Drivers are supposed to know what this
 6    rule is about, but you're not sure what it is?
 7             THE COURT: Were or are?  What's the question?
 8  Q.  I'm asking if -- do you know this to be part of the TLC
 9    rules?
10             THE COURT: The last question was drivers are supposed

11    to know what these rules are?
12             MR. ACKMAN: Right.
13             THE COURT: Just ask questions.  I mean I know you

14    disagree with each other on a lot of things, but just answer
15    questions, ask questions; it goes a lot faster.
16             MR. ACKMAN: Fair enough.
17  Q.  Do you recognize this document as Rule 8-16 as it was in
18    effect in 2006?
19  A.  I can't tell you sitting here right now that that was
20    definitely in effect in 2006.
21  Q.  And you testified before you think that you said the rules
22    changed?
23  A.  Well, you know, I think my recollection was refreshed after
24    reading the decision and the deposition, in the last day or
25    two, that there was a change in the rules; that it was a
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 1    generic standard which applied to all types of summary
 2    suspension hearings.
 3             And then it seems clear that at some point in 2006,
 4    there was more specific language put in there to codify the
 5    practice that has been -- the practice that was in place
 6    pursuant to 8-16(a) or what seems to be 8-16(a), that looks
 7    like the standard that was applied pre 2006.  And I just don't
 8    have any other specific recollection.
 9  Q.  And when they changed the rules from this version that you
10    see on the screen to -- what is this exhibit number -- 38A, to
11    the next version of the rules, how did that change your
12    practice, if it did?
13  A.  I don't recall if it did.  I have no recollection of that.
14  Q.  So they changed the rules to codify your practice that was
15    already in effect; is that right?
16  A.  I believe so.  I mean I have no specific recollection,
17    sitting here, of all of the nuances that went into why we
18    changed it.  There could have been a lot of different reasons.
19  Q.  And did they change the rule again after 2000 -- after the
20    2006 version?
21  A.  I don't know.
22  Q.  Do you recall at sometime they changed the rule to include
23    the words "direct and substantial"?
24  A.  I don't remember that.
25  Q.  And when did you leave the TLC?
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 1  A.  In 2010.
 2  Q.  And that was before the big rule change?
 3             THE COURT: Before the?
 4  Q.  Before the overall rewriting of the rule book, right?
 5  A.  You're talking about the consultant?
 6  Q.  Right.
 7  A.  Yes, I don't remember.  But that's why I'm cautious in
 8    responding, because I know there are a lot of rule changes that
 9    we were doing at the time that were the result of a -- we hired
10    some consultants, Judge, to take a look at making our rules
11    clearer across the board, more concise, easier to understand
12    for drivers and for owners; and that process was going on for
13    several years.  So I don't know offhand, without a specific
14    document to refresh my recollection, as to whether the standard

15    that's in place now that was enacted in 2006 was part of that
16    process.
17  Q.  But the overall rewriting of the rules, where they changed
18    all the numbers and so on, that went into effect after you left
19    the TLC, right?
20  A.  I don't have a specific recollection.  It's possible,
21    Mr. Ackman, that some were put into effect in some sections
22    before and some after.  I don't recall.
23  Q.  Referring back to your duty to review the rulings of TLC
24    ALJs who ruled on -- who recommended -- they should recommend a

25    decision in summary suspension hearings, what did you do in
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 1    order to conduct your review?
 2  A.  I would get a stack of case files on my desk that usually
 3    would be the recommended decision and possibly a Fogel
 4    response.
 5             THE COURT: Possibly what?
 6             THE WITNESS: A Fogel, F-O-G-E-L.  I don't recall if

 7    they were used in these cases, but there was a case known as
 8    Fogel v. The Board of Ed., a long-standing administrative case
 9    law decision in New York State that we would allow any
10    respondent, where there's a recommended decision, to be able to

11    provide comments in between the decision of the judge and the

12    final decision by the agency head.  Applies in civil service
13    law and TLC.  And I'm not sure if that was the case here.  But
14    if it did apply, it would be with the file.  And I would look
15    through the entire file, I'd read the decision, and then I
16    would make my final decision.
17  Q.  So a Fogel response is just a letter from the driver, his
18    lawyer, commenting on the decision of the ALJ?
19  A.  Right.  They could say they disagree with it, or sometimes
20    they would attach letters from people in the community and, you

21    know, especially in the fitness hearing.
22  Q.  So in the file that you mentioned, you had the decision of
23    the ALJ, right?
24  A.  Right.
25  Q.  And you had the Fogel response or the letter from the
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 1    driver or his lawyer, right?
 2  A.  At a minimum.  There may have been other materials, but
 3    unless I saw a case file, I would have no recollection of what
 4    else --
 5  Q.  There's never a transcript, right?
 6  A.  I never said that.  I don't know.  It's possible that there
 7    was.
 8  Q.  I'm sure it's certainly possible.  Do you recall ever
 9    seeing a transcript in one of those case files?
10  A.  I don't have a recollection, like I answered earlier.
11  Q.  At the post-suspension hearing, what was the ALJ supposed
12    to consider?
13  A.  In the post-deprivation hearing?
14  Q.  Post-suspension hearing.  The hearing that followed the
15    suspension --
16  A.  Right.  The hearings that Mr. Coyne was talking about.
17  Q.  Yes, that's what we're all talking about.
18  A.  I believe that -- are you asking me what the judge would
19    consider or what I would consider?
20  Q.  What was the judge supposed to consider?
21  A.  My understanding is the judge was supposed to, at a
22    minimum, consider evidence put in by the prosecuting attorney
23    at TLC about the pending charges, and to at least make a
24    recommendation on whether those charges, if true, are causally
25    related or relevant to keeping this person's license in our
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 1    hands between now and the time that the criminal prosecution
 2    was decided.
 3  Q.  You said that?
 4  A.  And in addition to that, there's some factual decisions
 5    that need to be made.  I would expect the factual finding on,
 6    No. 1, whether there was the actual individual involved; and,
 7    No. 2, if these are the pending charges as they stand at the
 8    time that they are being sent to me; because, as would often
 9    happen in the criminal justice system, things would change.
10  Q.  So what you're saying is it often happened the driver --
11    the criminal charges were dismissed before you even reviewed
12    the case; correct?  Is that what you're saying?
13  A.  No, but I'm saying it could happen.
14  Q.  It could happen?
15  A.  It's my understanding that I would expect the judges to at
16    least, at a minimum, go over the charges, hear what everybody
17    has to say, make a recommendation to me, that, No. 1, this is
18    the driver in question; No. 2, this is the crime that they are,
19    in fact, charged with at the time it comes to me; and, No. 3,
20    this is why we believe this person does or does not pose a
21    threat to the public health and safety until such matters are
22    resolved in the criminal courts.
23  Q.  You said at a minimum they were supposed to review the
24    evidence that was put in by the TLC prosecuting attorney; is
25    that right?
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 1  A.  At a minimum, yes.
 2  Q.  What about a maximum, what else were they supposed to do?

 3  A.  I mean I -- you know, as I indicated in my deposition, I
 4    delegated the authority to the general counsel and to the
 5    charges to determine --
 6  Q.  I'm not asking about the general counsel, I'm asking what
 7    were the judges supposed to consider other than the evidence
 8    put in by the TLC prosecutor?
 9  A.  Well, I would rely on their discretion as finders of
10    fact --
11             THE COURT: It's a simple question:  Did you have an

12    understanding as to what else besides what you just mentioned
13    they were permitted to consider?
14             THE WITNESS: I think they could have considered any

15    type of testimony about the status of the case, whether the
16    charges are still pending or not, are they the exact same
17    charges.  And, No. 2, they could probably have considered
18    information about if the prosecutors would cooperate,
19    information about what the exact information might say; though

20    I believe that that was rarely something that was in the files,
21    from what I recall.
22             THE COURT: Okay.
23             THE WITNESS: But at a bare minimum, I would expect

24    that the charges would be verified by the judge that this is
25    what it is, and this is what my recommendation is.
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 1  Q.  So they were supposed to verify that this was the charge
 2    that the driver was charged with; is that right?
 3  A.  Based upon the available evidence at the hearing.  And I
 4    would take it that --
 5  Q.  What evidence is that?
 6  A.  Well, we're talking hypothetically and abstractly, because
 7    every case was a case unto itself; and I looked at hundreds of
 8    these things, I'm sure, over my tenure.  So I'm just trying to
 9    go from my general recollection.
10  Q.  So every case was different, is that what you're saying?
11  A.  I looked at these cases on a case-by-case basis.  I would
12    read everything, Mr. Ackman.  I would read these files.  If
13    they had letters coming in from members of the community saying

14    that the driver was a good person, I would consider it.
15             I don't know if it's necessarily relevant for this
16    hearing, there was a second hearing that would take place,
17    potentially, if the charges weren't dismissed, called a fitness
18    hearing.  On this hearing, all the judges had to prove -- for
19    me to make a decision, was to recommend to me is this the
20    driver or licensee in question; and, No. 2, are these the
21    charges, what are they exactly, and what's the nexus between
22    public health and safety and those charges if they are proven
23    in a criminal court or at that time.  That's all that I would
24    need to consider.  But would I read everything, would I look at
25    everything is what I'm getting at, yes.
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 1    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 2  Q.  So every case was different, right?
 3  A.  Well, no case is exactly the same.
 4  Q.  But the outcome is always the same, right?
 5  A.  I don't know that that's the case.
 6  Q.  Did you ever lift a suspension?  In your entire career as
 7    TLC chairman, did you ever rule that a suspension after arrest
 8    should be lifted?
 9  A.  I don't have a specific recollection --
10  Q.  Do you have a general recollection?
11  A.  I don't have a specific recollection of that now, but in
12    2007 when you deposed me, apparently I made reference to a case

13    that recently was in my memory that I did.  And I have no idea
14    what that was and whether it came out in the discovery, but I'm
15    sure it happened.
16  Q.  You're sure it happened but you think it happened once?
17  A.  At least once for sure, yes.
18  Q.  And can you tell us about that case?
19  A.  I can't.  I don't remember it.
20  Q.  Do you remember anything about it?
21  A.  I remember that I testified to that as being true in 2007,
22    and I doubt very much that I would have testified that way if
23    it didn't happen.
24  Q.  Since 2007 until today, have you found a copy of that case?
25  A.  No.
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 1  Q.  Have you seen any reference to that case?
 2  A.  No, but I haven't looked for it, quite frankly.  I wasn't
 3    asked to, and haven't really looked at or heard about this case
 4    until three or four days ago.
 5  Q.  Haven't heard about which case?
 6  A.  I haven't been refreshed about the subject matter of this
 7    case until the last couple of days.
 8  Q.  But in 2007 you said you thought there was one case where
 9    you ruled -- at least one, where you ruled in favor of the
10    driver?
11  A.  I said that, and I'm sure it's true.
12  Q.  But you didn't remember anything about it then?
13  A.  No, I didn't.
14  Q.  And you don't remember anything about it now?
15  A.  No.
16             MR. ACKMAN: Now can we see Plaintiff's 61.  Let's get

17    to the chairman's part.
18  Q.  Do you recognize this document, Mr. Daus?
19  A.  It looks like an OATH decision, a decision that we made
20    after OATH.
21  Q.  Is this one of your decisions?
22  A.  Could be.
23  Q.  Could be.  It has your name on it, right?
24  A.  It appears to be.  Yeah, I will take your word for it.
25  Q.  Don't take my word for it.  Do you think this is one of
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 1    your decisions?
 2             THE COURT: Just because it has his name on it?  I
 3    could type my name on it, does that make it mine?
 4             MR. ACKMAN: I'm asking.
 5             THE COURT: Give him a chance to look at it.
 6  A.  I don't know.  Actually, to be honest with you, it doesn't
 7    look like the form of decisions that I'm used to signing.  It
 8    looks like we may have changed the format to make it a little
 9    more professional looking, but I don't know.  I can't tell you
10    here for sure.
11             MR. ACKMAN: Do we have a stipulation this is an OATH

12    decision with the chairman's review?
13             MS. O'SULLIVAN: It's my understanding, and I don't

14    know why this happens but -- it's not my understanding, but I
15    noticed that while TLC issues the decision on their own
16    letterhead with the signature of the chair or the chair's
17    designee, when you go to the New York City law school
18    administrative web site, it's as if they take the text and
19    throw it into this paper.  So is this actually the decision?
20    No.  Do I have any reason to doubt that it isn't a faithful --
21             THE COURT: It's a simple question.  Do you stipulate

22    to this being an authentic document, ruling of Mr. Daus?
23             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Without actually sitting here and

24    comparing it -- I mean if we find later there's a significant
25    error, but for now --
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 1             MR. WEINER: Your Honor, it's on their witness sheet

 2    as well, their document list.
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Can you give us a minute?
 4             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Actually our witness exhibit list

 5    containing the actual decision of the chair on his letterhead.
 6    I don't know if we have this.  We have 28 medallions, or we
 7    have the medallion decisions except for those that were.
 8             THE COURT: You don't have to explain, I want to know

 9    is there a stipulation or not a stipulation?  If there's not,
10    then it's got to be authenticated.
11             MR. ACKMAN: I believe they said this morning there

12    was no problem with any of the exhibits as well.
13             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Mr. Ackman, that's an OATH decision.

14             MR. ACKMAN: But it was one of our exhibits.
15             MS. WEINBLATT: We said we wanted a few minutes to

16    review the exhibits.
17             MR. ACKMAN: Go ahead.  I'm happy to take a break and

18    have them review the three OATH decisions.
19             THE WITNESS: I can tell you, Judge, this is
20    definitely not a decision that I -- the physical document is
21    not -- I always sign my decisions.
22             THE COURT: Well, I always sign mine, too, but they

23    show up in Westlaw and show up in Lexis, so it doesn't mean
24    that's it's not my decision.  But if you don't recognize it,
25    you don't recognize it.  Looking at it now, do you recognize
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 1    it?
 2             THE WITNESS: I can't say that -- I can't say that I
 3    do for sure.
 4             THE COURT: If there a real dispute about this?
 5             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, if we could take
 6    Mr. Ackman's suggestion and have a two-minute break perhaps.

 7             THE COURT: All right.  I guess -- are there other
 8    documents like this?  Because we're not going to play this game

 9    over every document.
10             MR. ACKMAN: These have been on our exhibit list since

11    day one, and this is the form of -- this is the form of the
12    document that we -- I'm not sure if we got this in discovery or
13    if you get it when you go to web site.
14             THE COURT: Why don't you confer.  Mr. Ackman is an

15    officer of the Court.  If he's doctored exhibits, he's got real
16    big problems, and I don't think he's silly enough to do that or
17    would do that even if there weren't big problems.  So speak to
18    each other and let's speed through this stuff that's not
19    necessary.
20             (Recess taken)
21             MS. O'SULLIVAN: We'll stipulate.
22             THE COURT: All right.  Let's proceed.
23    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
24  Q.  Mr. Daus, did you say before when you conducted your review

25    you would consider anything that the driver sent you?
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 1  A.  Of course.
 2             MR. ACKMAN: Can we see Plaintiff's Exhibit 14, which

 3    is in evidence?
 4             THE COURT: Yes, it's in evidence.
 5             MR. ACKMAN: Is it possible to highlight the sentence

 6    at that says, "No evidence?"  Plaintiff's 14.
 7             THE COURT: Are we putting it on the screen or do you

 8    want to use a hard copy?
 9             MR. ACKMAN: Sorry, I misspoke, it's Defendant's
10    Exhibit 14.
11             THE COURT: Defendant's 14.
12             MR. ACKMAN: Says Defendant's P14, I thought P meant

13    Plaintiff's.  Defendant's Exhibit P14 is that in evidence?
14             MR. WEINER: No.
15             MR. ACKMAN: Sorry.  Do we have a stipulation on this

16    one this is what it appears to be?
17             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes.
18             THE COURT: So a stipulation on the admissibility
19    of -- what are we calling this?
20             MR. ACKMAN: Defendant's P14.
21             THE COURT: OK.
22    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
23  Q.  Mr. Daus, this is a letter from the Taxi and Limousine
24    Commission with your name at the top.  Do you see that?
25  A.  Yes.
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 1  Q.  And can you look at the sentence -- the second to last
 2    sentence in the third paragraph, and read it for the record?
 3  A.  No evidence outside of the hearing record can be
 4    considered.
 5  Q.  And were you made aware that Marc Hardekopf was telling

 6    drivers that no evidence outside the hearing record could be
 7    considered?
 8  A.  I believe that this is a -- this is a Fogel letter, which
 9    is different from the letter that goes out, the notice of the
10    hearing.  This is a Fogel letter, Mr. Ackman.
11  Q.  This is a Fogel letter?
12  A.  Yes, this is a letter that comes from the legal department.
13    After the recommended decision comes from OATH to me, they have

14    this waiting period, and then the drivers would send in
15    statements that I would read, yes.
16  Q.  This is a letter that goes from the TLC, Marc Hardekopf, to
17    the driver, right?
18  A.  It appears, yes.
19  Q.  And does he tell -- do you see where it says no evidence
20    outside of the hearing record can be considered in the appeal
21    to the chairman?
22  A.  That's correct.  That's accurate, yes.
23  Q.  And was that the practice?
24  A.  Yes, sir.
25  Q.  That was the practice?
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 1  A.  That was the practice that TLC, I think, was telling the
 2    drivers that the Fogel response -- and this is uniform across
 3    the board with every hearing that came to my attention -- under

 4    the Fogel ruling you have to limit it to comments only based on

 5    the record below with the judge.
 6  Q.  So the law said you limit it to the comments -- you limit
 7    it to the evidence in the record itself, right?
 8  A.  Yes.  You can comment on the judge's decision, yes.
 9  Q.  And the letter that was sent to drivers said no evidence
10    outside of the hearing record can be considered, right?
11  A.  That's what it says.
12  Q.  But you're telling us you considered everything?
13  A.  I read everything, so I don't believe that the legal -- I
14    have no instance of the legal department ever withholding
15    anything ever.  Anything that came in from the driver was I
16    believe date stamped, put with the file, and I read it.
17    Whether it was relevant or not it depends on how you define
18    "considered."  Did I consider it?  Did I read it?  I read
19    practically everything.
20  Q.  How do you define "considered?"
21  A.  "Considered" meant I read it and deliberated over it.
22  Q.  Both?
23  A.  I felt it was my obligation to do both.
24  Q.  When you say "considered," do you mean you read it and
25    deliberated or just one or the other?
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 1  A.  Both.  I thought about it, I read it, I took it in, yes.
 2  Q.  Why you would have your legal department tell people no
 3    evidence outside of the hearing record could be considered if
 4    you considered everything else?
 5  A.  I did not tell the legal department to do this letter.  I
 6    delegated the authority set forth clearly in my deposition over
 7    and over again to Mr. Fraser and his staff and the adjudication
 8    department to run the shop the way that they would run it.  So
 9    I did not specifically, to my knowledge, tell them to say this,
10    or do I recognize this as something that looks like a Fogel
11    letter in the ordinary course of business I would see, yes, it
12    does.
13  Q.  You didn't know what they were telling the drivers?
14  A.  I don't understand that question.
15  Q.  You didn't know what the legal department was telling the
16    drivers, is that what you're saying?
17  A.  I read the file, so I knew they were telling them, yes.
18  Q.  You saw letters like this hundreds of times, right?
19  A.  I'm sure I did, yes.
20  Q.  So you knew they were telling the drivers no evidence
21    outside the hearing record could be considered, is that not
22    true?
23  A.  Must be, yes, if this is -- I mean -- but this is a Fogel
24    response.
25             THE COURT: Next question.
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: Can we show Plaintiff's Exhibit 61, which

 2    we now have a stipulation on?
 3             THE COURT: There's a stipulation as to 61?
 4             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes.
 5             THE COURT: So Plaintiff's Exhibit 61 is received, and

 6    Defendant's P14, that's received.  Defendant's P14 offered by
 7    plaintiffs.
 8             (Plaintiff's Exhibit 61 received in evidence)
 9             (Defendant's Exhibit P14 received in evidence)
10    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
11  Q.  This is we have a representation, a stipulation this is a
12    decision by Judge Casey of OATH, with a response by you,
13    Mr. Daus.  Do you see that?
14  A.  A response?
15  Q.  Yes.  They called it a reversal is what they call it, the
16    recommendation --
17             THE COURT: It's your decision, right?
18             THE WITNESS: The first part of the document is the

19    recommendation.
20             THE COURT: The recommendation.  Those are the two,

21    there's recommendation and decision, and your decision could be

22    to adopt or to reject the recommendation, right?
23             THE WITNESS: Or to modify.
24             THE COURT: OK.
25  Q.  Did you ever modify a recommendation in a summary
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 1    suspension hearing?
 2  A.  I don't have a specific recollection of that.
 3  Q.  Do you have general recollection of that?
 4  A.  No.
 5  Q.  Why do you keep saying specifically?
 6             THE COURT: Because it's a term or phrase.
 7  A.  Everything is possible.  It's possible that it could have
 8    happened, yes, but I don't have a specific recollection.
 9  Q.  It's possible, but you don't remember it happening, is that
10    right?
11  A.  Yes, it's possible, but I don't remember it happening.
12  Q.  Do you remember Judge Casey being one of the OATH judges?

13  A.  Yes, I remember him.
14             MR. ACKMAN: Can you scroll down to the fourth
15    paragraph, the last full paragraph on page 2, page 2 of the
16    recommendation.
17  Q.  Mr. Daus, I refer you to the last sentence of the third
18    full paragraph on page 2.  Do you see that, the one that
19    starts, "As this tribunal --"
20  A.  Yes.
21  Q.  Can you read that for the record?
22  A.  As this tribunal has repeatedly recognized, it is
23    questionable whether a proceeding where an arrest is conclusive

24    proof of guilt and a licensee cannot test the validity of the
25    underlying charges qualifies as a meaningful hearing.
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 1  Q.  Do you agree with that?
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, I object.
 3             THE COURT: Why is that relevant to the proceeding

 4    that was available?
 5             MR. ACKMAN: I'll move on.
 6             THE COURT: It seems to me that's not the purpose of

 7    this trial.  Those are arguments that could be made to me at a
 8    later point.
 9             MR. ACKMAN: Can you scroll to where it says, "Because

10    it may take weeks or months," on page 3, middle of the first
11    paragraph.
12  Q.  Do you see that, Mr. Daus?
13  A.  Because of the weeks or months before the criminal charges

14    are resolved, continued suspension represents a significant
15    deprivation for respondent who depends on job to support his
16    wife and four children.
17  Q.  Was that kind of observation appropriate in an ALJ's
18    recommendation?
19  A.  I don't know.  I haven't read this decision, it's hard for
20    me to -- am I allowed give my opinion?
21             THE COURT: That's what it is, a question for your
22    opinion whether that's an appropriate statement in an ALJ
23    decision for a summary suspension.
24  A.  It's really -- it's a sentence that it's hard for me to
25    form an opinion based upon just a sentence without reading the
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 1    whole decision, but for an OATH Judge to be talking about a
 2    significant deprivation, I don't know if that an appropriate
 3    forum.
 4             THE COURT: Do you think that deprivation and the
 5    effect of the suspension on the licensee and his family is
 6    relevant to the determination as to whether to lift the
 7    suspension?
 8             THE WITNESS: I don't believe it's relevant based upon

 9    the rules and the standards that were applicable at the time.
10             THE COURT: Next question.
11  Q.  Do you see the very bottom of the page, bottom of page 2
12    where it says, "Petitioner's interests?"
13  A.  It's hard to read.  Petitioner's interest, however, must be
14    balanced against a licensee's substantial interest in defending
15    against the charges and maintaining a livelihood.
16  Q.  Is that an appropriate observation in an ALJ's
17    recommendation?
18  A.  In this summary suspension hearing it is --
19  Q.  Every question I am asking is about summary suspension
20    hearings.
21  A.  That's not a relevant -- it's not necessarily relevant to
22    reaching a decision based upon the rules and standards, so the
23    answer is no.
24  Q.  Not necessarily relevant or completely irrelevant?
25  A.  I don't see -- it's not relevant, the effect on the
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 1    livelihood of the driver for purposes of this hearing, that's
 2    an issue for -- that's not an issue for -- under the standard
 3    of the rules, the rules are whether the driver poses a threat
 4    to the public health and safety.  That's the scope of this very
 5    narrow limited hearing, as I understand it.
 6  Q.  So we are saying the judge was not supposed to balance the
 7    licensee's interests against -- not supposed to put the
 8    licensee's interest in maintaining a livelihood into the mix?
 9  A.  That would be a job for your Honor here to determine under
10    Matthews v. Eldridge whether the procedure as a whole is
11    comporting with due process.  OATH judges I don't believe have

12    the authority to make decisions as a tribunal based upon
13    whether something is constitutional or not, which it sounds
14    like he's doing here.  This was, I believe, a hearing, and
15    there was a narrow scope to it, and the appropriate forum to
16    challenge that is really in this Court or before the legislator
17    or the TLC, not in an OATH decision, with all due respect to
18    the fine judges at OATH.
19  Q.  Did you say OATH judges have no authority to make
20    constitutional determinations?
21  A.  My understanding is they have absolutely no authority to
22    determine whether a law or a rule is constitutional.
23  Q.  What is that understanding based upon?
24  A.  My general knowledge of law practicing for almost 20 years.

25  Q.  Your general knowledge of law tells that you OATH judges
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 1    can't make a constitutional determination?
 2  A.  That's my understanding.
 3  Q.  That's your understanding?
 4  A.  Mm-hmm.
 5  Q.  And you think that was OATH judges' understanding, too?
 6  A.  It may not have been, but I can't tell you because I
 7    haven't been able to read the entire decision.
 8             THE COURT: I don't think it's relevant.  Next
 9    question.
10             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, respectfully, I think it's

11    very relevant.
12             THE COURT: It's relevant to whether he thinks the
13    OATH judge believes it's his job to do --
14             MR. ACKMAN: If --
15             THE COURT: -- a constitutional analysis?
16             MR. ACKMAN: Yes, I will tell you why.
17             THE COURT: No, don't need to know why.  I'm
18    sustaining the objection.  Next question.
19  Q.  Would that be why when the OATH judges question the
20    meaningfulness of the hearings they didn't just rule that the
21    hearings were not meaningful?
22             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
23             THE COURT: Sustained.  That's an inappropriate
24    question he can't answer.
25  Q.  Can you look at the middle of page 3, the first paragraph
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 1    on page 3 where it says, "Because it may be weeks or months,"

 2    do you see that?
 3  A.  Yes.
 4             THE COURT: He just read that.
 5  A.  I read that before.
 6  Q.  OK.  Do you see page 5, the first full paragraph?
 7  A.  Yes.
 8  Q.  Says, "Respondent's testimony was very believable."  Is
 9    that an appropriate observation in an OATH recommendation?
10  A.  Respondent's testimony was very believable.
11  Q.  Right.
12  A.  Completely out of context, I don't have any issue with the
13    sentence.
14  Q.  I'm not asking you whether you agree with it.
15  A.  It's very difficult for me to answer these questions
16    without reading the decision, with all due respect.  I'm just
17    operating in the dark here.  If you're asking me every sentence
18    on this decision whether it's appropriate or not, I can answer
19    in the abstract but --
20             THE COURT: You know what the standard is, right?  You

21    already articulated the standard.
22             THE WITNESS: Yes.
23             THE COURT: Do you think the believability or the
24    credibility of a respondent is a relevant factor for the
25    purposes of an OATH hearing?
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 1             THE WITNESS: It could be.  I haven't read the
 2    decision, but hypothetically if a driver came in and said
 3    that's not me, your Honor, I was with my lawyer yesterday and
 4    he basically told me the charges would drop, I don't have proof
 5    of that.  OK, I could find an OATH judge finding the driver's
 6    testimony credible and making a recommendation that we would

 7    lift the suspension.  And I probably in that situation would
 8    remand the case and ask the legal department to contact the
 9    DA's office.  So abstractly, hypothetically, yes, it could be
10    appropriate when you take one sentence.
11             THE COURT: That's fine.  Next question.
12  Q.  You would probably remand the case in that situation?
13  A.  Probably, yes, absolutely.
14  Q.  How many times in your career at the TLC reviewing summary

15    suspension rulings did you remand a case?
16  A.  I don't recall ever doing it in a suspension case, but I
17    have remanded cases over the course of my career.
18  Q.  Now so you don't -- do you or do you -- if the driver
19    credibly denies the allegations, the criminal allegations, is
20    that a relevant factor in an OATH Judge decision on a summary

21    suspension case?
22  A.  Based on the law and my knowledge of it, no, and how it was

23    actually applied during my tenure, it's not entirely relevant.
24             THE COURT: Is it relevant?  Yes or no.
25             THE WITNESS: No, it's not relevant to meet the
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 1    standard.
 2  Q.  You said your belief was based on the law?
 3  A.  Yes.
 4  Q.  What law is that?
 5  A.  The New York City Charter, the administrative code, and the

 6    TLC rules that describe the TLC's authority and OATH's
 7    authority and the standard in this type of case.
 8  Q.  You're saying the New York City Charter says an oath judge

 9    should not assess credibility at a summary suspension hearing?
10  A.  The New York City Charter has provisions about what OATH

11    is, I believe, and what OATH does, and at the time the
12    Administrative Procedure Act talks about hearings that is the
13    basis for these types of hearings.  And what happens in the New

14    York City Charter for the TLC, that section gives the
15    commission the authority to issue licenses and revoke them.
16    The administrative code has provisions in it that gives the TLC
17    the authority to enact rules to suspend licenses summarily.
18    Specifically it was authorized by the city council, and you
19    have various iterations of rules throughout the rule book in
20    TLC that say that you can't summarily suspend a license.
21  Q.  So are you saying that somewhere in the New York City
22    Charter --
23             THE COURT: He's not saying that, let's move on.
24             MR. ACKMAN: He did say that.
25             THE COURT: Let's move on.
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 1  Q.  You're saying there's something in the New York City code
 2    that says an OATH judge shouldn't assess credibility at a
 3    summary suspension hearing.
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 5             THE COURT: Sustained.  He's not saying that.  Let's

 6    stay focused on what is the standard and the procedures that
 7    are provided at the hearing.
 8  Q.  Are you saying there's something in the TLC rules that
 9    preclude an OATH judge from assessing credibility?
10  A.  Generally no.  That's what their job is, to find facts and
11    to assess credibility every day.  That's what they do,
12    Mr. Ackman.
13  Q.  That's what they do, so why can't they do it in this kind
14    of hearing?
15  A.  They do, they assess credibility as to the issues that are
16    the scope of the hearing.  The issue, as has been testified to
17    by Mr. Coyne that I heard and myself and in the past is that
18    it's simply:  Were you the correct person?  Is this a case of
19    mistaken identity?
20             Number two:  Are these the charges that are currently
21    in place?
22             And number three:  What is the argument that you are
23    making?  It's really a legal argument, an analysis that
24    plaintiff's counsel -- the driver's counsel was supposed to
25    make, as well as the prosecution at the time, the agency, and
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 1    what the judge was supposed to decide and recommend really.
 2  Q.  So you're saying --
 3  A.  The judge is supposed to under, as I understand it, the
 4    rules of OATH, make findings of fact where the agency is liable

 5    to and make recommendations in other instances.  My
 6    understanding is that this is entirely -- it was a
 7    recommendation, so they would make a recommendation both on the

 8    facts and the ultimate result that I should have here.  In
 9    other instances, judges are given the authority to make final
10    decisions on certain things and recommendations on others.  In

11    this type of hearing, my recollection is that this was a
12    finding -- not a finding of fact that the judge made, but a
13    recommendation based upon what that judge saw the evidence
14    found to be credible or not credible.
15  Q.  So you're saying the only issue at the OATH hearing or TLC

16    hearing for that matter on summary suspension was whether the

17    driver was arrested?
18  A.  No, I never said that.
19  Q.  Tell us what the other issues are.
20  A.  Whether the allegations, if true, would deem that driver to
21    be a threat to public health and safety.
22  Q.  So if you go into an OATH hearing --
23  A.  And the identity of the driver, Mr. Ackman, which you left
24    out.
25  Q.  Let's say you use this driver, it's Riano, I'm not sure
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 1    if -- Wilson Riano, he goes in his OATH hearing, the OATH judge

 2    says to him:  Are you Wilson Riano?  He says yes.  Were you
 3    arrested on this charge, and he tells him the charge, and he
 4    says yes.  And are you the same Wilson Riano whose name is on

 5    this arrest report?  And he says yes.  Is there anything else
 6    to do at the OATH hearing?
 7  A.  The judge, in my view, should be asking what's the status
 8    the case and ask the prosecuting attorney to make the case.
 9    The burden, as I understand it, is on the TLC to show that
10    these are the charges and, if true, that these allegations are
11    a threat to public health and safety.  It's a very simple
12    hearing.  It's not -- it's like a sufficiency hearing or a
13    safeguard hearing that was put into place that we decided to do
14    to make sure that basically these are the right people and
15    you're not making a serious mistake.
16             All these people have their right to get the full --
17    every possible piece of evidence as to whether they're fit.
18    Just like an attorney would if they're brought up on charges, a
19    driver will be able to bring in all sorts of evidence in their
20    fitness hearing when the case is over, if it resulted in a
21    conviction.  So there's a second hearing, which is more
22    elaborate and more involved where you bring in your driving
23    record, and the judge is focused more on that.
24  Q.  I'm not asking about other hearings.  Every question I ask,
25    unless I say otherwise, and I doubt I will say otherwise, is
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 1    about summary suspension hearings.  Is that clear?
 2  A.  Yes.
 3  Q.  Good.  Now you go into the hearing --
 4  A.  This is a hypothetical?
 5  Q.  No, I'm talking about Wilson Riano?
 6  A.  Is it possible I could read this case if we're going to be
 7    talking about it?
 8             MR. ACKMAN: I'm happy to let him read it if you want

 9    take a break and let him read it.
10             THE COURT: No we're not taking a break.
11  Q.  So Wilson Riano, he's a taxi driver, right?
12             THE COURT: Do you know if he was a taxi driver?
13             THE WITNESS: If we are stipulating to this, I guess

14    he was.
15  Q.  Let's assume he was taxi driver, he goes into the hearing,
16    OATH judge asks him:  Are you Wilson Riano?  He said yes.  Are

17    you the same Wilson Riano whose name is mentioned on this
18    arrest report?  He says yes.  And were you in fact arrested on
19    such and such a date as mentioned in the arrest report?  He
20    says yes.  Is that your license number?  He says yes.
21             Is the hearing done or is there anything else to talk
22    about?
23             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, I object, speculation,

24    hypothetical.
25             THE COURT: Given the standard that you understand,
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 1    what else would need to be established at that hearing?
 2             THE WITNESS: Well, the missing component that you

 3    didn't mention -- everything that you said plus what would have

 4    to be established is the nexus between the elements of the
 5    crime as charged, if it's true, basically giving rise to a
 6    recommendation by the judge that this driver, if allowed to
 7    continue driving would be a threat to the public health and
 8    safety.  That is the third prong of the hearing, as I
 9    understand it.
10  Q.  What's the nexus?
11  A.  The relationship.
12  Q.  So as long as there's some hypothetical relationship
13    between the crime and the public, that's it, you're done?
14             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  That's not what the

15    witness said.
16             MR. ACKMAN: I'm asking.
17             THE WITNESS: I don't recall the specific language of

18    the standard, but it's some type of nexus or relationship.  It
19    may be direct -- I don't know if there was specific -- I don't
20    recall what the specific language was.
21             THE COURT: Describe your understanding.
22             THE WITNESS: My understanding is it's some type of

23    relationship between like basically if this person was allowed
24    to continue driving, would you, if this person was convicted of
25    this crime, find that person is a threat it public health and
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 1    safety.
 2  Q.  If he's convicted he would be a threat?
 3  A.  Yes, that's the standard.  The allegations, if true, that's
 4    what the rule says.
 5  Q.  And you when you see the allegations and it says if true,
 6    that means assume it to be true?
 7  A.  Yes.
 8  Q.  That was your policy, right?
 9  A.  No, it was --
10  Q.  Whose policy was it?
11  A.  No, it's in the law.
12  Q.  What law?
13  A.  It's in the rules, Rule 8-16(c).
14             MR. ACKMAN: Let's put 8-16 on the screen.  2006.

15             THE COURT: What exhibit this?  38A.
16             MR. ACKMAN: It's not in evidence, your Honor.
17             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, this version doesn't

18    indicate which date it was.
19             THE COURT: It's not in evidence, so I don't know what

20    the question is.  But let's hear a question.
21  Q.  Can you show us in this rule where it says you should
22    assume the charges are true?
23             THE COURT: This is not in evidence, so he doesn't
24    have to do that.
25  A.  I don't --
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 1             THE COURT: Don't answer the question.  Next question.

 2  Q.  Can you show us any version of 8-16 that you would
 3    stipulate to?
 4             MS. O'SULLIVAN: That's not one of our exhibits.  I

 5    have penal law sections with me.
 6             THE COURT: Is the city saying there is no version of

 7    8-16 they agree should be in evidence?
 8             MS. O'SULLIVAN: We'll stipulate this was in effect at

 9    some point, but I don't know when.  And there is a version of
10    rule that does say "if true," so this doesn't say that.  That
11    was --
12             MR. ACKMAN: Let's do the next version.
13             THE WITNESS: This looks like --
14             THE COURT: Don't answer.  There's no question.
15             What exhibit is this?
16             MR. KLEINMAN: 38B.
17             MR. ACKMAN: Let's go to 8-16.
18  Q.  Can you identify this document?
19             THE COURT: Is there a stipulation on this one or are

20    you asking the witness to authenticate?
21             MS. WEINBLATT: Can we enlarge it?  I can't see it.

22             Your Honor, we will stipulate that it is a version of
23    8-16.  I don't know when it was in effect.
24             THE COURT: There's a date at the bottom.
25             MS. WEINBLATT: This is not a legal publication, this
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 1    rule was copied into another publication, and the date of the
 2    other publication is what I believe appears on the bottom
 3    corner.
 4             MR. ACKMAN: I represent this is taken from the TLC

 5    web site.  You go to the adjudication rules and you see Rule
 6    8-16, this is it.
 7             THE COURT: But you're not a witness, you have to
 8    authenticate stuff or have a stipulation, you don't get to sort
 9    tell me it is what it says.
10             MR. ACKMAN: I will try to authenticate it.
11  Q.  Mr. Daus, does this document look like something that you
12    have seen before?
13  A.  The section looks familiar, yes.
14  Q.  Does this look to you like part of the TLC adjudication
15    rules?
16  A.  I can't authenticate this document, Mr. Ackman.  I can tell
17    you that the language looks familiar to the language that I
18    read in the court's decision and it refreshes my recollection
19    as to what I believe the standard to be close to 2006.
20             THE COURT: So it does refresh.  So what did you
21    understand the standard to have been post 2006?
22             MR. ACKMAN: I will move to admit it, your Honor.

23             THE COURT: No, it doesn't come in.  He didn't
24    authenticate it.  He said it refreshed his recollection, so you
25    can do that, but it's not coming in as an exhibit.
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 1  Q.  Is this document part of the TLC rules, specifically rule
 2    8-16?
 3  A.  This refreshes my recollection as to exactly what I told
 4    you a few minutes ago about the standard that was in play.  The

 5    issue shall be whether the charges underlying the licensee's
 6    arrest, if true, demonstrate that the licensee's continued
 7    licensure during the pendency of the criminal charges would
 8    pose a threat to the health or safety of the public.
 9  Q.  Where in this rule does it say you must assume the charges
10    to be true?
11  A.  It says if true.
12  Q.  If true means is true?
13  A.  No, my plain reading of this is that you're assuming that
14    the charges are true for purposes of conducting an analysis to
15    whether you would allow a driver, let's say arrested for
16    murder, to continue driving around the streets of the City of
17    New York, so somebody out on bail.
18  Q.  How many drivers were arrested for murder?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
20  A.  I don't recall.
21  Q.  Do you recall any?
22  A.  There are people who have been arrested for murder,
23    absolutely.  The answer is yes.
24  Q.  Are any those people taxi drivers?  In your tenure at TLC,
25    how many were arrested for murder?
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 1  A.  I don't recall the exact number.
 2  Q.  Is the number zero?
 3  A.  No.
 4  Q.  Give a ballpark number.
 5  A.  I don't recall.
 6  Q.  Do you recall generally?
 7  A.  Has a driver ever been arrested for murder?  Yes, of course
 8    they have.
 9  Q.  Of course they have?
10             THE COURT: I'm not sure -- I'm the fact finder, don't

11    get me wrong, I really don't give a damn.  So let's get
12    focused, because I'm also not giving you unfettered time.  I'm
13    going to start putting time limits on this.  Let's go.
14             MR. ACKMAN: Let's put that back on the screen.
15  Q.  Do you see page 4?
16             THE COURT: Of the?
17             MR. ACKMAN: Riano decision.
18  Q.  Page 4, the one that said -- you see the first sentence in
19    the third paragraph on page 4 says, "Respondent presented
20    credible evidence that he is innocent of any crime."
21  A.  Yes.
22  Q.  Is that a relevant factor in an OATH judge's calculation?
23  A.  No, not in the hearing.
24  Q.  Can we look at page 5.  You see the first sentence -- the
25    first two sentences of the first full paragraph:  Respondent's
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 1    testimony was very believable.  He vividly described how he
 2    tried to be a peacemaker when Armando arrived at the scene.  Is

 3    the fact that he credibly described himself as the peacemaker,
 4    is that a relevant factor in an OATH judge's decision?
 5  A.  I don't believe it's relevant to meeting the standard under
 6    the rules that we cited previously.
 7  Q.  The next sentence, the issuance of a desk appearance
 8    ticket -- first of all, do you know what a desk appearance
 9    ticket is?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  Says:  The issuance of a desk appearance ticket indicates
12    that the arresting officer did not consider respondent to pose
13    a serious threat to the public.
14             Is that a fair comment by an OATH judge or something
15    when that he shouldn't be looking at?
16  A.  I don't know whether it's a fair comment.  It's hard to
17    tell without reading the entire decision.
18  Q.  I'm not asking whether you agree with it, I'm asking if
19    it's a relevant consideration.
20  A.  I don't know.  I haven't read the decision.  It's hard
21    to -- you're taking things out of the context.  It's kind of
22    unfair.
23             THE COURT: Hold on, I don't need you commenting on

24    what is fair and unfair.  Cool it.  Let me be real clear, I
25    don't know what went on in the deposition, but this is not a
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 1    street corner where you guys start mixing it up.  So you start
 2    treating each other with respect or I'm going to intervene.
 3    Got it?
 4             MR. ACKMAN: Fair enough.
 5  Q.  I believe we asked this question to several witnesses.  Is
 6    the issuance of a desk appearance ticket a relevant factor for
 7    an OATH judge to base his decision on?
 8  A.  I don't know.
 9  Q.  And the OATH judge's conclusion that the respondent was not

10    the aggressor, is that a relevant factor if this arrest came
11    out of a fight?
12  A.  I don't know.  I don't think so.
13  Q.  And look at the last sentence of the decision on page 6.
14    Continued suspension, do you see that, based solely upon the
15    uncorroborated and debunked claims of a drunken party guest
16    unfairly deprives the respondent of his livelihood.  Is that
17    something that the OATH judge should be considering?
18  A.  Under the standard, no.
19  Q.  Let's look at your decision.  I think we have a stipulation
20    that this is your decision, although this is the version that
21    appears on a web site.
22             MR. ACKMAN: And your Honor, I want to explain, we

23    asked for production of these decisions, we didn't get it, so
24    we went to a web site maintained --
25             THE COURT: This is in evidence.
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: Fine.
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: Does it have an exhibit number?

 3             THE COURT: 61, right?
 4             MR. ACKMAN: Yes, all part of 61.
 5  Q.  You say -- look at paragraph three of your decision.  Can
 6    you read the first sentence?
 7  A.  Pursuant to TLC Rule 8-16, the suspension hearing --
 8  Q.  No, paragraph three, the first sentence.
 9  A.  Judge Casey's conclusion and that respondent poses no
10    threat to public safety was based on his finding that
11    respondent committed no crime.
12  Q.  But that wasn't the only thing he based his conclusion on,
13    was it?
14  A.  I don't know.
15  Q.  We just went through a number of factors that he wasn't the
16    aggressor, that he had a DAT, that it could be weeks or months

17    before he ever sees a judge.  He went through a number of
18    factors, right?
19  A.  You did, yes.
20  Q.  So it wasn't the only thing that he based his conclusion
21    on, right?
22  A.  I don't know.  I haven't read the decision.
23  Q.  If an OATH ALJ says anything at all which suggests he might

24    be considering whether the guy is guilty, does that make the
25    entire decision illegitimate?
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 1             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
 2             THE COURT: Sustained.  I don't think illegitimacy
 3    is --
 4             MR. ACKMAN: I'll rephrase.
 5  Q.  If an OATH ALJ makes any comment at all which suggests
 6    there might not have been a crime committed by the respondent

 7    at the hearing, does that mean the entire decision must be
 8    rejected?
 9             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
10             THE COURT: I'm not sure why.  It is relevant.  You

11    can answer the question, go ahead.
12  A.  Can I have the question repeated?
13  Q.  If an OATH ALJ makes any comment at all in his
14    recommendation which suggests that he might think that the
15    driver was not guilty of the crime charged, does that mean the
16    entire decision must be rejected?
17             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
18             THE COURT: You can answer.
19  A.  Based upon the applicability of the standard and the rules,
20    it would not be dispositive or arguably relevant if the charges
21    are still proven to be pending.
22  Q.  So I'll ask you again, what fact, once the driver admits he
23    was arrested and his name is on the arrest report and he's the
24    same guy on the arrest report and he was arrested on those
25    charges, what fact, if any, could the driver establish that
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 1    would entitle him to have the suspension lifted?
 2  A.  That --
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, hypothetical.
 4             THE COURT: Overruled.
 5  A.  That it was not him, number two, that these --
 6  Q.  I said already said it is him.
 7  A.  That the charges are not what the prosecuting attorney at
 8    the agency is saying they are.
 9  Q.  It is the charges.  He's admitted that he was charged, and
10    he admitted he's the one who was arrested, and his name is on
11    the report and there's no confusion about identity of the
12    person on the report, what fact, once that is established, can
13    the driver establish in order to have the suspension lifted?
14  A.  Hypothetically, if there's a criminal information or if
15    there's a document that was issued by the district attorney's
16    office that was put into evidence by the driver to show that
17    these are the facts that are being alleged to have occurred
18    that puts a little more meat on the actual elements of the
19    crime under the penal law, then you could make the argument
20    that even if this is true, then I should be allowed to get my
21    license back until the criminal charges are decided.  You could
22    hypothetically make that argument.  So yes, you could submit
23    evidence on that point, I believe.
24  Q.  So you're saying he would need to get a document from the
25    district attorney which suggested what?
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 1  A.  If there's a criminal complaint, more information in the
 2    criminal complaint.
 3  Q.  So you're saying the criminal complaint -- putting the
 4    criminal complaint into evidence at the summary suspension
 5    hearing could allow him to have his suspension lifted?
 6  A.  I don't think the rules prohibited a driver from doing
 7    that.
 8  Q.  He could put it in?
 9  A.  Yes.
10  Q.  What fact in the criminal complaint -- could be from the
11    criminal complaint or from anywhere else -- could the driver
12    establish in order to be entitled to have the suspension
13    lifted?
14             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  The witness just answered

15    this question.
16             THE COURT: Overruled.
17  A.  I mean hypothetically, I mean there are certain charges
18    that are generic when you look at the penal code that you
19    really need to, as I understand it, look at the information or
20    the indictment to get more details and more information.  And
21    unless it's something really specific, like murder or rape or
22    burglary -- assault has a different categories, as I understand
23    it, and really lends itself to having argument at these
24    hearings based upon not just the charges but if there are facts
25    that are part of the charges, I think hypothetically, that's
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 1    fair game to bring up.  Do I recall it ever happening?  No.  Do
 2    I think it happened in this case?  I have no idea.
 3  Q.  So he could argue yes, I was charged with a crime, but it
 4    really shouldn't be a crime, is that what he could argue?
 5  A.  That's my view of how I understand the law.  That doesn't
 6    mean that I could tell you here today, Mr. Ackman, that that's
 7    exactly what the judges were doing or that was in the decision.
 8  Q.  I'm asking for your view.  You were the chairman and you
 9    were actually deciding these cases, right?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  So unless he establishes the crime he's charged with really
12    shouldn't be a crime, shouldn't be in the penal law, then his
13    suspension would continue, is that right?
14  A.  Well, I don't know for sure.
15  Q.  Who would know?
16  A.  I don't know, because I have to go back and look at the
17    rules.  I believe that it depends, number one, on the -- could
18    depend on when this happened and what rules you're talking
19    about, because there is general authority to summarily suspend.

20  Q.  That's rule 8-16, right?
21  A.  Yes, but it really depends on what time.
22  Q.  I'm not asking about the summary suspension, I might ask
23    about that later.
24  A.  That is the summary suspension.
25  Q.  I'm asking how we get out the summary suspension.  The
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 1    summary suspension is in place once this hearing happens,
 2    right?
 3  A.  Right.
 4  Q.  And the question is:  Should it be limited or not, right?
 5  A.  Right.
 6  Q.  So what can the driver show to the ALJ that would
 7    reasonably convince the ALJ to lift to recommend lifting the
 8    suspension?
 9  A.  That may be hypothetically if the prosecuting attorney
10    misclassified or misread what the charges were and they had
11    more information that they had obtained for their criminal
12    attorney to put into evidence to show this is not exactly what
13    the charges are.
14  Q.  What do you mean by "misclassified?"
15  A.  I mean it could be that the attorney goes in and says this
16    is an assault one charge and the driver comes in with assault
17    three charges, has facts in the information.  And I think under
18    the law there's nothing prohibiting a driver from putting that
19    into evidence and considering, and for the driver's attorney to
20    be making arguments to the OATH judge that what happened here,

21    what the government's even alleging is not going to pose a
22    threat to this person driving a cab.
23  Q.  So he would have to make what is called a facial challenge
24    to the validity of the charge.  The charge is assault three,
25    but what's described is really assault four, something like
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 1    that?
 2  A.  I can't testify because I have no independent recollection
 3    of what the judges were doing, what their understanding of the
 4    standard was, but I'm looking -- you refreshed my recollection
 5    about what the law says.  I don't see anything in there that
 6    would have prevented a driver's attorney from obtaining and
 7    introducing into evidence at the hearing an information or an
 8    indictment which has the details, the nuances to elaborate on
 9    the charges, because they're still part of the charges.
10    There's some assumptions of fact that the government makes in

11    those cases, and I believe in my view that's fair game when you

12    look at the standard.
13             THE COURT: Were you here when Mr. Coyne was
14    testifying?
15             THE WITNESS: Yes.
16             THE COURT: You were here when he was asked:  If the

17    driver came into the hearing with a copy of the criminal
18    complaint in the underlying criminal matter, would the ALJ look

19    at the factual allegations within the criminal complaint?
20    Answer:  The ALJ may look at it, but there's no way they can
21    take it into account when making their decision.
22             Were you here for that?
23             THE WITNESS: Yes.
24             THE COURT: Do you agree with that or disagree with

25    that?
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 1             THE WITNESS: I agree that that's what he believed the

 2    standard to be.
 3             THE COURT: No, that's not the question.  Do you agree

 4    with that characterization of whether or not the contents of
 5    the criminal complaint can be considered by the ALJ?
 6             THE WITNESS: I mean I have no recollection, your

 7    Honor.  He was asking me a hypothetical about --
 8             THE COURT: Are you aware of any instance where this

 9    in fact occurred or someone came in with a criminal complaint
10    and argued from it that the suspension should be lifted?
11             THE WITNESS: I don't recall that.
12             THE COURT: Next question.
13  Q.  So you had mentioned an indictment, right?
14  A.  Yes.
15  Q.  So you're saying that the taxi driver was arrested, and
16    later he's indicted, he can bring in the indictment to show
17    what?
18  A.  Well, you were asking me a hypothetical question as to
19    whether they could bring an information in.  It would be up to
20    the judge whether to allow it to come in and consider it.
21  Q.  Let's say the judge allowed it to be considered.
22  A.  To do what?
23  Q.  What information in the indictment would allow the driver
24    to have a suspension overturned?
25  A.  I don't know.
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 1  Q.  Is there anything you can think of?
 2  A.  It could be contrary to what the prosecuting attorney is
 3    saying the charges are.
 4  Q.  So you'd be looking for an indictment that contradicts the
 5    prosecuting attorney?
 6  A.  I'm trying hard to think of a hypothetical; I just can't
 7    think of one right now.
 8  Q.  We all are.
 9             THE COURT: If you can't think of one, then just say

10    that.  That's all right.  You've never encountered a situation.
11             THE WITNESS: I have no recollection of that, your

12    Honor.
13             THE COURT: Fair enough.
14             Next question.
15  Q.  Let's scroll down to the bottom of the Riano decision.  Can
16    you read the last line, starts with "consequently"?
17             THE COURT: Out loud.
18  A.  "Consequently, I reject the ALJ's recommendation to lift
19    the suspension of respondent's TLC license."
20  Q.  Roughly, how many times in your career at the TLC did you

21    review a decision where the ALJ recommended lifting a summary

22    suspension?
23  A.  I don't recall.
24             THE COURT: Well --
25  Q.  Ballpark?
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 1             THE COURT: More than ten?
 2             THE WITNESS: I have no idea.
 3             THE COURT: More than 100?
 4             THE WITNESS: I know more than at least one.
 5             THE COURT: More than ten?
 6             THE WITNESS: I don't know.  I really don't.
 7             THE COURT: Is there a number at which you could say

 8    confidently it wasn't more than that?  More than 1,000?
 9             THE WITNESS: Definitely not more than 1,000.
10             THE COURT: More than 100?
11             THE WITNESS: I don't know.
12             THE COURT: You think it might have been 100 that

13    you --
14             THE WITNESS: I don't know for sure, but I doubt it.

15    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
16  Q.  Would it be less than ten?
17  A.  I don't know.  It would not be a frequent occurrence,
18    that's for sure.
19  Q.  Whatever the number was, of the times where an OATH ALJ or

20    a TLC ALJ recommended lifting a summary suspension, how many

21    times did you agree?
22  A.  I don't know the number.  I don't know.
23  Q.  Did you ever agree?
24  A.  Did I ever agree with lifting a suspension?
25  Q.  Right.
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 1  A.  Yes, at least once.
 2  Q.  At least once?
 3  A.  Yes.
 4  Q.  And how many times in your career at the TLC did you review

 5    summary suspension decisions by TLC ALJs or OATH ALJs that

 6    recommended continuing the suspension?
 7  A.  A number?
 8  Q.  A rough number, yeah.
 9  A.  I have no idea, Mr. Ackman.  I'm sorry.
10             THE COURT: How about a percentage?
11             THE WITNESS: Percentage?
12             THE COURT: Percentage of the recommendations you got

13    for summary suspension hearings.  What percentage?
14             THE WITNESS: I would have to think.  It's clearly
15    less than five percent, but, again, I'm speculating.  I'm
16    sorry.
17  Q.  Would it be less than one percent?
18  A.  That I had overturned a recommendation to continue the
19    suspension?  It would be a rare occurrence is what I said.
20  Q.  Would it be zero percent?
21             THE COURT: The question just maybe -- maybe the

22    witness didn't hear.
23             How many times in your career did you review a summary

24    suspension decision that recommended continuing the suspension?

25    What percentage of the recommendations did you read that
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 1    recommended continuing the suspension?
 2             THE WITNESS: Oh, it was a high -- it was a high
 3    number, obviously.  It was definitely in the 90 percent range,
 4    and that's just on criminal cases.
 5  Q.  And the ones that recommended continuing a suspension, is
 6    it true that you agreed 100 percent of the time?
 7  A.  I don't know.
 8             THE COURT: Do you recall any instances in which the

 9    ALJ recommended continuing the suspension, but you determined

10    to lift it?
11             THE WITNESS: I believe that that may have been the

12    case that I referred to in my deposition, but I'm not sure.  I
13    believe it may have happened once or more than once, but I
14    don't have a specific recollection.
15  Q.  When you became chairman, do you recall that Rule 8-16
16    didn't mention arrests, there was not an arrests category in
17    the rule, that it just allowed for summary suspensions, but it
18    didn't mention arrests?
19  A.  Do I remember that time or now?  I don't understand the
20    question.
21  Q.  I'm asking if you remember now, back to 2006 or so, that
22    the TLC rule allowing for summary suspensions made no mention

23    of arrests?
24  A.  I don't know for sure, but based on my deposition testimony
25    and my review, I believe that that may have been the case.
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 1  Q.  And sometime later, the rule was amended to mention
 2    arrests, right?
 3  A.  Yes, that's clear.
 4  Q.  And that was done while you were TLC chairman, right?
 5  A.  Yes.
 6  Q.  So you were responsible for advocating passage of that rule
 7    by the TLC commissioners; correct?
 8  A.  I advocate for passage of all the rules that we pass.
 9  Q.  Right.  So that was your rule?
10  A.  At the initial stage, but not necessarily in its final
11    form.  I mean I think it's hard to say, like I testified
12    earlier, Mr. Ackman, that I don't remember what the
13    circumstances were absent something to refresh my recollection

14    at the time.  I don't remember if it was part of the
15    rule-making proceeding.  I don't know if it was just a
16    housecleaning thing, housecleaning effort.  I have no idea.
17  Q.  What's a housecleaning effort?
18  A.  In looking -- you know, my staff was under continuing
19    instructions whenever there's something wrong in the agency
20    or -- to fix it.
21  Q.  Was there something wrong with the suspension policy?
22  A.  If there's a bad -- if there's a rule that can be drafted
23    better, I mean I would always allow the staff to come to me and

24    say, We should do this rule change, and I would consider
25    putting it on.  I don't remember the circumstances of this rule
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 1    change at all.
 2  Q.  If the TLC was suspending licenses based on arrests even
 3    though there was no rule mentioning that idea, would that be
 4    something wrong?
 5             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
 6             THE COURT: Sustained as to form.
 7             Do you recall having reservations about the prior
 8    rule?
 9             THE WITNESS: I don't have any recollection of that.

10    I think there's a rule on the books that covers -- and not this
11    specifically, but covers the activity and the process that was
12    in place.  And that would be the old -- the generic summary
13    suspension rule that was on the books.
14  Q.  And the old generic suspension rule, that's the rule that
15    didn't mention arrests; correct?
16  A.  It didn't mention arrests is my recollection.
17  Q.  But you nevertheless were routinely suspending drivers
18    based on an arrest and nothing but an arrest; correct?
19  A.  In those cases, yes.
20  Q.  Now, did the rule require that you find that emergency
21    action was necessary in order to suspend the driver?
22  A.  I believe the old rule did.
23  Q.  Old and new, right?
24  A.  I don't recall the new rule.
25  Q.  Okay.  The old rule.
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 1             And did you, in fact, find --
 2  A.  That rule might exist, by the way, somewhere on the books
 3    at TLC.
 4  Q.  Do you recall there was a rule that referred to emergency
 5    action being required to summarily suspend a license, right?
 6  A.  Yes, and it still may exist.
 7  Q.  Right.  Now, in fact, when you suspended a license based on

 8    arrest, did you, as chairman, find that emergency action was
 9    required?
10  A.  Did I specifically find that in those cases?
11  Q.  Right.
12  A.  I don't recall.
13  Q.  When you say you don't recall, it means you don't recall
14    every case or you don't recall your practice?
15  A.  I don't recall the practice or any specific case.  We're
16    going back, I guess, now to 2005 and before, right?
17  Q.  Right.  Do you recall --
18  A.  I don't remember making a specific finding in every case or
19    as a practice that there was an emergency action in those type
20    of cases, no, I don't recall.
21  Q.  Typically, you never made that finding, right?
22  A.  No, I said I don't recall.
23  Q.  So you might have made it hundreds of times, but you don't
24    recall doing it?
25  A.  I don't recall one way or the other.
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 1  Q.  Do you recall whether someone else at the agency made that

 2    finding?
 3  A.  I have no specific recollection of that.
 4  Q.  Is that finding necessary or not?
 5  A.  In terms of when and what?  I don't know.
 6             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.  It's a legal

 7    question.
 8             THE COURT: I'm not sure that's right.
 9             Do you recall whether someone else at the agency made
10    that finding?  It's not a legal question.  Do you recall
11    somebody else making a finding of that sort at your agency?
12             THE WITNESS: No.
13  Q.  Now, do you recall the rule requiring that the TLC bring
14    revocation proceedings within five days in order to make the
15    summary suspension?
16  A.  I have a very general recollection of something like that.
17  Q.  Did you ever do that in an arrest case?
18  A.  In what case?
19  Q.  Where you suspended, based on arrests.  Did you ever
20    actually initiate revocation proceedings within five days?
21  A.  I don't recall doing so.
22  Q.  Is that your practice?
23  A.  One way or the other.  No, I don't recall whether -- what
24    practices were in place at that time.
25             THE COURT: What time are we talking about?
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: 2005.
 2             THE COURT: I'm asking the witness.
 3  A.  Ever.  I don't recall -- I don't recall anything other than
 4    a very general recollection about a five-day period.  I know
 5    that there was -- there was some periods in the law, I just
 6    don't remember what they were.  I didn't refresh my
 7    recollection as to those matters.
 8             MR. ACKMAN: Let's see if we can refresh his
 9    recollection with Rule 8-16, the original version.
10  Q.  I'm showing you a document that is not in evidence.
11             THE COURT: What's the number?
12             MR. ACKMAN: Plaintiffs' Exhibit 38A.
13  Q.  Do you see where -- you see subpart B?
14  A.  Yes.
15  Q.  Does that refresh your recollection there was a rule in
16    place that required revocation proceedings to be brought within

17    five days in order to summarily suspend a license?
18  A.  In what timeframe?
19  Q.  2000 -- early 2006.
20             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
21             I believe that counsel is testifying.
22             MR. ACKMAN: He asked to clarify the question.
23             THE COURT: But, again, you don't get to testify.
24             Sustained.
25  Q.  Do you recall there being a rule in the early part of 2006
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 1    and, prior to that, 2005, 2004, 2003, where it allowed summary

 2    suspensions, but required, as a condition, that revocation
 3    proceedings be brought within five days?
 4  A.  Like I said, Mr. Ackman, I have a general recollection.  I
 5    really don't --
 6  Q.  Okay.  And did you bring revocation proceedings within five

 7    days?
 8             THE COURT: Five days of suspension?
 9  A.  I don't recall one way or the other at any point in time.
10  Q.  In order to summarily suspend a license based on the
11    arrest, did the TLC have to know anything else other than the
12    fact of the arrest?
13             THE COURT: That's asked and answered.  Don't answer.

14             Next question.
15  Q.  Was your position that whenever there was an arrest,
16    emergency action was necessary?
17  A.  I don't think I've ever said that.
18  Q.  I'm asking now, was that your position?
19  A.  No.
20  Q.  I'm not asking whether you said it.  Is that what your --
21    in effect, your policy was?
22  A.  At what time?
23  Q.  At any time.
24  A.  At any time, whether -- could you repeat that question?
25    I'm sorry.
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 1  Q.  Was it your position that whenever there was an arrest,
 2    that required emergency action?
 3  A.  I don't know.
 4  Q.  Were drivers entitled to request a hearing concerning
 5    whether their suspension should remain in effect -- let me
 6    strike that.
 7             Once a driver was suspended based on an arrest, was he
 8    entitled to a hearing?
 9  A.  If requested, yes, I believe that's the case.
10  Q.  And some requested it and some did not?
11  A.  Yes, that's true.
12  Q.  Now, if the driver did not request a hearing, did the TLC
13    have any burden to show anything in order to continue the
14    suspension indefinitely?
15             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
16             THE COURT: As far as you understand.
17             Was there any requirement or obligation on the part of
18    the TLC to have the hearing where one was not requested?
19             MR. ACKMAN: That's not quite what I asked, your
20    Honor.  But I'll let him -- I'm happy to have him answer that
21    question.
22             THE WITNESS: Can I answer your question first, Judge?

23             THE COURT: If you can, yes.
24             THE WITNESS: I don't believe that there was a
25    requirement to hold that -- it was -- I don't recall
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 1    specifically if it was that case at all times, but certainly
 2    there was a point in time where there were rules that were
 3    enacted where you could -- we had the option, and we put that
 4    in our letters, that if you didn't request a hearing, then you
 5    didn't get one.
 6             But I do also believe, your Honor, that there was a
 7    process that even if you didn't request a hearing, that if you
 8    sent Marc Hardekopf a copy of your disposition, that the
 9    charges were dismissed, even if you didn't have a hearing, that
10    there was some type of procedure at some point to take you off
11    suspension.  And that would happen.
12    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
13  Q.  A positive disposition on a criminal case, that would lead
14    to reinstatement regardless of whether there was ever a
15    hearing; correct?  That's how suspension ended, no?
16  A.  Well, you'd have to provide proof of that in some capacity.
17  Q.  Right.  They don't just take your word for it.  But if you
18    show a positive disposition, meaning --
19  A.  Yes.
20  Q.  -- an acquittal or a dismissal --
21  A.  Yes.
22  Q.  -- or an ACD, or it might be some other category, once you
23    have a positive disposition of your criminal charge, that's
24    what caused the reinstatement, right?
25  A.  Yes.  If you submitted that, you'd be reinstated regardless
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 1    of what my decision was or even if there wasn't a hearing that
 2    you requested, let's say within five days you didn't request a
 3    hearing, and five days after that the charges were dismissed.
 4  Q.  The reinstatement had nothing to do with whether there was

 5    a hearing, right?
 6  A.  No, it didn't.
 7  Q.  Now --
 8  A.  But it is a forum by which the agency continues to receive
 9    information that could have been considered at a hearing if you

10    would have requested for it is what I'm getting at.  So if --
11  Q.  But there was no need for a hearing.  Once you had the
12    acquittal or the dismissal or the ACD, there was no point in
13    having a hearing; that would cause reinstatement, hearing or
14    not?
15             THE WITNESS: Usually raising a question as to
16    whether -- and this is a legal question for your Honor -- I
17    mean whether there even was a requirement to even have a
18    hearing in such instances.  I believe that there should be a
19    hearing as a matter of policy and fairness to the drivers to
20    make sure that there are no cases of mistaken identity.
21             THE COURT: But the driver didn't seek a hearing, then

22    there was no hearing; correct?
23             THE WITNESS: Correct.
24             THE COURT: If a driver didn't seek a hearing, then
25    was there some other process that took place that was a
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 1    precursor to a suspension being continued?
 2             THE WITNESS: There was no other process that I was

 3    aware of, but there was -- to continue the suspension.  But
 4    there was a process for you to get the -- there were two
 5    processes that I was aware of to stop the suspension at any
 6    point in time, and that was the 60-day clock, I believe, that
 7    was in the administrative code.  There was a 60-day period.  I
 8    don't remember the specifics of it; it's very vague.  But I
 9    know pretty firmly that if you sent in a disposition at any
10    point in time, Mr. Hardekopf and the legal department would
11    remove you from suspension, that I know.  I'm pretty clear on
12    that was the custom and practice of the agency.
13             THE COURT: Okay.
14    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
15  Q.  Now, in the cases where the driver did request a hearing,
16    does that mean the driver thought that the suspension should be

17    lifted?
18             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
19             THE COURT: Sustained.
20  Q.  He's requesting a hearing -- purpose of having a hearing is
21    to seek lifting of a suspension, right?
22             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  Leading.
23             MR. ACKMAN: This is a hostile witness, your Honor, to

24    say the least.
25             THE COURT: Objection is overruled.
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 1             You can answer the question.
 2  A.  I would believe that that's the driver's intention to
 3    request a hearing, yes.  Because it says it pretty clearly
 4    in -- the purpose of the hearing is set forth in some -- a
 5    letter --
 6  Q.  There would be no point in requesting a hearing if you
 7    weren't going to argue for the suspension being lifted at the
 8    hearing, right?  That was the whole point, isn't it?
 9  A.  I would think so, if I was a driver, yes.  Yes, I would --
10    I mean what would be the point to it.  I don't know, are there
11    other reasons they would do that?
12  Q.  No one went to a hearing and said, "I'd like my suspension
13    to continue."  That never happened, did it?
14  A.  I don't know the motivations of the drivers, is there a
15    possible other reason that they might want to for other reasons
16    show that they're contesting the suspension.
17  Q.  Might they want to have a hearing just to vent?
18  A.  That's possible.
19  Q.  So that was one purpose of the hearing, just to let the
20    driver vent?
21  A.  I really can't tell you what these drivers -- what's in
22    their minds, why they are requesting it.  All I can tell you is
23    that there's a letter that needs to go out that clearly says
24    this is what the hearing is about.  If they requested it, most
25    people would assume that they are looking to challenge the
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 1    suspension.
 2  Q.  Right.  That would be the only reasonable reason to have a
 3    hearing, right?
 4             THE COURT: We've covered this.
 5             MR. ACKMAN: Okay.  Fine.
 6  Q.  Now, once the driver requested a hearing, did the TLC ever
 7    take the position that the driver was right, there shouldn't be
 8    a suspension continued.  The TLC looked at the situation,
 9    looked at the facts, and said, you know, We'll let this one go,
10    and we'll say this suspension should be lifted; we don't need
11    to have a hearing.
12  A.  Is it possible that happened?
13  Q.  I'm not asking if that's possible; I'm asking if that ever
14    happened.
15  A.  I don't know.
16  Q.  Did you have any discretion in prosecuting -- the TLC was
17    the prosecuting agency at the hearing, right?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  And did you have any prosecutorial discretion?
20             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
21             The witness made the final decision.  There was
22    another individual who has specific --
23             THE COURT: It's his understanding.  Overruled.
24             Okay.  So your understanding was there's some
25    prosecutorial discretion, or was it mandatory that this had to
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 1    be pursued?
 2             THE WITNESS: The suspension -- at the initial
 3    decision to suspend --
 4  Q.  No, not the initial decision.
 5             Once the hearing was set up, did you have any option
 6    of saying, We're going to take the position that the driver is
 7    right, that this suspension should be lifted?
 8  A.  Me, as the chair, or the agency in general?
 9  Q.  No, the agency as a whole.
10             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, again.
11             How can the agency make a decision the driver was
12    right in the hearing?
13             THE COURT: I'm confused by the question, so restate

14    it.
15  Q.  My question is was it mandatory for the TLC to go into the
16    hearing and say, "This suspension should be continued," or did
17    it have a choice and could have said in one case, "Yes, the
18    suspension should be continued," and the next case, "We've
19    looked at the facts, and we don't think it should be
20    continued."
21  A.  I don't have any specific firsthand knowledge of that ever
22    occurring; but, hypothetically, I believe that the authority
23    for them to do that exists.
24  Q.  So you could have decided that, right?
25  A.  Well, they -- I delegated the authority to the legal
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 1    department and the prosecuting attorneys to make the decision
 2    to suspend in the first place.  If they decided they wanted to
 3    discontinue the suspension on their own within their own
 4    prosecutorial authority, I think that they might have the
 5    ability to do that.
 6             For instance, if they came in and told Mr. Hardekopf,
 7    I just had the case dismissed, or they were reduced to
 8    different charges, it's possible that they may have had the
 9    authority to discontinue the proceeding without me getting
10    involved in it.
11             I could tell you that I stayed out of these cases.  To
12    my knowledge and recollection, I would not really deal with it
13    until the Pace file came to me.
14             So in terms of me personally, I wouldn't be involved.
15    Is it possible that the legal department had that authority and
16    exercised it?  Yes.  Do I know for sure?  No.
17  Q.  When you were general counsel, did the TLC have this policy

18    in place?
19             THE COURT: Which policy?
20             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
21  Q.  Suspension-on-arrest policy.
22  A.  At some -- yes, I believe so.
23  Q.  Now, when you were general counsel, did you have discretion

24    as to whether to seek continuation of the suspension or -- in
25    other words, were you allowed to say, "I don't think this one
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 1    should be continued, even though we have a right to continue
 2    it"?  In other words, have some prosecutorial discretion to
 3    drop the case.
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  Form.
 5  A.  Honestly, I don't -- without being refreshed, I don't
 6    remember.  It's 14 years ago.  I just don't remember.
 7  Q.  You don't remember whether you did that or whether you
 8    could have done that?
 9  A.  I don't remember either.
10  Q.  Let's talk about was there ever a case where the TLC went
11    into the hearing and said, "Judge, we've looked at this case.
12    We don't think this guy's a threat.  We agree the suspension
13    should be lifted."  Did they ever do that?
14  A.  I don't have a specific recollection of that now, no.
15  Q.  Do you have a general recollection of that?
16  A.  No.
17             THE COURT: How much more do you have?
18             MR. ACKMAN: Quite a bit more, your Honor.
19             THE COURT: Quite a bit?
20             MR. ACKMAN: Maybe not that much.  There's some more

21    for sure.
22             THE COURT: Let's keep going.
23             MR. ACKMAN: Okay.
24  Q.  In cases where there was no hearing, did the TLC make any
25    further review after the fact?  Say the suspension went on six
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 1    months, eight months, ten months, was it possible -- did the
 2    TLC ever review and say, "This suspension has gone on long
 3    enough.  We think it should be -- "
 4  A.  Yes.
 5  Q.  " -- stopped."
 6  A.  There was a procedure that was implemented in conjunction

 7    with the legal department and the chair's office to make sure
 8    that the 60-day clock that I was referring to is enforced.
 9             THE WITNESS: And what I mean by that, Judge, is there

10    was this law that said if you were on suspension for more than,
11    I think, 60 days, you had to be removed automatically.  It was
12    just operation of law based on a city council law that was
13    passed.
14  A.  So we -- yes, to answer your question, that was one
15    situation.
16  Q.  The 60-day rule, tell me if I'm wrong, applied to when
17    there was a decision of an ALJ, and the chairman hadn't ruled?
18  A.  I don't remember.  I know there was 60 days.  I know we
19    tracked -- and I know, to answer your first question, that
20    would be a way in which outside the hearing process you could

21    get your license back.
22  Q.  But, in fact, in the summary suspension on arrest contacts,
23    lots of drivers were suspended for a lot more than 60 days;
24    isn't that right?
25  A.  I don't -- I can't say that for sure.  I don't recall.
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 1  Q.  Wasn't the average suspension a lot more than 60 days?
 2  A.  I have no idea what the average suspensions were.
 3  Q.  Do you know if it's less than 60 days or more?
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  Asked and answered.

 5  A.  I have no --
 6             THE COURT: You can answer.
 7  A.  I have no recollection specifically at any point in time.
 8  Q.  When there was a hearing scheduled, did the TLC gather
 9    evidence?
10  A.  I would assume so.  Do I know specifically?  Other than
11    getting the information from -- about the charges, no.
12  Q.  I'm not really clear on what you're saying.
13  A.  How would you define, Mr. Ackman, for the purposes of your

14    question, "gathering of evidence"?  What does that mean?
15  Q.  You're confused by the word "evidence"?
16             THE COURT: "Gathering evidence."  I think I'm
17    confused by it, too.
18  Q.  Did the TLC look for -- conduct any kind of investigation
19    and gather evidence prior to the hearing?
20  A.  Other than getting the documents to submit at the hearing
21    to show that these are the charges, no, I can't think of a
22    situation.
23  Q.  And --
24  A.  That they would be gathering evidence for this type of
25    hearing.  It's a pretty -- you don't have to prove much at the
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 1    hearing; it's a pretty -- you just need one document or two
 2    documents maybe.
 3  Q.  All you need is one document to win the hearing, right?
 4  A.  For this type of hearing, you need -- I believe you need a
 5    very limited number of documents.  I don't believe that these
 6    were intensive fact-based investigatory matters; these were,
 7    you know, getting evidence from the DA's office -- or I'm not
 8    even -- but proof of the charges and the identity of the
 9    driver, and I pretty much think that was it.
10  Q.  Before the suspension was ever issued, the TLC had what's
11    called an arrest report or an arrest hit.  Had you ever heard
12    those terms?
13  A.  Yes.
14  Q.  So that was in the TLC's hand at the time that he ordered
15    the suspension; correct?
16  A.  Yes.  It should be, yes.
17  Q.  Did they look at anything else between the time of the
18    suspension order and the hearing?
19  A.  I don't have a specific recollection of what they looked
20    at.  I wasn't involved in that at all.
21  Q.  You don't know what they did?
22  A.  Not specifically in each case or in general as a practice
23    other than what I know from reading the cases and having a
24    general recollection of that.  I know that they did get that
25    type of information.
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 1  Q.  What type?
 2  A.  The charges.  I mean that was something that they would
 3    need to bring the case.
 4  Q.  I'm saying --
 5  A.  Other than that, I don't know what they did.
 6  Q.  Did they look at the driver's record?
 7  A.  I don't know.
 8  Q.  Did anyone call the district attorney on the case, if there
 9    was one?
10  A.  In general, I am sure a call was placed to the district
11    attorney on the case.  All the time.
12  Q.  Was it the practice to do that?
13  A.  I don't know.  I've delegated the practice.  But I do know
14    generally that, you know, Mr. Hardekopf or whoever is
15    prosecuting these cases, would, as I know it, check to make
16    sure that before they go forward with the hearing, that the
17    cases haven't been dropped.  Do they do that all the time?  I
18    don't know.  I have a general recollection that that -- that
19    they were constantly in contact with the DA's office on the
20    status of the case.  That's a general recollection I have that
21    is pretty consistent throughout my --
22  Q.  It was Mr. Hardekopf's practice, as far as you know, to
23    call the district attorney prior to the TLC hearing and find
24    out what happened that caused this arrest?
25  A.  I believe that they were in touch with the district
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 1    attorney's office on the status of the case periodically.  On a
 2    daily basis or before the hearing, I can't say specifically all
 3    the time; but, as a general practice, that's my recollection.
 4  Q.  Mr. Hardekopf told you that's what he did?
 5  A.  No, I just -- I -- just from running the agency, I mean
 6    making inquiries about the processes, that I know.  I have a
 7    recollection that there is contact with the DA's office.
 8  Q.  Before the hearing or after?
 9  A.  As a general -- as a general matter.  I don't know when it
10    came up or how I got that knowledge.
11  Q.  I'm asking about timing.  When would the contact be made?
12  A.  I don't know.
13             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  Asked and answered.

14  A.  I don't know.  I'm just -- I'm fuzzy on it.
15             THE COURT: Overruled.
16  A.  I'm giving you my general recollection.
17  Q.  Did the TLC call the complaining witness ever?
18  A.  I don't know.
19  Q.  Did the TLC ever call the arresting officer?
20  A.  I don't know.
21  Q.  At the hearing, who has the burden of proof?
22  A.  My understanding of the law is that the burden of proof
23    is -- to meet the standard that we've gone over several times
24    is on the agency.  And my understanding is it's by a
25    preponderance of the evidence, since it's a civil
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 1    administrative proceeding.
 2             But then the burden shifts to the driver to rebut that
 3    and to make -- both sides, they are supposed to be making
 4    arguments for or against the application of the standards of
 5    the charges.
 6  Q.  Before the burden shifts, what does the TLC have to do to
 7    meet its burden?
 8  A.  I think to establish the identity of the driver, like I
 9    testified to previously, establish what the charges are
10    currently, and then make the argument how the type of license
11    this person has, and it could be -- it may not necessarily
12    be --
13             THE COURT: Just in a summary, just in driver summary

14    suspension hearings.
15             THE WITNESS: Then you'd have the act of driving a

16    cab, the closed environment in which passengers are at; the
17    activities of being honest in terms of charging the correct
18    fares, and being careful of pedestrians crossing the street.
19             All of the activities that you could possibly
20    contemplate that are part of your responsibilities as a
21    licensed driver are in play for argument to compare to the
22    charges and to make the argument to the judge.
23             The judge then hears from the other side and then
24    makes a recommendation to me.
25             And then I just look -- I look at everything and I say
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 1    to myself, you know, Based upon the responsibility of
 2    protecting the public, is this a driver, if these charges were
 3    proven, that I would feel would or would not pose a threat to
 4    the public health and safety.  That's the standard.  That's how
 5    I applied it.  I took it seriously.  I looked at every case.
 6  Q.  Very specifically, what would the TLC need to prove in
 7    order to show that emergency action is required to ensure
 8    public health, safety, or welfare?
 9             MS. WEINBLATT: I'm going to object.
10             That's a legal question.
11             THE COURT: Sustained.
12             What was your understanding of what the TLC had to
13    prove in order to continue suspension of the license?
14             THE WITNESS: In these types of cases, Judge?
15             THE COURT: The driver suspension case.
16             THE WITNESS: In a driver suspension case for criminal

17    matters?  In criminal arrests, yes?
18             THE COURT: Yes.
19             THE WITNESS: That basically this is the driver who

20    conducted -- who was alleged to have engaged in potentially
21    criminal activity.  And these specific charges are -- if
22    proven, would disrupt the public health and safely.
23             THE COURT: We've been over this like a hundred times.

24             Generally, the driver, he's the one who's arrested?
25             THE WITNESS: Yes.
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 1             THE COURT: The nature of the charges.
 2             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 3             THE COURT: And some nexus between the charge and

 4    public safety.
 5             THE WITNESS: Correct.
 6             THE COURT: That's the standard you apply.
 7             THE WITNESS: Yes, I believe it's what the judges were

 8    applying, as well.
 9             THE COURT: I don't care what the judges were
10    applying.  That's the standard you applied.
11             THE WITNESS: Yes.
12             THE COURT: Did you consider anything beyond that?

13             THE WITNESS: For purposes of reaching a decision, no.

14             THE COURT: If somebody said, I have 12 kids, I'm a

15    boy scout, and, you know, I'm a great guy, and I have no
16    priors, would that be relevant to your determination as to
17    whether to lift the suspension?
18             THE WITNESS: I would read it, I would think about it,

19    but it wouldn't be ultimately relevant.  I may feel bad about
20    it, but -- sometimes I did.  But you have to.  I mean our job
21    was to look out for the public and to apply the standard, and
22    that's what I did.
23             THE COURT: Okay.  Ten minutes, Mr. Ackman.
24    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
25  Q.  Do you recall sometime there being a rule change where the
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 1    term "direct and substantial" was put in to modify threat?
 2  A.  That I don't remember.
 3  Q.  Is it fair to say that once you assumed the driver was
 4    guilty of the charge, which you did; correct?
 5  A.  Right.
 6             THE COURT: You assumed that, right?
 7             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 8             THE COURT: You assumed the truth of the allegation.

 9             THE WITNESS: Correct, based on the --
10  Q.  And once you did that, you also assumed he was dangerous;

11    is that correct?
12  A.  No.
13  Q.  How did you prove he was dangerous?
14  A.  You would look at the arguments that are made for and
15    against, whether the allegations are substantiated and true,
16    you would envision this person being a threat to the public
17    health, safety, and welfare.
18  Q.  So in all the hearing reports that you read, did you ever
19    see any indication that the TLC -- let me broaden it.
20             Do you have any information that the TLC ever went
21    into any hearing and demonstrated by putting in evidence that
22    because a driver was arrested for, say, assaulting his
23    landlord, he was likely to assault a passenger?
24             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  Form.
25  A.  I don't have any specific recollection of that type of
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 1    case, I'm sorry.
 2             THE COURT: I was overruling the objection.
 3  Q.  Are you ever aware of any evidence that because a driver
 4    was accused of a felony, a nonviolent felony, he was therefore
 5    likely to assault a passenger while the charges are pending?
 6  A.  I mean I have no specific recollection of a case like that;
 7    but, in general, assault was a pretty common charge, to my
 8    recollection.  There are lots of different degrees of it.  But
 9    I mean our rules have a zero tolerance for assault.  If you are
10    convicted, let's say you put the criminal proceedings aside, if
11    our TLC inspectors get -- I'm sorry, if our agency gets a
12    consumer complaint --
13  Q.  Actually, I don't want to put the criminal proceedings
14    aside.  I want to ask about summary suspension hearings, not
15    what you do in other cases, because there's a whole other
16    lawsuit about that, I'm sure you're aware, right?
17  A.  No.
18  Q.  Okay.  Now, did you ever present any evidence at any
19    hearing, as far as you know, that a driver who was accused of
20    felony fraud was therefore likely to assault or threaten a
21    passenger?
22  A.  I don't have a specific recollection of that, but it's
23    possible.
24  Q.  What's possible?
25  A.  I'm sorry, not that they assault a passenger, but whether
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 1    they should continue to have their license --
 2  Q.  I'm not asking about what's possible.
 3             Do you recall any hearing where the TLC put in
 4    evidence that a driver who's guilty of felony fraud is
 5    therefore likely to assault a passenger while driving his cab?
 6             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 7             There's been no testimony that Mr. Daus sat in on
 8    hearings.
 9             THE COURT: He asked what he was aware.
10             Are you aware?
11             MR. ACKMAN: He's read many reports and --
12  A.  The answer is no.
13  Q.  Did the TLC ever present any evidence at any hearing that a

14    driver who's accused of assaulting someone off duty is
15    therefore likely to turn around and assault a passenger while
16    on duty?
17  A.  I have no specific recollection, but that's possible.
18  Q.  What's possible?
19  A.  That off-duty activity would be -- you know, would be
20    reflective of what somebody could do while they are on duty.
21  Q.  Right.  It's possible that someone who's never been accused
22    of anything could assault someone later, right?
23             I'm not asking what's possible.  I'm asking if you
24    ever presented any evidence.
25  A.  Me, I don't present evidence.
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 1  Q.  I'm not asking -- if the TLC ever presented any evidence at
 2    any hearing that a driver who assaulted someone while off-duty,

 3    such as his landlord, or gets into a fight in a bar, is
 4    therefore likely to assault a passenger?
 5             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 6  A.  I don't -- first of all, I think I answered that question.
 7    I said is it possible that in that scenario --
 8             THE COURT: Do you have any recollection of such
 9    evidence being presented in a hearing?
10             THE WITNESS: That particular -- that it's likely?
11    No.
12             THE COURT: Did you ever receive, as the chair, any

13    evidence that demonstrated an empirical nexus between the
14    charge and future violent conduct?
15             THE WITNESS: Yes, that was the purpose of the
16    hearing.
17             THE COURT: Did you ever receive anything that said

18    people who commit assault in the third degree have a ten times
19    greater likelihood of committing crimes in the future?  Did you
20    ever see something like that?
21             THE WITNESS: In the decisions themselves?
22             THE COURT: Just whatever you received in connection

23    with your review.
24             THE WITNESS: I don't recall receiving any information

25    that statistical in nature or anything like that.
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 1             But Mr. Ackman asked the initial question using the
 2    term "likely."  I can't -- I don't have any recollection of the
 3    agency ever going into a hearing and saying, It's likely that
 4    because they did this, they did X, they are going to do Y, off
 5    duty versus on duty.
 6             I mean I do have a general recollection, your Honor,
 7    that in assault in particular, there, of course, were cases
 8    where someone was charged with assaulting somebody while they

 9    were off-duty; and the nexus and the relationship was
10    established by the agency as saying, We're making a leap to say

11    that you could pose a threat to a passenger.  It wasn't limited
12    to -- I guess -- I don't know if that's what you were asking.
13    It's not limited to just crimes that are committed while you're
14    on duty.
15    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
16  Q.  That's exactly my point.
17             Was there any evidence presented at any hearing that a
18    driver who commits a crime or is accused of -- let me rephrase
19    that.
20             Was there ever any evidence presented at any hearing
21    that a driver who was accused of committing a crime off-duty is

22    therefore more likely to assault a passenger?
23  A.  Not that I recall.
24  Q.  Was there ever any evidence that a driver who was convicted

25    of a crime while off duty is therefore more likely to assault a
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 1    passenger?
 2  A.  Evidence?  I mean there's argument that is made.
 3  Q.  Not argument.  Evidence.
 4  A.  There's argument, not evidence.
 5  Q.  So there was no evidence?
 6  A.  The evidence is either in a -- well, we're not talking
 7    about fitness.  Are we're talking about a suspension hearing?
 8    The evidence is the charges, the crime itself and the fact that
 9    it's being charged.  The elements of that crime and the nexus
10    is established by argument, the nature of the crime versus the
11    act of driving the cab, hypothetically.
12  Q.  So there's no factual basis for the nexus; is that correct?
13  A.  Well, I believe the factual basis is really the charges.
14             THE COURT: Have you ever received evidence that

15    people who have driver's licenses are actually better drivers
16    than people who don't?
17             THE WITNESS: I don't recall.
18             THE COURT: Do you think there's any nexus between

19    requirement of a driver's license and getting a license to be a
20    cab driver?
21             I'm just pointing out the absurdity of this line of
22    questioning.
23             Let's move on.  Two minutes, and then we're done with
24    the witness on direct.
25    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
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 1  Q.  Did the TLC maintain a list of offenses for which it
 2    suspended drivers?
 3  A.  Yes, I'm aware that the legal department made a list, yes.
 4  Q.  Did you have anything to do with compiling that list?
 5  A.  I might have; I don't recall though.
 6             THE COURT: Did you consider the list when deciding

 7    whether to accept, reject, or modify the recommendations of an

 8    ALJ?
 9             THE WITNESS: No, I looked on a case-by-case basis of

10    the crime that was charged.  I know they created that list as
11    guidelines to help them to carry out the exercise of discretion
12    that I gave to them.
13  Q.  When they created the list, did they consult with any
14    expert as to whether someone who was accused of one of the
15    crimes in the list was therefore more likely to assault a
16    passenger?
17  A.  An expert, I don't know.  I have no idea one way or the
18    other.
19  Q.  Did they gather any statistical information that would
20    demonstrate or indicate that they are being accused of a crime
21    on a list would -- that someone accused them of a crime on a
22    list was therefore more likely to assault or threaten a
23    passenger?
24             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, I'm going to object.  Some

25    of these questions touch upon the matters that their proffered
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 1    expert, Professor King, would have testified on that your Honor

 2    decided and ruled was not part of the scope of this trial.
 3             THE COURT: Really the issue is just what were the
 4    procedures.  I think some questioning about the list is
 5    relevant and how a list was arrived at, so I'm going to allow a
 6    little bit of this.  But everybody keep their eye on the ball,
 7    okay.
 8             So the compiling of this list, do you know how certain
 9    offenses were included and others were not included, how it
10    came to be?
11             THE WITNESS: I don't have any specific recollection,

12    your Honor, other than the legal department put together the
13    list.  I was aware that it existed, and it was a guideline that
14    they were using to determine whether to exercise the discretion
15    to bring a case or not and to suspend or not.
16             And I would not really look at the list -- like I
17    think you asked the question earlier, Judge, I really wouldn't
18    be looking at the list or worry about it or care about it when
19    I was making my decisions.  I would look at the standard,
20    what's in the record.  And I don't even remember ever seeing a
21    list as part of any of these case files.
22             THE COURT: So if assault was a common charge, as you

23    said, did you consider anew each time whether assault in the
24    third degree was, in fact, sufficiently related to the health
25    and safety of the public?
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 1             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 2             THE COURT: Did you ever reconsider that, you know, I

 3    said before that that particular crime is related or there is a
 4    nexus, but now I'm not so sure.
 5             THE WITNESS: Did I ever reconsider it?  It's
 6    possible.  I just don't remember.
 7    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 8  Q.  What is the nexus between a felony fraud allegation and
 9    public health and safety?
10  A.  I don't recall the elements of the crime of felony.
11  Q.  I'm not asking you -- you've heard of fraud, right?
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  I'm asking you if someone is accused of felony fraud and
14    arrested for it -- Bernie Madoff had a cab license and said --
15    I'll strike that.
16             Someone is accused of felony fraud, who has a taxi
17    license -- that's happened, right?  That's a real thing?
18  A.  I'm sure it has, yes.
19  Q.  What is the nexus between being accused of felony fraud and

20    public health and safety?
21  A.  Well, when you look at the act of driving a cab, you know,
22    you could argue that someone's trustworthiness is called into
23    question; and that it's likely that that driver, if they
24    engaged in some type of fraud or some type of scheme to
25    defraud, that they would -- could possibly, you know, engage in
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 1    a scheme where they would be overcharging passengers or rigging

 2    the meter, which used to happen all the time.  It calls into
 3    question in a general sense somebody's trustworthiness from a
 4    fitness standpoint.
 5  Q.  So you're saying if someone is accused of felony fraud,
 6    it's possible that he might also cheat a passenger on a fare?
 7  A.  Yes.  I think that's something that could be considered as
 8    part of the agency's role in protecting the public.
 9  Q.  Is there a nexus between someone being accused of felony
10    fraud and his likelihood of assaulting or physically
11    threatening a passenger?
12  A.  Per se, I don't think that there's a nexus necessarily
13    between assaulting a passenger and fraud.
14  Q.  In assessing whether the suspension should be continued,
15    did you ever consider whether the driver had no prior criminal
16    record?
17  A.  Not that I recall.
18  Q.  Did you ever consider whether he'd been arrested before?
19  A.  Yes.
20             THE COURT: Did many drivers have prior criminal
21    records?
22             THE WITNESS: I don't know.
23             THE COURT: Is licensure contingent on someone not

24    having a criminal record before they get a license to begin
25    with?
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 1             THE WITNESS: There's a section of the state
 2    corrections law that would be implemented when you first get a

 3    license that requires you, just like when you apply for a job,
 4    if you've been convicted of a criminal offense, the agency has
 5    to consider -- there's a whole hearing for that purpose, has to
 6    consider factors enumerated in Section 752 of the corrections
 7    law.  It's very similar.  It looks at the nexus of how long ago
 8    the crime was.  That's a very specific different type of
 9    procedure.  But, in a general sense, when you're running the
10    agency and you're trying to do justice and just protect the
11    public, there's a common theme of nexus and --
12             THE COURT: What percentage of drivers who got
13    licenses had prior criminal records, prior criminal
14    convictions?
15             THE WITNESS: I don't know offhand, but it was a very

16    low number.  When you look at the overall number, I think I may

17    have testified at the city council once that, in particular --
18    I remember some testimony about rapes and other things of that

19    nature years ago.  And I remember it was like less than -- like
20    it was like 0.00 percent.  I don't want you to think, your
21    Honor, that all of these cab -- there's thousands and thousands
22    of people.  It's a very small number.  And of that number of
23    people that are suspended, there's also a very large number.
24             THE COURT: I'm not talking about suspension, I'm just

25    talking about license.
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 1             The question was did you consider their criminal and
 2    prior criminal record at a suspension hearing when adopting,
 3    rejecting, or modifying an ALJ's decision?
 4             THE WITNESS: Not that I recall.
 5             THE COURT: Next question.
 6    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 7  Q.  Did you consider whether the driver had ever been arrested
 8    previously before the time that he was arrested that led to his
 9    suspension?
10  A.  I'm sorry.
11  Q.  Did you ever consider whether the driver had been arrested
12    previously?
13  A.  Not that I remember.
14  Q.  Do you ever consider whether the driver is likely to be
15    found guilty on a criminal charge?
16  A.  No.
17  Q.  Do you ever consider whether the driver is given a DAT as a

18    relevant factor?
19  A.  I don't remember.
20  Q.  Do you ever consider whether -- as a relevant factor,
21    whether the driver was released from custody without bail?
22  A.  I don't remember that, considering that.
23             THE COURT: I thought you said that that would not be

24    a relevant criteria; it's not a factor that would even be
25    relevant.
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 1             THE WITNESS: Well, it wouldn't be relevant.  But is

 2    it possible I considered it and thought about it and put it in
 3    my decision?  It's possible.  But absolutely if you're asking
 4    me, your Honor, whether I think it's relevant to making a
 5    decision, no, based upon the standard.
 6  Q.  Did you consider whether the crime was committed off duty

 7    as opposed to on duty as a relevant factor?
 8  A.  I think it depends on the situation.
 9  Q.  Sometimes it was relevant and sometimes not?
10  A.  Yeah.
11             THE COURT: Wait.  In deciding whether to accept,
12    reject, or modify the ALJ recommendation, you would sometimes

13    consider whether it was on-duty or off-duty?
14             THE WITNESS: I think arguments may have been made

15    about whether it was off-duty or on-duty and its relevance.  I
16    mean -- I mean hypothetically -- I mean if somebody is
17    gambling, okay, while they are off-duty in the airport holding
18    lot, which happens all the time, you know, it is a little bit
19    different than, you know, trying to run numbers with passengers

20    while they are on duty.
21             THE COURT: Would it affect your decision as to
22    whether to accept, reject, or modify an ALJ's recommendation?

23             THE WITNESS: That's a bad hypothetical, because both

24    scenarios I don't know if it poses a threat to public health
25    and safety.
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 1             THE COURT: The issue is if someone is charged with

 2    that, would the fact that it occurred while on duty as opposed
 3    to off duty be a factor that would affect your decision?
 4             THE WITNESS: It would -- it -- it could be.  I just
 5    can't think of a -- an example, your Honor, offhand, but I
 6    don't want to give you an absolute.  But most serious
 7    situations, I doubt it would be, like assault and serious
 8    crimes.  Whether it's on-duty or off-duty doesn't matter; but
 9    when you start getting into lower offenses, it may matter.
10  Q.  Do you consider as a relevant factor that driver's overall
11    work record?
12  A.  In summary suspension hearings, no, that's not -- I don't
13    remember it coming up.
14             THE COURT: I'm not talking about the hearings, I'm

15    talking about your decision to accept, reject, or modify --
16             THE WITNESS: Oh, I don't remember ever considering

17    that.
18             THE COURT: As you sit here now, do you consider that

19    a relevant factor?
20             THE WITNESS: I don't.
21  Q.  Did you consider the driver's overall maturity and demeanor

22    as a relevant factor?
23  A.  Only with respect to the credibility issues that may have
24    arisen in the judge's recommended decision.
25  Q.  I thought you said credibility was not an issue.
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 1  A.  It could be.  I gave you the hypothetical earlier that if
 2    there's a decision where the driver comes in and says, you
 3    know, Your Honor, this case was dismissed yesterday, and
 4    Mr. Hardekopf says, Well, I have no idea whether it happened,
 5    and the judge says, you know, Well, I believe you, and you have

 6    ten days to either do this or I'm going to issue my recommended

 7    decision now and sends it to me, if I got that decision, there
 8    would be a credibility determination made with respect to the
 9    driver either telling the truth about the pendency of the
10    charges -- I mean so hypothetically it could happen, yes.  Did
11    it happen?  That I could think of, no.  Is it likely to happen?
12    No.
13  Q.  Did that ever happen?
14  A.  Not that I recall.
15  Q.  Okay.  I'm not talking about credibility as to whether the
16    charges were dismissed.  I assumed you would ask for a document

17    about whether the charges were dismissed; is that not right?
18  A.  Well, yes, I would assume that the administrative law judge

19    would ask for documents or recruit for evidence.
20  Q.  The administrative law judge doesn't rule on whether the
21    charges were dismissed; that was done outside of the hearing,
22    right?
23  A.  The judge is making recommendations as to fact.  The judge

24    is making -- telling me, when they send me a decision, this is
25    who it is, this is what they were charged with.  To our
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 1    knowledge, the case is still pending, and here is why I think
 2    they should or should not remain on suspension.  That's it.
 3    But that is a finding of fact.
 4  Q.  The administrative law judge played no role, or is this not
 5    right, in determining whether the charges were dismissed,
 6    right?  That was done by Hardekopf; isn't that right?
 7  A.  I don't -- they made recommendations as to whether
 8    somebody's suspension should be lifted.
 9             THE COURT: Go ahead.
10  Q.  The charges were dismissed --
11             THE COURT: Let him finish the answer.
12  Q.  Sorry?
13  A.  Are you talking about the criminal charges were --
14  Q.  Yes.
15  A.  Could you just -- I'm really confused.
16  Q.  If the criminal charges were dismissed, the procedure was
17    the driver called Hardekopf and says, My charges were
18    dismissed.  And he would say, Send me the disposition, fax it
19    to me, mail it to me, bring it to me, and he would reinstate
20    the license, right?
21  A.  He would, yes.
22  Q.  The ALJ had nothing to do with that, right?
23  A.  I'm sorry?
24  Q.  The ALJ had never had anything to do with that, right?
25             THE COURT: That wasn't the hypothetical that he was
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 1    answering that he had no recollection of ever happening, so --
 2             MR. ACKMAN: But I'm asking --
 3             THE COURT: There's no question about that.  We've

 4    been over this multiple times.
 5  Q.  Did you consider as a relevant factor whether there was
 6    probable cause to make the arrest?
 7  A.  Probable cause was not a part of the standard that I
 8    applied as chair.
 9  Q.  Did you ever consider as a relevant factor the quality or
10    the quantity of evidence against the driver?
11  A.  I would consider the evidence in the record.
12             THE COURT: Well, you considered whether there were

13    three eyewitnesses or two eyewitnesses or one eyewitness?
14             THE WITNESS: I don't recall getting into that level
15    of detail.  I've never seen a case that had anything like that
16    in a summary suspension hearing that I can remember.
17  Q.  There was no case where there's a comment that there were
18    no witnesses, for example?
19  A.  That I can remember, no, I don't remember that.
20  Q.  Or that there was a witness, but the witness had recanted?
21  A.  Well, the case that you mentioned earlier, as I was
22    glancing at it, seems to indicate that they were talking
23    about --
24             THE COURT: Did you think it was relevant that there

25    was one witness as opposed to three witnesses?
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 1             THE WITNESS: No.
 2             THE COURT: As long as the charges remained, that's

 3    all that mattered.
 4             THE WITNESS: That's correct.
 5             THE COURT: Strength of the case was irrelevant.
 6             THE WITNESS: Strength of the case was irrelevant for

 7    purposes of this hearing.
 8  Q.  Did you ever consider the identity or possible bias of a
 9    witness, of a complaining witness?
10  A.  No.
11             THE COURT: Two more questions, then we're stopping.

12    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
13  Q.  Did the ALJs have access to the CAMIS record?
14  A.  Now, I don't know.  But did they have access to CAMIS?  It

15    was really -- we called it TAMIS.
16  Q.  TAMIS.  What is CAMIS or TAMIS?  I thought there was two

17    different things.
18  A.  I think we called ours TAMIS.
19  Q.  What is TAMIS?
20  A.  It's -- TAMIS is -- the consumer affairs MIS system is what
21    I think they called it.  It was implemented in a lot of
22    agencies after consumer affairs put it into place.  It's a
23    mainframe.  It's an old mainframe system of data; kind of looks

24    like when the screen goes black, when Windows shuts off, it
25    kind of looks really primitive.
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 1             And they go on it to check records.  I believe at
 2    times they would enter information onto it directly or staff
 3    members would pull up information in hearings and give it to
 4    the judge.
 5  Q.  Whatever you call the program, did the ALJs have access to

 6    the driver's record?
 7  A.  In these types of hearings?
 8  Q.  Yes.
 9  A.  Or in general?
10  Q.  An ALJ who's deciding a summary suspension hearing, could

11    he go on his computer --
12  A.  I don't know.
13  Q.  -- and look up the driver's record?
14  A.  I don't know.  But, in general, I believe that at various
15    points in time, of course, that they did have access to the
16    records.  And I would assume that they would use it in cases
17    where it's relevant.  I said over and over again, it's not
18    relevant.  So to answer your question, I have no specific
19    knowledge of that.
20  Q.  What about an OATH judge, would he have access to the
21    driver's record?
22  A.  I don't know.
23             THE COURT: All right.  That was your last question.

24             So may I ask you to come back tomorrow, Mr. Daus,
25    tomorrow morning.  Well, you plan to have some cross?
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 1             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
 2             THE COURT: All right.  That's a problem for you?
 3             THE WITNESS: I have a long-standing client commitment

 4    in Connecticut in the morning.
 5             THE COURT: All right.  Can we take Mr. Daus out of

 6    order and just conduct his cross later in the day?
 7             Are you available in the afternoon?
 8             THE WITNESS: I should be able to get back here this

 9    time tomorrow afternoon.
10             THE COURT: "This time" meaning --
11             THE WITNESS: I'm sorry, two or three.
12             THE COURT: So we have witnesses, then to pick up

13    otherwise?  Mr. Ackman.
14             MR. ACKMAN: Yes, we do.
15             THE COURT: All right.  So fill the morning, and then

16    we'll do your cross in the afternoon, okay?
17             Great.  Thanks a lot.
18             (Witness excused)
19             THE COURT: So witnesses tomorrow, just so we all know

20    who it's going to be?
21             MR. ACKMAN: We have Tynia Richard, your Honor.

22             THE COURT: Tynia Richard.
23             MR. ACKMAN: Tynia, T-Y-N-I-A.  I think that's right.

24             And then we have Michael Spevack.
25             THE COURT: Right.
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: And then there is Mr. Spooner, Judge

 2    Spooner.
 3             THE COURT: Okay.  That will take us through the
 4    morning?
 5             MR. ACKMAN: At least, yes.
 6             THE COURT: All right.  So why don't you guys talk
 7    about exhibits tonight so that there's plenty of time to make
 8    sure that the exhibits that are being objected to can be raised
 9    in advance.  But where there are no objections -- and I'm
10    assuming there aren't, because the exhibit lists have been
11    available for a long time -- that we can then move quickly to
12    get things in, all right; that we don't have to spend a ton of
13    time authenticating or squabbling over authenticity, okay?
14             MR. WEINER: Your Honor, just to clarify that, that
15    would include the exhibits that the defendants intend to
16    introduce on cross-examination, as well?
17             THE COURT: Yes.  Impeachment, I think, I generally

18    don't -- I don't generally make a party that's going to cross
19    to impeach sort of give away their strategy.  But if they
20    intend to introduce exhibits as part of their case-in-chief,
21    and they are doing it on cross, then they should flag that so
22    that there's no surprises.  This is not a case where there
23    needs to be any surprises.
24             So, yes, hopefully that clarifies what you're looking
25    for.
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 1             Okay.  Great.  It's been a long day.
 2             Let me thank the court reporter.
 3             I was hoping we could finish this witness today, but
 4    obviously it wasn't in the cards.
 5             Okay.  So I'll see you tomorrow thanks.
 6             Be ready to go at 9:30.  Don't get here 9:30.  Ready
 7    to go 9:30.  Check the equipment so it will be worked out, any
 8    bugs, before the witness is on the stand.  I don't want to
 9    waste the witness's time.
10             Great.  Thanks.
11             (Adjourned to January 15, 2014 at 9:30 a.m.)
12   
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 1           (In open court)
 2           THE COURT: Anything we need to discuss before we call

 3  our next witness?
 4           MR. ACKMAN: There's a couple of things, your Honor,

 5  one is we wanted to offer into evidence, we have a stipulation
 6  on the Adjoor decision the form we presented.
 7           THE COURT: What exhibit number is that?
 8           MR. ACKMAN: 59.  And Mirakov, which is 60.  And then

 9  we also wanted to notify the Court we subpoenaed Frank
10  Fioramonti for the 13th.  He didn't shown up then and he hasn't
11  show up since.  He's one of the ALJs.  And we wanted leave to
12  read from his deposition.
13           THE COURT: Any idea where he is?
14           MS. WEINBLATT: Can I respond, your Honor?
15           THE COURT: Sure.
16           MS. WEINBLATT: Inasmuch as plaintiff's counsel never

17  told us they intend to call Mr. Fioramonti, he hasn't appeared.
18  He has been diligently telling checking in with me each
19  evening, and he never appeared on the scheduled planned day,
20  but he's available.
21           MR. ACKMAN: We didn't know that.  We had a lot of

22  trouble serving him.  We did serve him with a subpoena, and I
23  didn't know that he responded.  If I'm wrong, I'm wrong.
24           THE COURT: When do you want him?
25           MR. ACKMAN: I guess tomorrow.
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 1           THE COURT: OK, so talk to counsel.  Obviously you're

 2  in touch with Mr. Fioramonti, Ms. Weinblatt.
 3           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
 4           THE COURT: So you can let him know so he's not caught

 5  unaware.
 6           MR. ACKMAN: And also we have three versions of Rule

 7  8-16 that we have all agreed on.  We're still looking for the
 8  fourth, so we would like to put those into evidence.
 9           THE COURT: What numbers are those?
10           MR. ACKMAN: C, D and E, these are different versions

11  of same thing.
12           THE COURT: All I heard was C, D and E.  Is there a
13  number?
14           MR. ACKMAN: Plaintiff's Exhibit B, Trial Exhibit B,

15  B, C and D.
16           THE COURT: I would like you to keep numbers or
17  letters, but we're going with B.
18           MR. KLEINMAN: B, C and E, your Honor.
19           MR. ACKMAN: Because there's going to be a D.
20           MR. KLEINMAN: To keep in the order of --
21           THE COURT: Is it clear from these documents the
22  operative dates of these?
23           MR. ACKMAN: Yes.
24           THE COURT: Obviously if they're not in the binders,
25  get me copies.
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 1           MR. ACKMAN: And you will be happy to know
 2  Mr. Kleinman will call our next witness.
 3           THE COURT: Why would I be happy?  Well, I'm happy for

 4  Mr. Kleinman.
 5           The next witness.
 6           MR. KLEINMAN: The next witness is Judge Tynia
 7  Richard.
 8   TYNIA RICHARD,
 9       called as a witness by the Plaintiffs,
10       having been duly sworn, testified as follows:
11  DIRECT EXAMINATION
12  BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
13           THE COURT: State your name and spell your name for

14  the record.
15           THE WITNESS: Tynia Richard, T-Y-N-I-A, Richard,

16  R-I-C-H-A-R-D.
17           THE COURT: If you want water, let me know.  Keep your

18  voice up and we'll proceed.
19  BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
20  Q.  Good morning, Judge Richard.  Would you briefly describe
21    your education after high school.
22  A.  Yes, I attended college at Washington University, at
23    St. Louis, Missouri.  I graduated in three and a half years
24    with a degree in business administration with a concentration
25    in finance.  And I moved to New York, worked in banking for
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 1    about a year and a half, and then went to law school, Harvard
 2    Law School, and graduated in 1990, and subsequently clerked in

 3    the Southern District of New York for Honorable Constance Baker

 4    Motley.
 5             THE COURT: One of the giants.
 6  A.  And subsequently worked for Planned Parenthood in
 7    litigation for a couple of years.  I worked for a small law
 8    firm, Cooper, Liebowitz, Royster & Wright, for about three
 9    years doing litigation.  I worked for the state Attorney
10    General for about five years, for the first year and a half in
11    the charities bureau and for the last three and a half years in
12    the civil rights bureau.  And I in 2003 began working in the
13    office of administrative trials and hearings where I work
14    currently as an administrative law Judge.
15  Q.  Thank you.  How long are the -- are there terms at OATH of

16    appointment?
17  A.  There are five-year appointments.  The appointment is made

18    by the chief judge of OATH.  And I was reappointed last year,
19    so this would be my third term.
20  Q.  Is there a limit on the number of terms that an OATH judge
21    can serve?
22  A.  There is no limit.
23  Q.  Judge Richard, we have never met before, have we?
24  A.  We have not.  Can you tell me your last name again?
25  Q.  Sure, Michael Kleinman.
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 1  A.  Kleinman, OK.
 2  Q.  Have you met with any of plaintiffs' counsel, lawyers
 3    seated at the table next to me?
 4  A.  I have not.
 5  Q.  Have you given any testimony in this case?
 6  A.  I have not.
 7  Q.  How would you characterize your familiarity with the
 8    summary suspension policies at the TLC?
 9  A.  My familiarity would be characterized by the cases brought
10    before us, the rules under which they are brought, which are
11    the TLC rules.  That's my familiarity.
12  Q.  Would you say that you're given -- that you preside over
13    cases at OATH dealing with TLC's rules that you consider
14    yourself very familiar with them?
15             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, form, vague.
16             THE COURT: Well, sustained.  You're familiar with
17    them.  You do a lot of different types of hearings, not just
18    for TLC suspensions, right?
19             THE WITNESS: Exactly.
20  Q.  Do you handle -- as part of your duties at oath, do you
21    handle summary suspension hearings?
22  A.  Yes, I have conducted some of the hearings, yes.
23             THE COURT: About how many, do you think?
24             THE WITNESS: I would have to guess.
25             THE COURT: Don't guess, but ballpark, educated.
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 1             THE WITNESS: A guesstimate would be a dozen.
 2             THE COURT: OK.
 3             THE WITNESS: Of contested hearings is what I'm --

 4    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
 5  Q.  What do you mean by contested hearings?
 6  A.  There might also be a default hearing, uncontested.
 7  Q.  What would a default hearing entail?
 8  A.  When the respondent didn't appear and no representative
 9    appeared.
10  Q.  Do contested hearings -- what share of the contested
11    hearings at OATH does a dozen hearings compromise?
12             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
13             THE COURT: Well, how long have you been -- when did

14    you first start getting summary suspension hearings?
15             THE WITNESS: OATH started getting those hearings

16    in -- was it 2009, maybe?
17             THE COURT: Something like that.
18             THE WITNESS: Something like.
19             THE COURT: And what percentage of your docket is

20    comprised of summary suspensions?
21             THE WITNESS: Very little.  Very little.
22             THE COURT: Less than five percent?
23             THE WITNESS: Yes, I would say that.
24             THE COURT: Next.
25  Q.  Do you recall that perhaps summary suspension hearings
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 1    began at OATH in 2007?
 2  A.  That's possible.
 3  Q.  Do you know why adjudications were moved from TLC to OATH?

 4             MS. WEINBLATT: I didn't hear the question.
 5  Q.  Do you know why adjudications were moved from the TLC to

 6    OATH?
 7             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 8             THE COURT: Well, I allow the question.  Do you know

 9    why?
10             THE WITNESS: I do not know.
11  Q.  Were you ever provided with a manual on how to conduct
12    summary suspension hearings?
13  A.  By the judges?
14  Q.  That's my next question.  Were you ever -- step one, were
15    you ever provided with a manual?
16  A.  A manual, I was not.
17  Q.  Were you provided with any written material on how to
18    conduct a summary suspension hearing?
19  A.  Just for the purpose of clarity, I would say not
20    provided -- what happens is that when OATH has a new OATH

21    judge, we provide a packet, a training packet.  It will be a
22    packet of cases that describe for the judge this particular
23    type of hearing, but we do that for all of our cases.  When I
24    say "packet," for the sake of clarity, I will say that we
25    create a packet of our own case law to describe for new judges
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 1    what we do, but I never provided any sort of description of how

 2    to conduct a summary suspension case outside of what I just
 3    described to you.
 4  Q.  The packet that you described for summary suspension
 5    hearings, when was the first time that such a packet was
 6    provided to new judges?
 7             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  I believe the question

 8    mischaracterizes the witness's testimony.
 9             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer.  If you don't

10    understand the question, of course say so.
11             THE WITNESS: I understand the question, I just don't

12    have an answer for the question.
13             THE COURT: You're not sure?
14             THE WITNESS: I don't know.
15  Q.  When the summary suspension hearings were transferred to
16    OATH from TLC, was a packet of hearings provided to OATH
17    judges?
18  A.  No.
19  Q.  Did the packet, including summary suspension hearings,
20    include cases dealing with hearings other than summary
21    suspension hearings?
22  A.  Yes, to the extent that our trainings cover all of the
23    hearings that we do, whatever packet we put together for TLC,
24    the TLC training of an OATH judge would have all of the types

25    cases we do for TLC.
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 1  Q.  Was the packet separated by hearings, so here's the summary

 2    suspension section of the packet?
 3  A.  I don't do that training, so I can't tell you how it's
 4    organized.
 5  Q.  Did you personally receive such a packet?
 6  A.  No, because I wasn't a new judge.  I didn't come in after
 7    the cases, so I was trained long ago.
 8  Q.  Were you ever provided with formal training on how to
 9    conduct TLC suspension hearings?
10  A.  No.
11  Q.  When you first -- when you heard your first suspension
12    hearing, how did you -- what did you use to guide your
13    presiding over the hearing and your writing of a
14    recommendation, if you wrote a recommendation?
15  A.  I have no recollection.
16             MS. WEINBLATT: Excuse me, objection, your Honor.  I'm

17    not going repeat objections we made previously, but I do
18    believe this may touch on mental processes of a judicial
19    officers.
20             THE COURT: Overruled.  How did she know what to do at

21    one of those hearings doesn't get into that, but you don't
22    recall.
23             THE WITNESS: I have no recollection about it, of my

24    first summary suspension hearing.
25  Q.  Do you receive copies of -- did you ever receive copies of
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 1    TLC summary suspension decisions?
 2  A.  No.
 3  Q.  How did you learn to conduct a summary suspension hearing?

 4  A.  By doing them.
 5  Q.  Were you ever instructed on the standard to be applied at
 6    summary suspension hearings?
 7  A.  Instructed?  No, the standards are in the rules.
 8  Q.  What is the standard, the current standard to apply at
 9    summary suspension hearings?
10  A.  Well, I think all -- to answer that question would mean all
11    of the rules that apply to summary suspension hearings.  I
12    think that the standard that is at issue, perhaps, is the
13    standard that says that the summary suspension hearing should
14    be continued or the issue to be determined is whether -- I'm
15    trying from memory now --
16             THE COURT: Would it help if there's a document that

17    might refresh you on that?
18             THE WITNESS: Yes, there would be.
19             THE COURT: Would that be the rule itself?
20             THE WITNESS: The rule.
21  Q.  Do you happen to recall the rule number?
22  A.  I believe it's 68-21.
23             MR. KLEINMAN: And I believe that been entered into

24    evidence as Plaintiff's Exhibit -- Trial Exhibit E.
25             THE COURT: All right.  Do you want to put it on the
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 1    screen?  68-22.
 2             MR. KLEINMAN: Ms. Gomez, would you be able to

 3    increase the size of the document?
 4  Q.  Do you see, Judge Richard, Section 68-21, special
 5    procedures, summary suspension pending revocation?
 6  A.  I'm not seeing anything currently.  I can see over there.
 7             MR. KLEINMAN: We'll get your screen up.
 8  Q.  Judge Richard, is your screen working?
 9  A.  It is working.  It is sideways.
10  Q.  Judge Richard, do you see subsection D under subsection 3
11    on the screen?
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  Is that the standard that applies in summary suspension
14    hearings?
15  A.  Yes.
16             THE COURT: D under 3?
17             MR. KLEINMAN: Subsection D3.
18             THE COURT: I see.
19  Q.  Would you please read subsection D3?
20  A.  At a summary suspension hearing the issue will be whether
21    the charges underlying the licensee's arrest, if true,
22    demonstrate that the continuation of the license while awaiting
23    a decision on the criminal charges would pose a direct and
24    substantial threat to the health or safety of the public.
25  Q.  Is this the standard that you were referring to before?
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 1  A.  Yes, that's the one.
 2  Q.  Does this standard require you to presume that the criminal
 3    charges are true?
 4  A.  It does.
 5  Q.  Does this rule impose an irrebuttable presumption of guilt?
 6  A.  I think that's an open question.
 7             THE COURT: I think it's also a legal conclusion.
 8  Q.  I would like to identify Plaintiff's Exhibit 66.  This is a
 9    recommendation in the case of TLC versus --
10             THE COURT: Don't you tell me what it is unless
11    there's a stipulation.
12             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes.
13             THE COURT: Is there a stipulation?
14             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, your Honor.
15             THE COURT: Plaintiff's 66 is received.
16             (Plaintiff's Exhibit 66 received in evidence)
17             THE COURT: Show the witness.
18  Q.  If we scroll down to page 3 do you see the highlighted
19    sentence at the top of the page?
20  A.  I do.
21  Q.  Can you read it, please.
22  A.  This tribunal has expressed ongoing concern about
23    interpreting the Rule 6-16C, renumbered as rule 68-21(d), as
24    imposing an irrebuttable presumption of guilt which may not
25    comport with due process.
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 1  Q.  What do you mean by "concern?"
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
 3             THE COURT: That's not the purpose of this proceeding.

 4    And so if we brought Judge Richard down here just to read, I
 5    think that's really a waste of her time.  If the real goal is
 6    to get her views as to the constitutionality of the rule,
 7    that's also a waste of her time.
 8             MR. KLEINMAN: Your Honor, the questions go to,

 9    respectfully, how the standard is applied.
10             THE COURT: You can ask her how the standard is
11    applied, you can ask her what she does in these hearings, but
12    to ask her about this statement and the legal conclusions that
13    underlie it I think is really not the purpose of this trial.
14  Q.  Does the standard under Rule 68-21(d) require you to
15    interpret the rule as an irrebuttable presumption?
16             MS. WEINBLATT: Same objection.
17             THE COURT: And the same ruling.  This is going to end

18    pretty quickly and I will let Judge Richard get back to her
19    job.
20  Q.  Judge Richard, do you know who notifies a suspended driver

21    about their request for a hearing?
22  A.  I don't.
23  Q.  Is it -- have you ever seen a petition -- notice and
24    petition provided to a driver?
25  A.  I have.
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 1  Q.  Do you know whether -- do you know who provide that notice

 2    and petition to the driver?
 3  A.  I don't.
 4  Q.  I would like to identify Defendant's Exhibit L19.
 5             THE COURT: Plaintiff's L19?
 6             MR. KLEINMAN: Defendant's L19.
 7  Q.  Judge Richard --
 8             THE COURT: Do you have something on your screen?

 9             THE WITNESS: There's a blue light saying no signal.

10             OK.
11             THE COURT: Now it's up?
12             THE WITNESS: Yes.
13  Q.  Judge Richard, do you see the re line, notice of summary
14    suspension hearing?
15  A.  Yes.
16             MR. KLEINMAN: And Ms. Gomez, will you scroll to the

17    second page, please.
18  Q.  Judge Richard, is this the petition that you referred to
19    that would be sent to a driver giving notice of a summary
20    suspension hearing?
21  A.  I have seen such petitions.
22  Q.  Do you see there's a signature line, and above that a title
23    and the name of the individual who sent the notice?
24  A.  Yes.
25  Q.  Is that the New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission?
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 1  A.  It says New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission.
 2  Q.  Does that refresh your recollection about who sends notice?

 3  A.  The commission sends notice, yes.
 4             MR. KLEINMAN: I would like to offer Defendant's

 5    Exhibit L19 into evidence.
 6             THE COURT: Well --
 7             MS. WEINBLATT: No objection.
 8             THE COURT: There's no objection, fine, defendant's

 9    L19 is received.
10             (Defendant's Exhibit L19 received in evidence)
11  Q.  Are drivers informed about the standard and what happens at

12    the hearings prior to the hearings?
13             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
14             THE COURT: As far as you know, what notice is given

15    to drivers about the hearings and the standard to be applied at
16    the hearings?
17             THE WITNESS: Outside of this the petition, I don't
18    know what else is given to the drivers before they come for the

19    hearing.
20  Q.  What happens after a driver requests a hearing, aside from
21    the sending of the petition that you identified?
22  A.  If they request a hearing, we're contacted, our calendar
23    unit is contacted to schedule it.  And once it's on the
24    calendar, a judge is assigned.  And if I'm the judge assigned,
25    then I go into the courtroom when the parties appear.
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 1  Q.  Is there a process for prehearing conferences?
 2  A.  There are.
 3  Q.  What happens at a prehearing conference?
 4  A.  Under our rules I'm prevented from disclosing any
 5    statements contained in the settlement conferences.  That's
 6    under Title --
 7  Q.  I mean generally what's the process.
 8  A.  The process is the parties will come in and have a
 9    conversation with the judge, basically.
10  Q.  Are the parties provided any written material at the
11    conference?
12  A.  No, not by the judge.
13  Q.  Who is generally present at a prehearing conference?
14  A.  Both sides need to be present.  Sometimes the driver comes
15    with an attorney, sometimes not.
16  Q.  Is that a rare occurrence, a driver coming with an
17    attorney?
18  A.  Coming with or without?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
20  Q.  With an attorney.
21             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer.
22  A.  Is it rare?
23             THE COURT: You said you have done about a dozen of

24    these, what percentage of the time is there a lawyer?
25             THE WITNESS: I have had prehearing conferences much
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 1    more frequently.
 2             THE COURT: How many times have you had a prehearing

 3    conference for a summary suspension?
 4             THE WITNESS: Dozens.
 5             THE COURT: OK.  What percentage of the time is the

 6    driver represented, ballpark?
 7             THE WITNESS: Ballpark, maybe 40 to 50 percent.
 8             THE COURT: Next question.
 9  Q.  What is the purpose of the prehearing conferences?
10             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
11             THE COURT: Overruled.
12             THE WITNESS: To find out whether or not the --
13    whether the parties can settle without going to the hearing.
14  Q.  Can you explain generally the potential outcomes of a
15    settlement at a prehearing conference?
16  A.  Settling or going to the hearing.
17  Q.  What would -- do settlements ever involve reinstatement of
18    a driver's license?
19  A.  They may.
20  Q.  Does the driver have an opportunity to argue that they
21    don't pose a threat to public health or safety at the
22    prehearing conference?
23  A.  The prehearing conference is an open conversation, so
24    either party has the ability to say whatever they would like.
25  Q.  Just generally, not talking about any case, are you aware
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 1    of a settlement at a prehearing conference in which a driver's
 2    license was reinstated while criminal disposition of the case
 3    was still pending?
 4  A.  I don't have any recollection one way or the other.  It's
 5    certainly possible.
 6  Q.  Are you aware of any instance where that has occurred in
 7    the dozens of prehearing conferences that you have attended?
 8  A.  I just don't know.
 9             THE COURT: She just answered that.  Next question.

10  Q.  Do you know why there are more -- based on your answers,

11    why there are many more prehearing conferences than contested

12    hearings at OATH?
13  A.  I don't know why except to say that that's true in all of
14    the cases that we handle, not just TLC.
15  Q.  What percentage of drivers who have summary suspension
16    prehearing conferences at OATH decide to go on and have
17    contested hearings in your experience?
18  A.  I don't know.
19  Q.  Is it less than --
20  A.  I would be completely guessing.
21  Q.  Is it less than 50 percent?
22             THE COURT: I think she indicated that she would be

23    guessing, so next question.
24  Q.  Generally, do drivers who forego their hearings give
25    reasons why they decide to do so?
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 1             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 2             THE COURT: Do you have an understanding as to whether

 3    they give reasons?
 4             THE WITNESS: Sometimes they might, but again, that

 5    would be requiring me to disclose statements made in --
 6             THE COURT: Not the statements, but do they give
 7    reasons or not give reasons as to the decision to forego the
 8    hearing?
 9             THE WITNESS: Certainly they might.
10  Q.  Have you ever made any statements at prehearing conferences

11    about the likelihood of prevailing at a contested OATH hearing?

12             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
13             THE COURT: I'll allow it.  I think we are getting far

14    afield in terms of what this trial is about, but you can
15    answer, Judge.
16  A.  To the extent that I think the question requires me to
17    speak on statements that I have made at a conference, is what
18    you're asking me?
19  Q.  Yes, but not with -- not with respect to any specific case,
20    but if you have a general statement that you provide to all
21    drivers who you see at your prehearing conferences.
22  A.  I don't have any statement that I make to all drivers.
23    Well, I will say this, I endeavor to state, whenever a driver
24    is not represented by counsel, that they should consider being
25    represented by counsel.  That's one of the things that I like
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 1    to impart to unrepresented individuals.  I like to do that
 2    consistently, so I would like to say that I do that each and
 3    every time.  But other than that, no, there's not.
 4  Q.  Do you tell drivers anything about the standard that will
 5    apply at contested OATH hearings when you're at the prehearing

 6    conferences?
 7             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 8             THE COURT: Overruled.
 9  A.  OK, again, it seems to me that you're asking me to divulge
10    statements that I make in the settlement conference.  Is
11    that --
12             THE COURT: Do you have a practice of articulating or

13    explaining to drives what the standard will be at the hearing?
14             THE WITNESS: Certainly, a part of the conference is

15    used to explain to the driver what the applicable rules are.
16  Q.  Do you have a practice of explaining to a driver what kinds
17    of evidence will actually be considered at the hearing?
18             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
19             THE COURT: Overruled.
20  A.  Certainly, and I think it's important for a litigants to
21    know that we will receive evidence, they can bring evidence,
22    that they can give testimony.  So yes, certainly I will tell
23    them that.
24  Q.  Do you tell them that?
25  A.  Yes.
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 1  Q.  Are they told that very few drivers have won at contested
 2    summary suspension hearings?
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection as to form as well as --

 4             THE COURT: Overruled, you can answer.
 5  A.  Repeat the question?
 6  Q.  Are they told -- are drivers told that very few drivers
 7    have won at contested summary suspension hearings?
 8  A.  You're asking me if I told them very few drivers have won?
 9  Q.  Yes.
10  A.  All right.  You know, again, I feel as though I'm being
11    required to divulge statements that I have made at a settlement
12    hearing --
13             THE COURT: As a general matter.
14  A.  -- conference, but certainly I -- my job in a conference is
15    to make -- first of all, find out about whatever the
16    allegations are, but also to explain the process and to impart
17    I guess the fullness of what's going to be considered.  So
18    given the outcomes, it is likely that I have imparted something
19    similar to what you're saying, which is that many of the
20    decisions are that the suspensions continued, the final
21    decisions.
22  Q.  Do you know if other judges have similar general statement
23    that they provide --
24  A.  I don't know.
25  Q.  -- at the prehearing conferences?
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 1             Turning to summary suspension hearings, and I would
 2    like to draw your attention back to Rule 68-21(d)(3), which has

 3    been entered into evidence as Plaintiff's Exhibit E, I will
 4    keep it up there for your reference, is your interpretation of
 5    the standard in Rule 68-21 while you're presiding at hearings
 6    guided by TLC policy?
 7             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 8             THE COURT: Do you understand the question?
 9             THE WITNESS: I don't understand the question.
10             THE COURT: Neither do I.
11  Q.  How does the TLC interpret Rule 68-21(d)(3) when its
12    prosecutors argue before you at summary suspension hearings?

13             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
14             THE COURT: Sustained.
15  Q.  What kind of arguments do TLC prosecutors make before you

16    at summary suspension hearings?
17  A.  What kind?
18  Q.  Do they introduce any evidence?
19  A.  They generally introduce the notice of the arrest.
20             THE COURT: Can you describe what goes on at these

21    things?  So you have a hearing.
22             THE WITNESS: Yes.
23             THE COURT: There's a lawyer from the TLC.
24             THE WITNESS: Yes.
25             THE COURT: There's the driver.
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 1             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 2             THE COURT: Maybe a lawyer on behalf of the driver.

 3             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 4             THE COURT: And start to finish, how long does this

 5    thing take?  Can you say?  Is there a typical duration?
 6             THE WITNESS: I don't think there's a typical
 7    duration.  It depends -- it all depends on how much evidence
 8    comes into to the hearing, how long the testimony is, whether
 9    or not an interpreter is required, those will go on for longer.
10             THE COURT: Can you describe -- what does the room

11    look like?  Who sits where?
12             THE WITNESS: Sure.
13             THE COURT: Just the process.
14             THE WITNESS: We have a bench, not as beautifully made

15    as this, it's up here.  Most of the courtrooms have basically
16    the same design, a table to the left and a table to the right
17    of the judge's bench.  There is a witness chair.  The witness
18    chair is either to the left or to the right, depending on the
19    courtroom, of the bench.  And the petitioner will sit at one
20    table, the respondent at the other, they pick whichever they
21    like.  There are a few chairs, depending on the size of the
22    courtroom, in the back for visitors or spectators.  And there
23    is a recording system with microphones which are on the bench,

24    the witness chair and the two counsel tables.  We record our
25    hearings digitally and then send them out to a transcription
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 1    service so that we can get a transcript of them once the
 2    hearing is over.
 3    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
 4  Q.  Can I just ask one question?  I don't mean to interrupt
 5    you.
 6  A.  Yes.
 7  Q.  Just on the transcripts, do you receive a transcript in
 8    every case?
 9  A.  We do not.  We can request one.  Even the cases where there

10    is not a transcript we have a digital recording which we can
11    listen to at our desk to review the hearing.
12  Q.  Is it your practice to order the transcripts when you write
13    your decisions?
14  A.  Not in every case.  If I don't order a transcript, that
15    usually means the hearing is fairly brief and I have listened
16    to it again.
17  Q.  Is it fair to say that you either order the transcript or
18    listen to the hearings?
19  A.  That's fair to say.
20  Q.  Before each decision?
21  A.  Yes.
22  Q.  I interrupted you when you were describing the hearing, if
23    there's anything else.
24             THE COURT: You come out and you take the bench and

25    what happens?
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 1             THE WITNESS: Generally ask are there any matters we

 2    need to discuss before beginning the hearing.  And that will
 3    entail any requests for adjournment, a request for interpreter
 4    or some other problem with understanding the process perhaps.
 5    And then we get started, I will start the digital recording,
 6    the attorney for the TLC will give an opening, ask the
 7    respondent if they would like to give an opening, and then the
 8    TLC will ask for their evidence.
 9             THE COURT: Do they call witnesses typically?
10             THE WITNESS: Typically, no.
11             THE COURT: So the evidence that they present consists

12    of what, as a general matter?
13             THE WITNESS: As a general matter, it consists of the

14    notice of the driver's arrest, which cites to whatever the
15    provision the penal law provision is that they were arrested
16    under, and it has some other identifying information about the
17    driver.
18    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
19  Q.  What other identifying information does it contain?
20  A.  Maybe the driver's hack license number, maybe a date of
21    birth, basic identifying information.
22  Q.  And this is the arrest notification that you're
23    referencing?
24  A.  That's the arrest notification.
25  Q.  Do you know who provides that arrest notification to the
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 1    TLC?
 2  A.  I don't.
 3  Q.  Would it be the Department of Criminal Justice?
 4  A.  I believe it is.
 5  Q.  DCJS?
 6  A.  I think that's stamped on the notice, but I'm not familiar
 7    with how they get it.
 8  Q.  Have you ever heard of a report called CAMIS or TAMIS,
 9    C-A-M-I-S or T-A-M-I-S?
10  A.  I have.
11  Q.  Do you receive those CAMIS or TAMIS reports to consider at

12    hearings?
13  A.  Sometimes.
14  Q.  Who provides the CAMIS or TAMIS report to you?
15  A.  The TLC attorney.
16  Q.  Do OATH judges have -- do you know where TAMIS and CAMIS

17    reports are generated from?
18  A.  No.
19  Q.  I take it you don't have access to --
20  A.  Absolutely not.
21  Q.  -- the reports.
22             Under the standard that we discussed --
23             THE COURT: I don't know -- so the prosecution
24    presents its evidence, which consists of documents typically,
25    no witnesses?
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 1             THE WITNESS: True.
 2             THE COURT: Then what happens?
 3             THE WITNESS: And I will ask if they have rested, and

 4    if they do, then I ask the respondent if they would like to put
 5    on -- if they would like to call a witness, if they have
 6    documentary evidence, and they submit that.
 7             THE COURT: What percentage of the time does a witness

 8    testify besides the driver himself or herself?
 9             THE WITNESS: I can remember one such instance when

10    the driver brought a witness, but it's generally the driver.
11             THE COURT: And then so the driver takes the stand or

12    just argues for -- speaks from the table?
13             THE WITNESS: It's up to them, the criminal case is

14    pending, so it's up to them to whether or not they would like
15    to give testimony.  I generally instruct them that giving
16    testimony -- any testimony they give prior to the criminal case
17    could be used against them in their criminal case.  So that's a
18    decision they make.  Sometimes they testify, sometimes not.
19             THE COURT: And then after the defendant rests, then

20    what?
21             THE WITNESS: Then I allow them to give closing
22    arguments, each side, the respondent goes first and then the
23    commission, and that wraps it up.
24             THE COURT: That wraps it up for the day and you
25    reserve, you don't rule from the bench, you reserve?
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 1             THE WITNESS: It's possible to rule from the bench.  I

 2    don't think that I have ever ruled from the bench in one of
 3    these cases.
 4             THE COURT: Ultimately you're issuing a
 5    recommendation.
 6             THE WITNESS: A report and recommendation.
 7             THE COURT: To the chair?
 8             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 9             THE COURT: And then the process by which you do that,

10    it's a written recommendation.
11             THE WITNESS: Yes.
12             THE COURT: And how long, typically, from the close of

13    the hearing until the written recommendation is sent to the
14    chair, how much time elapses?
15             THE WITNESS: Anywhere from two to four weeks, I

16    think.
17             THE COURT: And once it goes to the chair, do you find

18    out whether the chair has accepted or rejected or modified your
19    recommendation?
20             THE WITNESS: We usually receive it.  Usually the law

21    clerks collect them and they will send around an email
22    summarizing whatever the decision was, attaching a copy of it.
23    So we all read all of the decisions.
24    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
25  Q.  When you say we all read all of the decisions, do you
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 1    receive decisions that other judges have issued also?
 2  A.  In the same form that I'm saying.  If the law clerk
 3    receives the commission decision, this commissioner or any
 4    other city agency, they will send an email saying the
 5    commission has ruled on X case, and usually attaches the report

 6    and recommendation and the decision.  So any judge who is
 7    interested in reading can read.
 8  Q.  Are you generally interested in reading those decisions?
 9  A.  I'm interested in reading mine.  Sometimes you would be
10    interested in other judge's decisions, certainly.
11  Q.  You cite other judge's decisions?
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  So do you -- are you reading those decisions when you're
14    drafting your -- when you are putting together your
15    recommendation?
16  A.  Sure.
17  Q.  Are you aware of other judges ruling from the bench in
18    summary suspension hearings?
19  A.  I'm not aware.
20  Q.  You mentioned modifying -- a chair can modify a
21    recommendation by an OATH judge?
22  A.  I didn't mention that.
23  Q.  Sorry, I thought --
24  A.  But they can.
25  Q.  Are you aware of any instance in which the chair or the
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 1    chair's delegate has modified a summary suspension
 2    recommendation?
 3  A.  You mean rejected it or modified it?
 4  Q.  Modified it.
 5  A.  I can't think of any, but I'm sure there are some.
 6  Q.  I just have one quick follow-up question regarding
 7    prehearing conferences.  Are drivers told that if they have
 8    hearings that their names and the fact that their arrest will
 9    appear on the internet?
10             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
11  Q.  Can I add, if there is a recommendation published.
12             THE COURT: Are they told that?  Is it your practice

13    to tell them how opinions may be publicized?
14             THE WITNESS: It is my practice to tell them.  And to

15    be clear, all of the OATH decisions are published on a web site

16    on the internet.  The web site is maintained by a professor at
17    the New York Law School.  And so they are accessible by the
18    internet, and that's something that I tell people.
19  Q.  Are you aware of any OATH decisions where the respondent's

20    name is redacted in decisions that are published on that web
21    site?
22  A.  I am aware.
23  Q.  Turning back to the suspension hearings, in terms of what
24    you can consider, are you constrained to just consider whether
25    the charges pose a direct and substantial threat to public
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 1    safety under the standard?
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 3             THE COURT: What do you consider at these hearings?

 4             THE WITNESS: I consider whatever is put before me.

 5  Q.  When you say "consider," what do you mean by the word
 6    "consider?"  Do you hear the evidence that the drivers put on?
 7  A.  Yeah, with respect to whatever set of facts or arguments
 8    the driver brings to the table, those are the things that I
 9    consider.
10  Q.  Generally, without going into any specific case, what --
11    how do you apply the evidence that you are considering, what
12    you just said?  You hear from the drivers?
13  A.  I don't know how to answer that question without getting
14    into mental processes.  My understanding is that that calls for
15    a requirement to discuss how I decide.
16             THE COURT: What do you understand to be the limits of

17    the evidence that could be considered by you in reaching a
18    decision, if any?
19             THE WITNESS: I don't think I'm limited by anything in

20    terms of what facts I can consider.
21  Q.  Are you familiar with a case over which you presided, TLC
22    versus a Mr. Bhatti?
23  A.  I am familiar.
24  Q.  Sorry?
25  A.  I am familiar.
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 1  Q.  I would like to identify Plaintiff's Trial Exhibit 65.
 2             MR. KLEINMAN: Your Honor, we have a stipulation to

 3    this exhibit.
 4             MS. O'SULLIVAN: That's right, your Honor, yes.
 5             THE COURT: So Plaintiff's Exhibit 65 is received.
 6             (Plaintiff's Exhibit 65 received in evidence)
 7  Q.  If we scroll down just a bit, Judge Richard, is this a
 8    report and recommendation that you issued?
 9  A.  Yes.
10  Q.  Is this a recent recommendation?  Do you know when it was

11    issued?
12  A.  The hearing was earlier this year, it says July 24, early
13    last year.
14  Q.  Is that August 27, 2013?
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  And after you issued a recommendation, is the case over,
17    generally?
18  A.  It's over for us.
19  Q.  Is the ruling by chairs that we discussed, is that a final
20    ruling?
21  A.  Is that?
22  Q.  A final ruling on the case.
23             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
24             THE COURT: As you understand it.
25  A.  As I understand, there is the right to appeal the
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 1    commissioner's ruling.
 2  Q.  What's the process, if you understand it, for appealing a
 3    commissioner's decision for summary suspension?
 4  A.  Article 78.
 5  Q.  Sorry?
 6  A.  An Article 78.
 7  Q.  There's no process at OATH for appealing?
 8  A.  Oh, no.
 9  Q.  So at OATH, once the chair, if the chair rejects your
10    recommendation or any judge's -- OATH judge's recommendation,

11    is the case over at OATH?
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  Just to clarify, the case never gets sent back to --
14    remanded to you for further consideration?
15  A.  No.
16  Q.  And in that case, if the criminal charges are still
17    pending, does the driver suspension continue?
18             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
19             THE COURT: If you understand.  If you know.
20  A.  According to the rules, it would continue.
21  Q.  And --
22  A.  If the commissioner doesn't lift it, then it continues.
23    That's my understanding of the rules.
24  Q.  If the OATH judge recommends lifting the suspension, is the

25    suspension lifted at that point or the suspension continues
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 1    until there is a chair decision?
 2  A.  We have no authority to lift the suspension.
 3  Q.  Turning to Plaintiff's Trial Exhibit 65, do you recall the
 4    matters described in the Bhatti case?
 5  A.  Vaguely.
 6  Q.  Do you recall what your decision -- your ultimate
 7    recommendation was in the Bhatti case?
 8  A.  I recommended lifting the suspension.
 9  Q.  What evidence or factors did you consider in recommending

10    lifting the suspension?
11             THE COURT: The recommendation speaks for itself.

12  Q.  Did you consider the -- did you consider factors such as
13    the age of the driver?
14             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  As your Honor just noted,

15    the report speaks for itself.
16             THE COURT: Sustained.  Sustained.  Is the age of the

17    driver something that you think is relevant to your
18    recommendation, or might be?
19             THE WITNESS: Sure, it might be.
20             THE COURT: You wouldn't say it's never relevant.
21             THE WITNESS: True.
22             THE COURT: The fact that a driver got a desk
23    appearance ticket as opposed to being brought in handcuffs to a

24    precinct and then taken to a criminal court, is that relevant
25    at times?
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 1             THE WITNESS: I have found that to be relevant.
 2             THE COURT: So you feel you can consider that?
 3             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 4             MR. ACKMAN: Sorry, I didn't hear the answer.
 5    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
 6  Q.  You found that to be relevant?
 7  A.  I found it to be relevant at times.
 8  Q.  Thank you.  Would you consider the driver's TLC records to

 9    be relevant?
10             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
11             THE COURT: TLC record?
12  Q.  TLC driving record?
13             THE COURT: Do you know what that is --
14             THE WITNESS: I do.
15             THE COURT: -- TLC driving record?
16             THE WITNESS: Yes.
17  A.  Would I consider it?
18  Q.  Yes.
19  A.  Sure.
20  Q.  Would you consider a driver's DMV record as relevant?
21  A.  Possibly.
22  Q.  Would you consider the quality and quantity of the evidence

23    alleged against the driver as being relevant?
24  A.  The quality and quantity of evidence?
25  Q.  Introduced by the TLC prosecutor as relevant.
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 1  A.  As relevant.  Sure, that would be relevant.
 2  Q.  Would you consider the quality and quantity of the evidence

 3    with respect to the underlying charges put on by the driver as
 4    relevant?
 5  A.  OK, repeat that for me.
 6  Q.  Would you consider the quality and the quantity of the
 7    evidence relating to the underlying charges that's put on by
 8    the driver, the driver's evidence, as being relevant?
 9  A.  Yes.
10  Q.  Is whether the arrest -- if the arrest is the driver's
11    first arrest, would that be relevant?
12  A.  It could be relevant.
13  Q.  How about whether the alleged offense was committed while

14    the driver was off duty?
15  A.  That could be relevant.
16  Q.  Is it relevant whether the driver was required to post bail
17    as opposed to being released on his own recognizance?
18  A.  I suppose it could be.
19  Q.  Do you consider anything about the driver's family or home
20    life as being relevant?
21  A.  You know, all these depend upon the circumstances, I don't
22    have any recollection, but I would consider it.
23  Q.  In Bhatti, did you consider -- I can refresh your
24    recollection.  Did you consider the driver's --
25             THE COURT: I'm not going to make her explain a report
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 1    and recommendation that the judge already wrote.  If you want
 2    to ask generally about factors that are considered or might be
 3    considered by administrative law judge in a hearing like this,
 4    I think that's fair, but I'm not sure that we're adding much
 5    light here.
 6  Q.  The factors that you identified as relevant, why are they
 7    relevant?
 8             THE COURT: Why are they relevant?
 9  Q.  Why do you consider them in making your decision?
10  A.  I would consider them to the extent that they are a part of
11    the facts that are submitted by one or the other party.
12  Q.  Do these factors go to the question that you're being asked
13    to decide in summary suspension hearings, whether the driver
14    poses a direct and substantial risk to the public health or
15    safety?
16  A.  Do the facts go to what?
17  Q.  Are the factors relevant to whether the driver poses a
18    direct and substantial risk to public health or safety?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
20             THE COURT: Sustained.  I don't understand the
21    question.  Do you understand the question?
22             THE WITNESS: I don't.
23  Q.  What is the relevance of these factors to the hearing?
24  A.  Well, I think your question calls for me to prejudge a case
25    that might come before me.  I can't sort of give you a
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 1    hypothetical explanation of how you put together certain facts.
 2    Every case is going to be different and the same set of facts
 3    offered in two different cases may come together in a very
 4    different way.
 5             (Continued on next page)
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 1             THE COURT: So there are some cases where the age of

 2    the driver would not be relevant, and other cases where it
 3    might be quite relevant.
 4             THE WITNESS: That's true.
 5             THE COURT: But you don't feel that you are barred

 6    from considering any fact or any argument; is that correct?
 7             THE WITNESS: No, I don't feel barred in any way,
 8    certainly not by TLC.
 9    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
10  Q.  After you issued your recommendation in Bhatti, was a chair

11    final decision issued?
12  A.  There was.
13  Q.  Who issued that decision?
14  A.  I don't remember.
15             MR. KLEINMAN: Can we scroll to the very bottom of

16    Plaintiffs' Trial Exhibit 65, please.  Actually, if we can just
17    scroll up one page, to Page 9.
18  Q.  Judge Richard, is this a copy of the chair's final decision
19    in the Bhatti case?
20  A.  It appears to be so.
21  Q.  And if we scroll down, do you see the name at the bottom of

22    the decision?
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  Is that Meera Joshi?
25  A.  Yes.
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 1  Q.  Do you believe that Ms. Joshi, to your knowledge, issued
 2    this recommendation?
 3  A.  As far as I know.
 4  Q.  Do you know -- it's Ms. Joshi or Joshi, do you know how to
 5    pronounce it?
 6  A.  I have no idea.
 7  Q.  Do you know if Ms. Joshi accepted your recommendation?
 8             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
 9             The text is right there.
10             THE COURT: That is true.  Do you have any reason to

11    think that what's on the screen in front of you is different
12    than what really happened?
13             THE WITNESS: I do not.
14             MR. KLEINMAN: Sorry, your Honor.  It's just a
15    transitional question.
16             THE COURT: I'm not sure where we're going with these

17    questions.  Let's get moving.  Let's wrap this up.
18  Q.  What did you understand Ms. Joshi was communicating to you

19    in her reversal regarding what you were allowed to consider?
20             MS. WEINBLATT: I'm sorry --
21             THE COURT: Sustained.  Sustained.
22             Next question.
23  Q.  Have you issued any summary suspension recommendations

24    since you were reversed in Bhatti?
25  A.  Yes.
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 1  Q.  How many?
 2  A.  One that I can recall.
 3  Q.  Which one is that?
 4  A.  Al-Kafi.
 5             MR. KLEINMAN: I'd like to identify Plaintiffs' Trial

 6    Exhibit 90.  Do we have a stipulation as to Plaintiffs' Trial
 7    Exhibit 90?
 8             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes.
 9             THE COURT: Plaintiffs' 90 is received.
10             (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 90 received in evidence)
11             THE WITNESS: I have to correct my testimony.
12             THE COURT: About what?
13             THE WITNESS: Al-Kafi.  It actually is not a reversal,

14    but there was language in the decision that differed with my
15    reasoning; but the ultimate result was the same.
16             THE COURT: Okay.
17  Q.  Actually, I don't believe you testified there was a
18    reversal.  I just asked you if you had issued a report and
19    recommendation in Al-Kafi.  But how did the chair's decision on

20    Al-Kafi differ from your decision?
21             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  Assuming that the chair's

22    decision is at the end of this exhibit, it speaks for itself.
23             THE COURT: I don't need the judge to explain to me

24    what the chair did and how that differed from what she did.  I
25    think those documents are in; I can read them.
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 1             MR. KLEINMAN: Your Honor, I don't believe that the

 2    chair decision is in in this particular case, so I'd like to
 3    identify it.
 4             THE COURT: Okay.
 5             MR. KLEINMAN: I'm identifying plaintiffs' trial
 6    exhibit --
 7             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, just to clarify, they only

 8    attach the decisions rejecting the order.  We're getting these
 9    from the website, and they only attach the ones rejecting; they
10    don't attach the ones accepting.
11             MR. KLEINMAN: It's actually Defendants' Exhibit L-19.

12             THE COURT: There's a stipulation as to the
13    admissibility and authenticity of them?
14             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
15             THE COURT: All right.  So Defendants' L-19 is
16    received.
17             (Defendants' Exhibit L-19 received in evidence)
18             MS. WEINBLATT: Except I don't -- L-19 is not the

19    chair decision.
20             THE COURT: This is addressed to Mr. Bhatti, what's on

21    the screen.
22             MR. KLEINMAN: That's right.  I'm sorry, your Honor.

23             So I'd like to withdraw exhibit -- actually, I'm
24    sorry.  I think DX L-19 may already have been admitted on a
25    different question.  So I'd like to identify Plaintiffs' Trial
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 1    Exhibit, I believe it's 104.  And is there a stipulation as to
 2    this document?
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, there is.
 4             THE COURT: All right.  What number, 104?
 5             MR. KLEINMAN: Yes, your Honor.
 6             THE COURT: Plaintiffs' 104?
 7             MR. KLEINMAN: Plaintiffs' 104.
 8             THE COURT: Plaintiffs' 104 is received.
 9             (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 104 received in evidence)
10             THE COURT: Anymore questions for this witness?
11             MR. KLEINMAN: Just a few more, your Honor.
12    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
13  Q.  Who was the TLC prosecutor in Al-Kafi, do you recall?
14  A.  I'm assuming that it was Ms. Green; she's their most recent
15    attorney who handles these cases.
16  Q.  Do you recall if you ordered the transcript in the Al-Kafi
17    case?
18             MS. WEINBLATT: I apologize.  I didn't hear the
19    question.
20             MR. KLEINMAN: Do you recall if you ordered the

21    transcript in the Al-Kafi case?
22             MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you.
23  A.  I don't recall.
24  Q.  Do you recall whether you listened to the recording of the
25    proceedings in the Al-Kafi case?
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 1             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection as to relevance.
 2             THE COURT: I'm not sure of the relevance either, but

 3    maybe there will be some relevance.
 4             You can answer the question.  Do you recall?
 5             THE WITNESS: I don't have a specific recollection.

 6  Q.  Do you recall an exchange in the -- do you recall a
 7    conversation on the record in the Al-Kafi case where you asked

 8    Ms. Green about what is relevant or irrelevant at a summary
 9    suspension hearing?
10  A.  Okay, I do.  And so to go back to your other question, I
11    either ordered the transcript or I listened.
12             MR. KLEINMAN: I'd like to identify plaintiffs' --
13    rather Defendants' Trial Exhibit N-4.
14             MS. WEINBLATT: No objection, your Honor.
15             THE COURT: So Defendants' N-4 is received.
16             (Defendants' Exhibit N-4 received in evidence)
17  Q.  What did you ask Ms. Green concerning what was relevant or

18    irrelevant under the TLC policy?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
20             The exhibit speaks for itself.
21             THE COURT: Yes.  Do we need the witness to do that?

22    If you want to ask your questions about a particular exchange,
23    I guess you can, but it seems like she and we all have better
24    things to do than just have her read something that we can all
25    read ourselves.
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 1  Q.  Have you changed your practice in conducting summary
 2    suspension hearings as a result of the chair's decision in
 3    Bhatti?
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 5  A.  No.
 6             THE COURT: You can answer.
 7             The answer is no?
 8             THE WITNESS: No.  I mean yes, the answer is no.
 9  Q.  Have you changed your practice in conducting summary
10    suspension hearings based on what was written in the chair's
11    decision in Bhatti?
12  A.  No.
13  Q.  Turning to the chair decision in Al-Kafi, which was --
14    sorry.
15             Turning to the chair decision in Bhatti, which is
16    appended to Plaintiffs' Trial Exhibit 65 -- I'm sorry.  I
17    actually meant to draw your attention to the chair's decision
18    in Al-Kafi, which is Plaintiffs' Trial Exhibit 104.
19             And do you recall whether the chair said that you made
20    a mistake in -- whether the chair wrote that you made a mistake

21    in Bhatti in considering fact-finding related to credibility of
22    a witness?
23             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
24             The document speaks for itself.
25             THE COURT: Sustained.
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 1  Q.  Do you feel that you made a mistake in Bhatti by
 2    considering credibility of a witness?
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 4             THE COURT: Sustained.
 5             Okay.  Let's wrap it up.
 6             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, can we have five minutes?  We

 7    have some confusion about the exhibits.
 8             THE COURT: No.  I want to get this witness on and off

 9    the stand.
10    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
11  Q.  Judge Richard, is it fair to say that you and your TLC
12    prosecutor have different views about what is relevant and is
13    not relevant in a summary suspension hearing?
14             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
15             THE COURT: I'll allow that.
16  A.  That's a hard question to answer.  Do we have different
17    views --
18             THE COURT: Well, do you understand what the
19    prosecutor's views are with respect to what is relevant?  Do
20    you feel you understand it or no?
21             THE WITNESS: Okay.  I ask if you considered the
22    colloquy from, what was it, Al-Kafi?
23  Q.  Yes, that's right.
24  A.  Then that would -- then I'd have to answer yes, in that
25    case that we did have a difference of opinion.
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 1  Q.  Is it fair to say that you and the TLC chair have different
 2    views about what is and is not relevant at summary suspension
 3    hearings?
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 5             THE COURT: Sustained.
 6             We have the TLC's opinion, and we have the Al-Kafi
 7    recommendation.  So I'll decide whether they are applying
 8    different standards or have different views.
 9  Q.  Have you ever stated in one of your decisions that the
10    petition and notice provided to drivers does not specifically
11    allege that respondent poses a threat to the health and safety
12    of the public?
13             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
14             THE COURT: I don't see the relevance in that.
15             Sustained.
16             MR. KLEINMAN: I'd like to identify Plaintiffs' Trial

17    Exhibit 66.
18             THE COURT: Exhibit 66 is in.
19             MR. KLEINMAN: I believe 65 is in, your Honor.  Oh, 66

20    is in, I believe.
21             THE COURT: Yes, it's in.
22             Okay.  What's the question?
23    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
24  Q.  At the pre-hearing OATH conference, do you tell the drivers

25    that the chair has never accepted one -- has never accepted a
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 1    decision by an OATH judge to recommend lifting summary
 2    suspension?
 3  A.  I don't recall that.
 4             THE COURT: Do you even know it to be true?
 5             THE WITNESS: I believe it is true, but I can't say
 6    that there's not an outlier.
 7             THE COURT: Okay.
 8             MR. ACKMAN: I didn't hear that.
 9             THE COURT: That's not something you discussed at the

10    pre-hearing conference?
11             THE WITNESS: I think I would have to go back to my

12    earlier testimony about discussing the fact that the -- or at
13    least mentioning to the litigant that the summary suspension
14    decision by the agency, the commissioner, is generally one to
15    continue a suspension.  That's what I think I indicated
16    earlier.
17  Q.  Generally or always?
18  A.  I don't recall saying always.
19  Q.  Do you recall saying anything to the effect of it would be
20    extremely rare for the chair to lift the suspension?
21             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  Asked and answered.

22             THE COURT: Overruled.
23  A.  I can't tell you exactly the language that I've used.
24  Q.  Anything to that effect that you've said?
25  A.  Well, I have to defer to what I've already said.
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 1  Q.  What is the question at summary suspension hearings that
 2    you are asked to determine?
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 4             I think there's been testimony on the subject.
 5             THE COURT: Well, I'll allow it.  I mean I think that
 6    is the ultimate question.
 7             As you understand it, what is the question at summary
 8    suspension hearings that you are being asked to determine?
 9             THE WITNESS: What's cited in 68-21(d)(3), that's what

10    I believe is --
11  Q.  And as you understand it, is it whether continued licensure
12    would pose a direct and substantial threat to public health and
13    safety?
14             THE COURT: She's answered that.  We just have to look

15    at the rule.
16             MR. KLEINMAN: Thank you.
17             THE COURT: Any cross-examination?
18             MS. WEINBLATT: We have no questions for Judge

19    Richard, your Honor.  Thank you.
20             THE COURT: All right, Judge Richard.  Thank you very

21    much.  I appreciate it.  Nice to have met you.  Have a good
22    day.
23             (Witness excused)
24             THE COURT: Next witness.
25             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, can we possibly have a
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 1    five-minute break?
 2             THE COURT: All right.  Five-minute break.
 3             (Recess)
 4             THE COURT: Who's the next witness?
 5             MR. WEINER: The next witness is Meera Joshi, your

 6    Honor.
 7             THE COURT: All right.  I forgot my pad.  So you come

 8    on up, and I'll meet you here.
 9     MEERA JOSHI,
10         called as a witness by the Plaintiffs,
11         having been duly sworn, testified as follows:
12             THE COURT: State your name and spell your name for

13    the record.
14             THE WITNESS: My name is Meera Joshi.  M-E-E-R-A; last

15    name, J-O-S-H-I.
16             THE COURT: It's pronounced Joshi?
17             THE WITNESS: It's pronounced Joshi; the "J" is
18    pronounced like a "Z."
19             THE COURT: All right.  Ms. Joshi, good morning.
20             Why don't you move a little bit closer to the mike.
21    And you'd like a glass of water.  I think that's Judge
22    Richard's water.  So give me that used cup, and I'll give you a
23    new one.
24             Okay.  You may proceed.
25    DIRECT EXAMINATION
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 1    BY MR. WEINER: 
 2  Q.  Good morning, Ms. Joshi.
 3  A.  Good morning.  And thank you for accommodating me with the

 4    schedule.
 5  Q.  Of course.
 6             Now, we've never met before; is that right?
 7  A.  Yes, we have never met.
 8  Q.  And you have not been deposed in this case in any way; is
 9    that right?
10  A.  I have not been deposed in this case.
11  Q.  What is your current job?
12  A.  Currently I'm general counsel for the New York City Taxi
13    and Limousine Commission.
14  Q.  And how long have you had that job?
15  A.  Since September 2011.
16  Q.  And what jobs did you have prior to that after graduating
17    from law school?
18  A.  Do you want me to go backwards from the TLC?
19  Q.  Yes.
20  A.  Prior to joining the TLC, I was first deputy executive
21    director of the Civilian Complaint Review Board.
22             Prior to that, I was inspector general for the
23    department of -- I was an inspector general for the Department
24    of Investigations.
25             Prior to that I was with the law firm of Morvillo
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 1    Abramowitz.
 2             Prior to that I was with the law firm of Latham &
 3    Watkins.
 4             Prior to that I was a clerk for the U.S. District
 5    Court in Pennsylvania, U.S. District Court Judge, Judge Ronald

 6    Buckwalter.
 7             Prior to that -- I feel old -- I was a clerk for the
 8    Third Circuit Court of Appeals.
 9  Q.  And I had assumed in my question that you graduated law
10    school, but would you please tell us if you graduated law
11    school and from where and when you did?
12  A.  I did graduate law school from the University of
13    Pennsylvania in Philadelphia in, I believe, 1996.
14  Q.  In any of your jobs, have you ever served as a judge or
15    hearing officer of any kind?
16  A.  Not that I can recall.
17  Q.  And, generally speaking, what are your duties and
18    responsibilities as general counsel at TLC?
19  A.  As general counsel, I serve -- I supervise a group of
20    attorneys and clerical employees.  And our unit serves as a
21    liaison to the law department on all pending litigation.  We
22    all draft contracts and agreements and review them in
23    connection with the law department.  We promulgate rules for
24    the commission's review and approval.  We do employee
25    discipline.  All matters of employee discipline are handled by
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 1    the legal division.  And by designation from the chair, I make
 2    the final decision on OATH recommendations, except for
 3    recommendations involving discretionary revocations.
 4  Q.  In terms of reviewing -- you have responsibility for TLC
 5    rules and regulations in any way?
 6  A.  Yes.
 7  Q.  Would that include TLC licensing requirements?
 8  A.  If those are the rules currently being drafted and put up
 9    to the commission for a vote, then yes.
10  Q.  Is it any part of your responsibility to make sure that
11    there are appropriate rules and regulations to protect the
12    public from dangerous drivers?
13             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
14             THE COURT: Is it any part of your responsibility?
15             You can answer it.
16  A.  I mean the commission as a whole makes a decision every
17    time they approve a set of rules that those rules further the
18    mandate of the agency.  And the mandate of the agency is to
19    provide the public with a safe, efficient, for-hire
20    transportation.  So to the extent that the commission as a
21    whole is following its mandate, then, yes, they will promulgate
22    rules that ensure that licensing encompasses that mandate.
23  Q.  And would you agree that the vast, vast bulk of drivers are
24    unlikely to pose a threat to the public safety while driving
25    their cabs?
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 1  A.  I'm not sure --
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 3             THE COURT: Overruled.
 4             You can answer.  Do you have an opinion?
 5  A.  I'm not sure that I have the necessary knowledge or
 6    background to answer that.  And I don't feel comfortable
 7    expressing an opinion right now.
 8  Q.  Are you aware of when drivers are involved in incidents
 9    with passengers, does that come to your attention?
10  A.  It may.  Often those are covered by the press, so I may get
11    inquiries regarding them because they are covered by the press.

12    But it could come to my attention in a variety of ways.
13             It may be part of an OATH recommendation that I
14    review; it may be something that comes up in the press.  I'm
15    part of the executive staff, so it may be discussed among the
16    executive staff.  But, yes, I would say there are occasions
17    where I become aware of those.
18  Q.  Do you have any basis to know what percentage of drivers
19    are involved in incidents with passengers?
20  A.  No, I don't.
21             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
22  Q.  Now, you mentioned that one of your responsibilities is, as
23    chair designee, to review summary suspension recommendations;

24    is that right?
25  A.  I actually said I review OATH recommendations; but except
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 1    for discretionary revocations, one group of those is summary
 2    suspensions.
 3  Q.  And what's the basis for your authority to review those
 4    decisions?
 5  A.  The chair, I believe, in October 2011, designated his
 6    authority to make the final decisions in cases where OATH has

 7    made a recommendation to me.
 8  Q.  Was that in some published order?  How did he do that?
 9  A.  There is a designation document that lists that
10    designation, as well as some other designations that he made at

11    the time.
12  Q.  And where is that document available to the public, do you
13    know?
14  A.  It could be through FOIL.
15  Q.  Does that designation document tell you anything about how

16    you're supposed to perform your responsibilities in reviewing
17    OATH recommendations?
18  A.  I don't know if that document is part of the record.  If it
19    is, it would probably be best to look at it.
20  Q.  It's not.
21  A.  It's not, okay.  So then absent having a document in front
22    of my face, to the best of my recollection, the last time I
23    looked at it, no, it does not identify how I go about carrying
24    out the responsibilities of the designation.
25  Q.  Do you know what the issue is that's to be determined at a
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 1    summary suspension hearings?
 2  A.  My understanding of the issue is it's a balancing test to
 3    determine whether continued licensure or continued suspension

 4    of a driver's license is going to put the riding public or
 5    pedestrians that interface with for-hire vehicles at risk.
 6  Q.  And how did you learn that that was the -- that there was
 7    this balancing test which you've just referenced?
 8  A.  You know, I don't know how I can -- I learned many things
 9    when I joined the TLC; it was a steep learning curve, so I
10    can't pinpoint the moment that I became aware of that.  But I'm
11    sure in my general, you know, getting accustomed to all of the
12    new terminology and standards that I would have to deal with in

13    my job, I came to learn that one.
14  Q.  Do you know if that standard is written anywhere in any
15    document?
16  A.  I have seen it several times in ALJ recommendations, as
17    they determine in hearings whether that standard has -- you
18    know, assessing the different arguments regarding that
19    standard.
20  Q.  And does the chair in the chair review process and you as
21    the designee of the chair, do you follow that same test and
22    standard?
23  A.  The balancing test that I just articulated?
24  Q.  Yes.
25  A.  Yes.
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 1  Q.  And it's your testimony that OATH judges know and
 2    understand this standard?
 3  A.  That is my --
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 5             THE COURT: You can answer.
 6  A.  Based on the, I'd say, handful of cases that I've come
 7    across during my tenure, that is my impression based on the
 8    OATH recommendation decisions.
 9  Q.  The decisions that you have reviewed, the handful of
10    decisions that you've referenced, you believe the OATH judges
11    are applying the standard properly?
12  A.  I think that's -- the OATH judges report to the head of
13    OATH.  So how their judicial conduct -- whether it's
14    appropriate or not is really best determined by the head of
15    their agency.  But I do see them applying that standard in the
16    cases that I have looked at.
17  Q.  Do you see the judges applying the standard properly as you

18    understand the standard is supposed to be applied?
19  A.  What does "properly" mean?  If "properly" means applying
20    it, which means taking evidence to weigh the factors and coming

21    to a reasoned decision, then I'd say yes.
22  Q.  We're going to come to the factors that they weigh and that
23    you think they weigh, so I want to come back to that.
24             But I would like to ask you about a document that's in
25    evidence, Plaintiff's Exhibit 55.
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 1             Do you see on your screen, it's a three-page document,
 2    it contains excerpts from a manual that was testified to
 3    previously.  Have you ever seen this manual?
 4  A.  I've never seen this manual.
 5  Q.  And if you would look though at the last page, I would just
 6    direct your attention to the bolded sentence.  Do you see that?
 7             And I'll read it.  It says:  "The only issue for
 8    determination by an ALJ is whether the acts alleged, if
 9    established and substantiated, form a rational basis for the
10    licensees's continued suspension for the protection of the
11    public health, safety, and welfare."
12             Do you see that?
13  A.  Yes.
14  Q.  Now, is that the standard that currently applies at OATH
15    summary suspension hearings?
16  A.  Like I said, I've looked at a handful of cases.  And each
17    judge probably, if my recollection is correct, articulates
18    their version of the standard slightly different.  I can't tell
19    you whether this standard that's before me now that you pointed

20    to, A-204, is what's in their decisions.
21             THE COURT: No, but what standard do you apply?
22             THE WITNESS: Do I apply?  I apply the standard
23    that -- and I'm looking at this for the first time.
24             The only issue for determination by an ALJ is
25    whether...
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 1             The standard that I apply is if the charges are
 2    presumed true, would continued licensure of the driver pose a
 3    risk to the public and pedestrians.
 4  Q.  And where did you get that standard from?
 5  A.  I think you asked me this before, where did I learn that
 6    standard.  And I can't, as I sit here now, pinpoint the
 7    derivation, but I think part of it is sort of our common --
 8    part of it is our mandate to protect the public, our mandate to
 9    set standards for licensees.  And then any -- any test that you
10    use in making an evaluation is balancing those interests.
11  Q.  Maybe I can help.
12             MR. KLEINMAN: If you could pull up Trial Exhibit E,

13    Plaintiffs' Trial exhibit E.
14  Q.  This is Rule 68-21.  Have you seen that rule before?
15  A.  Yes, I've seen it before.
16  Q.  And you're familiar with it?
17  A.  Yes.
18  Q.  It's section (d)(3), highlighted.
19  A.  Yes.
20  Q.  And do you see that it says:  "At the summary suspension
21    hearing, the issue will be whether the charges underlying the
22    licensee's arrest, if true, demonstrate the continuation of the
23    license while awaiting for a decision on the criminal charges
24    would pose a direct and substantial threat to the health and
25    safety of the public."
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 1             Do you see that?
 2  A.  Yes.
 3  Q.  Is this the rule that guides your determination?
 4  A.  This is a rule that guides summary suspension hearings.
 5  Q.  Does this same standard apply to the judge's decision,
 6    whether to accept, reject, or modify the summary suspension
 7    recommendation?
 8  A.  The chair's decision?
 9  Q.  Yes.
10  A.  The agency's decision.  I'd say, in the most part, yes, it
11    does.
12  Q.  How does it differ?
13  A.  Because I -- I've seen recommendations that look at other
14    factors, and I know personally that when I get those
15    recommendations, I look at those other factors, as well.  And
16    to the extent this is read as excluding that, then I would say
17    maybe there's a difference; but maybe it can be read as
18    including that exercise, in which case there's no discrepancy.
19  Q.  Do you think judges understand -- the OATH judges
20    understand that they can look at other factors?
21  A.  Like I said, I don't -- I don't know what training they
22    get, and I have no connection with the OATH judges, so I can't
23    really speak to what their understanding is of their position
24    during those hearings.
25  Q.  As general counsel of the TLC, have you ever communicated
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 1    with OATH judges that they can consider other factors?
 2  A.  We don't have a position to sort of exercise that kind of
 3    authority over the OATH judges.  I do have conversations with
 4    the general counsel-OATH on some practical matters, but it's
 5    clear that training of their judges is done completely by them.
 6    And because they are judges, there's also -- they are
 7    respectful of the autonomy each judge must have in making
 8    decisions.
 9  Q.  At summary suspension hearings, the TLC has a prosecutor
10    who presents the case, right?
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  Have you ever communicated with the TLC prosecutor that
13    it's appropriate for OATH judges to consider other factors
14    besides what's identified in Rule 68-21?
15  A.  No.
16  Q.  Why not?
17  A.  The prosecutors fall under the deputy commissioner of
18    enforcement.  I don't have any day-to-day interaction with them

19    or supervisory role.
20  Q.  Now, you had testified just a few moments ago that the
21    issue was whether continuation of the license would pose a
22    risk, those are the words you used.  In looking at the rule, it
23    uses the words "would pose a direct and substantial threat."
24             Now, is it your testimony that the issue for the OATH
25    ALJ and for the chair review is only whether continued
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 1    licensure poses a risk to safety, or is the issue whether
 2    continued licensure poses a direct and substantial threat to
 3    safety?
 4  A.  It's whether there is a significant risk to safety.
 5  Q.  Is there a difference between significant and direct and
 6    substantial in your mind?
 7             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 8             THE COURT: Overruled.
 9  A.  I'm sure people can pick them apart and make different
10    assessments, but, in my mind, you know, they are equivalent.
11    It's a significant risk to the public, to the riding public, to
12    pedestrians that come in contact with taxis and for-hire
13    vehicles that drive in congested areas.
14  Q.  What do you know about OATH judges in general?  Are they

15    independent judges?
16  A.  Can you ask a narrower question?  Because I don't -- I
17    think that's sort of broad, and I'm having trouble answering
18    it.
19  Q.  What is an OATH judge?
20  A.  An OATH judge is an administrative law judge.
21  Q.  Who are they employed by?
22  A.  They are employed by the Office of Administrative Trials
23    and Hearings.
24  Q.  Do you believe they're independent from TLC?
25  A.  I believe they are.
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 1  Q.  In general, are they experienced at acting as judges in
 2    hearings?
 3  A.  I don't know about their resumes, their prior experience,
 4    or what qualifications OATH uses in order to hire judges.
 5  Q.  Do you have any concerns about their capability in general?

 6  A.  None that have come to my attention.
 7  Q.  Do you know why an OATH judge hearing a summary suspension

 8    matter only gets to make a recommendation to the chair as
 9    opposed to a final decision?
10  A.  I can't give you a definitive answer.  There are two
11    different tribunals, one -- since there has been a split of the
12    tribunals, there is OATH judges who are only able to make
13    recommendations, and TLT tribunals where the judges make final

14    decisions.  I don't know the history behind why summary
15    suspensions are heard before OATH judges as opposed to the TLT

16    judges that hear -- that make final decisions.
17  Q.  In the chair review process, is the chair required to give
18    any deference to the recommendation of the OATH judge?
19  A.  I don't believe, but I don't know for certain, that there
20    is any codified provision that says there's deference required
21    to give -- be given.  But, in practice, the OATH judge has held
22    a hearing and, in practice, there should be some deference or,
23    you know, there needs to be some weight given to the fact that
24    they held the hearing and they are giving their recommendation

25    based on a hearing.
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 1  Q.  And is that your practice in reviewing --
 2  A.  Yes.
 3  Q.  Meaning you give deference to the OATH judge?
 4  A.  I review and give, you know, significant weight to what
 5    went on before the OATH judge and their conclusions.
 6  Q.  Are you aware of any chair decision accepting an OATH
 7    judge's recommendation to lift a driver's summary suspension?
 8  A.  I am only familiar with the handful that I've looked --
 9    that I've seen, and, no, out of those, no.
10             THE COURT: How many is that, roughly?
11             THE WITNESS: I think it's three, four, maybe a few

12    more.
13             THE COURT: Three or four?
14             THE WITNESS: Yeah.
15             THE COURT: Since 2011?
16             THE WITNESS: Yeah.  It may be a little bit more than

17    that.
18  Q.  And you're not aware of prior practice before you were at
19    TLC in terms of chair reviews?
20  A.  No.
21  Q.  No one has ever discussed with you how those decisions have

22    come out historically?
23  A.  In the context of this case, it's been a discussion, but
24    I'm not very -- I couldn't say I'm versed in prior practices
25    before I got there.
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 1  Q.  Do you have any basis to believe that there are any
 2    chair-reviewed decisions accepting a judge's decision, a
 3    judge's recommendation, to lift a summary suspension?
 4  A.  I don't know.
 5  Q.  I think you just said you've reviewed four summary
 6    suspension hearings.  But let's be clear.
 7  A.  It may be more.  I'm not sure.
 8  Q.  Roughly four or so?
 9  A.  Four or five.  I'm not sure.
10  Q.  And have you written decisions in all of those matters?
11  A.  Yeah, we write -- I write a letter to the parties informing
12    them of the agency's final decision.
13  Q.  And of the ones you've reviewed, did any of them involve a
14    situation where the judge recommended lifting the suspension?
15  A.  I believe so.
16  Q.  How many?
17  A.  One of them, I believe.  Several of them were -- no, I
18    think one of them the judge recommended lifting the suspension.

19  Q.  And did you ultimately accept that recommendation?
20  A.  Ultimately, I did not.
21  Q.  That was the question.
22             Now, for the others where the judge recommended
23    continuing suspension, did you ultimately accept all of those?
24  A.  Yes, I believe.  It would be helpful if I had the actual
25    letters in front of me so I can testify more accurately, but I
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 1    believe that I did accept those.
 2  Q.  Are you familiar with the name of the decision that you
 3    referenced that you rejected the judge's recommendation to lift
 4    the suspension?
 5  A.  I believe it's Bhatti.
 6             MR. WEINER: If we could pull up the Bhatti decision.

 7    It's Plaintiffs' 65.
 8             THE COURT: Is it on your screen?
 9             THE WITNESS: Yes.
10             THE COURT: Okay.
11  Q.  Now, in this one exhibit -- if we could just scroll,
12    Michael, to the last two pages, as well.
13             You'll see that it's Judge Richard's report and
14    recommendation, and then a chair decision.  Do you see that?
15             THE COURT: She's only got the one page.
16             MR. WEINER: I apologize.
17  A.  This doesn't look like the letter that I sent.
18  Q.  What about it doesn't look like the letter you sent?
19  A.  I sent a letter on letterhead.
20             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, if I may briefly, we've

21    previously established that when there is a chair decision that
22    reverses an OATH recommendation, they incorporate the text of

23    the chair decision into a format that is different from the
24    letterhead, but it is --
25             THE COURT: There's a stipulation that this is, in
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 1    fact --
 2             THE WITNESS: So the content is the same.
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, the New York Law School website

 4    that publishes it changes the format of the text.
 5             THE COURT: That's a stipulation for the admissibility

 6    of it.  But do you recognize it one way or the other?  Just
 7    reading the words, does it jog your memory as to it?
 8             THE WITNESS: Yes, I recognize it.
 9             THE COURT: All right.  Let's proceed.
10             (Continued on next page)
11   
12   
13   
14   
15   
16   
17   
18   
19   
20   
21   
22   
23   
24   
25   
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 1    BY MR. WEINER: 
 2  Q.  Now Judge Richard issued her report and recommendation, if

 3    we go to the first page.  Actually I wanted to hand the witness
 4    a hard copy.
 5             THE COURT: Yeah, high tech is not always better.
 6  A.  Thank you.
 7  Q.  Now at some point did you review the report and
 8    recommendation from Ms. Richard in this case?
 9  A.  Yes, I did.
10  Q.  And you see that the report is dated August 27, 2013 at the
11    top, first page?
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  And then it says rejected commissioner decision
14    September 24, 2013?
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  So did you review this decision at some point between
17    August 27, 2013 and September 24, 2013?
18  A.  Yes, I did.
19  Q.  What was the purpose of your review?
20  A.  The purpose of my review would be to issue a final agency
21    decision on continued suspension of the driver's license.
22  Q.  Did you take your obligation to review this decision and
23    make a -- this recommendation, and to make a decision as an
24    important one?
25  A.  Yes, I do.
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 1  Q.  And this decision affects the driver's ability to earn a
 2    living, right?
 3  A.  Yes.
 4  Q.  And it's important to get it right?
 5  A.  Absolutely.
 6  Q.  And you took great care in making sure you got this right?
 7  A.  As I do all my duties.
 8  Q.  How long did it take you to review the decision, I'll call
 9    it the recommendation, from Judge Richard?
10  A.  I can't tell you for certain.  My practice is usually that
11    I kind of go back and forth with them, so I may review it, I
12    may have follow-up questions.  So I'll ask someone on my team

13    to follow up and get my some additional information.  And so
14    usually it takes -- it can take, with the back and forth, a
15    week to two weeks.  That's not the whole time devoted to this
16    decision but it's not something that I do look at it and make a
17    decision and move on, it takes some contemplation.
18  Q.  And with respect to the specific decision, did you review
19    anything other than what's in the report?
20  A.  Sitting here today, I can't recall, but I believe that I
21    would -- my general practice would be to review what's in the
22    report, to determine if there's any sort of -- if the attorneys
23    have written a Fogel or response to the recommendation, I want

24    to review that, and see what arguments they make in response to

25    the recommendation, and if there's any fleshing out that needs
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 1    to be done of some of the points that are made in the
 2    recommendation or the attorney's comments, then I will go
 3    through that process as well.
 4  Q.  Was there any kind of Fogel letter in this matter?
 5  A.  I don't believe there was, but I guess that would be part
 6    of the record.
 7  Q.  Of course, Judge Richard was recommending lifting the
 8    suspension.
 9  A.  Right, so I doubt an attorney would write in to object.
10  Q.  Exactly.  So did you discuss what your decision would be
11    with anyone prior to writing and issuing your decision?
12  A.  I don't recall in this specific case, but I generally do
13    have discussions about my decision, because it is a balancing.
14    So there is members of my staff that prepare a package for me,
15    and I may spend time going back and forth with them on the
16    merits of the arguments presented at the hearing and any of the
17    merits of the arguments presented by the attorneys in response.

18    I can't speak to this particular one, but it would be my normal
19    practice to have discussions about the decision prior to
20    issuing it.
21  Q.  In terms of your normal practice, is your normal practice
22    to discuss the decision with anyone other than your staff?
23  A.  Generally not.
24  Q.  And in this case, do you remember discussing this decision
25    prior to issuing it with anyone other than your staff?
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 1  A.  I believe I also discussed this one with the law
 2    department.
 3  Q.  When you say the law department, who is that?
 4  A.  Members of the administrative law unit.
 5  Q.  Who specifically?
 6  A.  Now I don't know that I directly had conversations with
 7    them, but I know a member of my staff, I directed them to just
 8    reach out to the law department and say this is a summary
 9    suspension case and we have some concerns about the
10    recommendation and to alert them that we would be not following

11    the recommendation.
12  Q.  What were the concerns?  You just mentioned you had some

13    concerns.
14             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor, this touches on

15    attorney-client privilege.
16             THE COURT: I think we are treading into that area, so

17    sustained.
18  Q.  Did you draft the decision that was issued under your name?

19  A.  I worked with other staff to draft the opinion, the
20    decision.
21  Q.  Did you ever discuss the decision with Judge Richard?
22  A.  No.
23  Q.  Did you have a transcript from the hearing?
24  A.  No, I did not.  One is available, but I don't know if I
25    reviewed it.
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 1  Q.  You don't know or you know you did not review it?
 2  A.  There are some cases where I listened to hearing
 3    transcripts in making final decisions.  I don't recall if I did
 4    in this case.  It wouldn't be unusual if I did, but I can't say
 5    for sure today that I did or I didn't.
 6  Q.  What's the purpose of reviewing a hearing transcript when
 7    you do that?
 8  A.  I have done it on occasion because there's something maybe
 9    in the recommendation that doesn't make sense to me, so I want

10    to hear it firsthand or ask somebody on my staff to listen to
11    the hearing transcript.  I don't generally always have the time
12    to listen to it myself, but if I have a question I have them
13    review it to clarify it for me.
14  Q.  And you don't remember if you did that in the Bhatti
15    decision?
16  A.  No.
17  Q.  Did the law department participate in drafting your
18    decision in Bhatti?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, privileged.
20             THE COURT: Sustained.
21  Q.  Let's do this, your chair decision rejected the
22    recommendation of Judge Richard, correct?
23  A.  Correct.
24  Q.  On what grounds did you reject the recommendation?
25  A.  May I look at my decision?
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 1  Q.  Yeah, and we can go through the decision if that makes it
 2    easier.  Why don't we do that.
 3             THE COURT: Page 9.
 4  A.  If I recall correctly, there were certain parts of certain
 5    bases of the judge's recommendation that dealt with the
 6    viability of the criminal charges.  So there were inquiries or
 7    conclusions about the victim's credibility, there was inquiries
 8    and conclusions about the driver who was the defendant in the
 9    criminal case, about his ability to actually do the acts that
10    he had been arrested for.  I believe there was -- I see here a
11    line:  No evidence to support the inference that any injury
12    caused the victim was substantial.
13             So to the extent that there was inquiry and
14    conclusions that essentially were another -- a mini criminal
15    trial, those I did not feel comfortable giving any weight to
16    because we presume that the charges are true.
17  Q.  Could I interrupt for a second?  The items listed in
18    paragraph four of the decision which are numbered one through

19    four, is your testimony that those items are irrelevant to the
20    balancing test which you said you apply?
21             MS. WEINBLATT: I apologize, I don't know what one

22    through four denotes.  I have no copy that has such
23    designation.
24             THE COURT: Talking about the paragraph above the

25    paragraph begins:  I do not agree with the --
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 1  A.  ALJ concluded?
 2  Q.  Yes.
 3  A.  Number two I think is clearly something that I would not
 4    incorporate in the balancing test because that goes to the
 5    reliability of the charges.
 6             Three is sort of awkward because it's tied into the
 7    ability to -- in my mind, the ability to cause physical injury,
 8    which is part the charge.  And because she found that he wasn't

 9    physically capable of causing injury, I presume that that leads
10    to the conclusion in three that there would be no indication
11    that you would cause injury to others.
12             The desk appearance ticket is -- it's an indication
13    that the police feel comfortable with you being sort of
14    released to the public.  It's a little bit of a different
15    standard that I'm asked to look at, which is do we feel
16    comfortable continuously licensing you and allowing you to
17    transport the public and drive a car in stressful situations
18    and heavy traffic.  So it could be -- I didn't find it
19    particularly persuasive in this instance, but potentially it
20    could be.
21  Q.  Why wasn't it persuasive in this instance?
22  A.  Because I don't find that the police department's issuance
23    of a desk appearance ticket helps me in the balancing analysis,
24    because it's a different test to me.  My test is:  Are you
25    capable of transporting members of the public safety and
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 1    navigating a car that is represents an entire industry, it's
 2    bright yellow and has a medallion on it, with heavy traffic and
 3    lots of pedestrians, is that going to -- if that operation is
 4    not safe, then it sort of undermines people's faith in the
 5    whole industry.
 6  Q.  But is a desk appearance ticket ever relevant?  I'm
 7    confused by your testimony.
 8  A.  It could be.  It wasn't for me in this case.  I looked at a
 9    couple of these.  This issue was raised here, I don't know if
10    it was raised in any of the other ones that I looked at.
11  Q.  But what was it about the desk appearance ticket in this
12    case that made you conclude that it wasn't relevant in this
13    case?
14  A.  For the reason I just articulated, I think it's a different
15    test.
16  Q.  Isn't a desk appearance ticket always going to be a
17    different test no matter what the arrest is for?
18  A.  Yes, but if you're looking at factors, there could be a
19    case where there are cumulative factors, and that being another

20    one gets you to a different conclusion.  It's hard to talk
21    about things in generality when I have dealt with it in a few
22    occasions.
23  Q.  But in this case you took the position that the desk
24    appearance ticket was not relevant and was not part of the
25    cumulative factors that you say you generally consider, is that
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 1    right?
 2  A.  In this case I said that the cumulative factors which got
 3    her to the recommendation to lift the suspension I did not find
 4    persuasive.
 5  Q.  She referenced the age and physical condition of the
 6    driver.  Did you find that persuasive?  Did you find those
 7    facts to be relevant to your determination?
 8  A.  She referenced them in the context of whether or not he
 9    could cause injury, and to that extent I did not.  As I said
10    here, I wasn't persuaded.  It didn't put another weight on the
11    balance on the side of reissuing the license.
12  Q.  You think it's irrelevant whether a driver could cause
13    injury in determining whether the driver's licensure poses a
14    substantial threat to public safety?
15  A.  I think that was -- that would be an inquiry for the
16    criminal prosecution and it wasn't one before us.
17  Q.  So age and ability to cause harm are irrelevant, in your
18    view, in determining whether a license should be -- suspension
19    should be continued?
20  A.  I don't think I could say that in a general -- if you're
21    asking me that generally, I don't know that I could ascribe to
22    that as a general prong.  If we're talking about this case, I
23    could tell you what I went through in this case.
24  Q.  Can you think of a case where the age and physical
25    condition of the driver would be relevant to your determination
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 1    as to whether continued licensure would pose a threat to public
 2    safety?
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 4             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer.  Can you?

 5             THE WITNESS: I can try.
 6  A.  I think it would depend largely on the type of crime the
 7    person had been arrested for, but I can't think right now of an
 8    occasion that like, a specific instance that would fit the
 9    circumstances you've described.
10  Q.  Well, this case was alleged assault, right?
11  A.  Right.
12  Q.  So wouldn't age and ability to cause physical injury be
13    relevant to whether this driver would pose a threat to
14    passengers?
15  A.  Well, in an assault case, the ability to cause injury would
16    be an inquiry of the criminal, so we wouldn't recreate the
17    criminal trial.  If there was a charge that had nothing to do
18    with ability to the cause injury, then it's sort of an awkward
19    question you're asking.  If ability to cause injury had nothing
20    to do with the charges, would you look at it?  If somebody
21    raised it, I would consider it.
22  Q.  Well, it was raised in this case.
23  A.  In a case where the actual charge had to do with ability to
24    cause injury.  So I find that to be intertwined with the
25    criminal case.
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 1  Q.  And you didn't think it was intertwined with this case,
 2    which is an alleged assault?
 3  A.  I did.  I think that's my testimony.  I think that they
 4    are.  That's the main inquiry for the criminal case.
 5  Q.  So you pay no attention to it in your chair review?
 6  A.  I'm assuming the charges as alleged are true.
 7  Q.  And in your view, that prohibits you from considering the
 8    driver's age and ability to cause physical injury, right?
 9             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  This question has been

10    asked and answered a few times already.
11             THE COURT: Overruled.  I think it's a subtle point.
12  A.  In this case, in this particular case, my view was that the
13    ability to the cause injury was something that was going to be
14    fleshed out in the criminal process.  And I was going to assume

15    as true that he did cause physical injury as charged.
16  Q.  Did you take into account in determining how to rule in
17    this Bhatti matter that the record indicated that the driver
18    had a 25 year clean driving record?
19  A.  I believe I did.  I think the last paragraph references
20    that he was actually -- at the time he was suspended, he was a
21    probationary status.  That means he was in his first year of
22    licensure.
23  Q.  How did you find that out?
24  A.  The TLC has a driver history database, and it looks here
25    like it was also an exhibit.
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 1  Q.  Did the judge say anything about his probationary status in
 2    her report?
 3  A.  I don't know.  I would have to look at it to see.
 4  Q.  I'll represent to you that it's not referenced there.  But
 5    do you have any understanding to whether it was?
 6             Withdrawn.  That's not fair.
 7             What does it mean he's in a probationary period?
 8  A.  He's newly licensed.  He could have had a license before,
 9    but the license expired, terminated, lapsed.  He's now begun
10    the licensing process again.  And the first year of somebody's
11    license is considered probationary, so if -- it's -- I think
12    it's in the rules, but sort of a broader discretionary standard
13    of whether they will get renewed after the first year.
14  Q.  And that was an important part of your decision to reject
15    the recommendation?
16  A.  It's a little -- it is a different status, you're not a
17    full-fledged licensee, you're probationary.  So yes, I
18    considered it.  Given his probationary status on top of being
19    arrested, I weighed in favor of continuing the suspension.  And

20    I believe that soon after he got his license back because the
21    criminal case was resolved in a way that didn't invoke further
22    proceedings.
23  Q.  Well, if you would look at page 2 of Judge Richard's report
24    and recommendation -- and you said you reviewed this report
25    carefully before issuing your decision, is that right?
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 1             Ms. Joshi, can you answer that question?
 2  A.  Yes, I did.
 3  Q.  Page 2, in the third paragraph it says respondent testified
 4    that he's been driving taxi cabs since 1988.  Were you aware of
 5    that fact when you made your decision?
 6  A.  Yes.  Being probationary doesn't negate that you have
 7    driven taxi cabs since 1988.
 8  Q.  And the fact that he had driven taxi cabs since 1988 and
 9    had a clean record, that didn't weigh in your decision at all?
10  A.  Well, I mean when somebody says they have a clean record,

11    that's one of the details he would flesh out.  So I'm sure
12    we'll go back to our license disciplinary history and see if
13    they have the record that they represent to the court that they
14    have.
15  Q.  Do you have any reason to believe that Mr. Bhatti was
16    misrepresenting to the OATH judge that he had a clean record
17    since 1988?
18  A.  I believe in Mr. Bhatti's case that there were some point
19    accumulation -- he had a license that expired prior to the
20    license that was suspended, and he did have some point
21    accumulations, which are violations of TLC rules.
22             THE COURT: But that's relevant to your determination

23    ultimately --
24             THE WITNESS: Yeah, I look at.
25             THE COURT: Let me finish.
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 1             That's relevant to your determination as a general
 2    matter whether to lift his suspension?
 3             THE WITNESS: Yes.  I mean I think it's important to

 4    understand who the person is.
 5  Q.  Right.  Now Judge Richard, on the bottom of page 5 going
 6    into 6, very bottom, the last line and then carry over, Judge
 7    Richard said even if true, and if you look at the lines before
 8    that, she is saying even if the charges in the arrest are true.
 9    Right?  She is saying if the charges are true.  Do you agree
10    with that, that's what she is saying?
11  A.  Yes, I do.
12  Q.  So she says even if true, I am left with the overwhelming
13    conclusion that respondent poses no direct and substantial
14    threat to the public health or safety.  Do you see that?
15  A.  Yes, I do.
16  Q.  And do you agree that that -- she was applying the proper
17    test there, even if the charges are true, whether the
18    respondent poses a direct and substantial threat to public
19    health or safety?
20  A.  I'm not so sure she was, because if I -- in the next
21    paragraph she describes the reasons for her finding, and the
22    second reason gives me pause, that the accuser is unreliable.
23             THE COURT: So that's one you say that's off the
24    boards, you don't get to consider that and Judge Richard
25    doesn't get to consider that.
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 1             THE WITNESS: Presuming the charges are true
 2    forecloses the inquiry into the credibility of the accuser.
 3             THE COURT: And the first reason is the respondent's

 4    age, maturity, demeanor and physical condition do not indicate

 5    that he is a threat, and there's no evidence upon which an
 6    inference can be drawn that any injury to Parmar was
 7    substantial.  Is that legitimate or illegitimate?
 8             THE WITNESS: I think the second part of it I have
 9    concerns about that I articulated before.  If they found
10    there's been injury, so he's been arrested for assault based on
11    a finding of physical injury or probable cause that he caused
12    physical injury, then whether -- the degree of the injury I'm
13    not going to look into, and I don't think it's appropriate for
14    the ALJ to.  There could be a case where age, maturity and
15    demeanor may well be factors that an ALJ would look at and I
16    would look at if they're not linked to the ability to cause
17    physical injury, that could be part of the balancing test.
18             THE COURT: So these individual characteristics are

19    not forbidden from consideration?
20             THE WITNESS: I mean to some extent this is a personal

21    exercise.  For my personal exercise I don't think they're
22    forbidden.
23    BY MR. WEINER: 
24  Q.  Did you disagree with Judge Richard's conclusion that the
25    respondent posed no direct and substantial threat to the public
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 1    health or safety?
 2  A.  I think as my letter indicates, I did.
 3  Q.  And how did you reach your determination that Mr. Bhatti
 4    posed a substantial and direct threat to public safety?
 5  A.  I went through her reasoning, I determined what portions of
 6    it I could consider, and there were some portions like I
 7    described that I felt were inappropriate to consider, presumed
 8    that the charge that he -- charge of assault three, those
 9    allegations were true.  And I did take a look at his driving
10    record, came out with a little bit of a different, I would say,
11    characterization of it than Judge Richard, and I took into
12    account that he was in a probationary status.
13             And then on the other side, that people that ride in
14    cabs, for hire vehicles are -- they're captive back there, they
15    can't get out safely.  Cars operate in highly stressful traffic
16    congested situations that, in weighing whether to continue to
17    suspend his license while we found out how the criminal case
18    was going to go forward would be in the best interest, in
19    balancing the -- I balanced in favor of protecting the public.
20  Q.  Did you determine that allowing Mr. Bhatti to drive a cab
21    while his criminal case was pending would pose a direct and
22    substantial threat to the public?
23  A.  That is the sum of my letter, yes.
24  Q.  And did you ever meet Mr. Bhatti?
25  A.  No.
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 1  Q.  Did he ever testify in front of you?
 2  A.  No, he did not.
 3  Q.  You didn't even review his testimony at the hearing, right?
 4  A.  You have asked me whether I reviewed a transcript, and I
 5    said there's times where I have and there's times when I asked
 6    my staff to review if I had a question, but I couldn't
 7    definitively answer for you if in this case that happened.
 8  Q.  There's nothing in your decision that said that you
 9    reviewed the transcript, right?
10  A.  But that doesn't necessarily mean that it didn't happen.
11  Q.  But agree your decision doesn't reference the transcript?
12  A.  I don't believe it does.
13             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  The decision speaks for

14    itself.
15  Q.  Now by the way, you mentioned Mr. Bhatti was reinstated?
16  A.  I believe he was.
17  Q.  And does Mr. Bhatti have captive passengers in the back of
18    his cab today?
19  A.  If he is exercising his privileges as a licensee and
20    transporting people, then he has passengers.
21  Q.  Do you have any concern that Mr. Bhatti is posing a
22    substantial threat to the safety of those passengers who are in
23    his taxi cab that he's driving today or now?
24             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor, this goes

25    beyond the scope of this trial.
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 1             THE COURT: I think it really does.  In any event, you

 2    no longer have reason to believe that the allegations are true,
 3    right?
 4             THE WITNESS: Exactly.  The criminal process has
 5    played out and whatever the result of that was dictated how we
 6    went forward with his license.
 7  Q.  And if the criminal charges --
 8             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I would object to your

 9    question.
10             THE COURT: You know, you don't get to do that though.

11    I guess you get to object, that's true, but what's the basis
12    for objecting to it?
13             MR. ACKMAN: They never had any basis to believe it

14    was true, they just assumed it was true.  So your question
15    assumes they had a basis to begin with.
16             THE COURT: There's a charging document, right?
17             MR. ACKMAN: Right, but --
18             THE COURT: Arrest and charging document, that's a

19    basis.  I don't think we should waste this witness's time with
20    this discussion, but I think that's not your strongest
21    argument.
22    BY MR. WEINER: 
23  Q.  Ms. Joshi, if you assume that Mr. Bhatti was guilty and had
24    committed this assault, what is it about that that in your mind
25    meant allowing him to continue to drive would create a
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 1    substantial risk to public safety?
 2  A.  Is your question if I assume that the charges against him
 3    were true?
 4  Q.  Yes.
 5  A.  I don't know guilt or innocence, that's something that
 6    happens after there is a process.
 7  Q.  Fair enough.  Assume the charges are true, what is it about
 8    those charges that you believe made it a threat to public
 9    safety to allow Mr. Bhatti to continue to drive his taxi cab?
10  A.  If you look -- and I don't know the off -- by memory, but
11    the references the penal code, the provisions that describe
12    assault three, and that there is violent conduct that's an
13    element of that charge, that raises concerns about a person's
14    ability to interact with the public, to navigate in stressful
15    situations, to be responsible for safe transportation, and to
16    be responsible for safe navigation on tension-ridden city
17    streets.
18  Q.  So you have a concern that someone who is engaged in that
19    conduct will do it again, right, with a passenger?
20  A.  It could be a passenger, or there could be risk to other
21    people that come in contact with that for hire vehicle.
22    There's road rage is not an infrequent occurrence in traffic in
23    New York City.
24  Q.  And so in assessing that, would it be relevant and would it
25    be appropriate for you to consider whether the driver had any
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 1    prior history of engaging in that kind of conduct?
 2  A.  To the extent I looked and the judge looked at his TLC
 3    record, we would have, and if there was prior -- that would be
 4    an indication of prior conduct.  If the attorneys wanted to
 5    bring that out in the hearing or at a Fogel letter or it was
 6    somehow otherwise brought to my attention, I would look at it.

 7  Q.  Did you have any reason to believe Mr. Bhatti had engaged
 8    in any of this kind of conduct previously?
 9  A.  I don't believe I had enough information to make -- I did
10    not have enough information to make an educated decision on
11    whether he had.  I had the information that was before me, but
12    I didn't have a national criminal background check of him, I
13    didn't have a national driver record of him from every state or
14    country that he lived in.  I mean there's lots of information
15    that can go into defining somebody's history.
16  Q.  Going forward, should OATH judges consider the prior
17    criminal history of the driver?
18  A.  That's a question --
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
20  A.  -- I think you have to give to OATH.
21             THE COURT: Did you consider yourself as decision

22    maker to be barred from considering those things?
23             THE WITNESS: I don't think I would be barred from

24    considering those things.
25  Q.  Given the charge in Bhatti, the assault three that you
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 1    mentioned, what factors could you have heard that would have
 2    made you accept Judge Richard's recommendation to lift the
 3    suspension?
 4  A.  It's a difficult question to guess.  I really focus on
 5    what's before me.  And if there had been more information,
 6    maybe a criminal complaint that had actual factual allegations
 7    that for some reason gave us details or gave me details to say
 8    maybe there's not so much of a connection between the actions
 9    alleged and protecting the public, maybe -- I don't know, you
10    mentioned driving record before, driving record could be a
11    factor, depending on what it actually is.  I think we talked
12    about the possibility that maybe age, maturity, demeanor, maybe

13    those could be factors depending how they're presented.  In
14    this case they were presented as being linked to ability to the
15    cause injury.  So I think there are other factors.  Can I give
16    you an exhaustive or definitive list now?  No.
17             THE COURT: Is it possible -- here's the question:
18    Somebody charged with assault three, is there any fact outside
19    of the charging instrument that is going to lead you to
20    conclude they are not dangerous or lead you to conclude that
21    you can lift the suspension during the pendency of the criminal
22    action?
23             THE WITNESS: I don't feel foreclosed to getting to
24    that decision, but I can't tell you now how I would get there.
25    I don't feel that there are not things that could persuade me
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 1    to the lift a suspension based on an assault three, but I
 2    haven't seen that case and I can't sit here today and tell you
 3    how I would get there.
 4  Q.  Has any chair ever seen that case?
 5  A.  I don't know.  This is the first assault three case I have
 6    seen.  I have seen leaving the scene of an accident where
 7    somebody has been injured, I have seen rape of a passenger, I
 8    have seen using your FHV vehicle to promote prostitution, but
 9    this is the first assault three case that I have seen.
10  Q.  Turning back to your decision, the last page of it, page
11    10, you say in there instead of applying the appropriate legal
12    standard, ALJ Richard has made findings of fact related to the
13    underlying criminal proceeding and based her final conclusion
14    on those credibility findings, which was incorrect.
15             Do you see that?
16  A.  Yes, I do.
17  Q.  Now first of all, is it improper to make any credibility
18    findings, is that your view?
19  A.  No.
20             THE COURT: Let's be clear, when you wrote credibility

21    findings -- you wrote credibility "indings," maybe somebody
22    else typed it up, but credibility findings, as to whose
23    credibility?
24             THE WITNESS: This is a reference to -- because she

25    discusses it in the opinion -- the credibility of the accuser.
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 1             THE COURT: You said that's out of bounds as far as

 2    you're concerned.
 3             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 4             THE COURT: As far as you're concerned, you will not

 5    consider issues relating to the credibility of accuser.
 6             THE WITNESS: Right.
 7             THE COURT: History of mental illness and has since

 8    made other baseless allegations against --
 9             THE WITNESS: I believe that is part of the criminal

10    process, so in the criminal proceeding, I don't think it's
11    appropriate for us to have a second parallel criminal
12    proceeding.  The credibility of the accuser will be fleshed
13    out.
14             THE COURT: What about the credibility of the driver,

15    is that relevant?
16             THE WITNESS: To the extent that the driver is giving

17    their defense to the charges, then I won't consider it, but
18    their credibility in terms of outlining other factors.
19             THE COURT: What about future behavior?  I can assure

20    you, Judge, I will never do anything that will put anybody in
21    jeopardy or raise my hand to a soul, never do anything illegal.
22    The judge believes the person.  Is that relevant?
23             THE WITNESS: That is relevant.  I would like to
24    understand their basis for believing, because the statement by
25    itself shouldn't carry -- in any proceeding, the statement by
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 1    itself is bolstered if there is evidence to prove they have
 2    been telling the truth, in other situations they have been
 3    abiding by rules and things of the like that show pendency to
 4    tell the truth.
 5             THE COURT: Sorry, I hijacked your examination.
 6             MR. WEINER: Those were the questions I was going to

 7    ask.  Very helpful.
 8             THE WITNESS: Tag team.
 9             THE COURT: Go ahead.
10    BY MR. WEINER: 
11  Q.  Would it be relevant to your determination that the driver
12    in this case testified under oath while the criminal charges
13    were pending against him?
14  A.  I mean it's a choice that drivers or usually their counsel
15    makes for them.  It's more what their testimony is.  But on the
16    flip side, I don't discount or hold it against someone if they
17    decide not to testify, because often their attorneys will tell
18    them not to testify, and I don't think that should be held
19    against them.
20  Q.  But the fact Mr. Bhatti was willing to testify under oath
21    while his criminal case was pending, you didn't think that had
22    anything to do with determining whether allowing him to remain

23    licensed would pose a threat to public safety?
24  A.  Not in this instance.
25  Q.  Are there other instances where the fact that a driver is
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 1    willing to testify under oath while criminal proceedings are
 2    pending against him would be relevant?
 3  A.  It's relevant insofar as they're fleshing out the picture
 4    or adding more information to the inquiry.  But the decision
 5    itself -- like I said, I don't hold it against someone if they
 6    decide not to testify, and I don't give them extra credit if
 7    they do, but if they do I get the benefit of what their
 8    testimony is.
 9  Q.  But you wouldn't consider the fact that they're testifying
10    in those circumstances as part of your determination?
11  A.  That sole act of testifying, separate and apart from the
12    content of their testimony, it's neutral, just as if they
13    choose not to testify I don't hold that against them.
14  Q.  Now in your decision, as we were looking at it and I think
15    we read it, but you said:  Instead of applying the appropriate
16    legal standard.  Do you think Judge Richard deliberately
17    disregarded the appropriate legal standard?
18             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
19  A.  I can't speak to what Judge Richard did.
20             THE COURT: Sustained.
21  Q.  Do you believe Judge Richard understood the appropriate
22    legal standard?
23             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
24             THE COURT: Sustained.  I think that calls for
25    speculation.
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 1             MR. WEINER: Let's mark Plaintiff's 90.
 2             THE COURT: What exhibit?
 3             MR. WEINER: Plaintiff's Exhibit 90.
 4             THE COURT: It's in, right?
 5             MR. WEINER: Yes.
 6             THE WITNESS: Should it be on the monitor?
 7             THE COURT: Are you going to give her the hard copy?

 8             MR. WEINER: It's probably just easier to mark 104,
 9    which is the chair's decision.
10             THE COURT: That's in evidence?
11             MR. WEINER: That's also in evidence.  If you could

12    provide the hard copy, Michael, thank you.
13    BY MR. WEINER: 
14  Q.  So I have shown you what's been in evidence as Plaintiff's
15    Exhibit 104.  Do you recognize the document?
16  A.  Yes, I do.
17  Q.  And what is it?
18  A.  It is a final decision on a summary suspension case signed
19    by me.
20  Q.  Now in your decision -- and this is the Al-Kafi decision,
21    right?
22  A.  Yes, it is.
23  Q.  And this is dated January 2, 2014?
24  A.  Yes.
25  Q.  So this followed your rejection of Judge Richard in the
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 1    Bhatti decision, right?
 2  A.  Correct.
 3             THE COURT: This is two weeks ago.
 4  Q.  And Al-Kafi was also a Judge Richard decision, right?
 5  A.  Let me look at the letter and see if it says which judge.
 6             Yes, it says Judge Richard, yes.
 7  Q.  Did you write this decision?
 8  A.  In conjunction with my staff and other counsel.
 9  Q.  What other counsel?
10  A.  In conjunction with the law department, my counsel.
11  Q.  Did the lawyers involved in this case participate in the
12    drafting?
13             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, privileged.
14             THE COURT: Sustained.
15             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, if litigation counsel
16    participated in creating evidence that's been presented in the
17    litigation, I don't think that's privileged.
18             THE COURT: But I think -- look, Mr. Weiner has got

19    this witness, he really should be making the objections.  I
20    want only one lawyer per witness.  But this is not -- I don't
21    know if it's attorney-client privilege as much as deliberating
22    process privilege.
23             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
24             THE COURT: What is the privilege you're asserting?

25             MS. WEINBLATT: We're asserting both.  And we didn't
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 1    create an exhibit, counsel -- the decision maker made a
 2    decision, whether or not she consulted, as she's allowed to do
 3    in writing a decision, is irrelevant.  We certainly didn't
 4    create an exhibit to submit to the litigation.
 5             THE COURT: I'm sustaining the objection, I think
 6    that's could be something that would require additional
 7    briefing, additional facts, but I will sustain it.  I don't
 8    think it's crucial to the point.
 9             MR. WEINER: We reserve our right to submit additional

10    briefing.
11             THE COURT: If necessary, or we can talk about it, but

12    not in front of the witness.
13  Q.  In the decision on the bottom page 5 of the ALJ's
14    recommendation provides as follows.  Do you see that?
15  A.  Yes, I do.
16             THE COURT: What page?
17             MR. WEINER: First page of the exhibit, at the bottom.

18  Q.  Now in Plaintiff's Exhibit 104, your chair decision in
19    Al-Kafi, you're quoting from the ALJ's recommendation in the
20    Al-Kafi case, right?  You say page 5 of the ALJ's
21    recommendation provides as follows.
22  A.  Yes, I am.
23  Q.  So Judge Richard, according to your letter, wrote the
24    following in her Al-Kafi decision:  In Bhatti, the commission
25    found that the tribunal committed error by making findings of
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 1    fact related to the underlying criminal proceeding, commission
 2    decision September 24, 2013, which suggests that fact finding
 3    is not part of the process that a summary suspension hearing
 4    provides.  Do you see that?
 5  A.  Yes, I do.
 6  Q.  So did you agree with Judge Richard's analysis or
 7    conclusion about what you had found in Bhatti?
 8             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection --
 9  A.  The top of the page says the above statement is incorrect.
10             THE COURT: Don't answer until I hear the objection

11    and rule on it.
12             What's the objection?
13             MS. WEINBLATT: The text of the decision speaks for

14    itself.
15             THE COURT: The question is:  Did you agree with Judge

16    Richard's analysis about what you had found in Bhatti?  I'll
17    allow it, you can answer.
18  A.  To answer that question, I'm going to the first sentence on
19    the next page which says the above statement is incorrect.
20             THE COURT: So the reasons set forth here, you
21    disagreed and disagree still with Judge Richard, is that
22    correct?
23             THE WITNESS: Yes.
24             THE COURT: OK.
25  Q.  And do you know why Judge Richard misinterpreted your
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 1    Bhatti decision?
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 3  A.  I do not know.
 4             THE COURT: Sustained.
 5  Q.  Do you think Judge Richard did misinterpret your Bhatti
 6    decision?
 7             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 8  A.  I think the letter speaks for itself.
 9  Q.  What does that mean?
10  A.  It says the above statement is incorrect.
11  Q.  Now you testified before about assessing credibility of
12    witnesses, but can you just read the next sentence that you
13    wrote in the Al-Kafi decision, fact finding?
14  A.  Fact finding is indeed part of the process provided in a
15    summary suspension hearing, but such fact finding is not
16    premised on assessing the credibility of witnesses.
17  Q.  So is that your position that --
18  A.  If they had --
19             THE COURT: Let him finish the question.
20  Q.  Is that your position that in an OATH hearing the judge is
21    not permitted to assess the credibility of witnesses?
22  A.  The sentence that I just read is more fully fleshed out in
23    the next sentence.  The reference there to witness is a
24    reference to witnesses with respect to the criminal charges.
25  Q.  So as long as the credibility doesn't go to the criminal
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 1    charge, that's OK for a judge to consider?  Is that what you're
 2    saying?
 3  A.  A judge can assess the credibility of witnesses but not the
 4    credibility of witnesses that are integral to the criminal
 5    charges.
 6  Q.  Is it appropriate for the judge to consider the driver's
 7    version of events that led to the arrest?
 8  A.  The driver's version of events is often their defense, and
 9    the inquiry is assuming the allegations are true.  So to the
10    extent that the driver's version of events is their defense,
11    then no, they should not consider it.
12             THE COURT: So the defense is not -- the defense being

13    asserted is not relevant?
14             THE WITNESS: The defense to the criminal charges are

15    not relevant.
16             THE COURT: Even if there's five alibi witnesses who

17    come into the suspension hearing and swear under oath that at
18    the time alleged in the complaint the person was with me?
19             THE WITNESS: That's a compelling situation that you

20    just described, but I think in actuality there's a lot of back
21    and forth between the prosecution unit and the TLC and the DAs

22    prior to and surrounding the suspension process.  So if the
23    case is really that weak and the prosecutor drops it, we won't
24    end up -- we'll drop the suspension.
25             THE COURT: You view that as the bailiwick of the
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 1    prosecutor and the criminal court?
 2             THE WITNESS: Yes.  And that's an -- my understanding

 3    is that is an active process in TLC to stay in touch with --
 4    and the driver, too, can update the TLC at any time of changes
 5    their status with respect to if the charges change.
 6             THE COURT: OK.
 7    BY MR. WEINER: 
 8  Q.  The bottom of your decision, the sentence beginning, "The
 9    ALJ's recommendation reflects," do you see that?
10  A.  The second to last paragraph?
11  Q.  Yes.
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  So you reference a nexus between the criminal charges and
14    the risk of harm you pose to the public given the pending
15    charge.  What do you mean by that?
16  A.  I'm also referencing the connection as described by the
17    ALJ, and I believe this is a case where the driver was involved
18    in an accident.  It doesn't say here, but it may have been on
19    duty, meaning using his licensed TLC vehicle, and --
20  Q.  Can I stop you there?  Is it a relevant factor whether the
21    underlying arrest took place on duty or off duty?
22  A.  It could be, but this charge is leaving the scene of an
23    accident.  The driver, on duty or off duty, got involved in an
24    accident and chose not to stay for the police to arrive and
25    make a record of that accident.  And this, as the ALJ also
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 1    noted, is directly connected with a driver's ability to safely
 2    transport the public and to safely drive so as not to cause
 3    harm to any pedestrians or other vehicles on the road.
 4  Q.  I was asking about the nexus, but let's just -- let me ask
 5    you this, because you're focused on this particular incident
 6    with the leaving the scene.  In an assault case, if we have
 7    someone who is in a bar fight, does it matter that the assault
 8    took place off duty?  Is that a relevant consideration for the
 9    judge and for the chair?
10  A.  I don't know what standards the judges apply.  If it's
11    raised, I will consider it, but it is hard to overcome the fact
12    that the driver has been charged with a crime that involves
13    violence.
14  Q.  Should a judge consider that a driver who has been charged
15    with a crime involving violence has no prior criminal record?
16  A.  I think this question was asked.  One part, I can't speak
17    to what OATH judges do.  I don't have the knowledge or
18    authority to talk about what they consider or don't consider.
19             THE COURT: How about you?  Since you're the ultimate

20    decision maker.
21             THE WITNESS: Yes.  And I think you asked me this

22    before, would I consider other aspects of a person's history.
23    And yes, if they are brought to my attention, I would consider
24    them.
25             THE COURT: And you wouldn't criticize an ALJ for
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 1    considering those same factors in a recommendation?
 2             THE WITNESS: For considering prior criminal history?

 3             THE COURT: Yes.  In other words, if you're free to
 4    consider it --
 5             THE WITNESS: Then I wouldn't --
 6             THE COURT: Wait, let me finish the question.
 7             If it's a factor that you're free to consider, in your
 8    mind, is there any reason why an ALJ can't also consider it at
 9    a hearing?
10             THE WITNESS: I think that's correct.
11             THE COURT: So the same standard, as far as you're
12    concerned?
13             THE WITNESS: Yes.
14             THE COURT: You're not doing something different than

15    what they're doing?
16             THE WITNESS: No.
17             THE COURT: You're just the ultimate decision maker.

18             THE WITNESS: Correct.
19    BY MR. WEINER: 
20  Q.  And you and the judge are both free to consider whether the
21    driver was given a desk appearance ticket, is that your
22    testimony?
23  A.  I think that was my prior testimony.
24  Q.  And again, whether the conduct occurred off duty or on
25    duty, they're free to consider that as well?
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 1  A.  Any factor that is raised that doesn't -- that is not a
 2    re-litigation or a litigation of the criminal charges is can be
 3    considered by the judge and can be considered by me.
 4  Q.  What about the hardship on the driver to being suspended,
 5    is that a fair factor for consideration?
 6  A.  I'm not a hundred percent familiar -- I don't know what
 7    OATH's practice is with that.  There's some case law about
 8    whether or not it is or isn't appropriate but I'm not sure what
 9    it is.  If it's raised yes, I will consider it, like I will
10    consider everything that is raised in the recommendations at
11    the hearing or through attorney's submissions.
12  Q.  Did you consider that in the Bhatti decision, the hardship
13    on Mr. Bhatti from having his license suspended?
14  A.  It's a balancing test, and the suspension is the temporary
15    inability to operate as a taxi driver.  Doesn't prohibit you
16    from other means of making money.  It is a temporary inability

17    to operate as a taxi or for hire driver, which in balancing the
18    factors I make on behalf of the chair a determination that that
19    temporary suspension is important in order to protect the
20    riding public.
21  Q.  You didn't answer my question.  My question is did you
22    consider in the Bhatti case that the suspension would be a
23    hardship on Mr. Bhatti and his family?
24  A.  I don't know the exact -- I can't sit here today and say
25    every single factor that I looked at, but to the extent it's
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 1    raised during the hearing process as part of the record, then
 2    it's something that I review in making my decision.
 3             THE COURT: Would the degree of hardship for a driver

 4    and the driver's family be relevant to whether they pose a
 5    danger or a risk to the public safety?
 6             THE WITNESS: It's hard to imagine how you could come

 7    out on the side of preserving their ability to make a living as
 8    a for hire vehicle driver or taxi driver and putting the public
 9    at risk but --
10             THE COURT: Could there be two exactly similarly
11    situated licensees, one of whom has truly dire financial and
12    family circumstances, the other who has a trust fund, and that
13    would be the difference as to whether or not you find one to be
14    at risk and the other not to pose a risk?
15             THE WITNESS: I would not find that a compelling
16    factor to make the decision.
17             THE COURT: But you think it could be relevant?
18             THE WITNESS: It's -- I can't speculate as to every
19    situation out there.  I find it very difficult to see how you
20    could come to the conclusion that one situation where a driver
21    doesn't have financial hardship is warranting continued
22    suspension and the other one where they are is warranting
23    giving them their license back.  So I think practically, it
24    would be -- people will raise it, but it will not be given
25    weight in the balancing process because safety is going to be
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 1    paramount over the financial hardship of the driver.
 2    BY MR. WEINER: 
 3  Q.  So is it given weight or is it not given weight?
 4  A.  I look at the particular cases.  I don't -- if it's raised,
 5    it's raised.  Maybe -- "consider" means did I read it and
 6    understand it's a point that he wants to make?  Yes, I did.  Is
 7    it something that's persuasive to me?  It's very difficult to
 8    see how it would be.
 9  Q.  Have you ever given that factor weight in making a
10    determination?
11  A.  Has it persuaded me to reinstate a license?  No.
12  Q.  That's not my question.  Does it have any weight in your
13    determination whether to reinstate the license?
14             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, asked and answered twice.

15             THE COURT: No, overruled.
16  A.  I would have to go through sort of recreating the process
17    of reviewing each and every one.  I could speculate on this
18    one.  I'm speculating it probably has not been given any
19    weight.  Although I have understood it, I read that's a point
20    and that that's something that the attorney is giving, the
21    licensee wants to get that factor in front of a hearing officer
22    and in front of me, but it's a difficult one to persuade me to
23    lift a suspension.
24             THE COURT: But so I'm clear, you have done about a

25    half a dozen of these total?
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 1             THE WITNESS: I don't think that many, but about five,

 2    I guess.
 3             THE COURT: Since when?  When did you take on this

 4    responsibility?
 5             THE WITNESS: October 2011.
 6             THE COURT: And so there's only been half a dozen
 7    suspension hearings that produced recommendations that you had

 8    to adopt reject or modify?
 9             THE WITNESS: Yes.  And some of them, for example,

10    were egregious, so a rape of a taxi passenger --
11             THE COURT: I'm asking about --
12             MR. WEINER: Objection, your Honor.
13             THE COURT: I'm asking about numbers at this point.

14             Go ahead.
15             (Continued on next page)
16   
17   
18   
19   
20   
21   
22   
23   
24   
25   
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 1             MR. WEINER: Can we pull up the Bhatti decision,
 2    Plaintiffs' 65, Page 3, please.
 3  Q.  Do you have the decision in front of you, Ms. Joshi?
 4  A.  Yes, I do.
 5  Q.  Page 3 I'm on, the first full paragraph, beginning,
 6    "Respondent implored this tribunal."
 7             Do you see that?
 8  A.  Yes.
 9  Q.  In the middle of the paragraph, the recommendation says:
10             "He stressed that suspension of his license has caused
11    undue hardship, because he is the sole breadwinner of his
12    family, and is in danger of losing his home because he has been

13    unable to drive to earn a living."
14             And it then references his mortgage payments.
15             He says:  "He has maxed out his credit cards.  His
16    wife is unable to work because she recently had work on her eye

17    and her left shoulder.  They also have children."
18             Do you see that?
19  A.  Yes, I do.
20  Q.  Did you consider any of that in your decision to reject the
21    recommendation to lift the suspension?
22  A.  The reason why I'm looking at the recommendation is I do
23    sort of see what relevant -- what factors were very important
24    to the ALJ.  It's not referenced in my letter, so I don't
25    think -- I read it and I understood there was a point that he
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 1    was making, but I don't believe that it was sort of something
 2    that I found persuasive in order to decide whether or not to
 3    reinstate a license.
 4  Q.  Did you have any doubt that what's reported here is
 5    accurate as to Mr. Bhatti's situation?
 6  A.  I don't know that I went in to make a credibility
 7    determination of whether he was in financial hardships or not.
 8    I wasn't counting it against him or for him.
 9  Q.  And we saw before Mr. Bhatti had testified that he'd been
10    driving taxicabs since 1988, right?  That's referenced on Page
11    2.
12  A.  Correct.
13  Q.  Did you have any reason to doubt that testimony?
14  A.  I will go and look in our system, but it doesn't go back to
15    1988.  I assume he's been driving since 1988.  I have no reason

16    to believe that he's not what he said he was driving.
17  Q.  And do you think it's reasonable to infer that a driver who
18    has been driving for 25 years and is the sole breadwinner and
19    faces the hardships that Mr. Bhatti testified about, that that
20    driver is unlikely to commit a serious crime while driving his
21    cab or even while not driving his cab while he has pending
22    criminal charges against him?
23             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
24             THE COURT: Overruled.  It's a long question.
25  A.  I think it depends on the person, really.  I mean people do
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 1    things for all sorts of reasons that don't make rational sense.
 2    On paper, you'd seem to think that there would be a motivation
 3    to continue your job and safeguard your livelihood, but that
 4    isn't necessarily a predictor of future conduct.
 5  Q.  There's no certainty here, right?  We can't predict the
 6    future conduct for sure with any individual, right?
 7             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
 8             THE COURT: Overruled.
 9             Do you disagree with that?
10             THE WITNESS: I mean I think that's a statement that

11    applies to many things in life, but, yes.
12  Q.  Do you think the fact that a driver who depends on his
13    license for his livelihood and has been driving for 25 years,
14    do you think those facts go to whether that driver is likely to
15    engage in conduct that's going to harm the safety of the public
16    while those criminal charges are pending?
17             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection as to form.
18             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer.
19  A.  It's a very sort of subjective -- subjective sort of factor
20    that you're asking, what is financial hardship.  Assume that
21    their description of financial hardship is true, and assume
22    that they have rational motivations.  So given all of the
23    uncertainty in that analysis, I don't think that it weighs
24    heavily into determining whether or not they're a continued
25    threat -- whether their continued licensure posed a direct and
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 1    substantial threat to public safety.
 2  Q.  Do you think that your views as to what's relevant or not
 3    relevant in this determination are known by the OATH judges?
 4  A.  I don't know.
 5  Q.  Do you have a basis for knowing whether your views as to
 6    what's relevant or not relevant to a determination lifting or
 7    continuing suspension, whether your views are known to the TLC

 8    prosecutor, Ms. Green?
 9  A.  I never had conversations with Ms. Green on this subject.
10  Q.  So you don't know one way or the other whether she
11    understands your position as to what may or may not be
12    considered in making these determinations?
13  A.  Correct.
14  Q.  Who is aware of your position other than the people in this
15    courtroom today?
16  A.  I think the people on my staff who assist me in writing --
17    drafting these decisions, and my counsel at the law department.

18  Q.  Have you seen any of the filings in this particular case?
19  A.  You mean like the complaint and --
20  Q.  Well, let me ask you this:  Would you be surprised to know
21    that the lawyers for the city in this case last week wrote to
22    Judge Sullivan to say that with the exception of the facts and
23    circumstances set forth in the complaint, and any supporting
24    depositions filed in the pending criminal cases, enumerated
25    factors which were on a verdict form, which included a number
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 1    of the things that we've been talking about today, do not play
 2    a part in determining whether continued licensure poses a
 3    threat to the health or safety of the public?
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
 5             THE COURT: I think that's a hard question when you

 6    don't know what's in writing there.  Maybe you want to break it

 7    down.
 8             MR. WEINER: Excuse me?
 9             THE COURT: Maybe you want to break that question

10    down.
11             MR. WEINER: I'm happy to introduce, your Honor, the

12    letter and your order which identified the factors in the
13    verdict form so it would be very clear what we're talking
14    about.
15             THE COURT: I guess you can do that.  That would take

16    more time than you want.  I don't know if you want to ask a
17    simpler question of what factors can or cannot be considered.
18             MR. WEINER: I'm really getting to what the lawyers

19    stated to the Court as to what can or cannot be considered.
20    And I'm not sure that --
21             THE COURT: I'm not sure why her surprise is going to

22    be particularly relevant to a fact-finder.
23             MR. WEINER: I've been asking a series of questions,

24    your Honor, about who knows about her position, and I think
25    we've shown that the TLC prosecutor and judges at least --
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 1             THE COURT: I don't want to have an argument in front

 2    of her.  Just ask a question and see what the answers are.
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, if I may, this question

 4    directs the witness's attention to a letter to the Court where
 5    we discussed the issue at trial.  And it's not a piece of
 6    evidence.
 7             THE COURT: It's not a piece of evidence, but she can

 8    ask if she agrees with the factual or legal assertion.  Her
 9    surprise is of less interest to me as the fact-finder,
10    candidly.
11    BY MR. WEINER: 
12  Q.  Let me ask you this:  Do you believe that the lawyers
13    representing the city in this case were aware of your position
14    as to what factors may be considered?  Were they aware of that

15    position as of Friday, January 10th, 2014?
16             THE COURT: Her belief as to their awareness, I don't

17    think that's really relevant.
18             MR. WEINER: Can we mark the letter to the Court, your

19    Honor?
20             THE COURT: You can mark it, sure.
21             MR. WEINER: What number are we up to?  F?
22    Plaintiffs' Trial Exhibit F?
23             THE COURT: So what are you directing her to?
24  Q.  I'm directing you to Page 2, second full paragraph, the
25    paragraph beginning, "Moreover."  And this is a letter from the
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 1    city's counsel to Judge Sullivan on January 10th, 2014.
 2             And it says:  "Moreover, defendants submit that, with
 3    the exception of the facts and circumstances set forth in the
 4    complaint, and any supporting depositions filed in the pending
 5    criminal case, the enumerated factors do not play a part in
 6    determining whether continued licensure poses a threat to the
 7    health or safety of the public."
 8             Do you see that?
 9  A.  Yes.  But I'm just taking a moment to look at the letter as
10    a whole.
11             THE COURT: Do you see that?  Well, don't do that now.

12    You may have to do that in a moment.  But you see that, right?
13             THE WITNESS: I'm sorry, could you point me again to

14    the correct spot.
15             THE COURT: The paragraph beginning with "moreover" on

16    Page 2, just the first sentence.
17  Q.  Do you see that sentence?
18  A.  Yes, I do.
19  Q.  And the reference to the enumerated factors, I will
20    represent to you -- and counsel can correct me -- that those
21    refer to the following:  Whether the driver had any prior
22    criminal convictions; whether the driver had any prior criminal
23    arrests; the facts and circumstances that led to the arrest;
24    whether the driver was given a desk appearance ticket by the
25    arresting officer as opposed to being detained; whether the
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 1    driver was required to post bail as opposed to being released
 2    on his own recognizance; whether the charged conduct was
 3    committed while the driver was off duty; whether the charged
 4    conduct was in violation of TLC rules; the stability of the
 5    driver's work history; the driver's maturity, family
 6    background, or ties to the community; and then any other factor

 7    that might be relevant to whether the driver's continued
 8    licensure would not pose a threat to the health or safety of
 9    the public.
10             Do you agree with the statement in counsel's letter
11    that with the exception of the facts and circumstances set
12    forth in the complaint, and any supporting depositions filed in
13    the pending criminal case, the enumerated factors that I've
14    just gone over, quote, do not play a part in determining
15    whether continued licensure poses a threat to the health or
16    safety of the public?
17  A.  So let me just say I guess I'm a little confused.  Because
18    the gist of the letter is --
19  Q.  We're not asking you to address the rest of the letter, and
20    I'm not asking about any aspects of it.
21  A.  I know.  But I want to read it in context.
22  Q.  Fair enough.  Read it to yourself, and give yourself full
23    context.
24  A.  Okay.
25             (Pause)
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 1             THE COURT: Move on to something else.  She can read

 2    it over lunch.  I'm not doing this now.  I'm not sitting in
 3    silence while she's reading a letter from counsel to the Court.
 4  Q.  So you don't understand what was written in the letters is
 5    a correct statement or not?
 6             THE WITNESS: Am I supposed to read it and then
 7    respond or should I --
 8             THE COURT: We'll save this for later.
 9             Move on to a different line.
10             If you want to ask her whether certain factors
11    enumerated in the verdict form are relevant, then I think that
12    would be the logical way to do it.
13             MR. WEINER: Fair enough.  I thought we had gone

14    through that.
15             THE COURT: We may have gone through some of them, but

16    not all.
17             MR. WEINER: So we can do that.
18             And, actually, why don't we mark as Plaintiff's
19    Exhibit G your Honor's order of January 8th, 2014, with the
20    proposed verdict form, which is what I was reading from.
21             THE COURT: Just ask her the questions about whether

22    these factors are relevant or not relevant to her
23    determination.
24    BY MR. WEINER: 
25  Q.  So for all of these factors, the question is whether
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 1    they're relevant to the determination of whether the license
 2    should be continued or not; correct?
 3  A.  Correct.
 4  Q.  So is it relevant whether the driver has any primary
 5    criminal convictions, prior criminal convictions?
 6  A.  My personal view in reviewing these, and, as I said before,
 7    I believe that is relevant.
 8  Q.  And whether the driver has any prior criminal arrests?
 9  A.  I'm sorry, the first question was convictions?
10  Q.  Yes.
11  A.  Okay.  The second is arrest?
12  Q.  Yes.
13  A.  Yes.  I mean I caveat to the extent that it's brought to my
14    attention.
15  Q.  The facts and circumstances that led to the arrest?
16  A.  That I find that most circumstances, those would be
17    intertwined with the criminal charges, and would be, you know,

18    of basically a litigation of the viability of the criminal
19    charges, so probably not.
20  Q.  You said "most circumstances."  Are there any facts and
21    circumstances --
22  A.  I can't think of anything off the top of my head where they
23    wouldn't be intertwined, but it's a big world.
24  Q.  Whether the driver was given a desk appearance ticket?
25  A.  That one I don't think is relevant to the inquiry that I'm
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 1    making.
 2  Q.  Whether the driver was required to post bail.
 3  A.  I think I would answer that the same.  I haven't come
 4    across these in my actual practice.  The desk appearance I
 5    have, but not posting bail.  But I think I would also say that
 6    it is not relevant to the inquiry that I am reviewing.
 7  Q.  Whether the charged conduct was committed while the driver

 8    was off duty.
 9  A.  Most of the -- actually, all of the things that we suspend
10    for are violent in nature or they are things that implicate
11    your ability to drive carefully; so on or off duty I don't
12    believe would be a factor, no.
13  Q.  Whether the charged conduct is in violation of TLC rules.
14  A.  I think that one is kind of irrelevant to the inquiry.
15  Q.  Stability of the driver's work history.
16  A.  Yes, I think that is relevant.
17  Q.  The driver's maturity, family background, or ties to the
18    community.
19  A.  I think that ties in with who that person is, same as their
20    driving -- you know, their history with TLC.
21  Q.  What about the credibility of the accuser?
22  A.  I think I testified previously that I would -- I judge that
23    to be too intertwined with the criminal process, and I would
24    not consider that.
25  Q.  What about whether the driver is likely to be convicted of
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 1    the offense?
 2  A.  Again, we assume that the charges are true, so I
 3    wouldn't -- I wouldn't go down that inquiry.
 4             THE COURT: But for the ones that you've considered

 5    relevant, would they ever be enough to overcome the presumption

 6    of truth in the criminal complaint such that you'd lift a
 7    suspension?
 8             THE WITNESS: It's difficult.  And I think it's
 9    difficult primarily because the one that -- people are
10    suspended for crimes that there is a connection in the charges
11    themselves with the ability to safely transport.  So you're
12    sort of starting at a disadvantage.
13             I think it's within the realm of possibility that if
14    you had a complaint that fully fleshed out the allegations, and
15    you had a driver that, you know, did have, you know, a very
16    admirable record, I don't think it's without the realm of
17    possibility that you wouldn't decide at some point that the
18    suspension is not warranted.
19             THE COURT: Is this an individualized inquiry or is it

20    really just an inquiry into the nature of the charges?
21             THE WITNESS: I think it's an individualized inquiry.

22             THE COURT: And so you could have two people charged

23    with the same thing, but one could have his license -- his
24    suspension lifted because of his driving record and his lack of
25    a prior criminal history and his work history.
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 1             THE WITNESS: Well, it's individualized on two levels.

 2    One, it's the individual making the decision, so that's me.
 3             THE COURT: No, I'm talking about individualized as to

 4    the driver.  Is this an inquiry into the individual
 5    characteristics of the driver and whether the driver poses a
 6    risk or his continued licensure poses a risk, or is it simply
 7    that anybody charged with this crime poses a risk, and we just
 8    need to make sure that this is the person who was arrested,
 9    this is the crime that they've been charged with.
10             THE WITNESS: It's an individualized process.  So you

11    have to look at the relevant facts of each case before you.
12             THE COURT: All right.
13             THE WITNESS: So you could have two people charged --

14    theoretically two people charged with the same crime and have a

15    different outcome.
16             THE COURT: But based on the small sample size, at

17    least in your experience, this is all purely --
18             THE WITNESS: Yeah.  And I think that's because the

19    suspensions -- the suspensions happen where people are charged

20    with crimes that they are intrinsically related to their
21    ability to continue to drive.  So to overcome that or any
22    established connection is a hard thing to overcome.
23             THE COURT: Mr. Weiner.
24    BY MR. WEINER: 
25  Q.  Picking up on that, in terms of relevant evidence -- and we
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 1    went through factors you would consider -- is it appropriate
 2    and permissible for a driver to bring someone in to testify to
 3    their good moral character?
 4  A.  They're free to do that, and that would become part of the
 5    hearing record, and I will look at it.  And, you know, to the
 6    extent they're talking about their good moral character, apart
 7    from the criminal charges, then it will be part of the record
 8    that -- it sort of goes to some of the other points you made,
 9    who they are as a person.
10             THE COURT: Right.
11  A.  So yes.
12             THE COURT: But whether it's part of a record is of no

13    particular moment for purposes of this trial, right?
14             The issue is is it something that is going to be
15    considered because it can, in fact, make a difference in the
16    outcome.  If it's just an opportunity for a licensee to vent,
17    then I don't really care.  But are you suggesting that these
18    facts could result in you saying, Oh, based on the fact that
19    they go to church, and they help little old ladies cross the
20    street, and they coach a baseball team, that leads me to
21    conclude that their continued licensure doesn't pose a risk.
22             THE WITNESS: In all likelihood, it would not result

23    in me lifting a suspension, but it's hard to speak in
24    absolutes.
25  Q.  It would be a waste of time to bring in evidence along the
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 1    lines of what the judge was just referencing.
 2  A.  I would not characterize what I said as it would be a waste
 3    of time.
 4  Q.  Could it ever matter if a driver brought in their priest or
 5    rabbi to say this person is not a threat?  Is that a fact that
 6    could make a difference in your determination?
 7  A.  In and of itself, it probably would not make a difference.
 8  Q.  You just testified that all of the crimes involved here, I
 9    think you used the words "intrinsically,' are related to the
10    ability of the driver to safely operate his vehicle and
11    transport members; is that a fair statement?
12  A.  I believe so.
13  Q.  So why don't we look at the list?
14             THE COURT: Well, is there a list, in your mind?
15             THE WITNESS: I've seen a list that I believe I
16    consider is a guide.  The rule itself has no list.
17             THE COURT: And this list that you have seen, where

18    have you seen it?
19             THE WITNESS: It was provided to me at some point

20    after I began working there.  And I don't know if it was a
21    member of my staff or a member of the prosecution unit that
22    provided me with the list.
23             THE COURT: And this list was prepared by whom or

24    created by whom, do you know?
25             THE WITNESS: I do not know.
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 1             THE COURT: Do you consider the list to be controlling

 2    authority of some kind?
 3             THE WITNESS: I do not consider it to be controlling

 4    authority; I consider it to be a guide for when to suspend a
 5    licensee who's been arrested for one of the charges listed.
 6             THE COURT: And so if you look at the list and
 7    concluded that the charge should be on the list or shouldn't be
 8    something that results in continued suspension, could you just
 9    take it off?
10             THE WITNESS: I believe I could.
11             And the flip side, if I believe something does warrant
12    suspension that's not on the list, I could add it.  Or, in an
13    individual case, if we come across something that warrants
14    suspension, in that case we are not precluded by that list in
15    taking such action.
16             THE COURT: I'm probably jumping all over Mr. Weiner's

17    direct.  I'm sorry.  Being the fact-finder gives me some
18    liberties.
19             But you view this list as guidance?
20             THE WITNESS: Yes.
21             THE COURT: Who is guided by it, as far as you
22    understand?
23             THE WITNESS: My understanding is the prosecution unit

24    uses it as guidance for when to suspend a licensee.
25             THE COURT: How about ALJs, do they view this as
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 1    guidance?
 2             THE WITNESS: I do not know how ALJs view that list.

 3             THE COURT: How about lawyers or drivers, are they

 4    provided with a copy of the list?
 5             THE WITNESS: I am not aware.  I don't know if they

 6    are.
 7             THE COURT: Is the list publicly available someplace?

 8    Can I find the list?
 9             THE WITNESS: I don't know if it is.
10             THE COURT: Go ahead, Mr. Weiner.  I may have
11    trespassed all over your direct.
12             MR. WEINER: Not at all, your Honor.  I was going to

13    ask about the list.
14             And I'd like to pull up Defendants' Exhibit A which is
15    in evidence.
16             THE COURT: I think it's -- is it on the screen?
17             MR. WEINER: Oh, it's not in evidence.  Apologies.
18             THE COURT: So you're going to ask the witness to
19    authenticate it.
20             MR. WEINER: Yes.
21             THE COURT: Okay.
22    BY MR. WEINER: 
23  Q.  Do you see what's on the screen, Ms. Joshi?
24  A.  Yes.
25             THE COURT: Do you recognize it?
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 1             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 2             THE COURT: Is this the list you're referring to?
 3             THE WITNESS: Yes.  I think there's different versions

 4    of the list, but this one looks familiar.
 5             THE COURT: This one has a date, as of June 30th,
 6    2009, that predates your arrival at the TLC.
 7             THE WITNESS: Right.
 8             THE COURT: Do you recall seeing a list that had the

 9    date as of June 30th, 2009 on it?
10             THE WITNESS: I believe so, yes.
11    BY MR. WEINER: 
12  Q.  And is some version of this list still currently in effect?
13  A.  I believe so.
14  Q.  Are there any material differences from what this list
15    shows in terms of the crime chart and the crimes on any list
16    that's currently in effect?
17  A.  I'm probably not the best person to ask that question to.
18  Q.  Is it your testimony that every crime on this list --
19             MR. WEINER: Oh, well, first, your Honor, we should

20    move it into evidence.
21             THE COURT: You're offering it.  What's this called?

22             MR. WEINER: Defendants' Exhibit A.
23             THE COURT: Defendants's Exhibit A.
24             Any objection?
25             MS. WEINBLATT: No objection.
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 1             THE COURT: So Defense Exhibit A is received.
 2             (Defendants' Exhibit A received in evidence)
 3  Q.  Now, is it your view that every crime on Defendants'
 4    Exhibit A implicates public safety?
 5  A.  Yes.
 6  Q.  So every crime that's on this list -- for every crime
 7    that's on this list, there's some nexus between the arrest
 8    charges and the driver's ability to safely transport members of
 9    the public?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  And do you know when it says all felonies, whether all
12    felonies include violent conduct?
13  A.  There are felonies that don't include violent conduct.
14  Q.  And your view is even nonviolent felonies are related to
15    whether a driver has the ability to safely transport members of
16    the public?
17  A.  Drivers have a position of public trust; so there are
18    felonies that implicate your ability to, you know, engage in
19    trustworthy financial dealings, so, yes.
20             THE COURT: So, in your view, public safety includes

21    not just the physical health and welfare of the public, but
22    also the financial integrity of the transactions that take
23    place?
24             THE WITNESS: Yes.  I mean a driver has to report what

25    the fare is, and that fare has to be accurate.  And they have
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 1    to engage in a financial transaction with the passenger.
 2    BY MR. WEINER: 
 3  Q.  So you believe that ability to do that goes to public
 4    health and safety?
 5  A.  Yes.
 6  Q.  Whether a driver is going to charge a correct fare goes to
 7    public safety?
 8  A.  Yes, it does.
 9  Q.  How is a passenger's safety imperiled by a driver who
10    intentionally, let's say, charges them the wrong fare?
11  A.  There's a public trust that is necessary for the industry
12    to survive.  And our responsibility under the charter is to
13    ensure that the public's faith in the industry is strong.
14             When drivers abuse their position of trust by taking
15    advantage of a passenger and charging them the wrong amount,

16    then they're putting at risk that individual's ability to
17    safely, you know, be transported, as well as the public's trust
18    in the industry as a whole.
19  Q.  Is public trust in the industry part of the test under the
20    rule?
21             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
22             THE COURT: As you understand it.  You believe those

23    terms are -- well, what is the question?  Is it in the rule
24    literally, specifically, or is it -- are you asking her
25    interpretation or are you asking just for her recollection?
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 1  Q.  Your interpretation of the rule, not literally or not just
 2    does the rule cover what you testified to.
 3  A.  The rule talks about a substantial -- and I don't have it
 4    in front of me, but I'm sure you know it by heart by now.  And
 5    I mean ALJs have considered, you know, financial crimes to
 6    affect the ability to safely transport the public such as
 7    bribery.  And I think there are felonies that -- there are many
 8    felonies that fall into that category.
 9             THE COURT: It's 1 o'clock.  So I want to break for
10    lunch.
11             How much longer do you have with this witness, just
12    because we have --
13             MR. WEINER: Limited.  Ten, 15 minutes.
14             THE COURT: And you contemplate some cross?
15             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, rather than crossing the

16    witness today, we will recall her.
17             THE COURT: All right.  Well, that's good for
18    Mr. Daus, maybe not so good for you.
19             So we'll pick up at 2 o'clock, okay?
20             (Luncheon recess)
21                   A F T E R N O O N   S E S S I O N
22                              2:10 P.M.
23             THE COURT: Ms. Joshi, why don't you come back up.

24             You may proceed.
25             MR. WEINER: Thank you, your Honor.
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 1    MEERA JOSHI, resumed.
 2    BY MR. WEINER: 
 3  Q.  Ms. Joshi, I want to go back to Plaintiffs' Exhibit E,
 4    which is the rule covering summary suspension hearings.  It's
 5    in evidence.
 6             THE COURT: Do you have it on your screen?
 7             THE WITNESS: Yes, I do.
 8  Q.  If I could direct your attention to Section (d)(3), which
 9    states:
10             "At the summary suspension hearing, the issue will be
11    whether the charges underlying licensee's arrest, if true,
12    demonstrate that the continuation of the license while awaiting
13    the decision of the criminal charges would pose a direct and
14    substantial threat to the health or safety of the public."
15             Do you see that?
16  A.  Yes, I do.
17  Q.  And do you understand that that is the issue to be
18    determined at the summary suspension hearing?
19  A.  That's my understanding.
20  Q.  As stated in this rule?
21  A.  Yes.  ALJs may phrase it slightly different, but that is
22    the derivation of their articulation of the standard.
23  Q.  And do you understand that that is the standard that's to
24    be applied at the chair review level, as well?
25  A.  That is my understanding.
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 1  Q.  Now, have you referred to this standard as -- withdrawn.
 2             Have you stated that the issue in these hearings --
 3    another way of phrasing it, if you will, is whether there's a
 4    nexus between the arrest and the driver's ability to safely
 5    transport members of the public.
 6             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 7             THE COURT: Is that another way of phrasing it or is

 8    that something different, the nexus analysis?
 9             THE WITNESS: Is that the question?
10             THE COURT: That's my question.
11             THE WITNESS: Okay.  I think my view is that that's

12    another way of phrasing it.
13  Q.  It may help just if we look at the Bhatti decision that you
14    issued.
15             THE COURT: 65?
16             MR. WEINER: Yes, 65.
17  Q.  You have a hard copy, as well.  I don't know if it's still
18    in front of you.
19  A.  I think I gave someone all of the papers I had when I left.
20  Q.  We can just pull it up.
21  A.  I see it before me on the screen.
22  Q.  Bottom of Page 9.
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  Let me just pull that up.  In the second sentence of that
25    last paragraph, you stated:
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 1             Regardless of the factors she specified -- that's ALJ
 2    Richard -- the matter at issue is whether there is a nexus
 3    between your arrest and your ability to safely transport
 4    members of the public.
 5             Do you see that?
 6  A.  Yes, I do.
 7  Q.  So, in your mind, that's the same issue as articulated and
 8    spelled out in the rule?
 9  A.  Yes, it is.
10  Q.  Now, you don't use the words "direct" or "substantial,"
11    which exists in the rule.  Is there a reason for that?
12  A.  I don't -- I'm looking at part of the letter.  But I'll
13    take your word that I did not use the word "direct" and
14    "substantial."  And I give no significance to the fact that
15    those words are in there or not in there.  We also refer -- I
16    mean I refer to cases that may have a fuller description of the
17    standard in there that could use the word "direct" and
18    "substantial."
19  Q.  When you were doing the chair review, did you hold yourself

20    to the standard of direct and substantial threat to public
21    safety?
22  A.  Yes, I do.
23  Q.  Even though you may not have stated that and used those
24    words in your decision?
25  A.  That's correct.
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 1  Q.  Now, I'd like to go back to the list of criminal charges,
 2    which was Defendants' Exhibit A.
 3             THE COURT: Do you have it on the machine?
 4             THE WITNESS: Yes, I do.
 5  Q.  Now, is it your view that all of the crimes listed on
 6    Defendants' Exhibit A, for all those crimes, there is a direct
 7    and substantial nexus between those crimes and a driver's
 8    ability to safely transport members of the public?
 9  A.  Yes.
10  Q.  And one of the crimes listed is torturing/injuring animals.
11    Do you see that?
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  And you believe that that crime creates a direct and
14    substantial nexus with the driver's ability to safely transport
15    members of the public?
16  A.  Yes.
17  Q.  And another one of the crimes there is public lewdness.  Do

18    you see that?
19  A.  Yes.
20  Q.  And for that crime, as well, you believe there's a direct
21    and substantial nexus between the crime and the ability of the
22    driver to safely transport members of the public?
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  And what is the connection between -- let's take the public
25    lewdness crime.  Between that crime -- what is that nexus, in
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 1    your mind?
 2  A.  The nexus is that a passenger in a vehicle is entitled to a
 3    safe journey when the driver is -- when the TLC licensed driver

 4    is transporting them.  And if we assume as true that the driver
 5    has -- and I don't know the specific -- by memory, I don't know

 6    the specific elements of public lewdness, but has displayed,
 7    you know, some sexually inappropriate behavior in a public
 8    arena, then there is a direct and substantial risk that they
 9    could engage in that same behavior when they are dealing with

10    the public and when they are transporting the public.
11  Q.  And what's your basis for saying that there is that
12    connection?  Is it something more than just your own sense of
13    it?
14  A.  I think I just articulated my basis.
15  Q.  How did you draw that connection between -- that someone I

16    think you said who had done this was likely to do something --
17    I don't want to put words in your mouth.
18             THE COURT: Can I phrase it this way:
19             Is it common sense or reason-based connection or is it
20    empirical, based on data?
21             THE WITNESS: It's a reasoned, common-sense-based

22    connection.
23             THE COURT: All right.
24  Q.  And what about the crime of torturing animals, how would
25    you answer that in terms of a nexus?
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 1  A.  The nexus there is that if the charges are true that you
 2    have tortured another living being, then there is a risk that
 3    you could engage in violent behavior with human beings, as well

 4    as animals, that taxi drivers and for-hire vehicles are
 5    required under law to, at times, transport.
 6  Q.  You said there's a risk.  Do you believe there's a direct
 7    and substantial --
 8  A.  There's a direct and substantial risk.
 9  Q.  Now, another one of the crimes that's not specifically
10    listed because it's a felony is grand larceny.  Are you aware
11    of that grand larceny would constitute a felony?
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  And do you believe there's a substantial connection between

14    grand larceny and the ability to safely transport members of
15    the public?
16  A.  Yes.
17  Q.  And what is that nexus?
18  A.  The charges, if true, that you committed a larceny, there's
19    a connection between that charge, if true, and your ability to
20    engage in a commercial transaction and a safe transportation of
21    members of the public.
22  Q.  How does that kind of larceny affect the ability to safely
23    transport the public?
24  A.  Safely transporting the public involves being honest and
25    honoring the destination requests and the route request and
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 1    having honest financial dealings so that the person doesn't
 2    feel at risk, that they are being -- having money stolen from
 3    them during the financial transaction of the fare being paid.
 4  Q.  So you believe that a passenger who overpays a fare, their
 5    safety is in danger?
 6  A.  Yes, I do.
 7  Q.  There was a case, and I can show you the case involving
 8    grand larceny, in which the driver was accused of stealing a
 9    rare bird from a pet store.
10             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
11             Counsel seems to be testifying.
12             THE COURT: I think he's setting up the question.
13             So let's hear the rest of the question.
14  Q.  Do you believe that there is a nexus between --
15             THE COURT: Well, do you know that case?  Are you

16    familiar with that case?
17             THE WITNESS: I am not familiar with that case.
18             THE COURT: So posit then the facts as a hypothetical,

19    I guess, to the witness.
20  Q.  So if a driver were arrested for grand larceny for stealing
21    rare birds from a bird store, and they were arrested for that
22    charge, and we'll stipulate that that constitutes grand
23    larceny, do you believe that there would be a nexus, a direct
24    and substantial nexus, between that charge and that driver's
25    ability to safely transport members of the public?
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 1  A.  There could be.  Whether there was or not would be the
 2    product of a hearing and a process.  But there could be --
 3    drivers transport and handle passengers' belongings, their
 4    luggage, which is valuable.  And so somebody that is presuming

 5    the charges are true, has stolen something of value from a
 6    store, there's a connection with their ability to handle
 7    passengers' property without stealing it.
 8  Q.  And you think -- well, let me withdraw that.
 9             MR. WEINER: Can we mark the original rule.
10             THE COURT: Are you done with this list?
11             MR. WEINER: Yes.
12             THE COURT: Can I ask you a question or two about the

13    list, if you don't mind.
14             This list, the offenses on here, do you believe that
15    by the nature of these offenses and the elements of these
16    offenses, that there is, in fact, a nexus between these crimes
17    and the public safety?
18             THE WITNESS: Yes.
19             THE COURT: So if that's true, what facts could be
20    presented at a hearing that would negate or undermine the
21    existence of such a nexus?
22             THE WITNESS: It's difficult to imagine what facts.
23    One example may be if there are -- is a complaint that
24    accompanies -- you have more than just an arrest document, we

25    have a complaint which sets forth more facts about the actual
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 1    event and either, A, they don't meet the elements of the crime,
 2    so we don't have the elements of the crime met; or, two, they
 3    somehow provide additional information that would take away
 4    from the sort of -- this is a list that guides in the very
 5    moment someone is arrested.  So you have to -- you have to
 6    think of it as sort of a quick filter to make a decision, when
 7    you don't have all of the facts, whether to allow someone to
 8    continue to drive or not.
 9             And in that moment, the list serves the purpose of
10    being a quick guide.  If, in the hearing process, when there
11    are more facts that come out, either because a criminal
12    complaint has more facts, or I think I've alluded to before
13    that there are favorable facts about the driver that are very,
14    very compelling, then maybe there would be a reason not to
15    continue the suspension.
16             THE COURT: Go ahead, Mr. Weiner.
17    BY MR. WEINER: 
18  Q.  Do you understand that in the summary suspension hearings,

19    the TLC prosecutor at TLC has the burden of proof?
20  A.  Yes, I do.
21  Q.  Is it your testimony that that burden is always satisfied
22    by presentation of an arrest notice indicating that the driver
23    has been arrested for one of the crimes on the list which was
24    marked as an exhibit and shown to you?
25  A.  That's a determination that the ALJs make of whether the
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 1    burden of proof has been met.
 2  Q.  Well, do you have a view as to whether that satisfies the
 3    burden of proof as the chair designee reviewing those
 4    decisions?
 5             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 6             THE COURT: Overruled.  Go ahead.
 7  A.  I believe it does.
 8  Q.  Prior to the hearing, the summary suspension hearing, are
 9    you aware of what notices a driver might receive about the
10    hearing?
11  A.  I am aware that they receive notices.
12  Q.  Have you ever seen any of those notices?
13  A.  I have seen some of those notices in passing.
14             MR. WEINER: I'd like to mark two exhibits.  I think

15    it will be helpful to mark them at the same time, your Honor.
16             THE COURT: Okay.
17             MR. WEINER: D K-21 and D L-20.
18             THE COURT: This is plaintiffs' or defendants'?
19             MR. WEINER: Defendants'.
20             THE COURT: Defendants', DK?
21             MR. WEINER: Well, I'm sorry, it's Defendants' Exhibit

22    K-21 and Defendants' Exhibit L-20.
23             THE COURT: Defendants' K-21 and Defendants' L-20?

24             MR. WEINER: Right.
25             THE COURT: You're asking the witness to authenticate
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 1    these or there's a stipulation as to the admissibility?
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: There's a stipulation.
 3             THE COURT: All right.
 4             So Defendants' K-21 and Defendants' L-20 are received.
 5             (Defendants' Exhibits K-21, L-20 received in evidence)
 6    BY MR. WEINER: 
 7  Q.  Now, these are notices that were sent to Mr. Al-Kafi; I
 8    think that's been stipulated.
 9             But, Ms. Joshi, if you could just look at the notices,
10    and scroll it down so you can see what it says.  And I have a
11    couple of questions for you about the notices.
12             Actually, I think I only have really a few.  Just stop
13    after you've looked at the first one, and I just really have
14    only one question for you.
15  A.  Okay.
16  Q.  In the second paragraph it says:  "Accordingly, pursuant to
17    TLC Rule 68-21(b)(1), your TLC license has been suspended based

18    upon TLC's determination that emergency action is required to
19    ensure public health or safety."
20             Do you see that?
21  A.  I don't know if I'm looking at the right one.
22  Q.  Sorry.  Am I reading the wrong thing?
23             THE COURT: I just don't know that what you're reading

24    is on the screen.
25             MR. WEINER: Do you have K-21?  Apologies for that.
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 1    It's the "accordingly" paragraph.
 2             THE COURT: "Accordingly," second paragraph, is that

 3    what you're saying?
 4             MR. WEINER: Yes.
 5  A.  Yes.
 6  Q.  Do you see that, Ms. Joshi?
 7  A.  Mm-hmm.
 8  Q.  Are you aware that drivers are notified that this is the
 9    basis upon which emergency action has been taken to suspend
10    their licenses?
11  A.  Are you talking about reference to the rule cited?
12  Q.  The rule and that they've been suspended based on a
13    determination that emergency action is required.  I'm really
14    focused on the part to ensure public health or safety.
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  That's what they're advised when they get a notice about
17    their suspension, right?
18  A.  If this is the letter they get, then, yes, that's what they
19    are advised.
20  Q.  Are you aware of anything different in terms of what
21    they're advised about the basis of their suspension?
22  A.  Not that I'm aware of.  But I'm not fully familiar with the
23    notification process, so there may be other documents that I
24    don't know about.
25  Q.  Fair enough.
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 1             Now, if we look at Defendants' L-20, which is a letter
 2    the next day, September 11, 2013, to Mr. Al-Kafi, can you see
 3    in the first paragraph it says:  "Pursuant to your telephone
 4    request on September 11, 2013, the summary suspension hearing

 5    has been scheduled for September 19, 2013."  And then it goes
 6    on.
 7             Do you see that?
 8  A.  Yes.
 9  Q.  And it then says:  "The purpose of this hearing will be to
10    determine whether your TLC license should remain suspended
11    pending the final disposition of your criminal case pursuant
12    to," and then it cites a TLC rule.
13             Do you see that?
14  A.  Yes.
15  Q.  Do you have any reason to believe this letter is any
16    different than any other -- than the letters that are routinely
17    sent to drivers after they request a hearing?
18  A.  Like I said, I'm not familiar with the process, so I assume
19    that they're all the same.
20  Q.  And if we could look at the last paragraph on that page.
21             In the second sentence it says:  "At the hearing, you
22    may present evidence in support of your defense and/or call
23    witnesses on your behalf."
24             Do you see that?
25  A.  Yes.
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 1  Q.  Do you know why the TLC is telling the suspended driver
 2    that they may present evidence in support of their defense?
 3  A.  To notify them that they will be heard at the hearing.
 4  Q.  And do you think that this notifies the driver that
 5    evidence regarding the guilt or innocence of the driver to the
 6    arrest charges is going to be deemed irrelevant at the hearing?
 7             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 8             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer.
 9  A.  They are saying your defense -- and your defense is -- the
10    first letter informed them that pursuant to -- and I can't
11    repeat it, because I don't have it in front of me, that, you
12    know, you're a -- whatever the public health and safety phrase
13    was, so that's basically sort of the charge.  And so your
14    defense is to that charge.
15  Q.  No more questions on that document.
16             Just finishing up here.
17             Since you've been at TLC, can you estimate how many
18    summary suspension hearings are heard per year?
19  A.  I don't know.
20  Q.  How many recommendations have you reviewed?  And I think

21    you may have testified to this already, but I just want to nail
22    it down.
23  A.  I think it's five.
24  Q.  Five in total.  And that's over a two and-a-half year
25    period or so?
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 1  A.  Since September 2011 to present.
 2  Q.  And have there been any other reports and recommendations

 3    on summary suspension hearings from OATH ALJs which you did not

 4    review, but someone at the chair level reviewed?
 5  A.  While I've been at the TLC?
 6  Q.  Yes.
 7  A.  No.
 8  Q.  Have you ever heard that OATH judges -- well, let me back
 9    up.
10             Are you aware that OATH judges conduct a pre-hearing
11    conference?
12  A.  No, I was not aware.
13  Q.  And are you aware of what goes on in those conferences?
14  A.  No.
15             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
16             THE COURT: Overruled.
17  Q.  Now, do you know how many recommendations were made by ALJs

18    when these summary suspension hearings were heard by TLC ALJs?

19  A.  No, I do not.
20  Q.  You don't know the quantum of those decisions?
21  A.  No.
22  Q.  And you don't know whether the number of decisions has been

23    reduced or increased or stayed the same?
24  A.  Right, I do not know that.
25             MR. WEINER: No further questions.
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 1             THE COURT: No further questions.  Okay.
 2             Cross-examination?
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: No, your Honor.  But we reserve the

 4    right to cross Ms. Joshi later on.
 5             THE COURT: Yes.
 6             Something else?
 7             MR. WEINER: I apologize, but Mr. Ackman wanted me

 8    just to follow up on something.
 9             THE COURT: Sure.
10    BY MR. WEINER: 
11  Q.  Do you know someone named Gene Friedman?
12  A.  Yes, I do.
13  Q.  And who is Mr. Friedman?
14             THE COURT: That's a man, G-E-N-E?
15             THE WITNESS: Yes, it's a man.  He is a man.
16  Q.  Who is Mr. Friedman?
17  A.  He is a medallion owner.
18  Q.  And has he been accused of any wrongdoing by the TLC?
19  A.  I'm not sure what your question is.
20  Q.  Has he been accused of overcharging passengers -- of
21    drivers out of millions of dollars?
22  A.  There is -- there were summonses issued against
23    Mr. Friedman, which included charges for overcharging drivers.

24  Q.  And did he settle those charges?
25  A.  He settled those charges.
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 1  Q.  And did he settle them for a sum of money?
 2  A.  Yes, he did.
 3  Q.  Did that sum exceed $1 million?
 4             THE COURT: What does that have to do with the purpose

 5    of this trial?
 6             MR. WEINER: I'm going to connect it with the next

 7    question.
 8  A.  In total, he settled it for a sum well over a million, over
 9    a million dollars.
10  Q.  And did the TLC suspend his license?
11  A.  It's -- he has several licenses, and at different times
12    they have been suspended.
13             THE COURT: And I guess my same question:  What does

14    that have to do with this hearing?
15             MR. WEINER: Well, it was connected to the issue of

16    whether a driver --
17             THE COURT: Come on.  It's got nothing to do with
18    this.  It's not the purpose of this trial.
19             All right.  Thank you very much, Ms. Joshi.  You can
20    step down.  Just leave everything there.
21             (Witness excused)
22             THE COURT: All right.  Is Mr. Daus here?
23             MR. ACKMAN: We're calling Mr. Spevack, your Honor.

24             THE COURT: I just thought he said he was going to be

25    here at 2.  And since we started, I wasn't sure if he's waiting
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 1    around.  We told him we'd pick him up at 2.
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: You did, your Honor.  He said he would

 3    be here between 2 and 3.  I'm not sure if he's in the hall.
 4    We'll double-check.
 5             MR. ACKMAN: Mr. Spevack is here, your Honor.
 6             THE COURT: Well, how long a witness is Mr. Spevack?

 7             MR. ACKMAN: Very short.
 8             THE COURT: Very short?  Oh, okay.
 9             (Continued on next page)
10   
11   
12   
13   
14   
15   
16   
17   
18   
19   
20   
21   
22   
23   
24   
25   
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 1     MICHAEL SPEVACK,
 2         called as a witness by the Plaintiffs,
 3         having been duly sworn, testified as follows:
 4    DIRECT EXAMINATION
 5    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 6             THE COURT: Please have a seat.  State your name and

 7    spell your name for the record.
 8             THE WITNESS: Michael Spevack, S-P-E-V-A-C-K.

 9             THE COURT: Good afternoon to you.  Keep your voice up

10    like you had it.
11             You may proceed, Mr. Ackman.
12    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
13  Q.  Good afternoon, Mr. Spevack.  I know you have a lot of
14    clients waiting for you.  I will try to make this quick.
15             How are you employed?
16  A.  Self-employed as an attorney.
17  Q.  Give us your educational background.
18  A.  Graduated from Spring Valley Senior High School, went to
19    SUNY Binghamton, studied philosophy, then went to NYU Law

20    School and graduated in 1992.  I was admitted to the state bar
21    of New York State in March of 1993 in the First Department.
22  Q.  I didn't know you studied philosophy.  Now all the sudden
23    your examination got a lot longer.
24             I'll stick to the law part.  Do you specialize in any
25    kind of law?
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 1  A.  I specialize in representing taxi cab drivers in connection
 2    with TLC representation and DMV representation, among other

 3    things.
 4  Q.  And are you the same Michael Spevack quoted in the Second

 5    Circuit opinion in this case?
 6  A.  Yes, I believe so.
 7  Q.  And did you give a declaration in this case?
 8  A.  Yes, I did.
 9  Q.  And what kinds of hearings do you appear in for taxi
10    drivers?
11  A.  I appear if they receive a summons for a customer
12    complaint, if they receive a summons for hack license not in
13    frame, a variety of potpourri of summonses.  I will appear at
14    the three tribunals, either at JFK Tribunal at Hangar 14 at
15    3202 Queens Boulevard or at the hearing at 33 Beaver Street, or

16    sometimes at OATH at 40 Rector Street.
17  Q.  Do you write for any publications?
18  A.  I do.
19  Q.  What publications?
20  A.  I write for Taxi Insider newspaper.
21  Q.  What do you write for them?
22  A.  I write a column monthly, an article providing information
23    on the legal rights of taxi cab drivers.
24  Q.  And are you a solo practitioner?
25  A.  I'm a solely practitioner.  I work for myself and I'm the
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 1    only attorney for my firm.
 2  Q.  How long have you been doing this kind of work?
 3  A.  I opened my office in 1995, actually got the physical
 4    location in 1996, and I have been doing it ever since I have
 5    been working for myself.
 6  Q.  How many TLC hearings would you say you appeared in over

 7    the years?
 8  A.  Thousands.
 9             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor, I ask it be

10    more specific to type of hearings.
11             THE COURT: All TLC hearings or limited to suspension

12    hearings?
13             THE WITNESS: All TLC hearings.
14  Q.  And do those include some suspension hearings?
15  A.  Yes, I did some summary suspension hearings.
16  Q.  Not just summary suspension hearings, do you appear in
17    hearings where suspensions are issued, not necessarily summary

18    suspensions?
19  A.  Yes.
20  Q.  Do you appear at hearings where revocations are at issue?
21  A.  Yes.
22  Q.  Do you appear at hearings where fines are at issue?
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  Now would you say you're well known to the lawyers who work

25    for the TLC?
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 1  A.  I believe so, yes.
 2  Q.  And you're on a first name basis with most of them?
 3  A.  Many of them.
 4  Q.  Have you ever been given a copy of the list of crimes for
 5    which the TLC suspends drivers?
 6  A.  No.  I saw it today.
 7  Q.  You saw it today for the first time?
 8  A.  Yes.
 9  Q.  Have you ever been given a copy of the TLC ALJ manual?
10  A.  No.
11             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, I just -- from what I

12    heard, it appears the witness has been sitting in the
13    courtroom, I just would like to note that for the record.
14  Q.  Were you sitting in the courtroom earlier?
15  A.  Yes.
16             THE COURT: How long were you here today?
17             THE WITNESS: I was here to hear Ms. Joshi's
18    testimony.
19             THE COURT: About what time?
20             THE WITNESS: I got here I would say ten after eleven.

21             THE COURT: I guess the parties decide whether they

22    want witnesses to be outside of the courtroom not hearing
23    testimony.  I don't know who is walking in.  It's a public
24    courtroom, so I don't know who is walking in and out, but if
25    that's something that we want to consider, then we should talk
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 1    about that.
 2             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, he's not going to testify to

 3    anything that wasn't in his declaration seven years ago.
 4    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 5  Q.  When was the declaration -- when did you sign the
 6    declaration?
 7  A.  I believe it was 2006, September.
 8  Q.  Have you represented clients at any time at summary
 9    suspension hearings which follow an arrest of a taxi driver?
10  A.  I used represent cab drivers, taxi cab drivers, my clients
11    at such hearings, yes.
12  Q.  And today, if someone came to you who had -- a taxi driver
13    came to you who had been arrested, had his license suspended,
14    what would you tell them?
15  A.  I would tell them that he or she would be wasting their
16    money, and that I wouldn't accept the case from them or would
17    strongly discourage them to hire me in that context because it
18    would be like knocking your head against the wall.  It would be

19    futile to try to win the case.
20  Q.  And was that the advice you gave to drivers when you signed

21    this declaration in this case in 2006?
22  A.  Yes.  I believe at that time TLC was catapulting the
23    hearings and making the decisions, and now it's at OATH, yes,
24    but yes.
25  Q.  How would your advice change if a client -- potential
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 1    client came to you today in this situation today, what would
 2    you tell them?
 3             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Objection, your Honor.  I'm not sure

 4    of the relevance of this line of testimony, since Mr. Spevack
 5    isn't speaking about the process that occurs today at a hearing
 6    or the types of offenses for which drivers are suspended for.
 7             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, it goes directly to why there

 8    are so few hearings today.
 9             THE COURT: Well, I'm overruling the objection.  But

10    how many summary suspension hearings have you participated in?

11             THE WITNESS: Hundreds, maybe.
12             THE COURT: When was the last one?
13             THE WITNESS: Long time ago.  I would say right before

14    I gave the declaration.
15             THE COURT: So nothing since 2006?
16             THE WITNESS: Yes, correct.
17    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
18  Q.  If someone came to you today and asked in that same
19    situation, they have been arrested, their license was
20    suspended, they said they didn't do it, they have a witness who
21    says he didn't do it, would you tell him to go to the hearing?
22  A.  Well, then since they transferred the cases to OATH, I have
23    more of a reason to be optimistic that they might be able to do
24    it, but I would advise them still not waste their money because
25    the TLC chair or TLC would overrule OATH and not allow their
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 1    suspension to be terminated.
 2  Q.  Have you reviewed the OATH decisions that have been filed

 3    since OATH started doing summary suspension cases?
 4  A.  Yes.  You provided me a list of them and I went over them
 5    and I looked at the cases myself to -- a few of them to
 6    corroborate that the list was correct.
 7  Q.  How many cases did -- how many cases has OATH decided in

 8    the summary suspension context that you looked at?
 9  A.  I looked the a list, there were 39 cases.
10  Q.  Did you check how they were decided?
11  A.  All of them went against the driver except for four.
12  Q.  And in the four that went in favor of the driver, how did
13    the chairman rule?
14  A.  Ruled to keep the suspension in place.
15             MR. ACKMAN: Nothing further, your Honor.
16             THE COURT: Any cross?
17             MS. O'SULLIVAN: No, your Honor, no questions.
18             THE COURT: Mr. Spevack, you may step down.  Thank you

19    very much.  You may step down.
20             Is Mr. Daus here?
21             MS. O'SULLIVAN: He's not in the courtroom.  I will

22    just double-check.
23             THE COURT: Do we have another witness otherwise?

24             MR. ACKMAN: We do.
25             THE COURT: Let's see if he's here, then we'll take
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 1    the next witness otherwise.
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: He does not appear to have arrived

 3    yet.
 4             THE COURT: Let's move on to the next witness.
 5             MR. ACKMAN: But I want do want to do one housekeeping

 6    thing.  We have a stipulation to Exhibits L-1 through L-23.  We

 7    would like to move their admission.
 8             THE COURT: Defense?
 9             MR. ACKMAN: Defense L-1 through L-23.
10             MS. WEINBLATT: No objection.
11             THE COURT: What are they?
12             MR. ACKMAN: Those are all the notices sent to drivers

13    about their hearings.
14             THE COURT: Letters to the driver?
15             MR. ACKMAN: No, they're formal petitions from OATH.

16    What they do is they send them a letter suspending and give
17    them a petition.
18             THE COURT: Are they in the binder?
19             MR. ACKMAN: They're in the defense binder.
20             THE COURT: All right.
21             (Defendant's Exhibits L-1 though L-23 received in
22    evidence)
23             THE COURT: Next witness.
24             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Allison Green.
25             (Continued on next page)
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 1     ALLISON GREEN,
 2         called as a witness by the Plaintiffs,
 3         having been duly sworn, testified as follows:
 4    DIRECT EXAMINATION
 5    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
 6             THE COURT: Please state your name and spell it for

 7    the record.
 8             THE WITNESS: Allison Green, A-L-L-I-S-O-N, Green like

 9    the color, G-R-E-E-N.
10    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
11  Q.  Ms. Green, how are you currently employed?
12  A.  I work for the city.  How?  I'm an attorney.
13  Q.  What is your job title?
14  A.  Agency attorney.
15  Q.  Is that for the TLC?
16  A.  Yes.
17  Q.  Did you go to law school?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  Where did you go?
20  A.  Albany Law School.
21  Q.  And can you just describe your employment history from the

22    time of your graduation from law school?
23  A.  Yes, from the time I graduated law school I was a law clerk
24    at a lobbying firm, then I was a prosecutor.
25             THE COURT: Where was that?
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 1             THE WITNESS: Sorry, I was in Maryland from the year

 2    that I graduated law school all the way up until last year.  So
 3    I was a law clerk for the lobbying firm, they also did personal
 4    injury, I was a prosecutor with the Prince George's County
 5    State's Attorney's Office, and --
 6             THE COURT: How long did you do that?
 7             THE WITNESS: Approximately five years.  I started,

 8    and then I left about almost three years, did private practice
 9    during that time, and then I went back for almost three years
10    until I started with the TLC in October of 2012.
11             THE COURT: Thank you.
12  Q.  Are you admitted to the bar in the State of New York?
13  A.  Yes.
14  Q.  Ms. Green, do you do your job the same way as Marc
15    Hardekopf with respect to summary suspension hearings?
16             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  There's no testimony she's

17    familiar with Mr. Hardekopf or his job.
18             THE COURT: Sustained.
19  Q.  Ms. Greene, you may have testified to this already, how
20    long have you been working at the TLC?
21  A.  Since October 2012.
22  Q.  Have you ever heard of Marc Hardekopf?
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  If I were to ask you, do you do your job the same way as
25    Marc Hardekopf did with respect to summary suspension hearings,
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 1    is that true?
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 3             THE COURT: Do you know how Mr. Hardekopf did his job?

 4             THE WITNESS: I never met him before.
 5             THE COURT: Do you have any -- whether you met him or

 6    not, do you know how he did his job?
 7             THE WITNESS: No.
 8             THE COURT: Next question.
 9  Q.  Ms. Green, do you get arrest notices for drivers?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  Are they called hits?
12  A.  I don't know.  I don't call them hits.
13  Q.  Once you get the arrest notices, you automatically suspend
14    the driver, is that right?
15  A.  No.
16  Q.  Once you get the arrest notices, Ms. Green, is there a list
17    that the TLC uses to suspend certain drivers who have been
18    arrested for certain felonies, for felonies and certain
19    misdemeanors?
20             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
21  Q.  Are you familiar with the list that the TLC uses to suspend
22    drivers for certain misdemeanors and felonies?
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  Ms. Green, if you get an arrest notice for one of those
25    enumerated charges, you automatically suspend the driver who
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 1    was arrested, is that right?
 2  A.  No.
 3  Q.  That's not correct?
 4             THE COURT: She said no.
 5  A.  Unless I'm misunderstanding something.
 6  Q.  Maybe I can clarify for you.  What don't you understand
 7    about the question?
 8  A.  I don't understand your question.  You said one of the
 9    enumerated offenses we automatically --
10  Q.  Maybe I can rephrase.  If you look at the list -- do you
11    look at the list?
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  If a driver has been arrested for a charge that is
14    enumer -- that is included on that list, do you automatically
15    suspend the driver?
16  A.  No.
17  Q.  How do you decide whether to automatically -- how do you
18    decide whether to suspend a driver for an offense on that list?
19             THE COURT: Do you make decisions about suspension?

20             THE WITNESS: It's a two-step thing about the
21    decisions to suspend.
22             THE COURT: So tell me what happens when you get an

23    arrest hit, is that --
24             THE WITNESS: I don't call it a hit, I call it an
25    arrest notification.
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 1             THE COURT: What does it look like?
 2             THE WITNESS: It's a piece of paper that I get
 3    directed to me.
 4             THE COURT: Email or a piece of paper?
 5             THE WITNESS: No, it's printed out and given to me

 6    with some other stuff.
 7             THE COURT: And who maintains -- who is responsible

 8    for issuing those notifications?
 9             THE WITNESS: The arrest --
10             THE COURT: The agency.
11             THE WITNESS: The arrest notifications come from the

12    Department of Criminal Justice Services.  And somebody else,
13    my -- I call him my paralegal, every morning goes into a
14    system, logs in, does his research from the arrest
15    notifications, and then prints that information and then --
16    should I go on?
17             THE COURT: So what happens after that?
18             THE WITNESS: So he prints it out and goes into the

19    TLC, what we call TAMIS system, to look and see if they
20    actually have a TLC license, and what the status of the license
21    is that point in time.  And then he makes an assessment
22    preliminarily, looking at the charges, then he suspends them.
23             THE COURT: And how does he do that?  If you know.

24             THE WITNESS: He goes into TAMIS and enters a
25    suspension, and then after he does all of that, then I get the
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 1    paperwork.
 2             THE COURT: So it's already been done by the time you

 3    get it?
 4             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 5             THE COURT: Next question.
 6    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
 7  Q.  Is the paralegal that you just referenced an attorney?
 8  A.  No, he's a paralegal.
 9  Q.  This paralegal is the person -- what does the paralegal do
10    with the arrest notices?
11  A.  He prints them out, he verifies that they're TLC licensees,
12    he looks at the charges, he prints out the TAMIS, the driver
13    display information, he places them on temporary suspension, he

14    drafts the notices, and everything he prints out and gives them
15    to me.
16  Q.  So the paralegal places the driver on suspension?
17  A.  Yes.  And then I get that and verify all of that
18    information before we actually -- to confirm that they should
19    be suspended based upon the charges.
20  Q.  And do you look at the list in making this confirmatory
21    analysis?
22  A.  No.
23  Q.  What are you using to decide whether the person should be
24    preliminarily suspended?
25  A.  It depends on the charge itself.  I mean I know what's on
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 1    the list, but the list -- to me, the list, it's not
 2    dispositive.  So based upon the arrest notifications, I do -- I
 3    mean some of the stuff is on the list, if that's what you're
 4    asking me, like the assaults and the DUIs, felonies.
 5  Q.  For those offenses that you just mentioned that are on the
 6    list, do you or the paralegal suspend the driver's license
 7    while those criminal charges are pending?
 8  A.  Yes.
 9  Q.  Every time?
10  A.  I believe so, yes.
11  Q.  Do you attend summary suspension hearings --
12  A.  Yes.
13  Q.  -- on behalf of your serving as a prosecutor for the TLC at
14    those hearings, is that correct?
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  If a driver asks for a hearing and you are attending on
17    behalf of the TLC, you take the position that the suspension
18    should be continued, is that right?
19  A.  For most part, yes.
20  Q.  You don't take that position every time?
21  A.  I usually try to talk to them.  Like how they request
22    hearings, nine times out of ten they will call me and request a
23    hearing.  So once I set it up, even though I talk to them over
24    the phone, and they will say I still want to come in.  I
25    usually talk to them to see what is going on like with the
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 1    case, and then --
 2  Q.  And if the criminal charges are still pending when the
 3    driver requests the hearing and you go to the hearing, you take
 4    the position every time that the suspension should be
 5    continued, is that right?
 6  A.  If I actually go to a hearing and it's a charge that we
 7    feel is warranted, yes.
 8  Q.  What do you mean if you actually go to a hearing?
 9  A.  Because the process is not an automatic you just walk in
10    and you have a hearing, there is a conference first and then
11    they're advised of their rights, and then they decide whether
12    or not they want a hearing based upon if we can't resolve it.
13  Q.  If there is a hearing -- to clarify, maybe I didn't ask the
14    best question.  If there is a hearing, you're attending that
15    hearing every time, is that right?
16  A.  Yes.
17             THE COURT: How many lawyers do what you do,
18    prosecuting attorneys at suspension hearings?  Just you?
19             THE WITNESS: Just me right now.
20             THE COURT: Since October 2012, when you joined the

21    TLC, about how many hearings have you participated in?
22             THE WITNESS: Let me clear something up.  I started

23    with the TLC October, literally October 15, 2012, I didn't take
24    on this position until June of 2013.
25             THE COURT: So about how many hearings have you
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 1    participated in?
 2             THE WITNESS: I would say under ten.
 3             THE COURT: Under ten?
 4             THE WITNESS: Yes.  Sorry, I don't have an absolute

 5    number.
 6             THE COURT: Under ten, you think that's a fair
 7    estimate?
 8             THE WITNESS: I think that's a fair estimate, I hope.

 9    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
10  Q.  At these hearings, do you take the position every time
11    there is an arrest on the list that we discussed and the
12    criminal charges are still pending that that is sufficient to
13    continue a suspension, is that right?
14  A.  I may be confused, but if it's a hearing, yes, we do say
15    the suspension should remain pending the outcome of the case or

16    disposition of the case.
17  Q.  And in those circumstances, is the arrest alone sufficient
18    to continue a suspension, in your view?
19  A.  In my view.
20  Q.  The view that you present during the hearings, is that the
21    TLC's position?
22  A.  The TLC's position is assuming the charges as true, which
23    is what they're charged with, the basis of the suspension, we
24    feel that it's a potential threat or substantial enough serious
25    enough threat to the public health and/or safety.
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 1  Q.  And the only thing you do to establish that is show the
 2    arrest notice you discussed, is that right?
 3  A.  Yeah, nine times out of ten, yes, because that's all we
 4    have unless it comes to us by a different way.
 5  Q.  Do you tell the ALJ that they are to conduct -- the OATH
 6    judge that he or she is to conduct a balancing test?
 7             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 8             THE COURT: Overruled.
 9  A.  I don't know if I ever said a balancing test.
10  Q.  Have you ever told an OATH judge that the facts are
11    irrelevant, the facts other than the charge are irrelevant?
12             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  If counsel is referring to

13    a particular transcript maybe he could show it to the witness,
14    because I'm not sure of the purpose of this line of
15    questioning.
16             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer.
17  A.  I don't -- if the facts are irrelevant?  Maybe.
18  Q.  Is that something you say with regularity at hearings?
19  A.  I don't believe so.  I don't know.
20  Q.  Have you ever said to an OATH judge, represented it during

21    a hearing where you're appearing on behalf of the TLC that the
22    facts are moot?
23             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
24             THE COURT: This is getting kind of clumsy.  What are

25    the relevant criteria, as you understand, to be decided at a
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 1    summary suspension hearing?  What are the relevant -- what's
 2    the relevant inquiry?  Let me put it that way.
 3             THE WITNESS: The judge is supposed to assume the

 4    charge is true in that, with that, the Taxi and Limousine
 5    Commission has to I guess establish that this charge itself
 6    would pose -- I was going to say the respondent, but the driver
 7    having the pending charge would pose a direct and substantial
 8    threat to the public health and safety as them being a taxi cab
 9    driver, or, you know, a -- there may have been one that was a
10    medallion driver, I don't know, but in any instance I only had
11    taxi cab drivers.
12             THE COURT: That's the standard?  That's what the ALJ

13    is going to determine?
14             THE WITNESS: Yes.
15             THE COURT: As far as you understood, what factors

16    could be considered by the administrative law judge?
17             THE WITNESS: The factors are based upon the charge

18    that we suspended them on.
19             THE COURT: So the administrative law judge should

20    consider the charge?
21             THE WITNESS: Consider the charge and consider their

22    capacity to transport passengers or deal with other motorists
23    and pedestrians in the capacity of their job.
24             THE COURT: What other facts besides the name of the

25    charge, or if there's a complaint, the complaint, is
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 1    administrative law judge able to look to to make a
 2    determination as to whether the person poses a threat to the
 3    public safety?
 4             THE WITNESS: Well, the TLC, all we have is the arrest

 5    notification, so if we get the charges, like there was a case
 6    that we were able to delve more into the facts of the case of
 7    what happened, we -- but I guess they would look at that.
 8             THE COURT: Well, if a driver came in and said I
 9    didn't do it --
10             THE WITNESS: Right.
11             THE COURT: -- and brought somebody else with him who

12    said yeah, he didn't do it, is that something that the
13    administrative law judge can consider in determining whether
14    the driver poses a threat to public safety?
15             THE WITNESS: They do consider it.
16             THE COURT: All right.  And that's fair game in one of

17    these hearings?
18             THE WITNESS: They do whatever they want to do,
19    like -- well, no, that's not right to say.  They put on
20    whatever they want to put on.  The TLC feels like if they were
21    to bring all of this -- we had a case where somebody brought
22    their friend and they testified about the facts of what
23    happened, it was kind of one sided and there were certain
24    things missing.  So that's our position is it's one sided, it
25    doesn't make sense the way that they have described it,
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 1    something needs to be -- it needs to be considered and seems
 2    like it's a little bit more, I don't want to say biased or
 3    prejudiced against the TLC, but they're saying this and all we
 4    have is an arrest notification, there's no way to dispute what
 5    they're saying, and then yet still we have these charges.
 6             Sorry, if I'm confusing --
 7    BY MR. KLEINMAN: 
 8  Q.  What you just described, if a driver brought that witness
 9    in or the other evidence you suggested, is it your position and
10    the TLC's position that those facts would be irrelevant?
11             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  Counsel referenced other

12    facts.  I think your Honor posited a scenario with a driver and
13    a witness saying he didn't do it.
14             THE COURT: If a driver brought a witness, let's leave

15    it at that, is it your position that the testimony of the
16    witness would be irrelevant for purposes of the hearing?
17             THE WITNESS: I don't know.
18  Q.  I would like to show the witness what's been marked as
19    Defendant's Exhibit N4.
20             THE COURT: What number?
21             MR. KLEINMAN: DXN4.
22             THE COURT: DXN4?  That's in?
23             Yes.
24  Q.  Ms. Green, did you appear for the TLC in a matter Taxi and
25    Limousine Commission v. Al-Kafi?
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 1  A.  Yes.
 2  Q.  And if we could just take a look at page 20 -- rather page
 3    19 of that transcript.
 4  A.  The highlighted part?
 5  Q.  Yes, beginning on line 8, where -- was ALJ Richard the
 6    judge?  Do you see that?
 7             THE COURT: What page?
 8  Q.  Page 19.
 9  A.  Yes.
10  Q.  Line 8.
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  And Judge Richard said:  My question is, is there any set
13    of facts upon which he could establish that he's not a threat
14    to the public?  Is there any set of facts?
15             And your response:  Hypothetically speaking, Judge?
16             ALJ Richard:  Yes.
17             And you responded:  I don't know.  I mean I would say
18    no, but I don't know.
19  A.  Yes.  OK.
20  Q.  Isn't it true that the facts -- that it was your view that
21    the facts outside of the charge are irrelevant to whether the
22    suspension should be continued?
23  A.  The facts as presented to the -- as presented by the
24    respondent, yes.
25  Q.  The facts presented by the respondent?
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 1  A.  Yes.
 2  Q.  Did anyone at the TLC tell you anything that you told --
 3    that this statement that you made to Judge Richard was
 4    incorrect?
 5  A.  What?
 6             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
 7             THE COURT: Did anyone at the TLC tell you that this

 8    statement that you made to Judge Richard was incorrect?
 9  Q.  That the facts outside of the charge presented by the
10    respondent are irrelevant to whether the suspension should be
11    continued.
12             THE COURT: She said I don't know.
13             Sustained as to form.
14  Q.  And moving along in the transcript, I would like to show
15    you page 20, line 6 to 8.
16  A.  OK.
17  Q.  Line 6 to 8, Judge Richard said:  So my question is this,
18    what is it he could do in this hearing?  What's the purpose of
19    when hearing?  Why are we here?
20             And you respond:  Because he requested to have a
21    hearing.
22             Is that right?
23  A.  That's the truth, yes.  Yes, that's -- if that's the
24    transcript, then yes, that's what I said.
25  Q.  Was the purpose -- wasn't the purpose of the hearing to --
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 1    so the purpose of the hearing was not for the driver to bring
 2    in facts outside of the charge?
 3  A.  I don't know what the purpose of the hearing was for the
 4    driver, to -- if he wants to bring in whatever he wants to
 5    bring in, if he wants to say your Honor, like some of them do,
 6    I need my -- this is my taxes and this is my lease and I need
 7    to pay my bills, regarding the drivers themselves, it's to
 8    sustain the suspension pending the outcome of the case.
 9             They have a right to have a hearing.  When I said this
10    to the judge, it was, if my recollection is correct, it was a
11    lot of back and forth, a lot of confusion, and if I recall
12    correctly, just even leading up to it, this judge, and I even
13    believe the one that conferenced the case seemed to be kind of
14    annoyed at the TLC or, you know, like frustrated with the TLC,

15    but it wasn't -- so when -- from my recollection, when she
16    asked me why are we here, what's the purpose of having the
17    hearing, I'm like he requested the hearing because that's how
18    we start the hearing, we start the hearing process.
19  Q.  I would like to take to you page 17 of the transcript.  At
20    the top of the page Judge Richard said:  Two things you said
21    were moot in this case, one I think was his past record.  Is
22    that what you're saying?  And you said yes.
23             So it's your view that past record -- do you know what
24    past record you were referring to there?  Was it the driving
25    record of the driver?
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 1  A.  It says on line 8 -- well, going off of before then, it
 2    says when the judge says:  So whether or not he had a bad
 3    record in the past and good record in the past is irrelevant to
 4    this particular proceeding, and I said whether his right -- and
 5    I'm talking about his TLC record, I'm talking also about his
 6    DMV record, that's not basis upon which the TLC decides to
 7    suspend somebody under a DCJS suspension, that's exactly what I

 8    meant.  The TLC doesn't say OK, let me look at his TLC history,

 9    let me request his abstract and wait two weeks for the DMV to
10    get us a copy.  We say we're going to suspend it immediately
11    based upon the fact that we feel this is a potential threat to
12    the public health and/or safety.  So in that instance it
13    doesn't matter if he had a good driver -- a clean driving
14    record, that's for other TLC stuff.  It doesn't matter if he
15    had a good or a bad TLC record because, again, that is for
16    other stuff, it had no bearing on us suspending him.
17  Q.  As to your statement you agreed that this was moot, the
18    record, has anyone told you -- at the TLC told you you were
19    wrong about that?
20  A.  I never had -- I didn't have any discussion about anybody's
21    record or anything said about anybody's record regarding this
22    case or any other case, not even their past criminal record.
23  Q.  And on page 18 where you say --
24  A.  I need to see page 18.
25  Q.  We'll get you there.  On page 18 where you say the facts of
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 1    case as alleged are irrelevant, has anyone in the TLC told you
 2    you wrong about this statement?
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, I object to this line of

 4    questioning.  I don't understand the point.  And he appears to
 5    be bordering on badgering the witness.
 6             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer the question.

 7    Has anyone told you that the facts of the case as alleged are
 8    not irrelevant and that you were wrong to have said so in a
 9    hearing?  Has anyone ever told you that?
10             THE WITNESS: No, the discussions that I had --
11             THE COURT: No was fine.  That's all right.  Next
12    question.
13             MR. KLEINMAN: I have no further questions.
14             THE COURT: Any cross-examination?
15             MS. WEINBLATT: No, your Honor, but we will recall the

16    witness in our case at a later date.
17             THE COURT: You can do that certainly.  It's probably

18    inconvenient for the witness.
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, we discussed that.  We
20    understand.
21             THE COURT: You may step down.  Thank you.
22             THE WITNESS: So I can go?
23             THE COURT: Yes.
24             THE WITNESS: Thank you.
25             THE COURT: All right.  Next witness.
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: My understanding, correct, they're going

 2    to cross Mr. Daus, or are we allowed to continue?
 3             THE COURT: No, I think we're just here for the cross

 4    of Mr. Daus.
 5             MR. ACKMAN: He's not here apparently.
 6             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, shall I go outside and see

 7    if I can reach him?
 8             THE COURT: Well, we told him to be back here at two

 9    and he's not here.  Has he attempted to contact anybody to say
10    why he's running late?
11             Do you have any more witnesses for your case?
12             MR. ACKMAN: Not today, your Honor.
13             MS. WEINBLATT: I do remember Mr. Daus saying he would

14    be back between two and three, and I thought your Honor
15    sanctioned that.  It's ten past three.  I can see if I can
16    reach him.
17             THE COURT: I thought he said he would be back here by

18    two, so I was planning to take him at 2 o'clock.  But there's
19    no other witnesses.
20             So how many other witnesses are you contemplating
21    calling?
22             MR. ACKMAN: We're actually not quite sure about

23    Mr. Fraser and Mr. Spooner.  We were going to call Mr. Gyebi,

24    but he's not coming until Monday.
25             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Who was the last one?
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: Gyebe, G-Y-E-B-I.  We might call
 2    Mr. Yassky, if necessary.
 3             THE COURT: But to say what?
 4             MR. ACKMAN: Which one?
 5             THE COURT: Yassky and these other witnesses.  We have

 6    now had --
 7             MR. ACKMAN: Mr. Fraser was the general counsel of the

 8    TLC, and he supervised the lawyers at the TLC.
 9             THE COURT: Is he going to say something different

10    than what has already been said here so far?  You think he's
11    going to say something different than what Hardekopf said or
12    the other witnesses have said?
13             MR. ACKMAN: I think there's about quite a bit of
14    contradictions between what the witnesses have said, but I
15    don't know.  I would think he would say the same thing as
16    Mr. Hardekopf said.  I don't know which part of Mr. Daus he
17    would agree with or what part -- there's been a lot of internal
18    contradiction, it seems to me, but I'm not sure if we need him,
19    if that's the question, but we have not made that
20    determination, and same for Judge Spooner.
21             THE COURT: You should have your witnesses ready to go

22    and no gaps, so --
23             MR. ACKMAN: We were expecting to cross-examine Daus,

24    they would examine Daus.
25             THE COURT: How long are you going to be with Daus?
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 1             MS. WEINBLATT: 15, 30 minutes, not long.
 2             MR. ACKMAN: I thought they would be longer, and I

 3    thought we would have some redirect exam as well.
 4             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, you brought up former

 5    chair Yassky.  If I could just add he never signed a letter, he
 6    delegated his power, so I'm not sure what his purpose at the
 7    trial would be.
 8             THE COURT: I'm not sure.
 9             MR. ACKMAN: That might be one of the questions.

10             THE COURT: What will be one of the questions?
11             MR. ACKMAN: Why he never signed a letter.
12             THE COURT: Why is that relevant to the purpose of

13    this trial, which is what the procedures were, what the process
14    was?
15             MR. ACKMAN: Part of the process is that the chair is

16    supposed to review.
17             THE COURT: There's been testimony that Yassky
18    delegated to Joshi, right?
19             MR. ACKMAN: Right.
20             THE COURT: So you're going to call him to say the
21    same thing?  The facts --
22             MR. ACKMAN: If your Honor doesn't want to hear from

23    Mr. Yassky --
24             THE COURT: I don't want to -- I only want to hear
25    from witnesses who have relevant testimony.
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: I think it's relevant that Ms. Joshi
 2    testified that it was her personal exercise, and the rule says
 3    the chairman should do this personally.  That's how Mr. Daus
 4    saw it.  Why didn't Mr. Yassky see it the same way?  I think
 5    that's a fair question.  But if your Honor doesn't want --
 6             THE COURT: It might be a fair question at some point,

 7    but I don't think that's the purpose of this trial.  That's not
 8    what the Circuit I think sent this down for, it's determine
 9    what goes on at the hearings, what is the standard being
10    applied, and --
11             MR. ACKMAN: Maybe Mr. Daus said something -- if your

12    Honor is skeptical about his relevance, we're happy to leave
13    him off, but I think he's relevant, but not the most relevant,
14    and it wouldn't be very long.  But for today we were expecting
15    Mr. Daus to be here.  That's why we don't have a witness other
16    than Mr. Daus.
17             THE COURT: So we should have them tomorrow.  Whoever

18    you're calling should be here.
19             MR. ACKMAN: And I'm told Mr. Fioramonti -- we were

20    expecting to read his deposition, but now we're told he has
21    responded to the subpoena.  He didn't appear, but I'm told he's
22    available.
23             THE COURT: So no gaps.  The general rule, at least in

24    this courthouse, is you run out of witnesses, you've rested.
25             MR. ACKMAN: We didn't run out of witnesses.
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 1             THE COURT: You ran out of witnesses at 3:15 and
 2    there's no witnesses here today, so --
 3             MR. ACKMAN: Because we're waiting for their witness.

 4    I don't know what the problem is as to us.  It's their witness
 5    who is not showing up.
 6             THE COURT: But if he's done -- this is what Judge
 7    Martin would have done:  If Daus shows up now, it's ten minutes

 8    on cross and ten minutes on redirect and we're done, then you
 9    rest.  So I'm not that strict, but I do want to make to sure
10    people understand that it's not use your best guess to figure
11    out how far you get and if you're wrong we'll finish two hours
12    early.  We're not going to do that tomorrow.  So have your
13    witnesses available to take us through the end of the day.  OK?

14             MR. ACKMAN: They're not our witnesses.  We don't

15    control any of them.  Mr. Spevack is our witness.
16             THE COURT: You're calling these witnesses, right?
17             MR. ACKMAN: Right.  But we can't get them to show up.

18    If Daus doesn't show, there's nothing we can do about it.
19             THE COURT: Mr. Daus was told to be here at two.
20    That's not on you, I get that, but you can't say well, I
21    thought their cross was going to be longer, that's why we don't
22    have our next witness.  That's my point.  You seem to be
23    fighting on this like you run my courtroom and I don't.
24             MR. ACKMAN: What I'm trying to say is the reason we

25    don't have a witness is their witness didn't show up.
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 1             THE COURT: So their witness doesn't show up, so I say

 2    let's move on to the next witness.  You tell me well, we're not
 3    doing that.  So that's basically what you're telling me?
 4             MR. ACKMAN: Yes.
 5             THE COURT: Yes, that is what you're telling me?
 6             MR. ACKMAN: OK.  If you say so.
 7             THE COURT: What did you say, Mr. Ackman?
 8             MR. ACKMAN: Nothing.
 9             THE COURT: You did say something.  What did you say?

10             MR. ACKMAN: I said I agree.
11             THE COURT: Watch it, OK?  Maybe we need to have a

12    lesson on etiquette.  You don't snicker at the table and say
13    things under your breath when the judge is talking to you.
14             MR. ACKMAN: I didn't, your Honor.
15             THE COURT: I saw you do it.  Come on.  It's not the

16    way one is supposed to conduct oneself at a trial.
17             Find out where Mr. Daus is.  Do you have a contact
18    number for him?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: I do.
20             THE COURT: Call him.
21             MS. WEINBLATT: I will do that.
22             And your Honor, I want to note that Judge Spooner, we
23    were told last night at around seven should be available today.
24    He was.  Then we were told at 11:40 that he shouldn't be here
25    today.  He was here in the morning anyway, and they said they
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 1    were not going to call him today, and on their direction he
 2    left.  Just to make it clear.
 3             THE COURT: Find out where we are with Mr. Daus.

 4    We'll take a break and anyone who wants to use the restroom can

 5    do that.
 6             (Recess)
 7             (Continued on next page)
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 1             THE COURT: Mr. Daus is where?
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: I spoke to him about a minute
 3    and-a-half ago.  He said he was in security downstairs, and
 4    should be up momentarily.
 5             THE COURT: How long is your examination going to be?

 6             MS. WEINBLATT: Best estimate, 15 to 25 to 30 minutes.

 7    That's my best estimate.
 8             THE COURT: I have another matter, as I said.  Are all

 9    the lawyers here for that?  Ms. Dabbs, you're here?
10             MS. DABBS: Yes, your Honor.
11             THE COURT: All right.  The witness apparently is on

12    his way.  Let's see where we are with him.
13             Tomorrow, then, what's the lineup of witnesses we're
14    going to have, Mr. Ackman?
15             MR. ACKMAN: If we're going to finish Mr. Daus
16    tomorrow morning, we'll do that, I guess.
17             THE COURT: I guess.
18             MR. ACKMAN: And then -- what's that?
19             THE COURT: I said if he shows, who knows.
20             MR. ACKMAN: And they wanted to take Mr. Nnebe out of

21    order.
22             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Oh, I don't need to take him out of

23    order.  Whatever is good for Mr. Nnebe.
24             MR. ACKMAN: You said to come back on Thursday.  He

25    was told to come back Thursday, and what's what we told him.
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 1             THE COURT: That's the accommodation for Mr. Nnebe.

 2    He wants to be here so he doesn't have to give up work.
 3             MR. ACKMAN: Right.  And he agreed to that.
 4             THE COURT: That's fine.
 5             MR. ACKMAN: We may rest.  We may call Mr. Fioramonti.

 6    We're going to decide this afternoon.
 7             THE COURT: So you think it's likely you'll rest then

 8    tomorrow, right?
 9             MR. ACKMAN: Yes, yes.
10             THE COURT: Okay.  Mr. Daus, let's come on up.
11             MR. DAUS: I apologize, Judge.
12             THE COURT: What happened?  As an accommodation to

13    you, I agreed to put you off until this afternoon after lunch,
14    but it's now 4:15.
15             MR. DAUS: I apologize.  I misunderstood the time.  I

16    thought you were going to squeeze me in in the afternoon as
17    soon as I could get here.  But I hit traffic big time.
18             I apologize.
19             THE COURT: All right.
20             MR. DAUS: I appreciate your accommodating me.  I

21    appreciate it.
22             THE COURT: Let's start the cross, see how far we get.

23             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
24             I'm going to be showing the witness four documents
25    from defendants' exhibits that would be R-1, R-4, R-7 and R-11,
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 1    one at a time, and just very briefly question him about those.
 2             THE COURT: Wait.  These are exhibits that you're
 3    offering or they're in?
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: I am offering them.
 5             THE COURT: And on stipulation, Mr. Ackman, or no?

 6             MR. ACKMAN: We're not asked to stipulate.  I'm not

 7    even sure what they are.
 8             MS. WEINBLATT: They have previously been marked.

 9    They are in our exhibit binder, and they are four decisions
10    rendered by Mr. Daus.
11             THE COURT: All right.  Do you want to authenticate

12    them through him, or if there's a stipulation, that's fine.
13             MR. ACKMAN: We stipulate.
14             THE COURT: All right.  So what are the numbers?
15             MS. WEINBLATT: R-1, R-4, R-7, and R-11.
16             THE COURT: All right.  So Plaintiffs' Exhibits R-1 --

17             MS. WEINBLATT: No, those are defendants' exhibits.

18             THE COURT: Defendants' Exhibits R-1, R-4, R-7, R-11

19    are received.
20             (Defendants' Exhibits R-1, R-4, R-7, R-11 received in
21    evidence)
22             MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you.
23             THE COURT: All right.  So let's proceed.
24     MATTHEW DAUS, resumed.
25             MS. WEINBLATT: The first would be R-1.
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 1             THE COURT: Do you have it on your screen?
 2             THE WITNESS: No.
 3             It's on now.
 4    CROSS-EXAMINATION
 5    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
 6  Q.  If we can just look at the top, just so you can
 7    recognize -- Mr. Daus -- and -- if you'll go to the bottom so
 8    his signature appears.
 9             Mr. Daus, the whole document the second page as well,
10    I'm going to ask if you recognize this.
11  A.  Yes, it looks like a typical chair decision.
12  Q.  Thank you.
13             And can we look at the first page once more.  And I'm
14    going to call your attention to the first paragraph.  What was
15    the underlying criminal charge that was related to this chair
16    decision?
17  A.  Assault in the second degree, Class D felony; and criminal
18    possession of a weapon in the fourth degree, a Class A
19    misdemeanor.
20  Q.  Thank you.
21             And in this decision, you'll look at the second page,
22    you continued the suspension; correct?
23  A.  Yes.
24  Q.  Next is R-4.  And, again, drawing your attention to the
25    first paragraph, what was the respondent -- I'm sorry, the
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 1    driver arrested for in this matter?
 2  A.  Criminal possession of a weapon in the second degree, which

 3    is a Class C felony; criminal possession of a weapon in the
 4    third degree, which was a Class D felony; and menacing in the
 5    second degree, a Class A misdemeanor.
 6  Q.  Thank you.
 7             And R-7, again, what is this?
 8  A.  Arrest for leaving the scene of an accident, which was a
 9    Class A misdemeanor.
10  Q.  And then R-11?
11  A.  Driving while intoxicated, Class U misdemeanor.
12  Q.  Thank you.
13             And in all four of these decisions, you ordered that
14    the suspension be continued; is that correct?
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  And do the charges reflected in these four suspension
17    decisions, are they representative of typical charges you would
18    see during your tenure as TLC chair when you were rendering
19    these decisions?
20  A.  Yes, they were very common and typical.
21  Q.  Now, in your view, is the credibility of a driver's
22    testimony, during an ALJ hearing when they were conducted
23    before TLC ALJs, is the credibility of the driver's testimony
24    as to whether or not he committed the underlying offense, is
25    that relevant to the standard as you applied it?
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 1  A.  Not as I applied it; not as I understood it.
 2  Q.  In the ALJ recommendations you considered and the decisions

 3    you issued during your tenure, how many, if any, cases are you

 4    aware of in which the driver presented persuasive evidence that

 5    if the criminal charges for which he was arrested were true,
 6    continued licensure did not present a danger to public safety?
 7  A.  I have no recollection of that number.
 8  Q.  Were there any?  Were there some?
 9  A.  There was at least one that I know only because of reading
10    my deposition testimony.  But if there were such decisions -- I
11    believe that there were some -- they were not the norm.
12  Q.  And on occasion, did you overturn or disagree with and
13    reverse an ALJ recommendation?
14  A.  In general, yes, I would, but not -- it wasn't frequent.
15  Q.  And when you would, what would be the reasons for that?
16  A.  In these types of cases, I don't remember.
17             MS. WEINBLATT: I have no further questions at this

18    time.  But we reserve the right to call Mr. Daus on our
19    case-in-chief.
20             THE COURT: All right.
21             Any redirect?
22             MR. ACKMAN: Yes, your Honor.
23    REDIRECT EXAMINATION
24    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
25  Q.  Just to clarify, when you say you reversed a few decisions,
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 1    you mean you reversed the ones that went in favor of a driver
 2    and recommended continuation -- and recommended lifting the
 3    suspension, right?
 4  A.  Recommended lifting the suspension, at least one, and --
 5  Q.  The ones you reversed or rejected, those were ones that
 6    recommended lifting the suspension, right?
 7  A.  Yeah, I think that was the question I was answering, yes.
 8    Yes.  Yes.
 9  Q.  You never reversed an ALJ who recommended continuing the

10    suspension, right?
11  A.  Oh, yes, I did, I did at least once.  I'm sorry.
12  Q.  At least once?
13  A.  Yes.
14  Q.  Tell us about that one.
15  A.  I indicated I don't remember.
16  Q.  You don't remember anything about it?
17  A.  I only remember that I testified seven years ago to that at
18    your deposition, and it was fresh.  And you didn't ask me any
19    further questions about it at the time.
20  Q.  No, actually I did.  I asked you -- do you remember the
21    name?  Do you remember the name now?
22  A.  I don't.
23  Q.  Do you remember any of the lawyers who appeared?
24  A.  No, I don't remember anything.
25  Q.  Do you remember what year it happened?
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 1  A.  I only remember that I testified that that was the case
 2    back then, and I don't remember now.
 3  Q.  So you don't remember anything then, you don't remember
 4    anything now; you are consistent, right?
 5  A.  Yes.
 6  Q.  Do you remember anything about the facts of the case?
 7  A.  Absolutely not.
 8  Q.  And you didn't then either, right, when -- the time of the
 9    deposition?
10  A.  I didn't, other than the fact that you had asked me that
11    question seven years ago, and I said I had a general
12    recollection that there was a recent case.  I couldn't recall
13    the details, and that's what I said.
14             MR. ACKMAN: Can you put R-1 up on the screen again.

15  Q.  Do you see where it says, "I reviewed the letters submitted
16    by your attorney, Peter Mazer, Esq., on your behalf."  That
17    paragraph?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  Is it true that in each and every recommendation that you
20    wrote where an attorney had submitted a letter, that exact
21    wording appeared except for the date, name of the attorney?
22  A.  It's very possible.  It was my instructions to have --
23    always to have all matters addressed that were submitted, noted

24    in the final letter.  I always made sure that the Fogel law was
25    being complied with.  That's probably a Fogel law response that
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 1    Mr. Mazer submitted.
 2  Q.  But each and every one, you said, I find the arguments to
 3    be unpersuasive, and didn't give a reason, right?
 4  A.  I can't tell you that for certainty in each and every case
 5    I've ever decided like this.
 6  Q.  Even on form letters?
 7  A.  There's some form language that I receive, yes.
 8  Q.  But part of the form was to have exactly that sentence,
 9    just changing the names and the dates, right?
10  A.  I don't know that to be the case.  Like I indicated, I look
11    at every case --
12  Q.  Case-by-case?
13  A.  -- differently, case-by-case.  But in the interest of
14    administrative efficiency, I gave instructions that I would
15    like draft decisions prepared so -- because I didn't have the
16    time to recreate the wheel.  But I would send comments back and

17    corrections all the time to the legal department, and the staff
18    there would make changes to them all the time.  So it was a
19    constant back-and-forth.
20  Q.  So when you got a case file that you spoke about, there was
21    already a decision in it, right?
22  A.  There was a draft decision, sometimes there were two.
23    Sometimes Mr. Fraser, my counsel at the time, as an example,
24    would give two alternate decision drafts.
25  Q.  He gave you two alternates or he gave you one?
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 1  A.  He would give me alternates, sometimes two, for me to look

 2    at.  And sometimes I would ask him to.
 3             I'd say, I'm not sure about this.  Could you draft
 4    two, and I'll think about it, and I'll read it, and I'll sign
 5    one of them.
 6  Q.  Who drafted the decisions for you?
 7  A.  Either Chuck Fraser or, more likely, his staff.
 8  Q.  Marc Hardekopf sometimes drafted the decisions?
 9  A.  It's possible.  I don't know for sure.  I used to deal
10    directly with Chuck all the time.
11  Q.  He testified he drafted some of your decisions.  Is that
12    not accurate?
13  A.  I don't know.  I don't recall.  It's possible.
14  Q.  You don't know who drafted your decisions, is that it?
15  A.  Staff attorneys in the legal department, or Mr. Fraser was
16    supervising them, sometimes he would get involved himself.  But

17    I couldn't tell you.  My only recollection is I used to deal
18    with Chuck.
19  Q.  So sometimes the same lawyer, literally the same person who

20    prosecuted the case, would write the decision; is that right?
21  A.  I don't have any knowledge to say that that's the case.
22  Q.  I asked you about Marc Hardekopf.  He prosecuted the cases,

23    right?
24  A.  I don't know if he prosecuted all of the cases.  He used to
25    prosecute a lot of them.
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 1  Q.  He said he prosecuted 99 percent of them for most of his
 2    career; isn't that right?
 3             THE COURT: Sustained as to form.
 4  Q.  Did Marc Hardekopf sometimes write the decisions in the
 5    very same cases where he prosecuted the case?
 6  A.  Well, I have absolutely no recollection of that
 7    specifically.  Is it possible it happened?  It's possible.  I
 8    don't know.  I have no firsthand knowledge of that.
 9  Q.  You have no firsthand knowledge?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  What kind of knowledge would you have?  Someone would tell

12    you about it?
13  A.  Well, you're telling me about it.
14  Q.  I'm asking for your firsthand knowledge.
15  A.  The answer is no, I have no recollection of that.
16  Q.  Did anyone ever tell you that?
17  A.  Not that I remember.
18  Q.  If Marc Hardekopf said that, would you have any reason to
19    doubt him?
20  A.  Would I have a reason to doubt him?  No.
21  Q.  Thank you.
22             Now, the case files you had --
23  A.  I'm sorry.  Could I just get that first question repeated
24    though?  I mean was your question that someone else may have

25    prosecuted -- he may have -- someone else possibly could have
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 1    prosecuted the case, and then he was drafting decisions, or
 2    you're asking me did I have a specific recollection of any
 3    particular instance where he prosecuted the case, and I knew
 4    that, and he drafted the decision.  That was the question,
 5    right?
 6  Q.  No, that wasn't the question.
 7  A.  Okay.  I'm a little unclear.
 8  Q.  You don't understand the question?
 9  A.  Well, I just -- it got a little out of hand.
10  Q.  I'm asking the question, did Marc Hardekopf write the
11    decisions in the very same cases where he served as a
12    prosecutor?
13             THE COURT: That's exactly what he just characterized,

14    and you said no, that wasn't the question.
15             So answer that question.
16  A.  I have no recollection of that ever happening.
17  Q.  If Marc Hardekopf said it happened, would you have any
18    reason to doubt it?
19  A.  I think he's a very truthful individual.  I wouldn't doubt
20    anything he said.
21  Q.  Now, in the case --
22  A.  I have no reason to.
23  Q.  In the case files that were prepared for you, there was a
24    draft decision, right, sometimes two?
25  A.  Yes.
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 1  Q.  One for the driver, one against, or two different versions
 2    against?
 3  A.  Sometimes, yes.
 4  Q.  Which one?
 5  A.  I don't know if it was the norm, but sometimes that would
 6    happen, yes.
 7  Q.  Which would happen, there were two different versions going

 8    against the driver or one --
 9  A.  Both ways.  And sometimes I would get a decision that was
10    very brief, a short-form decision, and sometimes I'd get a
11    recommendation that you might want to put this additional
12    language in there, something that I may have asked for.
13  Q.  Like what?
14  A.  If I wanted to maybe establish some type of precedent, or
15    like, for instance, the one that we went over yesterday, that
16    was a longer decision, because Judge Casey had done something

17    which was unusual.  So I'm sure that there was probably a lot
18    of back-and-forth with Chuck and I about whether we should just

19    deny the decision or go a step further.  And it looks like we
20    was in a more elaborate decision, from what I recall.  It had
21    different language in it.
22  Q.  So you're saying when you were rejecting the ALJ's decision

23    that favored the driver, you would write more to explain all
24    the things he did wrong; is that right?
25  A.  No, I'm just saying in general the process, I would get
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 1    sometimes two letters.
 2  Q.  That's not what you just said.  You said sometimes --
 3             THE COURT: I think we're beyond the scope.  This was

 4    very short cross, so let's stay within the scope of cross.
 5             MR. ACKMAN: Okay.
 6  Q.  When you got the file -- I think there was some confusion.
 7             Did you ever read a transcript in reviewing a
 8    decision?
 9  A.  I testified yesterday that -- and again today -- that I
10    don't recall whether the transcript was in the files; I had no
11    specific recollection of reading one, but it's possible that
12    there were, I just don't recall.  If it was in the file, I read
13    it.
14  Q.  Yeah, I know.  You read everything in the file.  You said
15    that, right?
16  A.  Yes.
17  Q.  But was a transcript ever in the file, as far as you
18    recall?
19  A.  I don't recall.
20  Q.  Who normally drafted decisions?
21             THE COURT: I think we're beyond the scope.  There was

22    none of that in the cross.  It was a two-page
23    cross-examination.
24             MR. ACKMAN: Let me just clarify a few points.
25  Q.  Did anything change in your practice between in 2006 --
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 1    between 2006, when the rule did mention arrests, and I'm
 2    talking about Rule 8-16, to the point when they added the term
 3    "arrest" to the rule, did anything change in your practice?
 4  A.  Not that I recall, except I'm sure that the rule numbers
 5    were -- that were cited in the final decision were different.
 6  Q.  And did anything change in 2007, in your practice, when the

 7    cases went to OATH?
 8  A.  In terms of the general procedure, not that I recall.
 9  Q.  Do you recall any specific changes?
10  A.  The only change I could think would be as to form.  I think
11    at some point we may have stopped using my letterhead and made

12    it look more like an official decision with a caption on it, I
13    think.
14  Q.  So you made it look a little bit better, right?
15  A.  Well, we looked --
16             THE COURT: Sustained, "little bit better."
17  Q.  Did anything change --
18             THE COURT: This is all really beyond the scope.
19             MR. ACKMAN: I have two more questions, your Honor.

20             THE COURT: If they are all beyond the scope, I'm
21    going to sustain the objections.
22             So what are they?
23  Q.  Did anything change in your practice when they added the
24    term "direct and substantial" to the rule -- to Rule 8-16?
25             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
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 1             THE COURT: That is beyond the scope, so sustained.

 2             Anything else related to the exhibits introduced or
 3    the testimony on cross?
 4             MR. ACKMAN: Can I see the second exhibit?
 5  Q.  You say in this one involving Mr. Rehman that he was mailed

 6    a copy of the decision; he didn't submit a response.  Did any
 7    response -- we have a Fogel response, right?
 8  A.  I'm sorry?
 9  Q.  You say January 4th, 2008 you were mailed a copy of the
10    ALJ's decision.
11  A.  Right.
12  Q.  And he didn't submit a response.
13  A.  Correct.
14  Q.  When the driver did submit a response, did that ever change
15    your view?
16             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  Beyond the scope.
17             THE COURT: Sustained.
18             MR. ACKMAN: Nothing further, your Honor.
19             THE COURT: Okay.  Any recross?
20             MS. WEINBLATT: Very briefly, what was brought out.

21             THE COURT: Very briefly.
22    RECROSS EXAMINATION
23    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
24  Q.  Mr. Daus, regardless of who prepared the draft decisions
25    that you were presented with, along with the ALJ recommendation
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 1    and anything else that was in your file, what did you do with
 2    those draft decisions?
 3  A.  Well, I'd read them; I'd make changes to them.  I would,
 4    unfortunately, very often make grammatical and spelling
 5    changes, send them back to the legal department.  And I would

 6    then get a revised draft.  Sometimes drafts would go back one
 7    or two times, and I'd sign them.  Then it would go back to the
 8    legal department for service.
 9  Q.  And would some of the changes be substantive or are they
10    all grammatical?
11  A.  Most substantive.  Sometimes I would elaborate more.  But
12    in these types of cases, they were usually very brief, to the
13    point, and we had -- yes, we had form language.  It was the
14    same cases over and over again.  You know, a driver is
15    assaulting a passenger; these are the charges.  And we had
16    stacks of them.  If we had three, four, five-page decisions, it
17    would have been a waste of time and resources.  And, you know,

18    so we really -- Chuck and I worked to truncate the forms.
19             But each one was different.  I looked at them; I
20    checked them.  I would check the details on them against the
21    decision.  Sometimes I would find errors, unfortunately,
22    honestly speaking.
23             But to say that I just willy-nilly signed these things
24    as they came in is absurd.  I looked at them.  And if you ask
25    anybody in the legal department about my scribbling on these
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 1    cases, then they would probably reaffirm that.
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you.  Nothing further.
 3             THE COURT: Okay.
 4             MR. ACKMAN: One question.
 5    REDIRECT EXAMINATION
 6    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 7  Q.  Why would it be absurd?
 8  A.  I'm sorry?
 9  Q.  Why would it be absurd to say that you willy-nilly signed
10    your name to these things?
11  A.  Well, that seems to be what, I guess, the suggestion you
12    had during your questioning.
13  Q.  I'm asking, if I did make that suggestion, why would that
14    be absurd?
15             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
16  A.  Because I had --
17             THE COURT: Why would it be absurd in your view?

18  A.  Because I had testified so many times previously that I
19    look at these cases very seriously, I read the file, and I take
20    the responsibility seriously.  I don't just sign documents; I
21    read them.  And you could talk to anyone at my agency and ask

22    them that, and they will back that up 100 percent.
23             MR. ACKMAN: Nothing further, your Honor.
24             Sorry to waste the Court's time with those extra
25    questions.
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 1             THE COURT: You didn't waste my time, it's just you

 2    have to stay within the scope.
 3             Just don't do that; it's very passive-aggressive,
 4    Mr. Ackman.  If you feel like you're wasting time, then don't
 5    ask the question.  But don't apologize, hoping I'll say it
 6    wasn't a waste of time.
 7             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I didn't feel like I was

 8    wasting time.
 9             THE COURT: Then why are you apologizing for it?
10             MR. ACKMAN: Because apparently I did.
11             I'm sorry, your Honor.
12             THE COURT: Let's just start fresh tomorrow, okay?
13             All right.  You can step down.
14             THE WITNESS: Thank you, Judge.
15             (Witness excused)
16             THE COURT: We'll pick up tomorrow at 9:30.  Let's be

17    ready to go with the first witness.  You folks should talk to
18    each other about the order.  If you're taking Mr. Nnebe out of
19    order, make sure that you're all on the same page.
20             All right?
21             (Adjourned to January 16, 2014 at 9:30 a.m.)
22   
23   
24   
25   
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 1  UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
    SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
 2  ------------------------------x
   
 3  JONATHAN NNEBE, ET AL,
   
 4                 Plaintiffs,
   
 5             v.                           06 CV 4991 (RJS)
   
 6  MATTHEW DAUS, ET AL,
   
 7                 Defendants.              BENCH TRIAL
   
 8  ------------------------------x
                                            New York, N.Y.
 9                                          January 16, 2014
                                            9:35 a.m.
10 
    Before:
11 
                       HON. RICHARD J. SULLIVAN,
12 
                                            District Judge
13 
                              APPEARANCES
14 
    LAW OFFICES OF DANIEL L. ACKMAN
15       Attorneys for Plaintiffs
    BY:  DANIEL L. ACKMAN
16       -AND-
    DONAHUE & GOLDBERG
17  BY:  DAVID T. GOLDBERG
         -AND-
18  FRIED FRANK HARRIS SHRIVER & JACOBSON
    BY:  GREGG L. WEINER
19       MICHAEL A. KLEINMAN
   
20  NEW YORK CITY LAW DEPARTMENT
    OFFICE OF THE CORPORATION COUNSEL
21       Attorneys for Defendants
    BY:  MARY M. O'SULLIVAN
22       AMY J. WEINBLATT
   
23  ALSO PRESENT:  AMY ROBINSON, ESQ.
   
24 
   
25 
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 1           (Trial resumed)
 2           THE COURT: How are we fixed for witnesses?  Who do we

 3  have next?  Mr. Weiner?
 4           MR. WEINER: Yes, your Honor.
 5           THE COURT: No, I was just asking who the witnesses

 6  are coming up.
 7           MR. WEINER: We do not have any witnesses scheduled

 8  for today.  And I think we intend to rest our case.
 9           There are just a few housekeeping matters in terms of
10  introducing some exhibits.
11           THE COURT: Oh, all right.  I thought there were a
12  couple of others that you mentioned yesterday.  On second
13  thought you decided not to call them?
14           MR. WEINER: Right.  Obviously we reserve our right on

15  rebuttal to call any witnesses that would be appropriate there.
16           THE COURT: Sure.
17           Before we get to the housekeeping matters,
18  Ms. Weinblatt, you have witnesses here today that you are going

19  to call?
20           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor, we do.
21           THE COURT: Who are they?
22           MS. WEINBLATT: We are going to recall Meera Joshi.

23  If she arrives in time, she'll be first.  But we also have
24  available two other witnesses, who are Charles Fraser and
25  Joseph Eckstein.
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 1           THE COURT: I remember the names.
 2           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes.  And we understand that Mr. Nnebe

 3  will be called, and that is a final decision to be made pending
 4  certain proceedings today.
 5           THE COURT: That's some of the housekeeping matters

 6  you are talking about or -- no.  He's going to be taken out of
 7  order when he gets here, or we're going to wait until the close
 8  of the defense case for Mr. Nnebe?  I thought we talked
 9  about -- don't rush.  That's fine.  That's the advantage of
10  having a couple of lawyers.
11           So is the plan to take Mr. Nnebe out of order when he
12  gets here, or to just put him on after?
13           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, they told him to come at 2.

14  I told him to come at 1.
15           THE COURT: Okay.
16           MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, just to clarify, my
17  understanding is that if he's called, he would be only called
18  as defendants' witness; plaintiffs do not intend to call him.
19           MR. ACKMAN: That's right, your Honor.
20           THE COURT: I get that.
21           MS. WEINBLATT: Okay, your Honor.
22           THE COURT: I just thought there was some talk about

23  taking him out of order, so when he gets here, gets put on so
24  he could go back to work.
25           MR. ACKMAN: It was, but they changed their mind on
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 1  that.
 2           THE COURT: Well, it sounds like it's not going to be
 3  too much of an inconvenience if he's not coming till this
 4  afternoon.
 5           What were the housekeeping matters you wanted to talk
 6  about?
 7           MR. WEINER: First of all, your Honor, before we rest,

 8  we have exhibits that we'd like to offer into evidence which I
 9  believe have been stipulated to.
10           THE COURT: All right.
11           MR. WEINER: And then there's some others, as well.

12           THE COURT: Start with those.
13           MR. WEINER: Mr. Kleinman can go through those.
14           MR. KLEINMAN: Your Honor, the parties have reached an

15  agreement as to Plaintiffs' Trial Exhibit 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 17
16  and 18, 31 and 32, 42, 76, 82, 86, 88, 89, 91, 93 and 97.
17           THE COURT: I'll just state it for the record.
18           Plaintiffs' 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 17, 18, 31, 32, 42, 76,
19  82, 86, 88, 89, 91, 93, and 97 are received.
20           (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 17, 18, 31,
21  32, 42, 76, 82, 86, 88, 89, 91, 93, 97 received in evidence)
22           MR. KLEINMAN: Thank you.
23           THE COURT: I have copies of all of those in the
24  binder?
25           MR. KLEINMAN: That's correct.
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 1           THE COURT: Okay.  And then there was something else,

 2  Mr. Weiner?
 3           MR. WEINER: Yes, your Honor.
 4           There were two exhibits which we marked yesterday
 5  which we'd like to have admitted.  The first was a letter --
 6  I'm sorry, your Honor's order of January 8th, which was marked
 7  as Exhibit G; and also the letter from counsel to the Court
 8  dated January 10th, which was marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit F.
 9           Now, the letter to your Honor that's Plaintiff's
10  Exhibit F, as you know, had a statement in it which we believe
11  is an admission, in fact, we think it's a clear judicial
12  admission, but it's a clear statement of fact as to what facts
13  and circumstances play a part in the determination of whether
14  continued licensure poses a threat to the health or safety of
15  the public.
16           So we would like to admit this formally as part of the
17  record.  And I think, for clarification purposes, to understand
18  the letter, it's useful to have your Honor's order of January
19  8th, which was marked as Exhibit G, Plaintiffs' Exhibit G, in
20  the record, as well.
21           THE COURT: They are court documents, but I think for

22  convenience sake, it probably makes sense to just make them
23  trial exhibits so there's no question as part of the record.
24  At least one of them was shown to a witness yesterday, right?
25           MR. WEINER: Yes, that's correct.
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 1           THE COURT: I'm not sure about the order, but
 2  certainly the letter was.
 3           So, Ms. Weinblatt, you're okay with that?  You don't
 4  have any objection?
 5           MS. WEINBLATT: Well, your Honor, it seems to the

 6  defendants that these are part of the record; and moving them
 7  in as trial exhibits is neither necessary nor appropriate.
 8           Could I briefly respond to Mr. Weiner's
 9  characterization?
10           THE COURT: I don't think we need to do that at this
11  point.  There will be time to talk about that, whether it
12  should be considered, how it should be considered.  This is
13  really just what we're going to call it, I think.
14           So I don't mind calling it Plaintiffs' Exhibits G and
15  F.  I think they are part of the record.  I think they are both
16  docketed.  So I think I could refer to them, but we'll talk
17  about what relevance they have and what weight, if any, they
18  should be given later.  But I think for now we've covered it.
19  It's admitted, Plaintiffs' Exhibits G and F.
20           (Plaintiffs' Exhibits F and G received in evidence)
21           MR. WEINER: During the questioning of Ms. Joshi
22  yesterday, I asked her a question regarding her decision in the
23  Al-Kafi case.  There were a series of questions relating to who
24  helped her draft that.  And there was an objection based on
25  privilege.  And we would like to raise that again with your
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 1  Honor.
 2           And in the transcript at 526, Line 7 to 12
 3  yesterday --
 4           THE COURT: Give me the page number again.
 5           MR. WEINER: 526, Line 7 to 12.  And you'll see I
 6  asked Ms. Joshi if she wrote the decision.
 7           And she said:  "In conjunction with my staff and other
 8  counsel."
 9           I asked her about other counsel.  And she said:  "With
10  my counsel."
11           And I said:  "Did the lawyers involved in this case
12  participate in the drafting?"
13           And that's where the objection was made and sustained.
14           We believe we have a right to ask that question and
15  receive a yes or no answer.  Obviously we are not going to ask
16  about the substance of any input from counsel.
17           THE COURT: Ms. Weinblatt, do you want to be heard on

18  that?
19           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
20           THE COURT: I think I sort of said, Well, maybe we
21  should talk about this later with some additional briefing as
22  necessary.
23           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes.  I don't think that's appropriate

24  to discuss right now.  We certainly don't think it's a proper
25  subject for this proceeding.  And should the Court wish further
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 1  briefing on it, we think it would be more efficient to put that
 2  in writing.
 3           THE COURT: I won't rule that out, but let's think
 4  this through.  So this is the deputy commissioner of the Taxi
 5  and Limousine Commission who has final authority with respect

 6  to accepting, rejecting, or modifying recommendations from an
 7  ALJ.  The question is basically who else was involved in the
 8  decision-making process.  That's the question.  That's pretty
 9  much the limit of the question.  You didn't even ask him what
10  did they tell you, and what was your response, and any of that.
11           MR. WEINER: Well, I would like to, but I think that
12  clearly would invade attorney-client privilege.
13           THE COURT: So you just want to know the names.  It's

14  really no different than saying "Who's your lawyer."
15           MR. WEINER: Yes.  Well, I think the fact -- I don't
16  know if the answer is yes or no, but I think the implication
17  was the answer is yes.  But I think to the extent trial counsel
18  was involved in drafting that decision, that is a relevant fact
19  which I think will be important.
20           THE COURT: Relevant to what?
21           MR. WEINER: Well, it's relevant to how the decision

22  is made, which, as your Honor said, who is providing input to
23  the decision.
24           This is a binding decision; it's the chair's decision
25  in this case accepting a recommendation.  It's purporting to
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 1  lay out TLC and chair policy and practice as to what's
 2  appropriate in a hearing.
 3           If your Honor recalls the decision, this is a decision
 4  which says Judge Richard got it wrong when she -- in her
 5  Al-Kafi decision.  This decision, when she's interpreted our
 6  Bhatti decision as saying no fact-finding, and this is the
 7  decision that says we didn't mean it that strictly, that there
 8  is supposed to be fact-finding.
 9           So that's the decision.  And whoever participated in
10  drafting it, we think is a relevant fact.
11           THE COURT: You asked:  "What other counsel?"
12           And she said:  "In conjunction with the law
13  department, my counsel."
14           Mr. Daus certainly talked about having staff that he
15  worked with, that they provided him drafts and things.  I don't
16  think there was any objection about that line of questioning.
17           How is this any different, Ms. Weinblatt?
18           MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, the witness testified

19  about consultation she had with her attorney.  That clearly
20  broaches the attorney-client privilege.  Mr. Daus talked about
21  his legal staff preparing drafts, much as the Court might have
22  a clerk prepare a draft decision for discussion and revision --
23           THE COURT: Well, no, let's -- I have the transcript;
24  you don't have the advantage, perhaps, of looking --
25           MS. WEINBLATT: I think I do, actually.
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 1           THE COURT: The question was:  "Did you write this
 2  decision?
 3  "A.  In conjunction with my staff and other counsel.
 4  "Q.  What other counsel?
 5  "A.  In conjunction with the law department, my counsel.
 6  "Q.  Did the lawyers involved in this case participate in the
 7  draft?"
 8           There was an objection.
 9           So I don't think there's any effort to get into the
10  substance of the communication, just the identity of those who
11  were involved.
12           You think the identity of the fact of communications
13  is privileged?
14           MS. WEINBLATT: Whether or not she had a conversation

15  with a particular individual?
16           THE COURT: Yes.
17           MS. WEINBLATT: As opposed to the law department in

18  general?  If the question is only what is the name of the -- or
19  what is the name of the attorney with whom you consulted for
20  legal advice as you rendered one of your -- exercised your
21  duties at ultimate decider, I guess that's not privileged.
22           THE COURT: And you were seeking more than that,
23  Mr. Weiner?
24           MR. WEINER: I don't think I'd phrase the question
25  exactly that way, but who was the lawyer -- who did you
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 1  consult.
 2           THE COURT: Who did you talk to.
 3           MR. WEINER: Yes.  Exactly.
 4           THE COURT: Not what did they tell you.
 5           MR. WEINER: Yes.
 6           THE COURT: I think that's fair.
 7           Once Ms. Joshi is on the stand, you can ask that, even
 8  if it's beyond the scope of the direct.
 9           MR. WEINER: Thank you.
10           THE COURT: All right.  Anything else?
11           MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, I'm not sure if the
12  plaintiffs are done.
13           THE COURT: Mr. Weiner, are you done, before we move

14  on to defense stuff?
15           MR. WEINER: Yes, your Honor.
16           THE COURT: Okay.
17           MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, with respect to
18  defendants' exhibits, we would like to move into evidence --
19  Defendants' Exhibit A is already in evidence.  We would like to
20  move in D-1 through S-28, which, in small portions, would be
21  duplicative, because a couple of individual ones have already
22  been entered into, and we understand that plaintiffs' counsel
23  objects to several of them for reasons that have not been made
24  clear.
25           THE COURT: Well, let's figure out which ones we're
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 1  talking about as the subject of objections, and then you can
 2  focus on those.  So it's X-1 through 28?
 3           MS. WEINBLATT: No, actually, it starts with Exhibit

 4  D.  Most of all, three of our volumes.  Exhibit A is in,
 5  Exhibit B and C we're not moving in.  And Exhibit D, from the
 6  beginning, through and including the final exhibit, S, which is
 7  S-28.
 8           THE COURT: So everything under D.
 9           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
10           THE COURT: So it's D-1 through --
11           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, it's their entire list.
12           MS. WEINBLATT: It's virtually our entire list, your
13  Honor, that is correct, other than B and C.  And we can tell
14  you -- we can describe for you -- they don't object to D, they
15  object to -- so perhaps we could agree that those are in.
16           THE COURT: I'm just looking for the binder.  Hold on.

17           All right.  I'm looking at D-1.  There's an objection
18  to this.
19           MS. WEINBLATT: No, there's no objection to D or E.

20  These are arrest notifications.
21           THE COURT: Right.  So what are the objections?
22           MS. WEINBLATT: The first objection is to F-1 through

23  10.
24           THE COURT: These are more arrest notifications,
25  right?  At least in my book.
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 1           MR. ACKMAN: No, your Honor --
 2           MS. WEINBLATT: F is the arrest notification for
 3  Mr. Amin.
 4           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, we did not object to that.

 5           MS. WEINBLATT: It says on your email you object -- I

 6  apologize.  I thought it was F-1 through 10.  F-10 they object
 7  to --
 8           THE COURT: F-10.
 9           MS. WEINBLATT: -- which is Mr. Amin's responsive

10  letter known as a, quote, Fogel letter to the chair addressing
11  his ALJ recommendation.
12           THE COURT: All right.  What's the basis for objecting

13  to this?  Assuming it's going to be authenticated, but this is
14  a statement of Mr. Amin, right?
15           MR. ACKMAN: No, it's his lawyer.
16           MS. WEINBLATT: No, it's not his lawyer.
17           THE COURT: Well, signed Khairul Amin.
18           MR. ACKMAN: Oh, okay.  Then no objection.  I thought

19  it was his lawyer.
20           THE COURT: Okay.  All right.  So that's easy.
21           What's the next objection?
22           MS. WEINBLATT: The next objection is the TLC -- I'm

23  sorry, taxi and -- TLC licensing cases --
24           THE COURT: Just tell me the numbers.  Are they in the

25  binder?
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 1           MS. WEINBLATT: H is just one multi-page document,

 2  your Honor.  It's a brochure written or promulgated and offered
 3  to pro se licensees by OATH.
 4           MR. ACKMAN: Actually, your Honor, we stipulate to

 5  that.  In fact, we want to offer it ourselves.
 6           THE COURT: It seems to me to be pretty relevant to
 7  what's at issue.
 8           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, this was all happening at

 9  like 11:30 last night, so there's some confusion.
10           THE COURT: Okay.
11           MS. WEINBLATT: The next item they indicated that they

12  would object to is M, I think the entire list, which is OATH
13  reports and recommendations.
14           THE COURT: All right.  These are reports and
15  recommendations from various administrative law judges.
16           MS. WEINBLATT: Correct, your Honor.
17           THE COURT: The first three from Judge Richard and
18  Judge Spooner, Addison.
19           MS. WEINBLATT: Right.
20           THE COURT: All right.  And the objection is what?
21           MR. ACKMAN: The same objection we've registered

22  before, your Honor.  We think they are all hearsay.  We don't
23  think any hearsay exception applies.  And we don't think --
24  because they are not reliable, the residual hearsay objection
25  does not apply, and we don't stipulate to them.
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 1           THE COURT: They wouldn't be offered for the truth.
 2           MR. ACKMAN: I think they are being offered for the

 3  truth.
 4           THE COURT: Are you offering them -- you're not
 5  offering them for the truth, are you?
 6           MS. WEINBLATT: We're offering them to show what was

 7  contained in the reports and recommendations by the OATH
 8  judges.  And we will argue that what they considered in the
 9  hearings is reflected in the decisions.
10           MR. ACKMAN: Right.  They are offering them for the

11  truth of the statement that when a judge says in one of these
12  decisions or even implies that I considered X, Y, or Z, that is
13  a true statement of fact of what he considered.  I think it's
14  not -- it's certainly hearsay.  It's not reliable because we've
15  had many statements from OATH judges saying they were
16  constrained, they were restricted in their duties.
17           I'd like to finish.
18           And all of the statements as to what they considered
19  are what we call dicta.  And we all learned in law school that
20  dicta is inherently less reliable.  And I think it's
21  particularly unreliable in this case because we have a judge
22  who's constrained; who knows if he rules for the driver he's
23  going to be rejected.  The judge might not want to be rejected.
24  Even if he thinks he's right, he doesn't want to be rejected
25  and, therefore, he's going to tailor the decision a certain
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 1  way.  Or arguably just psychologically and professionally it's
 2  just not reliable.
 3           MS. WEINBLATT: May I respond?
 4           THE COURT: You may.
 5           MS. WEINBLATT: The only testimony by an ALJ who works

 6  at OATH was from Judge Richard, who very clearly and credibly

 7  testified that she could consider whatever it was that she felt
 8  was appropriate that was offered by the respondent.
 9           Mr. Ackman referenced lots of testimony by lots of
10  ALJs who felt constrained.  Mr. Coyne testified that he felt
11  constrained; and Mr. Gottlieb testified that he was
12  constrained.  However, he was refuted on cross, and these
13  decisions don't have anything to do with TLC.  This is all
14  referenced to the current practice at OATH.  There's been no
15  testimony to the contrary.  And this is the record upon which
16  the chair makes his or her decision or their delegee, and is
17  eminently relevant to the decision your Honor must make.
18           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I'm not talking about
19  testimony by anyone.  I'm talking about statements made in
20  these very same decisions saying -- by these same ALJs over and

21  over again, saying, We feel constricted; we think these
22  hearings are improperly constricted in violation of due
23  process.  But they suggest as much.  And I think there's a
24  reason they only suggest it and don't actually say it, which I
25  think might come out today, and I can explain it if your Honor
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 1  wants to hear it now.
 2           THE COURT: I'm ready to rule.
 3           These come in for what they are worth.  You're not
 4  precluded from making any of the arguments you just made.  But

 5  I think they are obviously relevant.  These are the documents
 6  that were submitted to the ultimate decision-maker.
 7           Now, maybe the administrative law judge didn't mean
 8  what he or she said, but this is what was sent to the
 9  commissioner or, in the case of Ms. Joshi, the deputy
10  commissioner to whom the final authority was delegated at some

11  point.  I think it's admissible.
12           MR. ACKMAN: Just to be clear, we're not arguing
13  relevance; we're arguing hearsay.  I agree it's relevant.  I
14  just think it's hearsay and not reliable.  That's my objection.
15           THE COURT: But, again --
16           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor has ruled, so I just want to

17  clarify my objection.
18           THE COURT: I've ruled.  Yes.  All right.
19           Anything else?  Other objections?
20           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.  I will continue down

21  the list.
22           Plaintiffs object to Exhibits N-1 through, I
23  apologize -- through 7, which are transcripts of several of the
24  OATH hearings, again, to show what actually transpired at those

25  hearings.
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 1           THE COURT: Are you objecting to these?
 2           MR. ACKMAN: Actually, I think there's some confusion.

 3  We don't object to these.  We also requested another transcript
 4  that was not provided, the one for Bhatti, that that was not
 5  provided.
 6           MS. WEINBLATT: That was requested at 11 o'clock last

 7  night.
 8           MR. ACKMAN: That's true.
 9           THE COURT: We're dealing with now the defense
10  exhibits.  And so there's no objection to the ones that are
11  being proposed, right?  Exhibit N.
12           MS. WEINBLATT: Those are in on consent?
13           THE COURT: Yes, the objections, I'm overruling the
14  objection.
15           MR. ACKMAN: We withdraw the objection.
16           THE COURT: Is all of this the same as stipulating
17  that they are coming in?
18           MR. ACKMAN: Yes.  I'm not sure I ever made an
19  objection, but we are not making it now.  If it was made, it's
20  withdrawn, and we stipulate it.
21           THE COURT: Okay.
22           MS. WEINBLATT: The next category that they said they

23  were objecting to is O, which is a series of cover letters from
24  OATH ALJs to the TLC chair enclosing for his review their
25  report and recommendation, with a cc to the TLC prosecutor and
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 1  either the driver's attorney or the driver himself, and
 2  reminding the TLC chair to -- I'm sorry, no, informing the
 3  respondent or his attorney that he's entitled to submit written
 4  comments on the report and recommendation.
 5           THE COURT: No objection?
 6           MR. ACKMAN: No.  This is relevance, I think.  We
 7  stipulate that they do send out their decisions.  I don't think
 8  we need the documents to show it.
 9           MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, we would like clarity of

10  the record as to the quality of the notice.
11           THE COURT: Overruled.  I'll allow it.
12           Next?
13           MS. WEINBLATT: They next objected to P, which are a

14  series of letters, that's P-1 through 20, which are similar
15  letters, an earlier incarnation, that TLC itself at that time
16  was sending letters to the driver or his or her attorney,
17  enclosing the decision made by the ALJ at OATH at the time, and

18  inviting -- or by TLC -- no, I believe, I apologize, these are
19  all OATH letters.  And inviting, again, a response to the
20  report and recommendation to be sent.
21           THE COURT: Is there an objection?
22           MR. ACKMAN: Same objection:  Relevance.  We stipulate

23  they went through this process; they sent the decisions out.
24  We don't know if they were actually sent or received.  But we
25  don't think the cover letters really are necessary or relevant.
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 1           THE COURT: Overruled.  I'll allow it.
 2           MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you, your Honor.
 3           THE COURT: Next.
 4           MS. WEINBLATT: Q is also being objected to.  That

 5  number is 1 through 20.  And those are, in fact, the Fogel
 6  letters being submitted in numerous cases in response to
 7  OATH -- I'm sorry, in response to reports and recommendations
 8  prior to the chair final decision.
 9           THE COURT: All right.  So these are letters from
10  counsel on behalf of various drivers who availed themselves of
11  their right to submit a letter after the hearing.
12           MS. WEINBLATT: Correct.
13           THE COURT: The basis for the objection?
14           MR. ACKMAN: Same objection as before.
15           THE COURT: Relevance you mean?
16           MR. ACKMAN: Right.
17           And, in addition, it implies that these letters were
18  read and considered, where we've had testimony that we know
19  that they were -- in Daus, there was a single form letter he
20  used, said that he read it, found it not persuasive.  I don't
21  think we really need the letter.  The implication is that these
22  things were part of a record that was considered, and I think
23  the testimony is otherwise.
24           THE COURT: Well, he said what he reviewed.  I think

25  there's going to be a lot of argument as to what weight was
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 1  given to these things, if any.  But I think they're clearly
 2  relevant.
 3           Overruled.  I'll allow these, as well.
 4           MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, I apologize.
 5           Did your Honor just rule that the Q series are in?
 6           THE COURT: I think it was P, no?  Q, I'm sorry.  We
 7  were just talking about Q, right.
 8           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, I think that's right, we were

 9  talking about Q.  And those are in, as well?
10           THE COURT: Yes.
11           R, the same thing?
12           MS. WEINBLATT: According to the email I got last
13  night, that is the sum total of plaintiffs' objections; and,
14  therefore, I assume the rest can be admitted.
15           MR. ACKMAN: I think there is one small exception, a

16  letter from me personally which I specifically objected to.
17           MS. WEINBLATT: I don't see it in this email.
18           MR. ACKMAN: No, I gave you the exhibit number, and I

19  told you the nature of the objection last night.
20           MS. WEINBLATT: You did say that there was some letter

21  written by you.
22           MR. ACKMAN: Right.
23           THE COURT: Are you seeking to introduce a letter from

24  Mr. --
25           MS. WEINBLATT: If it's a Fogel letter.
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 1           MR. ACKMAN: It's a Fogel letter, right.
 2           MS. WEINBLATT: Then, yes, I don't see why there
 3  should be an exception because plaintiffs' counsel wrote it.
 4           THE COURT: Fogel letters are all coming in.  The fact

 5  that it is from you, it's not making you an unsworn witness;
 6  besides, there's no jury, so I'm not worried about that.
 7           MR. ACKMAN: I'm not embarrassed by it.  I thought it

 8  was confusing to have a letter from me in the middle of the
 9  case, but I don't want to make a federal case out of it.
10           THE COURT: Too late.  So I'll allow it.
11           Just so I'm clear then, having ruled on the
12  objections, you're moving all of these in now.  And I'm going
13  to rule now, and they are in.  And then you'll just show them
14  to the witnesses as you see fit.  Some of them you may not show
15  the witnesses at all, but you're not going to lay a foundation,
16  authenticity, and all that.
17           MS. WEINBLATT: That is correct, your Honor.
18           If I may, one moment.
19           THE COURT: And that's okay with you folks; it's
20  faster.  I don't think there's --
21           MR. ACKMAN: I guess if they are admitted, that's what

22  they can do.
23           THE COURT: I'm saying normally to admit an exhibit

24  you have to lay a foundation, you have to have a witness
25  authenticate; but if the parties are going to stipulate as to
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 1  authenticity, and the only basis to the objection is relevance
 2  or hearsay, and I've ruled on those, then we can dispense with
 3  all of that.  Your objection is preserved.
 4           MR. ACKMAN: That's what I thought.
 5           THE COURT: So then it's all coming in.
 6           I just want to make sure that I've got the list, okay.
 7  So what is the list of exhibits then you're -- I'm sorry,
 8  Ms. Weinblatt.  So what are you moving into evidence?
 9           MS. WEINBLATT: We are moving into evidence -- we also

10  have one plaintiff exhibit we want to add.  But we are moving
11  into evidence A.  I'm just noting that for the record, but the
12  Court has already accepted that into evidence.  We are not
13  moving into evidence B or C.  And we are moving into evidence

14  D-1 through the end, all the way to S, I believe it's 28.  And
15  we also would like to move into evidence --
16           THE COURT: Wait.  D-1 through S-28?
17           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
18           THE COURT: So it goes D-1, D-2 -- I don't have it in
19  front of me.
20           MS. WEINBLATT: I could go through it and tell you the

21  numbers that are the subsections of each letter, but basically
22  it's exactly as your Honor said, D-1 through the end, E-1
23  through the end.
24           THE COURT: Through the end.  We're going to have a

25  record here, and "the end" is not going to help.
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 1           MS. WEINBLATT: Understood.
 2           Shall I go through the numbers?
 3           THE COURT: Yes.
 4           MS. WEINBLATT: Okay.  So we're moving in A, which is

 5  already in.  We are not moving in B or C.  The defendants are
 6  moving in D-1, through and including D-9.
 7           THE COURT: All right.
 8           MS. WEINBLATT: E-1, through and including E-8; F-1,

 9  through and including F-10.  I'm sorry.  G-1 through and
10  including G-4.  H, which is a multi page document.  I-1,
11  through and including I-16; J-1, through and including J-15.
12           Shall I continue?
13           THE COURT: Yes.
14           MS. WEINBLATT: K-1, through and including K-23.  L-1,

15  which starts a second volume.  L-1, through and including L-23;

16  M-1, through and including M-28; N, as in "Nancy," 1, through
17  and including N-7.  And the N exhibits are broken up between
18  Volumes 2 and 3 of defendants' binders.
19           And then continuing, moving in O-1 through O-19; P-1,
20  through and including P-20; Q-1, through and including Q-10;
21  R-1 through R-20; and then S-1 through 28.
22           And we would also like to move in Plaintiffs' Exhibit
23  94.
24           THE COURT: Any objection to Plaintiffs' 94?
25           MR. ACKMAN: We have no objection to any of our
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 1  exhibits, your Honor.
 2           THE COURT: Okay.  So Plaintiffs' 94, that's the
 3  report and recommendation of Judge Casey in Abanaye.
 4           So Plaintiffs' 94 is received.
 5           (Plaintiff's Exhibit 94 received in evidence)
 6           THE COURT: So those exhibits are received.
 7           (Defendants' Exhibits D-1 through D-9, E-1 through
 8  E-8, F-1 through F-10, G-1 through G-4, H, I-1 through I-16,
 9  J-1 through J-15, K-1 through K-23, L-1 through L-23, received
10  in evidence)
11           (Defendant's Exhibits M-1 through M-28, N-1 through
12  N-7, O-1 through O-19, P-1 through P-20, Q-1 through Q-10, R-1

13  through R-20, S-1 through S-28 received in evidence)
14           MR. ACKMAN: Actually, I should clarify.  Even for
15  Abanaye --
16           MS. WEINBLATT: I'm sorry, I can't hear.
17           MR. ACKMAN: We put on our own lists, several OATH

18  recommendations.  It's really just for the admissions, not for
19  the truth.
20           THE COURT: Okay.  And I've already ruled on the
21  hearsay objections, for those things generally.
22           All right.  So I think we're then squared away on
23  exhibits.
24           If, over the course of the next couple of days, you
25  say, Oh, we missed something, I'm not saying you can't come
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 1  back and fix it; housekeeping of that sort is always in order.
 2           But, otherwise, the plaintiff is resting?
 3           MR. WEINER: Yes.  But just to pick up exactly what
 4  your Honor said, we did request the Bhatti transcript last
 5  night, and obviously it hasn't been produced yet.  But if it
 6  is, we would expect that we would want to offer that into
 7  evidence.?
 8           THE COURT: Okay.
 9           MR. WEINER: Thank you.
10           THE COURT: So, with that, then we'll start the
11  defense case.  And is Ms. Joshi here?
12           MS. WEINBLATT: I believe she's arrived.
13           We have an application to make, a Rule 52 application.
14           THE COURT: Okay.
15           MS. WEINBLATT: Defendants are moving for judgment as

16  to Plaintiff Nnebe's claim.
17           Plaintiff Nnebe did not appear, did not testify in
18  plaintiffs' case, and did not submit any evidence on his own
19  behalf.  He is the named plaintiff, and he's failed to
20  prosecute.  We therefore request judgment on the facts and the
21  law as to Plaintiff Nnebe.
22           Similarly, as pertains to Plaintiff Avenaut,
23  A-V-E-N-A-U-T, he did not challenge the suspension at the
24  hearing; he did not request a hearing.  Therefore, he doesn't
25  have standing to claim that the standard that TLC says they
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 1  apply was not applied in his case, because he didn't have a
 2  hearing for them to apply any standards.  To the extent that
 3  the Court is still considering the specific factors enumerated
 4  in the verdict form, he similarly doesn't have standing to
 5  argue that those factors were not considered by either the
 6  chair or the ALJ because there was no ALJ nor was there a chair

 7  decision with respect to him.
 8           We further move for a finding of fact in favor of
 9  defendants as to Plaintiff Amin's case.  He claims implicitly
10  that the TLC did not meaningfully consider his argument; that
11  the charges, if true, would not render him a danger or, as the
12  Court did reframe it, I'm not entirely clear on the current
13  status of the elements of the verdict form and your Honor's
14  perception, but to the extent --
15           THE COURT: Well, there is no verdict form when it's a

16  bench trial.
17           MS. WEINBLATT: Right.  He did not argue the standard;

18  he did not put in any evidence showing that they improperly
19  applied the standard at his hearing.  And we respectfully
20  submit that a judgment in favor of defendants as to that
21  plaintiff is warranted.
22           With respect to the organizational plaintiff, their
23  claim is that TLC did not meaningfully -- does not, in the
24  present practice, meaningfully apply the standard.  They did
25  not produce one actual driver who had an actual hearing to
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 1  testify that, in actuality and in practice, as applied to that
 2  driver, no proper application of the standard was present.
 3           We also move on the claim in general.  Judge Richard
 4  credibly testified that all evidence that is presented is
 5  received at OATH and considered by herself.  And the Court will

 6  see that the documents that are submitted -- that were
 7  submitted -- support that OATH ALJs do, in fact, consider all
 8  the evidence that is presented to them.  The organizational
 9  plaintiff provided no driver testimony to even begin to
10  contradict or refute that testimony whatsoever.
11           Ms. Joshi credibly testified that all evidence she
12  received is provided to her from OATH and is meaningfully
13  considered.  And we submit that there is sufficient evidence
14  simply in plaintiffs' case for a verdict on those matters.
15           THE COURT: Insufficient evidence?
16           MS. WEINBLATT: There is sufficient grounds for the

17  Court to grant defendants' motion as to those matters.
18           THE COURT: Anybody want to respond at the front
19  table?
20           MR. GOLDBERG: Sure, your Honor.
21           We think all those motions should be denied.
22           With respect to the individual named plaintiffs,
23  there's evidence about each one of them in the record that they
24  were subject to this policy.
25           We begin Mr. Avenaut.  There's testimony from him that
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 1  he didn't pursue these hearings precisely because they were
 2  futile.  There's abundant evidence that the hearings were, in
 3  fact, futile.  So we know as a fact, we've established -- or at
 4  least there's evidence in the record -- that would strongly
 5  support the inference that had he gone through with this, he
 6  was not given a meaningful opportunity, and he opted not to
 7  spend the money on an attorney to go through with it, and that
 8  he shouldn't be punished for that.
 9           Obviously if you put it in terms of standing, all of
10  these plaintiffs who were suspended pursuant to this policy,
11  and did not have the opportunity, a meaningful opportunity, as
12  we believe the evidence shows, were injured and would get
13  redress if it were found to be unconstitutional.
14           So we believe they all have standing.  There's
15  evidence in the record about Mr. Nnebe, the same with Mr. Amin.

16  If your Honor wants to hear testimony from the ALJ,
17  Mr. Fioramonti, but we already have evidence from his
18  supervisor that they didn't consider any of the factors; so it
19  would have been futile for him to put on evidence about that.
20  So it's not really a question.  And there's also evidence that
21  he wasn't given any notice that what he should put on.
22           So all of those things establish that all of the named
23  plaintiffs were injured here, and we would submit obviously
24  there's no provision that gives us a directed verdict at this
25  stage, but that's what we believe the evidence shows with
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 1  respect to all of them.
 2           The city defendants we don't believe accurately
 3  characterized the organizational plaintiffs' claims in this
 4  case; they were plaintiffs in the original case which
 5  challenged from 2003 on what was happening.  They didn't limit
 6  their request for relief, and we've made this clear any number
 7  of times, to injunctive relief.  They sought declaratory relief
 8  that the policy, which is essentially retrospective relief,
 9  that the policies then in place were unconstitutional.  They
10  appealed your dismissal to the Second Circuit; the Second
11  Circuit reinstated those claims.  There was no representation
12  to the Second Circuit that they were only seeking injunctive
13  relief.  The representation was exactly to the contrary.  And
14  they've put on evidence that they represent 17,000 cab drivers,
15  and they expend resources, both in the past and going into the
16  present, as a result of this policy.
17           So we believe they've established their entitlement to
18  relief in this case.  And obviously we are of the view that
19  there's certainly a triable question of the standard that the
20  defendants are not entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
21           THE COURT: I'm going to reserve.  It's not clear to
22  me exactly why or whether a motion of this kind is appropriate,
23  given the limited nature of this trial, which is a trial that's
24  being conducted as a result of the Circuit's remand order.  But
25  I will reserve, think about all of the points you all just
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 1  made.
 2           So let's begin the defense case.
 3           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
 4           THE COURT: Ms. Joshi is here.
 5           MS. WEINBLATT: Ms. Joshi.
 6           THE COURT: That's who you're going to call?
 7           There's a couple of exhibits up here.  I don't know
 8  whose they are, but if Ms. Joshi is going to look at them, then
 9  they can stay there; but otherwise we might as well clean out
10  what's there.
11           Good morning.  Long time no see.
12           You're still under oath.
13           So let's begin your direct examination --
14           MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you, your Honor.
15           THE COURT: -- on the defendants' case.
16           MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you, your Honor.
17   MEERA JOSHI,
18       called as a witness by the Defendants,
19       having been previously sworn, testified as follows:
20  DIRECT EXAMINATION
21  BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
22  Q.  Good morning, Ms. Joshi.
23             What, in your opinion, is the reason for the high
24    rate -- relatively high rate of continuing suspensions by the
25    chair or the chair's delegee in reviewing summary suspensions
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 1    that have been imposed on drivers who have been arrested and
 2    then have gone to a hearing?
 3             MR. WEINER: Objection.
 4             THE COURT: Objection to opinion testimony?
 5             MR. WEINER: Foundation.  Opinion testimony.
 6             MS. WEINBLATT: I was trying to avoid the necessity

 7    for preliminaries, but I'll try to do that if your Honor
 8    prefers.
 9             THE COURT: I think you should break that up into a

10    couple of preliminaries.  Let's do that.
11             MS. WEINBLATT: Certainly.
12             THE COURT: Sustained.
13    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
14  Q.  Ms. Joshi, approximately how many of the chair decisions
15    issued on summary suspension cases have been yours?
16  A.  I think five.
17  Q.  And in what way did you rule on each of those five that you

18    have reviewed so far?
19  A.  I continued suspension.
20  Q.  And are you familiar with the approximate rate of similar
21    decisions by your predecessors?
22  A.  I don't know the actual rates.  I know anecdotally that
23    more often than not suspension was continued.
24             MR. WEINER: Objection, your Honor.
25             Move to strike that.  No basis.  No foundation.  No
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 1    personal knowledge.  Speculation.
 2             THE COURT: Overruled.
 3             Are you familiar with the approximate rate of similar
 4    decisions by your predecessors?  How did you come to possess
 5    that information?
 6             THE WITNESS: I believe I was either told by TLC staff

 7    or the law department.
 8             THE COURT: All right.  So you learned about that
 9    when?
10             THE WITNESS: When?  Within the last -- you know,

11    since September 2011, but probably within the last year or so.
12             THE COURT: All right.  Next question.
13    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
14  Q.  Based on your knowledge, opinion, and experience, what is
15    the reason for the high rate of continuing suspensions by the
16    chair or the chair's delegee when they are reviewing ALJ
17    recommendations with regard to a driver who has been suspended

18    pursuant to an arrest for certain crimes?
19  A.  I think it comes down to the fact that the agency's policy
20    is only to suspend for arrests that they believe there's a
21    direct connection with the licensee's ability to continue to
22    transport the public.
23  Q.  Is there anything in the process that transpires between an
24    initial suspension based on that finding and the chair decision
25    that also might affect the rate of continuations of
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 1    suspensions?
 2  A.  Once somebody is put on suspension, if anything changes
 3    with their criminal case, if the charges are dismissed or
 4    they're downgraded, then the suspension will be lifted.  And
 5    the TLC encourages people to reach out and give them those
 6    updates, as well as proactively solicits at times information
 7    about the case to determine whether there's been a change that
 8    would necessitate lifting the suspension.
 9  Q.  And from whom do they solicit that information?
10  A.  They could solicit it from the licensee, a DA.  Those would
11    probably be the two typical sources.
12  Q.  Thank you.
13             MS. WEINBLATT: At this time, I have no further
14    questions.
15             THE COURT: Okay.  Any cross?
16             MR. WEINER: Yes, your Honor.
17             MS. WEINBLATT: I apologize, your Honor.  There is one

18    oversight.
19             THE COURT: Okay.
20             MS. WEINBLATT: I'd like to show the witness two

21    documents.  If plaintiffs' counsel would assist, one of them is
22    Plaintiffs' Exhibit 94.  Perhaps they could bring that up on
23    their screen.  If not, I have a hard copy.
24             THE COURT: 94 in evidence?  So this is not in
25    evidence.
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 1             MS. WEINBLATT: This is in evidence.  We just moved

 2    it.
 3             THE COURT: This is one you just moved in this
 4    morning?
 5             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes.
 6    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
 7  Q.  Is that up on your screen, Ms. Joshi?
 8  A.  Yes, it is.
 9  Q.  Do you recognize this document?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  What is it?
12  A.  This is a report and recommendation from an administrative

13    law judge, Kevin Casey, regarding a driver named Aziz Abanaye.

14    It's a recommendation on a summary suspension hearing.
15  Q.  And did you render a final decision on this report and
16    recommendation?
17  A.  I believe I did.
18  Q.  And can you read from the first paragraph what the charges
19    were in this matter?
20  A.  I don't have a way to scroll down on this.
21             MS. WEINBLATT: Could we scroll down the first page,

22    just to the first paragraph?  Thank you.
23  A.  It says:  "Petitioner alleged that respondent's arrest for
24    the rape in the first degree justifies continued suspension."
25             So that leads me to believe that the driver was
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 1    arrested for rape in the first degree.
 2  Q.  Do you recall how you decided this case?
 3  A.  In this case I decided to continue suspension while the
 4    criminal charges were pending.
 5  Q.  Thank you.
 6             And next we would like to show you Defendants' Exhibit
 7    M-28.
 8             MS. WEINBLATT: Excuse me.  May I consult with my

 9    colleague?
10             THE COURT: Yes.
11    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
12  Q.  I direct your attention to this document.  Do you recognize
13    this?  It's already in evidence.
14  A.  No, I do not.
15  Q.  Could you read, nevertheless, from Paragraph 1, and tell us
16    what this driver was arrested for.
17  A.  It appears that this driver was arrested for public
18    lewdness.
19  Q.  If you go to Page 4, can you read the "in sum" paragraph,
20    up to the word "taxicab."
21  A.  "In sum, the evidence showed that continued suspension of
22    respondent's license is necessary to protect the public.
23    Assuming the charges are true, as required by petitioner's
24    rules, respondent displayed his private parts in public on
25    October 28th, 2013.  Based on respondent's own testimony, the
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 1    charges stem from on-duty conduct when there were two
 2    passengers in his taxicab."
 3  Q.  Thank you.  You can stop there.
 4             MR. WEINER: Same objection, your Honor.
 5             THE COURT: Well, it's in evidence.
 6  Q.  You don't recall issuing a final determination on this
 7    matter?
 8  A.  I don't believe I've issued a final determination.
 9             MS. WEINBLATT: Okay.  Thank you, your Honor.

10             Ms. Joshi, I have no further questions.
11             THE COURT: Okay.  Cross.
12             MR. WEINER: Yes, your Honor.
13    CROSS-EXAMINATION
14    BY MR. WEINER: 
15  Q.  Good morning, Ms. Joshi.
16  A.  Good morning.
17  Q.  You testified that there was a high rate of the chair
18    continuing suspensions; that was your testimony, right?
19  A.  We could play it back, the actual words.  I don't think
20    those are the actual words I just used.
21  Q.  You don't remember using the word "high rate," term "high
22    rate"?
23  A.  If that's your recollection, I'm sure it's accurate; but I
24    think more often than not they continued suspension.
25  Q.  Isn't it a fact that it's 100 percent of the time that they
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 1    continue suspensions?
 2  A.  I testified earlier that I wasn't certain what the actual
 3    rate was, so I couldn't -- I couldn't respond to that question.
 4  Q.  I believe you testified that along the lines that you
 5    would -- the TLC encourages drivers to have their charges
 6    reduced as part of the process; is that right?
 7  A.  I believe my testimony was that TLC encourages drivers to
 8    update the TLC if there's any change in the status of the
 9    criminal charges.
10  Q.  And if the charges are reduced to a charge that's not on
11    the automatic suspension list, then the TLC will lift the
12    suspension, right?
13  A.  The policy of the TLC is if the charges are reduced to a
14    charge that there is not a nexus between that charge and the
15    ability to continuously safely transport the public, then the
16    suspension will be lifted.
17  Q.  And when the charges are reduced, does that mean the
18    individual is no longer a danger?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
20             This goes beyond the direct.
21             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer the question.

22  A.  Yes.  Reinstating a licensee would be an indication that
23    the TLC thinks that the driver can safely transport the public.
24  Q.  And it's the same driver who was suspended who you're now

25    reinstating, right?
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 1  A.  At a different stage.
 2  Q.  Ms. Joshi, does assault -- are you familiar with the
 3    elements of the crime for assault in the third degree?
 4  A.  I have seen them before.  I don't know them by memory
 5    though, but I am somewhat familiar with them.  You could
 6    refresh my memory by showing them to me.
 7  Q.  Sure.
 8             And, in fact, Mr. Bhatti was charged with assault in
 9    the third degree, right?
10  A.  Yes, he was.
11             MR. WEINER: Your Honor, can we mark a provision of

12    the penal code, New York Penal Law, Section 120, as Plaintiffs'

13    Exhibit J?  And I'd also like to mark New York Penal Law,
14    Section 120.05, as Plaintiffs' Exhibit I.  And that latter
15    exhibit will be for assault in the second degree, and the first
16    is for assault in the third degree.
17             THE COURT: Are you going to show these to the
18    witness?
19             MR. WEINER: Yes, I will show them to the witness.

20    BY MR. WEINER: 
21  Q.  Ms. Joshi, why don't we look at Plaintiffs' Exhibit J
22    first.
23  A.  I don't have any exhibits.
24  Q.  I'm sorry.
25  A.  Thank you.
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 1  Q.  Apologies for that.
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: Mr. Weiner, can you repeat the

 3    provisions of the penal law you're referring to?
 4             And, for the record, we don't have a copy.  Now we do.
 5             So which is which?
 6             MR. WEINER: Exhibit I is New York Penal Law, Section

 7    120.05.  And Exhibit J is New York Penal Law, Section 120.
 8             Is that okay?
 9             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes.  Thank you.
10             Your Honor, just for the record, this line of
11    questioning seems to be outside the scope of the hearing and
12    outside of this trial.
13             THE COURT: I don't know if it's outside of the scope

14    of the hearing.  It might be beyond the scope of the direct.  I
15    don't think there was any testimony on direct about assault in
16    either degree.
17             MR. WEINER: Your Honor, the witness did testify as to

18    why she thought there were so few suspensions being lifted,
19    because she said the charges that are on these lists all relate
20    to public safety.
21             THE COURT: That's true.
22             MR. WEINER: So I want to explore one of the charges

23    that's on the list.
24             THE COURT: All right.  I'm going to give you a little

25    bit of latitude, but it seems to me that it was beyond the
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 1    scope.  So if that's the line of questioning, I think that
 2    that's fair, but let's see what the questions are.
 3    BY MR. WEINER: 
 4  Q.  Ms. Joshi, starting with Plaintiffs' Exhibit J, taking them
 5    out of order, do you see that?
 6  A.  Yes.
 7  Q.  And this is the penal law section for assault in the third
 8    degree.  Have you seen this before?
 9  A.  Yes, I have.
10  Q.  Okay.  And do you see that the first element of the charge
11    is intent to cause physical injury -- with intent to cause
12    physical injury to another person, he causes such injury to
13    such person or to a third person?  Do you see that?
14  A.  Yes.
15             MS. WEINBLATT: Wait.  I'm going to object.  That's a

16    mischaracterization.  There's an "or" conjunction after that.
17    So intent is not -- intentionally or recklessly.
18             MR. WEINER: Fine.
19             THE COURT: If he's misread it, then objection
20    sustained.  But rephrase the question, because I don't think
21    you got to the end of it.
22             (Continued on next page)
23   
24   
25   
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 1    BY MR. WEINER: 
 2  Q.  The question is, is there any element of this crime that
 3    requires the physical injury to be serious?
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, that's a legal opinion and

 5    the text of the statute is something the Court should take
 6    judicial notice of.  This witness should not be asked to answer
 7    that question.
 8             THE COURT: As you understand this statute, do you

 9    have -- do you know whether or not serious injury is required?
10             THE WITNESS: This statute requires physical injury,

11    which I believe is defined elsewhere in the penal code.
12  Q.  Well, Ms. Joshi, would you look at Plaintiff's Exhibit I,
13    which is the elements of the crime of assault in the second
14    degree.  Do you have that in front of you?
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  Do you see that in the first line it says with intent to
17    the cause serious physical injury to another person, he causes
18    such injury to such person or to a third person?  Do you see
19    that?
20  A.  Yes.
21  Q.  Do you have any reason to doubt that these correctly state
22    the requirements of assault in the second degree and assault in
23    the third degree?
24  A.  No.
25  Q.  So were you, prior to today, aware -- first, do you agree
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 1    with me that assault in the third degree does not require
 2    serious physical injury?
 3  A.  My understanding is serious physical injury and physical
 4    injury are both defined terms in the penal code, and assault in
 5    the second requires serious physical injury and assault in the
 6    first requires physical injury -- sorry, assault in the third.
 7  Q.  Were you aware of that difference prior to today?
 8  A.  Yes, I'm aware of that difference.
 9             MR. WEINER: No further questions, your Honor.
10             THE COURT: Anything further, Ms. Weinblatt?
11             MS. WEINBLATT: No, your Honor.
12             THE COURT: Ms. Joshi, you can step down and see if

13    anyone calls you tomorrow.  I think we could have done all this

14    yesterday, but in any event, to save the witness the time and
15    trouble of coming back a second day.
16             Defendants, your next witness?
17             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, Charles Fraser.
18     CHARLES FRASER,
19         called as a witness by the Plaintiffs,
20         having been duly sworn, testified as follows:
21    DIRECT EXAMINATION
22    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
23             THE COURT: State your name and spell your name for

24    the record.
25             THE WITNESS: Charles Fraser, last name is
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 1    F-R-A-S-E-R.
 2    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
 3  Q.  Good morning, Mr. Fraser.  Could you tell the Court how you

 4    are employed today.
 5  A.  I am the general counsel at the New York City Department of

 6    Information Technology and Telecommunications.
 7  Q.  How long have you held that title?
 8  A.  Close to three years now.
 9  Q.  What were you doing before that?
10  A.  Before that I was deputy commissioner for legal affairs and
11    general counsel for the New York City Taxi and Limousine
12    Commission.
13  Q.  When did you start working for the TLC?
14  A.  March of 2005.
15  Q.  And you left you said approximately three years ago.  Do
16    you recall date?
17  A.  I left TLC May of 2011.
18  Q.  And can you very briefly describe your responsibilities at
19    your current job at what I believe is known as DOITT generally,

20    briefly?
21  A.  In very general terms, my job is to be the chief legal
22    officer of agency.
23  Q.  While you were at the TLC did you carry the title that you
24    described the entire time you were there?
25  A.  Yes.
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 1  Q.  And what were your duties and responsibilities while you
 2    were general counsel at the TLC?
 3  A.  Again, in very general terms, my job was to be the chief
 4    legal officer of the agency.
 5  Q.  Could you describe your duties there with some more
 6    specificity?
 7  A.  Well, of course I would advise agency employees and
 8    managers and commissioners on any legal issues that might come

 9    up.  I would carry out or supervise the carrying out of any
10    legal work, rules drafting, contract drafting, negotiations,
11    and so on.  I would advocate on behalf of the agency.  And I
12    suppose those are the basics.
13  Q.  How many people, if any, did you supervise?
14  A.  My recollection is that I supervised about 14 people, 15
15    people.  I think it was about eight lawyers and six clerical,
16    something to that effect.
17  Q.  How would you describe the mission of the Taxi and
18    Limousine Commission?
19  A.  I would say the mission of the Taxi and Limousine
20    Commission is to ensure that the transportation for the entire
21    industry in New York City is safe, comfortable, and convenient.

22             MR. ACKMAN: Objection, beyond the narrow question.

23             THE COURT: I didn't hear.
24             MR. ACKMAN: Beyond the narrow question.
25             THE COURT: I think general background, so overruled.
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 1             Go ahead.
 2  Q.  And who and/or what does the TLC regulate?
 3  A.  Various participants in the vehicle for hire industry in
 4    New York City.  So drivers, in some contexts vehicle owners,
 5    medallion owners, agents, brokers, there's a number.
 6  Q.  And is that consistent with furthering the mission, as you
 7    described it?
 8  A.  Yes.
 9  Q.  Do you have familiarity, some familiarity, with the process
10    by which someone applied to become a licensed TLC driver?
11  A.  I'm sure I had much more familiarity several years ago, but
12    I do have some basic familiarity, yes, yes.
13  Q.  Could you describe that as best you recall it.
14  A.  Well, a person files an application, and there's multiple
15    components to that.  The person has to meet the statutory
16    qualifications and the regulatory qualifications or demonstrate
17    they meet them, which includes being fingerprinted and going
18    through a background check, being drug tested, passing an exam,

19    actually taking a course and passing an exam at the end of that
20    course that covers things like New York City geography, state
21    vehicle and traffic law, provisions of TLC rules.  I'm sure I'm
22    missing parts of the application process.
23  Q.  Do you believe that every person who applied for a TLC
24    license and every person who was granted a TLC license after he

25    presented sufficient qualifications was aware that criminal
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 1    background checks were made and that any criminal history was

 2    relevant to the TLC?
 3  A.  I obviously can't say what they all do.  They were
 4    fingerprinted and they were charged a fee for the processing of
 5    those fingerprints by the state Division of Criminal Justice
 6    Services.
 7  Q.  And why were the requirements that you outlined imposed?

 8  A.  Well, as I said, the core mission was to ensure that the
 9    industry was safe, that the transportation services were safe,
10    comfortable, and convenient.  So that was the core direction of
11    the licensing process.
12  Q.  Do you believe that drivers were -- became aware during the

13    process of these standards?
14  A.  Well, I never attended the course, and so I don't know
15    specifically what they were told.  They were supposed to be
16    schooled in the TLC rules and in how to be a taxi driver.  So I
17    would hope so.
18  Q.  How does TLC ensure that new licensed drivers and
19    experienced licensed drivers continue to meet the standards
20    that they met in order to be granted a license in the first
21    place?
22  A.  Those two different questions.  The new drivers have to
23    complete the application process, which I at least partially
24    described.  Once a person was licensed, once a taxi driver was
25    licensed, then there were a number of things that the TLC did
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 1    to make sure that they sort of maintained adherence to those
 2    standards.  Of course, one would be field inspections.  Our
 3    inspectors were out in the field, as were police officers.  And
 4    if a taxi driver, like any other driver, violated laws or rules
 5    in our -- in the case of our licensees, not just the V&T laws,
 6    but also TLC rules, they would be issued a summons.
 7             When their license came up for renewal, they had to
 8    file a renewal, I guess it was technically an application,
 9    which meant they had to be re-drug tested, and they did not
10    have to go to school again, I don't think, and I don't think
11    they had to be re-fingerprinted.
12             Actually, there's one other thing, though, that,
13    relating to those fingerprints, if once they were licensed and
14    the fingerprints were up at the state DCJS on file as being one
15    of our licensees, if a person whose fingerprints were on file
16    was arrested, DCJS would notify us.  This was called a hit.
17    DCJS would notify us of the hit that a person in our database
18    had showed up.  You're fingerprinted when you are arrested, and

19    we would be notified of that.
20  Q.  Do you know what DCJS stands for?
21  A.  State Division of Criminal Justice Services, New York
22    State.
23  Q.  We'll get to the arrests shortly.  How would you describe
24    the duties of a taxi driver?
25  A.  Well, a taxi driver is supposed to -- I guess I would say
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 1    their duties are similar to the mission I described.  They're
 2    to provide safe, comfortable, and convenient for-hire
 3    transportation, in their case, specifically street hail
 4    transportation to people in New York City.
 5  Q.  How significant is public trust and confidence in the
 6    safety of drivers -- sorry, how significant is public trust and
 7    confidence in the safety of the taxi riding public?
 8  A.  I think it's critically important.  You get into a taxi cab
 9    as a passenger, obviously you have no idea who the person is.
10    Taxi cabs, unlike liveries, are not dispatched, so you have no
11    ability to control who is going to come, whose cab you're going

12    to get in.  You hail whatever one happens to be going by.  And
13    you may be alone in the taxi cab, you may be in some degree of

14    isolation, depending where the neighborhood is where you're
15    going, coming from, and transiting.  And so you need to have a
16    very high degree of confidence that you will be safe, that you
17    won't be cheated, you will be physically safe and so on.
18    Ultimately at some point, if the public is suspicious about the
19    safety, or for that matter, the convenience of the for-hire
20    transportation system, they will find an alternative.  The
21    passenger -- you asked what our mission was at TLC, the
22    passenger is the highest priority.  Without the passenger,
23    there is no industry.
24  Q.  Now you referenced earlier that sometimes the TLC would
25    receive notice from DCJS that a person in your database has
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 1    been arrested?
 2  A.  Correct.
 3  Q.  So are you familiar with the procedures that follow the
 4    receipt of that notification?
 5  A.  I am familiar with the procedures as they were when I
 6    supervised that particular program.
 7  Q.  Would you describe those procedures as you knew them.
 8  A.  The hit would come in, and it would be directed to an
 9    attorney whose name was Marc Hardekopf.  He would look at the

10    charge.  The arrest hit gave very limited information, it was
11    generated by the arrest itself, not any further court
12    proceedings.  So it would state things like the date of the
13    arrest, the name of the person arrested, and the charge upon
14    which the person was arrested.  He would review that first,
15    verify that the person was licensed by the TLC, and second,
16    verify or determine whether the charge was a charge such that
17    it warranted prosecuting a summary suspension case.
18  Q.  And once -- if it warranted prosecuting a summary
19    suspension case, what happened next?
20  A.  He would impose the summary suspension and then send a
21    notice to the suspended licensee -- in these cases, taxi
22    drivers -- and notify them of their right to contest the
23    suspension at a hearing.
24  Q.  Does TLC -- did TLC suspend for every arrest during your
25    tenure?
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 1  A.  No.
 2  Q.  What types of arrest did or does TLC suspend for?
 3  A.  The suspension was if -- Marc would suspend if the
 4    suspension was for -- if the arrest was for a charge that,
 5    assuming the charge was true, the arrestee continued function
 6    as a taxi driver, as a licensee, would pose a threat to public
 7    health or safety.
 8  Q.  You said that the notification would go out to the driver
 9    of their opportunity for a hearing?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  And who had the final decision for the agency after a
12    suspension hearing was held?
13  A.  The final decision.  When I started it was the chairman of
14    the commission, Matt Daus.
15  Q.  And to the best of your knowledge, is that authority ever
16    delegated?
17  A.  When Matt left the commission and was replaced by David
18    Yassky, David Yassky delegated that authority to me.
19  Q.  Did you then exercise that authority to issue a final chair
20    determinations on summary suspension hearings following an ALJ

21    report and recommendation?
22  A.  Did I exercise the authority, is your question?
23  Q.  Yes.
24  A.  Yes, I did.
25  Q.  After the -- sorry, the hearings at that time were held
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 1    where?
 2  A.  I honestly don't really remember.  There were times they
 3    would be held at Rector Street.  We had we had an office
 4    upstairs for a while.  And there were times they were held at
 5    Long Island City, and I don't know, there may have been some
 6    held at JFK Airport facility, I just don't know.
 7  Q.  Let me try to rephrase.  Once Mr. Yassky took over from
 8    Mr. Daus and you had the authority to make those decisions
 9    under his delegation were the hearings heard by OATH at that
10    point or were they still being heard by TLC judges?
11  A.  I see.  I think we had transferred those hearings to OATH
12    by the time Chairman Yassky was appointed, yes.
13             THE COURT: When did Yassky delegate this the
14    authority to you, approximately?
15             THE WITNESS: Very shortly after he started, so April,

16    March of 2011 -- no, 2010, he started in 2010.
17             THE COURT: How long did you have that authority?

18             THE WITNESS: It would be roughly a year, maybe a

19    little bit more.
20             THE COURT: When did you leave?
21             THE WITNESS: It was May 2011.
22    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
23  Q.  After the OATH ALJ rendered a decision in a hearing
24    involving a driver who had been arrested and suspended, what
25    happened with the OATH ALJ recommendation, if you know?
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 1  A.  I had an attorney -- I divided my office.  I had attorneys
 2    assigned to each of client divisions, and I had had an attorney
 3    assigned to the adjudications division.  And when we
 4    transferred hearings to OATH, that function, she retained that
 5    responsibility.  That was Allison Hartwell at that time.
 6    Allison would -- I don't remember if OATH sent -- well, I'm
 7    getting a little ahead of myself.
 8             THE COURT: Ceased to be Allison Hartwell, or Allison

 9    Hartwell ceased to be Allison Hartwell?
10  A.  Let me start over.  I don't remember -- the licensee had a
11    right to the comment on the report and recommendation before a

12    final decision was made.  I don't remember whether OATH
13    notified the licensee of that right or whether Allison Hartwell
14    did, I just don't remember.  Somebody did.  And when the
15    comments came in, Allison's job included reviewing the
16    comments, reviewing the report and recommendation and reviewing

17    the record and drafting a response for my review when that was

18    delegated to me to review and revise, agree or whatever.
19  Q.  Which leads me to the next question, which is what did you
20    consider -- sorry, let me back up.  How many decisions did you

21    issue as chair, if you recall?
22  A.  I don't remember.  There were a number of areas of
23    adjudications that the chairman delegated to me, and this was
24    one.  And I don't think it was very many, but I honestly have
25    no recollection of the number.
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 1  Q.  What did you consider when you were making these decisions?

 2  A.  Well, the standard I considered was what was in our rules,
 3    which is if the charges were true, assuming the criminal
 4    charges were true, did the continued operation of the license
 5    by the licensee constitute -- while the criminal charges were
 6    adjudicated -- constitute a threat to health or safety of the
 7    public.
 8  Q.  Now you said while the criminal charges were adjudicated,
 9    is that what you meant to say?
10  A.  Yes.
11  Q.  While they were adjudicated?
12  A.  While the criminal court did the criminal case, yeah.
13  Q.  So what did you -- in applying that standard, what did you
14    look at before coming to a decision?
15  A.  I can't give you a prescribed answer to that.  I looked at
16    whatever evidence, whatever arguments were made.  I will tell
17    you that most of the arguments were directed to say:  I didn't
18    do it.  I'm not guilty.  And that argument was explicitly ruled
19    out by the rule.  So it was not my job to prescribe the
20    arguments that could be made or the evidence that could be
21    offered, but whatever arguments were made and whatever evidence

22    was offered I would consider.
23  Q.  And the arguments that were made and the evidence that was

24    offered was reflected where that --
25  A.  In the record, in the report and recommendation, in the
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 1    comments, Fogel comments, F-O-G-E-L, Fogel comments.
 2  Q.  As to the chair's decisions you had issued, I understand
 3    you testified you don't remember how many of them there were,

 4    do you remember how many, if any, lifted the suspension in
 5    place?
 6  A.  I don't remember.
 7             THE COURT: Do you remember any?
 8             THE WITNESS: I don't remember any, but I don't
 9    remember for sure that there weren't any.
10  Q.  And you may have touched upon this, but what is it about
11    cab drivers that in TLC's opinion requires so much oversight?
12  A.  It is a heavily regulated industry because it is critical
13    that the industry be effective, as I say, it be safe,
14    comfortable and convenient.  It goes not just to the
15    convenience and interests of the residents and businesses of
16    New York City, but to the tourists.  The taxi industry is part
17    of our public face.  Many people, their first experience with
18    New York is the cab they get at the airport.
19  Q.  I would like to show the witness Plaintiff's Exhibit 47,
20    which I believe is in evidence.
21             THE COURT: Plaintiff's 47?
22             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes.  If counsel would do me the

23    courtesy of putting it up on the screen.
24  Q.  Mr. Fraser, do you recognize what is on the screen?  I
25    believe that's 47.
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 1  A.  Yes.
 2  Q.  Do you recognize this?
 3             Now you're not a correspondent on this email.
 4  A.  Correct.
 5  Q.  How is it that you're familiar with this?
 6  A.  Mr. Ackman showed it to me and questioned me about it at my

 7    deposition in the Rothenberg case.
 8  Q.  Do you also recall the subject about which the
 9    correspondents are writing?
10  A.  I do.  I was aware of the issue being discussed at the
11    time, even though I had not seen the email.
12  Q.  And just for clarity, is this an email from Tom Coyne to
13    Joe Eckstein dated Monday, April 3rd, 2006, at 4:05 p.m.?
14  A.  Correct.
15  Q.  Do you know each of these two people?
16  A.  Yes, I do.
17  Q.  Who are they?
18  A.  Joseph Eckstein was the deputy commissioner for
19    adjudications at the TLC at the time, and Thomas Coyne was the

20    deputy chief administrative law judge in the division of
21    adjudications at the time.
22             THE COURT: What were you at the time?
23             THE WITNESS: I was the general counsel.
24             THE COURT: In 2006?
25             THE WITNESS: I was general counsel my entire time at
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 1    TLC.
 2             THE COURT: But at this point, you did not have the

 3    authority to issue the final decisions.
 4             THE WITNESS: That's correct.  2006 was when Chairman

 5    Daus was still chair and he issued those decisions.  That's
 6    correct.
 7    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
 8  Q.  If you'll take a minute to glance through it, and then I'm
 9    going to ask you a question about the second sentence.
10             First of all, what was the issue underlying this
11    correspondence, this email?
12  A.  Amy Bann came to me at some point, either on that day or
13    shortly before that day, and told me -- I think I had already
14    known that Judge Gottlieb had issued some decisions lifting or
15    recommending the lifting of summary suspensions.
16             THE COURT: Who is Amy Bann?
17             THE WITNESS: Amy Bann was the attorney in my office

18    who -- B-A-N-N -- who handled the adjudications division for my

19    office before Allison Hartwell.
20             THE COURT: All right.
21             THE WITNESS: Amy left to move to Seattle with her

22    husband.
23  Q.  Now you'll note the second sentence, which I'm sorry my
24    copy is very small, I can barely read it, it says -- the first
25    sentence says:  Amy called me today regarding ALJ lifting
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 1    summary suspensions.
 2             Can you read the second sentence?
 3  A.  I explained to her the policy?
 4  Q.  No, the one above that, she said.
 5  A.  She said she spoke with Chuck and he said that according to

 6    the ALJ manual, the ALJs do have discretion to lift summary
 7    suspensions.  However, he was not going to put it in writing.
 8  Q.  Do you recall that conversation in which you said that ALJs
 9    do have discretion?
10  A.  Absolutely.
11  Q.  And is it true that you did not put that in writing?
12  A.  I did not put it in writing.
13  Q.  Why not?
14  A.  Well, certainly not for the reason that this implies, that
15    I am somehow embarrassed by it.  First thing, I don't know that
16    I never said that I wouldn't put it in writing.
17             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I object, I'm not sure what

18    this implies.
19             THE COURT: Will, I think I know what it means, but I

20    think -- explain what you mean.
21             THE WITNESS: The sentence to me -- and of course

22    Mr. Ackman's questions to me about it at the Rothberg
23    deposition --
24             THE COURT: I wasn't there.  What did you mean when

25    you said "what this implies?"
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 1             THE WITNESS: It appears to me to imply that I was

 2    somehow afraid to put it in writing, that I was embarrassed by
 3    the position I was taking.
 4             THE COURT: Was that the case?
 5             THE WITNESS: Absolutely not.
 6             THE COURT: So do you have a recollection of saying

 7    something like you didn't want to put it in writing?
 8             THE WITNESS: I do not.
 9             THE COURT: Next question.
10    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
11  Q.  Do you know, would you have put such a thing in writing if

12    you had been asked?
13  A.  It would depend by whom and the circumstances, but the
14    context here was not a written context.  Tom Coyne was sending

15    an email, but I had specifically asked Amy to call Tom.  And I
16    asked Amy to do that partly because I wanted my attorneys to
17    develop their authority and their relationships with our client
18    and so on, and I asked her to do that.  Otherwise, I would have
19    done that.  And I asked her to convey -- I don't remember the
20    ALJ manual part.  It's not impossible, I just don't remember
21    it.  What I said, and evidence of what I said is indicated in
22    the underscoring of the word "do," ALJs are judges, they are to

23    be judges.
24  Q.  Is there any doubt about that in your mind?
25  A.  None whatsoever.
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 1             THE COURT: So in your view, the ALJs could consider

 2    this person is only 98 pounds, they seemed really nice, they
 3    have no prior criminal record, I don't find them to be a
 4    threat.  Do you think they had discretion to do that?
 5             THE WITNESS: Well, the 98-pound part sounds like it

 6    might to go to whether they were guilty of the charge.
 7             THE COURT: It has nothing to do with whether they

 8    were guilty of the charge, it has to do with whether or not the
 9    ALJ thinks this person will be a threat going forward.
10             THE WITNESS: I can't answer your question simply

11    because it was not my job and I never had occasion to prescribe

12    the evidence that would be sufficient for the judges to make a
13    decision one way or the other.  What I wanted them to do was to

14    hear the arguments, take the facts, find the facts, apply the
15    rule, and the rule was, most adamantly, not that they did not
16    have discretion to lift a summary suspension.
17             THE COURT: So well, there were certain things you

18    agreed they couldn't consider, right?
19             THE WITNESS: The rule would not have permitted them

20    to say I don't think he's guilty so the suspension is lifted.
21             THE COURT: Anything else they would not be permitted

22    to consider?
23             THE WITNESS: I can't think of anything else that they

24    wouldn't be allowed to consider, no, I mean that the rule would

25    not allow them to consider.  Again, this is not my --
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 1             THE COURT: You eventually applied the same standard.

 2             THE WITNESS: That's right.  That was a different
 3    context.
 4             THE COURT: If the driver were accused of public
 5    lewdness, what facts could they establish at a hearing that
 6    would persuade you or any fact finder that they were not a risk
 7    to public safety?
 8             THE WITNESS: Again, I can't really answer that.  It's

 9    a little hypothetical.  I will say that lawyers and others are
10    very creative in their advocacy, and I would look at every
11    argument and every record.  I'm not going to deny that it's a
12    hard argument.  The rule requires that it be assumed they were
13    guilty.  And of course, we only suspended after November of '06

14    for crimes of violence, sexual impropriety, and driving crimes,
15    drunken driving and so on.  We didn't suspend for crimes of
16    dishonesty or property crimes or things like that.  And also
17    the felonies on the moral torpitude theory.
18             I won't deny that it's a hard argument for them to
19    make because the charge in the prosecution was very narrow.
20    But I'm also not willing to prescribe the facts.  I would take
21    any set of facts.  If I said here's the facts you could prove
22    and someone came up with something else, I would be implicitly

23    saying that wasn't what I said.  I never felt that was the job
24    of the judge, which is essentially what I was doing, sitting in
25    the chair's place.
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 1             THE COURT: Well, I guess what I'm trying to figure

 2    out, was this really a bright line rule based on the charge, or
 3    is there some individual consideration of the driver and their
 4    particular characteristics that made this process one in which
 5    there was a possibility of getting a license -- a suspension
 6    lifted?  You never lifted a suspension, right?
 7             THE WITNESS: I don't recall that I did.  I can't say
 8    for sure that I didn't.  I just don't recall.
 9             THE COURT: All right.  But this is a hypothetical,
10    but can you think of any fact that would prompt you, as the
11    decision maker, to lift a suspension for someone charged with
12    public lewdness?
13             THE WITNESS: Public lewdness?
14             THE COURT: Yes.
15             THE WITNESS: Public lewdness was one where actually

16    we would lift the charge depending on a consideration of the
17    actual circumstances.  So for instance, they tended to fall in
18    two categories, public lewdness.  Public lewdness was often
19    urinating in public, and if those were the facts we would lift
20    the suspension.  Public lewdness was also often exposing
21    oneself, and in that case we would not lift the suspension.
22             THE COURT: How would you determine whether it was one

23    or the other?
24             THE WITNESS: I don't actually recall how Marc
25    determined that.  The ADA might verify it, the charging
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 1    instrument might verify it, I don't actually --
 2             THE COURT: What if the charging instrument didn't but

 3    the driver said I was going to the bathroom.
 4             THE WITNESS: I don't know if that came up.  I don't

 5    know.  I will tell you this, Marc's procedure would have
 6    been -- if that was the contention, Marc would have tried to
 7    identify the ADA and verify it from the ADA, in which case he

 8    would have lifted the suspension.
 9             THE COURT: Go ahead.
10    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
11  Q.  If we could show you three of your chair decisions briefly.
12    That's Defendant's Exhibit R17, R18 and R19, we'll take them,
13    of course, one at a time.
14             Mr. Fraser, do you recognize this document?
15  A.  It looks like a letter I wrote deciding one of these cases.
16    I don't remember it at all, of course.
17  Q.  But is that is in fact what it is?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  Could you refer to the first paragraph and just state,
20    reading that, what the driver was arrested for in that case?
21  A.  This was leaving the scene of a personal injury accident, a
22    Class A misdemeanor.
23  Q.  And R18.  Do you recognize this?
24  A.  It appears to be another such decision.
25  Q.  Again referring to the first paragraph, what was the driver
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 1    in this case arrested for?
 2  A.  This was assault in the third degree, a Class A
 3    misdemeanor.
 4  Q.  And R19.  What was this driver arrested for?
 5  A.  Scheme to defraud in the first degree, a class E felony.
 6  Q.  And in each of these cases, how did you decide?
 7  A.  Well, I just have the last one up.  I accepted the
 8    recommendation to keep the license on suspension.
 9  Q.  Would you please put back 18 and 17 just for confirmation.
10             18.
11  A.  Same thing.
12  Q.  17.
13  A.  And the same thing.
14  Q.  What in your experience or opinion, what is the reason for
15    the relatively high rate of continuing suspensions by either
16    the chair or his or her delegee?
17  A.  Well, I think it relates back to what I just said, which is
18    we only charged or we only initiated summary suspension and
19    summary suspension proceedings when the charge involved a
20    felony, a misdemeanor of violence, a misdemeanor of sexual
21    misconduct of some kind, or a misdemeanor related to driving,
22    and that, of course, will be for licensees who were drivers.
23  Q.  And what about --
24  A.  So therefore, the point being once you assume those charges

25    to be true, which the rule required, it's just hard to make an
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 1    argument, as I think history had shown.
 2             THE COURT: Is it hard or impossible?
 3             THE WITNESS: I can't say that it's impossible.  I
 4    just don't want to say that because I don't want to say that
 5    the imagination of the bar and of the respondent's has been
 6    exhausted.
 7             THE COURT: The imagination has been exhausted?  It

 8    takes that sort of imagination to even conceivably lift the
 9    suspension when one is charged with such a crime?
10             THE WITNESS: You asked me a while ago could I
11    conceive of a scenario where that might be so, and I can.
12             THE COURT: For public lewdness.
13             THE WITNESS: That's right, you asked me for public

14    lewdness.
15             THE COURT: How about assault?
16             THE WITNESS: Let's take, for example, this is very

17    hypothetical, I don't know that anyone ever argued, I don't
18    know that it's factually possible, but here's the scenario I
19    can imagine.  Someone says yes, you're right, I committed
20    assault.  I have a psychological problem that caused me to
21    behave in this fashion.  I have undergone treatment since the
22    time this happened and I will continue to undergo treatment,
23    and therefore that will address the personality trait that led
24    me to be assaultive, and I won't be assaultive anymore.  I, of
25    course, never saw that argument, and you asked me could I
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 1    conceive of one.
 2             THE COURT: How about felony fraud?
 3             THE WITNESS: I mean, again, it has to be something

 4    that is says -- felonies are, of course, a different category,
 5    because they -- the theory of my client here is they show moral
 6    torpitude.  So it's a little hard to see what you would say to
 7    show that yes, I had moral torpitude, but no, I don't have it
 8    anymore.  I'm not sure what that would be.
 9             THE COURT: So that one you think in the case of
10    felonies that it would be an irrebuttable.
11             THE WITNESS: It's pretty hard.  I can't think of it.
12    I keep coming back to it, but that's not my job.  My job never
13    has been to focus my ways on the way that respondent can win
14    their case.
15             THE COURT: Well, the issue for this trial, you
16    understand --
17             THE WITNESS: I understand.
18             THE COURT: The issue for this case is whether that
19    amounted to an irrebuttable presumption for which then no
20    hearing would be necessary, or whether it was in fact
21    rebuttable.
22             THE WITNESS: I fully appreciate that, but my job was

23    to be the advocate of my client and to be imaginative in the
24    interests of my client, and not -- my job was not to devote my
25    energy and my intellectual efforts to finding ways that other
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 1    people might defeat the charges we brought.  That was simply
 2    not how I spent my time or energy.
 3             THE COURT: But at some point you are the judge.
 4             THE WITNESS: That's correct, but still my job was to

 5    hear the evidence that came before me and not to think of
 6    arguments that might be sufficient.  So I have not spent my
 7    time and energy thinking up arguments and factual scenarios
 8    that might be sufficient.  You take the scenarios that are
 9    presented, that are given to you in the record, and you take
10    the arguments that are given to you and you make a decision.
11    But it is not the case, in my mind, that it is impossible.  I
12    acknowledge that it is very hard, but I am not going to stop --
13    as long as that was my job, I was not going to stop reviewing
14    the record and stop reviewing the arguments because I had ruled

15    out the possibility that someone might cause me to rule to the
16    lift the suspension.
17             THE COURT: OK.
18    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
19  Q.  Is that because you never did rule out that possibility?
20  A.  No, it was a possibility.  I mean judges are to be judges,
21    and I was functioning in effect as a judge.
22             MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you.  I have nothing further for

23    Mr. Fraser at this time.
24             THE COURT: Were there instances, when you were

25    issuing the final decisions, that you received recommendations
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 1    from judges that said I don't find this person to be a danger?
 2    Do you recall any?
 3             THE WITNESS: I don't remember that, no.  I don't
 4    remember, and even the ones is that were shown to me I don't
 5    know what the arguments were just by looking at the cover
 6    letter.
 7             THE COURT: All right.
 8             MS. WEINBLATT: Actually, I'm sorry, your Honor, if I

 9    may, I would like to show the witness Exhibit -- Plaintiff's
10    Exhibit 46.
11             THE COURT: It's in, 46.
12             MS. WEINBLATT: It's in evidence, your Honor.
13    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
14  Q.  Mr. Fraser, is that on your screen?
15  A.  Yes.
16             It's has A-184 at the top?
17  Q.  Yes.
18             Do you recall seeing this email change before?
19  A.  Yes.
20  Q.  And again, you're not one of the correspondents?
21  A.  I'm not one of the correspondents, no.
22  Q.  Can you say for the record who is the email between and the

23    date?
24  A.  This is from Thomas Coyne and it's to Amy Bann, and it's
25    dated March 31, 2006.
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 1  Q.  And do you -- briefly looking at the text, do you recall
 2    the conversation that is the subject of the email?
 3  A.  Yes, this email would appear to be the email that prompted
 4    the conversation that Amy and I had that is referred back to in
 5    the other email you showed me.
 6             MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you.  I have nothing further.

 7             THE COURT: OK, cross-examination.
 8             MR. ACKMAN: We have quite a bit of cross, your Honor.

 9             THE WITNESS: If I might get some water?
10             THE COURT: Sure.  I should have asked you first, I'm

11    sorry.
12    CROSS-EXAMINATION
13    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
14  Q.  Mr. Fraser, you said you left the TLC in May of 2007,
15    right?
16  A.  That's right.
17  Q.  You're not here to testify about anything that happened
18    after?
19  A.  I'm not familiar with events in any detail after I left,
20    that's right.
21  Q.  In any detail or at all?
22  A.  Well, I know people at the TLC and I spoke to them from
23    time to time, but I have no detailed information.
24  Q.  You have no personal knowledge of the current policy,
25    correct?
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 1  A.  On summary suspensions, no.
 2  Q.  Or whether it's changed?
 3  A.  No.
 4  Q.  Have you ever heard it's changed?
 5  A.  I don't think I ever heard it had.
 6  Q.  You're not aware of any changes?
 7             THE COURT: I'm going to ask a question, if you don't

 8    mind, that I meant to ask before.
 9             You said in 2006 the list changed to only include
10    misdemeanors for violence -- implicated violence, sexual
11    misconduct, and driving, as well as felonies of all stripes.
12    What was the list before that, do you recall?
13             THE WITNESS: It was a very long list of misdemeanors

14    and felonies, actually listed all the felonies individually,
15    which made the list very long, and also listed a whole bunch of
16    misdemeanors that I would characterize as crimes of dishonesty

17    and property crimes and probably others that I took off the
18    list.
19             THE COURT: All right.  And I don't know if you're
20    going to get into this in your cross, Mr. Ackman.  If so, I'll
21    shut up, but I was going to ask how the list came to be drawn
22    up.  Were you going to ask that at some point?
23             MR. ACKMAN: It wasn't high in my priorities.
24             THE COURT: Why don't I start with that.  Who was
25    responsible for drawing up this list?
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 1             THE WITNESS: I inherited the list, so I don't know
 2    the answer to that question.  I do know that after I started I
 3    changed the list, and that was the November 2nd event.
 4             THE COURT: November 2nd of 2006.
 5             THE WITNESS: 2006, yes.  That was the date of the

 6    sort of new list.
 7             THE COURT: And the list was circulated to whom?
 8             THE WITNESS: It was a list that was for the
 9    prosecution.  It wasn't circulated really at all, it was a list
10    for Marc.  It was a list that told Marc what he was to look at
11    initiating a summary suspension proceeding.  It was not a list
12    for the judges to decide when a summary suspension proceeding

13    was to be upheld or not, it was a list purely for Marc's
14    prosecutions.  So it wasn't circulated.
15             THE COURT: All right.  Sorry, Mr. Ackman.
16             MR. ACKMAN: Quite all right, your Honor.
17  Q.  Mr. Fraser, we heard testimony that the chair is supposed
18    to apply a balancing test in deciding whether to continue a
19    suspension or not.  Is that accurate?
20  A.  I don't remember saying that --
21  Q.  I'm not saying you said it, I'm saying we heard testimony
22    about it.  Is that accurate?
23  A.  I'm not sure what you would balance, so I don't know what
24    that means.
25             THE COURT: Did you ever use the term "balancing test"
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 1    to describe what ALJs did in this process?
 2             THE WITNESS: I don't remember using that phrase, no.

 3             THE COURT: Would you think that's a fair
 4    characterization of what they do?
 5             THE WITNESS: Providing what they're balancing does

 6    not mitigate the fact that they're required by the rule to
 7    assume the charge is true.  If there's something else they're
 8    balancing, I don't have a problem with it.
 9             THE COURT: Go ahead.
10  Q.  So as long as they don't put anything about guilt or
11    innocence in the mix, everything else is fair game?
12  A.  Sorry, I didn't hear.
13  Q.  As long as the chairman doesn't put anything about guilt or
14    innocence in the mix, everything else is fair game, is that
15    right or not right?
16  A.  Everything?
17  Q.  Anything else.  I'm asking you if that's right.
18  A.  I don't think that literally anything can be taken into
19    account, no.
20  Q.  What would you exclude?
21  A.  Whether it's Tuesday.
22  Q.  Other than ridiculous things, what would you exclude?
23  A.  I don't know the line between -- the issue is whether the
24    driver -- the driver's continued licensure poses a threat to
25    health or safety during the adjudication of the criminal
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 1    charges.  So anything that goes to that in any way can be taken
 2    account of under the rule.
 3  Q.  Which rule is that?
 4  A.  I don't remember the number.
 5  Q.  8-16?
 6  A.  I think at one point it was 8-16.  I'm not positive about
 7    that.  I haven't looked it the TLC rules in many, many months.
 8  Q.  At one time you knew them pretty well?
 9  A.  I did know them pretty well, yeah.
10  Q.  To fill in some your background, before I joined the TLC,
11    what was your job?
12  A.  Immediately before I was the supervising administrative law

13    judge at the New York City Office of Administrative Trials and

14    Hearings.
15  Q.  Also known as OATH?
16  A.  Yes, also known as OATH.
17  Q.  Before that?
18  A.  Before that I was deputy commissioner for enforcement at
19    the -- sorry, assistant commissioner for enforcement, I
20    promoted myself, at the New York City Department of Buildings.

21  Q.  Before that?
22  A.  Before that I was an was administrative law judge and
23    counsel to the chief judge at the New York City Office of
24    Administrative Trials and Hearings.
25  Q.  How long -- you had two different terms at OATH?
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 1  A.  Two different time periods, yes.
 2  Q.  How long total did you serve this?
 3  A.  Roughly ten years total.
 4  Q.  And would you agree that when a driver is arrested for an
 5    offense, whatever the offense, it's possible he's guilty and
 6    possible he's innocent?
 7  A.  That's correct.
 8  Q.  And if the driver is guilty -- or well, let's focus on the
 9    not guilty.  Then you wouldn't think he's dangerous, right?
10             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
11             THE COURT: Overruled.
12  A.  If it could be known that the driver was not guilty, I
13    think we would know that that arrest does not indicate
14    dangerousness, yes.
15             THE COURT: Well, what if the arrest indicated someone

16    savagely beat their spouse and then their spouse didn't want to
17    go forward with the prosecution and refused to testify.  There
18    would be no criminal charges.  You would conclude the person
19    was not guilty?
20             THE WITNESS: No, if we knew those facts, it would

21    still be open to us to prove that the person should have his
22    license revoked.  The problem would be obviously if the wife
23    wasn't willing to cooperate with the police, the wife would
24    probably not be willing to cooperate with us.  That's assuming
25    we had those facts in first place.
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 1             THE COURT: OK.  Go ahead.
 2    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 3  Q.  Since there's a possibility that the driver actually did
 4    nothing, no crime, you would agree it's important that we have
 5    a fair hearing to determine whether he should be suspended,
 6    right?
 7  A.  It is, of course, important that we have a fair hearing.
 8  Q.  So at a fair hearing, would that by definition mean a
 9    hearing that could come out one way or the other?
10  A.  Not necessarily, no.
11  Q.  So you could have a fair hearing but they all come out one
12    way?
13  A.  That's not quite what I said, is it?
14  Q.  I'm asking.
15  A.  There are times when hearings, judicial hearings as well,
16    cannot come out two ways given the facts that are presented.
17    That is the nature of life.
18  Q.  This is one of those times, right?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
20             THE COURT: This being?
21  Q.  Summary suspension hearings at the TLC, that would be a
22    kind hearing that could only come out one way, right?
23  A.  I don't accept that statement, as I testified.
24  Q.  You said the rate of -- I believe you said -- actually I
25    think Ms. Weinblatt asked you if the rate of continuing
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 1    suspensions after the hearing was fairly high, and you said
 2    yes.
 3  A.  I don't think she asked me that, but I would agree with
 4    that it was fairly high.
 5  Q.  Could you be more specific?
 6  A.  I can't, no.
 7  Q.  Was it a hundred percent?
 8  A.  I don't know that it was a hundred percent.
 9  Q.  Do you know over 99 percent?
10  A.  I don't know that.
11  Q.  What is your best guess?
12  A.  I don't have a best guess.  I don't have statistics for
13    you.  I may have once, but it's not my job anymore.
14             THE COURT: Are you aware of any instance in which the

15    suspension was lifted?
16             THE WITNESS: By the final decision maker?
17             THE COURT: Yes.
18             THE WITNESS: I'm not aware of one as I sit here now,

19    no.
20             THE COURT: Are you aware of any instances in which

21    the ALJ recommended that suspension be lifted?
22             THE WITNESS: Yes.  A number.
23             THE COURT: And what percentage of the time do you

24    recall that being the case?
25             THE WITNESS: I can't put a percentage on it.  I can
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 1    say it was fairly low.
 2             THE COURT: How many times, specifically, can you

 3    recall an ALJ recommending lifting the suspension?
 4             THE WITNESS: I remember that Judge Gottlieb in the

 5    incident that gave rise to these emails recommended lifting of
 6    three, I think it was.  I was told -- I have literally no more
 7    information than this, I was told that there was one prior
 8    event of that at some more distant time.  And I'm pretty sure
 9    that several of the OATH judges recommended lifting
10    suspensions, too, but I don't have specific recollection.  Part
11    of my problem is differentiating the different type of cases, I
12    just don't remember for sure.
13             THE COURT: You mean summary suspension hearings and

14    other types of revocation hearings?
15             THE WITNESS: Revocation hearings, fitness hearings,

16    yes.
17             THE COURT: OK, go ahead.
18    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
19  Q.  Mr. Fraser, you said, I think, in some distant time -- you
20    were told in some distant time someone other than Judge
21    Gottlieb had recommended lifting a suspension?
22  A.  I remember hearing that, yes.
23  Q.  You heard that.  Who told you that?
24  A.  I don't remember.
25  Q.  Was it your lawyer or someone else?
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 1  A.  I just don't remember.
 2  Q.  Do you know when you were told that?
 3  A.  I don't remember that either.
 4  Q.  So if you were sitting as a judge in one of these hearings
 5    or as the chair, you acknowledge that it's possible that some
 6    of the people are not guilty, right?
 7  A.  Of course, yes.
 8  Q.  And some of the people are a threat and some are not?
 9  A.  I guess, yes, I would acknowledge that, yes.  Some of them
10    didn't do the thing they were charged with, yes.
11  Q.  By the way, when you were ruling on these cases, did you
12    rule whether they were a threat or did you rule whether they
13    were a direct and substantial threat?
14  A.  "Direct and substantial" kind of rings a bell.  I may well
15    have used that phrase.
16  Q.  You used the phrase or that was the rule?
17  A.  It may have been the rule, I don't remember.
18  Q.  Is there any difference, in your mind, between a threat and
19    a direct and substantial threat?
20  A.  Well, substantial would be non-trivial, so I guess there's
21    a difference there.  Direct would mean not indirect.  I'm not
22    sure what an indirect threat to personal safety -- no, I guess
23    direct means it has to be -- it means in English language it
24    must be direct from the licensee to a member of the public, a
25    passenger, another driver on the road, a pedestrian on the
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 1    road, so on.
 2  Q.  So is there an important different between the term "direct
 3    and substantial threat" as compared to "threat?"
 4  A.  If I used the phrase "direct and substantial," it was an
 5    attempt to be precise.  I don't think there's a significant
 6    difference in actual meaning, no, as people would actually have

 7    been using that in that context, no.
 8  Q.  So when they changed the rule from "threat" to "direct and
 9    substantial threat," that didn't change the TLC policy at all,
10    was is that right?
11  A.  I didn't perceive it as a change in policy.  Now I didn't
12    apply the rule, I wasn't a judge at that time, and so how it
13    might impact the judge's thinking is not something I would
14    know.
15  Q.  Did you say you didn't apply the rule?
16  A.  No, I didn't apply the rule.  You're talking about 2006,
17    aren't you?
18  Q.  No, I'm talking about 2008 when they changed the rule, but
19    whenever?
20  A.  I did not apply the rule in 2008 either.  I didn't get this
21    delegation until Chairman Yassky became chairman in, what did I

22    say, 2010.
23  Q.  What was the rule in 2010, "direct and substantial" or just
24    "threat?"
25  A.  If you're telling me that was made 2010 -- 2008, then that
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 1    was the rule in 2010.
 2             THE COURT: Do you have a recollection?
 3             THE WITNESS: No, we changed all of our rules a number

 4    of times.  I have no real recollection of the chronology
 5    anymore.
 6  Q.  But you were a general counsel in 2008, right?
 7  A.  Correct.
 8  Q.  Did it change the policy or did it change the practice in
 9    response to a change in the rule?
10  A.  Well, the only practice I had any role in was Marc's
11    initiation of prosecution of suspension proceedings, and my
12    answer would be no.
13  Q.  There was no change?
14  A.  That's correct.
15  Q.  Marc, you mean Marc Hardekopf?
16  A.  Correct.
17  Q.  And you supervised him, right?
18  A.  I did, yes.
19  Q.  But who would know better about what he did, you or him?
20  A.  He would know better than I would what he did.
21  Q.  Now can we put 46 back on the screen.
22             So this is an e-mail from Tom Coyne, and you said
23    this -- could we back go to you whether ALJs had discretion?
24    Amy delivered this to you.  You're Chuck in this email?
25  A.  She did not deliver me the email that I recall.  She came
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 1    to me and raised the issue.
 2  Q.  And so she told you that Tom Coyne, who was the deputy
 3    chief ALJ at the time, right?
 4  A.  That is correct, he was.
 5  Q.  He was confused, and he wanted to know what the standard
 6    was, right?
 7  A.  I don't recall that she said he was confused and wanted to
 8    know what the standard was.
 9  Q.  I'm not quoting, words to that effect.
10  A.  No, the way I remembered is she came to me because Tom had

11    concerns about the decisions that Judge Gottlieb had issued.
12             And no, there was one more thing, which was he was
13    apparently telling Amy that -- the no discretion thing, that
14    judges had no discretion to lift summary suspensions, in his
15    view.
16  Q.  Tom was telling Amy the judges had no discretion?
17  A.  That's the way I recall the conversation being conveyed.
18  Q.  And now he's coming to you --
19  A.  He was not coming to me.
20  Q.  He was coming to Amy because Amy is your right-hand person.

21  A.  She was the attorney who was assigned to handle
22    adjudication issues for me.  She was not my right-hand
23    attorney.
24  Q.  She was one of eight attorneys who worked for you?
25  A.  Correct.
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 1  Q.  And Tom Coyne didn't work for you, right?
 2  A.  He did not.
 3  Q.  Was there any reason Tom Coyne couldn't come and ask you

 4    directly?  Could he send you this email directly?  Why is he
 5    sending it to Amy?
 6  A.  I don't know.
 7  Q.  Did Amy forward the email to you?
 8  A.  I don't recall that she did.
 9  Q.  Do you have any doubt she asked you this question?
10  A.  Not at all.
11  Q.  You remember her asking you the question?
12  A.  I absolutely do.
13  Q.  So Tom Coyne says no discretion, and you're telling us here
14    that they had discretion, is that right?
15  A.  I went ballistic when I was told about this.
16  Q.  You went ballistic?
17  A.  I went ballistic.
18  Q.  You remember it pretty well?
19  A.  Remember that vividly.
20  Q.  And you didn't want to put it in writing?
21  A.  No, that's not true.
22  Q.  So she's misquoting you?
23  A.  No, she is not writing this.
24  Q.  Let's look at the next email.
25             THE COURT: What exhibit?
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: 47.
 2  Q.  So this is an email -- this is the one she said she spoke
 3    with Chuck.  That's you, right?
 4  A.  That is correct.
 5  Q.  And said that according to the ALJ manual, the ALJs do have

 6    discretion to lift the summary suspension.  However, he was not

 7    going to put it in writing.  Right?
 8  A.  He says that, Tom Coyne says that, yes.
 9  Q.  So Tom Coyne is mischaracterizing what you said?
10  A.  I never spoke to Tom Coyne about this, so that would not be

11    necessarily correct.
12  Q.  Did you say you wouldn't put it in writing?
13  A.  I don't remember saying that.  I can't imagine why I would
14    have.  I certainly did not say according to the ALJ manual
15    either.
16  Q.  Did you put it in writing?
17  A.  No.
18  Q.  Why not?
19  A.  I had no call to.
20  Q.  You had to call to?
21  A.  I had no reason to.
22  Q.  Why not?
23  A.  I rendered legal advice to my client, I had Amy speak to
24    Tom Coyne about it, and I simply spoke to Joe Eckstein about
25    it.
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 1  Q.  You had deputy chief ALJ --
 2  A.  Correct.
 3  Q.  -- totally confused and wrong headed about the rule --
 4  A.  Right.
 5  Q.  -- and he's coming to you for clarification, and you said
 6    he's wrong?
 7  A.  Right.
 8  Q.  But you didn't want to put it in writing, is that right?
 9  A.  I don't -- you keep telling me I didn't want to put it in
10    writing.  I don't recall being asked to put it in writing.
11    There's no reason in the world I would have said I'm not
12    putting it in writing unless -- and I told you this at my
13    deposition -- unless, and this is hypothetical because I don't
14    know this was the case, but if he was doing it defiantly, like
15    I'm not going to do this unless you put in writing I might well
16    have said well, you're on your own, I'm not putting it in
17    writing, this is the rule.
18  Q.  So you might have said that?
19  A.  I don't remember saying it, and that's the only reason I
20    can imagine I would have said it.
21  Q.  I thought you had strong recall --
22  A.  I recall the conversation.  I went ballistic.  I was
23    bouncing off the walls angry.
24             THE COURT: Why were you angry?
25             THE WITNESS: Because we had a deputy chief judge who
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 1    was making the unbelievable statement that judges did not have

 2    discretion to lift summary suspensions.
 3  Q.  And he said this in the wake of one judge lifting a summary
 4    suspension, right?
 5  A.  That was the immediate prompting of it, yes.
 6  Q.  And other than one event similar in the distant past that
 7    no one seems to remember, it was the only time this happened,
 8    right?
 9  A.  It's the only time anyone brought it to my attention.
10  Q.  So did you hear about this whole incident where
11    Mr. Gottlieb lifted the summary suspension and then he was told

12    he was --
13             THE COURT: That he lifted the summary suspension?

14    Recommended.
15  Q.  Recommended lifting.  An ALJ cannot lift a summary
16    suspension, right?
17  A.  Nor can he sustain, that's correct.
18  Q.  You heard about the incident where he recommended in three

19    cases to lift the summary suspension, and then he got emails
20    from Coyne and calls from Coyne and a call from Bonina, do you

21    remember that?
22  A.  I don't know about any calls from Bonina or Coyne to
23    Gottlieb.
24  Q.  And Mr. Gottlieb said people were freaking out downtown.
25    Do you remember that?
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 1  A.  I do remember seeing that, and that is incorrect.
 2  Q.  People were not freaking out?
 3  A.  No, certainly not.
 4  Q.  He wouldn't be describing you going ballistic?
 5  A.  No, Tom never spoke to me.
 6  Q.  But you say you went ballistic.
 7  A.  I did.
 8             THE COURT: Let me interrupt for a second.  Who did

 9    you talk to when Gottlieb issued recommendations to lift
10    suspensions?
11             THE WITNESS: Well, I don't know that I spoke to
12    anyone about that.  I mean we had to then draft the chair's
13    decision.  But what I went ballistic about was when Amy came to

14    me, this would be after the previous email, and said that Tom
15    Coyne was upset because the decisions were issued and, in his
16    view, contrary to the lack of discretion that judges have.  I
17    went ballistic to Amy, which is an unfortunate instance of
18    blaming the messenger.  She conveyed the advice to Tom Coyne.

19    I'm quite sure Amy didn't go ballistic.
20  Q.  So you were not ballistic about what Gottlieb had done, you
21    were ballistic about Amy telling you that Coyne was confused?

22  A.  No, I was ballistic about Tom Coyne holding the view that
23    ALJs don't have discretion to lift suspensions.
24             THE COURT: They don't have discretion to lift
25    suspensions.
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 1             THE WITNESS: I'm sorry, to recommend lifting
 2    suspensions.  I lapsed into shorthand.
 3             THE COURT: This email, which you didn't write, to the

 4    extent it suggests that anybody -- any ALJ has discretion to
 5    lift summary suspensions, that's wrong.
 6             THE WITNESS: I hadn't even looked at that.  It's a
 7    shorthand.  I think we talk about the recommendations -- the
 8    decision of the recommendation in a shorthand as if it were the
 9    decision, but obviously it's not.
10             THE COURT: But if an ALJ recommended to a lift
11    suspension because he met the driver and he believed him when

12    he said, "I didn't do it," would he have -- an ALJ have the
13    discretion to recommend lifting a suspension on those facts?
14             THE WITNESS: Not for that reason.  That would be a

15    violation of the rule.
16             THE COURT: Do you recall any conversation with Amy or

17    anyone else concerning the subject matter of this email where
18    it was -- where the conversation was refined about what
19    discretion was really being discussed?
20             THE WITNESS: No, I don't.  I don't believe I knew at

21    that time what the grounds were that Judge Gottlieb had used.
22    I don't think I knew that yet.
23             THE COURT: OK.
24  Q.  Are you aware that Judge Gottlieb was told if he was ever
25    going to do it again he should call Coyne?
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 1  A.  You've told me that in a deposition, but I'm not -- I don't
 2    remember otherwise hearing that.
 3  Q.  You don't remember hearing that.  So you don't think there
 4    was any legitimate confusion at this time?
 5  A.  Well, to the extent, if any, that Tom did not get the
 6    message from Amy, then I suppose there was confusion or maybe

 7    disagreement.
 8             THE COURT: Look, I'm sorry interrupt.  I hope you
 9    don't mind me doing this, I would never do this in a jury
10    trial.  As the fact finder, I take liberties.  It can mess up
11    your directs and crosses, I get that.  If it's messing you up,
12    let me know.
13             But this exhibit, you never saw this until your
14    deposition, is that what you said?
15             THE WITNESS: First time I remember seeing it is when

16    Mr. Ackman showed it to me in the Rothman deposition.
17             THE COURT: There's line in this exhibit that says:  I

18    explained to her -- Amy -- that the policy underlined of the
19    TLC was otherwise, and that was how I trained -- underlined and

20    bold -- the ALJs.
21             Do you recall having a conversation with Amy about
22    whether we needed to retrain ALJs about their proper
23    understanding of the discretion they had or didn't have?
24             THE WITNESS: No, the training part I don't remember

25    being raised.  And of course I'm not familiar with how the ALJs
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 1    were trained or weren't at that time.  The policy I very much
 2    take issue with.  It's not up to Deputy Chief Judge Tom Coyne
 3    to determine the policy of the TLC.  So if that had been said
 4    to me at the time, I would have separately gone ballistic.  But
 5    the training was not brought to my attention, so I didn't
 6    address it.
 7             THE COURT: And just -- this might be clear to
 8    everyone else but me, but in this time period, 2006, the ALJs
 9    were within the Taxi and Limousine Commission?
10             THE WITNESS: Yes, they were a separate division from

11    mine, but in the TLC.
12             THE COURT: So who did they answer to in the chain of

13    command?  There was a chief judge, and the chief judge was
14    answerable to the commissioner?
15             THE WITNESS: No, the deputy chief judges and chief

16    judge at the time were per diems.  They reported to -- may have

17    been to others, but they reported to the Deputy Commissioner
18    for Adjudication Joe Eckstein, and he reported to First Deputy
19    Commissioner Andrew Salkin, who reported to the commissioner.

20             THE COURT: And the training of the ALJs was whose

21    responsibility?
22             THE WITNESS: I actually don't know.  It would have

23    been within the adjudications division, but I don't just know.
24             THE COURT: Perhaps Eckstein.
25             THE WITNESS: Perhaps Eckstein.
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 1             THE COURT: Perhaps someone else.
 2             THE WITNESS: Perhaps someone else.
 3             THE COURT: But the not the general counsel.
 4             THE WITNESS: Not the general counsel.
 5             (Continued on next page)
 6   
 7   
 8   
 9   
10   
11   
12   
13   
14   
15   
16   
17   
18   
19   
20   
21   
22   
23   
24   
25   
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 1  Q.  But Mr. Coyne did train the ALJs, right?
 2  A.  I don't know that.  He appears to say so here, but I don't
 3    know that, no.
 4  Q.  And at the time did you know who trained the ALJs?
 5  A.  I don't know that I did, no.
 6  Q.  And you mentioned a couple times a deposition in a case
 7    called Rothenberg.
 8  A.  Yes.
 9  Q.  Did you review that deposition testimony before you came
10    here today?
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  Did you also give a deposition in this action?
13  A.  I did, yes.
14  Q.  Did you review that?
15  A.  Yes, I did.
16  Q.  Is it all accurate?
17  A.  No, there's some mistakes; there's some transcription
18    mistakes and things like that.
19  Q.  Other than transcription mistakes that are normal, were
20    there any substantial errors in your testimony that you'd like
21    to correct now?
22  A.  Geeze, I can't think of any.  Some of the transcription
23    errors are not obvious, so you would have had to have been
24    there, I guess.
25             If you're asking me did I say anything that's
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 1    incorrect that I would like to correct, I'm not aware of
 2    anything like that.
 3  Q.  And at the Rothenberg deposition, Ms. Weinblatt was sitting

 4    right next to you, right?
 5  A.  Not really -- I guess she was there, yes.  I guess
 6    Ms. Weinblatt did that deposition.
 7  Q.  And the Nnebe deposition, Ms. O'Sullivan was sitting right
 8    next to you, right?
 9  A.  I think she was across the table, yes.
10  Q.  But she was in the room, right?
11  A.  She was in the room.
12  Q.  And you also submitted a declaration in this case; correct?
13  A.  Yes, I did, yes.
14  Q.  And you submitted a declaration in the Rothenberg case,
15    too, right?
16  A.  Yes, I did.
17  Q.  More than one, right?
18  A.  I don't remember -- there was more than one in one case,
19    but I just don't remember which is which.
20  Q.  And did you review those documents before coming here
21    today?
22  A.  Yes, I did.
23             MR. ACKMAN: Can we show Rule 8-16 as it exists in

24    2008.
25             THE COURT: While you're putting that up, can I just
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 1    ask the question, when did you become general counsel?
 2             THE WITNESS: It would have been March of 2005.

 3             THE COURT: Between March 2005 and when you left in

 4    2011, as you understood it, did the standard for summary
 5    suspension hearings change?
 6             THE WITNESS: Well, the rule --
 7             THE COURT: The rule changed.  Did the standard
 8    change?
 9             THE WITNESS: In one respect that should have affected

10    the actual operation, which was when I started, the rule, if I
11    remember the chronology right, referred to threat to health,
12    safety, or welfare.  And at one point we eliminated the word
13    "welfare."  And I would regard that as a substantive change
14    that should have made an effect on the practice.
15             THE COURT: And that effect would have been to take

16    out the economic crimes, the misdemeanors.
17             THE WITNESS: Dishonesty crimes, the property crimes,

18    and maybe some other stuff.
19             THE COURT: But otherwise, the standard was basically

20    the same.
21             THE WITNESS: Otherwise, the rule would have been

22    substantively the same, as far as I can remember, yes.
23    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
24  Q.  Wasn't there a rule change in 2006, specifically end of
25    2006, whereas before the word "arrest" didn't even appear in
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 1    the rule, and after it did?
 2  A.  That is correct, yes.
 3  Q.  That was right on your watch, right?
 4  A.  I was the general counsel, yes.
 5  Q.  You drafted that rule, right?
 6  A.  I don't think I personally drafted it, but I certainly had
 7    a hand in it.
 8  Q.  Who did?
 9  A.  I'm sorry?
10  Q.  Who did draft it?
11  A.  I don't remember.
12  Q.  Who else could it have been?
13  A.  Could have been Amy Bann.
14  Q.  Amy Bann.  She worked for you?
15  A.  She did, yes.
16  Q.  She would not submit a rule without showing it to you.
17  A.  Oh, no, I reviewed it, no question about it.  I had a
18    direct hand in that.  I may have even initiated it; I just
19    don't remember.
20  Q.  And you even spoke about that rule at a public meeting of
21    the TLC with the other commissioners, right?
22  A.  There's a public hearing on every rule, and I'm sure I
23    spoke about every one.
24  Q.  And you told people what the rule meant, right?
25  A.  It's typical to give a very brief introduction.  I would
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 1    not want to say that I gave a complete picture of what the rule
 2    was, no.
 3  Q.  You didn't give a complete picture you're saying?
 4  A.  No.
 5  Q.  Did you give an incomplete picture?
 6  A.  I gave a summary.
 7  Q.  Did you tell the other commissioners and the public at
 8    large that the TLC was already doing this?
 9  A.  I don't remember that discussion, no.
10  Q.  Would that be part of the picture being incomplete?
11  A.  That would not necessarily be something I would bring up,
12    but it might be.
13  Q.  So you pass a rule, which seems to be a new rule, because
14    it now mentions "arrest," and before it did not.  And you
15    didn't say, We're passing a new rule, and we're doing something

16    new, or did you even say, We're passing a new rule, but we're
17    already doing this?  You didn't think --
18  A.  I don't recall what I said one way or the other.
19  Q.  If we showed you the transcript of that public meeting, do
20    you think you would have been shown saying that we're already

21    doing this?
22             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
23             THE COURT: I don't think you have to answer that.
24             Sustained.
25  Q.  You mentioned a couple of times that you testified in our
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 1    deposition in Rothenberg, right?
 2  A.  Yes.
 3  Q.  Didn't you say at that time that you had said, I wasn't
 4    going to put it in writing, but the reason was because it's so
 5    obvious?
 6  A.  No, I --
 7  Q.  You didn't say that?
 8  A.  I most certainly did not say that.  I just read the
 9    transcript.
10             MR. ACKMAN: Let's show that exhibit, Rule 8-16 in

11    2008.
12             THE COURT: What's the number?
13             MR. ACKMAN: 2006 one.  It doesn't really matter.
14             THE COURT: Just tell me what number of the exhibit

15    you're putting up, Mr. Kleinman.
16             MR. ACKMAN: Apparently we don't have a stipulation as

17    to the 2008 version.
18             THE COURT: I could probably take judicial notice of

19    it, I would assume.  I'm not prepared to do it right now
20    because I don't have --
21             MR. ACKMAN: Right.  We had some conflict as to

22    whether the rule that was printed by TLC shown on their website

23    was actually the rule, you may recall that.  That's why we're
24    showing the 2006.  But it really doesn't matter.
25             MR. KLEINMAN: This is Plaintiffs' Exhibit B, your
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 1    Honor.
 2             THE COURT: B.
 3             MR. ACKMAN: Can you blow it up so we can see it.

 4             MR. KLEINMAN: Sorry, your Honor.  The 2006 version is

 5    Plaintiffs' Exhibit C.
 6             THE COURT: C we're going to?
 7             MR. KLEINMAN: C, all right.
 8             THE COURT: So this is B.  You're going to switch to C

 9    instead?
10             MR. KLEINMAN: Yes.
11    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
12  Q.  While he's doing that, correct me if I'm wrong, Mr. Fraser,
13    the rule required that you assume the charges be true, that's
14    what your testimony was?
15  A.  That's correct.
16  Q.  Can you show me where in the rule that requirement is?
17  A.  We're looking at 8-16?
18  Q.  Yes.
19  A.  I don't believe it appears in 8-16.
20  Q.  Where does it appear?
21  A.  I don't know.
22             THE COURT: I'm looking at the sentence that says:
23    "At the hearing, pursuant to subdivision E of this section, the
24    issue shall be whether the charges underlying the licensee's
25    arrest, if true, demonstrate that the licensee's continued
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 1    licensure during the pendency of the criminal charges posed a
 2    threat to the health or safety of the public."
 3             Is that what you were referring to?
 4             THE WITNESS: 8-16 C, yes.
 5    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 6  Q.  Show us where it says you must assume the charges to be
 7    true.
 8  A.  I think it's the "if true."
 9  Q.  "If true"?
10  A.  "The charges underlying the licensee's arrest, if true."
11  Q.  So when it says "if true," you interpret that to mean "is
12    true"?
13  A.  No, I interpret it to mean that the ALJ and the chair must
14    assume that the charges are true.
15  Q.  Do you think it says that explicitly anywhere?
16  A.  I think that's pretty explicit, yeah.
17  Q.  Did you say that to anyone in public, that that's what your
18    interpretation was?
19  A.  I really have no idea.
20  Q.  Did you ever say that to the commissioners who are passing
21    the rule?
22  A.  I don't remember one way or the other.
23  Q.  Mr. Fraser, you said you served as an OATH judge a couple

24    of times.
25  A.  I did, yes.
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 1  Q.  Was it the practice at OATH that when a chairman of an
 2    agency rejects the recommendation of an OATH judge, the
 3    chairman would normally give reasons for doing so?
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 5             THE COURT: What is your understanding?
 6  A.  It was common.  I don't know that it was universal for the
 7    head of the agency to state reasons.  It was more common when

 8    the head of the agency was disagreeing in some respect with the

 9    recommendation than when the agency head was accepting it.
10             When the agency head was accepting it, it often was
11    just a single --
12  Q.  That's exactly my question.  He rejected the recommendation

13    of an OATH judge.  The chairman of the agency or the
14    commissioner of the agency, whatever of the agency, would give

15    reasons for doing that, right?
16  A.  That was often -- certainly preferred, and that was often
17    the case, yes.
18  Q.  Was it usually the case?
19  A.  Probably usually.
20  Q.  And when the chair of an agency rejected an OATH
21    recommendation and gave his reasons, did those reasonings
22    become, in effect, precedence or higher law that was binding on

23    the OATH judges in the future?
24  A.  They certainly became precedent.  Whether they became
25    binding would depend on a number of things.  So the agency head
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 1    is not, for example, the last word on the Constitution or on
 2    matters of general impact.  The agency head would generally
 3    though be the last word on an administrative level on things
 4    like construction of the agency's own rules.
 5  Q.  Right.  So when an agency head, whether it's the TLC head
 6    or any other agency head, says, Here's how I construe the
 7    rules, that becomes the working rule for OATH, as well, right?
 8  A.  As a general matter, yes, that's right.
 9  Q.  That was the practice?
10  A.  As a general matter.
11  Q.  When you say general, are there any important exceptions?
12  A.  I'm sure there are exceptions.
13  Q.  But none come to mind?
14  A.  I haven't worked at OATH for eight years.
15             MR. ACKMAN: Can we show the 1999 version of 8-16.

16             THE COURT: What's the exhibit?
17             MR. ACKMAN: Exhibit B.  Sorry, your Honor.
18             THE COURT: B?
19             MR. ACKMAN: B.
20  Q.  Is that on your screen, Mr. Fraser?
21  A.  I see -- yes.  Right.
22  Q.  And at this time, when you came to the TLC, in, what was
23    it, 2005?
24  A.  Yes.
25  Q.  They already had a practice of spending licenses of drivers
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 1    who were arrested, right?
 2  A.  For certain charges, yes.
 3  Q.  It was done commonly, routinely, right?
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 5             THE COURT: If you can answer it.  Was it commonly

 6    done?
 7  A.  It was routinely done when the arrest was on the charge
 8    that was on the list, yes.
 9  Q.  Hundreds of times a year, right?
10  A.  I don't know the numbers.
11  Q.  You don't know the exact number, but it's a lot.
12  A.  I don't know.
13  Q.  And they already had a practice of assuming the arrest
14    charges were true, right, at the hearing?
15  A.  Correct.
16  Q.  Can you show us in this rule where it says that you should
17    assume the charges are true?
18  A.  I'm looking at 8-16.  That's the only rule.  And I'm
19    looking at A through F, which, I guess, is complete.  And on a
20    quick reading, I don't see anything there, no, that says that.
21  Q.  Nothing there that says that?
22  A.  Correct.
23  Q.  But that's what you did, right?
24  A.  I'm sorry?
25  Q.  That was what you did; that was the practice, to assume the
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 1    charges --
 2  A.  I didn't do it, I -- I've said this a number of times.  I
 3    did not do judging --
 4  Q.  Sorry.  When I say "you," I mean the agency.
 5  A.  The judges, I don't want to speak for them, we suspended
 6    and we argued that you had to assume the charges were true,
 7    yes.
 8  Q.  That was the practice of the agency, right?
 9  A.  That's correct.
10  Q.  That was what the judges did, too, right?
11  A.  I believe that's correct, yes.
12  Q.  And when they didn't do it, that would be wrong, right?
13             If they didn't assume the charges are true, that would
14    be an incorrect decision, right?
15  A.  I think that's right.
16  Q.  So in this version of Rule 8-16, it doesn't say that at
17    all, right?
18  A.  Not in 8-16, no.
19  Q.  Was there somewhere else it said it?
20  A.  I don't know.
21  Q.  You think it said it somewhere else, but you don't know
22    where, or you don't think it said it?
23  A.  I don't know the answer.  I just don't know.
24  Q.  What don't you know?
25  A.  I don't know the answer to your question.
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 1  Q.  I'm trying to express it a little bit clearer.
 2             You don't know if it said it anywhere, or you don't
 3    know if it said it somewhere else, but not 8-16?
 4  A.  Looking at 8-16, it does not appear to say it there.
 5    Whether it says it any other place, I'm telling you I don't
 6    know.
 7  Q.  Do you think it said it anywhere else and you don't know
 8    where, or you don't think it said it anywhere else?
 9             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
10             THE COURT: Sustained.  I think we're clear.
11             MR. ACKMAN: Mr. Fraser -- let's show what
12    Mr. Fraser -- his declaration in this case from 2007
13    declaration, which -- let's mark it as a plaintiff exhibit.
14    What number are we up to?
15             MR. KLEINMAN: Plaintiffs' Exhibit K.
16             MR. ACKMAN: We're marking this Plaintiffs' Exhibit K.

17  Q.  You said, Mr. Fraser, the standard you applied was from the

18    rule; is that right?
19  A.  When I was deciding these cases?
20  Q.  Let me clarify.
21             The standard the TLC applied was from the TLC rule; is
22    that right?
23  A.  The rule is what controls, yes.
24  Q.  Are you sure that's where the working standard came from
25    though?
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 1  A.  I'm sorry, at what time?
 2  Q.  Are you certain that is where the working standard came
 3    from?
 4  A.  I'm not sure how to answer the question.  The rule is what
 5    controls.
 6  Q.  Right.  But is that what the ALJs were doing?
 7  A.  I can't get into their minds.  The rules should be what
 8    they should look at.
 9  Q.  It should be that way, right?
10  A.  That's correct.  The rule controls.
11  Q.  But, in fact, they were operating out of an ALJ manual;
12    they were applying a standard stated in that document.  Isn't
13    that right?
14  A.  I don't know that to be the case.
15  Q.  Did you know there was an ALJ manual?
16  A.  I do know there was an ALJ manual.
17  Q.  Do you know now?  Did you know then?
18  A.  I'm not sure when I found out.  I was aware certainly most
19    of my time at the TLC there was an ALJ manual.
20  Q.  Were you aware that the ALJs were told to follow the manual

21    as to the rule -- as to the standard to apply at summary
22    suspension hearings?
23  A.  I don't recall having knowledge of that, no.
24  Q.  Copy of your declaration.
25             Can you flip to paragraph -- first of all, have you
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 1    seen this document before?
 2  A.  Yes, I have.
 3  Q.  What is it?
 4  A.  This is my declaration, or at least one of them, in this
 5    case.
 6  Q.  Is that your signature on the last page?
 7  A.  Yes, it is.
 8  Q.  And you reviewed it prior to coming here?
 9  A.  Several weeks ago, but, yes.
10             MR. ACKMAN: I would like to offer it, your Honor.

11             THE COURT: You certainly can impeach him with it, but

12    why are we offering it?
13  Q.  Look at Paragraph 29 please.
14  A.  Okay.
15  Q.  Can you read the first sentence to yourself and the second
16    sentence out loud.
17  A.  "I am advised by counsel that the plaintiffs have alleged
18    that Judge Gottlieb left TLC employment because he was forced

19    out of his job in retaliation for certain arrest suspension
20    decisions he issued in 2006 in which he recommended lifting the

21    suspensions."
22  Q.  So you were advised by counsel.  Which counsel are you
23    referring to?
24  A.  Whoever at the law department was handling this case at
25    that time.
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 1  Q.  So Ms. O'Sullivan?
 2  A.  Probably, yeah.
 3  Q.  And she advised you that we were alleging that Mr. Gottlieb

 4    was forced out of his job?
 5  A.  That's what it says, yes.
 6  Q.  And you put that in your declaration without checking if
 7    that was true?
 8  A.  Without checking that what was true, that I was advised by
 9    counsel?
10  Q.  No, whether we were actually alleging that.
11  A.  I don't remember whether I checked it, no.
12  Q.  Do you know if it's true today?
13  A.  I -- that you alleged it?  No, I don't know what you're
14    alleging.
15             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
16             I don't see how this is relevant.
17             THE COURT: I'm not sure how this is relevant either.

18    It's not proper impeachment.
19             MR. ACKMAN: I believe he adopted his declaration.

20             THE COURT: You can't impeach somebody and say, Here's

21    your declaration.  Do you adopt it?  Is that true?
22             You impeach with a prior statement to show that it's
23    inconsistent with a statement that he said on the stand.  So I
24    don't think he's testified about Gottlieb, and Gottlieb
25    being --
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: He did testify about Gottlieb and his

 2    decisions.  He certainly came up with the subject of Gottlieb.
 3             THE COURT: This is improper impeachment.  I'm not

 4    sure what you're trying to do with it.
 5             Next question.
 6    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 7  Q.  Was this declaration based on your personal knowledge or
 8    was it someone else told you what was -- and you put in other
 9    people's information?
10  A.  Well, as you just highlighted, I had personal knowledge
11    that I was advised by counsel, but I did not have personal
12    knowledge of what I had been advised by counsel of.  So some of

13    each.
14  Q.  So some of your declaration is based on your own knowledge,

15    and some of it is based on other people's knowledge?
16  A.  I can say right at the moment that that sentence as it
17    states explicitly was based on a thing I was told.
18  Q.  Was anything else in that declaration based on what you
19    were told or was it also things you knew?
20             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.  The document

21    speaks for itself; so, again, it's irrelevant.
22             THE COURT: Sustained.
23  Q.  You spoke a bit on direct, I believe, about safety being
24    the important concern of the TLC.
25  A.  Correct.
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 1  Q.  How many taxi drivers in a given year are convicted of
 2    assaulting a passenger?
 3  A.  I have no idea.
 4  Q.  In a given year, does it happen at all?
 5  A.  I don't know.  I'm sure it must, but I don't know.
 6  Q.  You're sure it must have happened sometime, is that what
 7    you're saying?
 8  A.  There are tens of thousands of taxi drivers, and millions
 9    of passengers; yes, it must have happened.
10  Q.  It must have happened.
11             There's 100,000 taxi drivers, that's what you say in
12    your declaration, right?
13  A.  Not taxi drivers.
14  Q.  Licensed drivers by the TLC?
15  A.  I don't remember that anymore.  It sounds like a total
16    number of licensees; that doesn't sound like the total number
17    of drivers.
18  Q.  Well, if you said there was 100,000 drivers licensed by the
19    TLC, that must be an accurate statement, right?
20  A.  If I said it, then I would have known that at the time,
21    yeah.
22  Q.  Now, of those 100,000 drivers in a given year, in most
23    years, are any of them convicted of assaulting a passenger?
24             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  Asked and answered.

25             THE COURT: Do you know one way or the other?
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 1             THE WITNESS: It is not information we would get.
 2             THE COURT: Do you know?
 3             THE WITNESS: I don't know.
 4  Q.  You spoke about safety --
 5             THE COURT: He doesn't know.
 6             Next question.
 7             MR. ACKMAN: Can we mark the Rothenberg declaration

 8    from 10/16/2009.
 9  Q.  Before we do, in a given year, how many taxi drivers are
10    convicted of any kind of violent crime?
11  A.  We would not have that information.  I wouldn't know that.
12  Q.  You wouldn't know it?
13  A.  No.
14  Q.  But you did put it in your declaration, right?
15  A.  If you'll draw it to my attention, I'll talk about what I
16    said, but I would not know the total number of taxi drivers
17    convicted.
18             MR. ACKMAN: Can we mark his declaration?  This is the

19    declaration from the Rothenberg case dated 10/16/2009.  We're
20    just marking an excerpt, your Honor?
21             THE COURT: You can show it to him.  Ask him about

22    prior testimony.  That's fine.  Prior declaration.  We're
23    calling it L?
24             MR. ACKMAN: Right.
25  Q.  Showing you a declaration that's marked Plaintiffs' Exhibit
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 1    L or, actually, an excerpt from your declaration.  Do you
 2    recognize this document?
 3  A.  Yes.
 4  Q.  Is that your signature on the last page?
 5  A.  Yes, it is.
 6  Q.  Can you flip to Paragraph 35.
 7  A.  Yes.
 8             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, before the question is

 9    posed, I want to again object on relevance grounds.  This
10    declaration was --
11             THE COURT: Relevance grounds?  This is impeachment.

12             MS. WEINBLATT: Oh, yes, I'm sorry.  But this
13    declaration was issued in the Rothenberg --
14             THE COURT: Look, it may not be a fair use of a prior

15    statement for impeachment, but let's see where we're going.
16             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, he says he just reviewed it.

17             THE COURT: I haven't looked at what he said, so ask

18    the question.
19             MR. ACKMAN: No, I mean he reviewed it prior to
20    coming.
21    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
22  Q.  In any event, does this refresh your recollection as to how
23    many taxi drivers in a given year are convicted of a violent
24    crime of any nature?
25  A.  No.
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 1  Q.  Flip to Page 18 of 36.
 2  A.  Okay.
 3  Q.  Does this refresh your recollection?
 4  A.  No, these are not about criminal convictions.
 5  Q.  Isn't that exactly what this is about?
 6  A.  No, these are about license revocations for criminal
 7    convictions.  We only can revoke a license for a conviction
 8    that we know about.  We don't know about all convictions.  It's

 9    impossible.
10  Q.  This document says that the TLC only knows in a three-year

11    period, from 2005 through December 2008, in a three-year
12    period, there were only two violent offense convictions of taxi
13    drivers, period.  Right?
14  A.  No, that's not what that says at all.
15  Q.  Only two that you knew about?
16  A.  No, only two that resulted in revocation of a license.
17  Q.  You're saying there could have been some that the TLC knew

18    about times, or times where TLC knew about the conviction of a

19    taxi driver for a violent offense, and they did not revoke the
20    license?
21  A.  That's possible, but much more likely, we didn't know about

22    the conviction.
23  Q.  Right.  But of the ones you know about, you always revoked,

24    right?
25  A.  We always pursued revocation. yes.
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 1  Q.  And you always succeeded, right?
 2  A.  I don't know that to be the case.
 3  Q.  But, in any event, this does say that there are only two
 4    cases in a three-year period where the TLC revoked a driver's
 5    license for a violent crime; that's what it says, right?
 6  A.  For violence-related offenses, parentheses, assault.
 7    That's what that says, yes.
 8  Q.  And the two offenses that you note here, how many of them

 9    were -- involved a passenger?
10  A.  I don't have any information about that.
11  Q.  You said that TLC has an important concern about passenger

12    safety, right?
13  A.  Safety, not limited to the passenger, but certainly
14    including that.
15  Q.  But the rule that we're discussing here, the summary
16    suspension of drivers whose licenses -- summary suspension of

17    drivers based on arrests, that was based on a safety concern or
18    something else?
19  A.  Well, it certainly was, in large part, safety, because the
20    question was whether their continued licensure posed a threat
21    to health or safety.
22  Q.  A threat or a direct and substantial threat?
23  A.  Oh, sure.
24  Q.  No difference?
25  A.  You know, as I sit here today, I'm not sure that I see the
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 1    difference, no.
 2             THE COURT: But let me ask a question, because health

 3    and safety is what's in the rule, right?
 4             THE WITNESS: That is right.
 5             THE COURT: Welfare is no longer in the rule.
 6             THE WITNESS: Welfare is no longer.
 7             THE COURT: Felonies of any stripe are still a basis
 8    for summary suspension and ultimately revocation.
 9             THE WITNESS: Correct.
10             THE COURT: And so what is the nexus between a felony

11    for fraud and health and safety of passengers?
12             THE WITNESS: The theory on felonies -- and this is my

13    client's view of it -- is that felonies reflect moral
14    turpitude; and that a driver of moral turpitude poses a threat
15    to health and safety.
16             THE COURT: Moral turpitude poses a threat to health

17    or safety?
18             THE WITNESS: Yes.
19             THE COURT: Explain.
20             THE WITNESS: I don't know that I can explain much

21    more than that.  A person -- a felony is sort of a
22    beyond-the-pale kind of crime; it's not obviously a
23    misdemeanor.  And the person is not reliable to follow rules in
24    general I think is the idea, if a person is guilty of a felony,
25    including the rules that go to health and safety.
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 1    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 2  Q.  So when it's a felony, you're suspending the license not
 3    because -- he's not been convicted of anything, of course.
 4  A.  I'm sorry?
 5  Q.  You're suspending the license of someone who's accused of a

 6    felony, not been convicted, not because he's a threat, but
 7    because he's immoral or might be immoral; is that the idea?
 8  A.  The theory is that the moral turpitude reflected by a
 9    commission of a felony is a threat to health or safety, yes.
10  Q.  So the commission of a felony would indicate moral
11    turpitude.
12  A.  Correct.
13  Q.  What about being accused of committing a felony?
14  A.  The rule requires that the judge must assume the charge to
15    be true.  And so --
16  Q.  It requires it in your mind?
17  A.  Well, the rule requires it.
18  Q.  The rule requires it according to TLC policy, whatever
19    the -- the policy was in place and the rule requires it
20    regardless of what the rule itself says, right?
21             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
22             THE COURT: Rephrase it.  I couldn't follow.
23  Q.  The TLC practice require the assumption that the driver was

24    guilty regardless of the phrasing of the rule.
25  A.  As far as I'm concerned, the practice was to follow the
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 1    rule.  The rule was controlling, I've said that a number of
 2    times.
 3  Q.  But didn't you just say that the 2006 version of the rule
 4    didn't even say anything about that could even be implied as --
 5  A.  Oh, I didn't say that.  You said does it say arrests; and I
 6    said, Yes, it doesn't appear to refer to arrests.
 7  Q.  I think you also said --
 8             THE COURT: Wait.  We're talking 2006 version of the

 9    rule?
10             MR. ACKMAN: Yes.
11             THE COURT: We're talking about the 1999 version of

12    the rule?
13  Q.  The rule that was in effect in 2006, until the end of
14    2006 -- in other words, the rule in effect when this case was
15    brought didn't mention arrests, didn't require assuming the
16    driver was guilty of the crime, right?
17  A.  That rule, whatever it was you showed me, doesn't say that
18    you must assume guilt on the charge, at least I didn't see it.
19  Q.  It didn't say it, but the TLC did it, right?
20  A.  That's my understanding, yes.
21  Q.  Now, you said a second ago, I think, that it was your
22    client's theory, not yours?
23  A.  Yes, that's correct.  I don't make policy; I'm an attorney
24    for a client.
25  Q.  You don't make policy either?
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 1  A.  That's correct.
 2  Q.  Didn't you write a list for which the TLC suspended the
 3    licenses?
 4  A.  Yes, I supervised the prosecutor.  And so I was responsible
 5    for what he would prosecute, that's right.
 6  Q.  And that's not policy?
 7  A.  Well, I got my direction from the chairman.
 8  Q.  The chair told you what to put on the list?
 9  A.  No.  He told me that I could change the list.
10  Q.  You did it on your own, right?
11  A.  No, that's not correct.
12  Q.  Who did you consult?
13  A.  He authorized me to change the list.
14  Q.  He authorized you to do it, you're saying?
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  But he didn't tell you what to do?
17  A.  He did not specify the charges; that's correct.
18  Q.  You wrote the --
19  A.  I specified the charges.
20  Q.  That was your work, right?
21  A.  That is correct, yes.
22  Q.  Now, that's not policy.
23  A.  Well, I suppose --
24             THE COURT: -- policy, what is making policy?  Is
25    there any reason to do that?  He's saying the chairman makes
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 1    policy, he doesn't make policy.  I'm just more focused on what
 2    the policy is.  So let's stay close on that.
 3             MR. ACKMAN: I think we have clarity on what the
 4    policy was.
 5             THE COURT: That's really the purpose of the trial.
 6             So let's move on.
 7    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 8  Q.  You said you eliminated crimes of dishonesty from the list?
 9  A.  That's correct.
10  Q.  Why did you do that?
11  A.  I didn't feel that they went to health or safety.
12  Q.  That was your policy.
13             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
14  A.  I wouldn't call that a policy.
15  Q.  But the TLC continued to suspend licenses when it was a
16    felony that was nonviolent, of any kind of felony, right?
17  A.  Felonies were considered to be categorically different,
18    that's right.
19  Q.  And the TLC continued, as a matter of practice, to suspend
20    drivers who were alleged to have committed a crime of
21    dishonesty, but not violence, right?
22  A.  You mean if it was a felony?
23  Q.  Right.
24  A.  Oh, yes.  Absolutely.
25  Q.  So if a driver was accused of stealing an expensive bird
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 1    from a bird store, you wouldn't suspend his license?
 2  A.  I don't know the answer to that.
 3             THE COURT: If it was charged as a felony.
 4             THE WITNESS: That's correct.  If stealing expensive

 5    birds is a felony, we would, I suppose, suspend it for that.
 6  Q.  That would be kind of funny.
 7  A.  That would be kind of funny, yeah.
 8  Q.  You said there was no doubt in your mind that a TLC ALJ
 9    could recommend lifting a suspension, right?
10  A.  Correct.
11  Q.  Even though in Coyne's mind there was no doubt that he
12    couldn't?
13  A.  I don't know what was in Coyne's mind.  I know he stated it
14    as we've discussed, and I disagreed with it.
15  Q.  So you didn't want to answer the question that he posed,
16    because you weren't sure he was accurately characterizing his
17    own thinking?
18  A.  I don't know what you mean by that.  I answered the
19    question that Amy related to me.  And as far as I know, it's
20    the question that he posed.
21  Q.  So if there was no doubt in your mind that they could do
22    it, and you said you knew at the time that they never did it;
23    is that correct?
24  A.  No, I never said that.
25  Q.  Well, you said you heard about the Gottlieb incident,
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 1    right?
 2  A.  Correct.
 3  Q.  And that incident occurred because Gottlieb had recommended

 4    lifting a suspension, right?
 5  A.  Correct.
 6  Q.  And that created some furor at the TLC, right?
 7  A.  It created a furor with Tom Coyne.
 8  Q.  And you heard about it?
 9  A.  Yes.
10  Q.  And you didn't know that that was an unusual event?
11  A.  Oh, unusual?  Absolutely.
12  Q.  So you said you have no doubt they could have done it, but
13    you knew they didn't do it?
14  A.  No, I said -- you said "unusual."  I knew it was unusual.
15    You're asking me to jump from unusual to impossible, and I'm
16    not going to do that.
17  Q.  You're not going to do that.  Okay.
18             The distinction in your mind is that it was near
19    impossible, but it was still possible for a driver to have a
20    suspension lifted, right?
21  A.  It was unusual and very difficult, yes, I knew that.
22  Q.  But the problem was none of the drivers had a creative
23    enough lawyer to make the right argument?
24  A.  Actually, let me modify the answer I gave to your last
25    question; it was not entirely accurate.
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 1             I was referring specifically to at the hearing.  If
 2    the charges were reduced or dismissed before the suspension
 3    hearing or, for that matter, during or after, Marc would lift
 4    the summary suspension.
 5  Q.  Marc would do it, but not the hearing judge.
 6  A.  Correct.  There's no need for a hearing; we would just --
 7    as prosecutors, we would just lift it.
 8  Q.  The hearing judge pretty much never lifted -- never lifted
 9    a summary suspension, and almost never recommended lifting one,

10    right?
11             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
12  A.  Well, they certainly couldn't lift the suspension.
13             THE COURT: Overruled.
14  A.  They couldn't lift the suspension; and, as I said, they
15    couldn't sustain it either.  I'm aware that it was rare for
16    them to recommend that a suspension be lifted, yes.
17  Q.  And you were aware at the time, right?
18  A.  I was aware at the time.
19  Q.  Just to make it perfectly clear, whenever we talk about
20    lifting a suspension, that is never done by the hearing judge,
21    it has never anything to do with a hearing, right?
22             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
23  Q.  It is only done by Marc Hardekopf exercising his authority
24    to follow TLC policy, which was you lift a suspension when the

25    charges are dismissed, adjourned, or result in an acquittal --
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 1    dismissed, adjourned, or dropped, right?
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 3             THE COURT: That's a very, very confusing question.

 4  Q.  Hardekopf would lift the suspension -- not the hearing
 5    judge -- when the charges were dismissed, adjourned in
 6    contemplation of dismissal, or dropped, right?
 7  A.  And there were some other circumstances, but that's the
 8    basics of it.  If that came up at the hearing, the hearing
 9    officer or -- I don't know who would initiate it, Marc or the
10    ALJ, but the hearing would be adjourned, and Marc would go
11    verify it and lift the suspension.
12  Q.  So if it happened to come up at the hearing, and Marc heard
13    about it at the hearing, he would do it just as he would do it
14    at any --
15  A.  Correct.
16  Q.  However he heard it.
17  A.  That's correct.
18  Q.  Now, you said on direct that you can't imagine a
19    hypothetical where a driver would create an argument that would

20    result in the lifting of his suspension, right?
21  A.  No.
22             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
23             THE COURT: Sustained.
24  Q.  You said you couldn't imagine a situation -- I think the
25    judge asked you whether you can tell -- articulate a situation
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 1    where a driver would have his suspension lifted as a result of
 2    a hearing.
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 4             THE COURT: Sustained.  I don't think that's exactly
 5    what he said.
 6             MR. ACKMAN: It's not exactly what he said, but words

 7    to that effect.
 8             THE COURT: You're positing it and you're asking him

 9    to agree with you; so I think that's the reason for the
10    objection.
11             Sustained.
12             MR. ACKMAN: Fair enough.
13  Q.  Is it an accurate characterization of your testimony that
14    you could not imagine a scenario where a driver could have his
15    suspension lifted at a hearing?
16  A.  No, I didn't testify to that, and that's not the case.
17             THE COURT: Wait.  At a hearing?
18  A.  Oh, I'm sorry.  Again, I'm doing the shorthand.
19             When I answered that on direct, I was answering the
20    question could I imagine a scenario where the ALJ would
21    recommend, and I actually posited such a scenario.
22  Q.  Which was --
23  A.  That was the assault scenario.
24  Q.  Which was the driver had assaulted someone -- you assume --

25    he was accused of assaulting someone; you assume he did; but he
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 1    says, Okay, I did, but I've gotten therapy, and this therapy
 2    has ensured that I won't do it again.
 3  A.  Correct.  I made that up off the top of my head.
 4  Q.  You made it up off the top of your head?
 5  A.  Exactly.
 6  Q.  You never saw a case like that?
 7  A.  Never.
 8             MR. ACKMAN: Can we show Exhibit 83.
 9             THE COURT: 83?
10             MR. ACKMAN: There's three decisions on that exhibit.

11    So let's go to Page 5 and 6.  There's A-191 at the top, which
12    is from the joint appendix.
13             THE COURT: A-191?
14             MR. ACKMAN: Right.
15  Q.  Do you see that, Mr. Fraser?
16  A.  Yes, I do.
17  Q.  Can you read the third paragraph out loud for the record?
18    I know there's some redactions.
19  A.  "Mr. Blank appeared and submitted a report completed by the

20    Court, something project, assessing Mr. Blank's condition.  The

21    examining psychologist concludes that Mr. Blank does not
22    exhibit any signs or symptoms of an anger disorder or substance

23    abuse disorder.  The report includes a statement made by the
24    complaining witness indicating her desire to have the charges
25    dropped against Mr. Blank."
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 1  Q.  So this is the case you imagined, right?
 2  A.  I'm not sure.  The charges were assault in the third
 3    degree?
 4  Q.  Yeah, charge for assault in the third degree.  But this is
 5    the kind of case you were talking about, right?
 6  A.  It's certainly along the lines I talked about.
 7  Q.  This is the kind of case where the ALJ should recommend
 8    lifting a suspension, right?
 9  A.  No, I didn't say that.  I said -- the question was could I
10    imagine a scenario.  And the point is that the judges should
11    consider whatever is put in front of them.  This is put in
12    front of them.
13  Q.  As you sit here now, based on what you've read, this is the
14    kind of case where it would be appropriate to lift the
15    suspension, right?
16  A.  I will go this far:  I don't have any problem -- is this
17    one where he recommended lifting it?  I don't have any problem

18    if this is one where he did.
19  Q.  I'm asking, did you think it would be proper to do it?
20  A.  If I was the judge?  I hadn't heard the evidence.  I'd need
21    the whole record.  I'd need to know a lot more about what the
22    psychologist said and what the disorder was and all the rest of
23    it.  But is the line of argument one I would be interested in?
24    Absolutely.
25  Q.  So if you do flip to the next page, you see you were right,
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 1    that, Accordingly, I recommend that Mr. Blank be taken off
 2    suspension immediately."  Right?
 3  A.  Yes.
 4  Q.  But he wasn't, right?
 5  A.  I don't know for sure; but my understanding is that
 6    Chairman Daus did reverse this one.
 7  Q.  So who was right, Mr. Gottlieb or Chairman Daus?
 8             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
 9             Beyond the scope of this trial.
10             THE COURT: Do you feel you're competent to answer

11    that question?
12             THE WITNESS: For the same reason I can't say how I

13    would have decided it without actually having the record in
14    front of me and seeing the witnesses and so on, I can't say
15    whether I agree with Chairman Daus.
16  Q.  You really didn't have enough information to say how this
17    case should be decided?
18  A.  As I sit here today, no.
19  Q.  So what information would you want in order to decide one
20    of these cases?
21  A.  Again, you're asking me to prescribe the argument --
22  Q.  I'm not asking you about the argument.
23  A.  Yes, you are.
24  Q.  I'm asking what information you think should be relevant.
25  A.  You're asking me to prescribe the evidence that someone
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 1    should bring before me.  And at this time I was functioning as
 2    the prosecutor.  That's not my job to figure out what the other
 3    side has to do.
 4  Q.  That's not my question.
 5             You were never functioning as the prosecutor, right?
 6  A.  I supervised Marc.
 7  Q.  You supervised the prosecutor, but you were never the
 8    prosecutor.
 9  A.  I never appeared in court, but the DA is a prosecutor
10    whether he goes to court or not.
11  Q.  So you were like the DA?
12  A.  I supervised the prosecutor, yes.  I was in the function of
13    a prosecutor.
14  Q.  According to TLC policy, though, Mr. Gottlieb was wrong
15    because he -- in this case, because he did what?
16  A.  I don't agree -- I can't say that he was wrong in this
17    case, no.
18  Q.  Because you don't have enough information?
19  A.  No, I can't say that he was correct on the decision because
20    I don't know the full record.  I don't think he was wrong in
21    considering dangerousness to the public.  That isn't exactly
22    what he was supposed to consider.
23  Q.  In considering dangerousness to the public or a threat,
24    what information would you want to know?
25  A.  I really can't answer that.
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 1  Q.  You can't?
 2  A.  No.  I would want to know whether the guy poses a threat.
 3    I can't really be more specific than that.
 4  Q.  How would the ALJs answer it?
 5             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
 6             THE COURT: I didn't hear the question.
 7             How would the ALJs answer what?
 8  Q.  What information they would -- how would -- if you were an

 9    ALJ, what information would you want to know in order to
10    determine whether the driver was a threat?
11             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
12             THE COURT: Overruled.
13             I think we've been over this.
14  A.  It's not the function of an ALJ to want evidence.  The
15    function of an ALJ is to take the evidence that's offered and
16    to rule on it.
17             And so when I was functioning in the chair's shoes and
18    deciding the cases, it's not for me to sit down and say, Here's
19    what you have to show.  It's for me to say, Here's what you
20    showed, and is that good enough.
21  Q.  What if you showed only that the guy was arrested on
22    such-and-such date, is that enough?
23  A.  No.
24  Q.  It's not?
25  A.  Wait a minute.  If that's what the prosecution showed?
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 1  Q.  Yes.
 2  A.  No, that's not enough.
 3  Q.  That's not enough.
 4             THE COURT: Not enough for what?
 5             THE WITNESS: To sustain a summary suspension.
 6  Q.  Isn't that exactly what the TLC did?
 7  A.  They have to show what the charge was.
 8  Q.  Is there some confusion about the question.  Let me see --
 9  A.  Maybe there was.
10             THE COURT: Go ahead.
11  Q.  If the TLC prosecutor that you supervised came into one of
12    these hearings and showed an arrest hit -- are you familiar
13    with that term?
14  A.  Yes.
15  Q.  And the arrest hit said this taxi driver, who is sitting in
16    a hearing, was arrested for assault-three on such-and-such date
17    in such-and-such county.  Would that be sufficient to sustain a
18    summary suspension?
19  A.  With one quibble, the answer is question -- two -- one
20    quibble and one substantial answer.  The quibble is the arrest
21    hit wouldn't say "this person in this courtroom," it would say
22    the name of a person.  That's a quibble.
23  Q.  That's the quibble.
24  A.  The second thing is that obviously assuming that evidence
25    was unrebutted, then, yes.  And that's a major assumption.
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 1    There needs to be -- there's the option to show I'm not the
 2    person, the arrest statement is incorrect, the charge is
 3    incorrect, or, given all of the above, I'm not -- I do not pose
 4    a threat to health and safety.
 5  Q.  So if Mr. Hardekopf comes to the hearing and presents the
 6    arrest hit and, again, it names Joe Singh, and Joe Singh is the
 7    guy sitting in the chair, he's the one who's been arrested,
 8    there's no question about that, that's enough for the TLC to
 9    suspend the license?
10  A.  If it is unrebutted, that's a prima facie case; that's
11    correct.
12  Q.  That's my question.
13             Okay.  How would you rebut it?
14  A.  Again, you're asking me -- you would show either you're not

15    the person --
16  Q.  No, we already said -- we're assuming he's the person.
17  A.  And the charge is incorrect.
18  Q.  What do you mean incorrect?
19  A.  The arrest was actually for jaywalking.
20  Q.  Okay.  If the arrest hit accurately characterized what --
21    first of all, how would you show that the charge is incorrect?
22  A.  How would the respondent show it?
23  Q.  No, even in theory.  If the arrest hit says Joe Singh was
24    charged with assault-three, and he says, No, I was actually
25    just jaywalking, would that be a valid --
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 1  A.  No, it isn't "I was just jaywalking," it's, "I was just
 2    charged with jaywalking."
 3             If the respondent has records that show -- I'm not a
 4    criminal lawyer, never have been.  I'm not sure what the
 5    records would be, but if there are records that show that the
 6    arrest was for something other than what the hit said, then
 7    obviously that would be grounds for lifting the suspension.
 8  Q.  What kind of record would that be?
 9  A.  I told you, I'm not a criminal lawyer, I don't know.
10  Q.  You think there might be some record that says that a
11    driver would have -- that says what he was arrested for could
12    contradict the notice sent by the Division of Criminal Justice
13    Services, is that the idea?
14  A.  I have to assume that it is a possibility that DCJS records
15    are not 100 percent correct.  I have to assume that
16    possibility.
17  Q.  If it's correct that, in fact, he was arrested for
18    assault-three, but he says, No, the policeman was wrong.  What

19    I did didn't really satisfy the elements of assault-three
20    because I didn't intend to injure somebody, I just intended to
21    touch somebody without injuring them.  In other words, he makes

22    a facial challenge to the arrest hit.
23             My conduct, even if -- or actually, no, let me strike
24    that.
25             Even assuming the conduct described is accurately
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 1    described, this arrest hit does not make out an assault-three
 2    charge.
 3  A.  Well, the arrest hit doesn't have any information except
 4    the charge about the charge; and the rule requires that the
 5    judge assume the charge be true.  So saying that I didn't
 6    really commit assault, all I did was touch the person, would be
 7    saying I'm not guilty of the charge.
 8  Q.  So you're thinking that a driver could possibly lift the
 9    suspension if he's got a lawyer creative enough to say the
10    description of the conduct in the arrest hit does not actually
11    constitute assault-three.
12  A.  No, I don't think that's sufficient.
13  Q.  That's because there is no description of the conduct.
14  A.  There is a charge.
15  Q.  There's no description of the conduct.
16  A.  There is just a charge.  That's my understanding.
17             I didn't get to finish the answer to the question that
18    you originally asked, which is what else does he get to show.
19    And I need to emphasize that it's a prima facie case.  The
20    driver still gets to raise the defense that I'm not -- even if
21    it's true and even if I'm the guy, I'm not dangerous to the
22    health or safety while criminal charges are adjudicated.
23  Q.  So is the ALJ at the hearing supposed to look at the facts
24    about what the driver had done at all?
25  A.  It's a little hard to say.  The judge is not supposed to
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 1    look at the facts if the line of inquiry is is the person
 2    guilty of the charge.
 3  Q.  What if he says, Yes, I was arrested for assault-three, but
 4    that's because I hit my girlfriend; and, yeah, we fight, but
 5    I've never hit a passenger, and I've been driving a cab for 25
 6    years.  Would that be a valid argument?
 7  A.  Well, that would be an argument that I'm guilty of assault,
 8    but I'm not a threat to the public.  On the face of it, when
 9    you say "valid," it's an argument that's justiciable, if you
10    will.  I don't know and I'm not going to try and speculate
11    whether a judge should accept that.
12  Q.  You don't know --
13  A.  No, the judge should determine the facts.
14             I would be skeptical, as a former judge myself, on
15    relying on a self-serving statement that, you know, I just hit
16    my wife, I never hit anyone else.  I would want -- as a judge,
17    I would be a little concerned to have a little bit more
18    information than that.  But that's just my own experience as a
19    judge.
20  Q.  What more information would you want?
21  A.  Again, it's not for the judge to prescribe the information.
22  Q.  So this self-serving statement is, Yes, I beat my wife, but
23    I never hit a passenger in 25 years.
24             "Yes, I beat my wife," that would be allowed in,
25    right?
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 1  A.  Well, I suppose it would be allowed in, sure.
 2  Q.  Sure.
 3             "But I never hit a passenger," that would be
 4    inadmissible or not admissible?
 5  A.  No, I don't think that's inadmissible at all.
 6  Q.  It's admissible, but not considered.
 7  A.  I don't think it's not considered either.
 8  Q.  Has it ever affected any ruling of a TLC ALJ?
 9  A.  I have no idea.
10             To answer that question, I would have to know the
11    mental processes of every judge that decided every case in the
12    entire history of the commission.
13  Q.  You normally have to know if any TLC ALJ had ever decided a

14    case on that grounds.
15  A.  That's different than considered.  That's dispositive.
16  Q.  It's not considered -- it might be considered, but it's not
17    considered relevant, is that your point?
18  A.  No, a thing to be considered needs to be just in the
19    record.  Whether it changes the decision, whether it's
20    dispositive, is obviously a very different thing.
21  Q.  Everything is considered, but only one thing is
22    dispositive; is that right?
23  A.  No, I never said that.
24  Q.  What are you saying?
25  A.  I think I'll let my last answer stand for itself.
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 1  Q.  You still have a copy of your 2006 declaration in this case
 2    in front of you?
 3  A.  Yes, I do.
 4  Q.  Sorry, 2007.  If you look at Paragraph 28, Exhibit K.
 5    Sorry.  Let's look at --
 6             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, if I may, defendants'

 7    counsel requests a short break.
 8             THE COURT: Okay.  That's fine.  I'm like a camel.
 9             All right.  Let's take a five-minute break.  We're
10    going to stop at 1; I have another matter at 1, so we'll stop
11    at 1 for lunch.  But we'll take a break.
12             MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you, your Honor.
13             (Recess)
14             (Continued on next page)
15   
16   
17   
18   
19   
20   
21   
22   
23   
24   
25   
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 1    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 2  Q.  Mr. Fraser, you said you didn't know what -- you couldn't
 3    say categorically what should and shouldn't be considered by an

 4    ALJ at a summary suspension hearing, is that right?
 5  A.  I may have used that phrase, I don't remember.
 6  Q.  Is that a fair characterization of what you said?  I'm in
 7    the quoting you?
 8  A.  In light of our last exchange about the difference between
 9    something being considered and something being dispositive, in

10    that context I would say the judge must consider every piece of

11    evidence and every argument.
12  Q.  In your declaration which you submitted to this Court -- I
13    believe you submitted it when actually Judge Karas was on this

14    case, but in any event -- to the Court in considering when a
15    criminal charge about a licensee is true -- against a licensee,
16    if true, demonstrates a threat to the public health or safety,
17    it is obviously necessary to consider the nature of the
18    particular license held by the person arrested and the
19    relationship the licensee has to the public by virtue of that
20    license.
21             Now it was obviously necessary to consider the nature
22    of particular license, right?
23  A.  Well, both, the nature of the license in relationship to
24    the public.
25  Q.  So these were obviously necessary?
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 1  A.  It's one thing, they go together.
 2  Q.  So that one thing was obviously necessary, right?
 3  A.  Right.
 4  Q.  But nothing else comes to mind that was obviously necessary

 5    that you would want to consider?
 6  A.  No, that's not either what I said there or what I mean.
 7  Q.  I'm asking you now.
 8             MS. WEINBLATT: I object, your Honor.
 9             THE COURT: Let me read the question.
10             MS. WEINBLATT: What paragraph of the declaration?

11             MR. ACKMAN: Eleven.
12             THE COURT: I lost what "the thing" is.  Just start
13    over.
14             MR. ACKMAN: I'll move on.
15  Q.  This is something that you said a lot over the years:  Taxi
16    drivers, quote, operate in a congested and often stressful
17    traffic environment, right, after entering the taxi cab?
18             THE COURT: Just start with -- stop at the "right."
19    You agree with that?
20             THE WITNESS: I certainly agree with that statement,

21    yes.
22  Q.  And after entering the taxi cab, the passenger is a, quote,
23    captive audience, unquote.  Who are you quoting there?
24  A.  That's not anyone, it's just --
25             THE COURT: It's a phrase.
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 1  A.  A phrase, yes.
 2  Q.  So no one else said that, that's your language?
 3  A.  I won't say no one else said it, other people may have said
 4    it too, sure.
 5  Q.  You're using it as a --
 6  A.  As a phrase.
 7  Q.  And is unable to leave the taxi cab safely except when the
 8    vehicle is brought to a complete stop in an area allowing for
 9    exit away from oncoming traffic.  Is that right?
10  A.  That's right.
11  Q.  How many times while you were at TLC did a taxi driver get

12    out of the front seat, go into the back seat, and assault a
13    passenger?
14  A.  I don't have any idea.  Those would not be --
15  Q.  Do you know if it ever happened?
16  A.  Sure, absolutely.
17  Q.  You're sure it happened?
18  A.  Absolutely.
19  Q.  I thought you had no idea.
20  A.  No, I didn't say I had no idea.
21  Q.  You had no how many times?
22  A.  Yeah.
23  Q.  But you're sure it happened more than once?
24  A.  More than once.
25  Q.  Can you tell us about any of those times?
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 1  A.  I can't.  Those would -- as you just described it, those
 2    will generally be handled as discretionary revocations and
 3    based on the consumer complaint and a whole different set of
 4    rules and so on apply.
 5  Q.  Wait a minute.  If a taxi driver did that and was arrested
 6    for it --
 7  A.  If he was arrested it would make it an arrest situation.
 8  Q.  And you would know about it.
 9  A.  If there was an arrest.
10  Q.  If a consumer complained about something that like, you
11    would know about that?
12  A.  We know about that, too.
13  Q.  You have quite a bit of knowledge about the taxi industry.
14  A.  To the extent that I look at the complaints, I would know
15    about the complaints, and to the extent that I looked at the
16    decisions and cases that arose from those complaints I would
17    know about those.
18  Q.  Let me be clear, the TLC as a body would know about
19    incidents where a taxi driver got out of the front seat and
20    went in the back seat and assaulted the captive audience,
21    right?
22             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
23             THE COURT: Would you know that?
24             THE WITNESS: The TLC -- I don't know that there's a

25    special tracking for the back seat part of it, but complaints
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 1    for assault would definitely be reported and be known to the
 2    Taxi and Limousine Commission, yes.
 3  Q.  Do you recall any incident that you can tell us about where
 4    a taxi driver got out of the front seat and went in the back
 5    seat and assaulted the captive audience?
 6  A.  Yes, I mean it happened with some regularity.  I don't mean

 7    daily, but yes, assaults on passengers happened frequently.
 8  Q.  Frequently?
 9  A.  Yeah.  Let me take that back.  Complaints by passengers of
10    assaults on passengers happened.
11  Q.  So you got a lot of complaints by passengers that a taxi
12    driver got out of the front seat and went in the back seat and
13    hit a passenger?
14  A.  We didn't track whether it happened in the back, seat but
15    assaults on passengers were a frequent subject of the
16    complaints.
17  Q.  Frequent meaning how often?
18  A.  I don't know.  I can't give you numbers.
19  Q.  You already testified that, as far as you knew, there were
20    only two convictions for a violent crimes in -- I think I said
21    call it a three-year period, but might have been a four-year
22    period, but whatever it was, in a three- or four-year period,
23    you only knew about two convictions for violent crimes of any
24    nature by taxi drivers, right?
25             THE COURT: I don't think he said that.
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 1  Q.  You're saying it happened a lot but there were no
 2    convictions?
 3  A.  Well, you asked me about assaults on passengers.  In the
 4    context of my description of safety and the captive audience.
 5    I was using assault there, and I thought you were, in a generic
 6    context, an assault in the English language.  The subject of an
 7    assault that would be the subject of a complaint, whether or
 8    not it rose to the level of criminal assault in the third
 9    degree -- and, of course, even if it did rise to the level of
10    criminal assault in the third degree, it may or may not have
11    resulted in a conviction of criminal assault in the third
12    degree.  There's a big gap between being convicted of
13    misdemeanor assault and having a consumer complaint about an

14    assault, in quotes.
15  Q.  Whether it was a consumer complaint -- let me ask you, if
16    someone said -- if a consumer, a passenger came to the TLC and

17    said this cab driver came out of the front seat and got in the
18    back seat and assaulted me, you would pursue a consumer
19    complaint about that, right?
20  A.  Correct.
21  Q.  Of course you would.  And you would also bring that to the
22    attention of the district attorney, wouldn't you?
23  A.  No.
24  Q.  You would not?
25  A.  No.
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 1  Q.  So a taxi driver who you regulate gets out of the front
 2    seat and gets in the back seat and punched a passenger in the
 3    face, you wouldn't tell the police?
 4  A.  We would not -- I mean there might be some exception, but
 5    as a general matter we would not -- certainly my office would
 6    not contact the police, no.
 7  Q.  Won't that be a good thing to do if you're interested in
 8    public safety?
 9             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
10             THE COURT: I think we are getting a little far afield

11    here.
12             MR. ACKMAN: He talked about public safety, and I

13    objected once, and then he went on and on.
14             THE COURT: You objected once?
15             MR. ACKMAN: I did object once.  But that objection

16    was overruled, and he went on and on about public safety.
17             THE COURT: Public safety is part of the standard,
18    right?  Now you're quibbling with him about whether an assault

19    should be taken to the district attorney's office.  I think
20    we're getting far afield.
21             MR. ACKMAN: The general point of public safety is the

22    key point Mr. Fraser made on the stand today.
23             THE COURT: Don't argue with me and don't argue with

24    the witness.  Ask questions.
25             MR. ACKMAN: I'm trying to ask questions.  Sorry, your
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 1    Honor.
 2  Q.  In paragraph -- you mentioned the list in your testimony,
 3    right?
 4  A.  I have mentioned a couple of lists, yes.
 5  Q.  Which there's an old one and new one, and there was
 6    actually at least three versions of the list while you were
 7    general counsel, right?
 8  A.  I'm remembering two now, but --
 9  Q.  To refresh your recollection, there was the one that
10    existed that you inherited, right?
11  A.  That's right.
12  Q.  And then you made a new one in 2006, right?
13  A.  Correct.
14  Q.  And then you made a newer one in 2009, right?
15  A.  I don't remember that, no.
16  Q.  But we have seen a document in this lawsuit that is a list
17    from 2009.  Did you not write that?
18  A.  I don't remember a list in 2009, so I can't tell you who
19    wrote it.
20  Q.  You were general counsel in 2009, right?
21  A.  I was indeed.
22  Q.  If there was a list, you would have known about it, right?
23  A.  I can't answer that question.  If Marc had changed a list,
24    it would have been in discussion with me, so I can answer that
25    much.
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 1  Q.  Marc Hardekopf would never go around and make his own list,

 2    would he?
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
 4             THE COURT: Overruled.
 5  A.  He would have done it in discussion with me.
 6             THE COURT: He wouldn't have been allowed do to that,

 7    make up his own list, correct?
 8             THE WITNESS: That's correct.
 9  Q.  And the chairman delegated to you the responsibility to
10    write the list, not to Marc Hardekopf, right?
11  A.  On that one occasion he authorized me to make changes to
12    the list.
13  Q.  But not in 2009?
14  A.  I don't remember 2009, yes.
15  Q.  You don't know if there was a new list in 2009?
16  A.  I just don't remember.  If you show it to me, maybe I will
17    remember.
18  Q.  Who exercises discretion in creating the list which serves
19    as the guide for suspending taxi drivers?
20  A.  That was different at different times.  The November 2
21    list --
22  Q.  2006?
23  A.  Sorry?
24  Q.  November 2, 2006?
25  A.  Yes.  I had an instruction, an authorization from the CEO
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 1    of my client, and I had discretion how to implement that, and
 2    so I exercised my discretion.
 3  Q.  So who has the discretionary authority to create a list?
 4  A.  Well, I guess the chairman is the CEO of the agency, and I
 5    suppose ultimately he has the discretion to do whatever he
 6    wants in that respect to initiate prosecutions and summary
 7    suspensions.  So I guess that's the answer to your question.
 8  Q.  Paragraph 13 of your declaration, you say during my tenure
 9    at TLC, the only information that was typically available,
10    typically been available -- sorry, let me read that again.
11             During my tenure at the TLC, the only information that
12    has typically been readily available to TLC immediately after
13    the arrest is a DCJS report of the arrest charge or charges.
14    Is that an accurate statement?
15  A.  Yeah, that is typically the case.
16  Q.  Well, don't you have the driver's driving record?  Isn't
17    that readily available?
18  A.  That's not what I meant.  I meant about the arrest and
19    about the charge.
20  Q.  So you have other information, just not about --
21  A.  Of course.
22  Q.  And don't you have information about the driver's work
23    record overall?  Right?
24  A.  We certainly do have information about it.
25  Q.  Don't you have information about whether he has any prior
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 1    criminal offenses?
 2  A.  No.  Well, as of the time they were fingerprinted, we would
 3    know whether there was a conviction in the New York State
 4    database, yes.
 5  Q.  And you would know also if they were arrested since then,
 6    right?
 7  A.  We would know if they were arrested since then in New York

 8    State, yes.
 9  Q.  And you would know whether there had been any passenger

10    complaints against them, right?
11  A.  I think the agency retains those records, so I guess the
12    answer is yes.
13  Q.  So in fact you had quite a bit of information in your file
14    about the taxi driver, right?
15  A.  Right.
16  Q.  So and you would know -- you could ask the driver what
17    happened that caused him to get arrested, right?
18  A.  We could, yes.
19  Q.  And you could call the district attorney and ask why the
20    driver was arrested, right?
21  A.  Theoretically but not practically.
22  Q.  Why is that not practical?
23  A.  At the time of the arrest hit, first of all, there is
24    probably not an ADA assigned, but second, finding the ADA would

25    be very time consuming and would not be workable with the
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 1    volume of caseload that we had.
 2  Q.  So the problem is it would have taken too much time to do
 3    that?
 4  A.  It was not practical under my resources, that's right.
 5  Q.  What if you asked the driver who is the ADA on your case,
 6    and first -- you have the driver at a hearing, or you're in
 7    contact with the driver, right?
 8             THE COURT: Talking about at the hearing now?
 9             MR. ACKMAN: No, I'm going to withdraw that and ask a

10    different question.
11  Q.  When you get the hit, you have the driver's name, you
12    probably know his phone number, right?  That's on file?
13  A.  There's a phone number, I believe it was required, but
14    certainly an address.
15  Q.  It's required, right?
16  A.  I don't know that a phone number is required.
17  Q.  Certainly is an address on file?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  So you can contact him?
20  A.  We could write him a letter, yes.
21  Q.  Or call him on the phone?
22  A.  If we had a phone number we could try to call on the phone,

23    yes.
24  Q.  And you could have said who is the ADA on your case, right?

25  A.  We certainly could have asked that question, yes.
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 1  Q.  And you mentioned in this same paragraph there a hundred
 2    thousand licensees, right?
 3  A.  Yes, a hundred thousand licensees, correct.
 4  Q.  They weren't all getting arrested every day, right?
 5  A.  No, certainly not.
 6  Q.  Were taxi drivers getting arrested at an alarming rate
 7    while you were general counsel at the TLC?
 8  A.  I think it's alarming when someone is arrested, so I don't
 9    know what an alarming rate is versus a rate that's OK.
10  Q.  Were taxi drivers arrested more than the general public?
11  A.  I don't know that.
12  Q.  Isn't it true that they were arrested in fact a lot less?
13  A.  I don't know that.
14  Q.  Did you ever check?
15  A.  I don't remember ever being informed of that one way or the

16    other.
17  Q.  Now you said during this litigation, the plaintiffs -- you
18    consulted the DCJS personnel about the possibility that
19    additional information about the arrest might be included in
20    the initial arrest reports to TLC for follow up reports.  And
21    the answer came back basically no, right?
22  A.  That's correct.
23  Q.  But you already have a lot of other information, right?
24  A.  We had information about the driver, not about the arrest
25    or the incident or the charge.
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 1  Q.  And when you asked the driver -- a lot of drivers didn't
 2    request a hearing, right?
 3  A.  I don't know the percentage.  Some certainly did not ask
 4    for a hearing, right.
 5  Q.  Certainly a fair percentage?
 6  A.  I don't know.
 7  Q.  Well, and that would be a rational thing to do, right, not
 8    to request a hearing?
 9             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
10             THE COURT: Sustained.
11  Q.  I mean there's no real reason to request a hearing if a
12    driver knows that almost either no one wins or one percent win,

13    and even if you do win, no one has ever been reinstated.
14             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
15  Q.  Based on the hearing, right?
16             THE COURT: You can answer.  Do you know that to be

17    true?
18             THE WITNESS: I guess I would disagree with that,

19    because to say that it's not rational to ask for a hearing
20    would be to say that all the people who do are being
21    irrational, and I'm not prepared to say that.
22  Q.  Or they don't know.
23  A.  It's also possible they don't know the situation.
24  Q.  So a driver that is informed that no one -- by a lawyer,
25    for example, that he never heard of anyone winning at a
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 1    hearing, and even -- or he heard it, but the chairman has never
 2    accepted such a recommendation, it would make perfect sense not

 3    to have a hearing, right?
 4             THE COURT: That's just very hard question.
 5  Q.  I withdraw that.
 6             You say you asked the DCJS to get you more information

 7    and they said they couldn't, right?
 8  A.  It's a little more elaborate than that, but that's the sum
 9    and substance.
10  Q.  And DCJS personnel advised me -- I'm reading from your
11    declaration -- that none of the information could be made
12    available to the TLC on a computerized basis.  Right?  That's
13    what you said?
14  A.  No, I said that they advised me that fingerprint and arrest
15    charge information are computerized such that the DCJS is able

16    to create an automated notice to TLC of their arrest.  And then
17    I said I was advised that such additional information -- I
18    asked about additional information, I was advised that such
19    additional information is either not computerized or
20    computerized in a database that is not legally accessible to
21    TLC.
22  Q.  So there was not available computerized information, right?
23  A.  Well, available and computerized, yes.  Some was
24    computerized and some might have been available, but not both,

25    yes.
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 1  Q.  So there was some information that was computerized, there

 2    was some information that was available, but none of it was
 3    computerized and available, right?
 4  A.  Beyond what we had, that's right.
 5  Q.  Why were you limited to computerized information?
 6  A.  Well, because, for instance, the prosecutions are done in
 7    counties, and the counties might keep records that might to
 8    some extent be public, but it would involve going to the county
 9    clerk or the court clerk's office and obtaining photocopies,
10    which would be enormously time consuming.
11  Q.  You're saying you would have to send someone to the clerk's

12    office and get the record?
13  A.  That's one instance.
14  Q.  Or you could have picked up the phone and called the ADA.

15  A.  If we knew who the ADA was, that would be an option, that's

16    right.
17  Q.  So two phone calls, one to find out who the ADA was, and
18    one to find out what the ADA said?
19  A.  I guess you have not had a lot of dealings with the DA's
20    office.  It is frankly not that simple.
21  Q.  How many phone calls are we talking about here in each
22    case?
23  A.  Potentially talking about hours of time per case.
24  Q.  So because you didn't want to spend hours --
25  A.  Per case.
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 1  Q.  -- you suspended the license and said we'll deal with it
 2    later?
 3  A.  It isn't what I wanted.  I was an attorney for a client.
 4    That was a policy decision that was made that we were not going

 5    to make individualized determination.
 6  Q.  That was your client's policy not to make individualized
 7    determination, right?
 8  A.  Correct.
 9  Q.  And it was also your client's policy not to get information
10    that would allow you to make an individualized determination?

11  A.  We had -- not only getting the information, we did not have
12    the resources available to go and get it.
13  Q.  Because it would take a couple of hours --
14  A.  Per case.
15  Q.  Per case.
16  A.  That's just to identify the ADA.
17  Q.  Once you identified them, you're talking about a
18    five-minute phone call.  Hello, Mr. ADA, what happened on this

19    case?  Right?
20  A.  It should be that easy, but it's not.
21  Q.  So it's a little harder than that?
22  A.  It is quite a bit harder than that.
23  Q.  And you say, in paragraph 16 of your declaration, that
24    there were 38 of these cases in July, 49 in August, 58 in
25    October.  So we're talking about one to two a day, right?
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 1    Never actually two, but between one and two.
 2             THE COURT: Actually two?  Is it true there was never

 3    actually two a day?
 4             THE WITNESS: No, that's certainly not true.
 5  Q.  Well, in this period you're talking about July 38,
 6    August 49, September 58, that's close to two a day, October 39,

 7    so between one and two a day?
 8  A.  Per calendar day, yes.
 9  Q.  Per calendar.  Maybe it's a little more per weekday.  So
10    because you didn't want to spend a couple of hours on each case

11    to determine what happened, you decided to suspend the license

12    and put the guy out of work and deprive him of his income, is
13    that correct?
14             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
15             THE COURT: Look, this is really about the
16    post-suspension hearing, right?  The Circuit already ruled on
17    whether a hearing was required before there could be a
18    suspension, so let's stay focused on what the process is in
19    connection with the hearing.
20             MR. ACKMAN: I'm trying to stay focused, but I
21    respectfully disagree that the Circuit ruled on that.  The
22    Circuit said you can have no hearing if you give him a prompt
23    post-suspension hearing, and if you don't, you have to revisit
24    the no hearing in the first place.
25             THE COURT: I think it's pretty clear what the Circuit
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 1    sent this down for, so again, I think you're more interested in
 2    arguing than you are in cross-examination.  I teach trial
 3    advocacy, and in cross-examination at trial you should focus on

 4    to what you wish to elicit, not to make a witness uncomfortable

 5    or to kind of show him up on every prior answer.
 6             So how much longer do we have with this witness?
 7             MR. ACKMAN: Quite a bit.
 8             THE COURT: Then we should really get it moving.
 9  Q.  Look at paragraph 22 of your affidavit.  Your declaration,
10    I'm sorry.  Here you say a charge -- you can read it to
11    yourself.
12             That means there's no balancing, right?
13  A.  I never testified that there was any balancing, but I don't
14    think this paragraph means there's no balancing.
15  Q.  You don't think what?
16  A.  I don't think this paragraph says there's no balancing.
17  Q.  No?
18  A.  No.
19  Q.  Well, let me ask you:  Was there a balancing or wasn't
20    there?
21  A.  You know, again, you're asking me to tell you what judges
22    did and how they thought about these cases.  What I'm telling
23    you is they could not consider innocence of the charge as a
24    defense.
25  Q.  You're telling me that the rule told them what to do,
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 1    right?
 2  A.  I'm telling you the rule says what is supposed to happen,
 3    that's right, it says what can be a defense and what can't be.
 4  Q.  It was the rule or the manual told them what to do?
 5  A.  The rule controls.
 6  Q.  But they followed a manual, right?
 7  A.  I don't know that.
 8  Q.  Now look at paragraph 23 of your declaration.
 9             THE COURT: But just so I'm -- paragraph 22 is talking

10    about the prehearing decision to suspend the license, correct?
11    Or are you talking about just generally even after the hearing.
12             THE WITNESS: Well, certainly true of the prehearing

13    suspension.  If I was referring to the hearing, I would have
14    meant it's a prima facie case, in other words, this is with a
15    we would show, this is what Marc would put in.  But it's
16    certainly true of the initial suspension, that's right.
17  Q.  Well, you're talking about the hearing in this one, because
18    you're talking about a finding.  There's no finding made before
19    the hearing, right?
20  A.  Well, Marc makes a determination whether to prosecute,
21    and --
22  Q.  So Marc makes a finding?
23  A.  I suppose so, yes.
24  Q.  Which finding are you talking about here?
25  A.  The determination to institute a suspension and a summary
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 1    suspension proceeding.
 2  Q.  Actually what is the difference between the standard as to
 3    whether to suspend and whether to continue the suspension?
 4    Isn't it the same standard?
 5  A.  Well, the rule is the same, the evidence is different.
 6    Marc looks at the charge and determines from the charge whether

 7    it warrants initiating the suspension.  He doesn't hold a
 8    hearing and hear evidence and so on, that goes later.  So the
 9    rule is the same.
10  Q.  Marc didn't make a determination.  He consults a list that
11    someone else wrote, right?
12  A.  I didn't say it was a complicated determination.
13  Q.  So Marc looks at the list?
14  A.  Actually there's one other thing to say about that.  The
15    rule -- the list actually provides that even if the charge
16    isn't on the list, we can make a determination that a summary
17    suspension is warranted.  I don't know that we ever did.
18  Q.  That's a good clarification actually.  So sometimes you
19    suspend for things that are not on the list?
20  A.  I don't know that that ever happened.  I'm not aware that
21    that ever happened.
22  Q.  But the rule allows you?
23  A.  The list does not say otherwise, that's right, the rule --
24  Q.  The list allows you?
25  A.  The rule isn't the list and the list isn't the rule.  The
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 1    list is for Marc.  The rule says direct and substantial threat
 2    to health and safety.
 3  Q.  What is it that allows you -- either way, whatever allows
 4    you, you're saying you're allowed to suspend for things not on
 5    the list, right?
 6  A.  When we wrote that onto that memo, I didn't want to say
 7    that there never ever be a case where a charge not on that list
 8    would constitute a threat to health or safety.
 9  Q.  What memo?
10  A.  The November 2, 2006 memo.  It's the list.
11  Q.  The memo is the list.
12  A.  Yeah.
13  Q.  The memo and the list is the same thing.
14             THE COURT: Is this -- are you within a question or
15    two from finishing this subject line, or should we take a break
16    now?
17             MR. ACKMAN: No, I am a question or two from finishing

18    the subject line.
19             THE COURT: Let's do that.
20  Q.  When you suspended for something that was not on the
21    list --
22  A.  It never happened, as far as I know.
23  Q.  It never happened?
24  A.  I don't remember it ever happening, no.
25  Q.  What would allow to you do it?
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 1  A.  A determination that the charges, if true, constituted a
 2    threat to health or safety if the licensee could continue
 3    operating his license while the criminal charges were
 4    adjudicated.
 5  Q.  In making that determination, would you look at the charge
 6    or the facts?
 7  A.  I have no idea since it never happened.  We would look at
 8    the charge.  We wouldn't look at whether the charge was true,
 9    because the rule precluded that.
10  Q.  But you know the charge wasn't on the list.
11  A.  That's right, but we would still assume the charge was true
12    in making that determination if it ever came up.  As far as I
13    know, it never came up.
14             MR. ACKMAN: This would be a good time.
15             THE COURT: Let break until 2 o'clock.
16             (Luncheon recess)
17             (Continued on next page)
18   
19   
20   
21   
22   
23   
24   
25   
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 1                   A F T E R N O O N   S E S S I O N
 2                               2:10 P.M.
 3             THE COURT: We're going to resume with the
 4    cross-examination of Mr. Fraser.  Let's proceed.
 5    CHARLES FRASER, resumed.
 6    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 7  Q.  Mr. Fraser, do you recall that you were asked a bunch of
 8    questions this morning, first by your own counsel then by me
 9    about the email exchange that you were not directly -- you were

10    mentioned in them, right?
11  A.  Yes.
12  Q.  And do you recall being deposed in the Rothenberg --
13    actually, you said you recall being deposed in the Rothenberg
14    matter about that same set of emails, right?
15  A.  That's when it first, as far as I know, came to my
16    attention, the existence of that email, yes.
17  Q.  In the Rothenberg matter, do you recall being asked this
18    question:  What I want to ask you about, it says -- oh, you can
19    turn to Page 70 of the transcript.
20  A.  I'm there.
21  Q.  You read my mind.
22             What I want to ask you about, it says, Joe, Amy called
23    me today, re:  ALJs lifting summary suspensions.
24  A.  I'm sorry, can you give me a line number?
25  Q.  Bottom of 70.
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 1             MS. WEINBLATT: Excuse me, your Honor.  Defendants

 2    don't have a copy of the document Mr. Ackman is reading from.

 3    Can we wait a minute till we're caught up or something?
 4             THE COURT: Is it going to go on the screen?
 5             MR. ACKMAN: No, we don't have it on the screen.

 6             MS. WEINBLATT: Can you put it on the screen?
 7             THE COURT: It's the Rothenberg, so you don't have

 8    electronic is what it sounds like, right?
 9             MR. ACKMAN: Right.
10             THE WITNESS: Mr. Ackman, I think you've given me Joe

11    Eckstein's deposition, is that what you intended to do?
12             MR. ACKMAN: No, it's not.  Sorry.
13             Anyway, I can ask him about the questions without the
14    document, right, your Honor?
15             THE COURT: Yes.
16  Q.  I'll just ask you questions.
17             The question was, What I want to ask you about, it
18    says, Joe, Amy called me today, re:  ALJs lifting summary
19    suspensions.  She said she spoke to Chuck.
20             And you're Chuck, right?
21  A.  That's correct.
22  Q.  And he said that according to the ALJ manual, the ALJs do
23    have discretion to lift the summary suspension.
24             That was quoting you, right?
25  A.  No.
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 1  Q.  Not quoting, but paraphrasing what someone said you said,
 2    right?
 3  A.  It's at least said-said; it's a couple levels of hearsay,
 4    yes.
 5  Q.  Right.  This is all hearsay.
 6             And do you recall making that statement?
 7             You said:  I don't recall the ALJ manual part.  I do
 8    recall expressing the view that a judge should make a decision
 9    based on the facts and the law.  If that leads to sustaining
10    the suspension, that's fine; if it leads to lifting the
11    suspension, that's fine.  And there is no presumption or
12    anything like that.
13             Now, that was wrong, right?
14  A.  No.
15  Q.  There is a presumption.
16             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
17             THE COURT: Answer the question.
18             Was that wrong?  Is there a presumption?
19  A.  There is no presumption.  I mean if what you mean is after
20    the TLC makes its prima facie case, then arguably there's a
21    presumption, I suppose.  But when the trial begins and the
22    hearing begins, there's no presumption.
23  Q.  The next question was -- then it goes on to say, However,
24    he was not going to put it in writing.
25             And I asked:  Do you recall saying that?
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 1    "A.  I do not recall that.  I can't imagine why I would have
 2    said such a thing.  I believe that to be incorrect or a
 3    misunderstanding at least.
 4    "Q.  Somebody seems to be misquoting you, is that what you're

 5    saying?
 6    "A.  Misunderstanding, possibly misquoting.
 7             Then you said:  I should take it back.  There's one
 8    way I might have said that.  It's possible I said something
 9    like, No, I'm not going to issue an opinion.  It's so obvious.
10    You know this.  It may be in that context that I said I
11    wouldn't put it in writing.
12             Does that refresh your recollection?
13  A.  I have no recollection that I said that, and I testified to
14    it earlier today.
15             THE COURT: I'm not sure that's impeachment.
16  Q.  I think you said you didn't say it.
17  A.  No, that's not correct.  I said I don't believe that I said
18    it.  But if I said it, there's one way I would have said it,
19    and that would be if I was getting a sense of defiance, that
20    unless you put it in writing, I don't care what you have to
21    say.  That's the only reason I could imagine I would have said
22    I'm not putting it in writing.
23  Q.  Sorry, you said unless you -- are you saying -- you're
24    saying Coyne was being defiant.
25  A.  No, I didn't say that.
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 1  Q.  Whose defiance --
 2  A.  Nobody is being defiant.
 3             THE COURT: You're saying if Coyne were being defiant

 4    in saying, I'm not doing anything until I get it in writing,
 5    then you might equally defiantly return fire and say, No, I'm
 6    not going to do that.
 7             THE WITNESS: Yeah.  I would only quibble with the use

 8    of the word "equal," because, of course, as the general
 9    counsel --
10             THE COURT: Coyne has no equal in defiance.
11             THE WITNESS: There you go.
12             THE COURT: Okay.  I was kidding; you don't have to

13    object to that.
14             MS. WEINBLATT: Can I just ask the date of the
15    Rothenberg deposition that Mr. Ackman was referring to?
16             THE COURT: Sure.  What is the date?
17    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
18  Q.  And Ms. Weinblatt was with you at that deposition, right?
19  A.  That's my recollection.
20             MR. ACKMAN: April 9, 2009.
21             MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you.
22  Q.  Now, we all agree that as of the time that the named
23    plaintiffs in this case were suspended, and the time of the
24    Gottlieb rulings that we've talked about, there was no TLC rule
25    that mentioned arrests or suspensions on an arrest or anything
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 1    about "if true."  Is that right?
 2  A.  I can't answer that.  I don't know what times they were
 3    arrested.  And you'd have to remind me of the times and what
 4    the different rules said at the different times.
 5  Q.  This case was filed in the middle of 2006.  And the
 6    complaint was amended in November of 2006.  And the rule that

 7    went into effect mentioning arrests took effect in December
 8    2006; correct?
 9             MS. WEINBLATT: I'm going to object.
10             Counsel is testifying.  And the Court will take
11    judicial notice of all the filing dates, the amendment dates,
12    and the effective dates of all the statutes.
13             THE COURT: I certainly amount the fact-finder.  I
14    don't need his admissions to understand the point I think
15    you're trying to make.  So unless there's a different point
16    you're getting to --
17             MR. ACKMAN: No, I'm just establishing that we all

18    agree that there was no such rule on those dates.  But, you're
19    right, we can establish it otherwise.
20  Q.  And then we've had testimony from Mr. Coyne that the
21    standard at that time was stated in the ALJ manual, and really
22    only in the ALJ manual, right?
23  A.  I don't know what Mr. Coyne testified.
24  Q.  In any event --
25  A.  I would disagree with that.
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 1  Q.  I thought you did agree with that.
 2  A.  No, the ALJ manual does not control; it is not law.
 3  Q.  But they thought it did.
 4  A.  I don't know what they thought.  But if they thought it was
 5    law, they were wrong.
 6  Q.  But they told you that they thought it did.
 7  A.  I don't recall anyone telling me that.
 8  Q.  That's what Coyne said in the email.
 9  A.  Coyne's email was not to me.
10  Q.  So you're saying it was never communicated to you.
11  A.  I don't recall --
12  Q.  Let me clarify.
13             You're saying it was never communicated to you that
14    Coyne thought the manual said no discretion.
15  A.  No, what was communicated to me was that Coyne was
16    expressing the view that there was no discretion.  I don't
17    remember the ALJ manual part of it.
18  Q.  I asked you why you didn't have the manual published on the

19    TLC website, or did I ask you that?
20  A.  Me personally?
21  Q.  Have it done with your authority as general counsel of the
22    agency.
23  A.  To have to answer a reason why I didn't, I would have to
24    say that someone had asked about it or it somehow came up; but

25    I can't say that I remember that.
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 1  Q.  Someone had asked about it?
 2  A.  Yeah.  I would not sort of like be roving around looking
 3    for things to publish on the website.  That wouldn't be my job.
 4    So someone -- for some reason, that would have had to come to

 5    my attention for me to be able to answer why we didn't do it.
 6  Q.  Didn't you say -- if you look -- do you still have your
 7    declaration from the Rothenberg case in front of you?
 8  A.  No.
 9             MR. ACKMAN: Can we bring it up on the screen?
10    Paragraph 71.
11  Q.  Isn't it true that it had come to your attention that
12    various lawyers who appear for taxi drivers ask for copies of
13    the manual?
14  A.  It may be that they had asked.  I don't remember that.
15    That's certainly conceivable.  That's not the same thing as
16    asking me to put it on the website.
17  Q.  You said it didn't come up that people wanted to know what
18    was in the manual.
19  A.  No, I didn't say that.
20  Q.  What are you saying?
21  A.  I said it never came up to put it on the website, which was
22    your question.
23  Q.  Forget about the website.
24             Why didn't you make the manual public?
25  A.  Again, you know, if people asked for it, my responsibility
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 1    in that respect would have been FOIL, Freedom of Information
 2    Law.  I supervised an attorney who handled our FOIL requests.
 3    And if we got a FOIL request, I would have -- the attorney
 4    would have processed it as a FOIL request.
 5  Q.  Right.  Sir, your position was if an attorney or a taxi
 6    driver wanted to know what was in the manual, they should
 7    submit a FOIL request?
 8  A.  No, I didn't say that either.
 9  Q.  What are you saying?
10  A.  I said what I said, Mr. Ackman.
11             What I said is the only relationship I would have to
12    making the ALJ manual public would be if someone asked me about

13    it, asking for legal advice from a lawyer, or if a FOIL request
14    were submitted, or I suppose also there could be a subpoena or
15    discovery.
16  Q.  Isn't it the case that at least several attorneys had asked
17    for it, and, in fact, had requested it and submitted a FOIL
18    request to get it?
19  A.  I don't know that.  That's certainly possible.
20  Q.  Look at Page 71 of your declaration in the Rothenberg
21    case -- or Paragraph 71.
22             MS. WEINBLATT: Excuse me.  I'm sorry to bother the

23    Court with these administrative matters, but what exhibit
24    letter are we looking at?  I don't have anything that goes up
25    to Paragraph 71.
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 1             THE COURT: I don't see a 71 either.
 2             MR. ACKMAN: Excuse me, your Honor.  I only gave a

 3    hard copy of other sections of it, but it's on the screen,
 4    Paragraph 71.
 5             MS. WEINBLATT: Which date?
 6             THE COURT: What exhibit is that?
 7             MR. ACKMAN: This is L.  But I'm sorry, your Honor --

 8    I'm making people confused.
 9             I submitted as an exhibit only certain sections of
10    that declaration.
11             THE COURT: I see.
12             MR. ACKMAN: I'm now asking about a different section,

13    which I did not give in hard copy.
14             THE COURT: All right.  You're talking about Paragraph

15    71.
16             MR. ACKMAN: Right.
17    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
18  Q.  Do you see Paragraph 71?
19  A.  I do, yes.
20  Q.  Can you read it?
21  A.  It refreshes my recollection.  And actually, I take it
22    back, it's recorded my knowledge at the time.
23             THE COURT: I don't think there's a question yet.
24    Just look at it.
25             You looked at it?
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 1             THE WITNESS: Yes, I have looked at it.
 2  Q.  Does this refresh your recollection that at least -- first,
 3    let me go back.
 4             The manual is not published, right?
 5  A.  As far as I know, it's not on the website.  I don't
 6    actually know for sure, but as far as I know, it's not on the
 7    website, and I'm not sure what other publication it might be.
 8  Q.  And the fact that there was a manual was also not
 9    published, right?
10  A.  I guess I don't really know that.
11  Q.  So how would you expect a taxi driver or even a lawyer for
12    a taxi driver to ask you for it?
13             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
14             I don't see how this is related to direct or related
15    to the point of the trial.
16             THE COURT: I think we are kind of getting beyond the

17    scope.  I'm not sure about the trial part.  I think it is
18    probably relevant to the trial.
19             I'll let you answer the question.
20             Well, the question is how would you expect a driver or
21    a lawyer for a taxi driver to ask you for it?  Would you expect
22    a taxi driver or lawyer to ask for it?
23             THE WITNESS: I would have no expectation.  We handled

24    FOIL requests as they came in, and we did not generate them or

25    do anything to encourage or discourage them.
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 1  Q.  You say in this declaration that if you got one, you would
 2    have answered it.
 3  A.  It does say that, yes.
 4  Q.  Right.
 5  A.  We did supply the ALJ manual when it was requested.
 6  Q.  And, in fact, it was asked for, and you gave it.
 7  A.  That's correct.  That's what it says.
 8  Q.  But how would anyone know to even ask for it?
 9  A.  Obviously some people did.  I can't answer that question.
10    I don't know how people know what they know.
11             We get FOIL requests for things all the time that are
12    not published.  That's largely what FOIL is for.  If it was
13    published, you wouldn't need a FOIL request.
14  Q.  Right.  But you have to know that it even exists.
15  A.  Well, people often ask for --
16             THE COURT: All right.  All right.
17  Q.  You mentioned in the same declaration Isaac Godinger.  Who

18    is Isaac Godinger?
19  A.  He's a lawyer.  He appears in front of -- at that time
20    appeared in front of the TLC with some frequency.  And
21    according to my affirmation, he was co-counsel in -- I guess in
22    another one of your matters.
23  Q.  Why do you mention him here?
24  A.  The point would be that you had accessed the ALJ manual.
25  Q.  So your point is because I know Isaac Godinger, and we
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 1    worked together very briefly on one case, that I had access to
 2    the manual.
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
 4             THE COURT: I'm not sure there's even a question, so

 5    ask a question.
 6             MR. ACKMAN: I'm asking if that's what he's saying.

 7  A.  The point is that your co-counsel in another matter, a
 8    rather large matter, had known that there was an ALJ manual;
 9    and, of course, I know that you knew that there was an ALJ
10    manual.
11  Q.  Whether or not it was a large matter, Mr. Godinger played a
12    very small part in it, right?
13  A.  I have no clue what you did with him.
14  Q.  You didn't know that?
15  A.  I have no idea how you divided your work.
16  Q.  Well, you participated, for example, in settlement
17    discussions in that same matter, right?
18  A.  I did.
19  Q.  And Mr. Godinger wasn't there, was he?
20  A.  Well, I went to a single mediation --
21  Q.  Right, mediation.
22  A.  -- with a judge that was well before any serious settlement
23    negotiations were entered into.
24  Q.  I misspoke.  It was a mediation.
25             And Mr. Godinger was not there, right?
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 1  A.  He was not.  That's right.
 2             MR. ACKMAN: I want to move on.  We can take that

 3    down.  Move on to a different topic.
 4  Q.  Do you recall, Mr. Fraser, participating in commenting on a

 5    pamphlet that was to be published on the OATH website?
 6             THE COURT: Do you have a recollection about an OATH

 7    pamphlet?
 8             THE WITNESS: I don't have any recollection about an

 9    OATH pamphlet on the website.
10  Q.  Do you know who Joan Saltzman is?
11  A.  Yes, I do.
12  Q.  Who is she?
13  A.  She is now an administrative law judge at OATH.
14  Q.  Now?
15  A.  Yes.
16  Q.  She's been there for some time, no?
17  A.  Yes.
18  Q.  Was she there when you were there?
19  A.  At the very end, I think she came in the last months or
20    maybe year that I was there.
21             MR. ACKMAN: Could we put and mark this document on

22    the screen.  Sorry.  We need to find the hard copy.  You can
23    put it up electronically.  We'll find the hard copy afterward.
24             THE COURT: Do you see something on your screen?

25             THE WITNESS: I do now, yes.
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 1             THE COURT: Go ahead.  What number is this?
 2             MR. ACKMAN: N, Plaintiffs' N.
 3             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, we have not had an

 4    opportunity to see this.  Consultations between Mr. Fraser and
 5    others regarding the matter that was under consideration and
 6    may impinge upon deliberative process privilege or other
 7    matters.  And it's also beyond the scope of my direct.
 8             THE COURT: I don't know what it is.  I don't even
 9    know what the question is about.
10             MR. ACKMAN: First I was going to ask him to identify

11    it.
12             THE COURT: He can identify it.
13  A.  I don't remember -- recall this document, no.
14  Q.  Is this an -- do you see your name on it?
15  A.  No.  Well -- oh, actually, yes, I do, right at the top.  It
16    says it's from me, yes.
17             MS. WEINBLATT: If I may, your Honor, I'm also
18    handling the Rothenberg matter that's been alluded to earlier.
19    And I can't say that I have any specific recollection of any
20    rulings, but these discussions and communications between OATH

21    and TLC were the subject of motions about privilege, and there

22    were rulings by one of your Honor's colleagues.  I couldn't
23    possibly begin to recreate those arguments right now or
24    whatever rulings might be in place with respect to this
25    particular document.  And I don't think this is appropriate at
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 1    this time.
 2             THE COURT: I don't know what the question is about.

 3             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, just for the record, this

 4    document was produced to us in the Rothenberg -- if you look at

 5    the bottom of the page, it says Rothenberg v. Daus.
 6             THE COURT: I see what it says.
 7  Q.  In any event, Mr. Fraser, do you know what this document is

 8    now?
 9             THE COURT: Do you recognize it?
10  A.  I don't recognize it or remember it.  I can read it.
11             THE COURT: No, don't do that.  Don't do that.  You

12    don't recognize it.
13             THE WITNESS: No.
14             MR. ACKMAN: Can we show the witness the bottom of

15    Page 2 of the same document.
16  Q.  Can you read that?
17  A.  Yes.
18  Q.  Do you see your name there?
19             THE COURT: Which one?
20             MR. ACKMAN: Where it says "To Charles Fraser."  "To

21    Fraser, Charles" rather.
22  A.  This is an email to me from Joan Saltzman.
23             THE COURT: We can all read it.
24  A.  I don't recognize -- I don't remember it, no.
25  Q.  Does it look like to you that it's an email to you calling
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 1    you Chuck?
 2  A.  Well, Joan and I were pretty good friends.  I mean I'd
 3    known her probably for 20 years.  She worked at the Conflicts
 4    of Interest Board --
 5             THE COURT: That's not the question.  The question is

 6    does it look like to you that it's an email to you calling you
 7    Chuck.
 8             THE WITNESS: I'm sorry.  That's not inappropriate.

 9    no.
10             THE COURT: I don't know that it's inappropriate or
11    not, but it's not probative of anything.
12  Q.  I'm asking you can you identify this document?
13             THE COURT: He said no.  He's already answered that.

14             MR. ACKMAN: Can I try to refresh his recollection?

15  Q.  Do you know who Allison Hartwell is?
16  A.  Yes.
17  Q.  Who is she?
18  A.  She was at the time the attorney I had assigned to
19    adjudications issues.
20             THE COURT: Did she become Allison Green or no?

21    That's a different person.
22             MR. ACKMAN: Different person.
23             THE WITNESS: I don't know Allison Green.
24             THE COURT: No, no, don't you testify.
25             THE WITNESS: I don't know Allison Green, so I can't
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 1    say.
 2             THE COURT: All right.
 3    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 4  Q.  And do you recall there being a guide to taxi cases heard
 5    at OATH?
 6  A.  I don't remember that, no.
 7  Q.  You've never seen a guide to taxi cases heard at OATH?
 8    It's published on the OATH website.
 9  A.  I don't remember seeing one, no.
10  Q.  You don't recall being asked to comment on that guide?
11  A.  I don't recall.
12             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  Asked and answered.

13             THE COURT: Overruled.
14             It's a slightly different question; but it doesn't
15    change your answer.
16             THE WITNESS: No, it doesn't change my answer.
17             MR. ACKMAN: In any event, your Honor, we'd like to

18    offer it as a party admission.
19             THE COURT: It's not been authenticated.  Certainly

20    this witness can't get it in.
21             MR. ACKMAN: Do we have to call Ms. Saltzman?
22             THE COURT: I don't know.  Maybe the parties can
23    stipulate; but at least at this point, I don't think
24    Ms. Weinblatt is prepared to do that.
25             MS. WEINBLATT: Not at this time, your Honor, no.
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: We reserve the right to call Mr. Fraser

 2    to discuss it later.
 3  Q.  Mr. Fraser, why did you eliminate from the list
 4    misdemeanors involving dishonesty or thievery?
 5  A.  Property crimes and honesty crimes to me did not go to
 6    threat to health or safety, but to property and other things.
 7             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, reserving the right to recall

 8    this witness to talk about the OATH pamphlet and email that
 9    he -- detailed email he wrote about it.
10             We have nothing further.
11             THE COURT: He's already testified he doesn't
12    remember.  We'll see.  We'll revisit that if, in fact, you do
13    want to recall him.
14             So you're done.
15             MR. ACKMAN: Yes.
16             THE COURT: Okay.  Any redirect?
17             MS. WEINBLATT: Just very briefly, your Honor.
18    REDIRECT EXAMINATION
19    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
20  Q.  Mr. Fraser, if a driver has with him -- at a summary
21    suspension hearing, as far as you know, could a driver present
22    an underlying criminal complaint or other material related to
23    the criminal charges -- I'm sorry.  I'll start again.
24             Can a driver who has been suspended for an arrest
25    appear at a hearing and offer into evidence an underlying
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 1    criminal complaint or any other material he has in his
 2    possession related to the charges if he chooses?
 3  A.  I would say yes.
 4  Q.  And on another question, unrelated, did you supervise Marc
 5    Hardekopf during the entire time you were at the TLC?
 6  A.  No.
 7  Q.  Can you explain during what period of time you did and what

 8    happened after that?
 9             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, objection.  Your Honor, this

10    actually goes beyond both the direct --
11             THE COURT: I didn't hear the question.
12             So can you explain during what period of time you did
13    and what happened after that.
14             Supervising Marc Hardekopf?
15             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes.
16             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer the question.

17  A.  No, at some point -- and I don't right now remember the
18    date -- Marc was transferred from my office to the enforcement
19    division at my recommendation.
20  Q.  Thank you.
21             MS. WEINBLATT: That's all, your Honor.
22             THE COURT: That's it.
23             MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you, Mr. Fraser.
24             MR. ACKMAN: I just have one brief recross, your
25    Honor.
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 1             THE COURT: Okay.
 2    RECROSS EXAMINATION
 3    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 4  Q.  You said that a driver could offer a criminal complaint,
 5    right?
 6  A.  Yes, I did.
 7  Q.  For what purpose might he do that?
 8  A.  I really don't want to talk about what purpose a driver
 9    might have in mind for offering evidence.  I mean I assume the
10    driver would do so for purposes of establishing his defenses.
11  Q.  Right.  That would be the idea for the driver, generally to
12    establish a defense, right?
13  A.  Correct.
14  Q.  How would a criminal complaint establish his defense?
15  A.  Well, it would establish the charge presumably more
16    recently than the arrest itself, I assume.  I actually don't
17    know much about criminal complaints.
18  Q.  So it would actually confirm that he was charged?
19  A.  Well, and it might change what the charge was.  The
20    information might be a different charge than the police officer
21    originally charged.
22  Q.  So the purpose of offering the complaint --
23  A.  A purpose.
24  Q.  A purpose would be to show that the charge changed between

25    the time he was arrested and the time of the complaint?
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 1  A.  That would be a purpose that someone might do that, that's
 2    right.
 3  Q.  Thank you very much.  Nothing further.
 4             THE COURT: If you don't mind, I may ask a couple of

 5    questions.
 6             And this is focused on when you were authorized to
 7    issue the final decision, when you were functioning as the
 8    decision-maker.
 9             I get to make decisions about dangerousness all the
10    time, typically in a bail hearing.  And at a bail hearing, I'm
11    allowed to consider things like whether or not the person has a
12    criminal record.
13             Do you consider that to be something that you would
14    consider and deem relevant to your determination under the
15    reg., which was, I guess, a rule, which was 8-16, and then
16    later recodified?
17             THE WITNESS: Probably not.  I mean if by "consider"

18    you mean take it to have importance for the outcome, because if

19    the arrest was recent, which it was, or we wouldn't be talking
20    about it, and the person was guilty, which I was required to
21    assume, the fact that the person hadn't done it a long time
22    before or anything else for a long time before would probably
23    only be relevant to whether the person was guilty, which I'm
24    not allowed to consider.  If it's intended to show they are not
25    likely to do it again, I suppose it's an argument.  I don't
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 1    think I would find it very persuasive, because I'm required to
 2    assume they just did it.
 3             THE COURT: Assuming someone assaulted their brother

 4    at a barbecue on the 4th of July, in your view, that means they
 5    are dangerous going forward per se?
 6             THE WITNESS: We did occasionally have an argument

 7    that the circumstances were sufficiently remote from taxi
 8    driving.  I think when I remember having that argument, my
 9    feeling was that the person who got mad at his brother at the
10    barbecue, hypothetically, or his wife or whatever else, had
11    shown himself to be susceptible to violent emotions.
12             And while I can grant that those emotions might be
13    more likely in domestic circumstance, for example, a person
14    shows himself to be capable of letting the emotions go to the
15    point of misdemeanor assault is not necessarily someone who
16    passengers are going to want to ride in a taxicab with.  Now,
17    would I say per se?  I'm not so sure I would say per se, but
18    that's the way I react to that question.
19             THE COURT: And another thing I can consider is the

20    demeanor of the defendant in front of me.  If he seems calm and

21    rational and docile, respectful, thoughtful, I can consider
22    that in determining whether or not they pose a risk of future
23    dangerousness to the community.
24             Is that something that you think an ALJ could consider
25    or that you could consider based on the paper records, since
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 1    you didn't meet the person?
 2             THE WITNESS: I think, again, my answer would be their

 3    demeanor might suggest that this action is inconsistent with
 4    their personality or whatever.  But the arrest and the
 5    assumption that it was true is consistent with that, and I'm
 6    bound by that assumption, that they were guilty of the thing
 7    they were arrested for.
 8             THE COURT: Would an argument that this was
 9    aberrational be something that would be given any weight?
10             THE WITNESS: Oh, yes.  I mean that's essentially the

11    hypothetical I gave you on the assault case, that -- but,
12    again, it needs to be, in my own sort of fact-finding weighing
13    credibility assessment, it needs to be something more than the
14    person just saying so, Oh, I'll never do it again.
15             THE COURT: The absence of past violent or criminal

16    conduct, demeanor, and the way someone appears at a hearing,
17    whether there might be family members who vouch for the person,

18    those are all things that a judge in a bail situation would
19    consider.
20             Do you think that that's something that an ALJ was
21    free to consider and put weight on in deciding whether or not
22    to give this person their license back?
23             THE WITNESS: I would say yes.  Were they free to

24    consider it and were they free to give it weight, I would say
25    yes.  Did I, when I was deciding these cases, find those kinds
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 1    of arguments to be persuasive?  I don't -- I don't remember a
 2    case where I found that to be persuasive.
 3             THE COURT: Was the inquiry about -- was it
 4    driver-specific?  Was the inquiry that the ALJ and ultimately
 5    the decision-maker, either the chairman or you, when you had
 6    that authority, was the inquiry whether this person in front of
 7    me poses a risk or a threat of danger to the safety of the
 8    public, or was it simply whether the charges have a sufficient
 9    nexus to the safety and health of the public?
10             THE WITNESS: Well, the second one definitely had to

11    be true.  The charges had to be such that, if true, they posed
12    a threat.  But I think I would say that it was still intended
13    to be -- it was supposed to be an individually specific
14    determination.  Otherwise, as I say, I would have stopped
15    reading the drafts and told my assistant to just find them all
16    guilty; I wouldn't have bothered reading them.
17             THE COURT: Another factor I get to consider in a bail

18    hearing is strength of the case.  There's already been a
19    probable cause determination; but I am allowed to consider
20    whether the case seems strong or weak, whether there might be
21    affirmative defenses, whether there might be other extenuating
22    circumstances.
23             Is that something that an ALJ is free to consider and
24    give weight to in deciding whether or not to lift -- or to
25    recommend lifting a suspension?
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 1             THE WITNESS: I think the answer to that one is no,

 2    because, again, the rule required you to assume that they were
 3    guilty.  And so that argument essentially goes to they're not
 4    really likely to be found guilty.  And I think the answer to
 5    that is no.  The rule did not permit considering the strength
 6    of the case.
 7             THE COURT: In your mind, was there a presumption of

 8    dangerousness that had to be rebutted by the driver?
 9             THE WITNESS: I never thought of it that way.  I guess

10    it may amount to the same thing.  As I said before, the
11    commission proved its prima facie case --
12             THE COURT: Simply by identifying the charge.
13             THE WITNESS: Correct.  And I guess that's right.  I

14    would say there was a presumption that if you were convicted of

15    the charge, you were guilty of the charge; you were dangerous.

16             THE COURT: And then just bear with me one second.

17    Sorry.
18             What number is Bhatti?  I found it.  Never mind.  65.
19             So the ultimate paragraph in Bhatti, this is Judge
20    Richard saying:  "I find the presumption was rebutted here.  I
21    find that even if proved that respondent committed a
22    third-degree assault, continuation of his license does not pose
23    a direct and substantial threat to public health or safety."
24             Is that the proper inquiry?  You may disagree with the
25    conclusion, but is that the proper inquiry?
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 1             THE WITNESS: It sounds just right to me.  She assumes

 2    guilt, and then finds no threat, again, without knowing the
 3    facts and whether I would agree with her on the no threat part.
 4    But she sounds to me like she did what the rule requires.
 5             THE COURT: All right.  And so if an ALJ were to make

 6    a recommendation based on a conclusion that this person showed

 7    a very low risk of recidivism, even assuming the charge was
 8    true, would that be a basis for recommending lifting the
 9    suspension?
10             THE WITNESS: I guess I would say yes.  I mean I come

11    back to the way she put it, which is that even if he's guilty,
12    in effect, he's not a threat.  And that's the language I want
13    to see, because that tracks the rule.
14             THE COURT: All right.  Well, in sentencing I get to

15    make decisions about risk of recidivism, so that's not -- I
16    used the bail hearing analogy before; now I'm using the
17    sentencing analogy.  And I'm often asked, frankly, to predict.
18             And somebody who poses a very high risk of recidivism
19    is likely going to get a higher sentence so they can be
20    incapacitated.  A person who poses a low risk of recidivism
21    might get a noncustodial sentence.  And I have to make those
22    calls.  I have to make those kinds of predictions.
23             In your view, is that the property exercise of
24    authority by an ALJ, is to make a prediction about the future
25    conduct, dangerousness, of the driver?
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 1             THE WITNESS: Yes.  And the risk to -- danger to
 2    health and safety is predictive, I suppose, by its nature.
 3    That's right.
 4             THE COURT: Did you view yourself, when you were the

 5    decision-maker, to have the same inquiry?
 6             THE WITNESS: Yes, the rule applied to me, yes.
 7             THE COURT: Did you feel that that's what you did; you

 8    were making an assessment, an honest assessment, as to whether

 9    or not this particular driver posed a danger to the public?
10             THE WITNESS: I certainly tried to do that, yes.
11             THE COURT: All right.  Now, that may prompt questions

12    from all of you, so I'll certainly give you each an opportunity
13    to respond, ask any follow-ups.
14             We'll start with -- it's your witness, Ms. Weinblatt,
15    so you go first, and then Mr. Ackman.
16             MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you, your Honor.
17    REDIRECT EXAMINATION
18    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
19  Q.  Following up on the judge's question, you were discussing
20    the need to make a prediction about the danger to public safety
21    in evaluating the recommendations and issuing a final
22    determination.
23             Is this risk about the threat to public safety in
24    general or in the context of the duties of a licensed cab
25    driver?
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 1  A.  Oh, yes, the threat we're concerned with, because we
 2    license the cab driver, is in his function as a licensee.  So
 3    the passenger, drivers on the road, pedestrians, and people
 4    with whom the driver would have contact in the course of his
 5    duties as -- actually, there's more than that, because
 6    occasionally it related to -- it wasn't often, but there were
 7    occasionally assaults on TLC staff and that sort of thing.
 8    But, yes, in their duties as a licensee, that's what we were
 9    concerned about.
10  Q.  Thank you.
11             THE COURT: That's all?
12             Okay.  Mr. Ackman?
13    RECROSS EXAMINATION
14    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
15  Q.  Mr. Fraser, did you ever conclude in your capacity as the
16    ultimate decider, I believe, as Ms. Weinblatt put it, that a
17    licensee, as you put it, was not a threat?
18  A.  I don't recall doing that, no.
19  Q.  And did you --
20  A.  I would have to see all my decisions to answer that for
21    sure.
22  Q.  How many were there?
23  A.  I don't know.
24             THE COURT: Ballpark though.  You think it was more

25    than 20?
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 1             THE WITNESS: Oh, absolutely more than 20.
 2             THE COURT: More than 100?
 3             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I think the witness is
 4    confused.
 5             THE COURT: No, I'm talking about the total number

 6    of -- I'm talking about the universe of decisions that you
 7    issued.
 8             MR. ACKMAN: I think he's confused between -- on the

 9    subject matter.  We're only talking about summary suspensions.

10             THE COURT: Summary suspensions.
11             THE WITNESS: I understood that.
12             THE COURT: More than 20?
13             THE WITNESS: I did this for -- let me see.  I did it
14    for about 14, 15 months.  Is that about right?  I think in that
15    time it's likely that it was well over 100, but I don't know
16    that.
17             MR. ACKMAN: Are you sure it wasn't less than ten?

18             THE WITNESS: No, I'm not sure.
19             THE COURT: Just so we're all talking about the same

20    thing, total number of decisions, that's what you two are
21    referring to?
22             MR. ACKMAN: Yes.  And we had testimony already --

23             THE COURT: Well, don't.  You can ask him questions.

24             MR. ACKMAN: Right.
25             THE COURT: You can tell me later.
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 1    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 2  Q.  Then I'm confused.  We're talking about summary suspension

 3    hearings where you make the final decision.  Do you think you
 4    made more than 50 or less than 50?
 5  A.  I don't have certain knowledge.  I would certainly think
 6    it's more than 50, over 13, 14 months.
 7  Q.  And of those, you never lifted a suspension, right?
 8  A.  I don't recall that I did or didn't ever lift a suspension,
 9    but I can't recall one where I did.
10  Q.  And in exercising your responsibility, you drew no
11    distinction between crimes that were on duty and crimes --
12    sorry, I should say alleged crimes that were on duty and
13    alleged crimes that were off duty, right?
14  A.  In terms of assuming the truth of the charge, that's
15    correct.
16  Q.  You assumed the truth of the charge in every case; right?
17  A.  That's correct.
18  Q.  But it didn't matter whether the charge allegedly -- was
19    for conduct allegedly was on duty as opposed to off duty?
20  A.  I think it matters, sure.
21  Q.  It did?
22  A.  I think it does, yeah.
23  Q.  So the Second Circuit was incorrect when it said that TLC
24    was agnostic on that point?
25  A.  I can't speak for the Second Circuit.
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 1  Q.  Thank you very much.
 2             THE COURT: Okay.  Anything else, Ms. Weinblatt?

 3             MS. WEINBLATT: No, your Honor.
 4             THE COURT: Mr. Fraser, thanks very much.
 5             THE WITNESS: Thank you.
 6             THE COURT: You can step down.  Be careful with those

 7    steps.
 8             (Witness excused)
 9             THE COURT: Your next witness?
10             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, Mr. Eckstein.  But may we have a

11    five-minute break please?
12             MR. ACKMAN: Mr. Nnebe is here.  He was instructed to

13    be here at, I think, 9 or 9:30.
14             THE COURT: Mr. Eckstein is going to be a pretty long

15    witness; maybe not as long as Mr. Fraser, but longer than
16    Mr. Nnebe, you think?
17             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes.  We are not 100 percent certain

18    we're going to call Mr. Nnebe at this point.  But he is a
19    plaintiff in this matter; he's the named plaintiff.
20             THE COURT: The goal was to accommodate him.  You've

21    been accommodating, so I don't want to fault you for it.  All
22    things being equal, I prefer to take him now just to
23    accommodate him.  That's not to say Mr. Eckstein hasn't been
24    waiting a long time, as well.
25             How long on direct do you think it's going to be for
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 1    Eckstein?
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: Maybe approximately what Mr. Fraser

 3    was, maybe a little bit less.
 4             THE COURT: Less.  All right.
 5             How long a direct do you think it will be for
 6    Mr. Nnebe?
 7             MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, we will not call
 8    Mr. Nnebe.
 9             THE COURT: You will not call him.
10             MS. WEINBLATT: Right.
11             THE COURT: So he can leave.
12             MS. WEINBLATT: He's free to go.
13             THE COURT: Okay.  Mr. Nnebe is here?
14             MR. ACKMAN: He is.
15             THE COURT: You're certainly welcome to stay,
16    Mr. Nnebe; but it sounds like you won't be needed to testify.
17    So you can leave if you'd like, but you're certainly welcome to
18    stay, all right?
19             MR. NNEBE: I don't have to testify?
20             THE COURT: You don't have to testify.  The city has

21    decided they are not going to call you.
22             And you are not going to call him either, Mr. Ackman?
23             MR. ACKMAN: No, we are not, your Honor.
24             THE COURT: All right.  Thanks very much.
25             So you want to take a short break just to use the rest
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 1    room you mean?
 2             MS. O'SULLIVAN: Yes, please.
 3             THE COURT: All right.  I'm going to just stay here.
 4             (Recess)
 5             THE COURT: Are we all set?
 6             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, we are ready.
 7     JOSEPH ECKSTEIN,
 8         called as a witness by the Defendants,
 9         having been duly sworn, testified as follows:
10             THE COURT: Please have a seat.
11             If you could state your name and spell your name for
12    the record.
13             THE WITNESS: Joseph Eckstein, E-C-K-S-T-E-I-N.

14             THE COURT: All right.  Mr. Eckstein, good afternoon.

15    Just keep your voice up just like that; that should do the
16    trick.
17             All right.  You may proceed, Ms. Weinblatt.
18             MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you, your Honor.
19    DIRECT EXAMINATION
20    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
21  Q.  Mr. Eckstein, you are a defendant named in this law
22    constitute; is that right?
23  A.  Correct.
24  Q.  Were you in the courtroom during any portion of
25    Mr. Fraser's testimony earlier today?
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 1  A.  No, I was not.
 2  Q.  Who are you currently employed by?
 3  A.  Fiduciary Insurance Company of America.
 4  Q.  How long have you been there?
 5  A.  Since June of this -- 2013.
 6  Q.  What is your position?
 7  A.  I'm the managing partner of the in-house law firm.
 8  Q.  Prior to June of 2013, where were you working?
 9  A.  I was a senior associate for a law firm called Skenderis &
10    Cornaccia.  And that was a defense firm that represented the
11    insurance company that I currently work for.
12  Q.  And prior to that?
13  A.  I worked as a solo practitioner for a short while; I don't
14    recall how long.
15  Q.  And prior to that?
16  A.  I was serving as deputy commissioner for the Taxi and
17    Limousine Commission.
18  Q.  How long were you working in that capacity and what time
19    period?
20  A.  I left the Taxi and Limousine Commission in September of
21    2008.  And I had been working for the Taxi and Limousine
22    Commission since sometime in the middle of 1998.  And I don't

23    recall when I became a deputy commissioner.
24  Q.  Starting in 1998, to the best of your recollection, could
25    you recount the positions you held at the Taxi and Limousine
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 1    Commission?
 2  A.  Sure.
 3             I started as an administrative law judge, which was a
 4    part-time position.  And soon after that, maybe six months
 5    after I started, I became the assistant chief administrative
 6    law judge.  Then I took a brief leave of absence to take a
 7    management position running a fitness club.  During that time
 8    though I continued to work one day a week for the Taxi and
 9    Limousine Commission.
10             And then sometime in the late winter or early spring
11    of 2000, I started to work full-time for the Taxi and Limousine
12    Commission as an attorney.  I stayed in the position of
13    attorney for about a year; was promoted to -- at some point I
14    was a supervising attorney in the legal department.  I don't
15    recall exactly for how long.  Then I was promoted to assistant
16    commissioner of adjudications in August of 2001.
17             At some point after that, I became a deputy
18    commissioner.  And I was a deputy commissioner for the
19    licensing division and the adjudication division for about a
20    year and-a-half or two years.
21             And then I relinquished the position of head of
22    licensing and was just head of adjudications.
23             I want to say sometime in 2003, maybe 2004, I was
24    promoted from assistant commissioner to deputy commissioner,

25    but I really -- I looked at my resume.  I can see clearly, but
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 1    I don't know the year.
 2  Q.  When you were an ALJ at the Taxi and Limousine Commission,

 3    what types of hearings did you do -- did you hear?
 4  A.  Predominantly, violations, which were presented to me in
 5    the form of a summons.  There were a few cases that I sat on
 6    for license applicants who were going through a fitness
 7    process.
 8             And at some point while I was an assistant chief, I
 9    did sit for one or two refusal summonses, which were up for a
10    revocation proceeding, which were not part of the summons
11    process; it was something other than that.
12  Q.  And when you were supervising the adjudications division,
13    could you describe what your duties were at that time?
14  A.  When I became the assistant commissioner in 2001, I was in

15    charge of the Long Island City facility, which was the place
16    where they heard the summonses that were issued by police
17    officers and TLC inspectors.  And I was also in charge of the
18    adjudication facility at JFK Airport, which is where they would

19    hear summonses issued by the Port Authority police officers.
20             And sometime shortly after becoming deputy
21    commissioner, I then also took over the responsibility of the
22    consumer division, which was summonses that were generated by

23    the TLC after a consumer filed the complaint.  So the consumer

24    doesn't have any ability to issue a summons, but the complaint
25    would come in from a consumer and then TLC would turn it into a
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 1    summons.
 2  Q.  Did you supervise ALJs?
 3  A.  I did.
 4  Q.  Did you supervise all types of -- ALJs who did all types of
 5    hearings?
 6  A.  All of the ALJs ultimately reported to my position.  When I
 7    was administrative -- rather, when I was assistant
 8    commissioner, I had all the judges reporting to me, even though

 9    from a facility point of view and from a workflow point of
10    view, I didn't oversee the operations that were taking place at
11    the Rector Street facility.  The judges reported to me.
12  Q.  So while you were hearing cases, you did not hear summary

13    suspension cases; is that correct?
14  A.  To my recollection, I did not.
15             THE COURT: When he was administrative law judge.

16             MS. WEINBLATT: Right.
17             THE COURT: That's the question.
18             (Continued on next page)
19   
20   
21   
22   
23   
24   
25   
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 1    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
 2  Q.  Are you familiar with the standard applied in summary
 3    suspension hearings during your tenure at the TLC?
 4  A.  I am.
 5  Q.  And how would you describe that standard?
 6  A.  Well --
 7             MR. ACKMAN: Objection, your Honor, I don't think he's

 8    established that he had anything to do with these hearings.
 9             THE COURT: Well, I think that's right.  Certainly as

10    administrative law judge he had nothing to do with summary
11    suspension hearings.  You didn't do any?
12             THE WITNESS: I didn't sit on any, that's correct.
13             THE COURT: As assistant commissioner and then deputy

14    commissioner for adjudications, did you develop familiarity
15    with summary suspension hearings?
16             THE WITNESS: I had a familiarity even when I was the

17    assistant chief ALJ.  If I could elaborate on my position, at
18    least when I became a full-time employee with the TLC, I held
19    the title of agency attorney, and by the time I was an
20    assistant commissioner I had the rank of agency attorney three
21    or four, whatever it was, it was the equivalent of the general
22    counsel of the agency.  So I was participating in all sorts of
23    operations throughout the agency, not just that directly
24    reported to me.
25             Having said that, as an attorney within the agency, I
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 1    also had a lot of familiarity with all the operations that the
 2    legal department were involved in as well as enforcement was
 3    involved in, and I participated in many of those discussions,
 4    policy discussions as well as rule interpretation discussions.
 5    So I was very familiar with all the operations of the legal
 6    department and many of the operations of the enforcement
 7    division.
 8             THE COURT: Did you oversee the prosecuting attorneys

 9    when you were the deputy commissioner?
10             THE WITNESS: Not as a deputy commissioner.  At one

11    point when I was a supervising attorney in the legal
12    department, I did.
13             THE COURT: OK.
14             MR. ACKMAN: Same objection, your Honor.
15             THE COURT: Let's see what the next question is.
16  Q.  The question was:  Are you familiar with the standard in
17    summary suspension hearings.  And Mr. Eckstein said yes.
18             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer the question.

19  A.  Yes, I'm familiar with the standard.
20  Q.  Can you say what the standard was?
21  A.  In -- there were different types of hearings that involved
22    what we refer to as summary suspension.
23  Q.  That's a good point.  I'm referring to hearings regarding
24    suspensions that had been implemented after a driver had been
25    arrested on any one of a number of charges that the TLC had a
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 1    policy or practice of suspending for and then the driver
 2    requested a hearing and they went to a hearing to challenge the
 3    suspension, what standard was to applied in those
 4    circumstances?
 5  A.  The standard was to presume that the allegation in the
 6    arrest charge was true.  Then based on the truth of that
 7    allegation, a judge was to determine if there was a nexus
 8    between that charge and the driver's fitness to be a taxi cab
 9    or livery driver.
10  Q.  And what was the function of the suspension hearing?
11  A.  The decisions that came out of the summary suspension
12    hearing were recommendations, they weren't final decisions.
13    And the purpose of these decisions was to provide a basis upon
14    which the final decision maker could ultimately make that
15    decision.
16             So during the hearing process, the judge was to make
17    findings of fact, determinations which then the judge was
18    supposed to document in a written decision so that the chairman

19    or chairwoman could read the decision, and without having to
20    reconduct the hearing, could make an informed decision based on

21    the facts if the allegations, assuming they're true, in fact
22    have a nexus with the health and safety of passengers, whether
23    the driver was fit.
24  Q.  Did you participate in training or have discussions on this
25    subject with ALJs on the staff?
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 1  A.  I had discussions with judges, I did not participate in
 2    training.
 3  Q.  How much discretion, if any, did the judges hearing these
 4    types of suspension hearings have?
 5             MR. ACKMAN: Objection.
 6             THE COURT: How much discretion?
 7             MS. WEINBLATT: I'll ask him this way, if I may, your

 8    Honor.
 9             THE COURT: Rephrase it.  I think that's vague.
10  Q.  Did the ALJs hearing these types of discretion hearings
11    have discretion in how they ruled?
12             MR. ACKMAN: Objection.
13             THE COURT: Well, what was your understanding as to

14    what discretion the ALJs had, if any?
15             THE WITNESS: The judges had a lot of discretion in

16    how they conducted the hearing.
17             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, I move to strike.  I don't

18    think there's any basis for his opinion.
19             THE COURT: Overruled.
20             MS. WEINBLATT: Can he finish his answer now?

21             THE COURT: Yeah.
22  A.  So the judges had a fairly large amount of discretion.  The
23    purpose of the hearing was to create a complete record of
24    facts, and so the judge was supposed to conduct an inquiry.
25    And then based on that, the judge was to use their personal
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 1    experiences and opinion as to whether or not the allegations,
 2    assuming that they're true, had something to do with a driver's
 3    fitness to drive a taxi cab.
 4  Q.  How did you come to have this opinion about the discretion

 5    available to the judges?
 6  A.  Well, I had been involved, over the course of my tenure
 7    there, in a variety of rule writing exercises as well as
 8    interpretation of rules.  I was the person who was the highest
 9    ranking lawyer that the judges could go to to seek guidance on
10    how to conduct themselves as a judge.  And so it was on a daily

11    basis that I under sustained questions like this.  Not
12    necessarily in the summary suspension hearing realm, but in all

13    realms the judges were constantly coming to me for advice,
14    proper conduct in the courtroom, how they interpret rules,
15    mostly the source of rules, even the place where to find the
16    answer.  I would never give a judge an answer and say hey,
17    here's the answer, I would cite a rule and give them something
18    as a reference point so they could learn from that and go back
19    to the courtroom and make a proper decision.
20             THE COURT: This was formal discussion or informal

21    discussion?
22             THE WITNESS: It was informal discussion.  I never

23    participated in actually -- when judges were hired, they were
24    hired in groups, and the judges, prior to being permitted to
25    sit on any hearing, would go through a brief training process.
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 1    And the people who conducted those training classes were always

 2    other ALJs.  So it was a chief ALJ.
 3             THE COURT: From the Taxi and Limousine Commission.

 4             THE WITNESS: That's correct.
 5             THE COURT: How many judges were there at any one

 6    time?
 7             THE WITNESS: I think the most we had at one time was

 8    about a hundred.
 9             THE COURT: But you said before the standard was
10    presuming the truth of the allegation in the arrest charge, the
11    judge was to determine if there was a nexus between the charge

12    and the driver's fitness to be a cab driver.
13             THE WITNESS: Correct.
14             THE COURT: Is that right?
15             THE WITNESS: Correct.
16             THE COURT: So the purpose of the hearing was just to

17    determine if there was a nexus between the charge?
18             THE WITNESS: Well, assuming it was true, if a driver

19    committed a particular crime, is this crime somehow an
20    indication that this driver is not someone who we should
21    entrust to be driving a taxi cab.  The driver has the
22    responsibility of having a passenger in their car.  It's a big
23    responsibility.  They have the keys to the car, they can lock
24    the doors, they can do whatever they want with that passenger.
25             THE COURT: I'm trying it understand the standard.  Is
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 1    the ALJ and ultimately the decision maker charged with making a

 2    prediction about future dangerousness, or is it something
 3    different?
 4             THE WITNESS: Well, the prediction part I would agree

 5    with.  Yes, I think that is in fact what the judge is doing is
 6    making a prediction, but that wasn't the primary role of the
 7    judge, because that part is just a recommendation.  The bigger
 8    part of the judge's role was to do this fact finding mission
 9    and to document what the parties presented at the hearing.
10             THE COURT: What was the -- sorry, have you finished

11    your answer?
12             THE WITNESS: The facts then would be presented to the

13    commissioner, the ultimate decision maker.
14             THE COURT: What was the fact finding mission?  What

15    facts did the administrative law judge have to find?
16             THE WITNESS: Well, the commission had to present a

17    proper Department of Criminal Justice Service arrest record,
18    had to properly identify that this was the right person being
19    charged.  Many of our licensees share the same name, and that
20    was not always just a given that the arrest was for the right
21    person that we were assuming.
22             Then the TLC person also had to make an argument, an
23    argument that the facts as recorded on the Department of
24    Criminal Justice Service record in fact has something to do
25    with driving a cab.  Then the respondent, the licensee, or the
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 1    representative, would have an opportunity to present their
 2    argument and their mitigating circumstances and any other
 3    evidence that we wanted to present, driving history, something
 4    that should be considered in these cases.  My feeling,
 5    especially in a case where the arrest has absolutely nothing to
 6    do with the person's driving history, the judge has to make a
 7    determination well, is this person going to be a safe driver or
 8    not?  And a pattern and history of rule violations is part of
 9    that overall review.
10             THE COURT: Next question.
11    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
12  Q.  In your experience, did you review ALJ decisions sometimes

13    in the course of your responsibilities?
14  A.  Not summary suspensions, but I did review decisions.  That

15    was part of my job.
16  Q.  Was it also part of your job to know the standard to be
17    applied in a summary suspension hearing?
18  A.  It was.
19  Q.  You reference the recommended decisions that an ALJ would

20    issue.  What happened with those recommended decisions?
21  A.  The ALJs would type up a decision.  That was then given to

22    a supervising ALJ who had to manage the work flow of cases.
23    That supervising ALJ, is my understanding, also proofread the
24    decisions to make sure that there was no typographical errors,
25    to make sure that the paperwork matched the files, so that when
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 1    it was sent over, whatever record we were forwarding was a
 2    complete record.  And those files then went to our registry
 3    office.  I honestly don't know who they went to.  I know at
 4    some point they made their way to the commissioner or
 5    chairperson who then would review them and write a final
 6    decision.
 7  Q.  Do you recall whether the driver had an opportunity to
 8    respond to the recommended decision before the chairman wrote a

 9    final decision?
10  A.  I don't know.
11  Q.  Are you familiar or were you familiar at the time of your
12    tenure with the application process to becoming a licensee?
13  A.  Yes, I was head of the licensing division maybe a year and
14    a half, maybe two years.
15  Q.  Could you describe the process, the application process?
16  A.  Are we talking about for a medallion taxi cab driver?
17  Q.  Yes.
18  A.  The process changed a lot after I became deputy
19    commissioner.
20             THE COURT: Which is ballpark when, 2001?
21             THE WITNESS: For certain talking 2001, so as we creep

22    closer to 2003, somewhere in there I became a deputy
23    commissioner.  I am not 100 percent sure.
24             THE COURT: Is that when the process changed?
25             THE WITNESS: The process changed in about 2004, 2005,
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 1    and it changed in ways that I don't think have anything to do
 2    with this, but I will explain it.
 3             THE COURT: Well, I'm not sure -- if they don't have

 4    anything to do with this, I don't think I need to you explain.
 5  A.  So the process to become a driver, a driver fills out an
 6    application.  As part of that application they pay a fee, and
 7    then the driver gets fingerprinted, the driver must go and get
 8    a drug analysis, the driver then needs to go to taxi school.
 9    And while the driver is at taxi school, the fingerprints would
10    be sent to the New York State Division of Criminal Justice
11    Services for comparison of their record, their New York State
12    record.  So the fingerprint is not a national review, it's a
13    statewide review.
14             We would receive the results back from the drug test,
15    and assuming the drug test was a pass, the Criminal Justice
16    Service record would be reviewed.  When I was a deputy
17    commissioner, there was no hearing process to review those, I
18    reviewed them myself.  Unless there was some unusual
19    circumstance, even if the person had a prior conviction, if it
20    was not related to driving, I would approve the person.  If it
21    was related to driving or DWI or something like that, the
22    person was referred to a fitness hearing.
23             THE COURT: I'm not sure that we need all this.  I
24    want to be focused on just the suspension hearings following
25    post an arrest.
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 1             MS. WEINBLATT: I would like to show the witness two

 2    documents.  Perhaps Mr. Kleinman could assist.  We'll start
 3    with Plaintiff's Exhibit 46.
 4             THE COURT: Plaintiff's 46?
 5             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
 6             THE COURT: Could you get that up there, Mr. Kleinman?

 7             MR. KLEINMAN: Yes.
 8             THE COURT: Thank you.
 9    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
10  Q.  Is that on your screen, Mr. Eckstein?
11  A.  It says A-184 at the top.
12  Q.  Right.  Do you recognize this document?
13  A.  I do.
14  Q.  And just briefly, this is a printout of an email, is that
15    right?
16  A.  Correct.
17  Q.  Could you state who it's to and who it's from and the date?
18  A.  It's from Thomas Coyne to Amy Bann dated Friday,
19    March 31st, 2006.
20  Q.  And do you know Thomas Coyne and Amy Bann?
21  A.  Yes.
22  Q.  Who are they?
23  A.  Thomas Coyne was an assistant chief ALJ who worked at the

24    Taxi and Limousine Commission, and Amy Bann was an attorney who

25    worked in the Taxi and Limousine Commission's legal department.
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 1  Q.  And the email is pretty short.  Have you been able to read
 2    it sitting there?
 3  A.  Yes.
 4  Q.  Do the circumstances in that email -- do you recall the
 5    circumstances reflected in that email exchange?
 6             MR. ACKMAN: Objection, your Honor, there's no
 7    foundation that he ever received the email or saw it before
 8    today.
 9             THE COURT: Well, I don't think that's the question.

10             Overruled.  You can answer the question.
11  A.  Yes, I recall the circumstances around this.
12             THE COURT: Do you remember being involved in a

13    discussion or discussions about this topic?
14             THE WITNESS: I do.
15             THE COURT: Do you recall the time frame?
16             THE WITNESS: No.
17             THE COURT: All right.  Did you ever see this email

18    before?
19             THE WITNESS: Yes.
20             THE COURT: When?  Do you remember?
21             THE WITNESS: In preposition for trial.
22             THE COURT: OK.  Do you recall seeing it at or around

23    the time that it was -- well, at or around the time listed at
24    the top?
25             THE WITNESS: No.
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 1             THE COURT: All right.
 2             MS. WEINBLATT: I'm also going to ask the witness be

 3    shown Plaintiff's 47.
 4             THE COURT: Well, do you have any questions for --

 5             MS. WEINBLATT: I will ask questions about both, if

 6    your Honor doesn't mind.
 7             THE COURT: I think we're better off getting what his

 8    thoughts are rather than reading a document that might
 9    substitute his own recollections.
10             MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, a further objection, if he

11    never saw the email, he shouldn't be using it.
12             THE COURT: I think there's a better way to flag the
13    issue, at least the subject.
14             MS. WEINBLATT: That's fine.  I will move on to 47.

15    Thank you, Mr. Kleinman.
16    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
17  Q.  Do you recognize this document?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  And what is this?
20  A.  This is an email from Thomas Coyne to myself, dated Monday,

21    April 3rd, 2006.
22             THE COURT: I'm sorry to interrupt you.  In April of

23    2006, what was Mr. Coyne's position, what was your position,
24    and how did the two positions interact.
25             THE WITNESS: Thomas Coyne was assistant chief ALJ.  I
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 1    was the deputy commissioner for adjudications.  And Thomas
 2    Coyne reported to Elizabeth Bonina, who was the chief judge,
 3    and she reported directly to me.
 4             THE COURT: Thanks.
 5  Q.  Now do you recall seeing -- do you recall this email from
 6    Mr. Coyne to you?
 7  A.  Yes.
 8  Q.  Could you describe the circumstances that are discussed in
 9    this email?
10  A.  I don't know what prompted Tom Coyne to inquire with Amy

11    Bann, but I do recall that after receiving this email I had a
12    meeting with Tom Coyne, Elizabeth Bonina, who I already said

13    was the chief judge at the time, and another ALJ, whose name is

14    Robert Boland, B-O-L-A-N-D, and he was another assistant chief

15    but he was the head of the appeals unit at the time.  So there
16    was an internal appeal, judges who only handled appeals, so
17    there wouldn't be any redundancy of judges who sat on hearings

18    and heard appeals.  And I discussed the matter with them.  If I
19    recall correctly, it was a rather brief meeting.  Elizabeth
20    Bonina and I discussed the standard regarding ALJ discretion.
21    She and I agreed that interpretation that Tom had of the
22    discretion was incorrect.  I don't recall --
23             MR. ACKMAN: Objection, your Honor.
24             THE COURT: Objection to narrative, or something else?

25             MR. ACKMAN: Well, that too, but I was thinking
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 1    hearsay.
 2             THE COURT: I don't think it's being offered for the
 3    truth, and I wouldn't consider it for such, but it is kind of a
 4    narrative answer.  Let's break this up into smaller bits.
 5  Q.  What did you understand Tom Coyne's opinion to be about the

 6    discretion of ALJs after receiving this email?
 7  A.  I didn't form an opinion from the email itself.
 8  Q.  Maybe an understanding -- what did you understand Tom
 9    Coyne's --
10  A.  I wasn't sure.  I asked him.
11  Q.  So you asked him.
12             THE COURT: When did you ask him, before or after this

13    email?
14             THE WITNESS: This email prompted the conversation.

15             THE COURT: So you got this email, and as far as you

16    can recall, you spoke to Coyne?
17             THE WITNESS: Together with Beth Bonina and Bob

18    Boland, correct.
19             THE COURT: All right.
20  Q.  In that discussion, what did you understand -- after this
21    discussion, what did you understand Tom Coyne's opinion to be

22    or understanding to be about how much discretion an ALJ had?

23             MR. ACKMAN: Objection, your Honor, it's hearsay and

24    we already heard Coyne's own view.
25             THE COURT: Well, I don't think it's being offered for
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 1    the truth.  Overruled.  You can answer.
 2             THE WITNESS: I understood that he had some difference

 3    of opinion between myself and him and Beth Bonina about how

 4    much discretion a judge had.  And we explained to him that the

 5    judges had wide discretion.  And if I recall correctly, the
 6    conversation took about five minutes, and it wasn't discussed
 7    much after that.
 8             THE COURT: What were the different opinions?
 9             THE WITNESS: Tom Coyne had his opinion that the law

10    department -- that the TLC's legal department had set a very
11    high threshold for what cases would be brought.  So previously

12    there would be -- any arrest would result in a suspension, that
13    would then result in a hearing, and that maybe under that
14    circumstance there would be a lot of analysis that would need
15    to be done.  And at some point the TLC decided no, we're going

16    to only bring the most serious crimes to suspension.
17             And my understanding was that Tom thought that at that
18    point the review was so scrutinized by the time that the judges
19    saw the cases, there would always be a nexus.  And I explained

20    to him no, that wasn't the case, you still have to do the
21    analysis.  And he seemed to be understanding of that and the
22    conversation seemed to be over.
23             THE COURT: Just so I'm clear, his opinion was that

24    there was no way that a suspension could be lifted if in fact
25    the charges were as they purported to be?
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 1             THE WITNESS: Based on the current threshold that the

 2    TLC was using to bring suspensions, correct.
 3             THE COURT: And so you had a different view?
 4             THE WITNESS: Correct.
 5             THE COURT: And so what was your view?  What was your

 6    view as expressed to Tom Coyne?
 7             THE WITNESS: My view was that the threshold that the

 8    TLC was setting was still based on individual's opinions, and
 9    that the opinion of the person setting that threshold was no
10    different than the opinion of the judge making the
11    recommendation.  So the judge still needs to express their own
12    individual opinion.  Just because the TLC said that's a
13    threshold, that doesn't mean it's absolute.  The judge could
14    still look at it -- I could look at it and say I see the TLC
15    said that's a serious crime that relates to driving a cab, but
16    I don't necessarily agree that it necessarily means that the
17    person is not fit.  And I might, as an ALJ, come up with an
18    opinion that says no, I think the person should get their
19    license back.  And I think that even with this higher
20    threshold, the judges need to go through that analysis.  They
21    also have to do that fact finding.  That's all part of the
22    record.
23             THE COURT: All right.  Go ahead.
24    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
25  Q.  When the ALJ's decision was presented to the chair, was
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 1    there ever a remand back to the ALJ in a suspension hearing?
 2  A.  Yes.
 3  Q.  And under what circumstances would that occur?
 4  A.  If the commissioner did not have sufficient facts to make
 5    determination.  So my personal experience with this was both
 6    when I worked as an attorney in the TLC's legal department, as
 7    well as from the point of view of I guess when I was an
 8    assistant commissioner I did oversee some of the scheduling
 9    process, and it was during that period of time that I would --
10    well, as an attorney I would actually be the one taking,
11    carrying the piles of files back and saying hey, look, talk to
12    the judge and say you didn't make a complete record, you need
13    to finish writing your decision, the chairman doesn't have
14    enough information to make a decision, you got to do better
15    job, you got to write a better decision.  And then as an
16    assistant commissioner, I would often get the request to have a
17    judge work additional hours.  We were juggling the judges'
18    schedules a lot because there was a thousand hour cap, so there
19    was all these issues with how many days we could let a judge
20    work.
21             MS. WEINBLATT: And I think I have no further
22    questions, your Honor.
23             THE COURT: OK.  Cross-examination.
24             MR. ACKMAN: Yes, your Honor.
25             (Continued on next page)
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 1    CROSS-EXAMINATION
 2    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 3  Q.  Starting from the beginning of your testimony -- is it
 4    Eckstein?
 5  A.  Eckstein.
 6  Q.  How long in total did you work for the TLC?
 7  A.  It was just about ten years, maybe a little over, maybe --
 8    I started in June of 1998, I left in September 2008.
 9             THE COURT: But you took a break at some point?
10             THE WITNESS: There was a break, but during the break

11    I didn't stop working, I was just working one day a week or
12    maybe once every other week.  Because I already had another
13    full-time job, so I was barely squeaking in a day here or
14    there.
15  Q.  And based on all the jobs you had, you feel like you have a
16    detailed knowledge of the summary suspension process?
17  A.  The part of the process that I have already testified that
18    I don't have much knowledge of is what happens after the judge

19    writes their recommendation.  I don't know what happens to the

20    paperwork from that point on.  But up until that point, I am
21    fairly familiar with the process, yes.
22  Q.  But you don't know what happens to the paperwork, is that
23    what you said?
24  A.  After the judge writes a recommendation, that
25    recommendation eventually goes to the chairperson, I don't know
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 1    what happens to that file once it leaves the judge.
 2  Q.  You're saying you don't know what happens to the physical
 3    file, but you do know what happens in substance, is that right?
 4  A.  No, I don't know the outcomes of the cases.  I don't know
 5    where the paperwork goes to be reviewed, if it gets reviewed, I
 6    don't know.
 7  Q.  So you don't know -- if I told you that the chairman never
 8    lifted a summary suspension in the entire time you were at the
 9    TLC, would you know if that was true or false?
10  A.  I would not know.
11  Q.  Now just going back a little bit on your background, you
12    graduated law school when?
13  A.  1991.
14  Q.  You're not sure?
15  A.  I'm not sure, but I think it's '91.
16  Q.  Do you know which law school it was?
17  A.  Yes, University of Bridgeport School of Law.
18  Q.  Now when you were ALJ, you worked on violations cases?
19  A.  Mostly, yeah.
20  Q.  You never worked on a summary suspension case, right?
21  A.  I said I didn't recall.  I don't know for sure.  It's
22    possible I did, I don't know.
23  Q.  And you worked in Queens, right?
24  A.  Long Island City, Queens, right.
25  Q.  That's part of Queens.  And were the ALJ considered to be a
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 1    promotion when they went from Long Island City to the hearings

 2    on Rector Street in Manhattan?
 3  A.  No.
 4  Q.  It was not a promotion?
 5  A.  No.
 6  Q.  How many ALJs worked in Long Island City and how many

 7    worked on Rector Street?
 8  A.  Well, to my recollection, there were a very small number of

 9    judges who only worked at Rector Street, and at any given
10    time -- there were as few as 40 judges and as many as 100, and

11    I would say that 95 percent of all the judges at some point or
12    another were scheduled for days at Long Island City unless you

13    were willing to volunteer to go the airport.  If you were
14    willing to go to Kennedy Airport, we were so grateful for you
15    to go out there --
16  Q.  You were grateful to go to the airport?
17  A.  There's no public transportation to the airport, so we
18    didn't have a lot of judges willing to drive to work.
19  Q.  Of the 40 to 100 judges who were on the rolls at any given
20    time, all of them were at will employees of the TLC, right?
21  A.  Yes.
22  Q.  All of them could be fired for any reason, right, or no
23    reason?
24  A.  I wouldn't say that, no.
25  Q.  What is an at will employee?
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 1  A.  Well, even an at will employee has protections from being
 2    fired.  You can't discriminate against a person.
 3  Q.  Other than things like race or discriminations like that,
 4    but otherwise you could fire them?
 5  A.  Without violating human rights, yes, I could fire them
 6    without cause.
 7  Q.  You can fire them without cause.  That's what an at will
 8    employee means?
 9  A.  Right.
10  Q.  Right or not right?
11  A.  Right.
12  Q.  You said you worked on some applicant fitness cases.  What

13    is that?
14  A.  When a licensee -- rather a prelicensee files for a TLC
15    license, they are fingerprinted and they take a drug test.  And
16    if you fail the drug test or have a criminal record, then your
17    case is reviewed.  It doesn't just go through the automatic
18    process.  At the time that I was an ALJ, there was a fitness
19    hearing process where there would be three panelists who would

20    conduct a hearing.  I believe that that process, though, was
21    stopped sometime in 2000 or 2001.
22  Q.  2001?
23  A.  Maybe.  I don't recall.
24  Q.  Up until 2001 -- after 2001, they no longer had applicant
25    fitness hearings?
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 1  A.  Not for that particular purpose.  I don't know -- I wasn't
 2    a judge at that point.  So while I was a judge, there was this
 3    three-person panel type hearing.  I know that that stopped.
 4  Q.  What changed, the three-person panel or the fact of the
 5    hearings?  Did they still have a one-person panel to do those
 6    hearings?
 7  A.  No, it was a different process.  In the first instance,
 8    when I was a judge, anybody who had any criminal record
 9    whatsoever went through a hearing process.  Then at some point

10    that process changed, because most of the people were getting
11    their license approved but the hearing process was taking a
12    very long time and drivers were complaining that it took too
13    long.  So the Taxi and Limousine Commission decided that if the

14    person is going to get their license, what's the point of
15    giving them a hearing anyway to just rubber stamp their
16    application based on the deputy commissioner of licenses
17    approval.  Only in those circumstances where the person's
18    license is not going to be granted, then the person would have
19    been given an opportunity to contest that.
20  Q.  So whenever there is a question about the applicant --
21    first off, if they fail a drug test, they were gone, no
22    hearing, right?
23  A.  I don't recall that that was the case.
24  Q.  You don't know?
25  A.  I don't know.
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 1  Q.  You are saying someone could fail a drug test and still get
 2    a taxi license?
 3             THE COURT: He said he didn't know.
 4  A.  I don't know.
 5  Q.  If they had a criminal record, you would have a review, you

 6    wouldn't just give them the license, is that right?
 7  A.  When I was a judge -- in what time period?
 8  Q.  Well, to this day, for that matter.
 9  A.  I don't work at the Taxi and Limousine Commission.
10  Q.  When you worked at the Taxi and Limousine Commission, was

11    there any time where someone with a criminal record wouldn't be

12    scrutinized and given some kind of review before they got a
13    license?
14  A.  No.
15  Q.  There would always be some scrutiny, right?
16  A.  Correct.
17  Q.  And part of that scrutiny might be no, you can't have a
18    license, right?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
20  Q.  When I say "scrutinizes," as you say, they didn't rubber
21    stamp it, some would get a license, some wouldn't?
22  A.  When you say "they --"
23  Q.  TLC.  Let me back up.  You say there was scrutiny whenever

24    someone had a criminal record by the TLC, is that right?
25  A.  Well, the scrutiny would be done by the licensing division,
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 1    so yes, every person with an arrest -- no, not an arrest, a
 2    conviction, pre-licensure -- arrests don't come up --
 3    convictions would be reviewed by the head of licensing.  That's

 4    correct.  Everyone.
 5  Q.  So everyone who had a conviction they would review, but
 6    they didn't ask about arrests, right?
 7  A.  I don't know that they did or didn't.  I don't recall.
 8  Q.  Because asking about arrests would be illegal, right?
 9  A.  I don't know that it would be illegal.
10  Q.  You said you also worked on refusal summonses?
11  A.  Correct.
12  Q.  Where someone was accused of refusal and got a hearing?
13  A.  Correct.
14  Q.  Are those the hearings that Judge Dearie ruled to be
15    unconstitutional in the Padberg case?
16             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection, your Honor.
17             THE COURT: I'm not sure why that's relevant to what

18    we're doing here.
19             MR. ACKMAN: If in effect an expert witness is saying,

20    talking about his experience --
21             THE COURT: Are you an expert witness?  Are we
22    offering him as expert?
23             MS. WEINBLATT: No, your Honor.
24             MR. ACKMAN: In effect he's giving his knowledge, past

25    experience working on hearings.  One of the hearings he worked
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 1    on were the hearings which I believe were the ones that were
 2    deemed unconstitutional in the Padberg case?
 3             THE COURT: Do you know anything about the Padberg

 4    case?
 5             THE WITNESS: I'm familiar with it.
 6             THE COURT: You're familiar with it?
 7             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 8  Q.  So the hearings you worked on were the ones that were ruled

 9    unconstitutional in the Padberg case?
10  A.  I don't believe I worked on suspension, summary suspension

11    hearings for -- I think I testified that I don't recall ever
12    working on a summary suspension hearing.  And I believe that
13    the Padberg lawsuit involved legality of summarily suspending
14    for a refusal summons.  So I had sat as a judge on cases where
15    someone was up for a revocation and I believe that the process
16    by which a -- by which the TLC can revoke a person's license
17    for having been found guilty of refusing a passenger after a
18    certain number of instances was held to be constitutional.  And
19    so I don't know that the cases I sat on were part of the
20    Padberg case.  I just don't know.
21  Q.  You think the ones you did were deemed constitutional?
22             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
23             MR. ACKMAN: I'll move on, your Honor.
24  Q.  Now you said you were familiar with the standard that was
25    used at summary suspension hearings, right?
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 1  A.  Yes.
 2  Q.  But you never -- just to clarify, you never sat as a judge
 3    in any of those hearings, right?
 4  A.  To my recollection, I did not.
 5  Q.  You never appeared as a lawyer in any of those hearings,
 6    right?
 7  A.  I might have.
 8  Q.  You might have?
 9  A.  I might have.  I worked in the TLC's legal department for
10    quite some time, a year or so.  And during that time I did a
11    lot of different things, and it's possible that I appeared on a
12    case that was presented for that particular subject matter.  I
13    don't know that I didn't.
14  Q.  It's possible you did.  But if Marc Hardekopf said he did
15    99 percent of them, would that be wrong?
16  A.  When I worked at the TLC in the legal department, Marc
17    Hardekopf was not an employee there.
18  Q.  You worked from when to when?
19  A.  1998 is when I started with the Taxi and Limousine
20    Commission.  And I started in the legal department in early
21    2000, became an assistant commissioner in 2001.  So if he was
22    hired while I was there, there was some overlap maybe, but I
23    don't know that there was.  I'm not sure.
24  Q.  He said he worked there from 2000 to 2010.  Do you have any

25    reason to doubt that?
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 1  A.  No, I don't know.
 2  Q.  So if that is accurate, then there was a lot of overlap,
 3    right?
 4  A.  There may have been.
 5  Q.  Do you know Marc Hardekopf?
 6  A.  Yes, I do.
 7  Q.  What was his job at the TLC?
 8  A.  He was an attorney.
 9  Q.  Doing what?
10  A.  I don't know all of his roles, but I do know that he was an
11    attorney who did present cases before the tribunal on behalf of
12    the agency.
13  Q.  Do you know if he did summary suspension cases?
14  A.  I believe that he did.
15  Q.  Do you know that he did almost all of them?
16  A.  I don't know that he did or did not.
17  Q.  Who would know more, in your opinion, about the standard

18    used at summary suspension hearings, you or Tom Coyne?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
20             THE COURT: Overruled.  You can answer.
21             MS. WEINBLATT: Was the question --
22             THE COURT: As practiced by ALJs, or you mean the

23    proper standard?  Rephrase the question, maybe, just so there's
24    no ambiguity.
25  Q.  Who would know more what the de facto standard was at
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 1    summary suspension hearings, you or Tom Coyne?
 2  A.  I'm not sure that I understand the question.  Are you
 3    asking me --
 4             THE COURT: That's OK, if you don't understand,
 5    rephrase.
 6  Q.  Is the problem "de facto?"
 7  A.  Yeah, sure.
 8  Q.  Who would know more what the working standard was at
 9    summary suspension hearings, you or Tom Coyne?
10  A.  I don't know.
11             THE COURT: Who is in the best position to know what

12    ALJs were actually doing?
13             THE WITNESS: The chairman.
14             THE COURT: Between you and Coyne.
15             THE WITNESS: I don't know.
16             THE COURT: You don't know.  Next question.
17  Q.  Who would know more about what the ALJs were actually
18    doing, you or Eric Gottlieb?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
20  A.  Eric Gottlieb.
21             THE COURT: Overruled.
22  A.  Eric Gottlieb would obviously know more about what he was

23    doing then I would know what he was doing.  I don't know what

24    communication he had with any other ALJ.
25  Q.  Who would know more about what he was doing -- who would
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 1    know more about what Tom Coyne was doing, you or Tom Coyne?

 2  A.  Tom Coyne.
 3             THE COURT: What interaction did you have with ALJs on

 4    a daily basis?
 5             THE WITNESS: I was present in the facility during all

 6    the working hours.  Other than days that I took off or
 7    whatever, sick, vacation, the judges communicated with me on a

 8    daily basis.  There wasn't a single day that went by that at
 9    least two or three hours of my day wasn't spent communicating
10    with ALJs about the work they were handling.  With respect to
11    summary suspension hearings in particular, it was not that
12    frequent; maybe once a week, maybe once every couple of weeks.

13    It was not something that I put my hands on all that much.
14  Q.  Did any ALJ ever come to you and say -- I'm not quoting,
15    but words to that effect we have a lot of discretion in summary
16    suspension hearings?  An ALJ who actually did them?
17  A.  I don't recall anybody saying it quite that way, no.
18  Q.  Not quite that way, did they say anything like that or
19    words to that effect?
20  A.  There were discussions with judges about what their role in
21    the courtroom was.
22  Q.  I know.  People came to you and you had discussions.  Did
23    any of those discussions include a comment along the lines of:
24    ALJs have a lot of discretion in summary suspension hearings?
25  A.  Judges asked me questions, they never really gave me
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 1    answers.  So no, no one ever said to me what -- people weren't
 2    teaching me, I was teaching them.
 3  Q.  What did you teach them?
 4  A.  I would teach them how to properly conduct a hearing.
 5  Q.  And when Tom Coyne came to you -- or did Tom Coyne come to

 6    you and say:  Look, Mr. Eckstein, I think we have no discretion

 7    in summary suspension hearings?  Did he or did he not come to

 8    you?
 9  A.  No.
10  Q.  He never came to you --
11             THE COURT: Did he call you Eckstein or Eckstein?
12             THE WITNESS: I think he called me Joe.
13  Q.  He came to you and said -- did he ever come to you and say:

14    Joe, what's going on, we have no discretion in summary
15    suspension hearings and Eric Gottlieb is going crazy by
16    recommending no suspension?  Did that ever come to you?
17  A.  No.
18             THE COURT: Did you ever her about the Eric Gottlieb

19    incidents?
20             THE WITNESS: I learned about it eventually sometime

21    long after it happened.
22             THE COURT: Long after it happened?
23             THE WITNESS: Yeah.
24             THE COURT: About how long?
25             THE WITNESS: I don't know when it happened, but I
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 1    learned about it towards the end of my tenure at the TLC.
 2             THE COURT: After litigation began?
 3             THE WITNESS: When did this litigation begin?
 4             MR. ACKMAN: November 2006.
 5             THE WITNESS: Yes, much after this litigation began.

 6             MR. ACKMAN: Sorry, it was middle 2006.
 7             THE WITNESS: I learned about the exchange with Eric

 8    Gottlieb -- apparently I must have been informed about it in
 9    email format, but did not read the email.  I didn't see -- I
10    didn't open the email.  So someone informed me about it
11    incidentally as part of some other conversation, and I did not
12    learn of it, though -- I did not become aware of it until 2008.
13    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
14  Q.  So in 2006, somebody tried to inform you by sending you an

15    email but you didn't read the email?  Is that what happened?
16  A.  That's correct.  But I learned about that in 2008.
17  Q.  2008 you learned about it?
18  A.  Yeah.
19  Q.  Because you heard there was a lawsuit about it?
20  A.  I don't recall the context of how I learned about it.
21  Q.  Did you learn about it at the time you filed the
22    declaration in the Rothenberg case?
23  A.  It may be.  I don't recall.  I don't recall the exact time
24    line.  I didn't know of it at the time it was happening.  At
25    some point later somebody showed it to me and said:  Hey, are
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 1    you aware of this?  And that's how I became aware of it.
 2  Q.  Did you file a declaration in the Rothenberg case?
 3  A.  I probably did.
 4  Q.  You're not sure?
 5  A.  I think I did, yes.
 6  Q.  How many, one or two?
 7  A.  At least one, maybe two, maybe three, I don't know.
 8  Q.  Now you said the most important thing a judge did at the
 9    summary suspension hearings was to find facts, right?  That was

10    the key thing, right?
11  A.  I think it's the most important thing in any hearing, yes.
12  Q.  Including summary suspension hearings?
13  A.  Yes.
14  Q.  What facts was a judge supposed to find at a summary
15    suspension hearing?
16  A.  The judge was supposed to make a finding of fact that the
17    commission presented a proper arrest record.  The commission
18    was obligated to also properly identify who the respondent was.

19    The judge was supposed to make a finding of fact as to what the

20    legal argument was presented by the commission as to why this

21    person, based on this arrest, was not fit to drive.  The judge
22    also was to make findings of fact based on whatever the
23    respondent presented.  We don't know what the respondent would

24    present.
25  Q.  So finding of fact to what the legal argument was, that's
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 1    not a finding fact at all?
 2  A.  Well, represent what the legal argument was.  It had to be
 3    documented what that legal document was.
 4  Q.  So beyond finding that the driver had been arrested, what
 5    fact was the judge supposed to take note of?
 6  A.  Anything the respondent presents.  The respondent can
 7    present whatever they want.
 8  Q.  What would a respondent profitably say at a hearing in
 9    order to secure his license?
10  A.  It would depend on the arrest, wouldn't it?
11             THE COURT: Well, if the respondent said I didn't do

12    it, is that --
13             THE WITNESS: That would not rebut the presumption

14    that is part of the standard, which is you assume that the
15    allegation in the arrest record is true.  So the one thing that
16    can't be rebutted without -- there's a criminal charge, so that
17    charge is going to be before a criminal judge.  That judge has
18    jurisdiction over whether or not the allegation is really true
19    or not.  So at the TLC forum, this judge does not supersede the
20    criminal judge.  We must, for the moment, say we will assume
21    that that charge is true.
22             Now from that point forward, whether or not that fact
23    pattern of this arrest has anything to do with a person's
24    fitness to drive, that's what the driver's attempting to rebut.
25    So they will present their argument.  So if the crime has
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 1    nothing to do with driving, if it doesn't have anything to do
 2    with a violation of public trust, they would present those
 3    things and also present evidence of a good driving history, if
 4    they have that.
 5             THE COURT: And the administrative law judge could

 6    consider that as a basis to recommend lifting the suspension?
 7             THE WITNESS: Correct.
 8             THE COURT: All right.  Go ahead.
 9  Q.  Now you said -- what facts -- you said there was a
10    presumption of guilt, right?  There was a presumption of guilt
11    at the hearing, right?
12  A.  No.
13  Q.  No or yes?
14  A.  Guilt of what?
15  Q.  The crime charged.
16  A.  There's a presumption that the allegation is true, that's
17    not a presumption of guilt.
18  Q.  How is it different?
19  A.  Well, you are not assuming that the person was convicted of

20    the crime.
21  Q.  Because you know he hasn't been.  Why would you assume
22    that?
23  A.  Correct.
24  Q.  But you do assume he was guilty of the crime, right?
25             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  The witness answered this
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 1    question.
 2             THE COURT: In any event, you said you assume the

 3    crime alleged would have been committed by the licensee -- was

 4    in fact committed by the licensee, is that correct?
 5             THE WITNESS: Yeah, that's correct.  And not being an

 6    attorney of who practices criminal law, I guess I was taken
 7    aback by the word "guilt."  The sitting judge doesn't make any
 8    findings of guilt or innocence, the role of the judge is to
 9    make a recommendation.
10  Q.  He doesn't make a finding of guilt, he assumes guilt,
11    correct?
12  A.  That's correct.
13  Q.  Now the most important thing, though, is there should not
14    be a mini trial, right?  You don't want the judge having a mini
15    trial on the criminal charges?
16  A.  That's up to the respondent.  I don't know that the
17    respondent would want a mini trial at the Taxi and Limousine
18    Commission, they would want to preserve their arguments for a

19    criminal court, but there's nothing prohibiting the respondent
20    from presenting their --
21  Q.  When you say "respondent," you're talking about the taxi
22    driver.  The taxi driver is always the respondent, right?
23  A.  It's not only drivers, but yes.
24             THE COURT: For these hearings, it's only drivers.
25             THE WITNESS: Correct.
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 1             THE COURT: Focused on driver summary suspension

 2    hearings.
 3             THE WITNESS: Correct.
 4  Q.  Because the TLC never summarily suspended an owner who was

 5    arrested, is that right?
 6  A.  That doesn't sound right.
 7  Q.  No?  OK.
 8  A.  Not "no," it doesn't sound right the way you presented it.
 9    No, I don't know that an owner wouldn't be summarily suspended.

10    Why not?  I don't know that they haven't been.
11             THE COURT: If the driver came in and said:  Look, I

12    want to tell you what really happened, I didn't hit him, he hit
13    me.  Is that a fact that the administrative law judge could
14    rely on in recommending a suspension be lifted?
15             THE WITNESS: The way in which you presented it, I

16    would say no.  The driver could say I used self-defense, I hit
17    the person, but I had a reason.  That could be considered.  But
18    I don't think that the judge would be permitted to say that if
19    the charge was that I hit somebody, that the judge could say
20    the arrest record is wrong, that he didn't hit the person.  No,
21    the judge can't do that.
22             THE COURT: What if he said the person was lying?  Is

23    that to be considered?  Not "considered," I don't know what
24    "considered" means, the judge could rely on that fact in making

25    a recommendation or not?
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 1             THE WITNESS: No, the standard is the judge must start

 2    with whatever is in that DCJS charge is true.  That's the
 3    standard as the law was written, and the judge must follow what

 4    the law is.
 5    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 6  Q.  And your understanding of the standard was based on what?

 7  A.  A reading of the rule as it was written.  There was also
 8    guidance from the penal law.  The word "nexus" doesn't come
 9    from the TLC rule, it comes from another reference, a criminal
10    law reference, and I don't, off the top of my head, know.
11  Q.  The word "nexus" comes from another place, right?
12  A.  Yeah.
13  Q.  The manual, right?
14  A.  No, it comes from a law.
15  Q.  Which law?
16  A.  I don't recall.
17  Q.  Now you are talking about the rules, right, that you say
18    the standard came from the rule or from the manual?
19  A.  No standards come from the manual.  The standard that I
20    reference is a reiteration of the rule.  The rule tells you the
21    standard.
22  Q.  And the rule was which number?  Which number TLC rule are

23    we talking about?
24  A.  I have no recollection of the rule number.
25  Q.  And the rule was rewritten multiple times, right, or not?
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 1  A.  I don't know if that rule was rewritten or not.
 2  Q.  You don't know either way?
 3  A.  Off of top of my head I don't know the legislative history,
 4    no.
 5  Q.  If I told you there was one rule in effect when this case
 6    was filed and another rule that came into effect in
 7    December 2006 and another rule that came in effect in 2008 and

 8    another version of the rule came into effect in 2011, you
 9    wouldn't know if I was telling the truth or not?
10             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.
11             THE COURT: As to form, yes, sustained.  I'm not sure

12    I follow it.
13  Q.  If I told you there is one version of the rule that came in
14    effect in 1999 and was in effect in 2006 when this case was
15    filed, would you know if that was true or not?
16  A.  I would not know if that was true.
17  Q.  Would you know if it was true that another version of the
18    rule came into effect in December of 2006?
19  A.  I won't know if that was true.
20  Q.  And would you know if another version of the rule came into

21    effect in 2008?
22  A.  I won't know.
23  Q.  And would you know if the 2008 rule modified the word
24    "threat" to contain the words "direct and substantial threat,"
25    would you know that to be the case?
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 1  A.  I don't know, no.
 2  Q.  Do you know if the TLC changed its practice when the rule
 3    changed?
 4             MS. WEINBLATT: Objection.  He just said he didn't

 5    know.
 6             THE COURT: Sustained.
 7             MR. ACKMAN: He said he didn't know whether there was

 8    a rule change, but I'm saying if there was a rule change did it
 9    cause a change in the practice.
10             THE COURT: I don't think he can answer that.
11    Sustained.
12             MR. ACKMAN: Fair enough, your Honor.
13  Q.  Do you know if there was any change in the practice as to
14    summary suspensions at the TLC from the time you started until

15    the time you left?
16  A.  Yes.
17  Q.  There was a change?
18  A.  Yes.
19  Q.  What was it?
20  A.  Well, at least at the end of my tenure at the TLC, the
21    process of having TLC ALJs hear the summary suspensions I
22    believe had already taken place so that OATH judges were now

23    sitting and presiding over those hearings.  And I think that
24    very early on in my tenure when I started as an ALJ the hearing

25    process looked quite a bit different, but I couldn't tell you
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 1    specifically how it changed, but I do recall there were some
 2    changes in the process in 1999.
 3  Q.  You still have the email from Thomas Coyne to you on your

 4    screen?
 5  A.  I do.
 6  Q.  When you got this email, did you send any email to anyone
 7    in response?
 8             THE COURT: Do you recall getting this email?
 9             MR. ACKMAN: I thought he said he did.  I might be

10    wrong.
11             THE COURT: Maybe I'm wrong.  Do you recall getting

12    this email?
13             THE WITNESS: I recall the subject matter of the
14    email.  I don't recall actually getting it, and I have
15    absolutely no recollection of whether I would have responded to

16    it or not.
17  Q.  When the subject matter came up, you don't know if you
18    responded at all?
19  A.  No.
20             THE COURT: You do remember having a conversation with

21    Coyne?
22             THE WITNESS: Correct, but no electronic response.  I

23    mean the response being a reply email, that I have no
24    recollection of.
25             THE COURT: All right.
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 1  Q.  When you heard that Coyne thought that the policy of the
 2    TLC was otherwise, and that he was not allowed to lift the
 3    summary suspension, you didn't send an email in response?
 4  A.  No.  I don't know.  I'm saying I don't recall that I did.
 5  Q.  You don't know whether you did or you didn't?
 6  A.  No.
 7  Q.  And did you send a memo, whether by email or paper or some

 8    other means, to the ALJs explaining that Coyne is really wrong
 9    about this and let's make sure everybody knows the right
10    standard?  Is there anything like that?
11  A.  No.
12  Q.  But you had a conversation with Bonina and Coyne and Boland

13    and you, right?
14  A.  Right.
15  Q.  And lasted about five minutes.  And you told Coyne you're
16    wrong, right?
17  A.  Well, I don't know that I said he was wrong, I think my
18    testimony earlier was that the way he explained it to me was
19    that he understood that the threshold was so high that there
20    wouldn't be any circumstances under which the ALJ's discretion

21    would matter.  So I don't know if that meant -- I don't recall
22    at the time whether I formed an impression that he was wrong or

23    that I misinterpreted him or that the email was misinterpreted.
24    I don't know what impression I formed with respect to whether I

25    thought he was wrong or not.
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 1             THE COURT: Do you recall taking any steps to ensure

 2    that ALJs were acting on a correct interpretation of the rule?
 3             THE WITNESS: Yes.
 4             THE COURT: All right.  What steps do you do you
 5    recall taking.
 6             THE WITNESS: There was a global response about ALJ

 7    discretion in general.  There was, at this very same time that
 8    this was going on, another conversation that was being had
 9    between myself and someone from the mayor's office about
10    changes city wide in the hearing process, and one of the things
11    that I was being taught how to do was better communicate with
12    the ALJs.  And so impressing upon judges what their
13    discretionary role was in the courtroom was part of that
14    communication.  So there was oral communication, it was not in

15    writing, it was oral.  That was going on on an ongoing basis.
16             THE COURT: Did pick up the phone and called each one

17    or you had classes?
18             THE WITNESS: No, I had personal conversations with

19    the judges in my office.  The judges were regularly visiting me
20    in my office.  Most of the facility was all in one floor, so I
21    would see the judges all day long.  It was ongoing
22    conversations with judges.  It was not ever the case that I
23    could get all the judges together, because the way the judges'
24    schedules are, they're all part-time judges, and it was very
25    difficult managing any sort a training class.
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 1             THE COURT: But a memo to all judges or an email to

 2    all judges, presumably that would have been possible.  No?
 3             THE WITNESS: There were memos that were sent to

 4    judges regarding in a more global way the role of judges.  It
 5    was part of this Access to Justice initiative that the city
 6    mayor's office was undergoing.  And there was plain language
 7    training for judges about what their role in the courtroom was.
 8    And as part of that, a big part of that was no ex parte
 9    communications, was this idea that the judges had discretion
10    and should not rely on supervisors to help them decide cases,
11    and that they needed to take responsibility for the decisions
12    they were writing.
13             THE COURT: But no --
14             THE WITNESS: But it was not specific.  I will be very

15    clear, it was not specific to summary suspension hearings.
16    This was something done on a global scale for all types of
17    hearings.
18             (Continued on next page)
19   
20   
21   
22   
23   
24   
25   
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 1    BY MR. ACKMAN: 
 2  Q.  Mr. Eckstein, as part of these conversations, you had
 3    conversations with the mayor's office, is that what you're
 4    saying, or someone else?
 5  A.  No, I did.
 6  Q.  You personally did?
 7  A.  Yes.
 8  Q.  And did you tell anyone at the mayor's office that we have
 9    a big problem because we have Coyne who is teaching the judges

10    and training the judges, and he says they have no discretion,
11    where, in fact, they have a lot of discretion and we should
12    clear this up?
13  A.  Well, I disagree with your representation of what Coyne is
14    saying in this email.  And it certainly is not compatible with
15    what Tom Coyne told me personally.  So, no, I would not have
16    relayed that.
17  Q.  You don't think that Coyne said they had discretion?
18  A.  I said that in my personal conversation with him --
19  Q.  You told him he did.
20  A.  He indicated something other than no discretion.  He
21    indicated that he believed that the threshold was sufficiently
22    high that there would be no cases presented to the judges where

23    the discretion would matter.  That was my understanding of his

24    understanding of it.
25  Q.  So he thought, although they had discretion, it would never
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 1    matter, right?
 2  A.  Correct.
 3  Q.  And you thought what, that they had a lot of discretion,
 4    but it would matter or wouldn't matter?
 5  A.  No, they had a lot of discretion.
 6  Q.  You thought they had a lot of discretion.  And were you
 7    surprised then to learn that every one of them in the hundreds
 8    of cases, except for Gottlieb, exercised discretion in the
 9    exact same way?
10  A.  I don't know that.
11             THE COURT: Do you know that to be true?
12             THE WITNESS: I don't know that to be true now.
13  Q.  You don't know it to be true even as you sit here today?
14  A.  Correct.
15  Q.  You mentioned that sometimes -- I think Ms. Weinblatt asked

16    you -- there was a remand where a chairman would send the case

17    back and say, You haven't shown me enough facts; I don't have

18    enough facts to make a decision.  Sometimes that happened?
19  A.  Correct.
20  Q.  Did that ever happen in a summary suspension hearing?
21  A.  I believe that it did, yes.
22  Q.  How many times did it happen?
23  A.  I don't know.
24  Q.  When the chairman said, I don't have enough facts, what was

25    he missing?
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 1  A.  I don't know.  My job was to schedule the judge, not to
 2    find the facts.
 3  Q.  What facts would the chairman need in order to decide a
 4    summary suspension hearing case?
 5  A.  I don't know.
 6  Q.  What facts would the chairman need, once he knows that
 7    there's been an arrest, and there's no confusion as to
 8    identity, what facts would the chairman need in order to decide
 9    whether to continue suspension of a taxi driver's license?
10  A.  Are you asking me if I were the chairman or do I know what

11    the then-chairman was thinking?
12  Q.  No, you testified the chairman -- we're talking about
13    Chairman Daus, right, sometimes sent the case back because
14    there were not enough facts, and he couldn't decide it without
15    all the facts, right?
16  A.  Right.
17  Q.  What facts would the chairman need to decide a summary
18    suspension case?
19  A.  He didn't convey to me personally what facts were missing.
20    I didn't get involved in reviewing what he was asking for.
21             My role was to just make sure that the judge had
22    sufficient hours available in their schedule to take those
23    files and redo them.  I'm not sure what was missing or what the
24    commission -- what the chairman was looking for.  I don't know.

25  Q.  And based on your supervising the judges and your knowledge
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 1    of the rules and your ten years at TLC, what was the purpose of

 2    a summary suspension hearing?
 3  A.  It was to determine whether or not the person who was put
 4    on that interim suspension should continue their suspension
 5    because they continue to be a potential risk to the public
 6    safety and health risk.
 7  Q.  And you were supervising the judges, right?
 8  A.  Mm-hmm.  Yes.
 9  Q.  And it never came to your attention that every one of them
10    except for Gottlieb always recommended continuing the
11    suspension?
12  A.  I don't know that that's true.  You keep representing it,
13    but I'm not sure.
14             MR. ACKMAN: I don't have any further questions.
15             THE COURT: No one ever told you that?
16             THE WITNESS: No one ever told me that, no.
17             THE COURT: All right.
18             Any redirect?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Can you give me one moment, your

20    Honor?
21             (Pause)
22    REDIRECT EXAMINATION
23    BY MS. WEINBLATT: 
24  Q.  Of the hearings that were conducted by the ALJs on your
25    staff, do you have an approximation as to what percentage were
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 1    these summary suspension hearings for arrests?
 2             THE COURT: I'm not sure I understand the question.

 3             What percentage of all the hearings that were done by
 4    ALJs were summary suspension hearings?
 5             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
 6             THE COURT: Do you understand the question?
 7             THE WITNESS: I do.
 8             Probably less than one percent.
 9             THE COURT: Less than one percent.
10             THE WITNESS: Less than one percent.  Probably less

11    than a half a percent.
12             MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you.  Nothing further.
13             THE COURT: Okay.  Mr. Ackman, anything?
14             MR. ACKMAN: Nothing further, your Honor.
15             THE COURT: All right.  You can step down,
16    Mr. Eckstein.  Thank you very much.
17             (Witness excused)
18             THE COURT: Does the city have any other additional

19    witnesses?
20             MS. WEINBLATT: We don't, your Honor.
21             THE COURT: No.  Okay.
22             Any rebuttal witnesses by the plaintiffs?
23             MR. WEINER: Your Honor, there are no rebuttal
24    witnesses, subject to -- if we could discuss with defense
25    counsel having a stipulation to the email between Mr. Fraser
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 1    and Ms. Saltzman, which Mr. Fraser didn't recognize.  And
 2    obviously we can try and bring Ms. Saltzman here, but I don't
 3    think there's really a dispute about the authenticity of the
 4    document.
 5             THE COURT: There really shouldn't be authenticity
 6    disputes.  I would think at this point no one is suggesting any
 7    lawyers at the front table doctored a document.  If they did,
 8    they would have much bigger problems than admissibility.
 9             MS. WEINBLATT: No, your Honor, of course not.
10             THE COURT: Why don't we do this.  So you're not
11    planning on calling any other witnesses at this point.
12             MR. WEINER: No.
13             THE COURT: City is not calling anymore.  We're done.

14             MS. WEINBLATT: No, your Honor.
15             THE COURT: So why don't we break today.  It's now

16    4:15.
17             Tomorrow, if there's additional documents,
18    stipulations, etc., about evidence, or just housekeeping, you
19    can send me a letter that flags what the stipulation or the
20    issue is.  And then we can have summations first thing Tuesday.

21    Want to do that?
22             Let me just make sure what the calendar looks like on
23    Tuesday.  But I think that should work for me.  Because Monday

24    is Martin Luther King Day, which I think we should observe.
25    It's a federal holiday, state holiday, and certainly a person
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 1    worth remembering.
 2             So we could start at 9:30 for summations.  I don't
 3    know how long we need, but I think it would probably be useful

 4    to have you folks sum up the arguments, and this gives you time

 5    to look at the testimony, to look at the exhibits, and to pull
 6    it together.
 7             What do you think?
 8             MR. ACKMAN: Sounds good to us, your Honor.
 9             THE COURT: You agree, Ms. Weinblatt?
10             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
11             THE COURT: How long do you think we'll need and what

12    should we do?  It's a civil case.  I have sometimes allowed the
13    party with the burden of proof to go first, and then the other
14    side, and then a short rebuttal.  I think that that's what I'd
15    be inclined to do here.  Plaintiffs would go first, then I'd
16    hear from the defendants, and then a relatively short rebuttal
17    from the plaintiffs.
18             That sound okay?
19             MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor.
20             THE COURT: Okay.  So what do you think, an hour each

21    should do it?  I would think that's probably enough.  Do you
22    think maybe you'll need more?  Let me know.
23             MS. WEINBLATT: I would think an hour would be

24    sufficient.
25             THE COURT: Okay.  Mr. Ackman, you agree?
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 1             MR. ACKMAN: I agree, your Honor.
 2             THE COURT: All right.
 3             Mr. Weiner.
 4             MR. WEINER: Your Honor, in terms of procedurally,

 5    just so we're all clear, obviously we'll have the closings on
 6    Tuesday.  After that, you would expect parties to submit
 7    proposed findings of fact?
 8             THE COURT: We could do that.  Frequently in a civil

 9    trial that's what I would do.  This is not my typical trial, so
10    usually the parties want to do that, and so that's -- I usually
11    don't say no.  The danger, of course, is that the longer we put
12    that out, the more I forget in the interim.  There's a tension
13    between the post-trial briefing, which can be helpful, because
14    it allows you guys to pull it altogether for me, but it means
15    it's often less fresh in my mind.
16             So think about that.  You don't have to let me know
17    today.  If you let me know Tuesday, but if you know by tomorrow

18    that you do definitely want to make those submissions, just
19    include that in whatever letter you send me about housekeeping.

20    And if there's no letters to send on housekeeping, you can send

21    me a separate letter or we'll pick it up Tuesday.
22             I think I get the issues; it wasn't that many
23    witnesses.  But I'll defer to you.  If you guys want, I'll give
24    you a chance to do it.  And you think about how long it would
25    take you to pull it together if you want to do post-trial
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 1    submissions.
 2             Okay.  Great.  All right.  So clean up or do what you
 3    need to do.  I have other matters here tomorrow, so I'll need
 4    the tables clear.  But, otherwise, see you Tuesday.  Thanks.
 5    Tuesday, 9:30.
 6             (Adjourned to January 21, 2014 at 9:30 a.m.)
 7   
 8   
 9   
10   
11   
12   
13   
14   
15   
16   
17   
18   
19   
20   
21   
22   
23   
24   
25   
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 1           (Trial resumed)
 2           THE COURT: I got a letter over the weekend concerning

 3  that email that we talked about.  I think I got another letter
 4  this morning, indicating that the city has no objection based
 5  on authenticity; they do object on relevance.  I think I will
 6  resolve the relevance later, when I am resolving the case as a
 7  whole.  So the objection is noted, but I don't think there's
 8  any point in calling Ms. Saltzman here.  She is not here today.
 9  She didn't make the trip, for example.
10           MR. ACKMAN: No, she's not.
11           THE COURT: All right.  So I'll reserve on that.  But
12  certainly there's no objection based on authenticity with
13  respect to relevance; I think it probably is relevant.  So if
14  you want to refer to it in your summations, you can, with the
15  understanding that I've already seen it anyway, so it's not
16  like I'm a jury that will be prejudiced by what I've seen.  I
17  can presumably segregate out what I've seen and what I'm going
18  to consider, if it comes to that.
19           So we're going to start with the plaintiffs, and then
20  go to defendants, and then a short rebuttal.
21           So, Mr. Ackman, you're going to give both or one or --
22           MR. ACKMAN: Actually, your Honor, I was going to

23  begin the beginning of the closing argument and talk about
24  general points, and have Mr. Weiner take over and talk about
25  some specific points.
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 1           THE COURT: That's fine.
 2           MR. ACKMAN: We were going to have Mr. Goldberg do the

 3  rebuttal; we still plan to do that.  But if he's not here, I'll
 4  do it.
 5           THE COURT: All right.  Does that put him at a
 6  disadvantage to do a rebuttal if he's getting here late?
 7           Let's see where we are once you've finished.  The most
 8  important thing for rebuttal is to see what you're rebutting.
 9           MR. ACKMAN: Right.
10           THE COURT: He probably is more familiar already with

11  what you're going to say --
12           MR. ACKMAN: He is.
13           THE COURT: -- what you both are going to say.
14           How long are you, approximately, the main summation?
15           MR. ACKMAN: I thought your Honor said an hour.
16           THE COURT: All right.  So ballpark that's where you
17  are.
18           MR. ACKMAN: Right.  Well, obviously it depends how it

19  goes.
20           THE COURT: And then defense, who's going to carry the

21  ball?  Are you going to split it also?
22           MS. WEINBLATT: We weren't planning on doing that,

23  your Honor.  I'm hoping I can do the whole thing.
24           THE COURT: All right.  So why don't we start.
25           MR. ACKMAN: Good morning, your Honor.
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 1           As I mentioned, I will do the beginning of our
 2  rebuttal, talk about general points in the trial, and
 3  Mr. Weiner will talk about some more specific evidentiary
 4  points.
 5           I wanted to begin, your Honor, with the Second
 6  Circuit.  But before I do, I wanted to look at a bit of
 7  testimony offered by Charles Fraser, former general counsel to
 8  the TLC at this trial.
 9           Mr. Fraser testified that a taxi driver trying to
10  restore his license at a post-suspension hearing was in a "very
11  difficult position, but not an impossible one."  He testified,
12  "You're asking me to jump from the unusual to impossible, and
13  I'm not going to do that."  That was Fraser at 749.
14           The problem, as Fraser saw it, was that taxi drivers
15  and their lawyers, and many or most did not have lawyers, were
16  not creative enough; they're insufficiently imaginative.
17           Your Honor questioned Mr. Fraser about this idea.
18  Your Honor asked Fraser:  "It takes that sort of imagination to
19  even conceivably lift the suspension when one is charged with a
20  crime?"  This is at 695.
21           Your Honor asked if you could imagine a case where the
22  driver's license might be reinstated.  And Fraser said he could
23  not, but perhaps some more imaginative lawyer could.  And
24  Mr. Fraser, after struggling a bit, did actually imagine one
25  scenario, although he said it was not his job to do that.  This
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 1  is all at 695 to 697.
 2           Well, your Honor, I don't think Mr. Fraser sees the
 3  problem quite the right way.  Immigrant taxi drivers should not
 4  have to wait for the ghost of Edward Bennett Williams or Johnny

 5  Cochrane to ride in on a white horse to save the day.  No, your
 6  Honor.  Cab drivers should have a chance at justice with any
 7  lawyer, or even with no lawyer.  They should have a fair shot
 8  at prevailing.  And they would have a fair shot if the TLC was
 9  simply required to shoulder its burden of proof at the
10  hearings, and to do what they told the Second Circuit they did
11  do.  This is true even if one indulges the TLC's presumption of
12  guilt, though I would argue it should not be indulged.  If that
13  happened, if the TLC were required to proceed with evidence
14  rather than based on multiple assumptions, drivers would have a
15  fair shot.  They would have what Paul Newman talked about in
16  The Verdict:  A chance at justice.
17           So let's look at the Second Circuit, which is why
18  we're here.  Not the part about the remand, which is a bit
19  confusing, I think we all agree.  Let's look at the
20  crystal-clear part.
21           THE COURT: You said that, not me.
22           MR. ACKMAN: Actually, I think your Honor has --
23           THE COURT: I may have said it, okay.
24           MR. ACKMAN: I didn't want to quote you on that.
25           Let's look at the crystal-clear part, the part where
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 1  the Court is describing the record and, most of all, the city's
 2  representation of the facts.  And then we should look at this
 3  Court's recent orders and the city's new representations, which
 4  bring us right up to today.
 5           Focusing on the hearings which are at issue in this
 6  trial, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals said:  "The city
 7  asserts that drivers may attempt to present evidence that they
 8  were not actually arrested.  The offenses listed in the DCJS
 9  notice were incorrect.  The charges had been reduced or
10  dismissed or -- and this was italicized -- the regulatory
11  standard was not met.  The charges, even if true, did not
12  demonstrate that the continued licensure would pose a threat to
13  public safety."
14           The Court of Appeals was skeptical, to put it mildly.
15  It wrote:  "The problem is the italicized language appears to
16  be an oft-quoted nullity that in no way resembles the part of
17  the standard ALJs must apply."
18           The Court went on to say:  "The record basis for
19  calling it the standard is scant."  That was true, although
20  "scant" might be too polite a word.
21           Back to what the Court of Appeals said.
22           "And while there is little evidence -- this is quoting
23  Court of Appeals -- that the ALJ is allowed to actually apply
24  this standard, there is considerable evidence supporting the
25  taxi driver's view that they may not."
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 1           The Court of Appeals went on to describe some of this
 2  evidence.  It cited, for example, testimony of a former TLC
 3  general counsel, that's Peter Mazer, that he has never heard of
 4  an instance of an ALJ discontinuing the summary suspension or
 5  making a recommendation to that effect.  Based on what we
 6  learned in this trial, Mr. Mazer overstated it, but just by a
 7  little.  At the time of this testimony, we had the Gottlieb
 8  recommendations, though we all know what happened to them.
 9           Updating the facts, it remains the case that apart
10  from the Gottlieb recommendations and a few stray and always
11  rejected OATH recommendations, this remains true.
12           The Circuit added:  "Lest there be any
13  misunderstanding about what has been argued to us, we emphasize

14  that it is not the city's position that arrest for one of the
15  offenses listed on the TLC summary suspension chart is per se
16  evidence that the cap driver's continued licensure would pose a
17  threat to public health or safety."
18           While that was not the city's position, as a matter of
19  fact, the city did apply a per se rule.  The de facto rule
20  assured that each and every driver, 100 percent, whose license
21  was suspended summarily without a hearing, stayed suspended.
22  It was not their position in the Second Circuit, but it was
23  their position in the TLC court and in the OATH court, as
24  Hardekopf and Green both testified.
25           In its decision, the Circuit cited testimony of
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 1  attorneys whose practices included representing taxi drivers,
 2  and noted in particular the testimony of Mike Spevack, that he
 3  declines to represent drivers at summary suspension hearings
 4  because he feels it is improper to accept money for a
 5  proceeding where "the result is not in doubt."  Spevack
 6  testified here at this trial that his position is unchanged.
 7  His testimony was clear, concise, and credible.  Indeed, it was
 8  unchallenged.
 9           The Circuit went on to say:  Conversely -- this is
10  quoting the Circuit.
11           "Conversely, the city has never pointed to any
12  evidence showing how a driver could prevail at a suspension
13  hearing after an arrest for one of the offenses listed on the
14  summary suspension chart.  We are not convinced, therefore,
15  that the city binds itself to the standard it says is in
16  place."
17           Well, the Circuit said the city had not presented,
18  quote, any evidence in an unusual procedure to remand it so the
19  city could find and present such evidence.
20           So let's stop there for a second.
21           This trial is not one where the two sides start even;
22  this is one where the plaintiffs start way ahead.  If this
23  trial were a mile race, the plaintiffs would already be three
24  laps in front.  This was from the Court of Appeals, writing in
25  the spring of 2011, amending its decision three times.
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 1           Did the city catch up?  No; it fell further behind.
 2           Let's cut to August 2013.  This Court denies summary
 3  judgment motions.  Your Honor writes:  "The question of whether

 4  the city meaningfully considers evidence other than the fact of
 5  arrest is a factual one.  And from the evidence in the record
 6  it is generally in dispute."  But it did not stay in dispute
 7  for long.
 8           Fast forward to January 2014.  On January 10th, 2014,
 9  the city wrote to your Honor regarding a long list of factors
10  in the proposed verdict form that your Honor propounded.  The
11  city wrote:  "The enumerated factors do not play a part in
12  determining whether the continued licensure poses a threat to
13  the health or safety of the public."  And that's Plaintiffs'
14  Exhibit F.
15           The question for your Honor as the fact-finder is
16  really whether the city has produced any evidence as to its
17  past practice which is no different from its present practice,
18  applied hundreds of times a year, year after year; that it
19  binds itself to the standard it claims was in place.  In their
20  correspondence, the city says they failed to produce such
21  evidence because there is no such evidence.  And they were
22  right; the city has, in fact, failed.
23           Indeed, at this trial, the evidence is piled up,
24  giving more and more support to our view.  And it is
25  undermined, the city's contention or the various city
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 1  contentions.  The witnesses and the exhibits all support the
 2  view that the hearing determines nothing but the fact of the
 3  arrest.  This was not happenstance; it was policy, enforced in
 4  a variety of ways, both fair and foul.
 5           While this trial was relatively brief and pointed, it
 6  was not without its moments of confusion, sometimes due to the
 7  issue at hand, and sometimes due to the less-than-forthright
 8  testimony, again, a polite way of putting it, of the city's
 9  witnesses.
10           So let's clear out some of the debris.  Let's remove
11  some of the flotsam and jetsam.
12           The Circuit mentioned that an ALJ might hear a claim,
13  quote, that the offenses listed in the DCJS notice, which is a
14  document Marc Hardekopf called a hit, were incorrect.  While
15  there was some testimony along these lines, the city has
16  presented no coherent view of what this statement might mean.
17  How can a "charge" be incorrect?  Are we talking about a facial
18  challenge, not to an indictment, but to an arrest hit, which
19  does not even describe the underlying conduct.
20           We do know, however, what it does not mean.  All the
21  testimony enforced the view that the TLC absolutely barred any
22  driver from arguing that the arrest allegations were false.
23  The city also represented to the Circuit that the hearing could
24  be used to show that the criminal charges had been reduced or
25  dismissed.  But we now know that the hearing had nothing to do
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 1  with determining if the charges had been dismissed or reduced.
 2  Hardekopf said it; so did Fraser.
 3           While dismissal or reduction of the charges could lead
 4  to reinstatement, it was handled by Hardekopf and his
 5  successors outside the hearing process.
 6           Of course, many drivers did not opt for a hearing, and
 7  the evidence here shows why.  Mr. Spevack and Ms. Desai both
 8  counseled drivers that hearings were a waste of time.  Desai,
 9  117; Spevack at 581 to 583.  And they were right.  No license
10  was ever restored in the hearing process.  Hardekopf and even
11  ALJ Richard, however reluctantly, confirmed that the OATH
12  judges themselves informed the drivers that they had little or
13  no chance.  This is Hardekopf at 108 and 112; Richard at 453.
14           As a result, OATH hearings were, "so infrequent and
15  rare," Hardekopf said.  Joshi confirmed it, as well.  This is
16  Hardekopf at 90; Joshi at 572.
17           The direct question here is what happened at the
18  hearings.  What was alleged, what evidence was presented, what

19  was and what was not considered, and while that may mean
20  meaningfully considered, and ultimately what was determined.
21  The answer must be compared to what was supposed to be
22  determined.  Now we know that the question of what was supposed

23  to be determined changed over time, but just a little.  We also
24  know that the TLC fundamental policy did not change when the
25  rules changed.  The policy was the same.  It was in place from
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 1  the beginning of the class period in 2003, until enactment of
 2  the first rule even mentioning arrest in 2006, to the addition
 3  of the determine "direct and substantial" in 2008, to the
 4  general recodification in 2011.  Not only did the policy remain
 5  the same, the TLC, throughout, ignored key features of the rule
 6  in the same way in 2003, continuing right up until today.
 7           We also know that no ALJ could lift the suspension; he
 8  had no power or authority to do so.  That was the TLC's power.
 9  The TLC throughout maintained all the power, but none of the
10  responsibility.
11           For example, every version of the rule requires, "The
12  chairperson find that emergency action is required to ensure
13  public health or safety."  This requirement and this language
14  was consistent throughout.  The need for emergency action is
15  the predicate for the suspension itself in all cases from 1999
16  right up until today.  This was the predicate before we even
17  got to a hearing.
18           Let me flash the four versions of Rule 8-16 on the
19  screen, which is now, of course, 68-21.  We've been through
20  this many times, your Honor, but we can see, the language that
21  I mentioned is always there; and in 2006, December of 2006
22  specifically, after this case was filed, they added the arrest
23  basis for a suspension, and added the specifics about what
24  would happen at a hearing based on an arrest.
25           But we also know that Chairman Daus never found
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 1  anything; never, ever.  This is Hardekopf at 16 to 18, Daus at
 2  402 to 403.  Even if you believe that "chairman" does not mean
 3  "chairman," and this is a state law argument, the plain fact is
 4  that the TLC suspended without any finding by anyone, not by
 5  the chairman, not by the commissioners, not by the council, not
 6  by Hardekopf.  In fact, the current TLC prosecutor, Ms. Green,
 7  testified that she had a paralegal order suspensions.  This is
 8  Green at 589 to 90.  So let's just cross out that section of
 9  the rule, because that's what the TLC did.  And the plain fact
10  is once the suspensions on arrest were in place, they were
11  never lifted, hearing or no hearing, until the criminal charges
12  were reduced, dismissed, or adjourned.
13           Of course, this part of the rule speaks to the initial
14  suspension, and we are focused on the post-suspension hearing.
15  But the emergency action requirement applies throughout the
16  process.  If there is no finding that emergency action is
17  necessary to ensure public health or safety, there was no right
18  to suspend hundreds of drivers every year simply because they
19  were charged with a crime.  And had there been no suspension,
20  there would have been no need for a hearing.
21           The question at that hearing, whether the suspension
22  should be lifted, that's in theory.  In fact, it was never
23  lifted.  And if the initial suspension did not violate the
24  Constitution, and a very open question at this point, the
25  continuation of the suspension post-hearing also required the
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 1  need for emergency action.  So if there was no meaningful
 2  hearing as to the need for emergency action, then there was a
 3  constitutional violation.  And the city has offered no
 4  evidence -- literally none -- that anyone made this finding or
 5  that emergency action was, in fact, ever required.  To the
 6  contrary, defendants cheerfully admit they made no such
 7  finding.  This is, again, Hardekopf at 17 to 18, Green at 589
 8  to 90, and Daus at 402 to 403.
 9           Up until December 2006, of course, there was nothing
10  in any TLC rule or any other rule or statute that authorized
11  suspensions on arrest.  But the TLC practice was already in
12  place.  They did it without any authority.  That was admitted
13  by Hardekopf and by Fraser.  Daus, of course, didn't quite
14  recall, as it was often the case with Daus, but he didn't deny
15  it.  Fraser at 723 to 724, Daus at 335 to 36, Hardekopf at 38.
16           It was not denied in any way by anyone.  The original
17  Rule 8-16 did not mention arrests.  The original rule mandated
18  that suspension be premised on an action to revoke the license
19  within five days; in other words, there was already facts known
20  sufficient to revoke a license.  But just as the TLC ignored
21  the emergency action part of the rule, it ignored the
22  revocation requirement, as well.
23           The December 2006 amendment to Rule 8-16 mentions
24  arrests; the suspension still requires emergency action, as
25  I've said.  The amendment contains a specific hearing clause.
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 1  At the hearing, "The issue shall be whether the charges
 2  underlying the licensee's arrest, if true, demonstrate the
 3  licensee's continued licensure during the pendency of the
 4  criminal charges would pose a threat to the health or safety of
 5  the public."
 6           Now, this is the first time we see the "if true"
 7  language and the threat to public health or safety language.
 8  But, as a practice, this was already in place, as the hearings
 9  were in place; so was the presumption of guilt; so was the
10  second presumption, the presumption of danger, that the driver
11  who was presumed guilty, was presumed likely to assault or
12  threaten a passenger in the future.  Even though the TLC never
13  presented any evidence at any hearing, never had any evidence
14  that either one was true, it never had any evidence it can
15  present.  This is Coyne at 274, Daus at 408 and 409, and Joshi
16  at 563 to 564.
17           At the hearings, they offered nothing but the arrest
18  hit.  That was true in 2003, and it is true today.  Again,
19  Hardekopf says it, and he was the one doing the hearings; same
20  with Coyne, confirmed by Gottlieb; confirmed, as well, by
21  Green.  Hardekopf at 68 to 75, Coyne at 272 to 273, Gottlieb at
22  231 to 233.  And it was known by all, including drivers'
23  lawyers like Mike Spevack, and drivers' advocates like Bhairavi
24  Desai, and by the OATH judges, and no one denies it.
25           At the hearings, the TLC presented no evidence as to
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 1  guilt, and it presented no evidence the driver, even when
 2  presumed guilty of the arrest charge, was a threat.  Hardekopf
 3  admitted -- and Hardekopf's answers were always direct, never
 4  hedged, no weasel words -- that he never had any evidence that
 5  a driver was likely to be a threat to public health or safety.
 6  If the crime was on his list, he suspended.  This is Hardekopf
 7  at 40, 44, 48, 62, and 66; probably elsewhere, as well, but I
 8  think that's enough.
 9           And what came through a hearing they would argue
10  successfully 99 percent of the time that the suspension should
11  continue.  This is Hardekopf at 55 and 66 to 67.
12           We asked Daus if the TLC ever exercised any
13  prosecutorial discretion and decided not to seek the
14  continuation of a suspension.  At first, he didn't understand
15  the question.  Then he said he did not remember whether the TLC

16  could have done it or whether it ever did it.  This is Daus at
17  396 to 399, and also Green saying the same thing at 593.
18           The judges did not, in fact, use any version of Rule
19  8-16.  The policy was in place years before the suspension and
20  arrest rule was ever written.  They referred to the manual.
21  Tom Coyne testified that he used the manual personally.  That's
22  what he trained the other judges to do, too.  The manual is
23  what he imposed on Gottlieb.  "Reread the manual."  That's what

24  Gottlieb was told by Coyne.  Coyne didn't mention any rule.
25  The manual, which is an ex parte directive, by the way, is what
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 1  showed their actual practice.
 2           Now, your Honor, this has been a funny trial.  Every
 3  witness has either been a lawyer or a taxi driver; most of the
 4  witnesses have been lawyers.  In fact, most of the witnesses
 5  have been lawyers for the defendants.  That's unusual,
 6  although -- as Mr. Fraser might say -- not impossible.
 7           Another odd point is that there has been a bit of
 8  tension or a back-and-forth between the level of argument.  On
 9  one hand, we might have what we might call the Talmudic
10  arguments.  What do we mean when we say "consider"; what is
11  meaningful consideration; what do we mean by "meaningful."
12           There was also a lot of discussion about whether the
13  standard for suspending was conduct-based or charge-based.
14  This distinction is also somewhat philosophical.  Now, Rule
15  8-16 does speak of, quote, charges demonstrating a threat; but
16  we submit that this language cannot be taken literally.  First,
17  as a simple matter of logic and grammar, a charge cannot hit
18  you, it cannot bite, it cannot shoot you, nor can it threaten
19  you.  And it certainly cannot get out of the front seat of a
20  taxi and into the backseat and punch you in the nose.
21           For what it's worth, despite all of Fraser's blather
22  about safety and a captive audience, there's been no evidence
23  that any tax driver ever did that either.
24           A person, an unlocked handgun, an unleashed dog, all
25  can be threats.  Not so a charge.
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 1           But beyond the grammar, you have to look at the city's
 2  representation to the Court of Appeals.  The city told the
 3  Circuit, quote, It is not the city's position that arrests for
 4  one of the list offenses was per se evidence, quote, that the
 5  licensee's continued licensure would pose a threat to public
 6  health or safety.  So they are talking about the licensure
 7  being a threat; in other words, the person having the license.
 8           They said, The driver could present evidence that,
 9  quote, I, the cabby, not the charge, don't pose a risk to
10  public health or safety.  This is the Second Circuit at Page
11  161 of its opinion.  So the word "charge" is shorthand for
12  person charged.  If not, the city has played a trick on the
13  Court of Appeals and on this Court.  It would be a fraud on the
14  Court.  I don't say that lightly; that's what it would be.
15           Even more, if the suspension is purely based on the
16  charge, the, quote, emergency action part of the rule would
17  make absolutely no sense, and there would be no point having a
18  hearing.  A cab driver attends a hearing; a charge does not.
19           So that's the Talmudic.
20           On the other side, we have the practical, the
21  nitty-gritty.  What were the drivers told by the TLC about the
22  hearings?  What did the OATH judges tell them and what did
23  their own lawyers tell them?  That's what Mike Spevack
24  testified about; that's what impressed the Second Circuit.
25  Spevack told taxi drivers not to bother, because they had no
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 1  chance.  Did any driver, in fact, succeed in having a
 2  suspension lifted?  That's an easy one.  You don't have to be a
 3  philosopher.  Spevack was right.  The answer to that one is no,
 4  and remains no.
 5           The nitty-gritty focuses on the evidence the TLC
 6  presented at the hearings, the arrest hit and nothing but.  And
 7  it focused on how the hearing and review process invariably
 8  ended.  The suspension continued 100 percent of the time.  This
 9  is a fact the defendants' witnesses could barely acknowledge,
10  much less explain away.
11           We think that either way, whether you do it on the
12  Talmudic level or the base level, we prevail.  Once you define
13  meaning, you have to find that the hearings had no meaning.  A
14  meaningful hearing is one where a driver, they present facts,
15  evidence, or arguments where the judge will actually consider
16  those facts, that evidence, or that argument.  By "consider,"
17  we mean give weight or relevance in the ultimate determination;

18  that it might affect the outcome.  And ultimately, more than
19  one outcome must be possible; the result must not be
20  preordained.  Fraser disputed this point at 705, as did Daus at
21  363.
22           Indeed, the only even theoretical doubt about the
23  hearings -- and there's not much doubt, and I don't think it's
24  material -- was injected into this trial by Charles Fraser, who
25  never attended a hearing.  Mr. Weiner will look at Mr. Fraser's
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 1  testimony in more detail, how strategic it was, and how limited
 2  Fraser's knowledge is.  And we have seen how Fraser refused to
 3  put in writing in 2006 what he testifies in 2014 he was sure
 4  was true.
 5           But before we do that, let's look at defendants' case
 6  overall, what's in it and what's not.
 7           First they did not call Hardekopf.  Hardekopf does not
 8  appear on their witness list.  This is despite the fact that
 9  for ten years, Hardekopf ordered the suspensions and prosecuted

10  the hearings.  Not only is Hardekopf not on their list, when we
11  asked to depose him to update the record, they opposed the
12  request.
13           And after leave was granted, they filed a motion in
14  limine saying the testimony by their own man, the key player,
15  was irrelevant.  Then, at the deposition itself, they objected
16  to practically every question.  And when it was their turn to
17  cross, they asked almost no questions.  So despite Hardekopf
18  being the point man on the operation at issue, they tried over
19  and over to block his testimony.  Sure, the attempts all
20  failed, but that was thanks to your Honor.  But it's remarkable
21  that they even tried.
22           Defendants also did not list and did not call Matthew
23  Daus, the longtime chair and counsel before that of the TLC.
24  But it was Daus who was running the TLC for nine years, from
25  the time before the class period even started in 2010.  Daus
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 1  does not know when they started the suspending on arrests, but
 2  he was the head of the agency who was responsible for ordering
 3  the suspensions, for supervising the prosecutors, and even the
 4  judges, at least the TLC judges.
 5           And whichever set of ALJs issued the recommendations,
 6  it was Daus's authority and his responsibility as TLC chairman
 7  for accepting, modifying, or rejecting the ALJ decisions.  And
 8  Daus did exercise that authority, always the same way:  No
 9  matter how the ALJ ruled, Daus assured a suspension already in
10  place continued.
11           So what can you say about Matt Daus, about his
12  testimony, his veracity, his demeanor at this trial?  We know
13  for nine years he was chairman of the TLC; that he was general
14  counsel before that; and special counsel before that.  He told
15  us he is now a distinguished lecturer at City College, so he's
16  a professor, too.  Third, he is a partner in the law firm of
17  Windels Marx, where he chairs its transportation law practice,
18  and he does this on the side.  I'm sure I'm missing one or two.
19           Anyway, he has this vast experience, this knowledge of
20  transportation; and yet, when he has to be somewhere in the
21  City of New York at a particular time, he does not anticipate
22  traffic.
23           Daus sat in this witness chair, your Honor, and he
24  said he considered practically everything.  He said he read
25  everything handed to him, and considered it all.  He read it
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 1  all, thought about it all, took it all in.  That's what he
 2  said.  This is Daus at 350 to 351.  Of course, everything
 3  rarely, if ever, included a transcript; everything was the
 4  ALJ's recommendation, virtually certain to be for the TLC, and
 5  maybe a letter.  This is Daus at 623, and Hardekopf at 95.  He
 6  said he decided each case on a case-by-case basis.  This is
 7  Daus at 414 and 618.  Remarkably, they all came out the same
 8  way.
 9           And when I asked him if there was already a decision
10  for his signature in the case file when he opened it, he didn't
11  answer of course not, he said there was a decision, though
12  sometimes there were two.  This is Daus at 618 to 619.
13           And when he was asked if Marc Hardekopf sometimes
14  drafted decisions for his signature in the very case where
15  Hardekopf was the prosecutor, he did not say, How dare you
16  accuse me, sir, or words to that effect; he said it's possible.
17  And he said that if Marc Hardekopf said it, he would have no
18  reasonable to doubt it, because Marc Hardekopf is a truthful
19  individual.  This is Daus at 619 to 620, Hardekopf at 100 to
20  101.
21           And Hardekopf did testify to that.  He said he was
22  told to write it up, following how the ALJ wrote it up, and to
23  give it to the chairman so he could sign it.  This is Hardekopf
24  at 100.
25           And when you look at Daus's decisions, after he had,
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 1  quote/unquote, reviewed everything, not only did they come out
 2  the same way, they all have the same language.  They are form
 3  letters, your Honor, reflecting no thought or analysis, no
 4  meaningful consideration.  This is Daus at 626, and Hardekopf
 5  at 100.
 6           Let's take a look at one of the letters, PX 14.  It
 7  says:  I have received a letter, and then he names the attorney
 8  and the date, and I find it to be unpersuasive.
 9           Now, let's look at one he sent to Mouctar Bah in 2008,
10  after the case is moved to OATH.  This is DX R-9.
11           Do we have that on the screen?
12           He says:  I have read the letter from Cynthia Fisher.
13  I find the arguments to be unpersuasive.  Same conclusion; same

14  wording.  Good grammar; meanings nothing.
15           The city didn't list or call Hardekopf's successor;
16  that was Allison Green.  We brought her in.  They didn't call
17  any ALJs.  Sure, they reserved the right to call plaintiffs'
18  witnesses, but that's a pro forma thing, just like the TLC
19  hearings were pro forma.  They didn't call the current or just
20  recently departed TLC chair, David Yassky.  I guess that's
21  understandable; because Yassky did what a lot of people do when

22  faced with an awkward or unpleasant task:  He had his lawyers
23  handle it.  Whether he's doing that was legal or illegal is
24  doubtful at best; although it is not a question for this
25  particular trial.
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 1           So who what they didn't call.
 2           Let's also look at who they did call.
 3           Despite this Court's warning that a directed verdict
 4  would appear inevitable, defendants called just three
 5  witnesses, and none of them had much experience in summary
 6  suspension cases, one had practically none.
 7           Each of them made statements that were, in a variety
 8  of ways, incredible.
 9           Meera Joshi is the general counsel of the TLC.  She
10  never argued a summary suspension hearing; she did write a few

11  decisions as to OATH ALJ recommendations, not many, maybe five,

12  she said, all continuing with the suspensions of course.  She
13  called writing a decision "a personal exercise."  She said she
14  applied her "balancing test."  Although she said that she would
15  do a balance, none of the ALJ recommendations talk about a
16  balancing test.  And this is Joshi at 534.
17           It's a well-known legal phrase, you might even call it
18  hackneyed, but you don't see it anywhere in the ALJ decisions.
19  It's not what they did.  If you insist on the metaphor, it was
20  like balancing a medicine ball with a tennis ball.
21           And one more point about Joshi.  When she was asked
22  the proportion of the chair decisions overall that continued
23  the suspensions, this is what she said:  I don't know the
24  actual rates.  I know anecdotally that it was more often than
25  not.  The more-often-than-not suspension was continued,
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 1  quote/unquote.  This is Joshi at 662, and again 657.
 2           More often than not, your Honor.  That's how she put
 3  it.  It's like if you ran into Noah on the 41st day, just as he
 4  was leading the animals, two-by-two off the arc, and you said,
 5  Hey, Noah, how was the cruise?
 6           And he says, Pretty good.  Good cruise.
 7           But Noah seems unconvinced.  You ask him the weather,
 8  how was the weather.  You wouldn't expect Noah to say, Oh, not

 9  so great.  It rained more often than not.
10           Your Honor, we lawyers sometimes talk funny.  We talk
11  in redundancies like false and misreading and true and correct.
12  And hearing Joshi, I suddenly know why.  When someone describes

13  100 percent as more often than not, it may not be false, but it
14  is misleading.  It may be technically correct, but it's not
15  true.  And Joshi's testimony was full of this.  Joshi's
16  testimony was not credible.
17           The city's second witness was Charles Fraser.
18  Fraser's role in the summary suspension hearing was actually
19  quite limited, even though he was general counsel.  He
20  supervised Hardekopf for a time, but then Hardekopf started
21  reporting to Pansy Mullings, the TLC chief of enforcement,
22  instead.  This is Hardekopf at 114 and 140, and Fraser at 807.
23  He never appeared at an OATH hearing.
24           On the stand, he said he could not be sure of the
25  number of recommendations he reviewed, but he was confident it
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 1  was "more than 50."  It says Fraser, 818.
 2           But, in fact, the total number of contested hearings
 3  at OATH leading up to ALJ recommendations was right around 40.

 4  That's total in over six years.  Because the drivers were told
 5  they had no chance, including by the OATH judges themselves.
 6  This is Spevack at 581 to 583, as I mentioned.  It's also
 7  Richard at 453.
 8           The record shows Fraser reviewed exactly three such
 9  recommendations:  Kamal, Catrulose, and Castner, all of which
10  are in the record put there by the defendants at R-17 through
11  R-19.  So his estimate was not even in the ballpark.
12           We asked him whether he had ever lifted a suspension,
13  and he didn't say no, which would have been correct, as well as
14  true, he said this:  "I don't recall that I did or I didn't
15  ever lift a suspension, but I can't recall one where I did."
16           This is "more often than not" all over again, your
17  Honor.  In short, Fraser's testimony was not credible.
18           The city's final witness was Joe Eckstein.  He is a
19  defendant because he was in charge of the ALJs.  And while he
20  worked at the TLC and was promoted from judge to lawyer to
21  deputy commissioner, he never, as far as he could recall,
22  appeared at a summary suspension hearing.  He never judged one,

23  either.  But the city put him up there to say the TLC ALJs had
24  a lot of discretion.  Although Coyne, who did the hearings,
25  said they had none, and he trained the judges that way, and the
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 1  judges acted consistently with that view.
 2           He said that he thought he received an email about the
 3  Eric Gottlieb incident, but he didn't open it.  He didn't read
 4  the email; he heard that Coyne had said that judges had no
 5  discretion.  But when he heard about it, he and two other ALJs
 6  had a conversation with Coyne and set him straight.
 7           Eckstein said he corrected Coyne that the summary
 8  suspension recommendations were to be based on each ALJ's "own

 9  individual opinion."  This conversation lasted five minutes, he
10  said.  But when asked to explain how each ALJ, expressing his
11  individual opinion, could possibly lead to 99 percent of the
12  decisions going the same way, he had no explanation.  This is
13  because he was totally unaware of the fact.  Eckstein's
14  testimony was not credible.
15           These are the city's witnesses.  This was their case.
16  As I mentioned, Mr. Weiner will discuss this testimony in
17  greater detail.
18           Daus, Joshi, and Fraser, they all faulted the drivers,
19  as well as the OATH judges, for focusing on guilt or innocence.
20  The drivers were wrong to argue it; and the judges certainly
21  should not have considered it.  That's what they said.  Going
22  to a hearing and arguing innocence that you didn't do it,
23  that's not very creative at all.
24           So you have to ask yourself, why would a taxi driver
25  who's suspended because he was arrested want to tell the
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 1  hearing judge he didn't do it?  Why would he be so
 2  unimaginative?
 3           Well, the answer lies in the hearing notices, your
 4  Honor.  They never said the judge would assume the driver was
 5  guilty; they never said that the issue was off the table; and
 6  they never indicated what facts or arguments would be deemed
 7  relevant.  In short, the hearing notices left the cab drivers
 8  completely in the dark, as well as their lawyers, if they had a
 9  lawyer.
10           Let's look at the hearing notice issued to Jonathan
11  Nnebe.  This is Plaintiffs' Exhibit 28.  Put it on the screen.
12           Nothing says you should not deny guilt or claim
13  innocence; nothing there about what he should argue; there is
14  nothing there that says anything about emergency; and there is
15  even nothing accusing him of being a threat to public health or
16  safety, which is the standard they were supposedly enforcing.
17           Now let's look to another one, the one issued to
18  Tarlochan Bhatti we've heard so much about seven years later,
19  in June 2013, and put that on the screen.  This is Plaintiffs'
20  Exhibit 31.
21           This one has a bit more to it, more boilerplate.  But
22  it also does not say you must not assert evidence.  If
23  anything, it's even more misleading, since it speaks to
24  presenting "evidence in support of your defense," which sounds
25  to me like a credible claim of innocence would be quite
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 1  relevant, and I think it would sound to a taxi driver the same
 2  way.
 3           Perhaps the biggest difference between the notices
 4  issued in the TLC court era and the OATH era, and in both cases

 5  they were issued by the TLC, not by the Court, of course, is
 6  that the TLC notices say that if you need a translator, go get
 7  your own; the OATH notices say, We'll find you one.
 8           If you look at the other notices in the record, you
 9  will see they are all the same; they are compiled, Plaintiffs'
10  Exhibit 32, and many more submitted by defendants.
11           They didn't write an adequate notice.  This failure is
12  itself a denial of due process.  They don't allege that the
13  driver is a threat to public health or safety or a direct and
14  substantial threat; and that is because they would know they
15  will never attempt to prove it.  It was all about the arrest.
16           And why would they care about notice at all?  The TLC
17  knew that nothing at the hearing would change anything; no
18  suspension was going to be lifted, no matter what the driver or
19  his lawyer said, so why sweat the details.
20           The notices, of course, were drafted and sent by the
21  TLC.  But OATH itself did not correct the problem; in fact,
22  OATH compounded it.  It put out a pamphlet entitled, "Taxi and
23  TLC Licensee Cases."  It's a word I don't like to say, but
24  that's what it says.  I'll read it again.  "Taxi and TLC
25  Licensee Cases, A Guide to Your Hearing at the OATH Tribunal."
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 1  They put it on its website, and it's Defendants' Exhibit H.
 2  Let's put it on the screen.  The pamphlet deals with many kinds
 3  of hearings, but let's flip to the page that deals with summary
 4  suspension and arrest hearings.  I believe it's Page 13.
 5           It says the driver could "tell his side of the story"
 6  and offer evidence about "what was going on when the arrest
 7  occurred," which certainly suggests a claim of innocence is
 8  fair game, as uncreative as it may be.
 9           Fraser -- this is what we talked about this morning --
10  received a draft of this report and made comments.  But he did
11  not correct this misimpression, just as he failed to correct
12  Tom Coyne when Coyne told him, correctly, that the ALJs had no

13  authority to recommend lifting a suspension.  This is
14  Defendants' Exhibit H, as I mentioned, as well as Plaintiffs'
15  Exhibit N, that's the email from Coyne -- sorry, the email from
16  Fraser to Saltzman about a draft of the pamphlet.
17           No one told the drivers what they could or should
18  argue, or just how creative they would need to be and if they
19  had any hope of prevailing.  Of course, history shows they had
20  no hope at all.  That's the issue at the heart of this case,
21  for reason that Mr. Weiner will now be telling.
22           Thank you, your Honor.
23           MR. WEINER: Good morning, your Honor.
24           THE COURT: Good morning.
25           MR. WEINER: Your Honor, I submit that the proof that
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 1  has been presented at this trial shows unmistakably that the
 2  hearing process was not meaningful, and that the only thing
 3  that really mattered was whether the crime that the driver was
 4  arrested for was on the list.
 5           Now, Mr. Hardekopf, Mr. Coyne, Mr. Daus, they all were
 6  doing the same thing.  And I think just to go through quickly
 7  some of the testimony, starting with Mr. Hardekopf, who, I
 8  think, was quite credible, and he told it straight, he said, 99
 9  percent of the time, the TLC prosecutor only submitted evidence

10  of an arrest notice.  It's on Page 23 of the transcript.
11           He said, If the crime was on the list, there was a
12  suspension; there was no individual determination.  Transcript
13  Page 55.
14           He said as a prosecutor, all he had to present was
15  proof of the arrest and to make a nexus argument between the
16  offense and public safety; any connection would do.  That's
17  Pages 65 and 66.  And he was consistent in his testimony.
18           Mr. Coyne said the same thing.  And I think it would
19  be helpful to look at the manual that was in effect, which is
20  Plaintiffs' Exhibit 55, which Mr. Coyne helped draft.  And the
21  manual says in unmistakable terms, in bold:  "The only issue
22  for determination by an ALJ is whether the acts alleged, if
23  established and substantiated, form a rational basis for the
24  licensee's continued suspension for the protection of the
25  public health, safety, or welfare."
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 1           And Mr. Coyne testified that the only relevant
 2  evidence was the arrest notification and the penal code
 3  definition.  It's the transcript at 268.
 4           He said that the standard was to assume the charges
 5  were true, and the prosecutor would just show any nexus between

 6  the charges and operating a taxi.  That's at 258.
 7           He said that he and the rest of the ALJs, which he
 8  trained and supervised, followed the manual.  That's at 265.
 9           He said he trained the ALJs on the manual.  That's at
10  275 and 276.
11           He said the fact of the arrest was the only issue, and
12  there was no consideration of individual characteristics.
13  That's at 282, 283, 290, and 292.
14           And he said that the purpose of the hearing was to
15  build a record; it wasn't to consider evidence other than the
16  arrest.  That's at 290 and 293.
17           And all of this, I think, is demonstrated quite
18  clearly by what's been referred to as the Gottlieb incident.
19  And that's where ALJ Gottlieb in early 2006 recommended lifting

20  the suspensions, three suspensions.  And this caused quite a
21  stir at the TLC.
22           And what did Mr. Gottlieb testify?  Well, he said
23  after this incident, it was clear to him that the only role of
24  an ALJ was to determine the fact of the arrest.
25           I'd like to put on the screen Plaintiffs' Exhibit 44,
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 1  which is some emails from the time of this incident.  And
 2  you'll see here, your Honor, that in these emails between
 3  Mr. Coyne and Mr. Gottlieb, what does Mr. Coyne say in the
 4  second paragraph in the middle email?
 5           He says, Reread the ALJ manual regarding summary
 6  suspension proceedings and the standard we are required to use.
 7  And in the future, if you believe a summary suspension should
 8  be lifted, please call me and discuss the matter with me before
 9  mailing it out.
10           And what did Mr. Gottlieb say about this in the email
11  on the bottom, the 3/28 email?  He says, I want to apologize
12  for the mishap regarding the summary suspension cases.  And he

13  talks at the end saying, If there's anything I can do to
14  mitigate the fallout for you.
15           So there's no question that this caused quite a
16  commotion there.
17           Now, I'd like to look at the next email, Plaintiffs'
18  Exhibit 54.  And this is Coyne and Hardekopf.  And this is
19  where Mr. Coyne says, in the second line, "If the ALJs now have

20  the authority to lift summary suspensions, then this change
21  should be in writing, since it conflicts with the ALJ manual
22  and my understanding of current policy."  That's what Mr. Coyne

23  thought.  That was the policy; that was what was in the manual;
24  that's how he trained judges; and this was a conflict.
25           And then let's look at the next email, Plaintiffs'
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 1  Exhibit 47, with Mr. Coyne and Mr. Eckstein.  And he's
 2  referencing a conversation.  And he said, "She spoke with
 3  Chuck.  And according to Chuck.  And he said that according to
 4  the ALJ manual, the ALJs do have discretion to lift summary
 5  suspensions; however, he was not going to put it in writing."
 6           And then Mr. Coyne said, I explained to her that the
 7  policy of the TLC was otherwise, and that was how he trained
 8  the ALJs.
 9           And it's clear, your Honor, that it was never put in
10  writing that ALJs had the discretion to lift summary suspension
11  hearings.
12           So that's Hardekopf and Coyne.
13           And now let's look at Mr. Daus.
14           And what did Mr. Daus testify about the hearing?  He
15  recalled it a simple hearing.  This is on 363.  "It's a very
16  simple hearing.  It's not -- it's like a sufficiency hearing or
17  a safeguard hearing that was put into place that we decided to
18  do to make sure that basically these are the right people and
19  you're not making a serious mistake."  That's how Mr. Daus
20  described it.
21           And he went on to say that he never considered
22  anything beyond the arrest and the alleged nexus.  This is the
23  transcript in 406 to 407.  The specific question your Honor
24  asked him on 407:  "Did you consider anything beyond that for
25  purposes of reaching a decision?
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 1           "No."
 2           Now, just one other thing about Mr. Daus:  He claimed
 3  there was one instance where he lifted a suspension.  And his
 4  testimony was inconsistent.  At one point, at 382, he said he
 5  accepted a recommendation to lift the suspension.  Then at 384
 6  he said he thought he was rejecting a recommendation to
 7  continue the suspension.  But either way, he was saying he was
 8  doing this.
 9           Now, let's take a step back.  If that really happened,
10  wouldn't that be big news?  Look at all the excitement that was
11  caused when Gottlieb recommended lifting a suspension.  Can you

12  imagine if Chairman Daus actually lifted a suspension?  There
13  would be some record of it.  Daus would remember something
14  about it.  It never happened.  And so the bottom line is the
15  TLC, at this point, to make a baseball reference, was throwing
16  a no-hitter.  No driver had won.  And, in fact, I would say it
17  was a perfect game, but I think they viewed the Gottlieb
18  decisions as errors.
19           Now we come to OATH.  And I submit, your Honor, that
20  nothing changed in the TLC practice when the hearings moved to

21  OATH.  The same people were prosecuting and reviewing:
22  Hardekopf and Daus.  And it's very significant, it seems to me,
23  your Honor, that when the hearings moved to OATH, there were,

24  in fact, a few decisions by OATH judges recommending that the

25  suspension be lifted.  And in both cases -- or in all cases,
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 1  the recommendation was rejected, and the suspension was not
 2  lifted.  And we haven't talked much about these cases in the
 3  trial, but they are in the record.
 4           One is the Miracoff case, Plaintiffs' Exhibit 60, it's
 5  a December 2007 decision.  It's an assault-three case; the
 6  driver testified; there was a desk appearance ticket; it was an
 7  off-duty offense; it was not driving-related; and any injury
 8  was minimal, according to the OATH judge.  Chairman Daus
 9  rejected that on January 8th, 2008.  And he said assault-three
10  is serious.  That was his reasoning.
11           Then there's the Riano decision, Plaintiffs' Exhibit
12  61, June 2008.  And this is early in the OATH process.  Again,
13  assault-three; driver testified; desk appearance ticket;
14  off-duty; not driving-related.  One month later, July 11, 2008,
15  Daus rejects.  And what does he do?  He says, Judge Casey
16  relied exclusively on evidence that the charge is not true.
17           Now, your Honor, when you go look at this decision, I
18  think you'll see Judge Casey did certainly look into evidence
19  that went to whether the charge was true.  I mean I think he
20  went over the line somewhat, and certainly was looking at
21  innocence-related issues; but he didn't do that exclusively.
22  And Daus just dismissed it out of hand.
23           So the significance of this, your Honor, is the OATH
24  judges, they see this; they read these decisions and, in fact,
25  they consider themselves bound by those decisions.  And it's
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 1  clear from the decisions themselves, they cite chair
 2  determinations.  Mr. Fraser testified that agency rules were
 3  the law, agency determinations were the law; that's the
 4  transcript at 729 and 730.
 5           And so OATH judges got the message, as did the drivers
 6  and lawyers for drivers:  Don't bother.  You're never going to
 7  win.  It's not worth it.  You're not going to gain anything
 8  from having a hearing.
 9           So now we come to the current administration, and
10  that's Ms. Joshi, who became general counsel, I believe,
11  certainly joined the TLC, in September 2011.  And last week at
12  the trial, she claims it's a whole new world.  There's a
13  balancing test.  It's not just the arrest notice and some nexus
14  connection; it's a balancing test.
15           Well, your Honor, that's a pure phantom.  It is
16  nowhere to be found.  And it reminds me of the books I used to
17  read with my kids, the Where's Waldo books.  There's no one
18  there.  And actually, the difference is, in Waldo, there really
19  is a picture of Waldo somewhere in that picture, unlike the
20  phantom balancing test here.  It doesn't exist.  There's no
21  evidence of it, there's no sign of it.  They had every
22  opportunity, long before Ms. Joshi came and testified last
23  week, and you can't find it.
24           Now, I want to address the many aspects of this
25  balancing test, but take a step back first.
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 1           No one told Ms. Joshi to do anything differently than
 2  what Daus was doing.  She didn't say someone told her to do
 3  something differently.  And remember, she's the general
 4  counsel; she's not the chair.  Is she really going to change a
 5  decades-old, ingrained policy on her own, and to do it sub
 6  silentio?
 7           If there were a real, meaningful balancing test, that
 8  considered a host of potentially relevant factors, that would
 9  be a sea change from past practice.  We've seen that,
10  unmistakably.  And if this new balancing test really had been
11  adopted by Ms. Joshi, wouldn't there be an announcement, a
12  decision, a single piece of paper, an email, a note on a brown
13  paper bag, something, letting the relevant players know?
14           The claim lacks credibility.
15           And, of course, if there really were a new world under
16  Ms. Joshi, wouldn't the city's trial counsel handling this case
17  know about it?  Mr. Ackman referred to PX F, the January 10th
18  letter to your Honor, which you're well aware of, I won't
19  repeat it.  Wouldn't the TLC prosecutor, Ms. Green, know about
20  this new world?  Well, in the Al-Kafi transcript, which is
21  Defendants' Exhibit N-4, she says whether the driver had a good
22  record or a bad record, and she's talking about the driving
23  record.  It's irrelevant.  So it's crystal clear that no one,
24  no one had heard a word about this so-called balancing test
25  until Ms. Joshi came to court last week.
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 1           So what is this balancing test that magically
 2  appeared?  Well, one thing is clear from the testimony, your
 3  Honor:  It's not a true balancing test; it's not a real
 4  balancing test.  Because their balancing test, if any, says,
 5  You have to assume the charges are true.  And they treat that
 6  as a lead weight on one side of the scale.  And the factors
 7  that might mitigate against that and be balanced against that
 8  on the other side of the scale they treat as feathers that
 9  trickle down, and only some of those feathers actually hit the
10  scale; most miss the scale.
11           I'll just go through very quakily some of the factors
12  we went through.
13           Desk appearance ticket, the issuance of a desk
14  appearance ticket.  That seems highly relevant to the question
15  of whether this driver would pose a substantial risk to public
16  safety while his criminal charges are being decided.
17           What did Ms. Joshi say about that?
18           Well, first she said it wasn't persuasive in this
19  instance in respect of the body matter, but it could be.
20  That's on 506 to 508.  But then at 547 to 548, where I asked
21  her directly, she said, "I don't think it's relevant to the
22  inquiry I'm making."  So it's not even a feather on the scale
23  of Ms. Joshi, the DAT, the desk appearance ticket.
24           And, of course, Mr. Coyne said it wasn't relevant at
25  272.
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 1           The facts and circumstances of the arrest, Ms. Joshi,
 2  at 547, those are intertwined with criminal charges, so, no, I
 3  wouldn't consider it.
 4           Of course, Mr. Coyne said the same thing at 272.
 5           Prior TLC work history.  Ms. Joshi:  I think that is
 6  relevant.  So we found a feather that hits the scale.
 7           Mr. Coyne, of course, said it wasn't relevant.
 8           Prior DMV driving record.  Ms. Joshi said at 519, it
 9  could be a factor.  We have another feather that hits the
10  scale.
11           Mr. Coyne doesn't take it into consideration.  292.
12           Maturity, age, demeanor of the driver.  Ms. Joshi,
13  514:  Could only be a factor if it's not linked to the ability
14  to cause physical injury.  So it's a feather that may or may
15  not hit the scale, depending on the crime, the alleged crime.
16           Of course, Mr. Coyne, at 273, he wouldn't take that
17  into account.
18           On-duty versus off-duty.  Ms. Joshi, 531:  It could be
19  relevant.  At 532:  If it's raised, I will consider it.  At
20  533:  Any factors raised that is not a litigation of the
21  criminal charges can be considered.  But then what did she say
22  at 548 where we asked her directly?  I don't believe it would
23  be a factor.
24           The testimony was all over the place.  I think she was
25  pretty clear at 548.  It's not even a feather.
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 1           Of course, Coyne, at 273, it's not relevant.  And for
 2  this one, I think it's worth citing, Mr. Daus at 412, where he
 3  says:  If the crime was off-duty, we'd be "making a leap."  And
 4  then he said at 420 to 421:  For serious crimes and assault, it
 5  "doesn't matter."
 6           And lastly, willingness to testify under oath,
 7  Ms. Joshi said at 523 to 524, I don't give extra credit; it's
 8  neutral.  So I take that not to be a feather on the scale
 9  either way.
10           So what's the significance of all of this, your Honor?
11  The significance is it's not a true balancing, a true weighting
12  of competing factors going to weather lifting the suspension
13  would pose a direct and substantial threat to public safety.
14           THE COURT: What would make it a true balancing?
15           MR. WEINER: Well, a true balancing, your Honor, would

16  not start with a lead weight, and it would consider these other
17  factors.
18           THE COURT: That's your analogy.  When you use the

19  analogy, it becomes self-proving.
20           But I do bail hearings, and so it seems to me if
21  someone is charged with a serious terrorism-related charge,
22  they rarely get bail.  Is that a lead weight --
23           MR. WEINER: Yes.
24           THE COURT: -- because of the nature of those charges?

25           MR. WEINER: Well, here's what I would say, your
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 1  Honor:  I think there's a sliding scale -- and there should be
 2  a sliding scale -- depending on the nature of the crime that
 3  the person has been arrested for.  If the driver is arrested
 4  for taking a tire iron and beating a passenger and stealing
 5  their luggage, then I think it probably should be pretty close
 6  to a lead weight, and I don't think you're going to be able to
 7  overcome that.
 8           THE COURT: But if he just beats the hell out of his
 9  wife, it's not that big a deal?
10           MR. WEINER: Well, it's an off-duty crime, and it's
11  not beating the hell out of someone, and it's a nonserious
12  injury, like assault-three can be, and it's off duty, and they
13  have a good record, the record goes to the other side, but it's
14  a sliding scale.  And the weight, I think, varies, and should
15  vary.  And I'm sure your Honor -- I shouldn't speculate, but I
16  suspect your Honor does that in a bail hearing, depending on
17  whether it's a terrorism charge.
18           THE COURT: There are presumptions in some bail
19  hearings.  Certain crimes carry a presumption of detention;
20  it's not irrebuttable.  But certainly there's different
21  weighting that goes on, different cases, depending, in part, on
22  the seriousness of the offense.
23           MR. WEINER: Right.
24           THE COURT: But if the data were that nobody charged

25  with terrorism or nobody charged with a serious drug crime gets
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 1  bail, does that mean ipso facto that there's been no balancing
 2  and that there is no due process here?
 3           MR. WEINER: Well, you're going to the due process
 4  analysis, but --
 5           THE COURT: I'm just saying at the conclusion -- the
 6  purpose of this hearing is different, but it seems to me one
 7  could make the same factual assertions about percentages.  And
 8  if that's all you need, then the conclusions would be the same.
 9           MR. WEINER: Well, I think, as I said, the problem
10  with the TLC policy is it's a lead weight for every crime.
11  It's a lead weighed for nonviolent felonies; it's a lead weight
12  for stealing a bird from a store; it's a lead weight for an
13  assault that's off duty that doesn't involve a passenger.
14           THE COURT: But that's true with a conviction, as
15  well.  So a conviction for stealing a bird from a store, you
16  would lose your license.
17           MR. WEINER: Well, they have a policy of how they deal

18  with convictions, which I believe is the subject of another
19  lawsuit which I'm not involved with.  But, yes, I think that is
20  their policy, that they do suspend for a conviction on those
21  crimes.
22           THE COURT: But the argument is that there needs to be

23  a showing that conviction -- the conduct that led to the
24  conviction, the conduct that led to the charge leads to the
25  conclusion that the individual is a danger.
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 1           MR. WEINER: Right.  Yes.  It has to be tied to the
 2  individual.  You have to take account of the charges, and
 3  assume that the crime that's charged is true; that the person
 4  committed the crime that they were charged with, assault-three,
 5  leaving the scene of an accident, whatever the particular crime
 6  is.
 7           And then you're supposed to have and should have a
 8  meaningful opportunity to show that, nonetheless, your driving
 9  a taxi during the pendency of your criminal case does not pose
10  a direct and substantial danger to public safety.  That's what
11  it's supposed to be.
12           THE COURT: I did a couple of sentencings last week.

13  And the consequence of a criminal conviction after a sentence
14  is that somebody loses their right to vote, the right to serve
15  on a jury, the right to hold public office, the right to
16  possess a firearm.  Those are all constitutional rights.
17           Are you suggesting that those individuals can't lose
18  those rights unless there's a showing that the exercise of the
19  vote will be a danger or will be abused?
20           MR. WEINER: No.  And I think there's a crucial
21  difference, your Honor.  In those cases, you have someone who
22  has been convicted.
23           THE COURT: No, but you're arguing -- well, you're
24  not, but the argument that you are making would apply, it seems

25  to me, in the case of a conviction, as well.  And so it seems
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 1  to me if the showing has to be made pre-conviction and
 2  post-conviction, then wouldn't there need to be a showing made
 3  for some of those other rights that are constitutional rights,
 4  that are generally accorded a much higher value in society than
 5  the privilege to drive a cab or the license.
 6           MR. WEINER: Well, again, your Honor, I'm not focusing

 7  on conviction and revocation and what that process is; just
 8  focusing on -- in this hearing the issue is for continuing a
 9  suspension, what actually happens, what does the city do, what
10  process do they provide.  And I think it's quite clear that
11  they are not providing a balancing; that they are not looking
12  at anything other than the arrest and the alleged nexus.
13           And, look, if that's their position on due process,
14  fine; then they should argue that on due process.  We depend
15  strictly on the fact that every one of these crimes, in our
16  view, is serious, and there's a nexus to public safety, and
17  that's good enough.
18           But that's not their position in this case.  That's
19  why we had the trial.  And I think the evidence and testimony
20  shows that, as a practical matter, as a realistic matter, as a
21  matter of what actually happens, they don't go beyond the
22  arrest and the alleged nexus.
23           THE COURT: You've cited, you've just now indicated

24  the difference, the daylight, between Joshi and Coyne.
25           Now, Joshi is the decision-maker; Coyne is -- not
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 1  Coyne is nothing in this process, but certainly when he was in
 2  this process, he was an ALJ and the trainer of ALJs.  But the
 3  ultimate decision is with the commissioner or the
 4  commissioner's designee.
 5           Joshi has had the role of designee for a year
 6  and-a-half, but has only done five or so rulings.  But you've
 7  pointed out that she, at least, for some of these factors,
 8  identifies them as factors to be considered, which Coyne
 9  doesn't.
10           Is the sample size just too small, Joshi, to say
11  whether there's an equal hearing at this point?
12           MR. WEINER: No, I don't think so, your Honor.
13           And I would like to turn to the actual cases that she
14  has reviewed, because I think they're the most relevant, they
15  are the most recent, and I think how someone acts and what they

16  do is really more important than what they say in terms of what
17  they were doing or might be doing or think they will do in the
18  future.
19           THE COURT: Okay.
20           MR. WEINER: So if we can look at the Bhatti decision,

21  which was from August 2013.
22           Actually, before you put it up, Judge Richard, who
23  heard that case, I think it's quite clear is a very capable,
24  experienced, and thoughtful judge.
25           THE COURT: That may be; but she's certainly -- at
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 1  least part of her ruling was based on her prediction of what
 2  would happen in the charges and her view of the credibility of
 3  certain witnesses, right, which she's not allowed to do under
 4  the rule as it's written, right?
 5           MR. WEINER: Well, I don't agree she's not allowed to

 6  consider credibility of witnesses.  It would be helpful, I
 7  think, if we start with what she said and then go through that.
 8           THE COURT: Okay.
 9           MR. WEINER: So, Mr. Kleinman, can you pull up on the

10  screen -- rather than look through the whole decision, we just
11  prepared a slide with, I think, key paragraphs from it.  And
12  obviously we can look at any aspect of it if anyone wants it,
13  but this is what she said.
14           She said:  "In this case, the if-true analysis
15  requires me to presume that respondent did strike and injure
16  Parmar and have the intent to do so."
17           So she's acknowledging the if-true analysis and the
18  requirement to assume that the crime occurred.
19           And then she says --
20           THE COURT: Right.  I agree with that decision.
21           And if you just read the highlighted part, she says
22  that would seem to be what a judge ought to do.  Of course, she
23  then gives her reasons, which make utterly no sense in the
24  context of what she has just said.
25           She said:  I am of the overwhelming conclusion that
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 1  respondent poses no direct or substantial threat to public
 2  health or safety, presuming the truthfulness of the
 3  allegations.  Then she goes on to undercut that presumption by
 4  saying that Parmar is an unreliable accuser.
 5           MR. WEINER: Well, I think that one particular one,
 6  your Honor, does seem like it might cross the line.  I don't
 7  know what Judge Richard was thinking and whether she thought

 8  that that didn't go right to innocence or not.  But I submit
 9  every other aspect of what she's referring to, your Honor, is
10  perfectly permissible, and was permissible, and is permitted
11  under the rules, and she did nothing wrong; she did exactly
12  what she said, which was she was assuming the charges were
13  true, and she nonetheless had an overwhelming conclusion that
14  there was no threat to public health or safety.
15           THE COURT: Well, the first one -- I don't mean to
16  hijack your summation, but since it's a bench trial, I guess I
17  can ask a few questions.
18           The first one is a factor that Joshi indicated would
19  be relevant, right?  It's one of the feathers that you talked
20  about.
21           MR. WEINER: No, she actually said --
22           THE COURT: Age, maturity, demeanor, physical
23  condition.
24           MR. WEINER: Right, because she said in this case it
25  went to the underlying elements of the charge, because she said
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 1  somehow if you determined that he was a threat, that might
 2  suggest that he was not guilty of the alleged assault.  So she
 3  didn't consider it.
 4           THE COURT: And what is the difference between the
 5  first one and the third one?
 6           MR. WEINER: Well, I think the third one is an
 7  indication of his future dangerousness.
 8           THE COURT: The first one is an indication of his
 9  being a threat, isn't that also --
10           MR. WEINER: Well, I think they are related.  I think
11  the judge was focusing on the specifics of misbehaving with
12  passengers, as opposed to in the first instance, where I think
13  it's more general in terms of the threat tied to the fact that
14  you've been charged with an assault.
15           So I think the third factor is connecting it to the
16  threat to the taxi-riding public, which I think is the proper
17  test.
18           And then the fourth one, of course, is the desk
19  appearance ticket, which is not used for purposes of saying a
20  person is innocent, but it's a determination by the arresting
21  officer, the person on the scene, that the crime does not
22  require bringing the person down to Central Booking, holding
23  him overnight, having him arraigned, and all of that.
24           So it seems to me that that is highly relevant as to
25  the very question that's supposed to be asked in the suspension
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 1  hearing:  Does the driver pose a threat to safety.
 2           Now, your Honor, this decision in which the judge
 3  found overwhelming evidence on the lack-of-danger point, what
 4  did Ms. Joshi do with it?
 5           Well, first of all, let's take a step back in terms of
 6  how she says she does her review.  And what did she say?  She
 7  said it was her practice to give deference to OATH judges.  She
 8  even said it was her practice to give, quote, significant
 9  weight to what went on before the OATH judges and their
10  conclusions.  That's at 495 and 496.
11           But that's not what she did with this decision.
12           According to Ms. Joshi, everything Judge Richard did
13  went to innocence.  And as Mark Twain said, "To a person with a

14  hammer, everything looks like a nail."  And what she did was
15  she treated everything in that decision as going to innocence.
16  She gave the back of the hand to Judge Richard's conclusion,
17  her overwhelming conclusion, that Mr. Bhatti did not pose a
18  substantial danger, even though she said she gives deference to
19  judges.  And, instead, what did she do?  She actually went
20  scrambling for things that were not argued and presented in the
21  actual hearing.  And it's unclear if they are even in the
22  record.
23           What does her decision focus on?  She focused on that
24  the driver was a probationary licensee.  Now, there's no
25  evidence that anyone ever made that argument; that the TLC made
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 1  that argument.  And I'm confident they didn't.
 2           THE COURT: But you think it's improper for her to
 3  consider that if the argument wasn't made?
 4           MR. WEINER: Yes, because she shouldn't be -- as a
 5  procedural matter, if the TLC does not raise that issue, and
 6  the OATH judge recommends lifting the suspension, for the chair

 7  to say, Well, there's something else here, and I think that's
 8  the basis, and here's the thing --
 9           THE COURT: You think that's improper?
10           So a bail hearing, if the government doesn't make
11  arguments about dangerousness or risk of flight, and the
12  magistrate judge concludes that the person can be bailed, it's
13  appealed to me, and I rely on facts that weren't argued by the
14  government, such as the fact that somebody is an undocumented

15  alien, that's impermissible; I'm not allowed to do that unless
16  the government raises it first?
17           MR. WEINER: No, I don't think that's the case, your
18  Honor.  But I think the difference is here that you have a very
19  limited hearing, and the driver -- look, she made a decision
20  based on the purported probationary period, even though the
21  record said he had a 25-year driving record, taxi driving
22  record.  And there is no assessment as to why he was a
23  probationary licensee.  The obvious thing is the driver at some
24  point had let the license expire, and then he reapplied for the
25  license.  But he had been driving for 25 years.  And I think
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 1  not giving him the opportunity to address that issue I think
 2  was improper.
 3           But, look, whether it was improper or not, the fact
 4  is, as I said, your Honor, she went out of her way to disregard
 5  what Judge Richard did, and to go find a way to reject the
 6  suspension.
 7           THE COURT: She clearly did not agree with the
 8  recommendation, no question about that.
 9           MR. WEINER: And, your Honor, one other thing in terms

10  of the propriety of relying on something outside the record.
11  There is this process, the so-called Fogel letter, where the
12  driver is given the opportunity to submit something in respect
13  of -- in between the recommendation from the OATH judge and the

14  chair's decision.  And I think that the point of that process
15  is to give the driver the opportunity to address arguments that
16  have been made in that hearing, not to speculate about
17  something else that might be raised at the chair level.
18           THE COURT: The fact that he was a probationary driver

19  presumably is available to the TLC and available to the driver
20  equally at the time of the hearing, right?  That he was unaware
21  of the fact that he was a probationary driver?
22           MR. WEINER: We don't have the hearing transcript.
23           THE COURT: Well, there is certainly nothing in this
24  trial record to indicate that she was wrong about that, right?
25           MR. WEINER: I'm sorry, your Honor.
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 1           THE COURT: There's nothing in the record before me to

 2  indicate that Ms. Joshi misstated his status.
 3           MR. WEINER: No, I'm not suggesting that.
 4           But I do think there's a difference, your Honor,
 5  between someone who's just been given a TLC license, they are
 6  in the one-year probationary period.  It seems to me that that
 7  is meaningfully different than someone who's been driving for
 8  25 years, has a clean record, and, for whatever reason, the
 9  license expired.  Maybe he went back to his native country for
10  a few months, and then he's come back.
11           I would suspect Mr. Bhatti didn't consider himself a
12  probationary licensee with a 25-year driving record.  But we
13  don't have the transcript; no one's produced it.  I suspect
14  there is none.  We've requested it.  So we don't actually know
15  whether he was given the chance to address that or not.
16           I don't want to get hung up on that one specific
17  point, because I think this is a key point also, your Honor:
18           Ms. Joshi had the power and ability to modify the
19  recommendation.  She didn't have to accept it full bore or just
20  reject it.  She had the power to modify it.  And so she could
21  have modified the decision, to the extent Judge Richard, in her
22  second point, went into an innocence issue.  But she didn't
23  have to disregard and treat everything as improper.  And
24  especially if she's giving deference to and great weight, in
25  her words, the OATH judge who's heard the witnesses, who's been
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 1  there to observe the demeanor of the driver and so on, she
 2  didn't have to just reject it out of hand.
 3           If we can look at her decision; it's Page 9 of Exhibit
 4  65.
 5           So what does Ms. Joshi say?  She doesn't say anything
 6  about a balancing test.  What does she say?  She says:  "Given
 7  the importance of protecting the public and the fact that
 8  there's a nexus between the assault charge against you and your
 9  ability to safely transport members of the public, I disagree
10  with ALJ Richard's recommendation."
11           It's all about the importance of protecting the public
12  and the purported nexus between the charge and safety to
13  transport.
14           In the last paragraph of that page, I do not agree
15  with ALJ Richard's rationale.  Regardless of the factors she
16  specified, the matter at issue is whether there's a nexus
17  between your arrest and your ability to safely transport
18  members of the public.  This is Hardekopf and Daus all over
19  again.  It's the charge and the nexus.  There's nothing about
20  balancing test.
21           Now, the next decision is the Al-Kafi decision.  And
22  that's even more recent.  Judge Richard's decision was November

23  2013.  It's Plaintiffs' Exhibit 90.
24           Now, Judge Richard didn't read Ms. Joshi's rejection
25  as applying a balancing test.  Quite to the contrary, she read
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 1  that as saying there was no fact-finding; because she read
 2  Judge Joshi's decision as rejecting everything --
 3           THE COURT: Judge Richard's decision.
 4           MR. WEINER: I'm sorry.  She read Ms. Joshi's decision

 5  as rejecting everything she had done in Bhatti.
 6           And Ms. Green, in the hearing of Al-Kafi, the TLC
 7  prosecutor, she said there's no fact-finding, there's no
 8  balancing test.  And she said three times, "The issue is
 9  whether the charge demonstrates a potential threat to the
10  public."  That's at 114 and 21 of the transcript.
11           So that's how Judge Richard and the TLC prosecutor
12  read Joshi's Bhatti decision.
13           Now, what did Ms. Joshi do with the Al-Kafi ruling?
14  And this is Plaintiffs' Exhibit 104.
15           Would you pull up the second page, please.
16           Now, this is dated January 2, 2014; so it's less than
17  two weeks before the trial started.  Ms. Joshi was clear; she
18  consulted with the city's counsel before she wrote this.  And
19  what do we see?  It's all about the charge.  Once again,
20  there's nothing about balancing factors.
21           Picking up with fact-finding.  Fact-finding is indeed
22  part of the process provided in a summary suspension hearing.
23  But such fact-finding is not premised on assessing the
24  credibility of witnesses -- so no witnesses -- in assessing
25  whether the pending criminal charges -- that's the charges
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 1  again -- if true, pose a danger to public safety.  The nature
 2  of the charges is determined by reviewing the provisions of the
 3  penal law section the licensee is alleged to have violated, or
 4  if the licensee provides a copy of the actual factual
 5  allegations set forth in the complaint filed against the
 6  licensee in the pending criminal action.
 7           Then she goes on to say in Bhatti the ALJ did not
 8  assess the risk to public safety based on the nature of the
 9  pending charges.  It's all about the pending charges, the
10  nature of the pending charges.  It's not a balancing test, and
11  that's just quite clear.
12           And I think this is critical, your Honor, then I'm
13  going to finish up.  But, to this day, there is not a single
14  chair decision that cites a single fact that would actually
15  matter in the chair's decision to lift the suspension.
16           So the bottom line is the hearing process does not
17  present the driver with the realistic prospect of lifting the
18  suspension.  And as part of the process, no factors, other than
19  the charge, are meaningfully considered.  It's a venting
20  session.  It never makes a difference, and it never could,
21  under TLC practice and policy.
22           The TLC is still pitching a no-hitter.  Bhatti is one
23  of those errors, like the Gottlieb decisions; but no driver has
24  crossed home plate.
25           And if there really were a balancing test that
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 1  meaningfully applied these factors, and if TLC wanted drivers
 2  and judges to know that, and to act upon it, wouldn't they put
 3  it in writing?  Wouldn't they give notice?  Wouldn't they make
 4  it clear?  And wouldn't they correct the misperception that
 5  OATH judges and drivers have?  Wouldn't they do what Mr. Coyne

 6  said Fraser should do in 2006, which was put it in writing if
 7  judges really had discretion to lift the suspension?
 8           They haven't done that, and I think it's obvious why
 9  not.  They don't want the word to get out that a driver
10  arrested for assault or for some kind of felony, had his
11  suspension lifted.  The press would have a field day with that,
12  and it's just not worth it to Ms. Joshi.  Her guidepost -- and
13  she testified to this -- is whether the charges impact the
14  public trust.  It's not an individual determination as to the
15  future threat posed by the individual driver.
16           And, your Honor, I submit, nothing is going to change
17  absent a ruling in this case.
18           And final thing, I think that's clear from how they
19  answered the question, and it was posed multiple times to
20  multiple witnesses, when they were asked to identify a
21  situation where a driver could prevail in having a suspension
22  lifted.  Where could this happen?  What are the facts?  When
23  would a driver prevail?  Can you think of an example?  And the
24  responses were all of the same stripe:  It's hard to imagine.
25           And we could pull up some of these quotes, your Honor,
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 1  I think they are quite revealing.
 2           This is Ms. Joshi.  We just put it on the screen, but
 3  it's obviously the transcript with the cites.
 4           Your Honor asked:  "What facts could be presented at a
 5  hearing that would negate or undermine the existence of such a
 6  nexus?"
 7           Ms. Joshi:  "It's difficult to imagine what facts."
 8           Next one.
 9           Your Honor went through whether it was possible
10  someone charged with assault-three, "Is there any fact outside
11  of the charging instrument that's going to lead you to conclude
12  they are not dangerous or lead you to conclude you can lift the
13  suspension during the pendency of the criminal action?"
14           Ms. Joshi:  "I don't feel foreclosed to getting to
15  that decision, but I can't tell you now how I would get there.
16  I don't feel that there are not things that could persuade me
17  to lift the suspension based on assault-three, but I haven't
18  seen that case, and I can't sit here today and tell you how I
19  would get there.
20  "Q.  Has any chair ever seen that case?
21  "A.  I don't know."
22           Next one.
23           Mr. Daus.  Your Honor asked him:  "If somebody said I
24  have 12 kids, I'm a boy scout, you know, I'm a great guy, and I
25  have no priors, would that be relevant to your determination as
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 1  to whether to lift the suspension?"
 2           The Witness:  "I would read it, I would think about
 3  it, but it wouldn't ultimately be relevant."
 4           Mr. Fraser.  Just two more, your Honor.
 5           THE COURT: That's all right.
 6           MR. WEINER: "How about felony fraud?"
 7           Mr. Fraser:  "I mean, again, it has to be something
 8  that it says felonies are, of course, a different category,
 9  because they -- the theory of my client here is they show moral
10  turpitude.  So it's a little hard to see what you would say to
11  show that, yes, I had moral turpitude, but, no, I don't have it
12  anymore.  I'm not sure what that would be."
13           Your Honor:  "So that one, you think, in the case of
14  felonies, that would be an irrebuttable."
15           The Witness:  "It's pretty hard.  I can't think of
16  it."
17           One more.
18           Mr. Fraser testifying:  "So therefore the point being
19  once you assume those charges to be true, which the rule
20  required, it's just hard to make an argument, as I think
21  history had shown."
22           Your Honor asked:  "Is it hard or impossible?"
23           Answer:  "I can't say that it's impossible; I just
24  don't want to say that, because I don't want to say that the
25  imagination of the bar and of the respondents has been
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 1  exhausted."
 2           Now, why is the question about where a suspension
 3  should be lifted so difficult?  Why does it take a burst of
 4  imagination unseen since Einstein imagined he was traveling on
 5  a light beam and developed his theory of special relativity?
 6  It doesn't, and it shouldn't.
 7           If there were a real balancing test, with a real
 8  chance of the driver prevailing, it's not hard to posit
 9  situations where drivers should prevail.  And I think
10  nonviolent felonies, fraud-type examples, those are, I think,
11  fairly straightforward to posit.  Even misdemeanor
12  assault-three, where we've seen serious injury is not an
13  element of the charge, if it's off duty, if it's unrelated to
14  driving, if there's credible driver testimony, if there's a
15  long TLC driving record without any problems, there's no
16  criminal background, and there's been a desk appearance ticket,
17  shouldn't they be able to say in those circumstances the driver
18  could prevail?  They can't even say that.
19           And I think, your Honor, the fact that they can't
20  tells you very clear truth:  Every driver loses, because
21  contrary to what they told the Second Circuit, drivers do not
22  have a meaningful opportunity to have their suspensions lifted
23  "arrests notwithstanding."
24           Thank you.
25           THE COURT: All right.  Thank you, Mr. Weiner.
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 1           It's now 11.  Do you want to take a short break and
 2  we'll pick up with the city's summation, and then we'll go
 3  straight through to the rebuttal probably, depending on how it
 4  goes.
 5           Okay.  Let's just take about five minutes.
 6           (Recess)
 7           THE COURT: Let's proceed now with the defense
 8  summation.
 9           MS. WEINBLATT: Thank you and good morning, your

10  Honor.
11           THE COURT: Good morning.
12           MS. WEINBLATT: Defendants submit that the evidence

13  that has been presented establishes that TLC has meaningfully
14  applied and continues to meaningfully apply the hearing
15  standard in determining whether to continue the suspension of a
16  taxi driver's license during the pendency of serious criminal
17  charges.  The evidence also shows that only criminal offenses
18  that are directly related to a cab driver's ability to safely
19  interact with the taxi-riding public or to operate a motor
20  vehicle safely will result in continued suspensions.
21           Plaintiffs are three individuals and one organization
22  that claims a membership of approximately 17,000 licensees.
23  Plaintiffs claim that the hearings are unfair because few, if
24  any, suspensions have been lifted.  They base their conclusory
25  statement on the unsupported premise that few suspensions have
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 1  been lifted because TLC does not meaningfully apply the hearing

 2  standard.  However, they fail to offer any evidence in support
 3  of this assertion, and they ignore the limited number of
 4  charges that trigger suspensions in the first place.
 5           We turn first to the testimony offered by plaintiffs
 6  or, in fact, the testimony not offered by plaintiffs.
 7           There was no testimony by drivers to the following:
 8  No driver testified that he had a hearing where he was not
 9  permitted to offer testimony, evidence, or argument relevant to
10  the applicable standard.  No driver testified that his license
11  was continued on suspension after being arrested for a crime
12  that has no rational connection to the responsibilities
13  associated with driving a taxicab in the City of New York.  No
14  driver testified that TLC overlooked his argument, that even if
15  the charges against him were true, he is not a danger as a cab
16  driver.  In fact, only one plaintiff who actually had a hearing
17  appeared and testified before this Court.
18           Now let's look at some of the documents, the
19  recommended decisions that are in evidence.
20           No TLC recommendation or OATH recommendation that
21  suspension continue for a driver was presented where the arrest
22  had no connection or nexus to the responsibilities of driving a
23  taxicab.  Plaintiffs presented no TLC or OATH-recommended
24  decision that showed that the evidence presented by the driver
25  was not considered.
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 1           And looking at the chair decisions.  Plaintiffs did
 2  not present a single chair decision continuing a license
 3  suspension for an arrest for a crime with no rational
 4  connection or nexus to the responsibilities of driving a cab.
 5  And they presented no chair decision continuing suspension that

 6  demonstrates that the chair overlooked relevant evidence that
 7  the driver presented at the hearing or in the Fogel letter.
 8           There was also no evidence of suspensions for arrests
 9  that were not serious and related to the cab driver's
10  responsibilities.  And the Court has in evidence Exhibit A,
11  which is the short list of crimes for which TLC will suspend an
12  arrested driver.
13           So what actually happens at the hearings?  What
14  standard is applied?  We had a number of TLC witnesses who
15  testified about these topics; none of whom was contradicted or
16  refuted by plaintiffs on cross-examination or otherwise.
17           I note that the testimony of Michael Spevack and
18  Ms. Desai that was referred to by plaintiffs did not go to what
19  occurred at a hearing or how a chair applied the standard;
20  they'd never appeared at a hearing and didn't offer testimony
21  in that regard.
22           So as to the standard that is applied, Charles Fraser,
23  former general counsel of TLC, at Page 684, states:  It was the
24  standard in the TLC rules, assuming the criminal charges were
25  true, did the continued operation of the license by the
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 1  licensee constitute, while the criminal charges were
 2  adjudicated, constitute a threat to the health or safety of the
 3  public.  And on Pages 708 and 709, and 765 to 66, he confirms
 4  that this rule specifically refers to public safety in terms of
 5  how a cab driver would interact with members of the public.
 6           The standard as articulated by Joe Eckstein is also in
 7  the record at 828.  The standard was to presume that the
 8  allegation in the arrest charge was true.  Then, based on the
 9  truth of that allegation, a judge was to determine if there was
10  a nexus between that charge and the driver's fitness to be a
11  taxicab or livery driver.
12           Ms. Joshi, who is the current TLC chair, and
13  current -- I'm sorry, general counsel and current
14  decision-maker, at Page 491, articulates the standard as she
15  understands it like this:  "The standard that I apply is if the
16  charges are presumed true, would continued licensure of the
17  driver pose a risk to the public and pedestrians."
18           Former Chair Daus says:  "The standard is whether
19  those charges, if true, are causally related or relevant to
20  keeping the person's license in our hands -- meaning in the
21  TLC's hands -- between now and the time that the criminal
22  prosecution was decided."
23           And relevant to whether the standard or applicable
24  rule is explained to the litigants, Judge Richard of OATH
25  testified that she explains the standard to the drivers in a
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 1  pre-hearing conference.
 2           At 452 your Honor asked:  "Do you have a practice of
 3  articulating or explaining to drivers what the standard will be
 4  at the hearing?"
 5           ALJ Richard responded:  "Certainly.  A part of the
 6  conference is used to explain to the driver what the applicable
 7  rules are."
 8           Now, what is the purpose of the hearing?  We heard
 9  testimony from a number of witnesses on this subject, as well.
10           Tom Coyne, called by plaintiffs, stated:  "Drivers
11  were allowed to say whatever they wanted.  The ALJs were
12  instructed to make a record, and they made a record.  And that
13  record was for the final decision-maker."
14           THE COURT: And how is any of that relevant to whether

15  there's a nexus between the charge and public safety?
16           MS. WEINBLATT: How is any of what, your Honor?

17           THE COURT: You've just said by picking out bits of
18  the testimony that the standard was whether or not there was a
19  nexus between the charge, which is presumed true, and public
20  safety, which makes it a charge-based inquiry that makes, it
21  seems to me, the individual virtually irrelevant, unless he's
22  going to take issue with whether the charge should be on the
23  list.  Are you saying that or something different?
24           MS. WEINBLATT: No.  The individual can take issue

25  with whether the charge, as applied to him in the particular --
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 1           THE COURT: What does that mean, as applied to him?

 2  The charge is assault in the third degree as applied to him.
 3  Why is the charge not dangerous?
 4           MS. WEINBLATT: He can argue, if he has, for instance,

 5  a criminal complaint available, that the facts that underlay
 6  the charge did not warrant a conclusion that he presented a
 7  danger.  He can offer whatever he feels or his attorney feels
 8  is appropriate to say that even assuming the charges are true,
 9  he does not present a danger during the pendency of those
10  charges.
11           THE COURT: All right.  And so driving record and past

12  good works and reputation for nonviolence are all things he can
13  argue, but didn't the various decision-makers say that those
14  are things they are not going to consider?
15           MS. WEINBLATT: Some of those things the chair or the

16  chair's delegee said they did not think bore on the ultimate
17  issue of whether the charges are true -- assuming the charges
18  are true, does the driver's continued licensure as a cab driver
19  present a potential danger to the taxi-riding public and other
20  members of the public with whom he would come in contact in
21  that context while the charges are pending.
22           THE COURT: So what Mr. Weiner and Mr. Ackman just

23  said is what was described was basically an opportunity for a
24  driver to vent; but in terms of what was being considered and
25  what would be facts that might enable a driver to rebut the
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 1  presumption at play, there's virtually nothing that comes to
 2  mind from any of these witnesses, right?
 3           (Continued on next page)
 4 
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 1           MS. WEINBLATT: I don't think that it's simply an
 2  opportunity to vent, it's an opportunity to create a record.
 3  And yes, of course, your Honor did accurately say that the
 4  witnesses were not able to easily come up with hypotheses, but
 5  a couple of them did, and they would not rule out the
 6  possibility that more or some might in the future.
 7           THE COURT: Again, it just seems to me that what was

 8  argued by the city before the Second Circuit seems very
 9  different than what has been demonstrated at the trial.  You
10  disagree with that?
11           MS. WEINBLATT: I believe at the Second Circuit the

12  city argued that they applied the standard.  They didn't argue
13  that there were a large variety of cases in which the standard
14  had been successfully overcome by the driver.
15           THE COURT: I know what they said to the circuit.  I
16  wouldn't want to be the lawyer that argued to the circuit given
17  the record that's been developed here, because I think the
18  circuit may consider that to have been very disingenuous or
19  ignorant conduct to what the accurate state of play was, but
20  that's not today's problem.
21           So Hardekopf and Coyne, how do you get around their
22  testimony?
23           MS. WEINBLATT: With respect to Mr. Hardekopf, I'm not

24  sure of which aspect --
25           THE COURT: He made it very clear that the only issue,
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 1  as far as he was concerned, was the fact of an arrest, the name
 2  of charges, whether it was on the list or comparable to what
 3  was on the list, and the identity of the driver as having been
 4  the person arrested and so charged.
 5           MS. WEINBLATT: But he was the person who initially

 6  instituted the suspension and whose job was to pursue that
 7  continued suspension, assuming no action had been taken at the
 8  criminal level where it would permit him to lift it without a
 9  hearing.
10           THE COURT: But he related his understanding of what

11  the standard was at the hearing, and it's very different than
12  what you just described.
13           MS. WEINBLATT: I'm tying to describe the standard

14  from the point of view of the ALJs and the chair, not from the
15  prosecutor's point of view.
16           THE COURT: But he was with the TLC, and was the guy

17  who for ten years was representing the TLC in these hearings.
18  So you're saying that he was just wrong in his characterization
19  or articulation to what the standard was?
20           MS. WEINBLATT: I'm not saying that, I'm saying
21  Mr. Hardekopf would initiate a suspension when it was --
22           THE COURT: I know when he would initiate the
23  suspension, the issue is what happened at the hearing.  He made
24  it very clear what factors were relevant for purposes of the
25  hearing and what factors were not relevant for the purpose of
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 1  the hearing, and the only factors were the ones I described.
 2           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, he would argue at the hearing

 3  that given the charges there is a nexus between the driver's
 4  responsibilities and the crime alleged.
 5           THE COURT: And that no other facts would be relevant

 6  to determination as to whether or not there was a threat to the
 7  safety of the public.
 8           MS. WEINBLATT: That was his position.
 9           THE COURT: Are you saying he was wrong about that?

10           MS. WEINBLATT: I'm not saying he was wrong about

11  that, but that was his position as a TLC prosecutor.  The ALJs
12  and the chairs are supposed to consider factors put forth in
13  the record, and Mr. Hardekopf put factors for the TLC, and it
14  remained for the drivers to put forth factors in response.
15           THE COURT: Mr. Hardekopf indicated he would say to

16  the ALJ what was in fact permissible and relevant and what
17  wasn't, and most of the factors that were addressed and were
18  part of the verdict form are things that he said were not
19  relevant.  Right?  Did I miss something?
20           MS. WEINBLATT: I think you have proximately stated

21  Mr. Hardekopf's position.
22           THE COURT: Are you saying Mr. Hardekopf was mistaken,

23  that there was more to the inquiry than he described, or are
24  you saying he got it right?
25           MS. WEINBLATT: I'm saying he accurately described his
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 1  perspective as the TLC prosecutor.
 2           THE COURT: Well, his perspective as the prosecutor.

 3  I don't think the standard for a bail hearing changes depending
 4  on what your perspective is.  Whether the government or defense

 5  lawyer or the judge, the standard is the standard.  Different
 6  people, different parties might have different views as to what
 7  would be the right outcome in a particular case, but the
 8  standard is the standard.  You're telling me the standard
 9  articulated by Hardekopf was right for him but wrong for the
10  TLC chair or ALJ?
11           MS. WEINBLATT: I guess I don't see an inherent
12  contradiction in how he phrased it.
13           THE COURT: OK.  And Coyne?
14           MS. WEINBLATT: Coyne said that the point of the
15  hearing was to determine -- was to take in everything that was
16  articulated and to prepare a thorough record for the decision
17  maker.
18           THE COURT: But he was very clear what factors were

19  relevant to the determination that would ultimately be made by
20  the chair and things going to, for example, past driving
21  record, reputation for non-violence, desk appearance ticket,
22  all those things are irrelevant.  He made that very clear,
23  didn't he?
24           MS. WEINBLATT: Mr. Coyne testified that his
25  understanding was that drivers -- sorry, that ALJs did not have
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 1  the discretion under the procedures for summary suspension
 2  hearings, and Mr. Fraser and Mr. Eckstein both testified that
 3  that was incorrect and they instructed him that that was
 4  incorrect.
 5           THE COURT: So you are conceding then that Coyne was

 6  incorrect in his interpretation of the rule?
 7           MS. WEINBLATT: Coyne's position that ALJs did not

 8  have the discretion in issuing summary suspension hearings was

 9  incorrect.
10           THE COURT: All right.  Go ahead.
11           MS. WEINBLATT: Continuing testimony about the purpose

12  of the hearing, former chair Matt Daus stated that the judge
13  was supposed to consider evidence put in by the prosecuting
14  attorney about the pending charges, and to at least make a
15  recommendation on whether those charges, if true, are causally
16  related or relevant to keeping this person's license in our
17  hands between now and the time that the criminal prosecution
18  was decided, whether the allegations, if true, would deem that
19  driver to be a threat to public health and safety.
20           And Joseph Eckstein, former deputy commissioner in
21  charge of adjudications, elaborates, too, on page 828.  The
22  purpose of these decisions was to provide a basis upon which
23  the final decision maker could ultimately make that decision.
24  So during the hearing process the judge was to make findings of
25  facts, determinations which then the judge was supposed to
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 1  document in a written decision so the chairman or chairwoman
 2  could read the decision, and without having to reconduct the
 3  hearing, could make an informed decision based upon the facts
 4  if the allegations, assuming they're true, in fact have a nexus
 5  with the health and safety of passengers, whether the driver
 6  was fit.
 7           And testimony shows what the decision makers actually
 8  considered.  Charles Fraser, at 684, 697 and 812 to 814, he
 9  stated that before coming to a decision, he looked at whatever
10  evidence and arguments were made in the record and the ALJ's
11  report and recommendation, the driver's responses and any Fogel

12  letters and whatever arguments had been presented, and he noted

13  that the review was specific to the particular driver.
14           Former chair Daus stated when I was making my
15  decisions, I would like at the standard, what's in the record.
16           Ms. Joshi, current TLC decision maker, noted that she
17  goes through at least -- she was speaking specifically about
18  the Bhatti decision, she went through the ALJ's reasoning,
19  determined what portions she could consider, and noted that
20  cars operate in highly stressful traffic congested situations
21  in weighing whether to continue or suspend his license,
22  continue to suspend his license while we found out how the
23  criminal case was going, I balance in favor of protecting the
24  public.  Ms. Joshi notes later at 550 that her review is an
25  individualized process.  You have to look at the relevant facts
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 1  of each case before you.
 2           Also relevant in this decision that the Court has to
 3  make is the goal of the Taxi and Limousine Commission, well
 4  phrased by Chuck Fraser.  He says that TLC is a heavily --
 5  sorry, the taxi industry, for hire vehicle industry is heavily
 6  regulated because it is critical that the industry be
 7  effective, that it be safe, comfortable and convenient.  This
 8  is not only for residents of New York City but also for
 9  tourists, whose first contact with New York City is often a
10  taxi cab at the airport.
11           He notes how important public trust is.  Public trust
12  is critically important, because passengers are getting in a
13  closed vehicle with a stranger.  There needs to be a high
14  degree of confidence that the passenger will be safe and won't
15  be cheated.  The passenger is the highest priority.  And he
16  notes that the nature of the public safety inquiry is with
17  respect to the driver's functions and duties as a licensee.
18  These references are on pages 677, 685, 679 and 816 of the
19  transcript.
20           Now there was also testimony on the reason for the
21  high rate of continued suspensions as decided by the chairs or
22  the chair's delegee.  Ms. Joshi, page 550, testified that the
23  rate of continued suspensions is high because TLC only suspends

24  for arrests for crimes that are intrinsically related to nature
25  of and responsibilities associated with driving a taxi cab in
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 1  the City of New York.  Mr. Fraser, at 694 and 695, essentially
 2  says the same thing.
 3           Now in addition to the witnesses who testified, there
 4  is ample documentary evidence of what happens in a hearing and

 5  what the ALJs and the TLC chair or his designee consider when
 6  making a final decision.  Defendants submit that a careful
 7  reading of the ALJ recommendations and chair decisions show
 8  that the ALJs heard and considered whatever evidence and
 9  arguments the driver or his attorney offered, and that the
10  chair reviewed the record and applied the proper standard
11  before rendering a final decision.
12           The evidence also shows even when the decision maker
13  changed from Daus to Fraser to Joshi under commissioner Yassky

14  who decided to delegate the responsibility, and even when the
15  hearings were moved from TLC to OATH, the practice and the
16  standard of review remained substantially the same.
17           We would note with respect to Mr. Gottlieb's
18  testimony, that he, first of all, acknowledged on cross that he
19  in fact had misstated or contradicted himself, the errors
20  committed by Mr. Gottlieb, and for which he drew attention at
21  the TLC, was not that he dared to exercise discretion, but that
22  he did not apply the proper standard.  He considered the
23  likelihood that the underlying criminal prosecution would
24  result in a conviction.  He said in his declaration, as noted
25  on cross, that the only thing he resolved to do after that
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 1  exchange was to apply the proper standard thereafter.
 2           Now if we could return to what the plaintiffs did
 3  present, we would like to take the named plaintiffs one at a
 4  time.  First, Kharirul Amin.  Mr. Amin was arrested for third
 5  degree assault, a Class A misdemeanor, second degree menacing,

 6  a Class A misdemeanor, fourth degree criminal possession of a
 7  weapon, including intent to use it, and second degree
 8  harassment.  These charges are listed on his DCJS notification
 9  of arrest and evidenced in Defendant's F1.
10           Now Mr. Amin was, of course, notified of his
11  suspension, and plaintiff's counsel spoke of alleged
12  insufficiencies in notices pointing to the scheduling notice,
13  but the information on the notice that advises the driver that
14  his license has been suspended contains a number of items that
15  are not repeated on the subsequent notice.  It states that TLC
16  has learned of the driver's arrest, and lists the charges for
17  which it learned he was arrested.  It notes that his license
18  has been suspended and cites the rule, 8-16 in this case, it
19  notes that the basis of suspension was the TLC determined that
20  emergency action was required to ensure public health, safety
21  and welfare.  That term was in the letter at that time.  It
22  notes further that if Mr. Amin is found guilty of those charges
23  the TLC may commence proceedings to revoke his license based on

24  the determination that he is not fit to possess a license.  It
25  notes that he has a right to request a hearing, to have the,
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 1  quote, emergency action suspension reviewed, and then it notes,
 2  with respect to his criminal charges, two things, if his
 3  criminal case is either dismissed or ACD'ed, the suspension
 4  would be removed and tells him if he pleads guilty or is
 5  convicted of a lesser serious offense or the charges are
 6  reduced to a violation he should directly notify the TLC.
 7           So of course he requested a hearing and was sent
 8  another notice, which largely tells of the date, time and place
 9  of the hearing but also reminds him of the purpose of hearing,
10  which is to determine whether the TLC license should remain
11  suspended.  So the transcript of the hearing the Court has in
12  evidence at F5.  The presiding ALJ told Mr. Amin that the,
13  quote, purpose of hearing is to determine whether or not your
14  license could be returned to you or remain suspended pending
15  the outcome of the criminal case.  Mr. Hardekopf states TLC is
16  not going to decide the guilt or innocence of the charges,
17  that's up to the criminal court in Queens to decide.  The ALJ
18  tells Mr. Amin that Mr. Hardekopf is going to present the taxi
19  commission's position, and that he will have a chance to make
20  any statements he would like.  He tells Mr. Amin that after the
21  hearing he's going to issue a recommended decision to the TLC
22  chair, who has the responsibility for the final decision, and
23  Mr. Amin answers in the affirmative when asked if he
24  understands.
25           Mr. Amin is invited, after the TLC puts in the arrest
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 1  notification into evidence, invited to speak, and he offers
 2  testimony and argument basically saying he's not guilty.  The
 3  hearing concludes with Mr. Hardekopf discussing communications

 4  with Mr. Amin's criminal attorney about the charges and how
 5  that status could favorably impact upon his license.
 6           The ALJ wrote a report and recommendation, which is in
 7  evidence as F6.  Included in that is a recounting of the
 8  charge -- the several charges, sorry, and the evidence that was
 9  submitted to the ALJ, including details from, and a summary of
10  the presentation that was made by the prosecutor and by the
11  respondent.  The ALJ concludes with a recommendation that the
12  suspension be continued pending disposition of the criminal
13  charges.  He notes, quote, inasmuch as the licensee was alleged
14  to have intentionally placed another person in fear of physical
15  injury, serious physical injury or death by displaying a deadly
16  weapon, to have caused serious physical injury to another
17  person with intent to do so, and to have possessed a weapon
18  with intent to the use the same against another, I find
19  sufficient allegations exist to continue suspension of his
20  license due to the risk that he poses to the public.
21           This report and recommendation went to Mr. Amin with a
22  letter advising him that he could submit a letter in response
23  to the chair before the chair rendered a final decision.  This
24  is in evidence as F7 -- sorry, F8.  And the letter that he
25  submitted was written by the same attorney who apparently
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 1  represented him in his criminal trial -- charges, and there is
 2  nothing in that letter from counsel that relates to standard
 3  that could be applied to the hearing, that is to be applied at
 4  the hearing.
 5           Mr. Amin's counsel did not argue that the charges were
 6  not serious or that they did not relate to his fitness to
 7  safely interact with the taxi riding public.  He simply argued
 8  that Mr. Amin's claim of innocence before the TLC ALJ was not

 9  contradicted.  And the chair's decision is also in evidence as
10  F9.  The suspension was continued, based upon the record and a

11  finding that, quote, inasmuch as you're alleged to have
12  criminally possessed a weapon and physically assaulted another
13  individual, I concur with the ALJ's determination that you pose
14  an unreasonable risk to the public based on the allegations as
15  they now exist against you.  The evidence in the record thus
16  shows that TLC did apply the appropriate standard to Mr. Amin's

17  challenge to his suspension.
18           Now we'll turn to Eduardo Avenaut.  Mr. Avenaut was
19  arrested for third degree assault, a Class A misdemeanor, which
20  is listed on his DCJS notification of arrest as G1 in evidence.
21  Mr. Avenaut was notified of his suspension, and his notice
22  contained the same numerous pieces of information regarding the

23  suspension that we enumerated earlier.  But Mr. Avenaut did not

24  request a hearing.  He testified on page 182 of the transcript,
25  the first day, that he did not request a hearing because he was
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 1  advised by counsel that to do so would be a waste of time and
 2  money.  Of course, even if he didn't want to spend money on an
 3  attorney.  He could have availed himself of a hearing and
 4  appeared pro se, but he didn't.  One might also infer that he
 5  chose not to testify because he was indicted an assault charges
 6  and was awaiting trial, which eventually occurred.
 7           In any case, defendants submit that plaintiff Avenaut
 8  has no standing to challenge the notice, the hearing process,
 9  the chair review process, or the application of the standard at
10  any point.  He didn't have a hearing or request one, and he
11  really can't be reasonably arguing that the decision or the
12  hearing process to challenge a suspension was not fair.
13           Mr. Karmansky, as we noted earlier, is no longer in
14  the case.
15           Next is Mr. Nnebe, the lead named plaintiff in this
16  case.  Mr. Nnebe chose not to testify.  He offered no evidence
17  about his suspension or his hearing process at all, and
18  defendants submit that Mr. Nnebe has there are abandoned his
19  claim.  Should that application be denied, defendants
20  respectfully refer the Court to the exhibits pertaining to his
21  suspension and all through the way through the chair decision,
22  which are in evidence as D1 through D9.
23           These records reflect that Mr. Nnebe was arrested for
24  assault in the third degree.  While the DCJS report, which was
25  offered by TLC at the hearing, does not describe the victim,
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 1  both Mr. Nnebe and the Fogel letter submitted on behalf of
 2  Mr. Nnebe do describe the victim.  The Fogel letter was
 3  submitted by Mr. Ackman on Mr. Nnebe's behalf, and they both
 4  describe the victim in the alleged assault.  Mr. Nnebe
 5  described at the hearing a conflict with a female passenger.
 6  Mr. Ackman's letter further explains that the incident for
 7  which Mr. Nnebe was arrested for assault began when a female
 8  passenger refused to pay a fare.  After hearing, and in
 9  counsel's letter to the chair, no evidence or argument was
10  submitted that tended to demonstrate that even if the charges
11  were true continued licensure would not present a danger to the
12  taxi riding public.  Given that Mr. Nnebe and his attorney
13  admitted the alleged assault victim was a passenger in his taxi
14  cab, it is difficult to imagine what evidence or argument might
15  have been persuasive in that regard.  In sum, there's no
16  evidence in the record that supports Mr. Nnebe's challenge to
17  his suspension or any of the procedures that applied from the
18  time he was suspended until the issuance of the chair decision.
19           Now plaintiffs claim essentially that the rate of
20  chair decisions that continued suspensions for arrest indicates
21  impropriety, but this rate is taken out of context.
22  Mr. Eckstein testified on pages 846 and 874 that there were
23  anywhere between 40 and 100 ALJs hearing cases at TLC during

24  his tenure, and that the summary suspension hearings at the
25  type of issue herein made up less than one half of one percent
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 1  of the total caseload of all those ALJs.  To single out this
 2  narrow minute category of cases and conclude that the rate of
 3  continuations of suspensions means that TLC was unfair to
 4  drivers is flawed logic.
 5           THE COURT: But you're saying that the inflated the
 6  denominator is zero.  But if the numerator is zero, it seems
 7  the rate is the same, right?
 8           MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, what we're pointing out

 9  here is the rate is the same for this narrow category.  It's
10  close to zero.  But to imply there is some bias --
11           THE COURT: Close to zero?  Is there any evidence it's

12  higher than zero?
13           MS. WEINBLATT: The evidence is Mr. Daus testified

14  there may have been one or two decisions.  We have not found
15  one or two decisions to offer to the Court in which we can show
16  that there was a decision by a chair continuing a suspension --
17  sorry, lifting a suspension in this type of case, but we have
18  not submitted an exhaustive universe of decisions.  There's
19  only been testimony that it's close to zero, but not certainly
20  zero.
21           THE COURT: Daus's recollection is based exclusively

22  on his reading of his deposition, but there's no other
23  information about the instance where he may have lifted a
24  suspension.
25           MS. WEINBLATT: That's right.
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 1           THE COURT: OK.
 2           MS. WEINBLATT: And we have already pointed out the

 3  reasons for the high rate of continued suspensions, as
 4  articulated by the TLC witnesses and set forth in the
 5  administrative records that are in evidence.
 6           The evidence presented at trial shows TLC is the
 7  administrative body charged with the responsibility of
 8  regulating the for hire vehicle industry in New York City.
 9  TLC, among other responsibilities, issues licenses to qualified
10  individuals to drive taxi cabs in New York City.  When one of
11  their licensees is arrested, TLC must make a decision.  That
12  decision is only whether the person should continue to hold a
13  license to drive a taxi while those charges are pending.  The
14  decision is not whether a person poses a threat significant
15  enough to warrant detaining him pending disposition of the
16  criminal charges.  That decision belongs to the criminal
17  justice system.  TLC's decision is whether or not to allow the
18  driver to operate a cab while serious criminal charges were
19  pending where those charges bear upon his ability to safely
20  interact with the public or to safely drive a vehicle in the
21  City of New York.
22           THE COURT: But the inquiry is really just about the
23  charges, it's just about whether the statute that is alleged to
24  have been violated is serious and has a nexus to public safety,
25  right?
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 1           MS. WEINBLATT: That is certainly the bulk of it, yes,

 2  but the witnesses testified that the individual circumstances
 3  are always considered and must be considered.
 4           THE COURT: Not all the witnesses said that.  It seems

 5  to me that none of them could articulate a factor that would in
 6  fact result in a lifting of a suspension, with I guess one
 7  exception by Ms. Joshi.
 8           MS. WEINBLATT: I believe Mr. Fraser also hypothesized

 9  something in response to your Honor's questions.
10           THE COURT: There were these two instances in which

11  witnesses hypothesized about the existence of a situation where
12  perhaps a license would be lifted, but otherwise it's an
13  inquiry whether or not the statute alleged to have been
14  violated had a nexus to public safety, right?
15           MS. WEINBLATT: That is certainly the bulk of the
16  inquiry, but it is not limited to that.
17           THE COURT: But why didn't you say that to the Second

18  Circuit then at the time that the argument was being heard
19  instead of insisting that there was much more to it?
20           I mean, again, I think there is going to be a price to
21  be paid for that statement to the circuit.  That's their call.
22  But I don't see how this record is going to be able to be
23  squared with what they interpreted the city's statements to be
24  at the argument.
25           OK.  Keep going.
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 1           MS. WEINBLATT: Operating a motor vehicle, the
 2  testimony showed, in New York City, that is permitted to pick
 3  up strangers on the street is a very particularized job.
 4           THE COURT: I get that.  I don't know that there's a
 5  dispute about that.  The issue is the process that was afforded
 6  here, not the reasons for suspending licenses, but just what
 7  was the process offered through the hearing.
 8           MS. WEINBLATT: Yes, your Honor, I'm just trying to

 9  give small amount of perspective, background, and then I'm
10  about to wrap up.
11           THE COURT: But I get those points, so go ahead.
12           MS. WEINBLATT: So the evaluation that TLC must make

13  and does make is whether the charges, if true, mean that the
14  person, licensee, should not drive a cab where passengers are
15  temporary captives where the driver must navigate crowded
16  streets safely and calmly and must otherwise interact with the
17  public in his capacity as cab driver while those charges are
18  pending.
19           Now counsel made some reference -- plaintiff's counsel
20  made some references to the city's letter of January 10, which
21  we submit is not in evidence, but the letter indicates that
22  none of the enumerated factors in the verdict sheet in
23  particular you must be considered for a meaningful application
24  of the standard.  The verdict sheet was designed for a jury, so
25  we didn't need a verdict sheet.  We believe that we have
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 1  showed, which was at issue for trial, that the chair applies
 2  the standard that if the charges are true, does continued
 3  licensure present a risk to the taxi riding public, and
 4  whatever factors the chair deems relevant is what is to be
 5  considered.
 6           In summary, we submit plaintiffs are making claims
 7  based on a gross surface review of a small number of
 8  administrative decisions made by TLC and are drawing inferences

 9  that are not supported by the individual hearings and
10  individual decisions themselves.  Defendants submit that when
11  the Court examines the details in the record, it will be clear
12  the standard was and continues to be properly applied in each
13  case, and the rate of continued suspensions is based upon the
14  applicable standard and limited nature of the arrests that lead
15  to suspension in the first place and the seriousness with which
16  the Taxi and Limousine Commission takes its duty to protect the

17  public.
18           THE COURT: OK.  Thank you, Ms. Weinblatt.
19           Rebuttal, Mr. Goldberg?
20           MR. GOLDBERG: So you heard from Groucho, Harpo, and

21  Chico, now you'll hear from Gummo, your Honor.
22           THE COURT: Zeppo also, right?
23           MR. GOLDBERG: Gummo.  I think Mr. Jacobs, who has

24  been working on the case, is Zeppo.  Gummo is the fifth Marx
25  brother.  And I want to apologize, your Honor, for being late
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 1  and I --
 2           THE COURT: That's all right.  I understand there was

 3  an accident on the bridge, and that's beyond your control.
 4           MR. GOLDBERG: I have newfound sympathy for Mr. Daus

 5  and his predicament.
 6           I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you partly
 7  because I was the lawyer in the Second Circuit and I was
 8  present for -- your Honor earlier in this trial referred to
 9  various knuckleballs that have been thrown by the city, and I
10  was there for that, and it was quite surprising to me because
11  the case had been litigated on the understanding that the
12  practice and the policy were quite clear that it was the charge
13  and not the person, it was a review of whether the suspension
14  was correct.  And in essence what Mr. Daus said on the stand,
15  the main purpose was is this the right guy, and he said that, I
16  think on page 363, that was their understanding of what the
17  limited process was.
18           And in the Second Circuit we got into a very different
19  process, which was this forward-looking individualized holistic
20  inquiry.  And again, that was, as we said, not supported by our
21  understanding of the record, and as your Honor knows, that led
22  to a Second Circuit decision that led us all to scratch our
23  heads a little bit and now leads us here.
24           I think, as your Honor was getting to with
25  Ms. Weinblatt, we want to the stay focused on the basic
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 1  question, which is what actually happens.  We can talk about
 2  suspensions and talk about reinstatement, but the real question
 3  is what happens after you're suspended, what do they offer,
 4  what process do they offer a driver who has been suspended to
 5  get his license back while the charges are pending.
 6           And again, if you -- there is a fact here, we can talk
 7  about whether it's zero or zero with an asterisk for Mr. Daus's
 8  recollection, but what we do know as a fact is that in every
 9  case from the time Mr. Hardekopf arrived until the present,
10  what happens at a hearing is that the prosecutor gets up, he
11  puts on two pieces of evidence, he makes an argument, and then

12  one way or another, no matter what the respondent argues, this
13  process does not result in his being reinstated no matter what
14  he argues, no matter how many pieces of paper go back and
15  forth.
16           If you gathered all of the drivers who had ever been
17  suspended and reinstated in a room and you said I would now
18  like everybody who was reinstated as a result of this process
19  to go to one side and everybody who was reinstated because the
20  charges were dropped to go to the other, every single person
21  would go to that side of the room.  This process doesn't do
22  anything.
23           THE COURT: Look, that may prove too much, because you

24  could say the same thing with terrorist defendants who got bail
25  and terrorist defendants who got detained.  But that doesn't
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 1  necessarily prove that the hearing was a foregone conclusion.
 2           MR. GOLDBERG: Right.  And I don't want to say -- I

 3  have two things to that, your Honor.  The first thing is I
 4  don't want to say it's a foregone conclusion, I want to just be
 5  clear on what process and what standard they understood to
 6  apply and what standard they made the participants apply,
 7  because I think that's absolutely vital.  So obviously if
 8  you're talking about terrorist bail, I would say a couple
 9  points about that.  I think it's fair to say that people who
10  are subject to this policy are not terrorists, they were almost
11  all first-time criminal misdemeanants whose were issued DATs,
12  or a lot of them were issued DATs.  So to put a reality check
13  on the analogy.
14           But I think there's something more significant than
15  that, which is when you go to a bail hearing -- and your Honor
16  alluded to this, too -- everybody understands what the
17  standards are.  It's fundamental.  There may be -- people may
18  interpret a different factor differently, some people are more
19  suspicious, some people are more likely to come down on the
20  side of liberty or security on any individual case, but if
21  you're a judge or a magistrate and you were asked to go a CLE
22  conference about pretrial release and someone asks you what are

23  the kind of factors that might lead someone to get bail, you
24  wouldn't, as Mr. Fraser did, say I don't want to answer that, I
25  don't want to give the opportunity -- that's not my job, I
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 1  don't want to give respondents' bar any ideas.  That's what he
 2  testified, page 690 -- sorry, I don't have the page in front of
 3  me.  So that's one thing about -- this is a hearing where
 4  nobody understands, least of all the people who are subject to
 5  it, understands what the standard that is being applied is.
 6           And we heard a little bit about Mr. Amin, and
 7  Ms. Weinblatt called your attention to the notice, which
 8  referenced Rule 8-16.  And the essence here is Mr. Amin should
 9  have known that the standard was if true.  He made a mistake,
10  it's his fault that he argued innocence.
11           And a couple of things about that.  Obviously, again
12  in the real world we're talking about a taxi driver, and this
13  is a rule that appears in the adjudications chapter of the TLC
14  rules, and it's a rule that with great consistency every one of
15  their witnesses who is an expert, including Mr. Eckstein,
16  didn't actually know what number rule it is or what it said.
17  And they frequently got it wrong, including in decisions where
18  they don't use the proper language.  So that is one thing.
19           But there's something more important here, which is if
20  Mr. Amin had gone and looked at the Rule 8-16 as existed, when

21  he received that notice, the words "if true" or even any
22  allusion to it didn't exist, because that wasn't codified until
23  much later in late 2006, long after he was suspended, long
24  after any of the plaintiffs in this case were suspended, and
25  long after Mr. Gottlieb's cases.
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 1           So the only place where that idea ever appeared was in
 2  Plaintiff's Exhibit 55, the ALJ manual, and that -- so basic
 3  contention here is Mr. Amin should have looked up 8-16, found
 4  there was no standard mentioned there, and then FOILed, issued

 5  a Freedom of Information Law request, and that because he
 6  didn't do that, he should be charged for his failure to argue
 7  the proper thing.
 8           And this gets to a point that continues up until this
 9  day.  I think Mr. Weiner put on Exhibit H, which is the
10  handbook people to that go OATH get, and there was a list of
11  things that you might consider arguing.  And if you notice on
12  that -- maybe we could pull it back up.  The first -- page 14.
13           THE COURT: What's the year on this?
14           MR. GOLDBERG: It's on the web site now, defendant's

15  exhibit, I may have said plaintiff's exhibit.
16           So the question here is it says:  Should I use
17  evidence?  It's up to you.  It says right -- above that it says
18  you can tell your side of the story, which is, again, if you're
19  Mr. Amin and read that, you might think my side of the story is
20  I was framed by my landlord's drug addicted son whom I was
21  going to call the cops on.  That's his side of the story.  It
22  always will be.  And again, let's be clear, those charges were
23  dropped.  But we understand what the rule is, but why would you

24  know that?
25           And then it says:  Should I use evidence?  It's all up
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 1  to you, you can decide.
 2           Then it says:  What was going on when you were
 3  arrested?  That you were not the person who was arrested.  I
 4  think that's not considered valid under there.  I think you
 5  could say you weren't the person with the arrest notice.  I
 6  don't think that's allowed.
 7           Then this one is allowed, the third one.
 8           The fourth one is not something is that the ALJ can do
 9  anything about, it's something that the prosecutor could do,
10  only the TLC prosecutor can do actually if the charges are
11  reduced, because what sense would it make to have the ALJ do a

12  recommendation that says the charges have been dropped and then

13  the chair acts on it, so in fact the prosecutor.
14           Then finally you get to even if the charges are true,
15  you do not pose a threat to public safety, which again is not
16  the actual standard, which is direct and substantial threat to
17  public safety.
18           But that's their common sense plain language
19  explanation.  So I think that this is what they do now.  But
20  it's very important to say that Mr. Avenaut and Mr. Amin and
21  Mr. Nnebe, and from then until now there's no effort to give
22  the people who are being subject to this policy an accurate
23  understanding of what evidence is relevant and what's not.
24           And again, what is relevant is determined by what the
25  standard is.  So we can argue about in terrorism cases you
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 1  could argue about what the standard should be, but it seems
 2  fundamental, and that's why we're here, that you should have an
 3  opportunity to meaningfully offer evidence as part of that to
 4  know what the relevant evidence is.
 5           And I will just do a little note about the bail
 6  hearing analogy, your Honor, that, again, it's very strange
 7  that you would have the U.S. Attorney and the judge have
 8  fundamentally different understandings of what the standards
 9  are.  It's obviously very odd if the U.S. Attorney's employer
10  was the final decision maker.  Obviously everybody is employed

11  by the United States, but essentially at one of these hearings
12  when the prosecutor makes a representation about what the
13  agency policy is, implicit in that is that the person after the
14  recommendation is given, when Ms. Green stands up and says
15  here's the standard, if the judge rules and says I don't
16  believe that's the standard, it's a completely futile gesture.
17           And the final thing, obviously, there's a very strange
18  thing that I alluded to that you wouldn't have this in a
19  terrorism case, I don't think, that the judge doesn't have the
20  power to make a decision, these are just recommendations, but
21  the prosecutor does have the power, they can --
22           THE COURT: It's not a perfect analogy, but I think --
23           MR. GOLDBERG: If not a perfect analogy, but it does

24  illustrate the fundamental thing is a bail hearing is a hearing
25  that is an individualized hearing, and it's a hearing where
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 1  the -- that's forward looking, and that you consider the
 2  standards and what's relevant is evident to people and made
 3  clear to them.  If there's rule that says at your bail hearing
 4  the one thing that is irrelevant is that should not argue, for
 5  example, your guilt or innocence, it's important that people
 6  understand that.  And that's the main -- whatever the analogies
 7  or disanalogies between the processes, the idea that you want
 8  to keep the standard a secret or people should be
 9  disadvantaged.
10           And again Mr. Avenaut, there was a question raised of
11  his standing.  There's very solid case law, it's fundamental
12  that you don't have to -- if a process is futile, if a process
13  is meaningless, you don't have to avail yourself of it and pay
14  money to a lawyer or just take the time and effort to challenge
15  it.  So he's as affected by this.  He was not offered a
16  process.
17           So the questions, if you go back to the people in the
18  room, all of whom have been reinstated we say eventually, and
19  say who was reinstated as a matter of policy, and we know the
20  answer is everybody is reinstated as a result of Mr. Hardekopf
21  when the good news comes due that the person -- the charges
22  have been reduced or the complainant isn't testifying.
23           And basically you can look at that and say a hundred
24  percent, as a matter of legal realism, as Justice Holmes said,
25  the law is what courts be expected to do in practice, then we
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 1  know that the law here is that you're going to be -- the
 2  suspension will be continued.
 3           But again, we want -- we're having this hearing, and
 4  the most relevant thing here is this dispute, and it comes in
 5  and out of focus, but the question is is this a forward-looking
 6  individualized process, or is it just saying he was suspended,
 7  do they have a rational basis for having suspended him, and
 8  we're not going to look at this individual and we're not going
 9  to be looking at questions of danger and we're not going to
10  consider factors that would be relevant because guilt and
11  future dangerousness often overlap.  And we see that in any
12  number of cases, but they overlap imperfectly, and things that
13  are relevant to the latter question are never part of this
14  inquiry.
15           So your Honor asked Ms. Weinblatt about the witnesses.
16  Again, from our side, and we put on a case with drivers,
17  lawyers for drivers, advocates for drivers, TLC prosecutors,
18  TLC judges, TLC supervisory judges, TLC chair, everybody who

19  participated in this entire process, and I would emphasize to
20  both the adjective and the noun there, the adjective is TLC,
21  and the noun is judges and prosecutors.  And so those are not
22  the witnesses you ordinarily expect to have, but here, in part
23  because this was their policy and this was their practice, and
24  their understanding is that there was nothing wrong with it.
25  They gave truthful answers and they explained what the practice
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 1  was.
 2           And again, we're coming back to what they believed,
 3  and in the some ways, the two most important people are
 4  Hardekopf and Daus, because Hardekopf was present for, he
 5  testified, 99 percent of the hearings.  He was the person who
 6  implemented this entire policy.  He was there for ten years.
 7  Daus was there as chair for I believe nine years.  And the two
 8  of them fundamentally agreed as to what the nature of the
 9  standard was and what the nature of the inquiry was.  Obviously

10  their styles were very different.  Mr. Hardekopf was very
11  extremely direct and forthcoming.  Mr. Daus we know you had to

12  work a little bit to get the answers.  And I encourage your
13  Honor to look at the answers to your questions.  I think he was
14  especially difficult when he being examined by the plaintiffs.
15           And what Mr. Daus essentially said, and I think this
16  is extremely valuable, this is a limited hearing, it's
17  basically to determine whether the guy is the right guy or
18  whether we have the wrong guy.  And then he went on to talk
19  about I think this also helps explain a lot of what some of the
20  confusion in this case even today and certainly the last week
21  relates to, he went on to say that he wanted everything to be
22  in the record.  And he drew a distinction I think at page 406
23  and 407 of his testimony between things that he would read that
24  he wanted in the record, things that made him sad, he talked
25  about the circumstances of driver, but not things that he
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 1  thought were actually part of the standard.  And I think that
 2  explains a lot of what you see throughout it.
 3           And it's been held out by the city that it's a great
 4  virtue that you can argue whatever you want, but obviously it's
 5  our position that you're not doing yourself any favors if
 6  you're arguing things that can't actually persuade.  And I
 7  think we also understand this is the best example of what the
 8  difference is between reading something, thinking about it, but
 9  considering it in your decisional capacity.  And what Daus made

10  clear is there was a backward-looking standard that was charge
11  focused, and that he was interested in knowing the context in
12  which it applied, and he encouraged people to -- the ALJs and
13  it continued on to OATH, but he didn't see that as part of the
14  standard because the standard was:  Is the charge something
15  that is related to driving?  And that's something that they
16  decided at the suspension stage.
17           And that's -- again we can talk about the list, but
18  most important thing is the list was their list of what they
19  thought was relevant, so it would be very odd for Daus to come
20  back and say I don't think that that is relevant or implicated
21  or whatever the standard was, it was there.  So that wasn't a
22  meaningful inquiry at all.  It certainly was not focused on,
23  again, the very different question about what the relevant --
24  whether the person was a danger going forward in this context.
25           And I think the city -- the defendants here have one
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 1  of their themes, and Ms. Weinblatt quoted it in her closing,
 2  and it was from Joshi's testimony that the list defines a
 3  category of intrinsically dangerous activities, and so it's not
 4  surprising that you would have, as they say, a low rate.
 5           And again, our position is that the -- that is a
 6  hypothetical potential explanation, but we can look at what
 7  the -- one interesting piece of evidence and significant piece
 8  of evidence is that Mr. Hardekopf testified, I think it's at
 9  page 83 of his testimony, that there were cases when they found
10  out after the fact that somebody had been arrested for one of
11  the offenses, and he said serious offenses like assault or DWI.
12  And he said when they found out after the fact and not been an
13  arrest notification, what he did, and it was up to him, was he
14  looked at the exact things that we -- that you would look at if
15  you're doing this future dangerousness inquiry.  He looked at
16  the person's driving record, criminal record, he said he wanted
17  to know whether it was on duty or off duty.
18           That establishes even for these offenses -- and it
19  make common sense that people -- not everybody is a terrorist,
20  obviously, and your Honor alluded to somebody with a tire iron.
21  Again, just as a matter of legal realism people who attack
22  people with tire irons don't get desk appearance tickets, or at
23  least that's Ms. Joshi testified about what she understands
24  desk appearance tickets represents, that they think the same
25  officer who made the probable cause determination has
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 1  determined that this person is not a menace, is not a threat,
 2  and when they arrest somebody who does something like that --
 3  and it's very important to understand, if you look at the
 4  hearing, Ms. Weinblatt called your attention to the hearing
 5  transcript for Mr. Amin, Mr. Hardekopf, you don't say to people
 6  who you believe are dangers, who hit people with tire irons,
 7  here's what you need to do to get your license back.  And that
 8  was another theme of their policy and their practice, which was
 9  we want to help you get your license back as quickly as
10  possible.  So that's fundamentally incompatible with how people

11  behave with terrorists or people who they believe are ticking
12  time bombs.
13           So as the universe of people who are effected by this,
14  it's a universe of people -- and your Honor discussed
15  convictions.  I think you talked with Mr. Weiner about the
16  person who was convicted for stealing a rare bird, and the
17  commission would suspend for that, would provoke for that, so
18  why not suspend for that.
19           And the answer to that question, and it's a real case,
20  it's an OATH decision, and the reason for that is -- and
21  Mr. Fraser made it quite clear, the standard here is direct and
22  circumstantial danger to the cab riding public by the persons
23  driving.  So he in fact took great pride in having eliminated
24  non-violent misdemeanors from the suspension list, but somehow

25  he thought felonies were different, and he said my client
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 1  believed that it involved torpitude.  And it's interesting that
 2  he would say that because he was the person who the testimony
 3  establishes made the modifications in the list, and ultimately
 4  he was the decision maker.
 5           And so the reason he eliminated -- the reason he gave
 6  for eliminating non-violent misdemeanors was that while the
 7  criminal justice system should punish those, it was the
 8  province of the criminal justice system.
 9           Likewise, if someone steals a bird and they're guilty,
10  they should be punished.  And maybe the TLC can make a
11  determination that this person's character isn't sufficiently
12  high, but no one would really say that this person, again, if
13  actually convicted, is a danger.  That's not the reason why
14  they're suspending or not the reason why they revoked him.
15  They would never allege that it's not because he's a danger,
16  it's because they don't like his character.  These are supposed
17  to be emergency suspensions.
18           In some ways, these non-violent felonies are, I'm
19  going to say, the canary in the coal mine, because they tell
20  you about how the entire process, they make the leap, they find
21  the nexus.  They don't say -- they don't ask the right
22  question, they ask the wrong question, and one of the questions
23  they say is would you be revoked -- which is a totally
24  different standard, you'll be revoked if you're convicted of
25  murder and suspended if you're convicted of murder, but when
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 1  you have a case in front of you that involves someone who is
 2  only accused and there's a commercial dispute and no threat or
 3  allegation of any force of any kind, you don't say this person
 4  poses a direct and substantial threat.
 5           Yet nobody, when this case went through the system,
 6  even with Mr. Fraser, who is so sensitive to this, they didn't
 7  in any way react to that.  And you see that in any number of
 8  cases involving non-violent felonies, that they're essentially
 9  finding of nexus, finding a danger in an exercise in creativity
10  that is entirely divorced from what the standard directs them
11  to do.
12           And Mr. Singh, the guy who was accused of stealing a
13  bird, shouldn't have had to put on evidence about his character
14  or his 25-year driving record or anything else.  They should
15  have said fundamentally at the motion to dismiss stage, or
16  however you want to conceive of it, they failed to carry their
17  burden.  But that never happened.  There's never been a case
18  that they said they believed they established what they said to
19  the Second Circuit they never do, which is establish the case
20  by just putting on evidence that it was on the list and that it
21  was -- and the person is the person who was arrested.
22           So Ms. Weinblatt talked about the witnesses you did
23  hear from from the city to throw something of I will say
24  another knuckleball here.  And there were three people whom the

25  city called, one was Mr. Fraser, one was Mr. Eckstein, and the
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 1  third one was Ms. Joshi, and whom we obviously already called.

 2  And two of those three people have nothing to say about the
 3  current policy of the TLC.  They are no longer are affiliated
 4  with the TLC.  One of the people, Mr. Eckstein, had no direct
 5  involvement in these processes the entire time he was there.
 6  And in fact, as you heard, his one claim to fame is that on the
 7  Gottlieb email, there's this seminal event in the history of
 8  the agency, he failed it open the email.  But more to the
 9  point, as he conceded, his only response to Mr. Coyne's and
10  Mr. Gottlieb's misunderstanding or Mr. Coyne's misunderstanding

11  was essentially that he talked in a general way to people
12  generally about improving the city's Access to Justice
13  initiative.
14           So Mr. Fraser -- I think in some ways his testimony,
15  as your Honor was getting at with Ms. Weinblatt, I think
16  Mr. Fraser, who did say he's a zealous advocate for his client
17  and perhaps former client, wanted to say that the standard had
18  been this individualized standard all along.  And I rest on the
19  fact he never said that before.  It's absolutely contrary to
20  what the city represented to you as of Friday, January 10 of
21  this year.
22           And Mr. Fraser's testimony about his -- that he was
23  ballistic and couldn't imagine how Mr. Gottlieb and Coyne could

24  have gotten things so wrong, his testimony -- I don't want to
25  litigate the question of whether he said I'm not going to put
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 1  it in writing or what he meant by that, but the fact is he
 2  didn't put it in writing, and what he knows as a fact is that
 3  Gottlieb and Coyne believed something that he thought was
 4  wrong.  And his response, the way he established his -- the way
 5  he responded to that, he showed them by saying nothing.  That
 6  is how he responded to their defiance.
 7           And just a small point about Ms. Gottlieb, just so I
 8  remember to get to that, the significant thing about
 9  Mr. Gottlieb -- again we can get into the minutia, but the two
10  most significant things about Mr. Gottlieb is he got the email
11  that says consult with me the next time you're ever going to
12  rule for a driver.
13           And everything else, your Honor, is prologue, because
14  those kind of communications don't happen when people are
15  having -- you might say consult with me the next time you have
16  a difficult case, you don't say consult with me the next
17  time -- whatever it meant, however Mr. Gottlieb interpreted it,
18  whether he thought of it as a reprimand or retribution or
19  threat doesn't matter because that's not what should happen if
20  you're running a minimally fair process.
21           The second thing is obviously Mr. Gottlieb's
22  recommendations -- and this is uncontested -- provoked a flurry
23  of emails from very high levels within this agency.  And that
24  is fundamentally inconsistent with a process where people are
25  deciding cases or having a balance test and lots of factors are
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 1  relevant because decision makers get things wrong and there's a
 2  process of correcting that.  But this was a matter of great
 3  urgency, and that's not what you would expect if somebody got
 4  something wrong.
 5           And this was a recommendation, so -- this was a
 6  recommendation, so it had no legal effect.  This was not a case
 7  where somebody issued bail to a terrorist, this is a case where
 8  somebody -- and we know the facts of these cases -- said
 9  there's no likelihood whatsoever, it's overwhelmingly clear to
10  me that this person is going to get a non-criminal disposition
11  and he will be reinstated.  And we walked through the factors,
12  and he didn't say this person was innocent, but there were
13  things that overlap with guilt and innocence and also go to
14  danger.  But one way or the other, that's the nature of his
15  recommendation.
16           So in an ordinary process where people are making
17  recommendations and decisions, the way to respond to someone

18  who makes an error of law, if it was an error of law, is to
19  write an opinion that explains to them or maybe otherwise get
20  the word, but it's not an emergency.
21           And when you see how they responded to Mr. Gottlieb,
22  and as we see this again in the documents you talked about with
23  Mr. Weiner in the Bhatti case and Al-Kafi, there's the desire
24  not to say we at the TLC appreciate that you're doing a
25  balancing test, but we see it differently, it's the mood and
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 1  the tone of these is to say you have done something absolutely
 2  wrong, and there's no mention that the factors that you
 3  considered don't go to guilt and innocence are in fact relevant
 4  and appropriate.  And so that tells you what they're doing and
 5  what they're not doing.
 6           So that takes us to Ms. Joshi, and you've heard in
 7  greater detail from Mr. Weiner about her testimony, and the
 8  thing I would rather not do is to go through line by line of
 9  what her statements in Al-Kafi and Bhatti --
10           THE COURT: They're in evidence.
11           MR. GOLDBERG: I will not do that, your Honor, but we

12  would impeach with Ms. Joshi with Ms. Joshi, the testimony that

13  she gave at trial, which is the only testimony that anybody
14  gave who had any power that said that she actually considers
15  these things, would consider, is at odds with what she said in
16  those letters.
17           In the Bhatti letter she said regardless of the
18  factors, the question is the charge.  In Al-Kafi, if you read
19  that letter in conjunction with the letters the Court has
20  received about the standard, she basically -- the city's
21  position of at least December 2013 was you can go beyond the
22  charge and look at the complaint, and that's what was in that
23  letter.  It had no illusion, no suggestion.
24           And then we know -- we got the letter, I think it's
25  Exhibit F, that talks about the city's representation that
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 1  these factors on the eve of trial are not considered.  Then on
 2  Monday the 13th, the first day of trial, the city essentially
 3  made a double negative representation to you, said we talked to
 4  Ms. Joshi, who had never put on any declaration, never made any

 5  official policy statement, again may not have the authority to
 6  do it, and she said she is not prepared to represent she
 7  wouldn't not consider those factors.
 8           And then by the time Ms. Joshi took the stand, this
 9  little acorn of a suggestion had become a mighty oak, and she
10  talked about her policy and what she does in these cases, and
11  these are cases -- and she talked as if this is something that
12  she had actually done, when the only evidence that she has done
13  anything is, as we said, four to five decisions, I think we
14  know of four, and none of those suggesting she ever indicated
15  that a balancing act is appropriate, that it's the standard
16  that she applies.
17           And it's fundamental, if that is the policy of the TLC
18  as of January 14 or January 21, everyone understands, and your
19  Honor understands that's a dramatic reversal from the standard
20  that is applied every day from the day Mr. Hardekopf showed up

21  until the day they wrote the letter on January 10.  We have
22  already had this knuckleball in the Second Circuit, and that's
23  the -- it's incumbent upon them, if there's a different
24  standard and they can argue they voluntarily ceased their
25  illegal conduct, but it's not appropriate to just create that
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 1  through testimony.
 2           The final thing, your Honor, just responding to the
 3  what you will see in OATH ALJ decisions and what is going on at

 4  OATH, because there's been some argument about those, and I
 5  think your Honor's summary judgment order alluded to certain
 6  OATH decisions that respond to drivers' arguments on factors
 7  other than the charge.  And I think from what you heard today,
 8  and we've heard over the length of the trial the significant
 9  things, if you look at the OATH opinions, OATH decisions or
10  recommendations, they respond at length to claims of innocence,

11  which everyone agrees are not relevant.  Even they acknowledge

12  that.
13           And the reason they do that is because they are human
14  beings and they're judges and they make records, and once
15  somebody makes an argument you want to evaluate it and consider

16  it.  And that's -- and again, "consider" meaning not to give it
17  legal effect but you're going to think about it.  And that's
18  what -- if you look at the overwhelming fact of the OATH ALJ
19  decisions is -- the thrust of them is that they are
20  constrained, they're constrained by the chair, who again is up
21  there above them and between the prosecutor and the chair,
22  they're constrained by the information the respondents put on
23  because the respondents have no idea what the standard is.  You

24  heard Mr. Fraser testify that TLC's -- OATH treated TLC rules
25  or their interpretation as binding.
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 1           So ultimately, if your Honor believes that Judge
 2  Richard, her testimony -- and we have every reason to believe
 3  what she testified about her -- how she goes about deciding
 4  these cases.  There are two things I would say about that, and
 5  she considers factors that would be appropriate if this were
 6  the actual standard, but they're two things.  The first thing
 7  to say is not everybody is lucky enough to have Judge Richard,
 8  although I qualify that and say you're not really lucky unless
 9  you'll actually be reinstated.
10           THE COURT: That's a good point.  At the hearing, if
11  there was an ALJ who is actually considering these things and
12  makes recommendations based on those things, if the ultimate
13  decision maker is not, then it's not a legal hearing.
14           MR. GOLDBERG: That is absolutely point one.  And I

15  would say in the universe of decisions there is a difference in
16  OATH and TLC that the OATH is not responsive to the agency in

17  the way Mr. Gottlieb was, but they are constrained in very
18  significant ways.  Some of them have made the judgment, just
19  like Mr. Avenaut did, the OATH ALJ, that it's not worth
20  fighting or complaining or criticizing, because ultimately what
21  the chair does is the law.
22           And so some of them -- they're not a reliable account
23  of what would happen if this standard were being applied.
24  Basically they have been, and we have -- if you read one thing,
25  your Honor, as you're considering this case, you can go back to
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 1  Ms. Green's argument in the Al-Kafi case, which I think is in
 2  sum and substance what the policy has been from the start, it's
 3  Exhibit N4, pages -- I think it's pages 16 through 20.
 4           THE COURT: I have it.
 5           MR. GOLDBERG: You have that.  That's their policy,

 6  it's the charge, it's not the individual.  She didn't even
 7  understand what Judge Richard was probing or otherwise, the
 8  question in her mind was did we have any rational basis for the
 9  suspension, and of course we do because it's our list and this
10  is the guy, and that was her argument.  And when Judge Richard
11  said aren't I supposed to determine that?  Why are we here?
12  What's the point of hearing?  And she said we're here because
13  he wants a hearing.
14           And that's honestly, this is -- again, I don't want to
15  ascribe ill motives to people because there is something
16  important or value in people being able to get up and speak to
17  power, but at the same time these are being held out as a
18  process where somebody has an opportunity to argue under the
19  legal standard, or to the extent the legal standard is being
20  represented as this forward looking direct and substantial
21  threat not looking at the past, that is not what is actually
22  going on, and people shouldn't be misled.
23           Thank you, your Honor.
24           THE COURT: Great, thank you.
25           OK.  I'm going to reserve.  I guess the one thing we
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 1  should decide today is whether the parties wish to make
 2  post-trial submissions.  In some ways that's duplicative of
 3  what you just told me, on the other hand, it gives you
 4  additional time to reflect on the record, if you think you want
 5  to do that.
 6           MS. O'SULLIVAN: Your Honor, if you don't mind, I have

 7  an unusual request.  If I could just say two or three sentences
 8  about something you said to Ms. Weinblatt about the Second
 9  Circuit argument, because I was there, and I feel obligated on
10  behalf of the city --
11           THE COURT: This is a summation, and so there's the
12  main summation, defense summation and rebuttal.  So
13  respectfully, no.
14           MS. O'SULLIVAN: OK.
15           THE COURT: All right.  So I don't know if you folks
16  have conferred.  Do you want to do post-trial submissions or
17  not, proposed findings of fact?
18           MR. ACKMAN: I don't think it's necessary, your Honor.

19           THE COURT: City have a different view?
20           MS. WEINBLATT: We concur.  I want to make it clear

21  that your Honor is not talking about the due process finding,
22  solely the fact finding.
23           THE COURT: That's right.  I think once I do my --
24  once I decide the facts then I think we'll see where we go for
25  the next phase of this.
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 1           MS. WEINBLATT: Your Honor, I apologize, if I may

 2  reverse my position, we would like the opportunity to present
 3  something in writing, even though it would be somewhat similar

 4  to what we presented today.
 5           MR. ACKMAN: Your Honor, if you're going to accept

 6  anything at all, I request it be done on a very short
 7  timetable.
 8           THE COURT: It's going to be very short term.  Nobody

 9  is required to do it, so if anybody wants to make a submission,
10  let's have you do it I think by the end of the week next week.
11           MR. ACKMAN: I didn't hear that.
12           THE COURT: End of the week next week, so a week from

13  Friday, which is the 31st.  So by January 31st any post-trial
14  proposed findings of fact should be submitted, not any
15  argument.
16           MR. ACKMAN: To be clear, you want proposed findings

17  of fact, not argument.
18           THE COURT: Certainly there are no conclusions of law

19  to be made, so I don't feel I need those.  If it's basically
20  articulating what the facts are, what the record cites, that's
21  fine.  But again, I'm not requiring it and I'm not going to
22  give you each an opportunity to respond to each other, but if
23  you want, you can submit a week from Friday.
24           OK, great.  Thank you very much.  I appreciate all the
25  effort that went into the trial.  I think this was a better way
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 1  to do it.  I hope you agree, before you know the verdict, that
 2  a jury trial would have been certainly lengthier and certainly
 3  messier.  And I was able to ask questions that I wouldn't have
 4  done in front of a jury.  So to the extent you found that
 5  annoying, I apologize, but since I'm the fact finder, I thought
 6  it was useful.
 7           So I have another matter, so I'm going to have to kick
 8  you out of here into the snow, but I will be in touch with you.
 9  Thanks very much again.
10           (Trial concluded)
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
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25 
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